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FOUR MILITANTS KILLED IN TWIN ENCOUNTERS

>>p9

AUSTRALIAN PM MORRISON SECURES SURPRISE WIN

FINAL PHASE OF LOK SABHA ELECTIONS

The last show begins at 7am
ENDGAME Punjab, Himachal vote today, 59 seats up for grabs in 7 states and one
UT; big mid-term test for Amarinder govt, stakes equally high for SAD-BJP alliance
Navneet Sharma
n

navneetsharma@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH:This Lok Sabha election will be a mid-term test of popularity for the Captain Amarinder Singh-led Congress government in the border state of Punjab
that goes to the polls today.
The Congress, which stormed
to power with a two-thirds majority in the 2017 assembly polls after
10 years, is facing the SAD-BJP
combine, Aam Aadmi Party
(AAP) and the Punjab Democratic Alliance, a coalition of
small parties, in the seventh and
the last phase of polling for 13 Lok
Sabha constituencies in the state.
In the neighbouring Himachal,
a high-stakes battle will see the
Congress and the BJP taking
each other head-on in all four Lok
Sabha constituencies.
In all, polling will be held in 59
constituencies across the country. These include 13 in Uttar Pradesh, nine in West Bengal, eight
each in Bihar and Madhya Pradesh, three in Jharkhand and the
lone seat in Chandigarh.
In Punjab, the Congress,
gung-ho about its electoral
prospects following massive victories in two bypolls, municipal
and panchayats elections in the
past two years, is looking to continue its winning streak and had
launched ‘Mission 13’ with fanfare to make a “clean sweep” as
against three seats in the 2014 parliamentary polls. However, the
ruling party has been weighed
down by internal bickering and
anti-incumbency due to unkept
poll promises, prompting Amarinder Singh to issue a “performor-perish” warning to his ministers and legislators.
The animus between Amarinder and his local bodies minister
Navjot Singh Sidhu, who made

n

Polling staff collect EVMs and VVPAT machines on the eve of Lok Sabha elections, in Amritsar on
SAMEER SEHGAL/HT
Saturday. As many as 13 constituencies in Punjab are going to the polls.

thinly veiled digs at each other
last week, has brought out lack of
cohesion in the party.
The stakes are equally, if not
more, high for the SAD-BJP coalition and the AAP.
They have also grappled with
internal squabbles, leading to
splits and proliferation of splinter
factions in the fray. The SAD-BJP
alliance had won six seats in the
2014 parliamentary elections
before getting pushed to the number three position in the 2017
assembly polls with its worstever tally. The SAD, particularly
the Badals, has been on the back
foot over the incident of the sacrilege of the Guru Granth Sahib
and subsequent police firing on
protesters in 2015. The Congress
has tried to tap into anger among
the Sikhs on this issue, but the
Akalis have taken the Congress

head-on by raking up the 1984
anti-Sikh riots and role of Sajjan
Kumar and other leaders.
The AAP, which won four
seats on debut in 2014 and then
came second in the assembly
polls to become the third force in
the state’s long-standing bipolar
politics, is in disarray. Though
the party has fielded its candidates in all the 13 seats, its poll
battle is primarily limited to Sangrur and Faridkot where sitting
MPs Bhagwant Mann and Sadhu
Singh are in the fray. In most
other segments, its candidates
could not match the campaign of
their rivals. Led by rebel AAP
leader Sukhpal Khaira, the PDA
comprising the Bahujan Samaj
Party, Punjab Ekta Party and the
Communist Party of India among
others, is also in the fray.
The election narrative has

been dominated by local issues
such as sacrilege incidents,
unfulfilled poll promises, unemployment and farmer suicides
with the BJP’s nationalism pitch
not finding an echo in rural areas.
Dr Pramod Kumar, director,
Institute for Development and
Communication (IDC), said there
was a close fight between the Congress and the SAD-BJP combine
with the former facing anti-incumbency of two years in power.
“The Akalis are on the path of
resurgence from their low of the
2017 state polls. Among the factors, Modi and his nationalism
pitch are likely to work with
urban Hindus and play out in
favour of the alliance this time.
Sacrilege issue could help the
Congress in pockets of Malwa
region,” he said.
(with agency inputs)

EC MEMBERS
NOT CLONES,
SAYS ARORA

>htworld p12

MODI GOES TO PRAY AT KEDARNATH

Smriti Kak Ramachandran
n

smriti.kak@hindustantimes.com

NEW DELHI: Chief election commissioner Sunil Arora moved
swiftly on Saturday to quash
reports of differences within the
Election Commission of India
(ECI) over clean chits handed to
Prime Minister Narendra Modi
and Bharatiya Janata Party
chief Amit Shah on complaints
of poll code violations, saying
the three members of the ECI
are “not expected to be templates or clones of each other”.
His statement, on the eve of
the last phase of polling in the
Lok Sabha elections, came in
response to reports that election
commissioner Ashok Lavasa
had recused himself from meetings to decide on cases pertaining to the Model Code of Conduct (MCC) until his demand for
inclusion of the minority decision in ECI’s final order is met.
Arora said in a statement
released by his office that a difference of opinion within the
poll body was not unprecedented.
“The three members of the
ECI are not expected to be templates or clones of each other.
There have been so many times
in the past when there has been a
vast diversion of views as it and
should be,” a statement released
by the CEC’s office said.
CONTINUED ON P11

mustread
11 TIGERS KILLED
FOR RITUALS IN
MP SINCE 2018
The arrest of 19 people has
unearthed a network of poachers involved in the killing of
tigers and supplying their body
parts for occult practices. ››P11

n

Prime Minister Narendra Modi on a visit to Kedarnath Temple in Uttarakhand’s Rudraprayag
district on Saturday. The PM offered prayers at the shrine and meditated inside a cave, besides
taking stock of development work in the temple town. He will visit Badrinath on Sunday.
PTI

H A R YA N A S T A T E B O A R D E X A M S

Upset over marks,
Class 12 boy who
scored 82% ends life
HT Correspondent
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

ROHTAK: Upset over his ‘low
score’, an 18-year-old Sonepat
boy, who secured 82% marks in
Class 12 exams, committed suicide by hanging himself in his
room, police said on Saturday.
The results were announced
by the Haryana Board on
Wednesday.
Baroda police station
in-charge Rajesh Kumar said the
boy, who is a resident of Matand
village, locked himself in a room.
When he did not respond to

repeated knocks, the family
broke open the door and found
his body hanging from a ceiling
fan. The boy was rushed to the
hospital where doctors declared
him brought dead.
“His marks was good but still
he was depressed as he was
expecting to score better,’ said
Kumar.
CHARKHI DADRI BOY
SHOOTS SELF
A Class 12 boy, who flunked the
board exams, shot himself with
his father’s licensed pistol at
Charkhi Dadri on Saturday.

Govt rejects Verma
plea against pick
for navy chief post
NEW DELHI: The defence ministry
has rejected a statutory compliant filed by Vice Admiral Bimal
Verma challenging the appointment of his junior Vice Admiral
Karambir Singh as the next navy
chief, two officials familiar with
the matter said on Saturday.
Rejecting his April 10 complaint,
the ministry said that while seniority plays an important role in
the appointment of service
chiefs, it is not the sole determining factor. There have been
instances of seniority being
ignored in the past as well.
Verma, who heads the Andaman
and Nicobar Command, would
have been the senior-most officer on May 31 when Admiral
››P11
Sunil Lanba retires.
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54 cases of paid news in state
Gagandeep Jassowal
n

gagandeep@htlive.com

JALANDHAR:The Punjab chief electoral office detected 54 cases of
paid news relating to various
political parties ahead of the Lok
Sabha polls so far.
The 13 parliamentary seats in
Punjab will go to polls in the seventh and the last phase on Sunday
while the campaign in state ended
on Friday.
The CEO office received a total
of 87 complaints with regard to
paid news against various candidates, of which 54 found were certified during the scrutiny. Paid
news has been an electoral
offence since 2010.
The Election Commission (EC)
has also appointed a media certi-

fication and monitoring committee (MCMC) at the district and
state-level for checking paid
news. It scrutinises all media
within its jurisdiction to identify
political advertisement in the
garb of news.
The CEO office said the
expenditure incurred on the paid
news would be added to the poll
expenditure of the candidate.
During the 2017 assembly elections, the state chief electoral
office had detected 80 cases of
paid news, including news items
in both print and broadcast
media.
During the state polls, the EC
had even declared a news article
relating to the then Punjab chief
minister Parkash Singh Badal,
which was published in a vernac-

OF 87 COMPLAINTS
RECEIVED, 54 WERE
FOUND TRUE DURING
SCRUTINY. PAID NEWS
IS AN ELECTORAL
OFFENCE SINCE 2010
ular paper, as paid news.
During the 2014 Lok Sabha
polls, 110 paid news cases were
detected by the EC in Punjab.
In 2012, Punjab topped among
all the states with 523 certified
cases of paid news during the
assembly polls.
This time the EC has also been
keeping an eye on the social
media. It recently ordered to
include Rs 1.74 lakh in the elec-

tion expenditure of BJP’s Gurdaspur candidate Sunny Deol for
running a Facebook page without
the EC permission.
Navjit Singh Johal, a journalism professor at Punjabi University, said that paid news is a dangerous trend as common readers
or viewers can’t differentiate it
from real news. “It is the moral
responsibility of mediapersons to
respect the right of readers or listeners to access accurate information.”
WHAT IS PAID NEWS?
Paid news, as defined by the Press
Council of India, is any news or
analysis appearing in any media
(print and electronic) for a
price in cash or kind as consideration.

AKALI DAL SEEKS Notice to Deol for poll code violation
ADDITIONAL
CENTRAL FORCES
IN FEROZEPUR,
BATHINDA
HT Correspondent
n

Press Trust of India
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH: The Shiromani

Akali Dal (SAD) on Saturday
urged the Election Commission
to deploy additional paramilitary forces in Ferozepur and
Bathinda constituencies, from
where senior party leaders
Sukhbir Singh Badal and Harsimrat Kaur Badal are contesting
the general election, respectively.
In a letter to the chief election
commissioner just a day ahead of
the election, Akali Dal’s senior
vice-president and spokesperson Daljit Singh Cheema said
additional paramilitary forces
were required in these two constituencies to ensure free and
fair elections.
Cheema said there were 1,729
polling booths in Bathinda and
central forces were deployed
only on 700 booths.
“Similarly, paramilitary forces are deployed on few selective
booths in Ferozepur parliamentary constituency while some
hyper-sensitive areas such as
Abohar city and Ferozepur city
were left without paramilitary
forces,” he claimed.
Cheema expressed fear that
the Congress party might adopt
“unfair means to intimidate”
voters in these two constituencies as ruling party’s had an
“agenda” to defeat the Badal
family.
Sukhbir is contesting from
Ferozepur while his wife and
Union minister Harsimrat Kaur
Badal is fighting from Bathinda.
Cheema also demanded
deployment of central forces at
all sensitive polling booths in
Punjab.
Polling to 13 Lok Sabha seats
in Punjab will be held on Sunday.

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

PATHANKOT: The Election Commission on Friday night issued a
notice to the BJP candidate from
Gurdaspur Lok Sabha seat
Sunny Deol for violating the
model code of conduct.
Deol has been accused of
addressing a gathering of 200
people on Friday night. BJP
received the notice on Saturday
morning and claimed that party
legal cell has replied to the notice
and its candidate did not violate
the “silent” period.

n

Sunny Deol

Deol, through his lawyer, said
he visited the party office, which
was not an offence.
BJP legal adviser Matinder
Mahajan said Deol visited the
BJP office against his schedule.

He said apparently people
learned about his arrival and
gathered. “Sunny left the office
in 15 minutes. It is not violation
of the model code of conduct to
visit party office,” he said.
BJP leader Pardeep Raina,
who claimed to be at the spot,
said that neither any programme
was organised nor speaker was
used to address the gathering.
“We have not violated Section
144 (unlawful assembly),” he
said. The candidates have been
asked to stop canvassing in any
form prior to 48 hours of the polling, slated on May 19.

DSGMC member
detained in
Bathinda
HT Correspondent
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

BATHINDA: Police have detained a

Delhi Sikh Gurdwara Management Committee (DSGMC) member for violating election commission guidelines that no outsider
can stay in the constituency after
campaigning is over.
The campaigning for the 13
parliamentary constituencies in
Punjab came to an end on Friday
and all political leaders and
workers, who are not registered
voters, were asked to vacate the
constituency after 6pm until the
conclusion of polling on May 19.
The directions were not applicable to the contesting candidates
or the state heads of the political
parties but they were allowed to
move only between their state
party offices and residences.
DSGMC member Nishan
Singh was apprehended by Congress workers and was handed
over to the police. Bathinda SSP
Nanak Singh said he has been
detained as per election the commission guidelines. “We are questioning him,” he said. Congress
leader Anil Bhola said that
Nishan Singh and two other SAD
workers from outside segment
were spotted by Congress workers. While the two others managed to escape, Nishan was
apprehended. He alleged that
SAD leaders from Delhi were
camping in city to influence voters using money.
1 INJURED AS SAD, CONG
WORKERS CLASH
A SAD worker was injured in a
clash with Congress workers at
Gurusar Sainewala village in
Bathinda on Saturday. Nirmal
Singh has been admitted to the
Bathinda Civil hospital. SAD
leaders alleged that Nirmal was
attacked by Congress workers.
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BATTLEFIELD PUNJAB, CHANDIGARH

It’sfighttofinishin14seatsupforgrabs
GURDASPUR

BATHINDA

VOTER ADVISORY
WHAT TO CARRY
n Election

Sunil Jakhar
Congress

Sunny Deol
BJP

IN THE RING: Direct fight between
Sunil Jakhar (Congress) and Sunny Deol
(BJP)
QUICK TAKE: The contest in Gurdaspur
constituency which borders Pakistan is
between two ‘outsiders’ – Punjab
Congress president and sitting MP Sunil
Jakhar and actor-turned-politician
Sunny Deol. Though Jakhar had won the
seat by 1.93 lakh votes in the 2017 Lok

Sabha bypoll after the death of fourtime MP and actor Vinod Khanna,
Sunny’s roadshows have been a huge hit,
causing worry in the Congress camp. The
BJP candidate is banking on Modi’s sway
and his own appeal in the star-struck
constituency. On the other hand, Jakhar,
whose party is in power in Punjab, is
promising development, but is battling
anti-incumbency against party MLAs.

2014 RESULT:Vinod Khanna of BJP trounced Partap Singh Bajwa of
Congress by 1.36 lakh votes

photo identity card (EPIC)
n Photo voter slip
If you do not have either document, but your
name appears in the electoral rolls, there are other
government-issued documents you can carry as
identity proof that you can show to vote:

THEY ARE: n Passport n Driver's licence
n Service

identity cards for employees of union or
government organisations/PSUs n Bank
passbook with photograph n Pan card n Aadhaar
card n MNREGA job card n Health insurance smart
card issued by state government n Pension
document with photograph

37°C

The expected
max temp for
the day is near
normal for May.

n State

WHAT NOT TO CARRY
n Mobile phones are not allowed. There will be no
counters at the polling booth to deposit them.

HOW TO CHECK YOUR NAME ON
VOTER LIST ONLINE
n Visit

The National Voters' Service Portal —
https://www.nvsp.in or
n National Voter Services Portal's Electoral Search
page (NVSP).
n If you have the EPIC number, then click on
'Search by EPIC number'. If not, then click on
'Search by details'. You will get a slip.

SANGRUR

WEATHER
REPORT

Forecast: The
sky will be
mainly clear.
Essentials:
Water will be
available at
every polling
station. There
isn’t any
restriction on
carrying
umbrellas.

Harsimrat K
Badal SAD

Raja Warring
Congress

IN THE RING: A quadrangular fight
between Harsimrat Kaur Badal (SAD),
Amrinder Singh Raja Warring (Congress),
Baljinder Kaur (AAP) and Sukhpal Singh
Khaira (Punjab Ekta Party)
QUICK TAKE: Harsimrat, the daughterin-law of five-time former CM Parkash
Singh Badal and wife of party president
Sukhbir Singh Badal, had won the seat in

Sukhpal
Khaira PEP

Balwinder
Kaur AAP

2009 and 2014, but faces a fight this
time. She is counting on development
done during the 10-year Akali rule.
Warring is trying to tap into anger
against the Badals over the 2015 sacrilege and police firing incidents. The
infighting-hit AAP did well in Bathinda in
the 2017 state polls. Other parties are
eyeing its vote bank this time.

2014 RESULT:Harsimrat Badal won the seat by defeating her estranged
brother-in-law Manpreet Singh Badal of Congress by 19,395 votes

AMRITSAR

POLL TIME
7 am to 6 pm

PATIALA
Bhagwant Mann
AAP

Parminder Singh
Dhindsa SAD

IN THE RING: Three-cornered contest
between Bhagwant Mann (AAP),
Parminder Singh Dhindsa (SAD) and
Kewal Singh Dhillon (Congress)
QUICK TAKE:A battle of prestige for
sitting MP and AAP’s state unit president
Bhagwant Mann who won the seat by a
record margin in 2014. The stand-up
comedian-turned-politician is locked in a
close fight with Dhindsa, a five-time
MLA and former finance minister, and

Gurjeet S Aujla
Congress

Kewal Dhillon
Congress

Dhillon, a businessman-turned-politician
whose candidature was pushed by chief
minister Amarinder Singh. Mann is
banking on his connect with people in
rural areas whereas Dhindsa is seeking
support on development undertaken by
the SAD-BJP government during its
10-year rule in the state and Modi’s
nationalism narrative. His MP father,
Sukhdev Singh Dhindsa, had advised him
against contesting, though.

2014 RESULT: Bhagwant Mann defeated Sukhdev Dhindsa by 2.1L votes.

HOSHIARPUR

Preneet Kaur
Congress

Dr Dharamvira
Gandhi NPP

IN THE RING: A close triangular fight
between Preneet Kaur (Congress), Dr
Dharamvira Gandhi (Nawan Punjab
Party) and Surjit Singh Rakhra (SAD)
QUICK TAKE: Chief minister Amarinder
Singh’s wife and former Union minister
Preneet Kaur is facing Gandhi and
Rakhra in her bid to reclaim the party’s
lost turf. Preneet had won the seat in
1999, 2004 and 2009, but suffered a loss

Surjit Singh Rakhra
SAD

in the family fortress in 2014. She was
defeated by Gandhi. She is harping on
development initiated by her husband’s
government. Gandhi, who rebelled
against the AAP leadership and formed a
separate party, is counting on his “goodwill and people connect”. SAD’s Rakhra
sees “Modi magic” as his best bet.
Gandhi’s NPP is a constituent of sixparty Punjab Democratic Alliance.

Hardeep S Puri
BJP

IN THE RING: Direct contest between
sitting MP Gurjeet Aujla (Congress) and
Hardeep Puri (BJP)
QUICK TAKE: It’s a prestigious battle for
Union minister for urban development
Hardeep Puri, who was picked by the BJP
high command as Amritsar candidate a
few days before filing of the nomination. Puri, a Rajya Sabha member, is
contesting his first electoral battle
against Congress’s sitting MP Gurjeet

Aujla. Puri is being called an outsider,
while Aujla is battling anti-incumbency
of the Amarinder government and the
factionalism within the party rank and
file. Puri is banking largely upon the
Modi factor as his campaigning witnessed lack of co-ordination among local
SAD-BJP leaders. Aujla, a low profile local
party leader, had became an MP in 2017
by-election necessitated after the
resignation of Capt Amarinder Singh.

2014 RESULT: Captain Amarinder Singh defeated Arun Jaitley of the
BJP by 1.02 lakh votes.

LUDHIANA

2014 RESULT: Dr Dharamvira Gandhi of AAP defeated Preneet Kaur of
Congress by 20,942 votes

FARIDKOT
Dr Raj Kumar
Chabbewal Cong

Som Parkash
BJP

IN THE RING: Direct contest between
Som Parkash (BJP) and Dr Raj Kumar
(Congress)
QUICK TAKE: The seat may witness a
nail-biting contest in which BJP has
fielded Phagwara MLA and retired IAS
officer Som Parkash whereas the Congress’s pick is its young and aggressive
leader Dr Raj Kumar, who is an MLA from
Chabbewal. While Raj Kumar is banking
upon his personal touch in the segment,
Parkash is depending upon the Modi
factor as the constituency has a large

Dr Ravjot Singh
AAP

number of Hindu votes. Parkash was
picked over sitting MP and Union
minister for social justice Vijay Sampla,
who has distanced himself from the
campaigning, which may harm the BJP.
In 2014, AAP’s Yamini Gomar had upset
Congress equations by securing 2,13,154
votes. This time, the party has fielded
Dr Ravjot Singh, who had contested the
2017 assembly polls from Sham Chaurasi
segment and stood second by getting
over 42,000 votes. He has the capacity to
upset equations of both the parties.

2014 RESULT: BJP’s Vijay Sampla defeated Congress’s Mohinder Singh
Kaypee by 13,414 votes.

FATEHGARH SAHIB

Ravneet Bittu
Congress

Sadhu Singh
AAP

Mohd Sadique
Congress

IN THE RING: Mohammad Sadique
(Congress), Gulzar Singh Ranike (SAD)
and AAP’s Sadhu Singh are key contestants
QUICK TAKE: In Faridkot, the centre of
the row related to sacrilege of Guru
Granth Sahib that erupted in 2015 and
pushed the then Akali-BJP government

Gulzar S Ranike
SAD

on the back foot, the going appears
comfortable for the Congress nominee
as former minister Ranike is facing a lot
of opposition. Sitting MP Sadhu Singh
of the Aam Aadmi Party is lagging
this time as compared to 2014 as the
party is a divided house and marred
by rebellion.

2014 RESULT:Sadhu Singh of AAP defeated Paramjit Kaur Gulshan of
(SAD-BJP) by a margin of 1.72 lakh votes

IN THE RING: Triangular contest among
Ravneet Bittu (Congress), Maheshinder
Grewal (SAD) and Simarjeet Singh Bains
(Punjab Democratic Alliance).
QUICK TAKE: It’s a prestigious battle for
sitting Congress MP Bittu’s who is trying
his best to nurture his political dream by
becoming the MP for the third time. But
he is getting a strong challenge from
SAD’s Grewal and PDA candidate Bains
— Lok Insaaf Party’s firebrand MLA from

IN THE RING: Former bureaucrats Dr
Amar Singh (Congress) and DS Guru
(Akali-BJP) are in a straight fight
QUICK TAKE: Both retired IAS officers
have a similar phrase to woo the voters –
“vote for me as I know how to get works
done” and speak of their humble
background to connect with the poor.
Guru says he served people of Punjab

Darbara Singh
Guru SAD
during his career as a bureaucrat while
Singh was in Madhya Pradesh. Amar
Singh, who is a qualified doctor, says he
had played a role in envisaging UPA
government’s popular MGNREGA and
atta-dal schemes. Guru is harping on
Modi factor and the rapport of the
Badals, while Singh is trying to sell
himself.

ANANDPUR SAHIB

IN THE RING:Triangular contest
between Prem Singh Chandumajra
(SAD), Manish Tewari (Congress), and Bir
Devinder Singh of SAD (Taksali)
QUICK TAKE: Sitting MP Prem Singh
Chandumajra, who is facing anti-incumbency, is pitted against former Union
minister Manish Tewari. Chandumajra is
facing the heat because ministers of the

Atam Nagar. Grewal is hoping to get
support of Hindu voters, while Bains is
banking upon his image of a crusader.
Simarjeet, whose brother Balwinder is
also an MLA from Ludhiana South, had
contested 2014 polls and stood fourth by
getting 2.1 lakh votes. All eyes are on
2.8 lakh votes bagged in the last polls by
Supreme Court lawyer HS Phoolka who
had stood second as an AAP candidate
and he is not in the race this time.

JALANDHAR

KHADOOR SAHIB

2014 RESULT: Harinder Singh Khalsa of AAP defeated Sadhu Singh of
Congress by 54,088 votes

Prem S Chandumajra
SAD

Simarjeet S Bains
LIP

2014 RESULT: Congress’s Ravneet Bittu defeated AAP’s HS Phoolka
by 19,789 votes.

Santokh
Chaudhary Cong
Dr Amar Singh
Congress

Maheshinder
Grewal SAD

Jagir Kaur
SAD

Jasbir S Dimpa
Congress

IN THE RING: A gripping three-way
contest between Jagir Kaur (SAD), Jasbir
Singh Dimpa (Congress) and Paramjit
Kaur Khalra (Punjab Ekta Party)
QUICK TAKE:The Panthic constituency
(known as Tarn Taran before delimitation) has been an Akali stronghold. The
SAD won the seat in six consecutive
elections, but its nominee, Jagir Kaur, is
locked in a close contest with Dimpa and

Paramjit K Khalra
PEP

Khalra this time. The PEP nominee,
widow of human rights activist Jaswant
Khalra who was killed by cops, is the
dark horse, giving sleepless nights to her
rivals. Rebel Akali leader and sitting MP
Ranjit Singh Brahmpura, who floated his
separate party, has backed Khalra.
Congress leader Sam Pitroda’s ‘hua toh
hua” remark on 1984 anti-Sikh riots has
given ammunition to rivals.

2014 RESULT:Ranjit Singh Brahmpura of SAD defeated Harminder
Singh Gill of Congress by over 1 lakh votes

Amarinder cabinet Balbir Singh Sidhu
and Charanjit Singh Channi are campaigning for Tewari, who is hoping to
sway the Hindu voters. To counter him,
Chandumajra is banking on performance
of the Modi government. Opponents say
he ignored the constituency. He is also
facing tough questions over Akali-BJP
government’s inability to stop sacrilege.

2014 RESULT: SAD’s Prem Singh Chandumajra defeated Ambika Soni of
the Congress by 23,697 votes

Sukhbir Singh
Badal SAD
IN THE RING: Sukhbir Singh Badal
(SAD-BJP) takes on Sher Singh Ghubaya
(Congress) in direct contest
QUICK TAKE: SAD president Sukhbir
Singh Badal chose this segment for
himself and will take on sitting MP and
former Akali leader Ghubaya, who claims
support of 4 lakh Rai Sikh votes. Sukhbir

IN THE RING: Direct contest between
Santokh Chaudhary (Congress) and
Charanjit Atwal (SAD)
QUICK TAKE: Things are not moving
smoothly for sitting MP Santokh Chaudhary in this Congress citadel where he is
locked in a direct contest with SAD’s
senior leader and former Lok Sabha
deputy speaker Charanjit Atwal. Voices of
dissent within the Congress against
Chaudhary and his son and former youth

Balwinder Singh
BSP

Congress president Vikram Chaudhary
are loud this time. BSP, who has fielded
former journalist Balwainder Singh, could
prove to be the deciding factor amid
reports of good response in rural areas.
As Chaudhary and Balwinder come from
Ravidassia community, increase in BSP’s
vote share may eat into Congress’s pie
and benefit SAD’s Atwal, a Valmiki. There
is a drastic downfall in response to AAP
that had got 1.25 lakh votes in last polls.

2014 RESULT: Congress’s Santokh Chaudhary defeated SAD’s Pawan Tinu
by 70,981 votes.

CHANDIGARH

FEROZEPUR

Manish Tewari
Congress

Charanjit Singh
Atwal SAD

Sher Singh
Ghubaya Congress
is an MLA from Jalalabad that is part of
the Ferozepur parliamentary seat and he
is confident of a victory since he “has
done so much for the area”. The campaigning of Akali Dal was taken care of
by party leaders as Sukhbir himself had
devoted more time for other candidates
across the state.

2014 RESULT: Sher Singh Ghubaya (SAD-BJP) defeated Sunil Jakhar
(Congress) by a margin of 31,420 votes

Kirron Kher
BJP

Pawan Kumar
Bansal Congress

IN THE RING: Triangular fight between
Kirron Kher (BJP), Pawan Kumar Bansal
(Congress) and Harmohan Dhawan (Aam
Aadmi Party)
QUICK TAKE: Kirron Kher is up against
former railway minister and four-time
MP Pawan Kumar Bansal of the Congress
in this battle of prestige. The actorturned-politician had trounced Bansal,

Harmohan Dhawan
AAP

who was dropped from the Union
cabinet after his nephew was caught
accepting bribe for allegedly fixing a top
appointment in the railway board, in
2014 by a hefty margin. But, it is a tight
fight this time. The AAP, which polled
24% votes with actor Gul Panag as its
candidate, has Dhawan, a former Union
minister, as its nominee. He is a quintessential turncoat.

2014 RESULT: Kirron Kher defeated Pawan Bansal by 69,642 votes.
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Fall in drug seizures, quantum jump in liquor recovery
POLL HAUL Liquor seizure increased from 5 lakh litres in 2014 LS elections to 13.5 lakh litres in current polls; cost of recovered liquor is ₹10 crore
Gurpreet Singh Nibber
n

gurpreet.nibber@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH: There is a steep fall in
drug seizures made in Punjab
ahead of the Lok Sabha elections
this time as compared to the seizures during the 2014 parliamentary polls, even as there is a quantum jump in the recovery of
liquor.
Liquor seizures increased
from 5 lakh litres in 2014 polls to
13.5 lakh litres in the current
polls. The cost of liquor seized
since March 10 when elections
were announced and the election
code of conduct was imposed is
₹10 crore.

SEIZURES MADE IN 2019 AND 2014 POLLS
The data takes into account recoveries made after the announcement of elections
and imposition of the model code of conduct. The drug menace had become a major
issue in 2017 assembly polls in Punjab.

POPPY HUSK

SMACK

HEROIN

DRUG POWDER

LIQUOR

2019: 6,934 kg
2014: 17,606 kg

2019: 566 gm
2014: 2.5 kg

2019: 77 kg
2014: 156 kg

2019: 6.38 kg
2014: 43.5 kg

2019: 13.5 lakh litres
2014: 5 lakh litres

The figures of cost of liquor
seized in 2014 polls are not available.
On the other hand, the recovery of poppy husk, smack, heroin
and drug powder have gone down

in the current elections.
Since March 10, 6,934 kg of
poppy husk was seized while during the previous polls, 17,606 kg
poppy husk was recovered.
Ahead of these elections, 6.38

kg drugpowder has been seized,
which is one-seventh of the seizure made in previous elections
— 43.5 kg.
The data of 2014 takes into
account recoveries made after

OFFICIALS ATTRIBUTE
THE DECLINE IN DRUG
SEIZURE TO THE
PUNJAB GOVERNMENT’S
STRICT VIGIL ON
TRAFFICKING IN STATE
the imposition of poll code till the
conclusion of voting.
In 2014, 2.5 kg smack and 156 kg
heroin were seized while this
time 566 gm smack and 77 kg heroin have been recovered.
Officials attribute the fall in
drug seizure to the state government’s strict vigil on drug traf-

ficking in the wake of the negativity attached to it.
The drug menace in the state
had become a major issue in 2017
assembly polls.
Speaking on the trend of seizures, additional director general
of police (ADGP) RN Dhoke, who
is also nodal officer for the state,
said strict monitoring by police
teams led to decline in the seizure
of drugs.
Regarding recovery of heroin,
Dhoke said the drug was not
for distribution in Punjab, but
the state is a transit point for its
illegal trade run from across the
border to different parts of the
country.

SPECIAL FOOD
ARRANGEMENTS
FOR ELECTION STAFF
The election commission has
made special arrangements for
food and refreshments for the
election staff.
Besides meals for disbursing
and polling staff, they will be provided timely refreshments,
including tea, coffee, juice and
fruits. The district election officers can choose the menu they
want to serve to the polling staff.
The polling staff is supposed to
reach their place of duty by Saturday evening to make all arrangements for polling on Sunday that
is scheduled to start at 7 am.

Liquor seized after
Dr Gandhi, Rakhra
stage dharna

n

Nawan Punjab Party candidate Dr Dharamvira Gandhi showing
liquor bottles at a rice mill on Samana Road near Patiala on
Saturday morning.
BHARAT BHUSHAN /HT

HT Correspondent
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

PATIALA: The district administra-

tion has seized huge cache of illegal country-made liquor from a
rice mill on the Patiala-Samana
road after a night-long dharna by
Shiromani Akali Dal (SAD) candidate Surjit Singh Rakhra and
Nawan Punjab Party nominee Dr
Dharamvira Gandhi. Chief minister Capt Amarinder Singh’s
wife Preneet Kaur is the Congress
candidate from the constituency.
At least 135 cases (2,756 bottles)
of Haryana-made liquor were
stacked in the rice mill.
Suspicious over movement of
trucks from the rice mill building,
bearing Congress flags, both the
candidates reached the spot
around 10.30pm but found the
premises locked from inside. The
candidates also informed the district police and electoral office
demanding immediate search of
the property. But the officials
inspected the premises around
4.30am after the leaders of both
the parties and their workers laid
siege to the Patiala-Samana road
throughout the night.
Dr Gandhi said the working of
district electoral office and police
have come under the scanner as
despite their repeated pleas, they
failed to carry immediate search
and had given enough time to
bootleggers to flee and clear illegal stock.
“The Congress has stooped so
low that fearing defeat, the party

leaders have started distributing
liquor to woo voters on the poll
eve. Even, the government
machinery is being misused as
the officials are working on the
behest of their political bosses,”
Dr Gandhi said.
“Congress flags were seen in
the building and even the vehicles inside the premises had Preneet Kaur’s stickers,” said Dr
Gandhi.
Rakhra also alleged that the
liquor was meant for distribution
among voters. The election commission should immediately suspend erring officials. “Officials
who reached at the spot in the
morning started threatening me
and Dr Gandhi and not allowed us
to enter into premises,” Rakhra
alleged.
Patiala DC Kumar Amit, who
is also district electoral officer,
said a case has been registered
against Gullu Bansal, owner of
the rice mill, under the Excise
Act. “A report has been sought
from excise officials about how
illegal liquor was smuggled at the
time when model code of conduct
was in force,” the DC said.
RAKHRA, DR GANDHI
BOOKED
The police have registered a case
under Sections 283 (danger or
obstruction in public way) and
188 (disobedience to order duly
promulgated by public servant)
of the Indian Penal Code against
and Dr Gandhi for staging a protest on the Patiala-Samana road.

SIDHU SACRILEGE REMARK

AAP asks CM to
resign, SAD dares
Capt to sack minister
HT Correspondent
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH :A day ahead of poll-

ing in Punjab, a controversy
erupted over remarks of Punjab
minister Navjot Singh Sidhu
who exhorted people in Bathinda
to defeat those “who are playing
a friendly match”, in apparent
reference to chief minister Capt
Amarinder Singh.
On Friday, Sidhu said at a
rally in Bathinda: “Those having
a share of 75:25 run; run Badal
run....here comes Sidhu, vacate
the chair.” In a veiled reference
to Amarinder’s remark that he
would resign if the Congress is
“wiped out” in the election, he
said: “Someone would resign if
the party didn’t win election, but
I say I would resign if the sacrilege of Guru Granth Sahib is not
avenged.”
The Aam Aadmi Party (AAP)
on Saturday demanded the CM’s
resignation on moral grounds
saying the allegations have been
levelled by none other than a
senior cabinet minister, who has
vindicated their party’s stand.
“Sidhu had put his stamp on the
raging allegations of Badal-Captain bonhomie that the AAP had
been levelling since Captain
assumed power . Had there been
no friendly match between the
two political clans, umpteen
cases of corruption against the

Badals would not have been
shelved nor would Captain have
received a clean chin in the
Amritsar and Ludhiana City
Centre scams,” Punjab AAP
chief Bhagwant Mann said.
But Shiromani Akal Dal
(SAD) dared Amarinder to dismiss his cabinet colleague or quit
over his “failure to tame Sidhu”.
“The minister has struck a
discordant note openly on policies and functioning of the state
government. In parliamentary
democracy, the council of ministers own up responsibility of government actions and speak in
one voice. They swim and sink
together and dissenters should
be shown the door,” former Punjab minister and senior leader
Bikram Singh Majithia said in a
statement.
‘CONG FUNDING
SARKARI BABAS TO
DISTURB PEACE’
In Amritsar, Majithia said the
Congress was conspiring with
anti-Punjab and anti-Sikh forces, including ‘sarkari babas’,
Aam Aadmi Party, Punjab Ekta
Party (PEP) and “so-called” Taksalis to disturb peace and communal harmony in the state with
funds being released from 10,
Janpath Delhi for the same. He
urged Punjabis to be vigilant
about the nefarious designs of
these forces.
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Notacakewalkfor3sittingMPs
in Malwa,alleyesonBathinda

ELECTORAL TEST SAD candidate Harsimrat in Bathinda, Congress’ Ferozepur nominee Ghubaya
and AAP’s Sadhu Singh from Faridkot are facing a tough challenge to retain their respective seats

However,theCongressleadershipistargetingSukhbiroverthe
sacrilege incidents.

election
2019

BATTLEFIELD PUNJAB
Vishal Joshi
n

vishal.joshi@htlive.com

BATHINDA: Three sitting MPs in
Malwa region are facing a tough
electoralbattleinthestate,which
goes to polls in the seventh and
finalphaseoftheLokSabhaelections on Sunday.
These sitting MPs are Union
minister and Shiromani Akali
Dal (SAD) candidate Harsimrat
Kaur Badal in Bathinda, CongresscandidateSherSinghGhubaya in Ferozepur and AAP candidate Sadhu Singh in Faridkot
(SC).
During the campaign, the ruling Congress and the opposition
AAP focused on 2015 sacrilege
incidents of Guru Granth Sahib
whiletheSAD-BJPbankedonthe
Modi factor, besides raising the
1984 riots issue against the Congress. Developmental issues
were given a lesser importance
by all parties.
Harsimrat, her husband and

Two arrested for
thrashing man to
death in Panipat
KARNAL: The police have arrested

two people for allegedly thrashing a man to death near a fuel station in Samalkha of Panipat earlier this month.
The accused, identified as
Rampal and Saurav Singh, both
residents of Kumaspur village of
Sonepat district, were arrested
following a tip-off. Five others
have also been booked in the
same case. As per the police, the
accused had thrashed to death
Sandeep Kumar of Sonepat on
May 5 over an old rivalry. Samalkha police station in-charge Rajpal Singh said the accused were
produced in the court and sent to
HTC
two-day police remand.

n

Harsimrat Kaur Badal

SAD president Sukhbir Singh
Badal,andpartypatriarchParkash Singh Badal remained the
direct target of the Congress on
the issue of sacrilege and police
firing in which two protesters
were killed.
On the defensive, the SAD
raisedtheoldissuesofOperation
Bluestarand 1984anti-Sikh riots
to corner the Congress.
Harsimrat, who is seeking to
getre-electedforthethirdtimein
arow, isfacingatoughchallenge
from Amrinder Singh Raja WarringoftheCongress.Warring,41,
isasittingMLAfromGidderbaha
seat.Congressgeneralsecretary
PriyankaGandhiVadraandstar
campaigner Navjot Singh Sidhu
campaignedinBathindatoboost

n

Sher Singh Ghubaya

n

Warring’s prospects.
A political turncoat, Sukhpal
Singh Khaira, is the candidate of
Punjab Ekta Party (PEP) in the
constituency.AnAAPMLAfrom
Bolath,Khairahadquittheparty
in January this year after differences with its central leadership
and formed PEP.
His campaigning was limited
to rural areas of Bathinda to garnerthesupportoftheAAPrebels,
and supporters of allies, includingtheBahujanSamajPartyand
the Left parties.
AAP’s Baljinder Kaur also
focusedonthevillagesintheconstituency.OnSaturday,HarsimratandSukhbirpaidobeisanceat
Golden Temple while Raja WarringandhiswifeAmritaWarring

Sadhu Singh

paid a visit to Gurdwara Qila
Mubarak Sahib in Bathinda.
GHUBAYA TAKES ON
EX-BOSS SUKHBIR
In Ferozepur, sitting SAD MP
Ghubayaisnowcontestingonthe
Congressticket.Ghubayarepresented the seat for two consecutive terms.
He is facing tough opposition
fromhisformerpoliticalbossand
SAD president Sukhbir Badal.
The Akali Dal’s ally BJP also
wieldsa sizeable influence in the
border area of Ferozepur.
Ghubayaisalsofacingopposition from within the Congress as
his candidature has not been
accepted by a section of party
leaders.

UPHILL TASK
FOR SADHU SINGH
Similarly,itwillnotbecakewalk
forSadhuSinghinFaridkot(SC),
who is the sitting AAP MP in the
constituency.
He is pitted against MohammadSadiqueoftheCongressand
veteran Akali leader Gulzar
Singh Ranike. Congress president Rahul Gandhi had campaigned for Sadique and AAP
national Arvind Kejriwal took
out a roadshow in support of
Sadhu Singh.
However, Ranike’s electioneering remainedalow-keyaffair
due to the sacrilege issue weighing against the Akali Dal.
The sacrilege incidents took
place in Faridkot constituency,
which led to police firing in Behbal Kalan and Kotkapura.
The Congress made all efforts
to corner the SAD over the issue
in Faridkot. During his Bargari
rally, Rahul promised strong
actionagainstthe culpritsofsacrilege.
(With inputs from Sachin Sharma and
Parteek Singh Mahal)

THE CONGRESS IS GIVING MORE IMPORTANCE TO
REGIONAL LEADERS THAN IT WAS DOING EARLIER.

MAN GETS 7-YR
JAIL FOR RAPE
BID ON MINOR
IN K’SHETRA
HT Correspondent
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

KARNAL: The Kurukshetra dis-

trict court sentenced a man to
seven years in jail for attempting to rape a six-year-old girl.
The court also imposed a fine of
₹10,000 on the convict, Binder
Singh, 41.
The case dates back to
November last year when the
victim’s mother had filed a complaint with the Shahbad police
station, alleging that Binder
Singh, a resident of her village,
had tried to rape her daughter
after luring her on the pretext of
buying sweets.
She said the accused took her
daughter to a room behind his
house but fled after she saw
him. A case under Section 10 of
the Prevention of Children from
Sexual Offences Act was registered against him.
The court of additional district and sessions judge Lal
Chand refused to show any leniency on the 41-year-old convict
and sentence him to seven years
in prison.

FAITH RESTORED

Press Trust of India
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

LONDON: A new Offensive Weap-

ons Bill aimed at tackling rising
knife crime in the UK completed
its
journey
through
Parliament to become an act of
law after receiving the Royal
Assent of Queen Elizabeth II this
week.
Thebillhadbeenamendedlate
last year to ensure that it would
notimpacttherightoftheBritish
Sikh community to possess and
supply “kirpans”, or religious

THE BILL WAS AMENDED
LATE LAST YEAR TO
ENSURE THAT IT WOULD
NOT IMPACT THE RIGHT
OF THE BRITISH SIKH TO
POSSESS AND SUPPLY
KIRPANS WITH BLADES
OVER 50CM
The new law would therefore
maintain status quo in continuing to legally safeguard the sale,
possession and use of large “kirpans”.
FellowSikhMPTanDhesihad
alsomadeaninterventionduring
the Offensive Weapons Bill
debate in the commons to seek
“assurances about the kirpan,

giventheSikhcommunity’sserious concerns”.
Large “kirpans” with blades
over 50cm are used by the communityduringreligiousceremonies in gurdwaras as well as for
ceremonies involving the traditional Sikh gatka martial art.
They wouldhave fallen foul of
the new Bill on the possession of
large blades without the amendment, which has now been
agreed.
The Offensive Weapons Act
covers new offences around possessionofcertainoffensiveweapons in public and enforces new
restrictionsontheonlinesalesof
bladed articles and corrosive
products in attempt to crackdownonrisingknifeandacid-related attacks in the country.
“These new laws will give

POLLDIARY
PURI WITH ‘CHHOLE’
AMRITSAR :After23daysofhec-

tic campaigning, Union minister and BJP candidate from
AmritsarHardeepSinghPuri
on Saturday took a muchneeded break and relished
delicacies for which the Holy
Cityisfamousfor.Puri,along
with his wife Lakshmi Puri,
HarwinderSinghKhalsaand
othersupporters,wentforthe
walk in the morning on Lawrance Road and had famous
“kachori” and tea. Then they
visited “Bittu Kulche Wala”
at Ranjit Avenue to have
Amritsari kulcha, which is
famousaroundtheworldand
tourists don’t miss an opportunity to enjoy it.

police extra powers to seize dangerous weapons and ensure
knives are less likely to make
their way onto the streets in the
first place. The Act will also see
the introduction of Knife Crime
Prevention Orders – a power the
police called for,” said UK home
secretary Sajid Javid.
TheActisaimedatstrengtheningexistinglegislativemeasures
on offensive weapons, focusing
on corrosive substances,
knives and certain types of firearm.
Itbringsinnewlawstobanthe
sale of corrosive substances to
anyoneundertheageof18,totargetpeoplecarryingacid,tomake
itmoredifficultforanyoneunder
the age of 18 to buy knives online
and to ban certain types of firearms.

n

BJP candidate Hardeep
Singh Puri at an eatery in
Amritsar on Saturday.
HT PHOTO

- SURJIT SINGH

n

THE DISTRICT COURT
ALSO IMPOSED A FINE
OF ₹10,000 ON THE
41-YEAR-OLD CONVICT

UK gets new Act, secures Sikh right to carry kirpans
swords.
“Wehaveengagedcloselywith
the Sikh community on the issue
of“kirpans”.Asaresult,wehave
amended the Bill to ensure that
thepossessionandsupplyoflarge
“kirpans” for religious reasons
can continue,” a UK home office
spokesperson said.
The All Party Parliamentary
Group (APPG) for British Sikhs
had led a delegation to the UK
homeofficetoensurethatthekirpan remains exempt when the
new bill becomes law.
“Iampleasedtoseethegovernment
amendment...which
reflects the importance of not
criminalising the Sikh community for the sale or possession of
large kirpans,” said Labour MP
Preet Kaur Gill, chair of the
APPG for British Sikhs.

> CAPT AMARINDER SINGH, Punjab chief minister

Shiromani Akali Dal (SAD) president and candidate from
Ferozepur, Sukhbir Singh Badal (C) paying obeisance at
HT PHOTO
Golden Temple in Amritsar on Saturday.

Excise official suspended for
taking part in Sukhbir’s poll event
CHANDIGARH: Taking exception to the violation of model
code of conduct, Punjab
excise and taxation department on Saturday placed the
services of excise inspector
Gursewak Singh of Bathinda
office under suspension with
immediate effect. State chief

electoral officer S Karuna
Raju said pictures of Gursewak Singh taking part in the
election-related programme
of the Shiromani Akali Dal in
the presence of Sukhbir had
been published in newspapers, which is a gross violation of the model code. HTC

Pvt school owner
commits suicide
HISAR :A 34-year-old woman committed suicide at her house in
Hisar on Friday.
The deceased has been identified as a Sonu Dhatarwal, the
owner of a private school in Rohtak’s Mahem area. Her father,
Jayal Singh, said that Sonu and
her husband run a group of

HTSPOTLIGHT

schools. The owner of another
private school allegedly started
mentally harassing her by seeking information under the Right
to Information Act (RTI) and
defaming her school by publishing “wrong news” in some newspapers in Rohtak. Body has been
sent for post-mortem.
HTC

KUNAL EXCAVATION

A glimpse of life
before Harappa
MYRIAD CULTURE BEYOND BOUNDARIES Kunal village is one of the oldest
pre-Harappan settlements. The seventh round of excavations, that started in
January and ended two weeks ago here, will bring to the forefront more about the
lives of people — mostly artisans associated with Hakraware culture — residing here
heritage
watch
PRE-HARAPPAN ERA
Sadia Akhtar
n

sadia.akhtar@htlive.com

FATEHABAD:The road that goes from Digoh

to Ratia in Fatehabad, over 200 kilometres away from Gurugram, bears witness to a sense of quietude on a hot summer day. Flanked by farmlands on both
sides, the stretch is largely uneventful
and morose, with little human presence
owing to the sweltering heat. However,
it’s from here that a small detour off the
main road leads one to the sleepy village
of Kunal.
On the face of it, Kunal is like any
other Indian village, except it was once a
Harappan village and is imbued in history that predates India’s ancient settlements.
At a distance of 12km from Ratia tehsil, Kunal is one of the oldest pre-Harappan settlements and dates back roughly
to the 5th millennium BC. The roughly
6,000-year-old site holds within it a rich
legacy and its ties to the past can possibly
help trace the history of Haryana, and
the country.
First discovered in 1986, excavations
in Kunal have taken place over different
seasons in 1992-93, 1996-97, 1998-99, 19992000, 2001-2002 and 2002-2003. The seventh round of excavations that started in
January ended two weeks ago, and a
compilation of the findings are expected
to be released in a year.

KUNAL: THE SETTLEMENT
The presence of the settlement is signalled by a yellow metal board that
springs up abruptly on the Digoh-Kunal
road. “Harappa Kaleen sthal (Harappanera site),” is written in Hindi and a
painted red arrow below points in the
direction of the site.
The settlement, just a few hundred
metres away from this board, wears a
deserted look for the greater part of the
year except when it’s time for excavations.
The site has been dug up thrice since
2017 following a Memorandum of Understanding between the Department of
Archaeology and Museums, Haryana;
the Indian Archaeological Society, New
Delhi and National Museum, New Delhi.
The recent round of excavation were
undertaken to find out more about the
original inhabitants of Kunal. “The
prime objective of re-excavating the site
was to find out who were the earliest settlers of this area, or Haryana. We wanted
to know whether they were indigenous
people or outsiders who came here and
settled. The identity of the occupants is
ascertained through the cultural material found in different geographical layers. At Kunal, our aim is to know more
about Hakra culture and the people who
were associated with Hakraware,” said
Shubham Malik, technical assistant at
the site.
CULTURE SANS BOUNDARIES
Hakraware refers to the cultural material traced to the pre-Harappan phase.
The word is a combination of two words:
Hakra and ware. While ware means pottery, Hakra traces its origins to the pal-

Kunal village in Ratia tehsil
in Fatehabad district

PUNJAB
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Fatehabad

HARYANA
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RAJASTHAN
aeochannel of Ghaggar-Hakra that flows
through India and Pakistan. The river
channel is known as Ghaggar in India
and Hakra further downstream in Pakistan.
Hakraware was first traced to Cholistan in Pakistan along the banks of the
river Hakra, and Harappan sites in India
have also yielded cultural material
resembling that of the Cholistan region.
The excavations at Kunal were aimed at
digging deep into Hakra culture. “When
Harappan sites were first excavated in
Cholistan, a typical distinctive pottery
was found along the banks of the Hakra
river. The pottery, however, wasn’t limited to that region alone. When Kunal
was surveyed, traces of Hakra culture
were found here,” informed Malik.

n

The origins of the people of Kunal are being tracked by going back in time through geographical strata. Through the process of digging,
different layers are being detected for the presence of cultural material so that a better understanding of the communities of Kunal can be
PARVEEN KUMAR/HT
ascertained.

He added cultural similarities
between the objects unearthed in Pakistan and India had revealed that Hakraware people diffused from the Cholistan
region towards Kunal. “Hakraware people came here and settled in this area.
They were moving and looking for a land
to make settlements. Findings have
showed that the people lived here in
proper continuity for many years,”
added Malik.
REMNANTS OF THE PAST
The fresh round of excavations has
unearthed myriad cultural material, on
the basis of which new conclusions can
be drawn about the people who lived
here. Banani Bhattacharyya, deputy
director of the Department of Archaeology and Museums, and co-director of the
excavation, said pottery or Hakraware
sourced from Kunal is evidence of the
craftsmanship of the people of the settlement.
A gamut of objects ranging from pottery, biochrome pottery, hand and
wheel-made pottery, ceramics, wares,
beads, terracotta bangles, stamps, steatite beads, semi-precious stones and

seals have been extracted. “People of
Kunal were good artisans. They were
skilled and exploited different raw materials to make beads of various kinds. We
have recovered a large part of steatite
beadsandtheycouldverywellhavebeen
running a steatite bead industry,” said
Malik.
He added that a number of terracotta
bangles had also been found from the
site. “Bangles are omnipresent here.
Bangles were not just used for domestic
use and evidence of large number of bangles suggests that they were doing some
kind of a trade,” he added.
Other important findings are traces of

›

Around 90% of the people in
our village are not educated
and do not have regular jobs.
The site gives us a chance to
work and we are paid a decent
amount for our services.
CHAND SINGH, local villager

pit dwellings, furnace, mud-brick walls,
post-holes and water channels. Bhattacharyya said Kunal had demonstrated
pits that were unique. “Kunal has both
residential and industrial areas. The
central area of the mound has a residential pattern and pit dwellings can be
found there. From these pit dwellings,
we can draw different conclusions. A
round and rectangular post hole could
suggest different things,” she explained.
Malik, meanwhile, said use of mud
bricks along the boundaries of these
dwellings had also been found during
excavations. “In pre-Harappan Hakraware culture, it is said, people were pitdwellers. They dug out pits in a circular
pattern.Atearly-Harappan stage,people
in Kunal were using mud bricks to make
rectangular structures,” he added.
Excavators also said they were better
equipped to have an improved understanding of the food habits of the people
at Kunal.
While previous excavations had
unearthed citrus fruits, bones of animals
like buffalo, neel gai, antelopes, goats,
birds and rabbit had been found in the
latest round of excavations.
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Retired inspector
duped of ₹50,000
ATM FRAUD Accused posing as bank official tricks ex-cop to
divulge card details before siphoning off amount from account
HT Correspondent
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

AMRITSAR : A retired Punjab

Police inspector was allegedly
duped of ₹50,000 after a miscreant tricked him into divulging
his ATM PIN by posing as a
bank officer, police said on Saturday.
The victim, Dharampal of
Bhalla Colony in Amritsar, has
lodged his complaint with Chheharta police.
On the basis of the complaint,
the police have registered a case
under Sections 420 (cheating
and dishonestly inducing delivery of property) of the Indian

UP MAN HELD
WITH PISTOL,
5 CARTRIDGES
IN JALANDHAR

JALANDHAR : The police on Satur-

day arrested a man with a country-made pistol and five live cartridges in Goraya town here.
Police said the accused, identified as Nakul (31) of Uttar Pradesh, was intercepted by a police
team, who was patrolling in the
area due to the elections, and
found his activities suspicious.
Senior superintendent of
police Navjot Singh Mahal said
Goraya police stopped the man
for checking and recovered a .315
bore pistol along with five cartridges.
Mahal said during the investigation, the accused revealed he
bought the revolver from
UP. Further investigation was on
to ascertain the reason, he said. A
case under the Arms Act was
registered
against
the
accused.
HTC

POLICE SAY ACCUSED
WAS HELD AFTER
POLICE PATROLLING ON
POLL DUTY FIND HIS
ACTIVITIES SUSPICIOUS

Penal Code (IPC) and 66-C of
Information Technology (IT)
Act against some unidentified
persons.
In his complaint, the former
inspector said, “I have a saving
account with the State Bank of
India’s Chheharta branch. My
pension is credited in the same
account.”
He said, “On Friday, I got a
call from an unknown number.
Person on the other side of the
call claimed himself to be a bank
officer. He told me that my ATM
card has been blocked and the
bank requires details of my
ATM card. He asked me about
my ATM card number’s last

four digits. When I told him the
last four digits, I got an SMS on
my mobile number. On the
request of the accused, I also
revealed him the SMS details.
After some time, I came to know
that ₹50,000 was withdrawn
from my account.”
‘POLICE TRYING TO
IDENTIFY IDENTITY
OF ACCUSED’
Assistant commissioner of
police (ACP-West), who is investigating the case, said, “On the
complaint of the victim, we have
registered a case. A probe is
being conducted to ascertain the
identity of the accused.”

region
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Kejriwal says BJP wants him dead;
he’s frustrated, counters oppn party

Denied cigarette,
man robs
shop owner

HT Correspondent

HT Correspondent

n

htreporters@hindustantimes.com

NEW DELHI: Delhi chief minister
and Aam Aadmi Party (AAP) convener Arvind Kejriwal on Saturday alleged that the Bharatiya
Janata Party (BJP) wants to
assassinate him for building a
political narrative around
schools and hospitals.
The BJP refuted the allegation,
saying Kejriwal was resorting to
“such tactics” to gain sympathy
as it was going to be defeated in
the Lok Sabha elections.
In a tweet in Hindi, Kejriwal
said, “Why does the BJP want to
get me killed? What is my fault? I
am only building schools and hospitals for the people of the country. For the first time in the country, a positive politics on schools
and hospitals has begun. The BJP
wants to end this. But, till my last
breath I will keep working for the
country.”
Earlier in the day, Kejriwal
told a news channel in Punjab
that he would be assassinated like
former prime minister Indira
Gandhi by his personal security
officer. “The BJP would get me
murdered by my own PSO (personal security officer) one day
like Indira Gandhi. My own secu-

n

Delhi chief minister claimed that the BJP wants to eliminate him for
forming a narrative around schools and hospitals. ARVIND YADAV/HT FILE

rity officers report to the BJP.
The BJP is after my life, they will
murder me one day,” Kejriwal
told a news channel in Punjab,
which was reported by news
agency PTI.
Responding to the allegation,
Delhi Police said the Delhi chief
minister’s security team was well
committed to their duties. “The
security unit of Delhi Police is a
professional set-up of welltrained personnel who are thoroughly committed to their job and
perform their duties with a high

level of dedication. The unit has
been providing security cover
commendably for several high
dignitaries of all political parties,” said Anil Mittal, additional
PRO, Delhi Police.
The BJP, on the other hand,
countered Kejriwal’s claim by
alleging the CM himself had got
his security removed from his
vehicle on May 4 — the day he was
slapped by a man during a roadshow in Delhi’s Moti Nagar.
“Before May 4, Kejriwal had
told his liaison officer to remove

security from his vehicle. His
instruction is entered in the roznamcha, which is the daily diary
maintained by the CM’s security
team. After failing to get any
political advantage out of this
incident in the ongoing elections,
a frustrated Kejriwal is
now levelling such false allegations,” said BJP’s leader of opposition in the Delhi Assembly,
Vijender Gupta.
Deputy CM Manish Sisodia
later lashed out at Gupta, saying
his comment proved the BJP took
daily accounts of Kejriwal’s security. “BJP wants to kill the (Delhi)
CM. Gupta has proved with his
statement that the daily report of
CM’s security is reaching the BJP
based on which the BJP is conspiring an assassination plot
against Kejriwal. Vijender Gupta
too is involved in this conspiracy,” he said.
Gupta said that if the CM had
no faith in his PSO and doubted
his integrity, then he should have
reported the matter to the police
immediately and his PSO should
have been removed.
“But he has made no complaint
to the police yet which implies he
wants to distract the attention of
the people from his failures,” he
said.

GHAZIABAD: The police on Saturday arrested three persons who
robbed a shop owner in Loni on
April 28 after he refused to give
their friend a free cigarette. The
police said that the arrested men
as well as a fourth suspect (to
whom the cigarette was denied)
are regular members of a gym in
Loni and purchased food supplements from the money they
robbed.
The police identified the three
men as Mandeep Singh, Monu
Nagar and Sumit Nagar, and said
the fourth man, Rajju (known by
his first name) is presently on the
run. They added that Rajju, on his
way back from the gym a day
before the incident, had gone to
the shop of one Mukesh Goel in
Choridi area and asked for a free
cigarette.
“Goel refused to give him the
free cigarette, following which he
decided to teach him a lesson. He
told his friends and they all
decided to rob him. Sumit had
purchased an illegal weapon earlier for ₹20,000 and they decided to
use it to commit the crime,”
Neeraj Kumar Jadaun, superintendent of police (rural), said.

NEW DELHI: Delhi’s food safety
department on Friday seized over
1,060kg of counterfeited ghee during a raid at Shradhanand market
near Lahori gate. Officers confiscated 60 cartons containing 18
one-kg plastic jars of ghee being
sold under the ‘Gowardhan’
brand.
“Some of the packs had been
opened. We confiscated all that
was there in the shop. Samples
were also sent to the food safety
lab,” said Ranjit Singh, designated officer, Delhi’s food safety
department.
The raid was conducted on the
complaint of the company whose
products were being counterfeited.
“We realised there was a problem when we found out that our
ghee was being sold at ₹100 less
than our market price. We also
received complaints from some
customers that the quality of the

ghee was bad,” said Dinesh Bhatnagar, head, corporate affairs at
Parag Milk Foods, the company
that manufactures ghee.
“When we got some of the samples, we realised that it was counterfeit; the logo they were using
was slightly different, the colour
of the packaging was also off, and
our products say ‘Parag Milk
Foods Ltd’, but the counterfeit did
not have an ‘s’ in the food,” Bhatnagar said.
Although legal proceedings
will be filed after an analysis of
the samples in Delhi’s food safety
lab, even upon a physical inspection, the counterfeit ghee was not
found to be up to the mark.
“The first thing we do while
collecting samples is to check the
physical appearance. I have been
in the field for years and on just a
visual inspection, I could tell
something was off with the ghee,”
HTC
Singh said.

n

htreporters@hindustantimes.com

4 men caught on
camera shooting
at property dealer People shunning AAP due to 1,000kg spurious
CM’s bad track record: Sheila ghee recovered
HT Correspondent
n

htreporters@hindustantimes.com

NEWDELHI: A 23-year-old property
dealer was critically injured after
four armed men chased him and
pumped bullets into him at
Rohini’s Sector 11 on Friday
evening.
The incident was caught on a
CCTV camera, the footage of
which went viral on social media
on Saturday.
Ruling out any possibility of
criminal rivalry behind the
attack, the police said they have
identified the suspects and raids
to arrest them are underway.
The police have identified the
victim as Manish, resident of
Delhi’s Kheda Khurd village.
Police said around 6.30pm on Friday, when Manish and his three
friends were passing through
Sector 11 in their car, four men in
another car intercepted their
vehicle.
“Locals and witnesses said
that four men armed with pistols
got out of the car and started firing at Manish’s car. Seeing this
Manish got out hurriedly and

›

If people are choosing
us over the AAP, it
means they are seeing
and believing the good
works done by us in the
15 years of Congress
government in Delhi.

HT Correspondent
n

htreporters@hindustantimes.com

NEW DELHI: Congress’s Delhi unit

n

CCTV grab of the four suspects
SOURCED
fleeing the scene.

tried to run towards the gate of a
colony. The four men chased
Manish and one of them fired at
him indiscriminately,” a police
officer, who did not wish to be
named, said.
The police said that one bullet
hit Manish in the waist and he collapsed. “The four men then
rained bullets on him,” the officer
said. A video of the attack that
surfaced later showed the four
men fleeing the spot, leaving
Manish bleeding profusely, the
police said.

chief and the party’s candidate
from North East Lok Sabha constituency Sheila Dikshit on Saturday said that votes in Delhi
shifted to the grand old party
because of the “bad track record”
of Aam Aadmi Party (AAP) chief
and Delhi chief minister Arvind
Kejriwal.
Dikshit’s comment came after
Kejriwal, in an interview to a
news daily on Friday, said that
around “13% of Muslim votes got
shifted to Congress in Delhi at the
last moment.”
On Saturday Dikshit — a
three-time chief minister of Delhi
— said that the Congress would
win all seven seats in the national
Capital because of its “good track
record”. “If people are choosing
us over the AAP, it means they
are seeing and believing the good

n

Delhi Congress chief Sheila
Dikshit

works done by us in the 15 years
in Delhi. It is clearly a reflection
of [Arvi nd] Kejriwal’s track
record,” she said.
On Friday, Kejriwal had told a
newspaper that the Muslim vote
in Delhi “shifted” to the Congress
at the last minute during the Lok
Sabha polls. Delhi went to polls
on May 12 and the city has seven
parliamentary seats.
Dikshit also said that Delhiites

SHEILA DIKSHIT, Delhi Cong chief

do not like or even understand
Kejriwal’s governance model.
“Be it Muslims, Sikhs, or anyone
for that matter, every voter is
important. We don’t discriminate
based on their religion. Everyone
including Muslims, Dalits, backward classes, women and all
other sections of the society have
strongly supported us,” she said.
Several AAP leaders later took
to Twitter to defend Kejriwal’s
statement.

THE PUNJAB STATE BOARD OF TECHNICAL
EDUCATION AND INDUSTRIAL TRAINING
1-A, Sec 36-A, Chandigarh. Ph 2615385, 2622584-85 Fax: 2660734

Diploma Admissions 2019-20
Online Registration & Counselling Schedule
This is for the information of public and all the candidates desirous of
taking admission in Diploma level courses for the session 2019-20. Admission
in Technical Institutes affiliated with the Board shall be made through online
counselling in the following AICTE approved course as per schedule given
below:
1. Admission to Three year Diploma Course in Engineering Trades.
2. Admission to Three Year Diploma Course in Modern Office Practice.
3. Admission to Two Year Diploma Course in Pharmacy.
4. Admission to Second Year of Three Year Diploma Engineering Courses
through Lateral Entry.
5. Admission to Four Year Part Time Diploma Course.
6. Admission to 2nd Year of Four Year Part Time Diploma Courses through
Lateral Entry.

Schedule for Online Registration and Counselling 2019-20
Description
Choice
Declaration
Reporting at allocated
filling
of Result
Institutes and payment
of Admission fees
Online Registration : 10th May’ 2019 to 10th June’ 2019
1st counselling

12th June to
18th June’ 2019

20th June
(5.00 PM)

21st June to
26th June’ 2019

2nd counselling

28th June to
3rd July’ 2019

5th July
(5.00 PM)

6th July to
11th July’ 2019

Vacancies in
Indian National Academy of Engineering in Gurgaon
The Indian National Academy of Engineering (INAE), founded
in 1987 and located in Gurgaon, is an autonomous institution
partly supported by grant-in-aid by DST and is looking for the
suitable persons to fill the following vacancies:
(a) Deputy Executive Director: in the pay scale of 37,40067,000 with grade pay
8700/- in PB-4, as per 6th Pay
Commission (one vacancy) Total - 1,43,000/- approx.*
(b) Assistant Systems Engineer :the pay scale of 9300th
34800 with grade pay
4200 in PB-2, as per 6 Pay
Commission (one vacancy), Total 45,000/- approx.*
(c) Sr.Assistant Grade I : in the pay scale of 9300-34800
with grade pay 4200 in PB-2, as per 6th Pay Commission (one
vacancy), Total 45,000/- approx.*
(d) Assistant Grade II: in pay scale 5200-20200 with grade
pay 1900 in PB-1, as per 6th Pay Commission (one vacancy),
Total 25,000/- approx.*

For Registration and other details, please visit the online counselling website:
-sdwww.psbte.gov.in

* Implementation of 7th Central Pay Commission is pending and the
pay scales will change subsequent to implementation.
For details and application format, refer our website www.inae.in
Completed applications as per the format, along with the brief CV to be
sent by courier/registered post latest by 30th June 2019 at the address
mentioned below:-Indian National Academy of Engineering,

Secretary
PSBTE&IT, Chandigarh

Room No 604-609, 6 Floor, Tower A, SPAZE I-Tech Park,
Sector 49, Sohna Road, Gurgaon - 122018

3rd round of counselling will start from 15th July’ 2019 and is to be completed by
15th August’ 2019 mid night.
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election2019
facestoreckonwith

Stagesetforhigh-stakesbattleinHP

CONSTITUENCY: KANGRA
IN THE RING
Kishan Kapoor (BJP),
Pawan Kajal (Congress)

BIPOLAR CONTEST The ruling BJP faces the challenge to defend its 2014 tally when it had won all four Lok Sabha seats
Gaurav Bisht & Naresh Thakur
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

THE HILL STATE VOTES TODAY

SHIMLA/DHARAMSALA:Allfourseats

of Himachal Pradesh will go to
polls in the seventh and the last
phase of Lok Sabha election, on
May 19.
In a state where politics has
broadly been bipolar, stakes are
high for both national parties —
the Congress and the ruling
Bharatiya Janata Party.
Riding on the ‘Modi wave’ in
2014,theBJPhadwonallthefour
Lok Sabha seats — Mandi, Kangra, Shimla and Hamirpur. Furthermore, the BJP returned to
power in the state with a thumpingmajorityinthe2017assembly
elections.
However, all candidates face
anti-incumbency, and whether
this will be a factor on Sunday,
remains to be seen.
There are 45 candidates
in the fray and Nisha Katoch, an
Independent, is the only woman
candidate contesting the
elections from the state from
Kangra .
BJPhas repeatedtwoofits sittingMPsintwoseats,andfielded
fresh faces in the other two. In
Hamirpur, Congress candidate
RamLalThakurisastatelegislator.
He will contest against threetime parliamentarian Anurag
Thakur of the BJP.
The saffron party has not lost
this seat since 1998, and Anurag
Thakur’s father, Prem Kumar
Dhumal,is theformerchief minister of the state.
In Mandi, the home district of
chief minister Jai Ram Thakur,
theBJPhasreposeditsfaithinits
sitting MP Ram Swaroop
Sharma. Pitted against him is
Congress nominee Aashray
Sharma, the grandson of former
telecom minister Sukh Ram.
In Shimla, the BJP has
swapped current MP Virender
Kashyap with Suresh Kashyap,
the sitting legislator from Pachhad while Congress has fielded
the former two-term MP and
ex-minister colonel (retd) Dhani
Ram Shandil. Shimla has traditionally remained a Congress

Out of the total 7,730 polling stations, at least 373 are critical

TOTAL VOTERS:

53,30,154 lakh

2014 RESULT:
Shanta Kumar defeated
Chander Kumar by
1,70,072 votes.

Female:

26,05,996
lakh

CONSTITUENCY: MANDI

Male:

27,24,111 lakh

IN THE RING

Transgenders:

Ram Swaroop Sharma (BJP)
and Aashray Sharma (Cong)

47

4

Number
of seats

45

Candidates
in fray

7,730

Total number
of polling
booths

Highest polling station:
Tashigang, Lahaul Spiti
(15,256 feet)

381

Number of poll
complaints
(Pending: 89)

No of security personnel
deployed: 47 companies
of paramilitary forces

2014 RESULT:
Ram Swaroop Sharma
defeated Pratibha
Singh by 39,856 votes.

Seizures

n

Members of an election team making last-minute checks at a polling booth in Mandi on Saturday. As
BIRBAL SHARMA/HT
many as 7,730 polling booths have been set up across the state.

AMONG 45 CANDIDATES
IN FRAY, NISHA KATOCH,
AN INDEPENDENT FROM
KANGRA, IS THE ONLY
WOMAN NOMINEE
CONTESTING POLLS
FROM THE STATE
stronghold but the party lost in
twobacktobackelectionsherein
2009 and 2014.
The Congress is eyeing to
regain the ground in Shimla and
poll battle is likely to be a close
onethisparliamentarysegment.
The BJP ran a high decibel
campaignfocusedonnationalism
andtheairstrikesonJaish-e-Mohammad’s terror camp in Pakistan’sBalakotinFebruary.State
leaders mostly talked about the
achievements of Prime Minister
Narendra Modi, while other
issuesofnationalimportancedid
notfindmuchmentionintherallies. BJP’s state unit chief Satpal
SinghSattiwasissuedthreenoti-

ces by the Election Commission
(EC) for using slurs against Congress president Rahul Gandhi
and general secretary Priyanka
Gandhi Vadra.
Congress’leadersspokeofthe
loss suffered by traders after the
imposition of the Goods and ServicesTax,andduetodemonetisation. It also brought up BJP’s
unfulfilledpromiseofraisingthe
importdutyofapples,from50%to
70%; the state is known as the
‘apple bowl of India’ and a major
contributor to the country’s
apple export.
“As the parties gear up for the
May 19 poll, they have left no
stone unturned to outscore each
other. National rhetoric overshadowed the local issues and to
some extent, the Modi wave
seems to be alive to bail the BJP
out,” Harish Thakur, who
teachespoliticalscienceatHimachal Pradesh University, said.
“TheCongressmaygivetough
competition at Shimla and Kangra but chief minister Jairam
Thakurimagewillplayapositive
for the BJP,” he added.

₹25. 36lakh

₹8.95core

Cash

Liquor

₹1.41core
Narcotics

n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

SHIMLA:EvenasElectionCommission has made meticulous
arrangements for Lok Sabha
elections in Shimla, Kangra,
Hamirpur and Mandi, the forecast of freak weather on poll day
has whipped up concern among
political parties Congress and
Bharatiya Janata Party.
In the last phase of elections,
Himachal is witnessing heavy to
moderate rainfall and hailstorms, which are predicted to
continue in the coming days.
Many areas of Lahaul Spiti district are still covered in snow
whileafewpollingstations,such
as Bara Bhangal of Kangra district,lackpropertransportfacilities.
As many as 53, 30,154 people
will be casting their vote, which
include27,24,111males,26,05,996
females and 47 third gender vot-

ers. The voting will begin at 7 am
and will continue till 6 pm.
The biggestchallengedwill be
faced by 999 centenarian voters
and those with physical disabilities.
Director of meteorological
department Shimla,Manmohan
Singh said, “Precipitation has
occurred in the past 24 hours
throughout the state and Himachal Pradesh will experience
moderate to light rainfall, here
and there, in the lower, middle
andhigherhillsofthestateonthe
polling day. (May 19th).”
Dalhousie of Chamba district
received 52mm rainfall which
was the highest in the state and
the minimum temperature in
Dalhousie was 9.2 degrees.
Shimla, the state’s capital
received 13.7mm rainfall on Saturday and had recorded a minimumtemperatureof11.8degrees.
Manali,apopulartouristdestination, has received a 24 mm rain-

QUICK TAKE: Sitting MP Ram
Swaroop Sharma is up against
debutant Aashray Sharma, grandson
of former telecom minister Sukh
Ram. All eyes are on this seat since
Mandi is the home-turf of CM Jai
Ram Thakur. Despite a sentiment in
favour of Jai Ram , who is the first
CM from the region, the BJP candidate is in a tight spot due poor
performance and anti-incumbency. It
is also a battle of prestige for Sukh
Ram, who switched over to Congress
just before the general election after
BJP denied a ticket to his grandson.

CONSTITUENCY: HAMIRPUR
IN THE RING
Anurag Thakur (BJP) and
Ram Lal Thakur (Congress)

‘Weather may play a spoilsport’
Navneet Rathore

QUICK TAKE: Kapoor, a five-term
legislator and minister in the state
government, is up against two-term
legislator Pawan Kajal. The BJP
replaced sitting MP Shanta Kumar
with Kapoor, from this politically
significant seat, where caste likely
will determine the voting trend.
Kapoor is a Gaddi, a tribe that has
considerable population, while Kajal
is an OBC, another dominant community. In 2014, Shanta Kumar defeated
Congress’ nominee Chander Kumar
by a record margin.

fall and recorded 7.2 degrees as
minimum temperature, while
Dharamshala the state’s winter
capitalhasreceived14.4mmrainfall and recorded 14.3 degrees as
minimum temperature.
However, the Election CommissionisoptimisticaboutHimachal recording 100% voting
despite bad weather.
The state has a total of 7730
polling stations, many of which
lie in remote areas with inadequate transport facilities. TashigangvillageofLahaulSpitiisthe
highest polling station in the
state,ataheightof15,256feetand
hence, bad weather will make it
very challenging for voters to
cast their franchise.
In the past few days, weather
has been unpredicatable in the
state, and heavy to moderate
showers including hailstorms,
which have made the summer a
pleasant affair and will likely
affect polling in Himachal.

2014 RESULT:
Anurag Thakur
defeated Rajinder Rana
by 98,403 votes.

QUICK TAKE: Sitting MP Anurag
Thakur of the BJP faces Congress’s
Ram Lal Thakur, a five-term MLA and
three-time minister. In this BJP
citadel, all odds are stacked against
Anurag since his father Prem Kumar
Dhumal, a former CM, lost the 2017
assembly poll on his home turf. Also,
there is a strong anti-incumbency
against Anurag. The election result
will decide the future of the Dhumal
family in the state politics. Congress
nominee Ram Lal is trying his luck for
the fourth time from the seat.

CONSTITUENCY: SHIMLA
IN THE RING
Bipolar contest between
Dhani Ram Shandil (Cong)
and Suresh Kashyap (BJP)

2014 RESULT:
Virender Kashyap (BJP)
defeated Mohan Lal
Brakta by 84,187 votes.

QUICK TAKE: The former two-term
and former-minister MP Dhani Ram
Shandil, is up against BJP’s Suresh
Kashyap, a two-term legislator from
Pachhad assembly segment of the
Sirmaur district. Once known as the
Congress citadel, Shimla was
breached by BJP in 2009 and 2014.
However, the 2019 battle seems
tough for the party as Congress is
looking to wrest back the seat. Now,
BJP will have to counter the anti-incumbency even as it dropped the
sitting MP Virender Kashyap and
replaced him with a fresh face.

Not a waste: Cafeterias built from airport scrap
NEWDELHI:TheDelhiairportoperator has constructedfour cafeteriasoutofrecycledmaterialatits
international and domestic terminals for airport staff and visitors. From the cafeterias’ table
tops to the grid ceilings and from
seating arrangements to lamp
shades,everythinghasbeenbuilt
usingdismantledmachineparts,
scrap from airport building and
recycled metallic and plastic
structures.Oneofthefourcafeterias is situated on the third level
ofTerminal-3(T-3),anothernear
the parking bay, one in the T-3
basement and one near arrival
area of the Terminal-2 (T-2).
An officer from the airport

operatorDelhiInternationalAirport Ltd (DIAL) said the cafeterias were built entirely using
scrapgeneratedfromtherenovation of the Terminal-1D and Terminal-3.
“Furniture has been built out
of scrap and reusable fabric. We
have reused concrete leftover
boardstocovertheexposedwires
and surfaces of the walls. Lamp
shades put in the cafeterias are
also made from recycled material,” a spokesperson said. “As
the airport expansion works are
underway, we expect to process
massive quantities of waste and
use those creatively to build severalsuchfacilities,”hesaid. HTC

POSTGRADUATE INSTITUTE OF MEDICAL EDUCATION
& RESEARCH CHANDIGARH
TENDER NOTICE
Sealed tenders are invited under ‘TWO BID SYSTEM’ for the Conduct and Processing of
Various Entrance and Recruitment Examinations through Computer Based Test (CBT) of the
Postgraduate Institute of Medical Education and Research, Chandigarh (PGIMER, Chandigarh).
The Due date for opening is 17.06.2019 (Monday) up to 12.00 Noon in the OFFICE OF
REGISTRAR, PGIMER, Chandigarh. The tender will be opened by the Tender Opening Committee
in the presence of Tenderers or their authorized representatives, who may wish to remain present
on the day of opening of tender. In case of holiday on the day of opening, the tenders will be
opened on the next working day at the same time. The tenders received after the above said
scheduled date and time will not be considered. No tender by fax, email will be entertained.
DIRECTOR
000320

n

One of the four cafeterias at the airport.

SOURCED

Migrant killed as tent
collapses in Gurugram
HT Correspondent
n

htreporters@hindustantimes.com

GURUGRAM:A36-year-oldlabourer
diedonSaturdayafternoon after
atentcollapsedonhiminBlock-Q
of Sector 40, said the police. The
workerwasengagedinsettingup
a tent for a night-long Jagran (a
religious musical gathering).
The police said the tent was so
heavy that it took more than half
an hour to rescue the victim who
was severely injured. He later
died at the accident spot.
The deceased has been identifiedasRajeshKumarofMadhubani in Bihar. His family lives in
Bihar and has been informed .
The residents of the area
informedthepolicecontrolroom,
followingwhichateamfromSec-

tor 40 police station went to the
spotandcalledacranetoremove
thetent.“Thevictimwasalready
dead by the time our team
reached the spot. The tent was
removed with the help of crane
and police personnel. His body
was sent to the Civil Hospital,”
said Shamsher Singh, assistant
commissioner of police (crime).
The residents had organised
theJagranatnightandhadgiven
the task of setting up the tent to a
contractor who had sent labourers in morning. While the
deceased was fixing the curtain,
the tent collapsed leaving him
injured. Singh said residents
tried to remove the tent. However, despite several attempts,
they failed to do so. Finally, the
police were informed.

PAKISTANI
INTRUDER HELD
IN KUPWARA
Indo-Asian News Service
n

letterschd@hindusdtantimes.com

SRINAGAR : A Pakistani national

was apprehended by the Army
on Saturday on the Indian side of
the Line of Control (LoC) in
Jammu and Kashmir’sKupwara
district, defence sources said.
Shabir Ahmad of Manjkot in
Pakistan occupied Kashmir was
apprehended late on Friday
evening.
Ahmad, who was not in possession of any arms or ammunition, is now being interrogated,
police sources said.
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Militant involved in armyman’s
murder among four killed in Valley

No monopoly over ‘Amritsari
chur chur naan’, rules Delhi HC

TWIN ENCOUNTERS Aurangzeb, a soldier, was killed in June 2018 when he was heading home to celebrate Eid

NEW DELHI: There cannot be any
monopoly over the terms “chur
chur naan” and “Amritsari chur
chur naan” as they are “completely generic”, the Delhi high
court has held.
The court said the word “chur
chur” merely means “crushed”
and ‘chur chur naan’ means
“crushed naan” and nothing
more, and it is incapable of
acquiring trademark signification. Justice Prathiba M Singh
passed the order while hearing a
plea filed by Praveen Kumar
Jain, the owner of an outlet in
Paharganj here that sells “naan”
and other food items.
He had claimed exclusive
rights on the expression “chur
chur naan” as he had the registration for it. Jain had filed the
suit for alleged trademark
infringement against another
outlet which uses a similar
expression.
The court said if registrations
are wrongly granted or applied
for such generic expressions, it
cannot ignore it. It said these

HT Correspondent
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

SRINAGAR: Four militants, includ-

n

People gather at a house where militants were killed in Panzgam
area of Pulwama on Saturday.

Elderly woman
killed, four injured
in road accident
in Kathua

ANI

ing the one involved in the killing
of army soldier Aurangzeb last
year, were gunned down in two
separate encounters in Pulwama
and Baramulla districts of
Jammu and Kashmir on Saturday.
In the first encounter, three
Hizbul Mujahideen militants
were killed in a pre-dawn operation launched by security forces
in Panzgam village of Awantipora in Pulwama district. Based on
credible inputs, a search and cordon operation was launched by
army and police in the village.
During the search operation, the
hiding militants fired on the
search party of the forces, who
retaliated, leading to an encounter, which lasted for almost five
hours. In the ensuing encounter,
three local militants were gunned

Soldier booked for
kidnap, bid to rape
Jammu student

down. They have been identified
as Showkat Dar of Panzgam,Awantipora, Irfan War of
Wadoora Payeen, Sopore and
Muzaffar Sheikh of Tahab Pulwama. “The trio was affiliated
with Hizbul Mujahideen. One of
them, Showkat Dar, was part of a
group involved in killing of army
jawan Aurangzeb in 2018. He was
also involved in killing of a policeman Aqib Ahmad Wagay last
year,” police spokesperson said.
Aurangzeb was abducted and
later killed by militants in June
2018 while he was heading home
from his camp in south Kashmir’s Shadimarg to celebrate Eid.
Police said War and Shiekh
were also involved in several terror attacks on security establishments in the area.
“It was a clean operation and
no collateral damage took place
during the exchange of fire,”
police spokesman said.
Police have registered a case

and the material has been taken
in the case records for the purpose of investigation, he added.
In another operation launched
at Hathlangoo village in north
Kashmir’s Sopore area, one militant was killed in the gunbattle,
police said. The body of the slain
militant was retrieved from the
site of the encounter and his identity and affiliation was yet to be
ascertained, the police spokesman said. Another operation was
launched by a joint team of army
and police at Dehrna in Anantnag
district, however, after exchange
of fire between militants and forces, militants managed to escape.
The operation was later terminated by the forces.
Meanwhile, the two militants
killed in Panzgam were buried in
their native villages. In the past
three days, five militants, two soldiers and a civilians were killed in
two different operations in south
Kashmir.

Press Trust of India
n
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Amritsari chur chur naan

terms are used in normal conversational language and there
cannot be any monopoly in
respect of such an expression.
The counsel for the defendants, against whom the suit was
filed, contended that no monopoly can be granted to such
generic expressions as there
were a large number of outlets
which use the name ‘chur chur
naan’ and they also submitted
that the trademarks of Jain are
liable to be rectified as they lack
basic distinctiveness.
The court said the defendants
have been able to show entries
on various websites such as
Zomato, Justdial and Eattreat
where third parties are using
‘chur chur naan’ and ‘Amritsari
chur chur naan’ with several
prefixes and suffixes. “The

letterschd@hindustantimes.com
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KATHUA:A 70-year-old woman was

killed and four others were
injured Saturday when their car
skidded off the road and hit the
roadside safety wall in Kathua
district of Jammu and Kashmir,
police said.
The accident took place due to
rash driving near RTO office
along the Jammu-Pathankot
highway, police said. The car was
on way to Pathankot in Punjab,.
Sheela Devi died on the spot,
while Sourav, Meena Kumari,
Phani and Sunita Mahajan, all
residents of Pathankot, were critically injured. Police said the
injured were provided treatment
at the district hospital, Kathua,
and later referred to Pathankot.
Meanwhile, truck driver
Mohammad Shafi, a resident of
Qazigund village of Anantnag,
was feared drowned after his
truck rolled down a hill into Chenab at Jaishwal bridge on Sunday
last. His body was fished out after
a hectic six-day long search by
local police and volunteers.

JAMMU : A sepoy of the 6 Jammu

and Kashmir Light Infantry
Regiment was on Saturday
booked for kidnapping and
attempting to rape an MSc student of the Central University
of Jammu.
Police said sepoy Rajan
Khadyal, who is posted in Jabalpur and a native of Marheen
village in Hiranagar area of
Kathua district, is absconding.
Acting on the complaint of
the student, Vijaypur station
house officer Rakesh Bamba
said a case was registered
under Sections 323 (causing
hurt), 341 (wrongful restraint),
366 (kidnapping), 376/511
(attempt to rape) and 427 (causing damage) of the Ranbir Penal
Code.
The complainant said that
she was kidnapped when she
was on the way to a relative’s
house in Samba on Friday. “I
was going from the university
to collect a project. He stopped

his car, slapped me and forced
me into the vehicle before
attempting rape.”
The victim, who is hospitalised in Kathua district hospital,
said the accused removed the
SIM card from her mobile
phone.
“Then he cut my wrists with
a blade and drove the vehicle to
Kootah Morh where he again
assaulted me. I tried to escape
but in vain. He took me to a
medical shop in Kathua for first
aid but the chemist refused,
saying the case involved the
police. Somehow, I escaped
from there and managed to
reach my brother’s shop at
Barri Brahmana,” she said. She
had also complained to her
father earlier about the sepoy
stalking her.
“The accused is a habitual
offender and has harassed
other girls too,” she said. When
contacted, defence spokesman
Lt Col Devender Anand said,
“We don’t have details of
the incident but we are looking
into it.”

n

Students participate in a walk to celebrate Buddha Purnima at Ambaran Buddhist Stupa in Jammu on Saturday.

Bhaderwah killing: SIT visits crime scene, curfew continues
HT Correspondent
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

JAMMU : A five member special
investigation team (SIT) was
constituted to probe the death of
a 40-year-old man who was killed
in a firing incident at Bhaderwah
town of Jammu and Kashmir’s
Doda district, police said on Saturday.
The firing incident near Nalthi bridge in Bhaderwah at 2 am
on Thursday had left Nayeem
Ahmed Shah, resident of Qilla
Mohalla, dead and another
injured.

The death triggered violent
protests in the area, forcing
authorities to impose a curfew,
which continued for the third
consecutive day in the communally-sensitive town.
Doda district Superintendent
of police (SSP) Shabir Malik
informed that the SIT will be
headed by Bhaderwah superintendent of police Raj Singh Gouria.
Gouria, along with other
members of the SIT, and a team
of Forensic Science Laboratory
(FSL) visited the scene of the
incident at Nalthi village on Sat-

›

A 12-bore gun, which
is believed to have
been used in the killing,
was seized and sent to FSL
Jammu for examination
SHABIR MALIK, Doda
Superintendent of police

urday and collected fresh evidence.
“We are at the scene as part of
the investigation after the set-

ting up of the SIT although the
probe of the case has already
started soon after the incident,”
Malik told reporters.
A 12-bore gun, which is
believed to have been used in the
killing, was seized and sent to
FSL Jammu for examination,
Malik said. Meanwhile, Doda
district magistrate DS Dattatray
said a magisterial probe has been
ordered into the killing and subsequent stone-pelting. Thathri
SDM Anwar Bandey was
assigned the probe and directed
to submit a report within a week.
Eight suspects were rounded

up on Thursday and are being
questioned, he said, adding
that no formal arrest have been
made in connection with the case
as yet.
A number of non-locals were
found involved in stone-pelting
following the incident and three
of them were arrested so far.
“All those involved in violent
protests are being identified.
More arrests are expected in
coming days,” said Doda district
magistrate DS Dattatray, adding
that police have been directed to
collect details of non-locals
including students, labourers,

Militant threat continues to loom Abducted Mumbai
over sarpanches in south Kashmir bizman rescued, 6 held
Aadil Mir
n

letters@hindustantimes.com

ANANTNAG: Anees-ul-Islam, 30,

contested the local bodies’ elections in Jammu and Kashmir last
year hoping to do his bit in developing his village — Sagam in
Anantnag district. He entered the
fray despite threats to his life in
the militancy-hit South Kashmir
district. Many like Islam hoped
the situation would get better to
allow them to fulfil the promises
they had made to their voters. But
the situation has gone from bad to
worse, so much so that Islam has
been unable to even visit his family in Sagam.
“I am living in a rented room in
the town [Anantnag] along with
my wife and two children since I
became a sarpanch,” he said.
Islam is not alone. Hundreds of
elected sarpanches have been
unable to visit their families since
getting elected in the Panchayat
polls held in November-December last year. The elections were
held under the shadow of militant
threats. In August 2018, Hizb-ulMujhadeen (HM) commander
Riyaz Naikoo issued a video message threatening acid attacks
against the participants.
The elections were held without any major violence. But militant violence has escalated in
South Kashmir over the last six
months. On May 4, suspected militants killed Bharatiya Janata

A 41.3% TURNOUT WAS
RECORDED IN THE
PANCHAYAT POLLS IN
KASHMIR WHILE IT WAS
83.5% IN JAMMU.
THERE WAS NO POLLING
IN FOUR DISTRICTS OF
SOUTH KASHMIR
Party functionary Ghulam
Mohammed Mir, 55, in Anantnag.
The attack on Mir was the latest
in militant assaults in south
Kashmir, which has become a
militant hub since the killing of
HM militant Burhan Wani in
2016.
Islam said they face a double
whammy as they were hardly getting their salaries, not to mention
a lack of developmental funds.
“We thought we would at least
help rebuild lanes and by-lanes in
my village...but since getting
elected, I am literally homeless.
Many of us got government
accommodation for the initial few
months, but were later told to
vacate them.”
Farooq, who refused to give his
second name fearing reprisals,
was forced to quit even before
takling his oath in the face of specific threats. He said gunmen
came to kill him a week after he
was elected as sarpanch in Shopian. He, too, has not returned

home despite quitting. “I am
afraid to go back.” These sarpanches say their pleas for help have
fallen on deaf ears even as they
have threatened hunger strikes
and mass resignations.
A police officer in Srinagar
said following Mir’s killing they
have now been directed to reassess the security of sarpanches
and panches facing threats.
“After threat assessment of these
people, security will be provided
to them,” the officer said.
Many like Irshad Ahmad said
they were elected unopposed but
are yet to get funds since their
election has not been notified officially.
Mohammad Nazir Sheikh, the
director of Panchayats, said a sarpanch needed the backing of onethird of panches to get notified
under the previous Panchayat
Raj Act. He said 230 sarpanches
are yet to be notified since they do
not have any Panches to back
them.
A 41.3% turnout was recorded
in the panchayat polls in Kashmir
while it was 83.5% in the state’s
Jammu region. Across South
Kashmir’s Shopian, Pulwama,
Kulgam and Anantnag districts,
there was no polling in the
absence of candidates in a majority of the villages. As a result, of
the 1,560 sarpanches elected, only
1,330 could be notified since at
least 11,236 panch posts remain
vacant.

NEWDELHI: In an overnight operation, the Delhi Police rescued a
64-year-old Mumbai-based businessman who was abducted
from a luxury hotel in New Delhi
on Friday night and confined in
a building in east Delhi’s Laxmi
Nagar.
The police said that the man
had fallen victim to a honey trap
and a ransom amount of ₹30 lakh
had been demanded for his
release. The police have arrested
four women and two men.
A police officer who was probing the case, but is not authorised to speak to the media, said
that they got a call around
10.50pm on Friday from one of
the businessman’s friends
reporting that he had been
abducted.
“The man told us that the
abducters had asked for a ran-

defendants have also shown on
record that it is the common
practice in the trade for food outlets to use names such as
Chandni Chowk ke mashoor,
Dilli ke mashoor, Delhi walo ki
mashoor etc. The court, at the
outset, observed in the order that
delicacies sold on the streets of
Delhi are legendary. Whether it
is Chandni Chowk for its Paranthewali Gali, Paharganj and
Karol Bagh for their eateries,
Kamla Nagar for its chaat, Connaught Place and Pandara road
for their restaurants, Jama Masjid and Nizamuddin areas for
their Mughlai cuisine, regional
food at the various bhavans these food outlets have been
catering to consumers from all
walks of life.
The defendants, who were
present in the court, agreed to
change the name of their outlets
to “Paharganj seth ke mashoor
chur chur naan and Paharganj
seth Ke Mashoor Amritsari
naan’. The court permitted them
30 days to change over to the new
names. It then posted the matter
for September 11 for further
hearing.

FOUR ARRESTED
FOR ATM FRAUD

MESSAGE OF PEACE

NEW DELHI: Four men have been
arrested for allegedly cheating
88 persons by cloning their ATM
cards in west Delhi’s Tilak
Nagar, police said Saturday.
The accused have been identified as Dharmendra Saini (38),
Siddharth (30), Sunil Kumar (36)
and Mayank Shukla (27), they
said.
According to the police, Saini
and Siddharth were previously
involved in over three dozen
cases of ATM fraud in Delhi, Jaipur and Mumbai. “The arrest
was made after the suspects
were captured on CCTV footages of the two ATMs where they
withdrew cash from,”
Deputy Commissioner of
Police (west) Monika Bhardwaj
said. During interrogation, the
suspects said they targeted
ATMs where security guards
were not present.
After Shukla would spray
chemicals on the closed circuit
television cameras of the ATMs,
Saini would install skimming
machines, which save passwords when money is withdrawn, Bhardwaj said.
Later, the gang would clone a
card, the officer said. The suspects would cheat people to
maintain their luxurious lifestyles, she said.

Press Trust of India
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som of ₹30 lakh for his release.
We started to investigate, and
the phone number from which
the call was received was put on
surveillance. CCTV camera footage from the hotel was also
checked and the man was seen
leaving the hotel in a Hyundai
Verna car. The vehicle’s registration number was noted and a
message was passed across the
Delhi Police’s district control
rooms and PCR vans to trace the
vehicle,” said the police officer.
Additional deputy commissioner of police (New Delhi) Eish
Singhal said that four woman
and two men were arrested for
the abduction. The businessman
was rescued and his family
members were informed, he
said.
HTC

servants and businessmen who
are living as tenants to keep a
watch on their activities.
Meanwhile, SSP Malik said,
“There was no relaxation in curfew on Saturday as well. The situation is under control and we
will see if the curfew can be
relaxed on Sunday. There is still
some anger simmering among
the people”.
Shops and business establishments remained closed while.
The army remains on stand-by
while police and paramilitary
forces have been deployed in
strength in the town.

PTI

Minor raped in Jammu
JAMMU : A teenaged girl was
allegedly raped by a youth in
Jammu and Kashmir’s Jammu
district, police said.
The family of a 17-year old
girl lodged a complaint with the
police on Friday alleging that a
youth, Karan Singh, who
belongs to Shivalik Puram had

allegedly abducted the girl and
raped her, police said.
“An FIR was lodged under the
relevant sections of law and the
accused has been arrested,”
police said.
“After medical examination
of the girl, she was handed over
to her family,” police said. HTC

ICAR- NATIONAL DAIRY RESEARCH INSTITUTE
KARNAL (HARYANA) -132001
AUCTION NOTICE
It is for the information of all that the public Auction of surplus pedigree
Animals i.e. Crossbred Friesian and Brown Swiss, Sahiwal Cows, Buffaloes,
Goats, Heifers and bulls will be held on 29-5-2019 (Cattle) & 30-5-2019
(Buffalo & Goats) at 9.00 A.M. in the premises of LRC, National Dairy Research
Institute, Karnal (Haryana) on behalf of the Secretary, I.C.A.R., New Delhi.
Terms and Conditions:1. The animals will be sold on "As is where basis is. The bidder should
examine the animals at the time of auction.
2. The bidder who wants to participate in public auction have to deposit a sum
of Rs.5,000/- as security money with cashier NDRI Karnal to get the Token
which will be refunded when auction is over only to those bidders who do
not purchase any lot. The security money will be forfeited if the highest
bidder is not able to deposit full bid amount of the animal
3. The highest bidder will have to deposit the whole amount of the bid in form
of Demand Draft/ transaction through Debit card at the spot on the fall of the
hammer. No part payment of the bids will be accepted.
4. The highest bidder will have to supply self attested photocopy of his identity
proof (Ration card/PAN card/ Driving license/Electricity bill/Voter card etc.)
5. The highest bidder will have to make their own arrangements for lifting the
animals from the Institute on the same day or within 24 hours failing which
a sum of Rs. 200/- per day per animal (above 1 year of age) and Rs. 100/per day per animal below one year of age will be charged from them as
feeding charges.
6. The Institute will not be responsible for any harm/injury/ death caused to
auctioned animals from the time of auction onwards.
7. The Director, NDRI, Karnal or the Chairman, Animal Auction Committee
reserves the right to accept or reject any or all the bids without assigning
any reason.
8. Any other terms and conditions will be told at the time of auction.
9. The decision of the Director, NDRI, Karnal will be final and acceptable to all.
DIRECTOR

POSTGRADUATE INSTITUTE OF MEDICAL EDUCATION & RESEARCH,
CHANDIGARH
No.PGI/Engg/C-II/2019/64-65

Dated

NOTICE INVITING E-TENDERS
The Hospital Engineer (Civil-II), PGIMER Chandigarh invites on behalf of the Director PGIMER Chandigarh online percentage rate bids from the enlisted contractors of CPWD / Department of
Posts/ BSNL/ Railways/ M.E.S./ Chandigarh Administration/ CHB/ MC Chandigarh/ State PWD's/ HUDA/ PUDA/ State Electricity Boards & Corporations dealing in Civil works on two bid system
(Eligibility Bid & Financial Bid) for the following work).
Sr.
Name of Work
Estimated
Earnest
Time Last date and time of
cost
money
submission of bid
No
limit
1. Annual Repair and Maintenance Contract (for 12 month) at Kairon B lock, Rs. 6.50 Lacs Rs.13,000/ -, One
27.05.2019
Years
PGI, Chandigarh,
up to 4:00 PM
2. Supply, Installation, Testing & Commissioning of one number lift at NINE,
Rs.19.69 lacs Rs.39,380/ - Four
27.05.2019
PGI, Chandigarh (SH: Ci vil Work)
Months
up to 4:00 PM

Last date and time
of Original EMD
28.05.2019
up to 3:00 PM
28.05.2019
up to 3:00 PM

Opening of
eligibility bid
28.05.2019
at 3:30 PM
28.05.2019
at 3:30 PM

Opening of
financial bid
31.05.2019
at 3:30 PM
31.05.2019
at 3:30 PM

The original EMD as scanned & uploaded shall be deposited physically by all the intending bidders in the office of H.E. (Civil-II) as per above schedule failing which the bid shall be treated as invalid.
The tender forms and other details can be obtained from the website: www.tenderwizard.com/PGIMER and official website of the PGIMER www.pgimer.edu.in. Press notice is also available
on www.eprocure.gov.in. The contractors are requested to get their firm registered on the website www.tenderwizard.com/PGIMER, for participating in e-tendering process. (Helpdesk no. for
registration- 09257209340 & 08054628821
HOSPITAL ENGINEER (CIVIL-II.)
00322
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Battle for India enters the final lap
PHASE 7 Across seven states and one UT, 59 seats will vote in the last leg of LS polls that began on April 11 and saw a bitter campaign focused on nationalism, jobs, farm crisis and graft
UTTAR PRADESH

BIHAR

13 seats, 167 candidates, 23.2 million voters

Round 7 of Lok Sabha polls

Eight seats, 157 candidates, 15.2 million voters

All eyes on Varanasi, big test
for SP-BSP alliance in east UP

A snapshot of the seats voting in the last phase of the general elections

Fate of four
Union ministers
to be decided

Himachal Pradesh
4 00 4

HT Correspondent
n

letters@hindustantimes.com

LUCKNOW: Varanasi, the seat of

Prime Minister Narendra Modi,
will go to polls along with 12
other parliamentary seats on
May 19, the last phase of the
ongoing general elections. The
state voted in all the seven phases of the month-long polls.
All 13 constituencies lie in the
eastern region of the state. In
2014, the Bharatiya Janata Party
and allies had won all these
seats, including Gorakhpur, the
home turf of UP CM Yogi Adityanath. Varanasi looks largely predictable, but BJP cannot be sure
of repeating its 2014 performance
in the region.
The alliance between Samajwadi Party and the Bahujan
Samaj Party stitched together by
Akhilesh Yadav and Mayawati
poses a formidable challenge to
it. It will be a straight fight
between the BJP and the gathbandhan on 10 seats, while in two
— Kushinagar and Deoria —
Congress’s candidates make it a
triangular contest. Congress and
its allies will not contest in Ballia. Priyanka Gandhi was made
in-charge of east UP, marking
her formal foray into politics.
Other heavyweights in the
fray include BJP state president
Mahendra Nath Pandey, Union
minister Manoj Sinha, Union
minister Anupriya Patel (of ally
Apna Dal), and Congress’s RPN
Singh. Gorakhpur, where BJP
has fielded Bhojpuri actor Ravi
Kishan, will be a prestige battle
for Adityanath. The seat had

n

RANCHI:The three seats in Jhark-

hand going to polls in the last
phase of 2019 Lok Sabha election
will witness a direct contest
between the ruling Bharatiya
Janata Party and the main
opposition Jharkhand Mukti
Morcha. The BJP is hoping to
make inroads into the tribaldominated Santhal Parganas
division, considered a stronghold of the Shibu Soren-led
JMM.
Dumka and Rajmahal constituencies are reserved for candidates of Scheduled Tribes categories, while Godda is unreserved. While the BJP won
Godda in 2014, the JMM won
Dumka and Rajmahal — the
only two of the state’s 14 Lok
Sabha seats.
Soren has contested from
Dumka 11 times and won in
eight of those. The 72-year-old,
arguably the biggest leader in
the state, is in the ring again

8

been his stronghold, but in the
2018 bypoll, the gathbandhan’s
Praveen Nishad had won it. This
time around, SP has fielded Ram
Bhual Nishad with an eye on the
about 200,000 Nishad votes along
with the Other Backward Caste,
Dalit, and Muslim votes.
In Kushinagar, Congress’s
2009winnerRPNSinghwillwant
to win back the seat from BJP,
but faces a tough challenge from
the gathbandhan candidate
Nathuni Prasad Kushwaha of
SP.
In Deoria, the BJP did not field
sitting MP Kalraj Mishra, but
Ramapati Ram Tripathi. Niyaz
Ahmed is the Congress candidate here. BSP has fielded Binod
Kumar Jaiswal. In Ghazipur, sitting BJP MP and Union minister
Manoj Sinha will fight gathbandhan candidate Afzal Ansari
(BSP), one half of the influential

Ansari brothers, known as local
strongmen.
Varanasi was also in the news
because of the Election Commission’s rejection of SP’s candidate
Tej Bahadur Yadav, a former
Border Security Force soldier.
Now, SP’s Shalini Yadav is in the
fray along with Congress’s Ajay
Rai and criminal-turned-politician Atiq Ahmed.
Benaras Hindu University
(BHU) political science department’s Prof Kaushal Kishore
Mishra said, “The seventh phase
and the phase that preceded are
very crucial. The two phases
together covered the whole of
eastern UP. The trend of the
sixth phase will follow in the seventh phase. (...) the Party, which
does well in the region, will
emerge the victorious in UP and
a play key role in politics at the
Centre.”

HT Correspondent

DUMKA AND RAJMAHAL
CONSTITUENCIES ARE
RESERVED FOR
CANDIDATES OF
SCHEDULED TRIBES
CATEGORIES, WHILE
GODDA IS UNRESERVED
looking for his record ninth win.
Facing him is Sunil Soren, a
former JMM legislator. In Rajamahal, outgoing MP Vijay
Hansdak is in the ring again as
candidate of the Opposition’s
grand alliance —JMM, with
Jharkhand Vikas Morcha (Prajatantrik), Congress and Rashtriya Janata Dal. In 2014, Vijay
won against BJP’s Hemlal
Murmu, a former MP. Murmu,
a former JMM partyman, won
from Rajmahal in 2004, and
switched to BJP just ahead of
2014 Lok Sabha election.
The BJP, however, has an
upper hand in Godda. Saffron

party’s Nishikant Dubey has
represented the seat since 2009
and is up against Pradip Yadav,
a five-term legislator from
Poraiyahat assembly segment.
Yadav is general secretary of
the Babulal Marandi-led JVM
(P), which got the seat in seat
sharing as the grand opposition
alliance.
Political analyst LK Kundan
said the seventh phase is critical
for both fronts as it would have
a bearing on assembly polls
scheduled in November-December.
“If BJP is able to make a dent
in Dumka and Rajmahal, it
would claim that people have
voted for development they
have brought in the area and the
electorate has rejected the traditional tribal leaders. And that
could also lead to mass exodus
of political workers into the BJP
fold. For the Opposition alliance, losing these seats could
change equations among the
allies for assembly polls,” said
Kundan.

Jharkhand
3 11 14

Madhya
Pradesh
8 21 29

543

Rajesh Kumar Singh
letters@hindustantimes.com

GORAKHPUR: YogiAdityanathhad

n

CM Yogi Adityanath during a rally in Pilkhuwa, Uttar Pradesh. HT FILE

door-to-door campaigning and
reported to Adityanath. “The
organisation has a widespread
networkineasternUttarPradesh
and is back in action to win the
support of the voters,” said HYV
functionary PK Mall.
Surya Mani Tripathi, a BJP
worker,saidAdityanathcamped
in the mutt for 10 days and monitored the election campaign.
Political analyst Manoj Singh
said it may not be easy for the

BJP, which lost Gorakhpur in
2018 for the first time since 1989.
HesaidtheBahujanSamajParty
(BSP)-SamajwadiParty(SP)alliance enjoys support among
Yadavs, Muslims, Dalits , and
Nishads,whichroughlyaccount
for 50% of the population. “[This
is]areasonfortheBJPtoworry.”
BJPcandidate,Bhojpuriactor
Ravi Kishan, is up against the
SP’s Ram Bhuwal Nishad, who
belongs to dominant Nishad
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PATNA:Oftheeightparliamentary
constituencies that go to polls on
May19inBihar,alleyeswillbeon
four of them where Union ministers will face a tough battle to
retaintheirseats.Theremaining
32 seats in the state have polled
over the previous six phases of
the ongoing general elections.
Law minister Ravi Shankar
Prasad,Ministerofstateforrural
developmentRamKripalYadav,
Minister of State for health and
familywelfareAshwaniChoubey
and Minister of State (independentcharge)forpowerRajKumar
Singh will contest from Patna
Sahib, Pataliputra, Buxar and
Arrah.
These seats are crucial for the
National Democratic Alliance
(NDA),asithadwonallofthemin
thelastgeneralelectionin2014—
the alliance had won 26 out of 40
seats.
Lalu Prasad’s Rashtriya Janata Dal, which won 18 out of 48
assembly constituencies falling
within these eight Lok Sabha
seats with the help of its allies, in
the 2015 assembly elections, will

WEST BENGAL

attempt to stop the BJP’s juggernaut.
Ravi Shankar Prasad is pitted
against former BJP leader and
sitting Member of Parliament
ShatrughanSinha,whomovedto
theCongressticketshortlybefore
the elections. Patna Sahib has
been a BJP stronghold for more
than two decades, with ShatrughanSinha,representingtheseat
twice from 2009. This is Prasad’s
debut election — he has been a
BJP Rajya Sabha MP since 2012.
RamKripalYadavwillcontest
againstRJDleaderLaluPrasad’s
daughter and Rajya Sabha MP
Misa Bharti at Patliputra.
Ashok Kumar Azad Chandervanshi of the Hindustani Awam
Morcha (Secular) — part of the
GrandAllianceofCongress,RJD
and Rashtriya Lok Samta Party
in the state — will fight incumbentKaushalendraKumarofthe
JD (U) in CM Nitish Kumar’s
home turf of Nalanda. Rashtriya
LokSamataPartychiefUpendra
Kushwaha,whowalkedoutofthe
NDArecently,willcontestMahabali Singh of JD (U) in Karakat.
Former speaker Meira Kumar,
daughter of late Jagjiwan Ram,
will contest from Sasaram.

MADHYA PRADESH

Nine seats, 111 candidates, 14.9 million voters

Eight seats, 82 candidates, 14.9 million voters

Violence and vandalism mark Tribal, farmer issues
final round of Bengal campaign form main poll plank
HT Correspondent
n

HT Correspondent
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KOLKATA:Sunday will bring down

the curtains on one of the most
fiercely fought elections in West
Bengal,whenthefinalnineseats
of the state’s 42, will go to polls in
thelastphaseoftheongoing general elections. These seats are in
TrinamoolCongress’sheartland
of Kolkata and its neighbouring
districts of North 24-Parganas
andSouth24-Parganas.Ofthese,
eight have been with the TMC
since 2009. In 2014, Joynagar too
wenttoTMC,ledbythechiefminister Mamata Banerjee.
The past week saw a highpitchedbattlebetween the Bharatiya Janata Party and the TMC,
during and in the immediate aftermath of BJP president Amit
Shah’s roadshow in Kolkata,
whichincludedthevandalisingof
a bust of 19th century Bengali
iconIshwarChandraVidyasagar
in an educational institute. This
led to the Election Commission
bringing forward the campaign
period by 19 hours, a move that
receivedall-roundcriticismfrom
Opposition leaders.
The previous phases also saw
several incidents of violence,
some of which caused deaths of
party workers in both parties.
Heavyweights in phase 7

Yogi leads charge to reclaim citadel
represented Gorakhpur in Parliament for 19 years before the
Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP)
lost the seat in the 2018 bypoll as
he vacated it after taking over as
Uttar Pradesh chief minister in
2017.
He has tried to pull out all the
stopstoensurethattheBJPwins
back theseatthat wouldgotothe
polls in the last phase of the
national elections on Sunday.
Adityanath virtually turned
Gorakhpur’s Gorakhnath Mutt,
whichheheads,intoavirtualwar
roomintherunuptothepollsand
oversaw the poll preparations.
The Hindu Yuva Vahini
(HYV), which was founded by
Adityanath in 2002 and had
become dormant when he
became chief minister in March
2017,wasalsoreactivatedinview
of the Lok Sabha polls.
The HYV workers organised

Bihar
32 40

West Bengal
9 33 42

B AT T L E F O R G O R A K H P U R
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Uttar Pradesh
13 67 80

Prime Minister Narendra Modi in Uttar Pradesh’s Varanasi on April
25, a day before filing his nomination papers from the seat. AP FILE

BJP looks to make
inroads in Soren citadel
letters@hindustantimes.com
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Three seats, 42 candidates, 4.48 million voters

HT Correspondent

HOW TO READ THE MAP
Phase 7 EARLIER TOTAL

caste, which accounts for 16% of
the population.
SP chief Akhilesh Yadav and
BSP leader Mayawati maintained they formed the alliance
aftertheircandidatedefeatedthe
BJP in Gorakhpur bypoll.
BJPleaderDharmendraSingh
saidAdityanath hasdirectedthe
party cadres to ensure an
increase in the polling percentage. “Low polling percentage in
thebypollledtotheBJP’sdefeat.”
PraveenNishad,whodefeated
BJP’s Upendra Shukla in the
bypoll,joinedtheBJPalongwith
his father, Sanjay Nishad, ahead
of the general elections.
RamAvadhNishad,alocalresident, said there was an intense
fight between the BJP and the
BSP-SP alliance for the Nishad
vote. “No doubt Ram Bhuwal
Nishad is an influential leader of
our community but Sanjay
Nishadisalsoatallleader andhe
is seeking support for the BJP.
Ourvotewillbedecisiveindeciding the fate of the candidates.”

n

Clashes broke out soon after BJP president Amit Shah’s roadshow
PTI FILE
ended in Kolkata on May 14.
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BHOPAL:Malwa-Nimad region in
Madhya Pradesh will go to polls
on May 19 in the last phase of the
Lok Sabha elections. BJP had
won all eight in 2014.
The constituencies include
fiveseatsreservedforcandidates
in the Scheduled Caste and
Scheduled Tribes categories —
Ujjain,Ratlam,Dewas,Dharand
Khargone — besides Indore,
Khandwa and Mandsaur. In all,
Madhya Pradesh, which constitutes 29 Lok Sabha seats, has 10
reserved seats. Both the Bharatiya Janata Party and the Congress went the extra mile to woo
voters in the reserved seats —
Prime Minister Narendra Modi
and Congress general secretary
PriyankaGandhiboth,addressed
election meetings at Ratlam.
Congress, which recently
defeated BJP in the state elections, won 35 seats from this
region as against BJP’s 28. In the
previousassemblypolls,theBJP
had won 56 out of this region’s 66
seats, indicating the extent of
Congress’s gain.
Indore will see a high profile
fightbetweenBJP’sShankarLalwani and Congress’s Pankaj
Sanghvi. The BJP leadership
dropped sitting MP and Lok

SabhaspeakerSumitraMahajan.
TheBahujanSamajParty,meanwhile, has fielded Deepchand
Ahirwal.
In Khandwa, former state
presidents of BJP and Congress
NandkumarSinghChauhanand
Arun Yadav respectively will
fight againsteachother.BSPhas
fielded Dayaram Korku.
InRatlam,sittingMPandCongress candidate Kantilal Bhuria
whowasdefeatedin2014pollsbut
won a by-election, is up against
theBJP’sGSDamor.Thelatteris
theonlysittinglegislatorwhohas
been fielded by the BJP in the
election. The BSP has fielded
MadhuPatel.Dewaswillwitness
an interesting fight between folk
singer Prahlad Tipaniya, who is
the Congress candidate, and
Mahendra Solanki of the BJP.
The BSP has fielded Badrilal
Akela.Mandsaur, which came
into thelimelightduetoa farmer
agitation in 2017, the BJP has
relied on candidature of Sudhir
Gupta again against ex-MP from
Congress Meenakshi Natrajan
and BSP’s Prabhulal Meghwal.
Gauam Kothari, head of Pithampur Audyogic Sangthan,
Dhar said, “In the past 30 years
none of our representatives did
anythingsignificant.Thisiswhy
Malwa has poor health scenario
and poor infrastructure.”

include chief minister Mamata
Banerjee’s nephew Abhishek
Banerjee, from Diamond Harbour, who will contest BJP’s Nilanjan Roy, who had switched
fromtheCongresstotheBJPlast
year.CPI(M)’sFuadHalim,sonof
formerBengalAssemblyspeaker
Hashim Abdul Halim, is the Left
candidate. In Kolkata North,
TMC’s incumbent Sudip Banerjee is pitted against BJP national
secretary Rahul Sinha. Sudip
Banerjee had spent 136 days
behind the barsafter the Central
BureauofInvestigationarrested
him in January 2017, in
connection with the Rose Valley
ponzi scam. In Dumdum, TMC’s
two-time MP Sougata Roy, who

wasoneoftheaccusedintheNaradastingofMarch2016,isseeking
re-election,whileBJP’sstateunit
spokesperson and former MLA
Shamik Bhattacharya will take
him on. The CPI(M) has fielded
veteranleaderNepaldebBhattacharya.
The high-profile Jadavpur
constituency,too,isbracingfora
triangular fight, with TMC fieldingapoliticalgreenhorn,Bengali
filmindustryactorMimiChakraborty, BJP nominating Anupam
Hazra (TMC’s Bolpur MP who
switched to BJP in March) and
CPI(M) naming former Kolkata
Mayor Bikash Ranjan Bhattacharya. The Congress has supported Bhattacharya.

JD(S) chief Gowda
endorses Rahul
as PM candidate

Vote transfer big challenge for
opposition alliance in Bihar

HT Correspondent
n

Aurangzeb Naqshbandi
n
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HYDERABAD:Janata Dal (Secular)
presidentandformerPrimeMinister HD Deve Gowda on Saturday saidhis partywouldsupport
Congress president Rahul Gandhi as the prime ministerial candidate of an anti-Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) front.
“We are with the Congress
president. There is no doubt
about it.
A clear picture would emerge
afterMay23,”GowdatoldmediapersonsatTirumala.TheJD(S)is
in alliance with the Congress in
Karnataka.
Gowda’s son and Karnataka
chief minister HD Kumaraswamy also reiterated that the
Congress president would be his
party’s choice for the PM’s post.
“Wehavealreadygivenourcommitment to the Congress to this
effect,” he asserted.

PATNA/PATLIPUTRA/ARRAH: As curtains come down on the sevenphase Lok Sabha elections in
Bihar, a question mark remains
onthetransferofvotesamongthe
constituents of the six-party
grand alliance or the mahagathbandhan.
The coalition of the Rashtriya
Janata Dal (RJD), Congress,
Rashtriya Lok Samta Party
(RLSP), Hindustan Awam Morcha-Secular (HAM-S), Vikassheel Insan Party (VIP) and the
CommunistPartyofIndia(Marxist-Leninist) may appear
strong in terms of caste calculations but the key to their success
would be their capacity to transfer votes.
While the RJD has considerable influence over Yadavs and
Muslims, the RLSP of Upendra
Kushwaha boasts of the support
ofKoeris,whichcomeunderOBC

category. Similarly, Jitan Ram
Manjhi’s HAM-S has sway over
Musahars (Scheduled Caste)
while the VIP of Mukesh Sahni
alias ‘Son of Mallah’ counts the
Nishad(fisherfolkandboatmen)
OBC community as its core support base.
The Congress that claims to
represent all sections of the societyhasbeenreducedtothepolitical margins and piggybacks on
other caste parties.
Congress leader Kishore
KumarJhanotedthatBrahmins,
MuslimsandDalitswereoncethe
traditionalvotebanksofhisparty
but shifted their allegiance with
the emergence of Mandal-Kamandal (Mandal refers to caste
politics while Kamandal to the
Ram temple movement) politics
in the late 1980s.
As per the 2011 Census, the
Yadavs constitute 14.4% of
Bihar’s 100-million population,
Muslims 16.9%, and Dalits 16%.
Musahars (mahadalits) account

for 2.8% of the Dalit population
whileKoerisform6.4%andNishads 14% of the 51% OBC chunk of
the population.
If votes do not get transferred
to the constituents of the mahagathbandhan, the advantage will
bewith the National Democratic
Alliance (NDA) of the Bharatiya
Janata Party (BJP), the Janata
Dal (United) and the Lok Janshakti Party (LJP).
While the BJP and the JD (U)
are contesting 17 seats each, the
LJPhasfieldedcandidatesforsix.
Political observers say while
mathematics is on the side of the
grand alliance, cohesion, and
chemistry is missing.
Shaibal Gupta, a founder
member-secretary of Asian
DevelopmentResearchInstitute
in Patna, claimed the grand alliance was not working on the
ground in view of “poor” ticket
distributionandthelackofchemistry between the alliance partners.
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FIVE KILLED, 19
INJURED AS BUS
OVERTURNS IN UP
UNNAO: At least five persons
including four children died and 19
others sustained injuries, when
the bus in which they were
travelling overturned here on the
Lucknow-Agra Expressway.
According to police, the accident
occurred near Devkhari village in
Bangarmau area when a tractor
suddenly appeared before the
bus and The driver swerved to
avoid hitting the tractor.

Man sells 11-year-old
daughter for ₹50,000
BHOPAL: A 11-year-old girl was
married off to a 35-year-old man
in a village in Chhatarpur district,
344 km north of Bhopal by a
father for ~50,000, said police. A
resident of a Budera village, Devi
Banskar also raped the girl
consecutively for three days said,
Prashant Mishra, Bhagwan police
station in-charge. A case has been
registered against the father and
Devi Banskar.

Maoist killed in encounter
in Gaya district of Bihar
GAYA: A Maoist was killed during a
gunfight in Gaya district of Bihar,
police said. Following a tip-off, a
joint operation was launched by
Bihar Police and the Cobra
battalion of the Central Reserve
Police Force (CRPF) in the Latua
forest area bordering Gaya and
Aurangabad.

Bring in preferential norms
for Indians, says UK leader
LONDON: London Mayor Sadiq
Khan has called for similar
preferential norms for Indian
companies and students as those
offered to China in order to boost
foreign direct invest ment (FDI)
from India into the British capital.

15-yr-old rape suspect
beaten to death in Raj

PROBE ON Rape survivor’s family members accused of killing minor;
five separate cases of sexual assault reported in the state since Friday
HT Correspondent
n
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JAIPUR: A 15-year-old boy sus-

pected of raping a girl of the
same age was allegedly beaten
to death in Rajasthan’s Alwar
district on Friday, a police officer said on Saturday. The two
other boys allegedly involved in
the gang rape have been
detained.
Two separate cases of gang
rape and murder have been
lodged on the basis of
complaints of the girl and the
boy’s families.
Alwar’s police superintendent, Parish Anil Deshmukh,
said the boy’s family said he had
gone to attend a relative’s wedding in Harnad Ki Dhani when
he was murdered.
He added the family has filed
a complaint accusing the girl’s
family of killing him.
Deshmukh said the girl’s
family, too, has filed a police
complaint alleging that the boy
and his two friends had
abducted the girl and raped her
near the wedding venue.
“When the family went looking for the girl, they found her
with the three boys. While one of
the boys was caught by the family, the other two managed to
flee. The boy was allegedly
beaten by the family members,”
he said.
Deshmukh said prima facie

TWO SEPARATE CASES
OF GANG RAPE AND
MURDER HAVE BEEN
LODGED ON THE BASIS
OF COMPLAINTS LODGED
BY THE GIRL’S AND THE
BOY’S FAMILIES
the police have found the
deceased and the girl knew
each other.
“The two other minors
accused were detained yesterday [Friday] and were presented
before a court that sent them for
detention at a juvenile home,”
said Deshmukh.
The alleged gang rape in
Alwar was one of the five sexual
assaults reported in Rajasthan
since Friday.
A 14-year-old relative allegedly raped a six-year-old girl in
Churu district.
“The girl had gone to fetch
water when the 14-year old
accused took her to an isolated
place and committed the crime
on Friday. He has been
detained,” station house officer
Malkiyat Singh said.
In Dholpur district, an
eight-year-old girl was raped in
Khurd village.
“The victim was staying at
her maternal grandfather’s
home where the accused raped

her. He was arrested on Saturday,” station house officer
Yashpal Singh said. He added
they were verifying the age of
the accused.
In Bharatpur, a woman on
Saturday lodged a complaint
against a labour contractor
accusing him of raping her.
The woman and her husband
work at a brick kiln as daily
wagers.
On May 12, she had gone to
work alone as her husband was
admitted in hospital and finding
her alone, the labour contractor, Vijay Singh, allegedly raped
her, the police said.
A 17-year-old girl has filed a
police complaint in Jaipur
accusing two relatives of raping
her and her sister on May 10.
In her complaint on Saturday, she said they were attending a wedding where the relatives gave them drinks laced
with intoxicants and then took
them to Karauli, where they
raped them.
The police were yet to arrest
the accused until late Saturday.
The fresh alleged rape cases
come as the ruling Congress has
drawn flak for a delay in filing a
case in connection with the
gang-rape of a woman in Alwar
on April 26. The woman was
raped and her sexual assault
was filmed while her husband
was beaten up.
(With PTI inputs)

Charge sheet against six in Alwar gang rape
HT Correspondent
n
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ALWAR: Rajasthan police filed a
500-page charge sheet in a
special court on Saturday
against five men accused of the
April 26 gang rape of a Dalit
woman in front of her husband,
and a sixth who filmed the act
and put up the recording on
social media.
The charge sheet was filed in
the special court that deals with
cases under the Scheduled
Castes and Scheduled Tribes
(Prevention of Atrocities) Act

two days after Congress
president Rahul Gandhi met the
rape survivor and promised her
justice.
The six men were charged
under various sections of the
Indian Penal Code (IPC) and
the Information Technology
(IT) Act. The court will take
up the charge sheet for scrutiny
on May 22, the next date of
hearing.
Alwar superintendent of
police (SP) Parish Anil Deshmukh told journalists that all
the evidence had been collated
in the 500-page charge sheet,

which named 35 witnesses. Oral
and technical evidence, video
recordings and biological evidence were mentioned in the
charge sheet. A voice test was
done on a suspect who made a
threatening call.
All the suspects have been
arrested. A political slugfest
erupted over the incident as the
Congress government in
Rajasthan has faced criticism
over lack of prompt action in the
case.
Rajasthan police allegedly
delayed the filing of a First
Information Report (FIR),

which was registered only after
a purported video of the sexual
assault began circulating on
social media.
The
case
triggered
widespread protests in the state
after the rape survivor’s
husband said they had
approached police on April 30 to
file an FIR but the police
asked them to wait until the Lok
Sabha elections were over.
The FIR was eventually filed
on May 7, a day after the second
and last phase of voting for the
Lok Sabha elections in
Rajasthan.

REGIONS ALONG
GOA MINING BELT
BATTLE WATER
SHORTAGE

DROUGHT
INTENSIFIES

26 Maha dams hit
‘zero storage’ level
Press Trust of India
n
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Gerard de Souza
MUMBAI: In a far cry from last

year’s situation, 26 reservoirs in
Maharashtra have reached “zero
storage” as on May 18, according
to statistics put out by the Water
Conservation department of the
state government.
The department’s website
informed that water storage in
Aurangabad Division, which
comprises Aurangabad, Beed,
Hingoli, Parbhani and Osmanabad districts, was 0.43 %as
against 23.44 % at the same time
last year.
The dams in these division are
Paithan, Manjara, Majalgaon,
Yeldari, Siddeshwar, Lower
Terna, Sina Kolegaon and Lower
Dhudna, all of which have zero
storage at the moment, the
department informed.
The storage in these dams in
May last year was 34.95 %in Paithan, 21.24 % in Manjara, 17.5 % in
Majalgaon and 52.03%in Lower
Terna.
Other dams that have hit the
zero storage level as on May 18
are Kadakpurna and Pentakli in
Buldhana, Gosikhurd, Dina and
Nand in Nagpur Division, Upper
Tapi Hathnur in Jalgaon, Waki,
Bham, Bhavli and Punegaon in
Nashik Division, Dibhe, Ghod,
Pimpalgaon Joge, Wadaj and
Temghar in Pune, Bhima, Kundali Tata and Lonavala Tata in
Solapur, it informed.
Meanwhile, Tisgaon dam in
Nashik and Totladoh in Nagpur
have 0.01 and 0.08 %water respectively. It said water storage in the
state’s 103 large, medium and
small reservoirs stood at 11.84 %,
against 23.73%last year.
Sanjay Lakhe Patil, a social
activist, alleged that the state government’s distribution of fodder
camps for cattle in the drought-affected regions was not proper.
Terming it an “animal farm”
situation where only the fittest
survive, Patil said, “Only the
strong political leaders got cattle
camps, fodder, water in their districts in large numbers, whereas
drought relief should have been
distributed equitably.”
Both NCP chief Sharad Pawar
and Congress state unit president
Ashok Chavan have been routinely attacking the Devendra
Fadnavis government on the
drought situation in the state.

n
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PANAJI: Every summer, over

n

NTCA data for tiger deaths from 2012 to 2018 released in May 2019
showed that 31.5% of the 656 tiger deaths reported in India were
due to poaching and electrocution.
NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC/GETTY IMAGES

11 MP tigers killed
by poachers for
rituals since 2018
Shruti Tomar
n

shruti.tomar@hindustantimes.com

BHOPAL: The arrest of as many as

19 people in Madhya Pradesh and
neighbouring Maharashtra this
month has blown the lid off a network of poachers involved in the
killing of tigers and leopards for
supplying their body parts for use
in occult practices.
Most of those arrested are tribals from buffer zones and corridor areas of wildlife sanctuaries,
Madhya Pradesh’s wildlife
department officials said on Saturday.
Body parts of the big cats, like
claws, teeth and whiskers, were
being offered to local deities in
the superstitious belief that they
would help ward off the evil eye,
improve health and bring prosperity, the officials said. Such
practices have been blamed for
the killing of at least 11 tigers and
several leopards since January
2018 in Madhya Pradesh alone.
Interrogation of the suspected
poachers revealed that the use of
a tiger’s whiskers in the rituals
are believed to enhance wealth
and offer protection from the law,
Madhya Pradesh’s deputy conservator of forests, Rajneesh
Singh, said. The forest department found that most of the big
cats whose parts were used in the
rituals were killed by laying traps
rigged with electric wires or by
poisoning them in the buffer
zones of tiger habitats with the
help of informers paid for the job.

THE MADHYA PRADESH
FOREST DEPARTMENT
HAS ARRESTED 40
PEOPLE OVER THE
LAST TWO YEARS FOR
THE KILLING OF TIGERS
AND LEOPARDS FOR
SUCH RITUALS
“Most often, after getting
information about tiger movements, they would lay electric
wire traps near water sources,”
he said. As soon as tigers would
get electrocuted, the poachers
would remove the paws, claws,
whiskers, skin, and teeth and
bury their bodies, he added.
Singh said once the body parts
were removed, the poachers
would contact locals who practised sorcery to broker deals for
anything between ₹10,000 and
₹20,000 per part. “All body parts
would fetch a few lakh rupees,’’ a
forest department official said on
condition of anonymity.
Principal chief conservator of
forest (wildlife) U Prakasham
said the department was trying to
create awareness against such
practices in the wildlife areas and
telling tribals about the legal consequences of killing the big cats.
“We are pasting posters in the villages to make them aware. But we
are also ensuring strict punishment to offenders to teach others
a lesson,” he said.

50,000 devotees of Goddess
Lairai descend to Shirgao, a village of 2,700 residents in the
mining-ravaged
Bicholim
taluka in north Goa, for the
annual Zatra (religious fair).
For weeks before the festival,
the devotees —known as the
Dhonds — bathe before walking
on live coals.
Over the last few years, however, the village wells have been
drying up in summer and forcing the Dhonds, who gather
from across Goa, to rely on
water supplied by tankers for
their ritual bath.
“We did not realise all these
years that as the miners went
deeper and deeper, the water
would get sucked out. The wells
have gone dry and people are
running here and there for
water,” said Sadanand
Gaonkar, the sarpanch of
Mayem, in north Goa, said.
It’s not a problem restricted
to Mayem. Not too far away, the
once-perennial Haravalem
waterfall, also considered
sacred, goes dry in summer.
Across Goa’s mining belt that
borders the eco-sensitive Western Ghats, villagers claim that
the drying of wells in summer
forces them to rely on water
supplied by tankers.
“The water that the Goa public works department (PWD)
supplies does not meet our
needs
. Every year, our wells dry up
after the monsoon because of
the mining pits.
This year, too, they have
dried up. Even after mining has
stopped,” said Santosh Gawade
a resident of Sonshi village in
northeast Goa’s Sattari taluka
which is home to 12 mines. Mining was banned in Goa in February 2017 by the Supreme Court.

ACTIVISTS HAVE
SUGGESTED THAT
THE ONLY WAY TO
SOLVE THE ISSUE IS
TO REHABILITATE
THE MINING AREAS

Anti-BJP alliance talks gather Man set ablaze in Uttar Pradesh battles for life
pace as D-Day closes in
HT Correspondent
n

letters@hindustantimes.com

LUCKNOW:A 22-year-old man was

HT Correspondents
n

struggling for his life with 65%
burns at a Lucknow hospital
days after four people set him
afire over a petty dispute in
Uttar Pradesh’s Gonda on Tuesday.
The four have been arrested
while tension prevailed in
Gonda as the victim and the
assailants belong to different
communities.
A heavy police force has been
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NEWDELHI: As Prime Minister Nar-

endra Modi took a break in the
Uttarakhand hills after a hardfought poll campaign, opposition
leaders moved on Saturday to try
and stitch up an alternative to the
Bharatiya Janata Party-led
National Democratic Alliance,
with less than a week left for the
declaration of the Lok Sabha election results.
Telugu Desam Party leader
and Andhra Pradesh chief minister N Chandrababu Naidu
revived his attempt to put
together an anti-BJP coalition,
meeting an array of opposition
leaders on a day a second regional
political satrap, former prime
minister HD Deve Gowda, backed
Congress chief Rahul Gandhi to
lead such a formation. The first to
do so was MK Stalin of the Dravida Munnetra Kazhagam.
In New Delhi, Naidu held talks
with Gandhi at the latter’s residence, and also met Nationalist
Congress Party chief Sharad
Pawar, Communist Party of
India’s G Sudhakar Reddy and D
Raja, and Loktantrik Janata Dal
founder Sharad Yadav.
“Naidu reportedly told all the
leaders that we all should come
together and put our act
together,” a person familiar with
the discussions told PTI on condition of anonymity. Naidu told
Gandhi to have a strategy in place
to move quickly and stake his
claim for forming the next government if the NDA were to fall
short of a majority in the Lok
Sabha, PTI said.
After his meetings in New
Delhi, Naidu flew to Lucknow
where he held talks with Samajwadi Party national president
Akhilesh Yadav and Bahujan
Samaj Party chief Mayawati, who
are fighting the Lok Sabha elections in Uttar Pradesh together in
a bid to not split the anti-BJP vote.
After an hour-long meeting
with Yadav and before meeting
Mayawati, Naidu refused to
share details of the talks with
journalists. “You will come to
know at an appropriate time,” he
said, and evaded a question on the
likelihood of the SP chief attend-

deployed to avert any further
trouble.
The victim, Vishnu Goswami,
was initially undergoing treatment at Lucknow’s Shyama
Prasad Mukherjee hospital. He
was shifted to a private hospital
in the city’s Gomti Nagar after
Gonda lawmaker, Prateek
Bhushan Singh, and some other
people donated money for his
better medical care.
The victim’s cousin, Raj
Kumar Goswami, said Vishnu
Goswami was set on fire as he
along with brother had gone

N AV Y C H I E F ’ S A P P O I N T M E N T
n

Andhra Pradesh CM N Chandrababu Naidu leaves Congress
president Rahul Gandhi's residence in New Delhi on Saturday.

IN NEW DELHI, NAIDU
HELD TALKS WITH
GANDHI AT THE LATTER’S
RESIDENCE, AND ALSO
MET NATIONALIST
CONGRESS PARTY CHIEF
SHARAD PAWAR
ing a May 21 opposition meeting
in New Delhi that Naidu has organised.
Yadav was silent but a senior
SP leader said on condition of
anonymity that the Uttar Pradesh alliance partners will first
have meetings between themselves after the poll results are
declared on May 23 and decide on
their immediate post-poll course
of action. Until then, they will not
engage in any formal post-poll
alliance talks with any party or
political leaders, this person said.
The Andhra CM, an estranged
ally of the BJP who has ruled himself out of the race to lead the antiBJP coalition, seems to have
emerged as the main interlocutor
among a bevy of political parties
led by strong personalities, who
have often been at odds with one
another although united in their
strident opposition to the BJP.
Naidu said on Friday that even
K Chandrashekar Rao, his bitter
rival and the Telangana chief
minister, is welcome to join the
anti-BJP formation, or Mahagathbandhan (grand alliance), he
is trying to create. Naidu has
already held several rounds of
discussions with Trinamool Con-

PTI

gress supremo Mamata Banerjee,
Aam Aadmi Party national convenor Arvind Kejriwal and Communist Party of India (Marxist)
general secretary Sitaram
Yechury.
On Friday, Gandhi voiced confidence that a secular formation
will win the most seats in this Lok
Sabha polls and that regional parties wouldn’t back the BJP. The
Congress chief , however, refused
to speculate about what the election outcome would be.
“I don’t see Mayawati ji, (Samajwadi Party patron) Mulayam
Singh Yadav ji, Mamata ji, Chandrababu Naidu ji, I don’t see any
of these people supporting the
BJP, Narendra Modi government,” Gandhi said.
Amid the opposition efforts to
cobble together an alliance, Modi,
who addressed 142 election rallies
during the poll campaign,
embarked on a spiritual break on
Saturday to Kedarnath, a Himalayan pilgrimage site, meditating
at the cave shrine wrapped in an
orange robe. Seated on a bed and
propped up by a pillow, Modi was
pictured inside the cave after
having walked a red carpet to the
shrine dedicated to Lord Shiva.
He had to take special permission from the national poll watchdog for the trip as election rules
prohibit any campaigning 48
hours before voting, Press Trust
of India (PTI) said. On his trip on
Saturday, Modi also reviewed
reconstruction projects after
floods in Uttarakhand in 2013
killed some 6,000 people.
(PTI, AFP contributed to this story)

Vice Admiral’s plea
rejected by govt
HT Correspondent
n
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NEW DELHI: The defence ministry

has rejected a statutory compliant filed by Vice Admiral Bimal
Verma challenging the appointment of his junior Vice Admiral
Karambir Singh as the next
navy chief, two officials familiar
with the matter said on Saturday.
Rejecting his April 10 complaint, the ministry has said
while seniority plays an important role in the appointment of
service chiefs, it is not the sole
determining factor, said one of
the officials cited above.
There have been instances of
seniority being ignored in the
past as well.
The second official said
Verma’s complaint was carefully examined and was found to
be devoid of merit. He said the
government is satisfied that the
selection process was fair and
transparent.
The ministry held that no
unsubstantiated, frivolous,
extraneous or irrelevant considerations have any bearing on
appointment of the next Navy
Chief, the officials were quotes
as saying by news agency PTI.
Verma, who heads the Andaman and Nicobar Command in
Port Blair, would have been the
senior-most officer in the navy
on May 31 when Admiral Sunil

n

Bimal Verma

Lanba retires. The government,
however, decided against
appointing him the next navy
chief and opted for Singh.
Singh currently heads the
Visakhapatnam-based Eastern
Naval Command.
A petition filed by Verma
challenging his supersession
will come up for hearing before
the principal bench of the
Armed Forces Tribunal on Monday. The tribunal had asked the
ministry to decided Verma’s
complaint by May 15.
Verma had moved the tribunal on April 25 for the second
time after the government
named Admiral Singh as the
next navy chief in March.
In his petition, Verma had
wondered why he was overlooked for the top post despite
being the senior-most in the line
of command, terming as
“wrongful” the government’s
decision to appoint Singh to the
post.

THE VICTIM, WHO
SUFFERED 65% BURNS,
IS BEING TREATED AT A
PRIVATE HOSPITAL IN
LUCKNOW AND IS
REPORTED TO BE IN A
CRITICAL CONDITION

bring home their father, Ramgeer Goswami, who was drunk
and loitering around in Mughaljot Chistipur village around 8.30
pm on Tuesday. He said the four

youths got into an argument
with the two brothers when they
were forcibly taking back their
father home.
He said the four unnecessarily confronted Vishnu Goswami
and set him ablaze after pouring
petrol on him when he was
washing his face after the argument.
He said the four took petrol
from a tanker parked outside a
roadside eatery on Gonda-Faizabad road.
Raj Kumar Goswami said the
victim’s brother, Mahesh Gos-

I N AC C OAC H E S

EC members not
clones, says Arora

Muslin wraps with
state-specific designs
may replace blankets

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

“But the same largely
remained within the confines of
ECI after demission of office
unless appearing much later in a
book written by the concerned
ECs/CECs.”
Arora added: “I have personally never shied away from a public debate whenever required but
there is a time for everything.
There was a reason. I said few
days back in another leading
daily that eloquence of silence is
always difficult but far more
desirable which is far to see the
election process through instead
of creating ill-timed controversies.”
He expressed displeasure at
the reports of differences within
the ECI “There has been an unsavoury and avoidable controversy
reported in sections of media
today about the internal functioning of Election Commission
of India in respect of handing
Mode Code of Conduct. This has
come at a time when all the CEOs
throughout the country and their
teams are geared for Seventh and
last Phase of polling on Sunday
tomorrow, followed by the gigantic task of counting on May 23.”
CEO is short for chief electoral
officer. Lavasa has insisted on
putting on record his dissent to
the ECI’s decision to give a clean
chit to Prime Minister Modi and
BJP chief Amit Shah over alleged
violations of the MCC while campaigning for the 17th general election, which concludes on Sunday
after seven phases of polling.

wami, and two other locals Pankaj Pandey and Raj Kumar Pandey rushed to rescue him after
spotting him engulfed
in flames but he was severely
burnt.
He was rushed to a local hospital from where he was shifted
to Lucknow immediately.
Inspector of Kotwali Dehat,
Rajnath Singh, said the police
have registered an attempt to
murder case and arrested the
four accused identified as
Imran, Ramzan, Nizamudeen
and Tufail on Tuesday night.

Faizan Haidar
n
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NEW DELHI: Passengers travelling on air-conditioned
coaches of Indian Railways
will soon have lighter and
printed Dohar or muslin
wraps with state-specific
designs printed on them
instead of woolen blankets,
said a railway official.
This comes after the
Comptroller and Auditor
General (CAG) July 2017
report rapped the railways
for dirty blankets. Following the criticism, in April
2018, the railway changed
the specification and
started planning to move
towards lighter blankets.
“Every state has some
specialty when it comes to
blankets. For instance, the
Mahabodhi Express might
have blanket with Buddha
printed on it and Telangana Express might have
local specialty and Rajasthan is famous for Jaipuri
razayi. We have issued
directions to zonal railways to purchase Dohar
keeping in mind the local
touch,” said Rajesh Aggarwal, member (rolling
stock) of the railway board.

›

Maintenance of
woolen blanket is
an issue for us. Once it
is replaced with muslin,
we will preferably wash
it on every usage
A RAILWAYS OFFICIAL

Aggarwal said the process
of placing orders for the
new wraps has been
started, and in a few
months, new blanket will
start replacing the old one.
“However, few woolen
blankets in every coach
will be available on
demand basis in case passenger feels cold. The staff
on board the train is asked
to maintain the temperature in a way that passenger is not required woolen
blanket,” said another railway official.
“Maintenance of woolen
blanket is an issue for us
and once it is replaced with
a muslin one, which can be
cleaned easily, we will preferably wash it on every
usage,” said another official.
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A Buddhist nun performs rituals during the ‘Buddha Purnima’
festival in Kathmandu, Nepal. The festival marks the triple
events of Gautam Buddha's life: birth, enlightenment and
attaining a state of nirvana.

AP

shortstories
UK GETS NEW WEAPONS ACT, SECURES
SIKH RIGHT TO CARRY KIRPANS
LONDON:A new Offensive Weapons Bill aimed at tackling rising knife crime
in the UK completed its journey through parliament to become an act of law
after receiving the Royal Assent of Queen Elizabeth II this week. The bill had
been amended late last year to ensure that it would not impact the right of
the British Sikh community to possess and supply kirpans, or religious
swords. “We have engaged closely with the Sikh community on the issue of
kirpans. As a result, we have amended the Bill to ensure that the possession
and supply of large kirpans for religious reasons can continue,” a UK Home
PTI
Office spokesperson said.

Austrian vice chancellor
resigns amid video scandal

Ohio doctor abused 177,
officials were aware

VIENNA:Austrian vice chancellor
Heinz-Christian Strache resigned
after the German media published footage of him offering
government contracts to a
potential Russian benefactor. AP

COLUMBUS, US:A now-dead Ohio
State team doctor sexually
abused at least 177 male students
from the 1970s through the 1990s,
and numerous university officials
got wind of what was going on
over the years but did little or
nothing to stop him, according to
a report released by the school.
Richard Strauss groped young
men while treating athletes from
AP
at least 16 sports.

Schwarzenegger assaulted
during event in S Africa
JOHANNESBURG:A man assaulted
actor Arnold Schwarzenegger in
South Africa on Saturday, but he
appeared to quickly recover. The
ex-California governor was
filming children at a sporting
event when a man made a flying
AP
kick into his back.

Kirchner set to seek
vice-presidency
BUENOS AIRES:Ahead of the
October elections, ex-Argentine
president Cristina Kirchner has
announced that she will seek the
AFP
vice-presidency.

Ex-CIA agent sentenced to
20 years in jail for spying

> ANTONIO GUTERRES, UN secretary-general,
during a tour to Vanuatu

PMMorrisondefiesall
odds,snatchesvictory

I S R A E L - S Y R I A E S C A L AT I O N S

WIZARD OF OZ Liberals turn the tables on opinion polls and Labor’s Bill Shorten

Agence France-Presse

Associated Press

DAMASCUS: Syrianairdefencebat-

n

n

SAVE THE PACIFIC TO SAVE THE WORLD.
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CANBERRA: Australia’srulingconservative coalition won a surprisevictoryinthecountry’sgeneralelectiononSaturday,defying
opinion polls that had tipped the
centre-left opposition party to
oustitfrompowerandpromising
an end to the revolving door of
national leaders.
PrimeMinisterScottMorrison
comparedhisLiberalParty’svictoryforathirdthree-yeartermto
the births of his daughters,
Abbey, 11, and Lily, 9, who were
conceived naturally after 14
years of IVF had failed. His wife,
Jenny Morrison, suffered endometriosis.
“Ihavealwaysbelievedinmiracles,” Morrison, 51, told a jubilant Sydney crowdas he claimed
victory.
“I’m standing with the three
biggest miracles in my life here
tonight, and tonight we’ve been
delivered another one,” he said,
embracedbyhiswifeanddaughters.
OppositionleaderBillShorten
hadearlierconcededdefeatasthe
coalitioncameclosetoamajority
in the 151-seat House of Representatives, where parties need a
majority to form a government.
Votecountingwastocontinueon
Sunday.
“I’m disappointed for people

n

Australian PM Scott Morrison celebrates his victory with his wife Jenny and daughters after winning the
BLOOMBERG
general election on Saturday. He was tipped to lose in the build-up to the polls.

who depend upon Labor, but I’m
glad that we argued what was
right, not what was easy,”
Shorten told his supporters.
Shorten would have become
Australia’s sixth PM in as many
years.Hesaidhewouldnolonger
lead Labor after six years at the
helm.
The tight race raised the
prospectofthe coalition forming
aminoritygovernment.Thecon-

WASHINGTON:An ex-CIA officer
was sentenced to 20 years in
prison for spying for China in a
case called an “alarming trend” in
the US intelligence community.
Kevin Mallory, 62, was convicted
under the Espionage Act for
selling classified US “defence
information” to a Chinese intelligence agent for $25,000.
AFP

servatives became a rare minority government after they
dumped Malcolm Turnbull as
prime minister for Morrison in
an internal power struggle last
August. The government then
lost two seats and its single-seat
majority as part of the blood-letting that followed.
Opinion polls prior to Saturday’selectionhadsuggestedthat
the coalition would lose and that

N KOREA WANTS
UN TO HELP
RETURN SHIP
SEIZED BY US

inthenews

PRINCE WILLIAM

In a rare instance, the member of the British
royal family has spoken candidly about the
death of his mother, Princess Diana, describing
his bereavement as a “pain like no other pain”

n

Iranians display ‘Down With USA’ slogans during a demonstration
outside the former US embassy in Tehran.
AP/FILE

I R A N - U S S TA N D - O F F

US warns airliners
to keep off Persian
Gulf amid tensions
UN owes India $38mn,
Speaking in a BBC documentary on mental health, he also recalled
that his time working as an air ambulance pilot gave him the
impression that death was just “around the door”

The comments were part of a discussion about personal struggles
that William shared with football stars Peter Crouch, Thierry Henry,
Danny Rose, Jermaine Jenas and Gareth Southgate.

Agencies

New Delhi concerned
Press Trust of India
n
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UNITED NATIONS: India, which is

owed $38 million by the UN for
peacekeeping operations, has
voicedconcernoverthe“unjustifiableandinexplicable”delaysin
reimbursementtocountriesproviding peacekeeping troops and
police for UN missions.
Itsaiddelaysinpaymentshave
turned the Troop Contributing
Countries (TCCs) as “de facto
financers” of UN peacekeeping.
“Reimbursement on time for
peacekeepingisagenuineexpectation,” first secretary in India’s
permanent mission to the UN
MaheshKumarsaidonThursday
at a session of the Fifth Committee (Administrative and Budgetary)on‘ImprovingtheFinancial

Jasbir scripts UK
council history
Prasun Sonwalkar
n

Situation of the United Nations’.
He noted that total arrears
stand at $3.6 billion, nearly onethirdoftheannualassessmentof
the United Nations.
He said apart from the $1 billion worth of unsettled reimbursementstoTCCs,reimbursementsrelatedtoLettersofAssist
($178mn)anddeathanddisability
claims ($8mn) were also outstanding. These amounts don’t
includetheunsettledContingent
Owned Equipment reimbursements of many TCCs, including
India, from the closed missions.
TheUNowesIndia$38million,
amongthehighestithastopayto
any country, for peacekeeping
operations as of March 2019, UN
secretary-general
Antonio
Guterres had said in a report in
April.

n
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DUBAI/TEHRAN: US diplomats
warned on Saturday that commercial airliners flying over the
widerPersianGulffacedariskof
being “misidentified” amid
heightenedtensionsbetweenthe
US and Iran.
The warning relayed by US
diplomaticpostsfromtheFederal
Aviation Administrationunderlined the risks the current tensions pose to a region crucial to
global air travel. It came as
Lloyd’s of London warned of
increasing risks to maritime
shipping in the region.
Concerns about a war have
flared since the White House
orderedwarshipsandbombersto
the region to counter an unexplainedthreatfromIranthathas
seen America order non-essential diplomatic staff out of Iraq.
US President Donald Trump
sincehassoughttosoftenhistone

on the stand-off.
Meanwhile,authoritiesallege
that a sabotage operation targetedfouroiltankersoffthecoast
of the UAE, and Iran-aligned
rebelsinYemenclaimedresponsibility for a drone attack on a
Saudioilpipeline.Riyadhblamed
Iran for the drone assault, and a
localnewspaperlinkedtoal-Saud
royal family called on Thursday
for America to launch “surgical
strikes” on Tehran. This takes
rootinTrump’sdecisionlastyear
towithdrawtheUSfromthe2015
nuclear accord.

ZARIF PLAYS DOWN
PROSPECT OF WAR
Iran’s foreign ministeron Saturday discounted the prospect of a
new war in the region because
Tehran opposed it and no party
wasunderthe“illusion”theTehran could be confronted.
“Wearecertain...therewillnot
be a war,” Mohammad Javad
Zarif said.

electedfromHeathTowninWolverhampton in the May 2 local
elections, has been appointed to
the council’s cabinet by the new
leader, Labour’s Ian Brookfield,
makingherthefirstSikhwoman
to hold the post.
Jasbir,whohasbeenacouncillorintheCityofWolverhampton
Councilsince2012,isresponsible
forpolicyareasthatincluderesilience and business continuity,
community safety, healthy ageing and healthy life expectancy.
She said, “This is a big step up
formeandIamreadyforthechallenge, having done health scrutiny for three years. It is a proud
momentfortheSikhcommunity
to have a female member of the
cabinet.”

teries on Friday interceptedprojectiles coming from Israel and
downed a number of them, the
official news agency SANA
reported.
“Our air defence systems
intercepted luminous objects
comingfromtheoccupiedterritories (Israel) and downed several
of them,” SANA said quoting a
military source.
A later report described the
projectiles as “hostile targets”
which were fired “towards the
province of Quneitra” near the
GolanHeights,partsofwhichare
annexed by Israel.
Earlier, SANA reported a
“loudexplosion”aroundthecapital Damascus.
The Britain-based Syrian
Observatory for Human Rights
war monitor said “three explosions” shook southwest Damascus on Friday.
“TheywereIsraelistrikesthat
targeted the Kiswah region
where weapons warehouses
belonging to Iran and (its Lebanese proxy) Hezbollah are
located,”ObservatoryheadRami
Abdel Rahman told AFP.
Israel has carried out hundredsofairstrikesinSyria,most
of them against what it says are
Iranian and Hezbollah targets.
The latest report comes amid
soaring tensions in the region
betweenIsrael’sarchfoeIranand

n

Bombing carried out by Syrian
forces on the Shashabo
Mountain near the town of
Qalaat al-Madiq in Syria. AFP

the US.
In April, Syria said an Israeli
air strike targeted a town in central Hama province north of
Damascus,woundingthreecombatantsanddestroyingbuildings.
State media at the time said Syrian air defences intercepted
“some of the Israeli missiles”.
InMarch,SyriaaccusedIsrael
of having attacked targets just
north of second city Aleppo.

Ten years on: Sri Lankans
remember a bloody war
Still reeling from the Easter Sunday terror attacks, the islanders commemorate
this weekend a decade since the welcome end of a lengthy ethnic conflict

letters@hindustantimes.com

the United Nations take “urgent
measures”tohelpreturnacargo
ship taken by the US, calling the
seizure a “heinous” act.
Washington announced last
week it had taken possession of
the North Korean-registered
bulk carrier Wise Honest- a year
afteritwasdetainedinIndonesia
-citingsanctions-violatingactivities.
Theseizurecameamidheightened tensions after Pyongyang
conductedweaponsdrillsinvolvingshort-rangemissilesinrecent
weeks, and with nuclear talks
deadlocked since the collapse of
the Hanoi summit between US
President Donald Trump and
North Korean leader Kim Jong
Un earlier this year.
In a letterthat was sent on Friday to UN secretary-general
Antonio Guterres, Kim Song Pyongyang’s permanent representativeattheUN-saidtheincidentwas“anunlawfulandoutrageous act”, according to North
Korea’s state news agency
KCNA.
“This act of dispossession has
clearly indicated that the US is
indeed a gangster country that
doesnotcareatallaboutinternational laws,” the letter said.
TheNorthKoreanrepresentative asked Guterres to “take
urgentmeasures asawayofcontributing to the stability of the
Korean peninsula and proving
the impartiality of the UN”.
Earlier this week, Pyongyang
had slammed the seizure as an
“outrightdenial”ofthespiritofa
statement signed by Kim and
Trump at their first summit in
Singapore last year.

‘ 3 D AY S O F P E A C E & M U S I C ’

Good news for music lovers: Woodstock 50 is on
Reuters
n
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LONDON:Jasbir Jaspal, who was
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SEOUL:NorthKoreahasdemanded

The Duke of Cambridge says Diana’s death
was ‘pain like no other’

2
3

n

Agence France-Presse
n
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Morrison would have had one of
the shortest tenures as prime
ministerinthe118-yearhistoryof
the Australian federation.
Therewassomuchpublicconfidence of a Labor victory that
AustralianbookmakerSportsbet
paid out $900,000 to bettors who
backedLabortwodaysbeforethe
election. Sportsbet said 70% of
wagershadbeenplacedonLabor
at odds of $1.16.

Syrian air defences
intercept Israeli
projectiles: Report

LOSANGELES:The organisers of
a three-day concert marking
the 50th anniversary of the
Woodstock music festival said
on Friday they have obtained
new funding to enable the
show to go on.
Woodstock 50 said in a
statement that US financial
services firm Oppenheimer &
Co, a unit of Oppenheimer
Holdings, had signed on as an
adviser to complete financing
for the August 16-18 festival at
the Watkins Glen motor racing venue in New York state.
The festival, with an 80-act
line-up that includes rapper
Jay-Z and pop singer Miley
Cyrus, was thrown into chaos
last month after the lead Japanese investors announced

n

A van marked with a ‘Woodstock or Bust’ slogan at the original
festival site in Bethel, New York.
AP/FILE

they had decided to “cancel
the event”.
Friday’s statement did not
say how much money Oppenheimer had obtained.
“We are thrilled to be

onboard for this incredible
weekend of music and social
engagement,” John Tonelli,
head of Debt Capital Markets
and Syndication at Oppenheimer & Co, said in the state-

ment. “We believe in Woodstock as an important American cultural icon and look
forward to its regeneration.”
Woodstock 50 is backed by
the co-producer of the 1969
Woodstock festival, which
was billed as “three days of
peace and music” and is
regarded as a pivotal moment
in music history.
But the anniversary event
was plagued with problems in
announcing ticket-selling
dates, permits and arranging
security and sanitation.
Woodstock 50 producer
Michael Lang said on Friday
that a ticket on sale date
would be announced shortly.
“Words cannot express how
appreciative Woodstock 50,
the artists, the fans and the
community are to Oppenheimer,” Lang said.

SOLEMN CEREMONIES
Security was tight in the north of the island on Saturday,
home to Sri Lanka's minority Tamils, as solemn ceremonies
were held. The government and the military top brass will
hold commemoration events in Colombo on Sunday
n File

photo (top) taken on April 6, 2008 shows soldiers patrolling a sensitive area in Nager Kovil,
AFP
Jaffna; a woman (below) takes part in a ceremony in Mullaivaukkal on Saturday.

KILLING THE KINGPIN

DEATH TOLL

On May 18, 2009, government
forces brought their offensive to
an end at a lagoon in the
northern district of Mullaittivu
with the killing of V Prabhakaran,
leader of the rebel Tamil Tigers

The long-drawn civil war killed at
least 100,000 people, from which
the scars have still not healed

PAINFUL SEARCH
For thousands of war widows and
other victims on both sides, the
end of the war marked the start of
a new struggle - to find out the
fate of their loved ones. About
20,000 people are still missing,
including 5,000 government troops

A WELCOME END
Sri Lanka's then president
Mahinda Rajapakse declared an
end to the 37-year separatist
conflict - marked by massacres,
suicide bombings and
assassinations - between Tamil
fighters and the central
government, which is dominated
by the majority Sinhalese

ACCUSATIONS AND DENIALS
Sri Lankan forces have been accused of killing as many as 40,000 Tamil
civilians in the gripping final months of the war. It is an allegation that
successive governments have denied

TERROR STRIKES, FEAR RETURNS
Although the pain for many families remains, and many in the 2.5-million-strong Tamil community
still feel disadvantaged, the end of the war opened a peaceful new chapter as the country’s
economy and tourism boomed. This peace was shattered on April 21 when Islamist suicide bombers
targeted churches and luxury hotels, killing nearly 260 people

India offers Lanka
full support to fight
‘jihadi terrorism’

TA L E S F R O M T R U M P L A N D

COLOMBO: India has offered full

Agencies

support to Sri Lanka in dealing
withthecommonthreatof“jihadi
terrorism” following the deadly
EasterSundaysuicidebombings
that killed nearly 260 people,
including 11 Indians.
Indian high commissioner to
Sri Lanka T S Sandhu on Friday
discussedtheprevailingsecurity
situationduringhisrecentmeeting with two top-ranking Buddhistmonksat SriDalada Maligawa in Kandy, the Indian
embassy said in a statement.
“Thehighcommissioner...discussedtheprevailingsecuritysituation... and offered India’s full
support to Sri Lanka in dealing
withthe common threatofjihadi
terrorism,” the statement said.
Indian authorities shared
intelligence with Sri Lanka
beforetheserialblastsrockedthe
neighbouringcountry.However,
Colombofailedtoactontheintelligence inputs.
PTI

Trump lifts tariffs
on Canada, Mexico
n

letters@hindustantimes.com

WASHINGTON:USPresidentDonald
Trump on Friday announced an
agreement to lift US tariffs on
steel and aluminium imports
fromCanadaandMexicothathad
created friction between the
neighbours and blocked a new
NorthAmericanfreetradeagreement.
“I’m pleased to announce that
we’vejustreachedanagreement
withCanadaandMexicoandwill
be selling our product into those
countries,withouttheimposition
oftariffs,”Trumpsaidatanevent
in the US capital.
Trump’s statement came
moments after Canada released
thetextoftheagreementbetween
OttawaandWashingtoninwhich
they agreed to eliminate US tariffs on steel and aluminium, and
Canada’s retaliatory measures,
within no more than two days.

n

US President Donald Trump in
BLOOMBERG
Washington.

MNUCHIN TURNS DOWN
TAX RETURNS SUBPOENA
US treasury secretary Steven
Mnuchinhasrejectedasubpoena
fromHouseDemocratsdemandingtheAmericanpresident’stax
returns in six years, setting the
stage for a court battle over the
documents.
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WORDOFTHEWEEK
ALWAYS A GOOD
TIME FOR ‘CWTCH’
SHASHI THAROOR
OOR

Cwtch
n

(Top) Poster of 1952 Homi Wadia film, Aladdin and the Wonderful
Lamp, starring a young Meena Kumari (left); and (below) In 1993,
the Sagar brothers, of Ramayana fame, launched the TV series Alif
Laila PHOTOS: OSIANAMA RESEARCH CENTRE, ARCHIVE & LIBRARY, INDIA; SAGAR ARTS

noun

A hug, but much more intimate
than a hug.
USAGE
Once the election results are out,
many a defeated candidate will be
in need of a cwtch.

ALADDIN FOR
EVERYONE
Manik Sharma
n

letters@hindustantimes.com

hough Dadasaheb Phalke’s short
film Raja Harishchandra (1913)
is regarded as Indian cinema’s
founding moment, a number of
film historians believe that
Indian cinema may have been
born a decade before. Hiralal
Sen’s film Ali Baba and Forty
Thieves (1903) might be Indian
cinema’s point of genesis. Unfortunately, little is known about the film or
its existence apart from the fact that it was
made. Sen’s film was a dramatised retelling of a Middle-Eastern folk tale, a story
more popularly known in the Hindi heartland as Ali Baba aur Chaalis Chor. The
tale, part of the collection One Thousand
and One Nights, known popularly as Arabian Nights, is one of the two stories that
have almost become synonymous, perhaps even indistinguishable from Indian
culture. The other one is the story of Aladdin and his magic lamp. As Disney releases
its live-action remake of a universally popular character, it is worth remembering
that the story of Aladdin has been a crucial
part of India’s cultural history, especially
its cinema.
Though the stories that constitute the
Arabian Nights have their sources in the
oral traditions of the Arab world, the more
popular tales of Aladdin and Ali Baba are
ascribed to the first European translator of
the texts, Antoine Galland. The UrduParsi theatres of the day carried the tales
to different corners of India, liberally mixing them with Victorian plays and Shakespearean tropes. Film historian Rosie

T

Thomas’s book ‘Bombay before Bollywood’ closely examines this phenomenon.
‘Within India the Arabian Nights fantasy
film operated on two levels, perceived not
only as local and traditional but also,
apparently paradoxically, as international
and modern’, she writes.
Aladdin’s biggest cinematic success in
India, The Thief of Baghdad (1924), starring Hollywood star Douglas Fairbanks ,
was made outside India. It launched what
would soon become the ‘fantasy’ or ‘jadui’
genre of filmmaking in India’s own industry. The story’s scope for magic, romance
and spectacle meant the popularity of the
Arabian Nights fantasy film grew spectacularly.

OTHER VERSIONS
Following the success of the American
film, a number of local production houses
made their own versions of Aladdin’s
story. BP Mishra’s silent film Aladdin and
the Wonderful Lamp (1927) was followed
by Madan and Sons’ Aladdin (1931). These
quasi-Islamicate films began to dominate
popular imagination; even India’s first
talkie Alam Ara (1931) seemed distinctly
influenced by motifs from the Arabian
Nights. The arrival of sound, however,
meant the move from fantasy to realism.
Even so, in 1952, Homi Wadia produced
India’s best- known adaptation of Aladdin
till then, the successful Aladdin and the
Wonderful Lamp. And in 1978, the last film
that Wadia directed and produced was
Adventures of Aladdin (1978).
Aladdin had pan-India followers. The
first Telugu and Tamil incarnation of the
character arrived with TR Raghunath’s
Allavudeenum Arputha Vilakkum, recre-

D

n

famous were, Ali Baba and Aladdin. But
while Sagar had a studio and around 150
people at his disposal and ‘five floors’ of
workspace to work with, the story of Aladdin has drawn ordinary folks to it as well.

(Right) Delhibased film buff,
Manu Bhasin,
made a home
movie, Aladdin
aur Jadui
Chirag, starring
his son, Anmol,
as Aladdin. It
was shown on
Doordarshan in
1993. PHOTO:

LEAP OF FAITH

MANU BHASIN

ALADDIN
ANEW
Aladdin, a 2019
musical directed by
Guy Ritchie, is
slated to release by
May-end. It is a
live action remake
of Walt Disney’s
1992 animated film
of the same name.
Actor Will Smith is
playing the genie.
He stepped in after
the death of Robin
Williams. Actor
Mena Massoud
plays the title role
of Aladdin.

ated two decades later by IV Sasi with a
cast that included stellar names like
Kamal Haasan and Rajinikanth.
The Nights’ stories, however, would see
their golden days, not on celluloid, but on
television. Fresh from having conquered
national television with the Ramayana, in
1993 the Sagar brothers launched the
mammoth 260-episode-long series Alif
Laila (Urdu for One Thousand and One
Nights). “I had always loved reading about
the Arabian Nights as a kid and the challenge of doing something with costumes
and imaginative sets was inviting,” Prem
Sagar, son of Ramanand Sagar, says about
the series that came a year after the global
success of Disney’s animated Aladdin
(1992). A year after the animated film, Disney’s own animated series on Aladdin was
dubbed and played nationwide on Doordarshan.
The reach of the Sagars’ Alif Laila was
as incredible as it was challenging. “I
wanted to cast a young, charming face as
Aladdin, because I wanted him to be seen
as innocent, perhaps, even gullible. We
were recreating this text on a scale that
had never been attempted before. My
father said that after we had done something around Hindu culture [Ramayana]
we must bring Islamic culture to the mainstream as well. Our writers were scholars,” Sagar says. Though the show essayed
a number of stories from the Arabian
Nights’ collection, predictably its most

In 1987, Delhi-based Manu Bhasin quit his
family business to work on an Aladdin
related script. A novice, Bhasin was desperate to get the film made but had little to
no support in infrastructure-deprived
Delhi. “I had no money to put into this
project. I couldn’t move to Mumbai
because my family was here so I decided to
make this film in Delhi . My wife, Suman,
made the costumes. I cast my own son as
Aladdin and for five years we struggled to
complete the film,” Bhasin says.
By 1993, the year when Alif Laila
stormed national television, Bhasin’s
modest production was complete. The
shooting locations included Mehrauli,
Faridabad and a school auditorium in
Delhi. The props were self-made. One cave
sequence included Bhasin’s son, Anmol,
descending into a well in a Delhi factory. “I
had lost the will by the time we were done.
Cynical as it may sound, I just wanted
some return for five years of work,” Bhasin says. Reprieve came in the form of
Doordarshan. The channel bought Bhasin’s film and showed it as a spliced five-episode series titled Aladdin aur Jadui Chirag (1993) in its children’s slot. Its music
was created by a fellow struggler, Vishal
Bhardwaj. Bhasin never returned to
proper filmmaking again.
Aladdin has since been recast in various
Indian TV serials, both for children and
adults. Sab TV’s Aladdin: Naam toh Suna
Hoga (2018) has crossed 150 episodes. The
story has had rather forgettable mainstream outings like Sujoy Ghosh’s Aladin
(2009) as well. Sagar believes its appeal has
to do with the moralistic side of the stories.
“To me the collection of stories, Aladdin
especially, is like a moral lesson. It tells
you the difference between good and bad,
and the importance of choosing one over
the other. Not because it dealt with magic.”

GETTY IMAGES

focus

Hollywood is set to release a new
Aladdin film, but the Arabian Nights story,
about a boy and his magic lamp, has a long
history of film and TV adaptations in India

erived from Welsh and pronounced “kwutch” (almost like a
sneeze that stifles a cough), cwtch
features as a legitimate word in the
authoritative Oxford English Dictionary. The Urban Dictionary says it
connotes snuggling, cuddling, loving,
protecting, safeguarding and claiming,
all at once. Friends tell me you give a
cwtch only to someone you have some
close claim on; it is a sincere act, not a
routine ritual like the PM’s hugs of startled world leaders. Strong, sincere and
heartfelt affection is required for a mere
hug to qualify as a cwtch. Elizabeth Taylor famously said about Richard Burton,
whom she married twice (and who was
Welsh), “I just want to go and cwtch him.”
The friend who introduced me to the
word sent me a poem that sums it up so
beautifully I can’t improve upon it:
A cwtch is a Welsh word steeped in
history;
From where it came is still a mystery.
It’s hard to describe the feeling
you get
But your first real cwtch you’ll never
forget.
A cwtch is wondrous morning or
night.
It’s always the best way to get over a
fight.
As a reliever of pain it’s better than
pills;
It’ll help you forget all of your ills.
A cwtch is a drug, addictive for sure;
Indulge in it once – you’ll hunger
for more.
It’s more than a hug; it’s more than a
cuddle;
It’s something you give to someone
who’s special.
The art of cwtching has passed
down through life
From parents and lovers, from a
husband or wife;
The one thing for sure that I’ve
learned is true
The spirit of cwtching lives on in you!

ILLUSTRATION: SUDHIR SHETTY

ARTBEAT MEET SHUBIGI RAO, THE NEW CURATOR FOR THE 2020 KOCHI BIENNALE
‘BIENNALES ARE LIKE
FLOATING CITIES’

and practice through acknowledging
intersecting contexts. I believe it is possible for the biennale to retain regional realities and histories through cementing existing affinities and establishing new commons.

Natasha Rego

What will you be looking for in an artist and
their work, while making your curatorial
choices?

n

natasha.rego@htlive.com

he Indian-born Singapore-based artist Shubigi Rao, 43, recently
announced as the curator of the fifth
edition of the Kochi-Muziris Biennale (KMB), is no stranger to sprawling, long-term projects, multiple media, or
expansive timelines. But even so, 18
months seems like barely enough to define
a theme, commission scores of artworks,
and organise the spaces that will host the
next edition of India’s only three-month
exhibition of contemporary art, which is
slated to open in December 2020.
Her current project, she admits, laughing, has been a decade in the making.
Called Pulp: A Short Biography of the Banished Book, it is a film, book and visual art
project on the history of book destruction.
Rao is a polymath whose primary occupation is that of visual artist. She is also a
writer and theorist whose works deal with
the study of languages, libraries and
archives, as well as subjects such as
archaeology, neuroscience and natural
history. She has an uncanny knack for
finding the connections between these varied fields, which results in complex and
layered installations.
At the last edition of the biennale, Rao
created a piece titled The Pelagic Tracts, a

T

work that charts the lost history of the
book smugglers of Kochi right up to the
post-floods devastation of 2018. For this
project, she spent weeks researching the
libraries, boatyards, pulping stations and
scrapyards of the little port town.
The 2018-19 biennale, incidentally, was
the one that ran into controversy over
alleged non-payments by the organisers,
to contractors. “It is in the process of being
resolved,” says Bose Krishnamachari,
president of the Kochi Biennale Foundation.
On the choice of curator this time – previous curators have included Jitish Kallat,
Sudarshan Shetty and Anita Dube – Krishnamachari added that it was in keeping
with the tradition of having an artist at the
helm. “Shubigi Rao is not just an artist;
she’s also a theorist and writer. Her range
is vast and she has a liberal way of looking
at art with commitment as well as
research,” says Krishnamachari. “There
is a freshness to her approach, which we
all agreed would make her the right person
for the job.”
Excerpts from the interview with Rao:

How would you define the purpose and
significance of the biennale?
Biennales are sometimes floating cities
that are unmoored from their locality or
regionality. The Kochi-Muziris Biennale

A biennale of this scale is best suited to an
inclusive approach. I am invariably appreciative of artists who are sensitive to their
material, environment, and realities, and
whose practices maintain an artistic
integrity, or fidelity, to their stated intentions.

How do you think your own art will inform
your role as curator?

n

Rao at the studio space she occupied while on residency in
Künstlerhaus Bethanien, Berlin.
PHOTO: KATHRIN LEISCH
is rooted in the intertwined histories and
cultural multiplicities of Kochi, while providing a crucial platform for larger discourse of the critical, political, and social
in artistic practices. To shift the lens
through which we read the spectacle of
exhibition, we must reposition discourse

My practice has crossed multiple fields,
and this disrespect for gate keeping and
genre-specificity is at the heart of quite a
lot of my work. This celebration of risk and
nonconformity is also something I
employed over my 11 years as a lecturer
and supervisor of student dissertation and
practice. But perhaps what may prove
more useful here is my ability to manage
sprawling long-term projects.
The recognition of existing communities, lived experiences, thought and practice is significant to maintaining a collective claim to the biennale, and this is where
I find my practice and the KMB are mutually aligned.

How does the KMB strike a balance
between staying rooted to the culture,
history and ecosystem of the little fort

RAO HAS AN UNCANNY KNACK FOR
FINDING THE CONNECTIONS
BETWEEN VARIOUS FIELDS,
WHICH RESULTS IN COMPLEX AND
LAYERED INSTALLATIONS
town and providing a platform for larger
discourse?
While the biennale as format is still important, it becomes vital too to recognise that
the global south has its own burgeoning
networks of thought, practice, and discourse. This is very exciting to me.
As a people’s biennale, it is firmly rooted
in its locale, and this regionality is crucial.
As I see it, the biennale can be a crossing
for global conversations and exchanges,
without losing the richness and depth of
original contexts. The culture, history, and
ecosystem of Kochi are incredibly robust.
Historically Kochi has withstood and
amalgamated the often-fraught legacies of
multiple rulers, ideologies, and four European colonisers. I couldn’t imagine a more
apt setting within which to stage an international people’s biennale.

What do you foresee as the biggest
challenges in putting together this threemonth show?
I’m sure the challenges I conjure up at this
stage will bear no resemblance to what will
come! And yet it is a creative act to think
through problems, circumvent obstacles,
and work with people to collectively,
inventively dismantle challenges. In reality, I find myself looking forward to it.
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past&present
RAMACHANDRA GUHA

RECALLING NEHRU’S
CAMPAIGN IN 1951-52
hen the first general elections
were held, in 1951-52, Jawaharlal Nehru had been prime minister of India for five years. The
government was identified with
him, and so was the ruling party.
He was their main vote-catcher
and speech-maker, in these
respects akin to the prime minister now seeking re-election. It
may thus be worthwhile to recall some of the
rhetoric that Nehru used while asking for votes
for his party. Nehru’s speeches were in Hindi; in
what follows, I have quoted the English translations in his “Selected Works”.
Nehru began his campaign in Ludhiana,
where he declared “an all-out war against communalism”. Warning his audience to beware of
“sinister communal elements” who could
“bring ruin and death to the country”, he urged
them instead to “keep the windows of our mind
open and let in fresh breeze from all corners of
the world”. Then, speaking in New Delhi on
October 2, Gandhi’s birthday, Nehru said that
“the moment a nation shackles its mind, whether in the name of religion or whatever it may be,
narrow-mindedness grows and the nation stops
growing”. “If any person raises his hand to
strike down another on the ground of religion”,
he remarked, “I shall fight him till the last

W

breath of my life, both at the head of the Government and from outside”.
Nehru had seen the State and people of Pakistan shackle themselves in the name of religion.
He was deeply worried that, in a spirit of competitive communalism, India and Indians might do
the same. And so, in his election speeches, he
returned again and again to the theme of interfaith harmony. In Amritsar, he said that “there
has never been a question of one religion trying
to suppress the others. If anyone tries to do it
now, he will be very foolish and will cause great
damage to the country”. He believed that communal conflict acted as a brake on economic
development; as he put it, “India can progress in
only one way and that is when all Indians, irrespective of their professions, province or religion, live in harmony with one another and
march together. They may hold different views
and opinions, but they must not live in compartments politically or otherwise.”
In another speech, Nehru remarked that “the
individual who is communal-minded is a small
man with a narrow mind who cannot undertake
anything big, and nations based on petty principles also become small”. He said “the communal
organizations are doing a great deal of damage
by constantly spreading ill-feeling... They are
causing harm not only to the national cause
because the Hindus cannot hope to make

n

Jawaharlal Nehru, December 28, 1951. In focusing so strongly on communal harmony and gender
HT ARCHIVE
equality, Nehru was asking his fellow Indians to build a more just and more caring society

progress through the Jan Sangh or the Hindu
Mahasabha and want the others in India to
be left behind. It is a childish thought because
not only the others but the Hindus will also
be left behind”.
Nehru also spoke often of the importance of
gender equality. He thought it “very essential to
uplift the women of India because both legally
and traditionally their condition has been very
bad in this country. I think a country can be
judged by the status of its women.” He added:
“The influence of men is still very powerful in
this country. I think that the laws and traditions
in this country suppress women and do not
allow them to rise. This is wrong and should be
removed and that can only be done by changing

sundaysentiments
KARAN THAPAR

MODI MAY WIN, BUT BJP’S
CAMPAIGN DIMINISHED US
ampaigning ended on Friday
and today is the last day of voting. As we patiently wait for the
results on May 23 — and, believe
me, the next four days will feel
excruciatingly long — I want to share
a thought with you. It might give you
something to think about other than
the outcome!
I’ve no idea who’s going to win the
elections but I’m fairly certain who’s
lost the campaign. The answer is Narendra Modi. Let me explain why.
The prime minister did not campaign in terms of the achievements of
his five years in office. If he spoke of
them at all, they were hardly the main
part of his speech and, consequently,
attracted little attention. Nor did he
campaign in terms of the issues that
matter to the Indian voter.
I’m talking of jobs and unemployment, rural distress, health and education. These did not feature in his

C

performance at the hustings.
Instead, the prime minister spoke
at great length and very repetitively
about the danger of terrorism and the
threat of Pakistan’s evil machinations. His aim was to remind us of
India’s vulnerability. He was, therefore, stoking fear, even to the point of
creating paranoia. And then he presented himself as the only person who
can protect the country. Thus he sold
himself as the country’s saviour.
Now, I ask myself, was this the right
election campaign for the world’s
largest democracy? For a country that
believes next year it will be the planet’s fifth largest economy? For a
nation that’s striving to join the United Nations Security Council as a permanent member? Frankly, no.
Modi’s campaign may have struck a
chord and it might even yield enormous electoral dividends but it’s also
diminished us. It didn’t build on our

THE PRIVATE SECTOR IS KEY
TO FINANCIAL INCLUSION
MARKO
CAREVIC

ith the aim of achieving economic growth, various initiatives were undertaken,
both by the public and the
private sector, to bring large
swathes of the financially excluded
and ignored into the banking and
financing fold. However, if recent
reports are to be believed, not all
efforts may be bearing fruit. It is
important for India that financial
growth accelerates. A report on the
Trend and Progress of Banking in
India 2017-18 indicated that despite
having an 80% banked population
among all Indian adults, almost half
of these did not conduct any transactions in the preceding 12 months.
Seen as a bellwether for inclusion,
this points to a glaring underachievement in financial inclusion efficacy.
The global context of inactive
accounts amounts to just 25% of
the total.

W

The responsibility for accelerating
inclusive growth lies equally on each
stakeholder: the government, private
and public banks and financial institutions, and the social sector.
The lack of financial literacy is a
major reason which has prevented
financial inclusion from becoming a
success in India. In the urban as well
as rural poor segments, education is
woefully lacking among most people.
Financial literacy (FL), of course, is
way behind in this cohort. When it
comes to simple things like claims
and transparency, knowledge of all
this is largely missing.
Today, when the world is moving
to 5G and quantum computing, the
financial sector is also being presented with a great opportunity for outreach and service using the very
same tech tools that the communication and entertainment industry
have leveraged to grow. In India, particularly in the rural and semi-urban
areas where FL is a priority, technology can only succeed if users have
access to its various benefits. The
challenge here is that while the policies and tools for FL are under implementation in varying degrees, the
one avenue which can ensure its

n

The BJP manifesto is full of detail but
it lacks a unifying vision ARVIND YADAV/HT

strengths or encourage our aspirations. It played on our insecurities and
strummed upon our deep inner fears.
It wasn’t designed to make us stand
tall and walk boldly. In fact, you could
almost say it was intended to make us
cower and look for cover behind the
56-inch chest of the incumbent prime
minister.
In comparison, Rahul Gandhi’s was
not a great campaign. He overdid the
Rafale message, without convincing
facts to back up his chor (thief) claim.
It didn’t evoke anything like the inter-

IT IS IMPORTANT TO EDUCATE
PEOPLE ON THE BENEFITS
AND OPPORTUNITIES
AFFORDED BY INCLUSION.
THEREFORE, THE ANSWER
LIES IN CITIZEN AWARENESS
speedy dissemination — technology
leverage — is still way behind.
Another factor holding back financial inclusion is credit aversion. By
nature, Indians are somewhat averse
to credit. It is a behavioural challenge
and something which needs proactive efforts to overcome. A lack of
enough credit offtake does not bode
well for entrepreneurship and small
business growth. What we need is a
way to provide bankable security and
at the same time good, faultless credit
when needed. The solution needs to
be based on a few simple determinants of inclusion: accessibility,
low-cost, replicability, clarity,
and security.
Viable business entities, banks and
financial institutions have an obligation to their stakeholders. Cost is a
limiting factor here too. Hence, when
operations and activities record
unviable returns, banks become
wary. Small wonder then that the
reluctance of financial institutions to
serve small value and / or unprofitable customers often stands in the way

thisweekthat
atera
PICTURE OF
THE WEEK

MAY 19: Tribal leaders

from Manipur, led by Mrr
Hethangjan, arriving on
May 18 at Parliament
House, where they met
PM Indira Gandhi and
Home Minister Y B
Chavan to urge
statehood for Manipur

the laws.”
The attempts by Nehru’s government to
reform Hindu personal laws in favour of gender
equality had been met with “a loud protest that
Hindu religion was being destroyed”. Nehru
thought, however, that these reforms, “instead
of destroying it, will do a special service to Hindu
religion, which will progress, otherwise the Hindu society will become weak…”.
In focusing so strongly on communal harmony and gender equality, Nehru was asking his
fellow Indians to build a more just and more caring society. He was seeking to stoke what Abraham Lincoln had once called the “better angels
of our nature”.
In one speech, Nehru remarked that “I do

est the Congress hoped for though it
led many to say it wasn’t in good taste.
Yet there were two things about
Gandhi’s campaign that were undeniable. He found a lot of time for the
issues that matter in people’s lives. He
may have done so because rural distress and unemployment are also
Modi’s weak points but, then, that’s
good campaigning. And, as the weeks
rolled by, he grew in confidence,
fluency and stature. You might still
question if he’s a match for Modi
but few can doubt his image has vastly
improved and his days as Pappu or
Shahzade are well and truly
behind him.
The same is also true of the Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) and Congress
manifestos. The latter is full of
thought-provoking ideas, not just
Nyay and job creation but also diluting Armed Forces (Special Powers)
Act, scrapping sedition and criminal
defamation. The BJP manifesto is full
of detail but it lacks a unifying vision.
It reminds me of Luigi Pirandello’s
play Six Characters in Search of an
Author!
And, now, all that’s left is to grit
one’s teeth and wait for the hours to
slowly pass before we find out our
future. I know what I’m hoping for but
I fear that may not be the case.
Karan Thapar is the author of
Devil’s Advocate: The Untold Story
The views expressed are personal

of achieving financial inclusion.
Institutions will not engage in low
profit activities unless there is a positive side to the whole equation. In the
case of the marginalised, other issues
such as loan default due to vagaries of
the weather, economy, market, society, etc are also real challenges.
What is the way forward? The
answer lies in citizen awareness and
institutional empowerment. It is
important to educate populations on
the benefits, possibilities and opportunities afforded by inclusion. At the
same time, the private sector as well
the larger non-banking institutional
edifice have to be buttressed and
empowered to play a more effective
and more active role in aiding the
financial inclusion effort. Giving
authorisation to microfinance as well
as non-banking financial organisations to perform limited mainstream
financial services in remote areas
can help improve reach of such
programmes.
The caveat here is the demand-supply mismatch and the systemic barriers which threaten to slow or stop
inclusion. While the government is
going ahead with what it can do, the
private sector has a significant role to
play in achieving an all-round, inclusion-predicated, transformation of
India.
Marko Carevic is chief marketing and customer experience officer, Home Credit India
The views expressed are personal
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NE
EWS OF THE WEEK
INDIA

5.5 P.C. GROWTH RATE IN 4TH
PLAN

WORLD

MAY 19: PM Indira Gandhi
presented the fourth Plan
envisaging additional resource
mobilisation of the order of Rs
2,050 crores in 1970-74. With Rs
725 crores raised by the Centre &
Rs 414 crores by states in 1969-70,
the total will be Rs 3,198 crores.

100 DIED IN LAHORE
EXPLOSION
MAY 22: More than 100 people
died in Pakistan’s most deadly
explosion, according to
informed sources. Hospitals
report at least 48 dead,
although official sources only
admit to 23 people killed in the
ammunition dump blast

refer to other parties but only on questions of
principle. I do not look at them from the point of
view of personalities”. On the other hand, the
Opposition leaders often attacked him personally, yet Nehru was fine with this. As he said: “I do
not want to shirk my responsibility. It is obvious
that I do not do everything myself and there are
thousands of cogs in the wheel — but the ultimate responsibility is mine. When you put me in
a position of great responsibility, how can I hide
behind a curtain and deny it? I am prepared to
take on the responsibility for everything, good
or bad, that the Government has done in
India….” Nehru could easily have blamed the
legacies of two hundred years of colonial rule or
the malign intentions of our neighbours for his
government’s failures; but he did not.
Notably, Nehru urged voters to listen carefully to what his opponents had to say. When he
heard that the Socialist leader Jayaprakash
Narayan was to tour the Punjab after him, he
told his audience: “I advise you to go and listen to
him. … I may not agree with him on certain
things. But he is an excellent man…. You must
listen to the others and try to understand all the
arguments and then decide for yourselves”.
The reader may wish, if she so chooses, to
compare the tone and tenor of Nehru’s election
speeches with the speeches made by various
leaders in the election campaign that has just
ended. On my part, I can only offer this prediction: 50 or 60 years hence, no historian is going to
write appreciatively about what Narendra Modi
or Rahul Gandhi (or Mamata Banerjee or Mayawati) said while campaigning for votes in the
general elections of 2019.
Ramachandra Guha is the author of
Gandhi: The Years That Changed The World
The views expressed are personal

A GOVERNMENT THAT LACKS
IQBAL INVITES LAWLESSNESS
MARK
TULLY

nce again an election is going by
without any discussion of one of
my obsessions, the weakness of
governments. Leaders are making promises, but they will lack
institutions and administrative bodies
robust enough to turn policy into practice. They will have difficulty in fulfilling their duty to uphold the law.
I put much of the blame for the weakness of governments in India on the
failure to reform the government
structures and systems inherited from
the British Raj. I was therefore fascinated to meet a distinguished retired
Indian Administrative Service
(IAS) officer who believes India needs
to revive one quality of the Raj government. Moosa Raza served in the IAS for
35 years eventually as chief secretary
to the government of Jammu and
Kashmir, secretary to the government
of India, and advisor to the governor of
Uttar Pradesh. For 25 years thereafter
he served on government committees,
task forces, and similar bodies. He told
me an important reason for the weakness and ineffectiveness of governments was the loss of their “iqbal”. By
iqbal, he meant the respect governments used to command, the aura
which used to surround them during
the Raj and for decades afterwards.
Raza then went on to illustrate iqbal
with the story of a farmers’ agitation in
Mehsana district where he was sub
divisional magistrate (SDM) in the
1960s. The collector, being of a nervous
disposition, had summoned almost the
entire district police force to defend his
office. When the young SDM and his
sub-divisional police officer found
themselves faced with six or seven
hundred angry farmers, they had just
four constables to control them. The
young and inexperienced Raza sensibly relied on the advice of his police
officer. Relying on the government’s
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iqbal, the police officer announced that
the demonstration had been declared
an unlawful assembly. To pretend this
was so, he told the SDM to wave a nondescript piece of paper in the air, and
the farmers dispersed . Nowadays, a
similar situation would probably
become a riot ending with a magistrate
ordering the police to open fire.
Raza explained that iqbal was maintained by making sure the izzat, or selfrespect, of all government officials was
preserved. An official would always
refer to a lowly thesildar as Khan Sahib
if he was a Muslim and Rao Sahib if he
was a Hindu. Nowadays, the boards in
collectors’ offices listing past holders of
the post show that the izzat of many of
them has been undermined by transfers engineered by politicians. Politicians don’t hesitate to rebuke officials
of all ranks in public. There was the
case of the foreign secretary, AP Venkatashwaran, who Rajiv Gandhi
sacked during a press conference.
When he was young, Raza said, officials were told never to undermine the
government’s iqbal by making false
promises which would not be fulfilled,
or threats that could not be carried out.
Nowadays, the iqbal of the government is undermined by countless regulations which are not enforceable and
should have been rescinded years ago.
For instance, the craze for taking photographs set off by mobile phones has
made the railways look stupid by their
failure to implement the obsolete ban
on photography at stations. There is no
respect for traffic police who, no matter
how many challans they issue, are
unable to instil respect for red lights in
two-wheeler riders, control parking,
prevent overloading, and punish those
guilty of other traffic offences.
Then there is the vexed subject of
corruption. It would not be so prevalent if governments retained iqbal so
that there was respect for the laws
against bribes. A government which
lacks iqbal is a government which
invites lawlessness. If the government
does not command respect, the law will
not be respected either. I haven’t heard
any discussion of the prevailing lawlessness in this election.
The views expressed are personal

sundayletters
THE SANCTITY OF THE COURT MUST NOT BE LOST
This refers to Karan Thapar’s “It is a sad comment on our top court” (May 12). What is
of paramount importance in this case is that, at all costs, the sanctity of our Supreme Court must remain untainted. If the chief custodian, ie the Chief Justice or
any other judge for that matter, is accused of a crime, he should honourably go on
leave until the verdict by a full bench — not one of just three judges! The complainant must not have any reason to feel that justice will not be done. The matter must
reach its logical end, and the guilty must be punished.
BALDEV CHAMAN,GURGAON

II

Women aren’t given a chance

The way whole inquiry was conducted
raised more questions than answers.
The SC went against its own Vishakha
guidelines, which state that the inhouse panel aside, one member must
be from an independent NGO which
deals with issues of sexual harassment.
By hurriedly concluding the matter,
without the active participation of the
complainant, the exoneration of the CJI
seems to be working against him
rather than in his favour.

This refers to Lalita Panicker’s “Allow
more space to women leaders” (May
12). The author tells it like it is. Women
politicians aren’t given a chance. They
are attacked for no fault of their own,
and are forced to carry the burden of
their families, personal lives and parties
with little to no support. The moment
this changes, the country will soar.
MANISH MATTHEW, PUNE

ASHOK GOSWAMI,MUMBAI
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‘EVERYONE BORROWS TO FUND THE PRESENT. BUT HOW MUCH DO YOU
PRUDENTLY BORROW FROM THE FUTURE IS A TROUBLING QUESTION’

RISE OF A NEW DUOPOLY
IN THE PREMIER LEAGUE
SPINOFF

SOUMYA BHATTACHARYA
ne can’t help but feel sorry for Liverpool. The most number of points
amassed by a team coming second in
Europe’s top five leagues. More
points garnered than all but three
champions in the Premier League era.
How thrilling, how resolute, how invigorating, how good a team it was this season.
And still not good enough to win the Premier League title.
It was not, and it did not, because of the
emergence of one of the finest sides to have
ever played in the Premier League. Lethal
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in attack, purposeful in defence, goal
shielded by one of the best keepers in the
contemporary game, a blur of slick passand-go movement, this Manchester City
team may have the financial muscle to buy
any player it likes, but that is not the sole
reason for its spellbinding success over
the past two seasons.
The sense of a vision, a plan, a project,
permeates its every move. Nothing is left
to chance. And it shows in the 198 points
the team has picked up over the past two
league seasons.
In the years to come, whenever there is
talk of the greatest of all time (GOAT) Premier League teams, this City side will be in
the conversation, along with Alex Ferguson’s treble-winning Manchester
United side of 1998-99 and Arsene
Wenger’s Invincibles team of 2003-04.
It is a tribute to Liverpool that it went
toe-to-toe with this City side and never
once blinked. This Liverpool side, too,
should be in the mix when the GOAT con-

NOT SINCE MANCHESTER UNITED
AND ARSENAL IGNITED AND
SUSTAINED ONE OF THE FIERCEST
RIVALRIES IN THE HISTORY OF
THE PREMIER LEAGUE IN THE
LATE 1990S AND EARLY 2000S
HAS THE DIVISION HAD A
DUOPOLY. BUT CITY AND
LIVERPOOL HAVE ESTABLISHED
THEIR HOLDS ON THE TOP FLIGHT.
NEITHER WILL GO AWAY
versation comes around.
The emergence of these two teams
changes the dynamic of the Premier
League. It creates a new duopoly. Behind
City’s 98 points and Liverpool’s 97, third
placed Chelsea has 72 points; Tottenham
in fourth has 71; and Arsenal in fifth has 70.
The gulf between the top two and the best
of the rest is vast. And it does not look like
changing in the near future.
Both teams have recruited wisely, covering deficiencies they had in every posi-
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A Premier
League match
between
Manchester City
and Liverpool.
The prospect of
watching two
great sides
flaunt their stuff
week after week
is a thrill. REUTERS

tion. Both are brimming with talented,
young players who will perform at their
peak for years. Both have deep bench
strength. (City, for instance, barely missed
Kevin de Bruyne, its best player of 2017-18,
when his season this time around was
blighted by injury.) And both can dine at
European football’s top table.
Liverpool has proved this by reaching
the Champions League final on two successive occasions. City, as yet, have not
enough to show for itself in that regard,
but that will surely change.
In fact, with big rebuilds impending in

European giants such as Real Madrid,
Juventus and Bayern Munich, the change
in City’s fortunes in Europe should come
sooner rather than later.
No other team in England can hope to
catch these two.
Not since Manchester United and Arsenal ignited and sustained one of the fiercest rivalries in the history of the Premier
League in the late 1990s and early 2000s has
the division had a duopoly. But City and
Liverpool have established their holds on
the top flight. Neither will go away. It is
easy to see them leave the rest of the competition further behind.
Is that a good thing or a bad thing?
Well, it makes the Premier League similar to the leagues in Spain or Germany or
Italy or France, which are dominated by
one or two sides (in Spain, perhaps three if
Atletico Madrid has a good season). This
dual dominance rids the Premier League
of some of its unpredictability and enduring ability to surprise.
At the same time, the prospect of watching two genuinely great sides flaunt their
stuff week after week is a thrill and a joy.
A gripping rivalry between two highcalibre sides elevates sport to its most rarefied realm.
Spinoff appears every fortnight

SUMMER REPRINTS

Fusion’s taken another turn. This season’s newest silhouettes
are the kurta onesie, ethnic pantsuit, caped kurta dress and Kalamkari boots

ETHNIC PANTSUIT

VAriety

Think kurti and capris, but
more formal. The corporate
pant suit has got a desi
makeover with a buttondown kurta that ends
around the hips, paired
with narrow pants
bearing the same print.
Seen here, the ethnic
pantsuit by Raisin.

OUR
PICK OF
THE TOP
3 FUSION
MISSES

Aishwarya Iyer
n

aishwarya.iyer@htlive.com

CAPED
KURTA DRESS

PRINTED SHOES

A midi in with attached shrug,
this looks like a kurta at first
glance but is more summerappropriate. For that extra desi
semi-formal look, pair with
a hand-block-printed cape.
At right, a dress
by Ajio.

There are collections of
Kalamkari and Ajrakh shoes
ndian prints and silhouettes are coltoo, boots, Oxfords,
liding with elements of Western wear
wedge-heel shoes and
in cool cottons this summer. New silmules covered in ethnic
houettes include the kurta onepatterns. Below,
sie, the ethnic pant suit and
Bagru boots
the caped kurta dress.
by Tjori.
There are also
Kalamkari wedge heel
shoes, formal shirts
in Ajrakh prints,
palazzos covered in Batik.
Ethnic prints in IndoWestern silhouettes is a bit
of a pendulum trend, says
Shirin Salwan, senior stylist
at Pernia’s Pop-Up Shop, a multidesigner store in Mumbai. “Trending mainly in the summers and monsoons,
then fading a bit and eventually making a
comeback in different avatars the following summer.”
Because our summers are so hot and so
long, we have always had interesting silhouettes emerge during this season,
fashion designer Nachiket Barve adds.
“People need constant change too,
and that’s one reason we’re seeing
these silhouettes, and seeing traditional prints bring their vibrancy to
cotton, muslin and linen fabrics.”
Look closely and you’ll see elements
of Central Asia too, in the Uzbeki and
Kazakh Ikat patterns on some of this
summer’s ethnic wear, in addition to
Indian prints, says Anuradha Kumra,
KURTA ONESIE
chief of product at FabIndia. “Fashion
follows cycles and while Central
It’s a kurta that extends into a
Asian prints and Indian prints are
slim-fit but flowing jumpsuit
in light cotton or muslin. These
trending globally right now, Afrionesies are often styled in
ca-inspired textile designs are
solid colours, to be paired with
slowly gaining popularity too. They
printed capes. At right, a
could be part of the next fusion
kurta onesie by Raisin.
trend, in the next two-three years.”
Here’s a look at our top fusion
trends of the season.
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The Bohemian kurta with multiple
hand-block prints, paired with
bellbottom jeans. Most recently the
rage in 2017. The Boho-chic look
goes back, of course, to the 1940s,
had a big moment in the 1960s and
’70s and has kept recurring since.
Flowy kurtas, flowers, jeans, block
prints. Chunky accessories. It’s all a
bit much, to be honest.

WHAT MAKES
THE PERFECT
SUMMER SHIRT?
Kunal Kumar Duhar, head designer at
B Label by Bombay Hemp Company
(BOHECO), offers his top tips for buttoning
up in the summer.
Dressing for summer is as much about
colours, patterns and styles as it is about the
fabric you choose to wear. The perfect
summer shirt should literally be light, with a
lower GSM (or grammes per sq metre). Your
best choices are light cotton or light linen.
There’s also hemp, which we are big fans of.
It’s eco-friendly, organic, sustainable. It
looks like linen, feels like cotton and is a step
above both when it comes to look and fall.
For one thing, it doesn’t wilt as easily.

KALAMKARI JACKET
These are light cotton coats
that look like collared tunics
but extend to thigh level, and
are bright with traditional
Kalamkari prints. Best when
paired with shirt dresses; can be
used as light autumn-winter
wear too. Above, a jacket
by Tjori.

T sari / palazzo pants:
The
TThis is one design where
eeverything seemed to go wrong.
Was it a sari? Were they pants?
W
Why was there a zip involved?
W
Nonetheless, for a brief period last
N
yyear, this fusion of East and West,
zzip-up sari and palazzo pants
made a splash. Let’s hope it’s gone
m
under for good.
u

The kurti-ghagra: This trend
draws from the graceful
kurta-ghaghra. But the kurta
gets smaller and smaller, making
the whole outfit look like it can’t
decide whether it needs a sari on
top or not. It’s been almost a
decade and we say put a pallu
over it. The silhouette’s not
working.

Whatever material you choose, try and
find it in organic fibre. That gives you
higher breathability, allowing air to
pass through the fabric and dissipate
moisture more effectively to give
the shirt that premium look you
want.
When it comes to colours, go for
light to mid tones of pastel or
neutral colours such as
mint, teal, yellow,
peach and light blue,
especially for men.
Loud and experimental is all very well, but
not in the glare of a
May day.
A round collar is
best; it won’t stifle
your neck in the heat.
Half sleeves are a
given. These summer
rules work for any
kind of shirt – from tee
to formal buttondown.
(As told to
Natasha Rego)
IMAGE: BOHECO

ASPIRATIONVSHEDONISM TO AIM RIGHT, CONSIDER EUDAIMONIA, THE ACT OF LIVING DELIBERATELY
WHERE IS YOUR PERSONAL MORAL HAZARD?
LIFE HACKS

CHARLES ASSISI
he influential management thinker
Umair Haque poses an interesting
question. Is a well-lived life worth
anything? This, because he believes
we live in an age when profiteering is
the only motive of most businesses.
That is why most of us are victims to
junk food that promotes obesity, horribly
expensive education, financial services
that nudge people into hyper-credit
cycles, mainstream media that misinform
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and entertainment industries crafted
to titillate.
The onus then, he suggests, is on us, to
step back from this “hedonic opulence”
and consider eudaimonia — the act of living deliberately.
This sounds too hippie-like to me. But
how may it sound to someone in business? When first presented, a Mumbaibased billionaire dismissed the idea as
“crock”. That said, he turned pensive.
Businesses must be seen to be good. If
perceived as bad, people will not engage
with them. Individuals who head these
businesses must be seen to be good as
well. It adds value to the brand they represent. Those seen as bad are punished.
In 2012, for instance, investigations
revealed that Scott Thompson, the CEO of
Yahoo, did not possess a degree he claimed
he possessed. The company’s stock lost
$390 million. What else might he be lying
about, people asked.

EVEN GOVERNMENTS ARE
COMPELLED TO BORROW. THERE
ARE SYSTEMS TO CONTROL THEIR
DEFICITS. WHEN THOSE NORMS
ARE FLOUTED, YOU END UP WITH
A ‘MORAL HAZARD’

ILLUSTRATION:
SUDHIR SHETTY

In the longer-term, therefore, it is not
just sufficient to be seen to be good, it is
important actually to be good.
This was intriguing. How then, I asked,

do you explain your businesses in retail
and finance? They push people to borrow
from an imagined future to fund current
aspirations.
“What makes us human is that we
aspire,” the billionaire responded. A conversation followed around the nuances of
this. A home loan can fulfil a family’s aspiration to live better. But he would not fund
an opulent home, he said, because it may
be the outcome of a wild ambition, and to
fund that would be imprudent.
What if, I argued, the money to acquire
what I aspire for resides in the future? The
dilemma most of us face is this: Ought we
to borrow from the future to fund our
present? If so, how much?

And what does one do if things then
don’t go as planned?
The conversation moved into philosophical territory and he admitted this
was a vexing question. Even governments
are compelled to borrow because expenditure is often higher than revenue. It’s
called the fiscal deficit. While systems
exist to control deficits, when those norms
are flouted, you end up with what economists call a “moral hazard”.
But if we take aspiration out of humans,
businesspersons or governments, we are
left with status quo. This is as unacceptable as an ambition gone rogue.
We finally agreed that there was merit
to Haque’s assertion. The reason the billionaire exists is because he looks for those
who have defined their “personal moral
hazard” and he understands how to sift the
ambitious from those seeking to fulfil their
aspirations. And he places a premium on
eudaimonia as opposed to hedonism.
This is good business and earns good
karma, he believes.
(The writer is co-founder of Founding
Fuel & co-author of The Aadhaar Effect)
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CHANDIGARH, SUNDAY, MAY 19, 2019

CLASSIFIEDS
TO BOOK YOUR AD CALL SEVEN DAYS A WEEK

>> 0172-5065321

FOR ENQUIRY CONTACT>>

8872502111

GROOMS WANTED
KHATRI
SUITABLE MATCH for Hindu
Khatri Girl, 4-12-1986, 5'3", MCA,
Working in Multi National Company
at Mohali. Contact: 78371-75472

PQM 4 b'ful, v.fair, conv educated
03.04.89, Mumbai, 21:04, MA, MBA
from reptd institutes, 5'3", working
MNC Bank Father Sr. IRS Officr, from
reptd UP family. Upr caste no bar.
9810656633/ ajaidm60@gmail.com

JAT

ADVICE

SM 4 Aug 92 born 5'2" girl B.Sc,M.Sc

Math DU, B.Ed MDU working in DAV
School,well settled B.ness famly GGN
bsd, Avd, Pahal,Thakran Chahal,Req
well settled family boy 9818685869.

SM 4 Beautiful Girl from reputed
Rajasthan Based family 1993/5'5"
B.Tech., N.I.T., MBA from IIM preferred Raj./Delhi Based Handsome
Boy IAS/IRS/IIM/IIT (M) 9413981070

Readers are advised to make appropriate thorough enquiries before
acting upon any advertisement. This newspaper does not vouch or sub-

scribe to the claims and representations made by advertisers regarding
particulars of status, age income of the bride/bridgegroom
PUNJABI

KHATRI, MANGLIK, B'ful girl 5'3"/

20.04.94/4:25 pm/Delhi,M.Com,Wrkg
in HCL.Seeks compatible & well edu
match. # 9990999094, 9911267051
Em: mahima.sethi1994@gmail.com

MATCH FOR Hindu Khatri fair
complexion girl, 5'7", October 1993,
Post Graduate, Director Wedding
Photography Businesswomen, 6-8
Lakhs p.a., Reputed Chandigarh
Family, Own house, Chandigarh
Family Only, Contact- 9815243717.

GURSIKH MATCH for daughter
July, 1993/5'-3"/ 6.35 AM, CA
(working FA), Only Gursikh Arora/
Khatri family (Canadian/ Australian
PR preferably from Punjab).
Contact: 9872213951

PQM4 PB Khatri Homely Girl 5'2"/ 311-88/ 7:25 am/ Durg, Chattisgarh,
GNIIT, BSc(IT), Caste no bar. S.Delhi
based. W'app/Cont: 9811613259,
Email: pkm3891@gmail.com

B'FUL, FAIR, slim Hindu Khatri Girl
B.Tech S/w Engr IBM Gurgaon
16.5 Lac, 8.11.85, 6:45 pm, Ambala,
5'-5", younger Brother B.Tech,
Computer S/w Engr. Gurgaon.
9643825910, 9896694464. Email:
anshulbatra0926@gmail.com

SOuTH DELHI based High-Status

Punjabi Business Family, 25 / 5'6",
Well Qualified Girl. Looking for a PQM
from a Business Fmly having min 8Fig
Income. Ph: 82873 27350.

BRAHMIN
BRMN MATCH 4 Delhi based
Gaur Brahmin Girl 39/5'3" MA B.Ed
never married permanent Teacher
in Govt School Delhi 9 Lacs PA
Em- rpsharma203@gmail.com

SUITABLE MATCH for Brahmin
girl Age-32 years, height-5'5",
M.Sc. Physics Ph.D, Asst. Professor
Ph: 9811588529, 9811588549.
Email: sbala1957@yahoo.in

WELL SETTLED Qualified Match
For Bhardwaj Gotra, Beautiful, Slim
Girl. Born 31-01-1994, 5.57 Pm,
Delhi, 5ft. 4.5 Inch. M.A. in Textile
Designing From London (U.K.) Business Family. Caste No Consideration.
Contact After Matching Kundli.
9855522257.

AGARWAL
PQM4 FAIR Slim Beautiful
BDS(Doctor)Singhal 5'4"/12.5.89,
Chandigarh,Working-Girl. Tricity
Boy-Preffered. 9815907163,
8360825100

B'FUL, FAIR Slim Goyal girl 27/5'3"
MA Publishing from U.K. Wkg Oxford
Univ. Pres Noida, seek well qlfd
match wkg in U.K. Germany, Dli,
Mum. 9818632832, W: 9312632832

SUITABLE MATCH for Gupta
Non Manglik Girl 1 Feb 84,
4:37AM /5'3" Fair Beautiful,
Graduate B.Com. # 9711611551,
Email: snco1991@gmail.com

JAIN,FAIR, SLIM, Con.edu. S.Dli,

31.07.85,6:20am/5' BCom (H)/ CA (F)
Gp1Pass, wkg Asstt. Mgr MNC Noida.
# 7683004963 Email:
ravjian@gmail.com

SM FOR Beautiful, Slim, Brahmin Girl

12-4-89 / 5'5" BE, MBA (SP Jain)
working MNC B'lore 23LPA, Doctors
Fmly Del / NCR. Upper Caste no bar.
9812054433. sharmask4@yahoo.com

78 BORN 5'1" Punjabi Brahmin Girl,

B.Ed. Graduate, Fair Complexion, Non
Working. Preferred Brahmin Family.
Contact : 9212337397

BRAHMIN 28/5'3" B.Tech, MBA
SPB SAVARNA Gotra girl 29/5'5"
B'ful.NM Convt.,MBBS RMO(Lko)
Seeks IAS/IRS/IPS/PCS/Dr./MD/MS,
Prefd. Ballia/Vns & Del stld. Parent
wkg Del/Lko apextoolsgauges@
gmail.com, Contact # 8528025567

SM4 PQ Saryuparin Brahmin B.Tech
(EC) Fair Girl 26/5'2" Native of
Allahabad, Now settled in Delhi/
NCR, Working. With Delhi Metro,
Salary 8.50 Lpa, Father Govt.
Officer. Contact. 8130491909

PQM4 SLIM b'ful Bram. Girl 5'-3",

Nov.87/5'5" Seek Turbaned Sikh Good
lokg boy Well Placed in MNC/Rep.Co.
frm Dli/NCR. # 9818359751 Send BHP:
kuldeepbanga7@gmail.com

Educated Kayastha Girl, 1992/5'3"
Non Manglik, BA LLB Integrated
Pune, Well Educated Reputed
Family, Mother Brahmin, Upper
Caste Preferred Mob: 8937052952
Email: gsrbs@rediffmail.com

VERY FAIR, Charming, Convented

29/5'3" MBA Punjabi girl of affulent
Businessclass High Status family Req
Qualified settled Businessman boy of
Delhi/NCR. Contact : 9810286091

PQ SLIM fair kh / Sikh girl June
90/5'3" MCA/Job in Delhi seeks
h'some Delhi Based Gursikh kh /
Arora boy wkg MNC / govt.
Cont: 9711925576, 7290979651

GURSIKH M4 Ramgariya Delhi

PQ, GuRSIKH M 4 Bhatia Gursikh

girl,31/5'5",B.Tech(India),Certification
(US), Working as Manager in MNC
(Bangalore) Contact:09988008355
Email: ravi_82b@yahoo.in

SM4 B’FUL khatri girl 1982 born /

31/5'6", B'ful girl MBA, MNC Wrkng
H'some Salary, Delhi Sttld Educated
family. Seeks Employed/ Well Settled
boy. Mob/WhatsApp: 9650990171

5'4, March 90, Lawyer, working with
a reputed Law firm in Delhi. Whatsapp 9814050174

B'FuL SLIM Wheatish PG Girl Pb. NM

5'2" 05/01/88 5.15 PM Delhi Working
In Auto MNC Gurgaon 17 Lpa Seeks
PQ Wkg Boy Delhi /NCR #8800415276
Em:archanakalra62@gmail.com

SM4 FAIR, Pb Arora Mglk Girl,
CA B'FuL Mahajan Girl,5'4"/17.12.91

SM 4 Jain Goyal girl (4-10-92 / 11:30am

Delhi) MBA, job us MNC Noida, 10Lpa
fair comp, Mother principal, father
businessman, Res. Preet Vihar,(Delhi/
NCR boy prfd) Decent marriage caste
no bar , roopam424@gmail.com

/8:30 AM Delhi / Working in Large
Corporate/South Delhi based Fmly of
professionals, seeks Prof. Qualfd boy
in-service/ B'ness. Ph: 9818188826

ACADEMICIAN FOR Kapoor, Phd.
Maths, Asst. Prof. Guest Faculty DU,
UGC/ NET, Grad JMC, PG Hansraj,
17.04.88/10:04 am/ND/Manglik 5'6"
9958429444/ E: 3k1155@gmail.com

SM4 B'FuL Smart Garg, 5'5"

B.Com(Hons) MBA 13.09.89, 4:52 AM
Karnal Wkg. MNC Gurgaon 15 LPA.
Doctors Family 9466486186
dr.rajat@yahoo.co.in

PQM FOR B'ful Punjabi Slim Fair,

5'4"/31, PG(LSE) U.K, Wrkng MNC
Gurgaon, 28 LPA, Edu. Status Family
Well Sttld South Delhi.# 9999337121,
Email: mrnv101@gmail.com

BISA AGARWAL

girl 02.02.1989/8.20am, N.M., 5'6",
LDH, B.Tech, MBA working in
Delhi, brother in USA, looking
for PQ boy. Cont.: 9814863929,
Email: anekminocha@gmail.com

PROF. QLFD. well Stld Match for
Pretty, Slim girl MA, B.Ed, wkg as
Eng Teacher in Rptd School 5'2"/
23.3.90/7:27pm/Delhi PB Khatri
fmly # 9650370463

SM 4 fair,slim,B'ful Pb Arora girl MD

(Community Med.) 30/5'3", wrkg Intl.
Research org. Del. 12L pa. looking for
Doctor/B.Tech+MBA from premier
inst./civil services. # 7506586240

SM 4 NM, Homely Arora Girl 42yrs,

Never Married,Fthr retd Sr. ofcr,
Decent mrg. Seeks boy frm srvc/
b'ness fmly. 9871073839, 9868841800(W),abhisheksaluja98@yahoo.com

5’3” MBA wkg as Associate Director
well settled family # 8700474241
email: amritvela80@gmail.com

TURBAND SIKH match for our
daughter 5'4" April 93 , Graduate &
photography course, world wide
traveled, match from status business
family & Abroad (Coordinator
pls excuse) Contact. 8383955335
Email: harrypanesar61@gmail.com

17.07.90, 13:55, Del, 5'3", MBA, Wkg
Del, 11.8 LPA, M: 8800958784,
9650992326, matrin1707@gmail.com

SRIV. BOY BE, MBA, 28/ 5'3'' Cor-

M4 GARHWALI Rajput
Advocate girl Jan. 89, fair, slim,
5'5" Suitable upper caste no bar.
Whatsapp Rawat 9810586370.

DOCTOR
NCR SM4 dli pun khatri, MBBS,
doin PGDMCH,fair,5'6",m in6fg,
jsid ztwv7835, 3.25pm,
8/8/90 delhi, 8178968292,
dhawanpkd@gmail.com

MEDICO- NONMEDICO Match for

Doctor Psychiatrist Girl Oct'87/5'3" of
High status Punjabi Business family.
Contact: 8126279566, Email:
mrsneelamsoni@gmail.com

1990 born Delhi 5'1" slim & fair
B.tech Girl, working,16 LPA seeks
Delhi based well educated & settled,
born 1987-1991. # 9310090990
Em: singhalak786@gmail.com

Girl 87/ 5'3", LLB/ LLM, 42 LPA.
Early marriage. Contact: 9711978373
Email: avsn196@gmail.com

PRETTY HINDu girl 28 5'2", Eco (H)

DU, MBA reputed inst working MNC.
Cultured family. Pref Private Sec/
Civil Serv/ NRI / Punjabi/ Sikh/ Jat. C:
9810109841, jitc500@gmail.com

PQM 4 b'ful Bansal girl, May'93/ 5'4"
Asst. Prof. (Eco.) Delhi University.
& pursuing Ph.D from D.S.E (D.U.).
Father Engineer, Mother Professor.
9971426400/ E: rgsg98@gmail.com

BRAHMIN

MATCH FOR Ambala based Hindu

WELL SETTLED Gupta family based

Arora Divorced girl 05.12.81, 5'-2",
M.Tech., M.Phil., One son 9+ yrs,
caste no bar. Whatsapp:
9812044542.

SM4 B’FUL Fair Slim PB Kh I’less
Div.girl,V.Sht Mrg,23/03/79/3:45am
Fbd/5'3"/Looks M.yngr,B.Com&MBA
both Reg. wkg as HR Mngr in FBD,
8448029129,dhanguruji@gmail.com

VISHWAKARMA
SMF 30YRS, Panchal girl,5'5"

(Exclude Dhalwal and Patlera gotra)
MCA B.ed, Wkg KVS Faridabad,NCR
Preferred . #9873644369.
Em:mohinder1.1.1957@gmail.com

SM FOR widow good looking well
educated 36/ 5'2", permanent job,
only daughter, Delhi based. Contact:
9210094240, 9899040685

Match For 25/160 Manglik, Slim,
Fair, MBA, CA-Final, Vaish Innocent
Divorcee, Marriage Was for 10 Days.
Email: vivaahking@gmail.com

Punjabi Girl, Issueless divorce, 4
months marriage, wrkg in top MNC
in Ggn. Well placed businessman/
professional pref. # 9997032308

SM 4 Manglik Punjabi fair and

20.8.87/5:00 AM/ Delhi, 5'5" girl,

MD (OBG), S.R Pvt. Hosp, Only child
Seeks Medico/Civil Uttrakhandi/ Pb.
Delhi bsd Rajput Boy. # 9818640974
Email: ds.gusain@eil.co.in

PQM4 SMART Doctor PG(MEM )

84/5.4 wrkg in S/Spl Hosp Delhi. 15
Lpa Mob 9643576812 e.mail
shomesita56@gmail.com

GURSIKH SUITABLE Match for
Sikh Doctor Girl, 154 /Sept; 1989.
MBBS, MS, Pursuing M.Ch.-GI
Surgery in Delhi. M-9811033702
Email: drgurdeepsingh@gmail.com

SHORT MARIAGE Unmarried MNC
Banker Prof'nl Corporate Defence
for Delhi bsd Dental Consultant b'ful
fair, slim 37/ 5'6" looks much young
mutually Divorced of Defence family
prefers personal meetings first
instance decent early marriage.
# 9810310812/ hmsethi@gmail.com

04:05 AM/ Saharanpur. B.Tech
wrkg. in IT Co, B'lore Pkg. 25+ LPA.
Mob: 9457229692. Caste no bar.
Email: vinodchawla19@gmail.com

DIVORCEE/WIDOW
PQM 4 Div Gaur Br. girl 36/5'3", NM,

TEACHER/LECTURER
CHRISTIAN

Teacher in Reputed School, salary as
per Govt. grade. Seeks match from
Delhi/NCR only. Marriage Bureau
excuse. # 9910575999, 9899234666

SM4 NON Manglik Slim, Fair
Girl, 30/ 5'6" Caste - SC, Qualification BA pass , Private job 3LPA,
preparing for govt job, Caste no
bar. Contact: 8447992925

ALLIANCE FOR Punjabi girl 5'2"
Jan 95, slim, b'ful, B.Sc., B.Ed, high
class business family (Delhi), from
well settled boy in business-Delhi
NCR. Em: govindnarula71@gmail.com

SLIM BEAUTIFUL non Working
Girl Oct 91/5.2" M.S.C, BED from
Status Business Family. Seek Educated Handsome Boy From Business
Family.9350382563 &01127322497

Fair/ Slim/ 25/ 5'1"/ MSW/ Mumbai
from cultured believer family seeks
alliance from born again professionals from believer family, Email:
jcjm2019@gmail.com or Mobile:
9867226059

CNB CONV. Christian, MBBS, Delhi
Govt Doctor, 15L PA, Andhra Settibalija, 1986/168, Fair, Good looking,
only Daughter, Father AGM NMDC,
Hyd, Mob: 8500667314.

beautiful Punjabi girl 5'2"/ 17-12-91 /
4:30am Delhi / BCA / MCA/ Teacher
in Reputed school. South Delhi based
family. # 9599232552.

MBA/PROFESSIONALS
MEDICO/ MBA/CA match for
Smart, Fair, Tall & Beautiful, DM
(Nephrology), Dec 86 / 160. Working
at Corporate hospital in NCR.
Belongs to family of Doctors. Father
owner of multi-specialty hospital.
Email: matri.doc47@gmail.com

PQM FOR South Delhi based Punjabi

Khatri b'ful, 5'3"/ 35, Issueless Div.,
MD having Established Practice in
South Delhi. Cont : 9811149584, Email
: IAFL@USA.NET

MCA Boy Never married, Handsome
Package, Wrkg as Software Engineer
in Dubai (UAE) Contact: 9971405705
Em: matinder.singh@yahoo.com

ENGR HD'SM Arora Boy 5'7"/

07.01.84/ 1AM/ Ludhiana, Wkng MNC
Chennai@20 LPA seek Edu B'ful
Arora/ Khatri/ PB Girl; WATSAP #
9257280873, JSID: ZAWR7637

turbaned Jatt Sikh boy of "Sardar
Family" of well educated and well
settled in Chandigarh based family.
Boy born 20th November 1988,
Height 5'-10", convent educated, B.E
(CSE), PU, MBA from UBS Punjab
University Chandigarh, working in
MNC as Project Lead. Respond only
for girl born after 1990, along with
Biodata and recent Photograph.
Engineer/ Doctor/ M.Sc./ Lecturer
preferred. Contact: 98151-65191.
Email: surinderboparai60@
gmail.com

UK CITIZEN Jat Sikh cleanshave

SC/ST
WELL ESTABLISHED match for
SC Punjabi-M.A.(Hindi H.) Unmarried
/ Nov 75 / 5'3" Pvt. Job/20K, Caste
no bar. Send Bio-data / Photo to
Email: turarajesh@gmail.com

boy 36, 5'-11", B.Sc. (Hons.),
Bio-Medical Science, Job as
Relationship Manager in Bank,
required Jat Sikh girl should be
Doctor, Engineer, Dentist, M.Sc., till
5'-4", 35 years: 00447747385077.

HINDU
SM FOR B'ful Ad-Dharmi June/
1980/ 5'1"/ B.A Homely Girl
Delhi based family. Contact
Mobile 8800937846, Email:
sukhaseth@rediffmail.com

uPPER MID cl. family looking for

bride for younger son, 32. Legal Mgr
with reputed Co. in Del NCR. Dob
20.3.1987, POB New Delhi, Time 12.30
PM, Non manglik. Caste no bar.
Contact Dr.Chadha on whatsup
9717528833.

PROF. QuALIFIED fair slim
A BEAUTIFUL born again NIPC girl

GuRuSIKH ARORA, Nov'88, 5'9"

WELL EDUCATED handsome

OTHER

SM FOR Pb Arora Girl 5'2"/ 04.12.83/

MNC Noida, 21.5 LPA, 9818889965
caste no bar kalraa123@yahoo.com

JAT SIKH

beautiful girl 5'2'' 9-11-1981,
MPT, issueless legally divorcee
working as a Manager #
8368471526 / 9873912426

working girl 34/5'4" , 30 LPA looking
for a suitable boy working in Dubai.
Contact :-8447299220 Emailaloksaxena8@yahoo.co.in

SM4 FAIR NM 5'9"/ 23-5-82 B.Tech,

Divorcee 40/5'6" working in MNC,
Salary in 5 Figures. Caste no bar.
Contact: 9871671901

BIZ/ PROFESSIONAL, Status

DuBAI SETTLED beautiful Saxena

Boy. B.E.,M.B.A., U.S. Multinational
Manager. Well-settled, modern family
in Australia. 6'2"/23-7-92/ 3:54pm,
New Delhi. Alliance sought from
professionally qualified North Indian
Girls. Multinational employed
preferred. Call 98100 64850. Email
CV + photo rajeshprashar@gmail.com

SUITABLE MATCH for Arora

JATAV

Girl 28, 5', B.Tech, Wkg in
Microsoft in Bangalore 15Lpa.
Caste no bar. 9810205909
Em: nishasharmaito@gmail.com

HANDSOME PuNJABI Brahmin

ARORA
(looks much yngr) B'ful I'less div.
MBA Wkg in MNC/13LPA. Seeks
edu w'stld tall pref Del/ NCR. WAp
9205674210/9654162810

REMARRIAGE

SM FOR B'ful Pb. Bhardwaj

in U.S.A, seeks beautiful bride for
their 31, fair and handsome, 5'8, M.S
Engineering son, working in
aerospace. Caste No Bar, contact
+1562-676-7645 or
vishalgup@msn.com.

SM4 PB 5'4" NM Slim fit fair Nov'78

PQM FOR 89 born/ 5'5", very fair

Urban based Dentist, 164 cm, 1981
born, looks younger, issueless
divorcee, D/o Senior Defence
Officer, Religion/Caste no bar.
Call: 82849-82052, 76528-39905.

HINDU

/ Gurgaon/ 5'3"/ MBA working MNC
bank as Chief Manager. Early
marriage. Contact : 8447884465,
Email : gurujis0479@gmail.com.

COSMOPOLITAN

MATCH FOR pretty Sikh Rajput

SM FOR South Delhi based Bansal

DIVORCEE/WIDOW

SM4 PuNJABI Manglik Girl/ April79

5'6", Delhi based Jatav Girl, Never
married, BCA, working in Pvt.
Sector. Caste No Bar. Contact /
Whatsapp: 8750406672

RAJPUT

own clinic 87/5'1" convnt edu Mumbai civil services aspirant.Seeks qual
/ Well placed only Rajput. (JS prof.
ZARX2366). Ist Instance. Ad given 4
best selection Call/Wp: 7011551295

BISA- AGARWAL Match for

18.8.81/21:05/Del Pb Kh wkg GGN
gud Pkg U.Middle Cls fmly, I'less Div
(short mrg) Seeks Well Edu/Stld boy,
rohitdua66@gmail.com, 9625433833

SUITABLE MATCH for 33 yrs/

Invite Alliance for there B'ful,
Fair,Well edu daughter wrkg in MNC
25/10/1984,Ht. 5'1. Cont: 9818782322,
groverpradeep54@yahoo.com

SM4 NM Jadon Del bsd V'ful BDS Dr.

6/12/89, 13:08, 5'4" MBA UGC NET
Prfd Qlfd. GGN NCR Mglk Boy. Email:
satnam.choudhary1959@gmail.com
(M) 9810400101

SM M/NM for v.b'ful, slim MBA 5'2"/

GARHWALI/KUMAUNI

S.DEL BSD Punjabi Ar. Bus.Fmly.

MBA from Amity Univ.,wrkg in MNC
Co, Seeks Boy from Delhi/NCR. Caste
no bar. # 9315805168, 7206420507
(wtsapp), karandass.96@gmail.com

03.05.1993/6:22pm Del, Garg Gotra,
Homely, Fthr CA, Seeks Prof/Buss
Fmly, Del/NCR # 8076942639 W'Ap:
9810230022, akg4596@gmail.com

educated (MBA) garg working girl
family based at FBD Email ID:
alkag.1411@gmail.com Contact No:
9654909403

MANGLIK
PB ARORA Wkg MNC GGN Manglik

SM 4 Rajput girl 17.11.1988,5'2",B.Tech

SM4 B'FUL, Very Fair, MBA 5'3"/

SM FOR Balmiki Girl, Master in
HR (Gold Medal) 29/5ft. working in
Pvt. Company in Gurgaon, 10 LPA.
Seeks educated, settled boy.
Contact: 9910091284, 9210094240

BRIDES WANTED
KHATRI

Extremely Beautiful
Educated Good Family
Gori Girl for
Handsome Gora
Kayastha PSU Bank
Officer Delhi Non Mglk
Never Married, Non
Veg. 31yrs/ 167cm/
68kg. Father Retired
Govt. Officer

B'FUL Punjabi Girl,
WELL SETTLED SM4 PB Khatri N/M
RAMGARHIA
Contact: 9999650765
Div. 21-06-1984 /5'2",
bful fair slim girl 5'2" 18/7/86 Del/
sksaxena99999@gmail.com
9:36am,MSc (IT) working (SWE) MNC
Issueless,
SM 4 handsome Punjabi 30 yrs / 5'6" KHATRI BOY only son, reputed
IT Co. 10LPA whatsapp-9999920488 SUITABLE MATCH for beautiful
NRI
Running her own
Email: smgsmg1986@gmail.com
Type I Diabetic boy, leading
family 1988 born, Graduate, height
Ramgarhia (Mann, Sahota) girl,
WKG
BRIDE for Mgr MNC Ggn
absolutely normal life, working
5'-8", Business. Contact: 98778Educational Venture.
Canadian Citizen Jan. 1991 born,
01.07.1985/N.Delhi/5'11", No dowry.
MNC 7LPA Whatsapp 9871511670 /
97918.
5'-3", Graduate with business degree SM 4 b'ful slim Girl 34/ 5'4"
BHP: mamta.kalani@gmail.com
Preferred: Issueless, SM 4 Khatri Pbi,Canadian citizen, B'ful
9818867722.
from Canada, Father gazetted
MCA /MBA-IIM, S/w Engg. MNC
#9871001111
fair, pretty daughter, 31 yrs ,5'4.5"
Well Educated,
officer (Retd). Preferred well
Gurgaon. Joining New Zealand
,(MHA from USA),Self Prof, Ph:[CAN]:
SM4 H'SOME khatri punjabi boy Dec
qualified cleanshaven match from
office in July, Father CA,
30 Lakh Annual
2898010123 Plz send Bio & latest pics
83/5'11" B.Tech,MBA,Wkg in MNC 19.5 uS ENGINEER 36 Hindi Brahmin
M4
ISSULESS
Khatri Boy Divorcee
reputed
families
of
Sikh
Jat/
E-aarora0927@gmail.com
on Email: skvmedia@outlook.com
Lakh p.a seeks Professional Qlfd
30/5'-7",MBA, SR. Consultant MNC
Income plus,
Ramgarhia/ Khatri community.
seeks tall, educated, beautiful
working girl.Upper Caste No Bar
Gurgaon 12 Lac. owns Flat Father
Please respond with biodata and
Sanskari girl.Visiting India in June.
Only Delhi NCR.
Email : dhirrmc@gmail.com,Phone:
Retd. DGM 8288091070
latest photographs at. E-mail:
CANADIAN
PR
Hindu
Pbi
Rajput
Parents in Mumbai,
BuSINESS FAMILY of South Delhi,
91-9818760094
mannmanjeet67@gmail.com,
No Cast Bar
girl
29/5'-7"
BDS
MBA
Toronto
based
cbmisraa@gmail.com, 9702900638,
Seeks alliance for daughter, Non-

Call: 9810002649
(No Mediators or
Brokers Please)

PQM FOR PB Ansh. Mglk girl 5'3"

01.01.92 / 14:35 hrs / DEL, MBA mgr
reptd corp, Pref. Prof. Qlfd boy wkg
in NCR , BLR, # 8383049783 , email :
surijyoti@hotmail.com

Manglik, 30 yrs, 5'1", Slim, Good
Looking, Well educated and Cultured.
Caste no bar. Contact : 9871799839
Email: neptunedk9@gmail.com

PQM 4 MBA Slim Beautiful Punjabi

Khatri NM Girl 19.6.82/ 6:00pm/ 5'6"
Delhi Wkg. as Exec. Manager in MNC
GGN. Pkg. 30Lac. # 9818767656,
Email:matrimatch1906@gmail.com

Whatsapp: 7986842068

PuNJABI KHATRI beautiful 25/
UK CITIZEN Jat Sikh Girl 44, 5'-3"
BA (Hons.) Beautiful, doing good
job, background Jalandhar required
cleanshave Jat Sikh boy, Doctor,
Engineer, Lawyer, M.Sc., till 5'-8",
45 years: 00447747385077.

WANTED WELL Settled Professionally Qualified/ Business Class
Match from US/ Canada/ India for
Beautiful, Charming, Cultured, Very
Fair, Dec. 91/5'-2", Highly Qualified
Daughter, MBA from USA, Working
in US, having Canada PR, from
Upper Middle Class Jat Sikh Family
Based in India. Respond with detailed biodata and Recent Photographs. Email:
indernew732@gmail.com

SM FROM profssnl/MBA reptd

insti/CA/govt 4 Arora/Khatri Hindu
BDS/MPH girl 30/155 wrkg as MO in
Premier
Hospital:sh170092@gmail.com

PB SARASWAT Brahmin Fair bful

Girl wkg IT MNC Chandigarh 5'3"
Nov79 born MSc (Comp. Sci) Req well
settled match EMail:
28shagun@gmail.com

SUITABLE MATCH for beautiful
QUALIFIED MATCH for well
educated Arora Khatri girl, (Anshik
Manglik) 163 / 04.01.1988/ 1.46pm/
Muzaffarnagar, Working in reputed
corporate in Delhi. M: 9045623635
Email: arjunkumararora@gmail.com

PB. B'FuL, Well Edu,Slim girl Sep'79/
5'4'',doing voice-over projects. Seeks
alliance from affluent b'ness fmly or
Prof. Delhi NCR only 8383801632
Email: vkhanna0017@gmail.com

PROF EMPLOYD match for PB fair SM FOR NM Beautiful Punjabi Girl
Mglk Khatri MBA 07.09.86/ 3:07 PM
Delhi, 5'4" wkg MNC Ggn (UK shift).
3.60 LPA + Cab. Father CA retd. GM
PSU, mail to aph321@gmail.com

PQM 4 Eco(H), MBA, CS, PB Khatri girl

with strong fmly values,(Nov 85). Fair
slim b'ful. 5'5",Wkg Rptd MNC Bank
CTC 15 LPA. Ph: 9911153705, Email :
arunasawhney28@gmail.com

5'2"/ 27. 3. 1993/ 3.58 pm/ Delhi. BBA
girl with top MNC in Singapore from
Professional family.Reply with photo,
time of birth. WA# 7838117090
emmkay101@gmail.com.

NRI PARENTS long time sett.

Pb. B'ful, Fair, Mglk Girl 32 yrs./ 5'8"
Dli Born, Bank Astt. Manager, Father
Retd SBI, Mother Lect. Govt. School.
W/P : 9711227768, 011-47517617

Doing B.Ed. 2.7.80 1:42pm Ludhiana
Never Married Veg Teetotaller Wkg
Delhi Caste No Bar Seek Non-Smoker
only geets_saini@yahoo.com
9870324015

Engg. Medico Pref. Edu. Std. Fmly.
Upper Cast W'come Whts
+916362470137.

JAT SIKH

PQM VEG Boy Govt / Bank / MNC for

SM4 PBI. Hindu Saini B.Com Hons D.U

Girl 25/5'6"/ Asst Prof in DU seeks
Well Edu/wrkg/ND Gursikh boy from
Del based reputed fmly#8587949417
Em:- chawla.blessings@gmail.com

PROFESSIONALLY QM for Sikh,

SUITABLE MATCH for Arora Girl

slim 5'2"/ 1976 Delhi Central Govt
Girl MA M.Lib 12 LPA (looks 32)
never married Mobile-8851424890
Em- amit_gandhi2007@yahoo.com

SM4 B'FuL Slim Khatri convt Edu.

Slim, Good Lkng, B.Tech, M.S.,
Sikh Arora Girl, Wrkg US from
well Edu. Family. 9990095561,
ipsinghdelhi51@gmail.com

SM4 PUNJABI Arora, fair, slim

pm/Dli/5'1" MA B.Ed Teacher Pvt School,W.Dli 7.5Lpa Delhi/NCR b'sd serv.Cls pref#9968316006 W.App 98685100300,rajpal28583@gmail.com

ARORA

MATCH FOR Punjabi Arora fair

Based Girl 31yrs, 5'1", Govt. School
Teacher (Delhi/NCR Service Class
Prfd. Marriage Bureau Excuse).
8447340512

PQM FOR 30 Yrs, 160cm,

14.01.1979, 12:05PM, Bijnor (U.P),
M.C.A, Working, Mob-9811555737,
Email- matchmatch601@gmail.com

10:30am, Delhi, B.Ed, M.A
(Eng.), Working Teacher Pvt.
School 6Lpa. Cont - 9313864556,
Em: ahujasanjay24@gmail.com

match for Canadian PR Arora Sikh
Doctor Girl, 25, 5' 5", MBBS, Slim,
Smart, Fair, Beautiful, Highly
Educated Status Family. WhatsApp
+91-9417642315, +1-6475351968.

boy of H.Status family Req for V.Fair
Charming Convented, Slim,Graduate
23/5'6"Gursikh girl of affulent
Businessclass family. # 9313186091

4:39 PM, Delhi, 5ft., MBA (Finance)
Working 6 LPA, Pref Delhi/NCR.
Contact: 9818244300, 9582378030
Email: rastogisk@hotmail.com

PUNJABI

SM FOR B'ful Pb. Girl 5', 14.8.91,

PROFESSIONALLY QuALIFIED

GURSIKH , Settled Businessman

V.fair V.b'ful Convt. edu. B.Com
Hons (DU) S.Delhi family Seeks tall
h'some well qlfd.boy from Aff/ Inds.
family from Delhi/NCR, Caste no bar.
Send BHP W'app: 9868868784.

MATCH4 ARORA girl slim, 5'-3'',
BEAUTIFUL FAIR Convent

SIKH

SM4 V'B'FuL Well Edu Homely Girl

SINGHAL GOTRA Feb 94/ 5'4"

6.9.84/10:19 PM/ Meerut, M.Sc (DU),
wkg Noida 8.77 LPA, Edu. Middle cls
fmly/ Pref. from NCR. # 8126653812
Em: prabodhkumarjain@gmail.com

Grad, Govt.empd Kaushalya Br gl in
Delhi, pref: Nangal, Una(HP)
#9818830995, 9968020350, E:
59rajinderpal@gmail.com

girl B.Com, PGDCA, M.Sc., IT,
Non-working, Mohali based family,
Service/ Businessman boy. Email:
manjeet.gurcharan@gmail.com

Sehgal girl 6-9-1984/7:10Pm/Delhi/
Graduate DU /5'5"/big family cont.
9810757847,9818156841 Email :shgl_ajay@rediffmail.com

SM 4 fair b'ful Jain Ans Mglk girl 5'2"/ SM4 B’FUL fair 165 cm, 28 well

SM4 JAN 89/5'4" Fair, Slim, Post

SM4 SIKH Arora 5'-5"/ 90/ 1:32 PM

23/156cm 80kg BSc(h)CS, LLb(3rdyr)
business family, seeks educated
family call 9312722556
ugwed11@gmail.com

Respectable family for delhi based
Bisa Aggarwal girl only daughter
29/5'9"/ wheatish ,B-tech/PGD father
Class-I Officer. Cast no bar Decent
marriage. Contact :- 9910167757

as Teacher, father retired as Under
Secretary, MHRD,Req. Delhi ncr bsd
service class, businessman, well stld
Boy #7289977650,8130860467,
srishtisharma0918@gmail.com

Alliance for their good looking and
well-educated daughter, 28/165cm.
Contact: 9992027879 / 8222888313

PQM4 DELHI very fair GOEL girl,

WELL SETTLED PQ wkg boy from

SM4,FAIR, B'FuLL Sep 87/5'2" wkg

UK BASED Brahmin Family Invites

7.15 AM 5'1" MBA/Non working Fair,
Smart middle class status decent
marriage pref good business/service
9818089219, bcmittal@gmail.com

Well settled family in Delhi, Seeks
Professionally Qualified Delhi based
match. Contact: 9811884090, Email:
mrkmatri@gmail.com

Fair, B'ful girl 5'2"/1984, BAMS,
PG, Diploma, Prfd Delhi/ NCR & UP.
Mobile- 08650002860
Email: mukuldutt@gmail.com

86 PG Graphic Designer &
Consultant, sunita_kaushal2000@
yahoo.com, 99151-06412.

SM 4 Rastogi Manglik girl, 19.11.89,

SM 4 PB Arora NM girl 28.5.83/12:53
SM4 WORKING (Bank) N/Mglk

SM 4 B'ful, Slim, Fair, Jan'87, CA girl.

GAUR BRAHMIN Bhardwaj Gotra,

Brahmin Himachal Based Status
Family, Beautiful Slim Girl, 7-3-91,
10:21AM, M.TEC(ECE). 9888719265,
ent.deepak@gmail.com

Unmarried/NM working Delhi 9 LPA.
Caste No Bar. Delhi/ NCR Service
Class Preferred. Cont. 9873155856.
Email: akjinsa@yahoo.com

Punjabi Manglik B'ful girl
22.6.90/11.09AM/ Delhi 5'1"
MCA non- working. Email:
parmeshwar413@gmail.com

5'3" working Gurgaon.Seeks status
Family & Edu Settled boy. Contact:
9810140122 Email:
nikhil1806@gmail.com

SM 4 NM NCR Base Mittal 24.12.1987

SM4 BEAUTIFUL Fair Slim

SUITABLE MATCH for Sarswat

SM4 JAIN girl PhD 39/ 157/

KAYASHTHA
porate Manager ICICI Mumbai seeks
gori, slim, 22 to 25yrs excellent career / willing to work. 9708080377
sanjoyshrivastava4@gmail.com

SUITABLE DELITE match for

PQM 4 NM B'ful Agrwal CA girl, 36/

Masters from USA, working in a
known organisation. Well reputed
b'ness fmly. Seeking educated
b'ness fmly boy. Caste no bar.
gargmilan2019@gmail.com

Beautiful, 1993/ 5' 5", Delhi Based ,
PG (Eco) working in reputed MNC,
Delhi based financilly sound family
please Contact # 8700383428

Jan83/ 160 cm slim fair MBA (SMU)
Non-working. Seek suitable Delhi/
NCR boy. Whatsapp : 9818859996.
Email : aadya105@gmail.com

from IIIT(Delhi) wrkg as SW Engr
drwaing V'H'some PKg. Fthr Nationalized bank ofcr.Well rptd fmly 7982901767 E-ssm42018@gmail.com

Brahmin Girl 29/5'4", Smart, Double
MBA from ICFAI (DOB - 7 Aug 1989
at 4:40 AM). Caste no bar. Ph:
9899333170 / 9953120460

Wrkng Noida, Goel NM, 5ft/ 05-03-89.
Father Retd. AGM PSU. Status family.
Cont : 9810979021, Email:
pkgupta22155@gmail.com

BANIYA 27/5'2.5" smart, b'ful,

GAuR BRAHMIN Girl V Fair, V

PB NM Saraswat Brahmin girl

SM4 25YRS B'full Girl B.TEC/M.TEC

PROF. QLFD Match for Punjabi

PQM FOR Beautiful V.Fair girl, MBA,

29/5'3" Garg Beautiful Working
Girl. Business Calibre & Smart.
Professional/ NRI Match. Father
Senior Corporate Executive from
IIT based Delhi/ Mumbai. Brother
Engineer from BITS. Good Marriage.
WhatsApp: 93548 32667 Email:
srdynamic07@gmail.com

M.Tech Computer Science DOB
16-11-92, Payal, Distt. Ludhiana
3:45 PM Kundli must. 98142-21472.

fair girl looking for a groom, well
settled in Govt. / Pvt. services with
Handsome package. Contact7007344074, 9415746764

(5:35pm,Agra) 5`1" MBA, 12Lpa,
Manager in MNC Gurgaon,
vkgoyal321@gmail.com
#9461695053, 9413114007

girl, MBA-Fin. from UK belongs to a
simple, cltrd & high status Pb. Sikh
family. Any Cast # 09810352690,
Email: balbirsinghgill@gmail.com

COMPANY SECRETARY, LLB

SM FOR Saraswat Brahmin girl

Sandilya Brahmin (Garhwali)
(Unmarried) Girl 40/ 5'3" PhD.
Part Time Lecturer in DU College.
Contact:- 8802483077

SM FOR NM girl DOB 2/Mar/1988

PUNJABI

PQM4 B'FUL, 1990/5'5", Non-Mglk

20.12.85 / 5'5" / 08:30am Delhi / MBA
Working Govt Bank. Package 5LPA.
Send CV + Photo at Email:
gmatri133@gmail.com

PQM 4 fair beautiful Arora Girl,

25.03.1980,5'3, M.Com, MBA,LLB
WKNG as DIR. COMM. IN A REPTD
ComE-shri_ganesh@yahoo.com,
09910502618 NCR,South delhi prfd.

Ramgarhia (Mann, Sahota) girl,
Canadian Citizen Jan. 1991 born,
5'-3", Graduate with business degree
from Canada, Father gazetted
officer (Retd). Preferred well
qualified cleanshaven match from
reputed families of Sikh Jat/
Ramgarhia/ Khatri community.
Please respond with biodata and
latest photographs at. E-mail:
mannmanjeet67@gmail.com,
Whatsapp: 7986842068

MUSLIM
SuNNI SYED 26 5'3' Beautiful, Jamia
PG, HR Prof. Seeks Well Educated &
Settled Groom From Reputed Family.
urfeehaider1984@gmail.com,
9810078786

SuITABLE MATCH for Sunni Mirza
Delhi based Beautiful, Graduate,
Working Girl 31/5'4" Liberal Middle
Class Family. Whatsapp Nos.
9582573783, 9582569271

London seeks for our, 32, slim
built profnl Lawyer. Boy should
be profn/ b'sman settled
abroad-prefer. settled in UK.,
Email: bssood50@gmail.com

SUITABLE MATCH for beautiful
Ramgarhia (Mann, Sahota) girl,
Canadian Citizen Jan. 1991 born,
5'-3", Graduate with business degree
from Canada, Father gazetted
officer (Retd). Preferred well
qualified cleanshaven match from
reputed families of Sikh Jat/
Ramgarhia/ Khatri community.
Please respond with biodata and
latest photographs at. E-mail:
mannmanjeet67@gmail.com,
Whatsapp: 7986842068

IIT/ IIM /NRI/Rich Indl. Match for
45/163 Slim, V. Pretty, Goyal,
MBA, Issueless Divorcee, Dean,
Salary 50LPA. No Bars. Email:
vivaahking@gmail.com

SM4 V'FAIR / B'ful/ Slim/ Gupta/

Dec'89 / 5'6''/ BBA & MS( USA) WkgIn
NY On H1B /Delhi Fmly/ 9312967744/
ng261289@gmail.com Caste No Bar

MANGLIK
M/NM QM from status fmly 4 Noida

bsd B'ful,Pb.Kh.girl 155cm/28.10.84/
11:15AM /Mathura.B.com (H) FD(NIFT)
Fashion designer Erly marriage.9910718577,E: rajeshk.channa@gmail.com

PQ V.B'FUL Never Married Match 4
V. Smart, V.Fair, UP Khatri boy, 5'8"/
17 Jan 1980/ 11:55pm/ Dehradun,
MCA - Thapar, Wkg as AVP in Invst
Bank Noida, 35 LPA. # 9899879459,
Email: aaroranoida@gmail.com

8140571877

DEL. BASED Pb. Khatri Div. Issue
less Boy 34 / 5'6"/10 LPA wrkg
in TCS Delhi. seeks I'Less match.
Call/ W'Aap: 9871054193 Send
BHP: marriage1828@gmail.com

boy 5'7" born 5/12/80/6.20 AM/
Roorkee. B.Tech, wkg Dli, 22 LPA.
Dad retd Army offr, 9311126888,
Email: sarin1948@gmail.com

GuRSIKH EDuCATED family seeks

qualified girl for their turbaned nontrimmer Son, 178/1985, BTech, MBA,
Short lived innocent Divorcee with no
legal issues, settled in professional
business in Gurgaon. Please contact
9811083286 whatsapp, Email :
paularora@hotmail.com

HIGH STATUS business family looking SM4 28yrs B.Tec (Bits Pilani)
Dubai Campus /MBA IIM(B) in to
family Business Blngs 8920871800
Email:jaanvikapoor2019@gmail.com

SM 4 Sikh boy Jun'90 born/5'6",B.Tech

WORKING MATCH for a 5.10ft

IT,Wrkg MNC Bangalore,Package-15.5
LPA, Own House in South Delhi. Early
Marriage, Caste no bar. # 9811143801
Email: ravinderpal.bawa@gmail.com

Hindu Khatri boy working in an
MNC. Looking for a match from
family in Chandigarh only. Birth
Details 06.08.1988, 4.30PM,
Chandigarh. Contact: 9888999746;
7508714430 whatsapp

PQ WKG Girl 4 South Delhi Ramgarhia
Clean Shaven Sikh boy 27.1.88, 5'10",
MCA, MBA Wkg Gurgaon @ 22 LPA,
caste no bar. Contact. 9873078070
Email: mandeep8801@gmail.com

BRAHMIN
boy July'84/179cm MBA(SMU) Mgr.
reptd Insurance Co.Delhi 5 Lpa. Seek
wkg b'ful girl Delhi/NCR. Whatsapp:
9818859996, vashistom@gmail.com

SM4 H'SOME 5'10"/ 34yrs,
Non Manglik Gaur Brahmin
Boy, Delhi based Working
as CS in MNC at Gurgaon
Em: is102006@yahoo.co.in

PUNJABI BRAHMIN brothers
8.9.92/ 5'7" own business.
3.11.93/ 5'7" Central Govt. Service
Dehradoon. Mob: 9873964409/
9354291816. Family living in Delhi.

GURSIKH , Handsome, Graduate
NT/ND, 28/5'9" Businessman boy of
Educated family Req. Educated Tall,
Charming, Slim girl of Businessclass
family. Contact : 9310086091

PQ WKG slim B'ful girl 4 Pb Khatri

PB NM Saraswat Brahmin h'som fair

SIKH

PQM4 RMG NM Sikh Boy 35/ 5'11"

SM FOR Brahmin boy 9/7/1985
(12:50) PM Del 5'11" well stld own
B'nss wkg/non wkg prefer Himachali
/Punjabi girl 22772784, 7042715699
Email: sharmarakeshvs@gmail.com

SEEKS PQM tall B'ful girl for H'some
CA Veg. Brahmin Pnjb Boy, 6'2"/ 309-88/5:00 AM , Delhi, Wrkg MNC in
Gurgaon 13LPA. (JS I'd: ZWYU5593).
Ph: 9810715415 WhatsApp

SM4 PUNJABI Sr. Brahmin
Boy born July'91, 5'8" B.Tech
ME, Working MNC Gurgaon
# 9810516553, Email:
kaliaashokkumar11@gmail.com

Veg TT PSU Bank Mgr in Delhi. South
Delhi based family. Seeks B' ful tall
veg. girl . Caste no bar. Send BDP to
bss457@gmail.com. M-9717523247

A B'FUL/ PQ girl for fair/ h'sm Sikh
boy MBA/5'9"/ Feb 89 born wrkg/
stld on PR in Canada since Sept 18,
only son parents in Dli #9810359747
Email: bhalla.manjit@gmail.com

PQM4 V h'some Sikh Arora Kh.Cl/Sh

Jan'80/5'11'', BE MS Comp.Engg.wkg
Sr.position,Recent US ctzn vstg India
May'19,Parents India bsd.# 91-94631
33555, bestmatch234@gmail.com

BRIDE FOR 39yr Gursikh Arora

divorcee boy working n settled in IT
in London. Fair smart 5'6" British
citizen. 9868744326
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BRIDES WANTED
AGARWAL
SM4 GARG 5'9"/ 4.12.90/10:32pm/
Delhi H'some boy, B.Tech (CS), Wkg
MNC Wipro, 11.55Lpa, pref B'ful Wkg
Girl, Cast no bar # 9582038182,
samygarg4@gmail.com

SM4 JAIN Boy T.T. Own House Buss.

(Wholesale electrical goods) East Dli,
6.03.78/5'6"/8pm Dli,Qual.High Schol
Seeks homely Girl.CNB #9810683409,
Email: vinodjain19500@gmail.com

SM 4 Garg boy,V.fair, 5'9", 16.03.1990

(12:40pm) Delhi,12 LPA, B.Tech (ECE),
MBA, MNC Gurgaon Seeking wrkg girl
frm Delhi/NCR,Haryana. 9717787667
Email: tushargarg1990@gmail.com

LOOKING FOR a bania agarwal

career oriented beautiful vegetarian
bride for 30 yrs 5'6", 65kg handsome
fair entrepreneur boy with 8 lakh p.a.
income.Call 9419116171

AGRAWAL, 29/5'8", BE, MBA
(York Uni. Canada), Job in Toronto.
seek well Qlfd. Wkg girl from decent
family. Pref. IT prof. # 7827540902,
Email: a.rakeshsharan@gmail.com

BISA AGARWAL

khatri B.Tech MBA boy 6' 23/5/88 /
2.10pm Delhi. from cultured educated
fmly. wkg in MNC 11 lac #9896399202
Email:- matri23051988@gmail.com

INDST. FMLY lvng Panchsheel Park

bglw hvg 2 Sons 91/5'8"&92/6',Sc DPS
(RK), BBA (UK), Fthr hvg group of Co.,
Hospitality,Schools,Hotels.Incm in Crs
Seeks b'ful girls of sm sts.9910322354

30/5'-6" B.Tech/MBA, MNC 11 LPA,
Seeks working girl. 9466721978.

SINGHAL GOTRA Jan'90/5'11" fair
handsome B.Tech boy own business
S.Delhi.Seeks fair b'ful edu. girl with
family values.Caste no bar pref. Del/
NCR. Send BHP W'app: 9868868784.

SM4 BANSAL (Radha Soami)
Grd. NRI Wellset B.man boy 1991
born H. 5'11", Slim Fair Smart
PB Base # 9871004467, Email:
aggarwal9321@gmail.com

Delhi Based Business Family for son
80/6.1/ MBA. 6 Fig. Income looking
for working /homely/5'5" above girl.
# 8742968182, 9212318400. Email:
manav.gaurishankar@gmail.com

SM 4 NM H'some, Pb.Hindu boy Feb'80

Delhi, 5'6", Graduate (DU), wkg. Pvt.
Bank, 8 LPA.Seeks Slim, wkg girl pref.
Teacher/Bank/Govt.Emp.Caste No bar
# 9810186020,E: gaurie9@gmail.com

ome boy May 92/5'5,Architect from
status family seeks educated beautiful Non Wrking girl from business
family. 7678516308 & 01127322497

SM 4 Punjabi Khatri boy 5'5"/ 28.3.79
4AM, Delhi, convent high school,
own business,income 1 Lakh approx,
own house & car. Seeks good life
partner #9625806307, 8860311280.

SM 4 South Del.bsd Pb.Kh. fair, H'some
boy Sep 79 born/6'2"MBA from IIM.
Running own Export B'ness in Delhi
Seeks Educated. Wkg.girl.Cont:
8010623688,matrivr@rediffmail.com

VAISH
SM FOR Garg boy Non Manglik

ALLIANCE INVITED by Status

SOUTH DELHI Based Smart Hands-

Handsome fair boy born 1988/6'2"ht.
working in Delhi 30Lpa looking for
B'ful, Smart Girl. # 9968546183 or Email: ved8383@gmail.com

SUITABLE MATCH for Handsome

NM 1.11.1991 2.50AM Shamli (UP)MNC
Noida 5+LPA Father Retired SM/SBI
anandsbi1957@gmail.com

Girl 4 MCA Garg Boy 2-7-83/ 7:45 AM
Saharanpur 5'9", 16 LPA MNC Noida
garg4d@gmail.com Prof. Agarwal
(D.U) 9810245135.

M4 DELHI based MD(Radiology)

/4pm/Panipat 5’7” BE (E&C) /
50Lpa. Wkg as Engg. Manager
for a large US MNC in Noida.
Email: jain1974s@gmail.com

WKG SM For B.Tech Singhal 5'9" Boy

WANTED NON Wkg/ Tchr homely

WORKING MATCH for Punjabi

GUJJAR

HSME JAIN/GOEL boy 21.5.74

MBA (IIM),July-1988/5'10'',wkg MNC
40 LPA,Father Govt.off.Delhi settled
family. # 9971381695, 9205760208,
Email : avinash23.krs@gmail.com

PUNJABI

for Goel Gotra handsome boy
(BE (Information Science) 5'7",
3/11/87 time 3:23 PM Delhi).
Involved in family business
(Export). Whatsapp BHP
at 9811039418 or mail
ashokgoila@hotmail.com

Agg. boy, wkg. MNC GGN, 27Lpa,
Sch. DPS Delhi. Edu. Engg. Fmly,
Kothi South Delhi, father own bussi.
# 8920868138, h34b@yahoo.com

PQM 4 Aggarwal Boy, B.Tech(IIT)+

boy Veg. 30/5'.6". 7yrs exp MNCs
India & abroad. Working in Dublin,
good package. Well settled family.
9412568215.

LOOKING FOR a suitable match

B.TECH CS 5'9"/ 29 H'some NM

Goyal Boy, May 1990, 6'. B.Com,
MBA. Running own well established
distribution/ retail business at
Ambala Cantt. 9315442070.

AGARWAL
BTECH, MS (Top BSchl) Goyal hdsm

MBBS/MD MATCH 4 Doctor boy
Gupta/Roniyaar, 5'7"/31Yrs. Doing
MS(Orthopedics), Family Settled at
Chandigarh.Contact-8329489244,
8847499147,9878739889(Wapp)

RAMGARHIA
SM FOR Ramgarhia Clean Saver
Handsome Boy 31/5'8"/ Architech
10 LPA Well Settled Family. Seek
Q'fied girl. Contact: 9871980899
Email: satnam.layal@gmail.com

WELL SETTLED H'some Pbi
SM4 (MANGLIK) Punjabi Aggarwal

boy October 89/ 5'8" working in Rep.
MNC 8Lpa, Delhi settled. Own House.
Caste No Bar. Contact : 9899127431,
9811393665

PQM4 DELHI based Punjabi
Brahmin boy 31/5'10.5" B.Tech+MS
Georgiatech, wkg MNC Gurgaon
>30 lpa, parents sr professionals,
caste no bar # 9990009501

boy 6'/6-09-1971/ studied MBBS
own business, property in ncr,
only child seeks b'ful edu homely
girl # 9811608213

M4 MBA, llb, 13.10.88, 1pm Aligarh,
healthy, wheatsh 5"11", Dr. Family
Owner, Director two Hospitals. 35,75
beds in Faridabad, hindu Dr. Family,
father negi mother Punjabi seeks PG
medico girl pref MS Gynae Surg, MD
medi. 9873580058,9999699848.

PUNJABI

PUNJABI

DOCTOR

HANDSOME, TALL, MBA 29/5'10"

PQM FOR Punjabi Khatri boy Mar'87

MEDICO HIGHLY Qlfd Wkg Match 4

Businessman Punjabi Arora boy of
Educated family Req. Slim, Charming
Qualified working/ Non Working girl
both Welcome. Con: 9818693151

SM FOR Pb Arora NM boy 4.6.91/
5'8",M.Tech(BITS-Pilani),wkg IT MNC
Pune 12 LPA, slight vitiligo below
right eye, respectable educated
family. WhatsApp: 8588910270
Email: nanochawla@gmail.com

born, 5'11" handsome, B.Sc, working
in Air India as Senior Pilot, Divorcee
(short marriage) South Delhi based
family. Call /Whatsapp - 9818230044

SM FOR 32 yrs / 5'9" Handsome
SM FOR Punjabi Khatri Boy 34/5'9"
MBA, working MNC as Sr. Manager
Gurgaon 24Lpa. Teacher/Professor
Prefd. Contact : 9968665545 Em:
matriprofile2019@gmail.com

H'some boy Never Married 39/5'6",
B.Tech from REC, wkg- MNC Ggn,well
sttld family. Call- 9868235121, W'app
8750037605, E : wed12k@gmail.com

PROFESSIONAL ENGINEER/DOCTOR Bride for Permanent

13.4.89, 8:15 am, Delhi, B.Tech,
MBA, Businessman 2Lpa,
Per Month Cont - 9313864556,
Em: ahujasanjay24@gmail.com

Resident(PR)CANADA,BE,PEC Chandigarh,MBA.07.10.81/5'-11" Handsome Boy,Never Married. Caste No
Bar.Visiting India May End.WhatsAp8146445538.

SM 4 Khatri, Ansk.Mglk 5'9", 25.10.88/

4:43pm/New Delhi, B.Tech, MBA Wkg
Ggn, 10 Lpa, Army bckgrd. Seeks wkg,
Slim girl Delhi NCR. Cont: 9671124852
Em: karansehgal198850@gmail.com

PQM FOR Smart H'some Punjabi boy,

51/ 5'7", Highly Qualified Engineer in
Delhi, 35LPA, Issueless legal divorcee,
Very short marriage.Ph: 9599770315,
Email : var2567@gmail.com

H' SOME Punjabi BR Boy Born 77

B'FUL WELL edu girl 4 Pbi H'some

boy, nvr mrrd, 9.3.78/2PM/Del/5'6",
MBA, 40 Lpa, wkg in Mumbai. uppmid class, edu & cltrd Fbd. fmly. Mail:
matrisud@gmail.com # 8178423326

LIFE PARTNER for Khatri Non

Manglik Boy October/1979, B.Tech/
5'5" , AGM, Teetotaler ,18Lpa. Never
Married. Contact : 011-41751405, Em:
bhandari-nitin@hotmail.com ,

SM4 PUNJABI Fair,Tall/Handsome PB MANGLIK H'some B.Tech Boy
boy 22 March 1990, 6 ft Non-Vegetarian Graduate Businessman Delhi
based Seeks beautiful girl, Caste no
bar. # 9910166525,9821039826

H'SOME AFFLUENT Dr DM

NRI

SM FOR H'some Pb. Boy 5'5'',

boy independent business 5'-5"
d.o.b 28/8/90 Delhi 22:32 living
north west Delhi M: 7065483300
whtsapp:9811583300.

Maheshwari boy, BDS (MAIDS),
MPH (Harvard, USA) preferred
Opthalmologist as father is also.
Contact : 9821393226

Cardiology Punjabi Hindu 33 / 5'11
Hyderabad. Looking for PG Doctor /
IAS North Indian below 30.
9849044237. sid1076@gmail.com

SM 4 NM Delhi based Pb.Khatri

SUITABLE MATCH for Edu. Arora

Pb. Kh. .Fair H'some Nov '80/172 cms
M.D. Anesth.(MAMC) Astt. Prof. Govt.
Hosp. Delhi Educated Family
#9818764664 Em:saighar@yahoo.in

26.4.88 2.58 AM Delhi 6'2" Wkg PSU
Bank Asstt Manager 7Lpa father Retd
Class-1 Officer Seeks Qlfd Girl Contact / Wsp 9818911178, 9968650696

170cm US citizen Banker in N.York
unconsummated marriage/Divorced
require suitable Match. 9911800955
Email: imsharma2608@gmail.com

BRIDE FOR handsome (37/5'9") Sikh
(cleanshaven)MBA, BE Comp Sc wrkg
in Sydney Australia. Email:
ipsa47@hotmail.com

SIKH 29/ 6ft B.Tech IT Wkg & Sttld
in Australia, S.Delhi bsd Well Sttld
fmly Lkng for PQ B'ful Wkg/Studying
girl in Australia or Delhi from status
Fmly. # 9953533799, 011-26160224

SUITABLE MATCH for A.Manglik
H'some Punjabi Brahmin 36/6'
BCA+, Settled in Newzealand 30LPA
seeks B'ful Tall Educated girl.
Contact : 9205672760

NRI

DIVORCEE/WIDOWER

HIGHLY EDU. khatri turbaned
nontrimmer sikh 33/5'8", greencard
holder wkg in NY seeks well edu.
slim bride prefly wkg in USA caste
no bar. Contact: 9811847395

SIKH FMLY US Citizen Brother 35/
5'9" Surgeon & Sister 30/5'3" MD
Medicine. Looking for equal status
match.(Caste no bar).W/Ap +12124707175,Em:jetandersapra@gmail.com

LOOKING FOR Professional
Qualified and Beautiful Match for
my Divorced son BE, MBA, 18 Sept
1978/5'10". Working with Tata's
25 Lacs annual package from Pbi.
famlies Of Delhi + NCR . Email:
goswami91@rediffmail.com

PQM4 H'SOME Pb. Mglk Divorcee,
Only Boy Del Based Born 1979 5'10"
MBA Engg Wkg MNC Ggn Seeks Wkg
Girl Em: rmganeshsr40@gmail.com
Contact: 7827512252

AFFLUENT EDU. South Delhi
Business Family seeks alliance for
Smart, Pb. Khatri Boy 26.01.85/1:40
Am/Chandigarh, 5’6”, B.Sc(UK), MBA
(USA)wkg as Investment Banker
(NewYork). Boy visiting Delhi (1st8th June).#9810023627 Email CV &
photo: matrimonio2685@gmail.com

DIVORCEE/WIDOWER
LIFE COMPANION for Engr, MBA
W.stld widower, Fair, 56 yrs/ 5'10"
South Delhi bsd seeks a lliance from
cltrd & edu. lady of Del/NCR only.
# 8375811951.

SM 4 Ramgarhia 14.05.85/5'7",B.Tech,

Divorcee,Issueless,wrkg Noida,25 Lpa
Own Flat in Noida. Seeks Wrkg/NonWrkg girl.Caste No Bar. Call/ Whtspp:
Simran – 9810458813, 9278119932

SM FOR Pb Khatri Divorcee boy
13.07.87/13:40 / Delhi/ 5'11" B.Com
engaged in father's well established
business (Medical Prod.) in Del.
#9911739393, parv.sabh@gmail.com

MNC PB arora I'less div. boy

COSMOPOLITAN
KASHMIRI BRAHMIN 11.10.85/
4.24pm/Delhi/5'8", MBA working in
Gurgaon 5LPA, own flat, Educ & Fin.
Sound Family. Only Son. No Dowry.
9971004279, jltickoo@hotmail.com

SC/ST
PUNJABI AD-DHARMI SC Boy, 89

born, (UPSC Aspirant) working as ASO
in Min. of Def, Delhi, seeks girl
preferably govt job in delhi. Mob:
9872040566

BALMIKI H'SOME boy Delhi bsd
B.Tech frm IIT-Dli, 29/ 5'11", Compu.
Scinetist Gr-2, in top MNC, Noida,
25 LPA, Chandel, Delwan simple edu.
fmly. Seeks b'ful girl well educated/
Medico/ employed. # 9810042728.

SM FOR Khatik boy 30 yrs/5'7".

Graduate, working in a reputed MNC.
Seeks simple, decent, educated/
working girl. Contact: 8882688818
Email: mohitgpa02@gmail.com

JATAV BOY B.Tech Delhi based

39/5'5"/15 Lpa, Veg., Decent
family Seeks I'less Govt. Job/
Teacher Ph-9810920104,
J.Sathi :-YZRW3555 No Broker plz

educated officers family. 5'5"/ 28 yr,
Auditor in CAG (Lucknow). Seeks
b'ful girl. Pref. suitable employed/
Govt.Teacher in Delhi.#9818922560.

ON SUNDAY
TO BOOK YOUR AD CALL SEVEN DAYS A WEEK

>>
0172-5065321
0172-5050683

FOR ENQUIRY CONTACT>> N AMARDEEP - 9855603044 N PARVEEN - 8872502111 N AMARPREET - 9888935409

PROPERTY WANTED
IMMEDIATELY WANTED all

CHANDIGARH
CHANDIGARH SECTOR 28, 12
Marla, Freehold, Corner, Facing
Park, Backside Park, Ample Parking,
Unique Location. Ground/Basement,
First, Second floor. Pre-launch
Prices, Construction Linked
payments. Contact 9216003333

CHANDIGARH 8 Marla newly
Ground / 2nd floor Sector-20A. Also
one kanal liveable House Sector-35.
9815186915.

OTHERS
SECTOR 45 chandigarh: HIG super,
GF, independent 3 BHK duplex flat,
drawing dining, 2 side open, car garage. Sector 32D, Chandigarh: 7
Marla triple storey, 70% covered,
excellently built, east facing kothi.
3B2 Mohali: SCO 2nd & 3rd floor, excellently fabrished. Office type
modern fitting. Contact Owner:
9417012834, 9417222993

size fully builtup showroom for sale
already rented @ 1 Per Month at
Mundi Kharar near 200 ft Airport
road adjoining NH-21. Contact:
9888290637

immediately in Gobind Vihar very
reasonable price SCF- 61, Baltana
9815032876, 9888800081

NH-73 Panchkula- Yamunanagar
highway far from 30 km Ramgarh
Fort Panchkula (160X320) area 5689
gaj on front of 4 lane highway
Kakkermajara Sub Tehsil. Sahjadpur
@2650 per gaj rare and good
investment option direct deal with
owner contact M.S Properties
70094-54877/ 98157-16824.

LUXURY 3BHK + Servant room
independent Apartment with lift and
covered car parking in heart of
Mohali. Price starting 70 Lac Call
98150-29454

TASTEFULLY BUILT 3 BHK Ready
to move flats for sale in Gated society backside of best price. Also call
us for 2 & 3 BHK flats in other good
societies. 8100000226, 9855011180.

and small plots at prime location
near to Mohali (Chandigarh) Wide
Roads Connectivity 200" Airport
Road. Contact : 98550-63277,
98727-44222.

AVAILABLE 3 & 4 BHK Flats in
Regency Heights, Savitry Tower,
Multitech Tower, Sector-91, Mohali.
Wealth Creator- 98887-77241.

3 BHK complete wood work for sale
PREEHOLD RENTED Property
for sale at industrial area Phase 8B,
Mohali Genuine return 8.5%
(Approx.) of total investment
9779411000

2 KANAL (100x90) corner side
Broad plot Phase 8B, Mohali
Suitable for IT/Hotel/Hospital etc.
9779411000

MOHALI ONE Kanal 25% builtup
plot, North West facing. Prime
location Sector-69, Rajeev:
9815360606.

10 MARLA Kothi newly constructed
for sale Phase-4, Mohali. Contact
Lucky Real Estate & Property
Consultants. 95015-27572.

8 MARLA Double storey Kothi DD,
Kitchen 6 Bedroom wid attach bathroom, Sector 124 sunny enclave
(Kharar) Mohali. 9914309366

AVAILABLE 200, 250, 500 Yard
Plots & Brand New Houses in Sector
94 & 91 Mohali. Wealth Creator9888777241.

KHARAR, SHIWALIK city, independent villa, 142 square yards, four
bedrooms, four bathrooms east facing. 9815922330

PANCHKULA

in Bollywood Height-1, Peermuchalla
Adj. Sector-20, Panchkula. Contact:8195000365.

PROPERTY
ZIRAKPUR
BRAND NEW duplex House 94 Sq
Yard for sale at Shiva Enclave
Adjoining Swastic Vihar Zirakpur.
78888-95876, 98155-61566.

BRAND NEW duplex house 94 sq
yard for sale at Shiva Enclave
adjoining Swastic Vihar zirakpur
78888-95876, 98155-61566.

ARCHITECT/BUILDER/
CONTRACTOR
A-CLASS CONSTRUCTION
structure work with material with
qualified engineer (kothi's/ baungalows/ showroom with interiors)
Bansal- 9417483183, 9781278033

marbled, spacious drawing-dining,
bedroom, kitchen, small family, 347,
phase-11, Mohali.

WANTED/ AVAILABLE 2/3 Bedrooms House/ Flat & Commercial
Properties for rent in Mohali. Rajan:
9915600888.

Drawing cum Dining, 3 Bedroom,
Modular Kitchen, B-Road Sector 67
Mohali. 94638-87876.

TO-LET
CHANDIGARH

INDEPENDENT 3 BHK attached

CHANDIGARH

baths semi furnished first floor,
kanal house sector 59, rent:
30,000/- Contact: 9872870188

10 MARLA Corner Kothi 2 Room
2500 SQ. Ft, First Floor, Sector 36A, Four Bedrooms, Three Bath,
Modular Kitchen, Fully Marbled,
New Construction, with ACs, Geyser,
Lights, Fans. Bank/Company
Employee only. Call Owner 9872800570.

with drawing room, First Floor, Rent
30,000/-, Security 30,000/-, #
3310/27-D, Chandigarh. 9815356091.

SECOND FLOOR 14 Marla house
for small family. House No. 1314,
Sector 34-C, Chandigarh.
9915480347.

KANAL HOUSE 2nd floor
Independent, semi furnished three
bedrooms set, Sector 19-A,
Chandigarh. 7901873368

10 MARLA, top floor, two bedroom
FULLY FURNISHED two room
set, second floor, Rent 16000/-, Security 16000/-, Court Agreement. #
3310/27-D, Chandigarh. 9815356091

Set, 1st Floor fully finished, Phase10, Mohali. 9876414403.

FLAT NO. HB225 Phase-I Mohali 2
BHK Set Contact: 8054012258

2 BEDROOM Set, Second Floor for
Non - Smoker Small Family. 858, Ph
7. Phone: 7508603407.

BEST TOLET Service 8, 33, 34, 35,
36, 37, 38, 40, 43, 44, 21. 9888069718
set, furnished. Small family. Sector
34. Contact: 98726-40169

PORTION AVAILABLE for rent in
sec 38. Who take care of our
property in Nayagoan. 7388986688.

FOR SALE 50 Lac, Second floor with
terrace 3 BHK modular kitchen four
AC in Wave Estate, Sector-85,
Mohali. (98100-10320).

AVAILABLE POSSESSIONABLE 2 BHK Flat in Wallington
Heights 2 TDI Airport Road, Wealth
Creator 9888777241.

MOHALI LUXURY Flats 3 and 4
Bedroom Sector 70, 90, 66A, Contact. 9872023591, 9803398032.

3+1 BHK 25.65 sqft Falcon view
corner, lower floor, furnished, keys
in hand. Call 98883-68883.

2+1 BHK sky gardens sector 66A,
mohali airport road. Call
9888368883.

2 BHK & 3 BHK flat for sale, Nirmal
Chhaya VIP road Zirakpur. 7888895876, 78888-95878.

PLOT FOR SALE
ALL SIZES 112, 130, 150, 200, 250,
300 above plots, kothies, villas,
flats, SCF, sites available genuine
rates sunny enclave, kharar. M/s
R.K. estates, 1051, opp. Arista hotel,
new sunny enclave. Kharar9878003848, 9872220440

SPACIOUS SEMI furnished independent room with attached toilet
bath without kitchen for students
2538, sector 35-C, Chandigarh,
9888352810, 7009149083

FULLY FURNISHED independent

MOHALI
10-MARLA FIRST-FLOOR
(Phase-4) Drawing, Dinning, OneBedroom attached Bathroom, Store,
Kitchen Lobby set. Contact9815953240

PANCHKULA
INDEPENDENT ONE Room Set
Single Storey Sector 10 Suits Two
working Youngs/Couple/Students.
9316062965.

INDEPENDENT TWO bedrooms
D/D store open space backside front
varandha F.F. 764/7 Panchkula.
98883-10765.

10 MARLA 1st floor semi furnished
# 273-P, Sector 8, Panchkula.
Preference vegetarian. 9814694777.

10 MARLA second floor DD, Bedroom attached bath , store, modular
kitchen, open terrace 12A.
9569310753

2 BHK First Floor House for rent.
942/10, PKL. 9418031012.

TWO ROOM set, ground floor,
Government employee and family
preferred. 513, sector 8, Panchkula.
99883-83452.

ONE ROOM semi furnished near
market Sector 7 Panchkula. 9988236761.

OTHERS
250 SQ. Yards built 3 storeyed
building in Ludhiana, ideal for
nursing home/ bank/ MNC/
Coaching centre/ warehouse.
Contact: 98780-75260.

ACCOMMODATION
AVAILABLE

PAYING GUEST
AVAILABLE PG for Girls in Phase3A & for Boys Sector- 69 Mohali,
well maintained AC/Non AC room.
9815358931.

PG ACCOMMODATION for girl
students and working women,
Sector 15 Chandigarh. 84277-57087,
98728-08662.

SPACE FOR Rent 1500 Sq. ft
Ground floor and 5500 Sq. ft. 1st
floor, fully RCC. E-1644, Phase-9,
Industrial Area, Mohali, Mob:
9914348023.

SHOWROOMS FOR Rent Bank/MNC and others, Prime Location
Main Road Jujhar Nagar 39 West
8968439779, 9988609470

300 SQFT (FF) Semi-furnished
office space in SCO-65, 32- C& D,
Chandigarh. Contact: 9815000234.

650 SQFT. Office-cum-Godown
space in industrial area, Phase-1,
Panchkula. Contact: 9815000234.

CABINS AVAILABLE
FULLY FURNISHED airconditioned cabin for office 300, 400 &
500 sqft near hotel piccadily sector
22B, Chandigarh. Owner
9988099090

COURT NOTICES
INDUSTRIAL PLOT Size 6550
Sqyard covered area 11000 sq feet
with 100 KW connection, at Focal
Point Phase-3, Ludhiana for sale.
Contact 6239918099.

EMPLOYMENT

BUSINESS
BUSINESS PROPOSAL invited
for more than 10,000 sq. ft.
commercial in Industrial/ Park
Space, most suitable for Showroom/
Display, Product Launch, office
space, IT, Co-working or any other
kind of Business at Chandigarh &
Panchkula. Consultants also
welcome. Call: 98152-13422.

CHAMPION LINES American

Staffordshire Terrier puppies
available.011-43054992, 9810072885

CONSULTANCY
FOR TECHNICAL Consultancy/
Advisory Services/ Valuation/
Arbitration Matters/ Tender
Documentation/ Works Technical
Audit/ Building Works Quality. Contact: 8284036666, 9803036666.

MBKM KALER IELTS Academy
Urgently required IELTS Trainer (IDP
or BC certified ), Salary 30,000/-.
Free Accommodation and Food for
Outstation Candidates. Contact:
8427466322.

COMPUTER/IT
LOOKING FOR Bidder, Php

Developer & content writer for IT
company in Mohali. Exp 1-2 years.
Immediate hiring. Fresher can also
apply Mob:- 9988122148

PUBLIC NOTICES
I PARVEEN Bansal S/o Sh. Roshan
Lal R/o House No. 647, Sector 40-A,
Chandigarh have changed my name
to Parveen Kumar.

FULLY FURNISHED AirconFULLY FURNISHED Flat 3 BHK,
GH-104-i #503 Sector-20 Panchkula.
7814011111.

ditioned Cabin for office 300, 400
Sqft Near Hotel Piccadily Sector 22B
Chandigarh owner 9988099090.

BUSINESS OFFER

FURNISHED CABIN second floor

PANCHKULA

MANIMAJRA

SECOND FLOOR two room,
drawing cum dining. Employee
family. Ground floor furnished two
rooms employee. 319/16. 01722573908.

2 BHK F.F. 10 Marla # 2859 Sector 21,

15X30 CORNER shop for sale with
basement Baltana Near Sector-19,
Panchkula. 9876817492.

Having Kitchen with-Fridge/LPG,Attached-Bathroom on Terrace-Floor.
Available for Girls on Sharing/Single
Basis(Max-Two).Phase-8B,Sector74.
9814970020

OWNER FREE 10 Marla, First Floor,

FULLY FURNISHED two room set
3 BHK, 4 BHK independent kothies

ONE A/C-ROOM-FURNISHED,

INDEPENDENT, FIRST floor,

FLATS FOR SALE

SCO FOR sale five story building set
93 (Landran) mohali front main
road landran to Kharar rental income 1,80000/- pm rate 2.6 lac
ground + basement on bank rent.
9814707766

FREE ZONE multi purpose land on

SHOWROOM FOR sale

MOHALI
CORNER 3 Side open 21x66 feet

LAND FOR SALE

sizes plots, kothies villas, flats, SCF
in sector 123, 124, 125 sunny enclave, kharar. Buyers ready. M/s
R.K. estates, 1051, opp. Arista Hotel,
new sunny enclave, Kharar9878003848, 9872220440

MOHALI

Panchkula. Adequate parking
facility. 98885-38599.

FULLY FURNISHED 10 marla
ground floor for senior executive
rent 30000, security 50000, court
agreement Sector-15, Panchkula.
70872-48873.

WELL MADE Independent second
floor one BHK marble floor large
terrace 6067 Manimajra Housing
Board Complex. 98140-14860.

TO-LET
ZIRAKPUR

SCO 108/ 35-C Chandigarh. 90 Sq.ft.,
rent 10000/- including electricity.
87289-49994, 70189-99943.

FULLY FURNISHED AC Cabins
available in Sectors: 34-35-22-7-8.
Inderpreet Properties. 98764-26211.

160 SQFT. Cabin Sec 20C Tribune
Road Chandigarh. 9914932620,
9855752029.

OFFICE/SHOPS/
GODOWN

6 MARLA kothi 1st floor available

NEWLY BUILD, Air conditioned,

for rent. Krishna Enclave, Dhakoli,
Zirakpur Reasobable rent. Call:
9878576001.

decent office, showroom with furniture, sunny enclave, sector-125,
mohali. 8727010368.

two rooms attached washroom
dressing kitchen Sec 50 pepsu society Chandigarh 87475-06933

AVAILABLE ON rent semi-furnished 2400 sq. ft. 1st floor, SCO802, NAC Manimajra. Contact:
9356302311.

FOR BOYS, Accommodation on
sharing basis with food. House No.
1314, Sector 34-C, Chandigarh.
991540347

INDEPENDENT ROOM for Boys
with cooler, fridge, washroom first
floor, Sector-20A, Chandigarh.
Contact: 98551-57452.

ONE / two rooms attach bath
kitchen, furnished with beds, fridge,
aircon. Contact: 2172/21-C, Chandigarh

ONE FURNISHED AC room,
attached Bathroom, with Kitchen,
First Floor, Sector 38 for Girls.
80548-82507.

SHOWROOM PLOT 13.9' x 130' in
Zirakpur maps approved by Punjab
Government adjoining hotel dream
(Patiala road) owner 99880-99090

PLOT/ KOTHI 5, 6, 8, 10 marla
Aerocity and Sector 77, 78, 79, 80
Mohali 72299 12655.

LAND FOR SALE
2000 SQ yards Prime commercial
land on Chandigarh Ambala highway
near Derabassi. Call 9216003333,
9501509991

INDEPENDENT TWO/ One kanal
ground Sector 11, 15. One/Two room
set chandigarh. 98152-93140,
8219429896.

INDEPENDENT TWO/ Four Bedroom attached Bathroom with
Kitchen, Semi furnished, Sector-38.
Students preferred. 9417782005.

ONE/TWO ROOMS Furnished
Unfurhsied All Sector In Chandigarh
Preferred Small Family/ Students.
98724-31570
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htsportsmax
Virat Kohli: The man
behind the mask

ICC WORLD CUP 2019
11 DAYS TO GO

OLD TRAFFORD

GROUNDREPORT

Under that helmet and behind the grille veiling over his
beard, Kohli truly reveals himself, and his meaning
Aditya Iyer

even legacies.

aditya.iyer@hindustantimes.com

V

irat Kohli is acutely aware of
whenthecameraistrainedon
him because the camera is
always trained on Virat
Kohli.
Out in the middle, Rohit Sharma and
ShikharDhawanarebattingforIndiabut
the camera, always inquisitive, wants to
know what Kohli is doing in the confines
of the dressing room. His face is now on
thebigscreen,animpish,expressiveface;
a West Delhi face, a Cheeku face, chortlingawayamidstmanyfacesthatclosely
resemble his own—manicured beards
andfunkyhairdosandglossymouths,all
ofthemcontortedandcacklingalittletoo
hard at a joke cracked by their master.
Thencomestheroarofmanythousand
throats; Kohli’s alarm. He side-eyes the
big screen and he side-eyes the camera
and,likeaschoolkidcaughtwithachalk
mid-hurl, the mirth and mischief drains
fromhisbeing.Nowheisstone-facedand
voyeur-proof. Now he is alert and wideeyed and his fingers pick his beard. Now
heisnotCheekuandnowheisonlyVirat
Kohli, and he is going out to bat.
Kohli lives in a world where all lenses
and eyes are on him. Kohli inhabits a
world where he tells you every day what
shoes he wears and what food he avoids
and his favourite holiday destinations
and yet reveals nothing about himself.
Kohli occupies a world where he needs a
security officer to escort him a few yards
from one hotel room to another; in a
worldwherehetakesafreightelevatorto
eathismealsinthehotelkitchenbecause
he has already foreseen children getting
hurtintheensuingstampedeinthefoyer
if he walks into the restaurant.
Kohlialsolivesinaworldwherewhen
the first Indian wicket falls, everyone
except the dismissed batsman feels a
senseofelation.Everyone—Indians,Pakistanis, Zimbabweans, and even Harry
Kane—brieflyunitedinazonestraddling
admiration and expectation. This is the
zonethatKohlitrulythrivesin;thisisthe
space that Kohli calls his world.
RAGE, REINED IN
If Kohli’s existence beyond the Toblerone-shaped boundary is defined by the
frenzied following usually reserved for
pop stars, then his life within the circle is
akintoaNusratFatehAliKhanperformanceonloop;therhythm,theenergy,the
effort,thehighsandthehigherhighs,the
reined in rage.
For, when the first wicket falls and he
rises from his chair and clip-clops down
thestairs,Kohlihasalreadyshedhispublicavatar.Underthathelmetandbehind
the grille veiling his beard and inside his
sleeves hiding his tattoos, Kohli truly
reveals himself; and his meaning.
Now he is again that boy from Meera
Bagh who first picked up a cricket bat,
marvelling at his own set of superior
skills.NowheisthatteenattheKotlawho
dried his eyes with his gloves and buried
thesorrowofhisfather’suntimelydeath
in his willow. Nowhe isagainthatyoung
manstandingunblinkinglyatMohaliand
22 yards away from his hero for the first
time and wondering what makes Sachin
Tendulkar’s bat loftier to his own.
Now he is again a veteran, a superstar
and a legend at 30, using his blade with
cunning to stab at runs and records and

LIGHT IT UP
Unlike Tendulkar, Kohli’s tryst with
cricket wasn’t born out of a moment of
epiphany. Everyone knows the Tendulkar tale: a 10-year old, and a mischievous one at that, saw Kapil Dev hoist the
trophyin1983anddecidedtochannelhis
abundantenergiesintobecomingthebest
batsman he could possibly be so that he,
too, could one day hoist the trophy. And,
unlike Tendulkar,Kohli willnever have
a legacy World Cup mainly because the
first time Tendulkar lifted it, in the twilightofhiscareer,Kohlilifteditaswell,in
the verynascence ofhis (fact: Tendulkar
istheoldestIndiantohavewontheWorld
Cup; Kohli is the youngest).
So, what does cricket’s most significant personality of today expect from
cricket’s most significant tournament,
onethathehasalreadyconquered?Lighting it up, for one. In neither of the two
World Cups he has featured in, both of
which he began with hundreds incidentally, has Kohli pierced the cluster of the
tournament’stoprun-getters—18thbest
in2011and21stonthelistin2015—unpardonablepositionsforabatsmanofKohli’s
current stature.
To be fair to him, he wasn’t then the
epoch-defining Kohli that he has been
sincethe2015WorldCup,where,forfour
long years, he has averaged a frankly
ridiculous 78.29 runs in ODIs and in four
short years he has struck 19 hundreds in
the format; as many as Brian Lara or
Mahela Jayawardene did in their entire
careers. (Another fact: in just his last 28
ODIs, Kohli has hit as many centuries as
VivRichardsandMatthewHaydendidin
their lives, 11.) Both the outlandish performancesandthemesmericconsistency
of the outlandish performances have
been breathtaking; quite the opposite of
his process of getting those runs in the
first place.
The two foundations of Kohli’s post
2015 batting are simple: self-belief and
basics. Weeding out complexities from
his game has helped with maintenance
andupkeep. He isn’t a daredevil andperhaps because of that, he is invincible. To
achieve this almost tedious brilliance,
Kohlicarriesinhismindamapofmental
landmines. He rarely dances down the
track. He seldom cuts the ball. He never
sweeps. He doesn’t know what a hook is.
To quarantine one’s instincts the way
Kohli has, often in the face of devious
temptation, is not for everyone. A lesser
man would’ve given in to his gut, or selfdestructed. But Kohli has made that
mind, full of treacherous contours, his
comfort zone;his safespace. Sometimes,
and strictly from afar, he lets the world
take a peek at his genius. But if we get too
close, with our probing glass lenses, the
man slips on his mask and from the corner of those uncovered eyes, he watches us watching him.
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The Point, one of Old Trafford's newer sections.

GETTY

HOME COMFORT FOR INDIA
AT ODI’S FIRST VENUE
Located in Manchester, this is one of England's most famous
grounds. It had the honour of hosting the first One-Day International in England back in 1972.

FOND MEMORIES
For Indians of a certain age, this was
the site of India's semi-final win over
England in the 1983 World Cup. That
was also the first time India beat
England in England. For another
generation, Old Trafford was where
India beat Pakistan in the 1999 World
Cup. Medium-pacer Venkatesh Prasad
put in the best performance of his
career, taking five wickets to halt
Pakistan's chase.

SPINNERS'
PARADISE

Old Trafford

Old Trafford is also Britain's most
bowler-friendly ground.

(Manchester)

Since 2009, the run rate there is
just 5.10, the lowest of all British
grounds in that time.
Spinners in particular enjoy
bowling in Manchester—they have found an
average of 3.57 degrees of
turn in that time,
significantly higher than at
every other British ground.
—CricViz

London

AVERAGE TURN (DEGREES) IN ODIS SINCE JAN. 1, 2009

3.57

Old Trafford
Headingley

3.20

Lord’s

3.15

NUMBERS THAT MATTER
HIGHEST TOTAL

INDIA'S
RECORD HERE

TOP INDIVIDUAL SCORE

318/7 189

8

NOT OUT

by Sri Lanka vs England
on Jun. 28, 2006

by Viv Richards for W. Indies
vs England on May 31, 1984

BEST BOWLING FIGURES

5/14

Illustration:
MOHIT SUNEJA

ONEFROMTHEVAULT

3

by Glenn McGrath for Australia vs
W. Indies on May 30, 1999

Ties played

WON

5

LOST

IMPORTANT FIXTURES
June 16: India vs Pakistan
June 27: India vs West Indies

JUNE 11, 1975

A PITCHED PROTEST

July 6: Australia vs South Africa
July 9: First Semi-final (1 vs 4)

Inside the powerplay stages: India,
England master batting tactic
CricViz
HeadingintotheWorldCup,whichteam
holdstheadvantagewhenitcomesto
pacingitsinningsandbuildingpartnerships? A look at the strongest
and the weakest at different stages
of the Powerplays.

n

On June 11, 1975 as Sri Lanka took on the mighty Australians under Ian Chappell at the Kensington Oval in London in the
early rounds of the first-ever World Cup, some Sri Lankans invaded the pitch protesting discrimination against Tamils
back home. It was one of the first political protests on a cricket field, inspired by American sprinters Tommie Smith and
John Carlos’ Black Power salute on the men’s 200m podium at the 1968 Mexico Olympics.
GETTY

POWERPLAY 1
The two strongest teams in P1
(overs 1-10 when only two fielders
areallowedoutsidethe30-yardcircle)
are South Africa and New Zealand,
whoscorefast,withoutlosingearlywickets. These are the teams with the strongest opening partnerships. SA’s Quinton
deKockhashitatleastafiftyinfiveofhis
last six ODI appearances. England are
also very close to this group, with Jonny
Bairstow andJasonRoygivingthemflying starts; their run rate is the best in the
phase. India and Pakistan like to lay the
platform in the first ten overs, scoring
slower than the global average but also
losing far fewer wickets. Shikhar
DhawanandRohitSharmaliketosetthe
stageforKohli.Australia(DavidWarner
and Aaron Finch are expected to open)
score briskly but lose early wickets too.
WestIndiesaretheweakestintermsof
run rate and dismissals, though the new
opening pair of John Campbell and Shai
Hope set the record for the highest opening partnership in ODIs this May.
POWERPLAY 2
In P2 (overs 11-40, 4 fielders outside the

How teams have
batted since WC 2015
These charts look at how teams
have batted against other top
teams in the three powerplays
since the 2015 World Cup.
The higher a team is the better its
run rate in that phase, the further
to the right it is, the less often it
loses its wickets.
POWERPLAY 2 (OVERS 11-40)
ENG

5.8

SA

5.4

NZ
5
4.6

SL
WI

Jonny
Bairstow

PAK
BAN

AVERAGE

5.2

SL
AUS

34 38 42 46 50 54 58 62
Dismissal rate

circle) Indiaand England are thestrongest.Nowonder.IndiahasKohli,England
haveJoeRoot.Bothteamsperformabove
the global average in terms of scoring
rates and dismissals. England score
more, while India lose fewer wickets.
Thereissurprisinglylittletochoosefrom
betweenSouthAfrica,NewZealand,Australia, Pakistan and Bangladesh in the
middle overs. Sri Lanka and West Indies
are the weakest.

NZ

SA
AVERAGE

4.8

IND

WI

PAK

BAN

4.4

AFG
4
34 38 42 46 50 54 58
Dismissal rate (Balls per wkt lost)

POWERPLAY 3 (OVERS 41-50)
ENG
8.2
SA

AUS

7.8

NZ

7.4

IND
AVERAGE

AFG

PAK

7

BAN

6.6

AFG

4.2
n

IND
AUS

POWERPLAY 1 (OVERS 1-10)
ENG
5.6

Scoring rate (Runs per over)

sportsdesk@hindustantimes.com

Scoring rate

n

Scoring rate

n

6.2

WI

SL

15.5 16.5 17.5
Dismissal rate

18.5

19.5

POWERPLAY 3
England, South Africa and India are the
best in this phase (overs 41-50, 5 fielders
outside the circle). England and South
Africahavethefastestscoringratesinthe
phase—think Jos Buttler going berserk.
Australia and New Zealand also score
quickly,butlosewicketsmoreoften.Pakistan score slower than global average
butrarelylosewickets.Again,SriLanka
and WI bring up the rear.
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Stirling eyes record
With Ireland locking horns with Afghanistan in a bilateral ODI series, veteran Irish batsman Paul
Stirling is all set to become the first batsman from either teams to score 1,000 runs. With 961
runs from 25 matches averaging 41.78, Stirling is only 39 runs short of creating the record.

‘Time to start winning at the top’
HARD GRAFT Squash player Saurav Ghosal on
the training, mental discipline, and tactical
changes that led to his rise to the world’s top 10
Dhiman Sarkar
n

dhiman@htlive.com

KOLKATA: If Saurav Ghosal could choose

his last supper, it would be mutton biryani, Kolkata style. “The potato is optional
but not the boiled egg,” he says, breaking
with the established norm.
Being a foodie with a sweet tooth—“I
get that from my mom,” he says—doesn’t
make it easy for the world No 10, but when
you are aspiring to be in the top five, win
“a massive, massive event”, and leave a
legacy, you learn to avoid temptations.
Especially because at 32 you have a “certain amount of time left in the game.” Ideally, till the next Commonwealth Games
and Asian Games (2022).
“Being a professional squash player
and doing well is not just about how good
a player you are,” Ghosal says. “It’s about
everything that comes with it: how you
are training, how you get out of bed when
you don’t want to, how you take care of
yourself, your ability to mentally stay
there when things aren’t going brilliantly. You call yourself a professional
athlete for a reason, otherwise you are
just an athlete.”
To elucidate his point, Ghosal talks
about his third-round exit at El Gouna
International Open (Egypt) in April,
which followed a quarter-final loss at
Macau Open the same month.
“It had been a long season and I was
probably a bit jaded mentally.” Soon after
came the Asian Individual Squash Championship in Kuala Lumpur.
“Somehow I turned it around and my
mental space was a lot better in the Asian
championships and that is why the level
of squash I produced was better,” Ghosal
says. “So, the moral of the story is to persevere because if you are true to what you
are doing, at some point it is going to turn
around. You also have to be smart about
it, like reining yourself in just a little bit at
training so that you can release when you
really need to.”
We are inside the 225-year-old Calcutta
Racket Club, a two-storey bungalow
tucked between a cathedral and a planetarium, where Ghosal learnt the ropes.
The squish of shoes on courts and the
whiplash of a racket making the soft, dark
ball crash into the wall with a dull thud
provide the setting for the conversation
with the newly-minted Asia champion on

a brief stopover at home before the blue
riband British Open, where he starts
against world No 4 Karim Gawad of Egypt
on Tuesday.
THE BIG JUMP
Ghosal, who turned pro in 2003, had been
on the fringes of the big-time for a few
years. Five Mays ago, he was world No 15.
“There is a big jump to be made, squashwise, mentality-wise and obviously the
ability to do it week in and week out.
Those three things took me that much
time,” he says. “Since September last
year it has been something I have been
sort of building towards, something that
happily happened for me on April 1 when
I made the top 10.”
Crucial to the jump was signing up
with Australian David Palmer, a former
world No 1 who lives in Ithaca, New York,
and also trains world No 2 Mohamed
Elshorbagy of Egypt. “I have the basic
stuff, the foundation in place. How we can
make that more lethal? How can we manage to do that at a higher intensity and
more consistently against people who are
my level and just below and also to be able
to do that against players who are higher
than I am? Those were the key points we
discussed. There were tactical and technical adjustments too but those are very
small. Also, there is greater focus on game
plans being individualised. So the level of
detail is more than what it was two or five
years back,” he says.
Ghosal is the second oldest in the top-10
though there are a few bunched in their
30s. “Different people have different trajectories. Tarek Momen, for example, is
world No 3 and he is 31 and he has
matured really well over the last one-anda-half, two years. At nearly 37, Greg
(former world No 1 Gregory Gaultier)
would have been in the top 10 but is
injured. If I didn’t think I had an equal
shout of making top 5 as Diego Elias (who
is 22 and world No 8), I wouldn’t be playing today.”
PERFORMANCE ART
It was when he became the junior world
No 1 that Ghosal thought he would make
squash his calling. It would mean travelling to Leeds to train with Malcolm Willstrop because Ghosal liked the way Malcom’s son James (a former world No 1)
played.

n

Saurav Ghosal, who broke into the world top 10 last month, says signing up with Australian David Palmer, a former world No 1, was crucial to his rise in rankings.

“You have the idea of a conservative
English player who is effective but not
flamboyant. James was anything but.
When I first saw him in the world juniors
in Chennai in 2002, it was like watching
art happen. Of course, the accuracy of
James, no one probably in the history of
the game has it but I would like to think I
am close. That made me say I want to go
and train with Malcolm,” he says.
He landed in Leeds in September when
it was cold and he was miserable. For
someone whose only visit to the kitchen
prior to that was to put bread in a toaster,
life was hard.
“But going to Malcolm, going to the
Pontefract Squash and Leisure Club
where I train, I have made friends for life.
The relationship I have with Malcolm is
beyond words,” he says. Ghosal had
looked at three years when he first went

to Leeds. He ended up staying for eight.
In 2013 Leeds was swapped for Kolkata
and Chennai as bases. “I want to live in
India, always did. I want to do things in
India. I could do stuff in Europe and USA
but that doesn’t really interest me. So
since I was going to be happier when I am
here, I took on the travel bit.”
Bit? He goes to Leeds for training, to
Ithaca for more training, and is often on
the road alone for weeks. Ghosal’s wife
Diya, a graphic designer, is squash ace
Dipika Pallikal Karthik’s sister, but she
isn’t very interested in the sport.
“We have other things to talk about.
We are interested in art, we are foodies
and love travelling.” Diya has been to
only one tournament where he played, in
Switzerland last March. “She didn’t come
to the games because she was too
stressed.” Ghosal lost in the quarter-fi-

nal. Art is important for the multiple
Asian Games medallist. “I want to win in
a way that people enjoy watching me do it.
That adds to your legacy. Yes the legacy is
there in terms of me being an Indian
player but what can I do to make that legacy on the world stage? That is what keeps
me going.”
TRADITION MISSED
Ghosal said while the scene has improved
in India—there are about 800 playing the
junior national championships, up from
300 in his time, but Egypt, which has five
players in the top 10, would have that
many in a local tournament.
“And when you train with world champions daily, it is an experience that no
amount of coaching or watching videos
can substitute,” he says.
He missed that. “If I had a richer tradi-

GETTY

tion in India to look up to, maybe then the
expectations would have been higher and
maybe that would have pushed me more.
But I am a better player and person today
because of what I have learnt over all
those years.”
When he started, Ghosal said he was
asked to aim for the top 30 because Ritwik
Bhattacharya had got to a high of world
No. 38. “When I passed him (in Jan 2009),
I told myself that I would take it any day
that I was five in the world and he was
three in the world.” Ghosal said his first
thought on winning the British Open juniors (2004) was that “now an Indian will
know it can be done.”
What’s changed from then is that boys
now know what it takes to be in the top 10.
“Now we are competing at the top end.
The next step will be to start winning at
the top end.”
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India eye good show at Sudirman Cup
Press Trust of India
n

sportsdesk@hindustantimes.com

NANNING (CHINA): India will con-

tinue their search for an elusive
medal when top shuttlers PV
Sindhu and Saina Nehwal spearhead the Indian challenge at the
Sudirman Cup, which gets underway here on Sunday.
India reached the quarter-finals twice in 2011 and 2017 but
failed to cross the last-eight stage.
The Indians would have to
ensure they pull no punches
when they face heavyweights
China and avoid early hiccups
against 2009 semi-finalists Malaysia in Group 1D to qualify from
the group.
India’s chances during the
mixed team championship will
depend on quality singles players
such as reigning BWF World
Tour Finals winner Sindhu, 2019
Indonesia Masters champion
Saina Nehwal, 2019 India Open
finalist Kidambi Srikanth and
BWF World Tour Finals semi-fi-

n

Saina Nehwal.

PTI

nalist Sameer Verma.
India first will look to quell the
challenge of Malaysia on Monday
before taking on the mighty
10-time champions China the
next day. The 13-member Indian
team, seeded eighth this time, will
look to draw inspiration from
their sensational win over Malaysia en route an unprecedented
team gold at the Commonwealth
Games 2018.
With former world No. 1 Lee

PV Sindhu.

n

HT PHOTO

Chong Wei missing in action this
time, India will fancy their chances against Malaysia, who are
likely to bank on Lee Zii Jia in the
men’s singles.
In women’s singles, Goh Jin
Wei or Soniia Cheah will lead the
charge for Malaysia but they are
unlikely to pose any threat to
Sindhu or Saina.
Malaysia will need their doubles team to put up a good performance to salvage hopes of

making it to the knockout stage.
But the return of Satwiksairaj
Rankireddy after an injury gap
will fuel India’s hopes in both
men’s doubles and mixed doubles.
Satwik, who recovered from a
shoulder injury to make a titlewinning comeback at the Brazil
International
Challenge
recently, will form a formidable
men’s doubles pair with Chirag
Shetty, while pairing with the
experienced Ashwini Ponappa in
mixed doubles.
At the last edition, India had
put up a superb performance to
upset 1989 winners Indonesia on
their way to the quarter-finals
where their run was ended by
eventual runners-up China.
This time too, China boast of a
formidable team which comprises Olympic champion Chen
Long and 2018 All England champion Shi Yuqi in men’s singles
and reigning All England champion Chen Yufei in women’s singles.

Worried Roy says Brutal Koepka has
daughter, not ton, Bethpage in awe
was on his mind
Associated Press
n

Agence France-Presse
n

sportsdesk@hindustantimes.com

NOTTINGHAM: Jason Roy was at a
loss to explain how he had scored
a match-winning century against
Pakistan following an overnight
visit to hospital with his baby
daughter.
Roy’s superb 114 was the centrepiece of England’s chase as
they beat Pakistan at Trent
Bridge on Friday to go 3-0 up with
one to play in a ODI series.
Yet Roy’s eighth century at
this level came in trying circumstances, with the Surrey opening
batsman saying he’d been more
worried about daughter Everly
than piling up the runs.

EMOTIONAL KNOCK
“It was a very emotional hundred. I didn’t see it coming,” Roy
told BBC Radio.
“I had a bit of a rough morning
so this one is a special one for me
and my family,” added Roy, who
returned to hospital after a threewicket win, although his daugh-

ter’s condition is not believed to
be serious.
“It was my little one. We had to
take her to hospital at 1:30 in the
morning. I stayed there until
8:30am, came back for a couple of
hours sleep and got to the ground
before warm-up and cracked on.”
England were cruising to a target of 341 while Roy was at the
crease but, after comfortable
wins at Southampton and Bristol,
his dismissal sparked a collapse
that saw three wickets lost for
seven runs in 10 balls.
And when Moeen Ali was out
for a duck, England were 216 for
five. But Ben Stokes’s unbeaten
71 eventually saw England win
with three balls to spare.
“For Ben to soak up that pressure, come through it and be not
out at the end will give him lots of
confidence. It was great to see him
play in that fashion,” said
stand-in captain Jos Buttler.
Brief scores: Pakistan 340-7 in 50
overs (B Azam 115, M Hafeez 59; T
Curran 4-75) lost to England 341-7 in
49.3 overs (J Roy 114, B Stokes 71 *)

sportsdesk@hindustantimes.com

FARMINGDALE (NEW YORK): The
power. The putting. The poise.
Brooks Koepka has it all at this
PGA Championship, along with
the lowest 36-hole score in Major
championship history and the
largest lead by anyone at the
halfway point of a Grand Slam
event in 85 years.
It was daunting to so many
players who watched Koepka
pull away to a seven-shot lead
Friday at Bethpage Black.
And it looked all too familiar
to Tiger Woods, who won’t be
around to see the ending.
Koepka backed up his recordtying 63 with a round that put
him in a league of his own. He
opened with three birdies in a
four-hole stretch and made three
birdies over the closing four
holes for a 5-under 65 that broke
by two shots the lowest 36-hole
score—128 —in any Major.

TIGER MISSES CUT
Woods was along for the ride— a
short one, in this case, because
he missed the cut. He marvelled
at Koepka hitting 7-iron into a

par 5, and a 9-iron into the uphill,
477-yard 15th hole.
“Relative to the field, I was
about that long early in my
career,” Woods said. “When
you’re able to hit the ball much
further than other players, and
get on the right golf courses
where setups like this is penalizing if you are a little bit crooked,
and if he does miss it, he misses
on the correct side, and he’s far
enough down there to where he
was able to get the ball on the
green. And he did all the little
things right.” That describes
Woods at Bethpage Black the
first time this working man’s
public course hosted a major at
the 2002 US Open. Woods went
wire-to-wire when he was winning Majors at an alarming rate.
Leaderboard: 128: Brooks Koepka
63-65; 135: Jordan Spieth 69-66; Adam
Scott 71-64; 136: Daniel Berger 70-66;
Dustin Johnson 69-67; Kelly Kraft 7165; Matt Wallace 69-67; Luke List 6868; 137: Justin Rose 70-67; 138: Danny
Lee 64-74; Kang Sung 68-70; Jazz
Janewattananond 70-68; Harold
Varner 71-67; Erik Van Rooyen 70-68;
Tommy Fleetwood 67-71; Louis
Oosthuizen 70-68; Rickie Fowler 6969; Hideki Matsuyama 70-68
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Sunita and Anil
Kapoor have three
children — actor
Sonam K Ahuja,
producer Rhea
Kapoor and actor
Harsh Varrdhan
Kapoor PHOTOS: YOGEN
SHAH; INSTAGRAM/
KAPOOR.SUNITA

Sunita and Anil
Kapoor married
on May 19, 1984

‘OHGOD!WHAT A
BEAUTIFULVOICE.
KYAENGLISHBOLTI
HAI,YAAR...’

A

Deepika on her way to attend the
screening of Pain and Glory, at the
72nd Cannes Film Festival, France

Deepika Padukone had posted this
picture (above) on Instagram, hinting
at what was in her Cannes’ closet

PHOTO: ERIC GAILLARD/REUTERS

PHOTO: INSTAGRAM /DEEPIKAPADUKONE

Rishabh Suri

ctor Anil Kapoor (62)
refuses to age. And so
does his love for wife,
Sunita. The two married
in 1984, in Mumbai, on this day.
That was also the year when he
got unprecedentedly
appreciated the first time,
owing to the film Mashaal.
When the actor climbing up the
starry ladder decided to marry
his love of 10 years, he was told
it was a suicidal move. But he is
glad he made the choice! On his
35th marriage anniversary, he
recalls his love story that
started in 1974. Excerpts:

That’s what actor Anil Kapoor felt when he saw
his wife Sunita, the first time. On his marriage
anniversary, he gives us ‘1974: A love story’

t the ongoing Cannes Film
Festival, actor Deepika
Padukone stepped out in a
lime-green Giambattista Valli
Spring 2018 Haute Couture
gown, on Friday. The gigantic
tulle, tiered gown with a highlow hemline and an
extravagant train impressed
the style police. A satin
headband with a 3D flower lent
it a vintage touch. However, the
online ‘meme factory’ churned
out some hilarious posts.

into love. I started missing her
when she wasn’t around... I felt
a vacuum. I’d travel by buses
just to meet her.

rented houses, we could never
afford to buy one. But, I needed
a chef, a cook, before I could
propose to her

to ‘come down’ but not sacrifice
my love… I said, ‘she’s more
important to me’. It’s a fact, I
am not faking it.

At what point did you decide
to take the plunge?
When I felt that I’d be able to
financially support her. She
had made it clear ‘I won’t go
into the kitchen, I am not going
to cook’. I never expected her to
cook. But I thought I needed to
have a lot of servants, and a
good chef in the house. I am a
Punjabi, I am fond of food.
Another point was when I
felt I could buy a house. When I
was a kid, my family stayed in

Actors were dissuaded from
getting married for the sake of
their career. What about you?
I was dissuaded, [people said] it
was hara-kiri (suicide) to get
married. I was at a crossroads
— career or love. Everyone said
‘you are doing well, and your
career has just started. You are
climbing the ladder of success,
and now that you are getting
married, you are going to come
down’. I had to make a choice —
fall down or marry. I was ready

Did Sunita decide to be a
homemaker after marriage?
She was not one of those wives,
she was always working....
Before we started dating, she
was a model. A banker’s
daughter, she supported
herself, and never took money
from her parents. She said,
‘When I am going to get
married, I will come in just this
one outfit. There will not be any
jewellery, just one salwar
kameez or sari, that’s it. Rest

we will build ourselves’.

She’s quite media shy.
She didn’t give us even one quote
for this interview!
She’s not media shy, she
just doesn’t speak to the media.
She wants to lead a normal life.
I respect her decision, but
sometimes, that went against
me. I wanted to be in the public
view, have a few magazine
covers done (that said) ‘Happy
Family’; ‘Anil Kapoor and
Wife’. Maine badi koshish ki, ‘I
am getting this cover, that
cover’, almost fell at her feet ki
‘photo lele, yaar’ (laughs). But,
what to do?

Tell us all about your love story...
I fell in love with her voice first.
I thought ‘oh God! What
beautiful voice. Yaar, kya
English bolti hai. Pronunciation
is so nice’. I met her for the first
time at Raj Kapoor’s house. She
was so attractive, and if I may
say, sexy… She wore these gogo
glasses — big, round and
rimmed. Then, we started
chatting up on the phone, and
our friendship grew. First, it
was platonic, then it developed

STOP PRESS
PHOTO: TWITTER/AKSHAYKUMAR

AKSHAY KUMAR’S
FIRST LOOK AS
TRANSGENDER OUT!
nown for taking risks
and experimenting with
diverse roles and looks,
Akshay Kumar will next be
seen playing a transgender
in the upcoming movie,
Laxmmi Bomb. The actor
shared the first look from
the film, on Saturday. He
tweeted the picture above,
captioning it: “Bringing you
one bomb of a story,
#LaxmmiBomb starring
@Advani_Kiara & yours
truly! Bursting in cinemas
on 5th June,2020…”

K

Akshay, perhaps, is the
first leading actor to
portray a transgender on
screen. His look in the film
has already garnered a lot
of praise and evoked
curiosity. Although, this is
not the first time that he is
portraying someone from
the LGBTQI+ community. In
Dishoom (2016), he
portrayed a gay character.

HTC
NOTE TO READERS: Some of the
coverage that appears on our pages
is paid for by the concerned brands.
No sponsored content does or shall
appear in any part of HT without it
being declared as such to our valued
readers.
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WHENSARCASM
CUTS LIKE A KNIFE
Being sarcastic
might be good,
but not always. If
you use sarcasm
as a disguise to
criticise your
partner, read
on...

Abhinav Verma
eing a sarcastic person
might make you
stand out from the
rest. But sometimes, it
can backfire at you when it
comes to your personal
relationships.
Wondering how? Many
times, sarcastic people forget
to draw a line when it comes
to passing comments and
expressing feelings.
And that is something
which can take your
relationship down south
in an instant.
Experts Dr Anil Sethi and
Shivani Misri Sadhoo explain
how being overly sarcastic
can cause harm to your
relationship.

B

DISGUISED
INSULTS
If you are one of those who
have issues with confronting,
then most probably sarcasm
is your way of letting out your
hidden issues. Many people
tend to use sarcasm as a tool
to subtly express themselves
or pass insults without even
realising it. Not to forget,
sarcasm often carries an
undercurrent of truth.
However, not saying things
directly to your partner when
you feel there’s something
wrong in your relationship
can be quite painful for your
partner to deal with.

Excessive use of sarcasm can
leave people feeling low and
insecure

NO CREDIBILITY
Consistent use of sarcasm
might lead to loss of trust.
This happens because your
partner will always keep
wondering about your real
intentions. It’s not easy to
decipher what you actually
mean when you’re sarcastic
all the time.

LACK OF SELFCONFIDENCE
It’s only human to feel
humiliated and dejected when
one is constantly bombarded
with sarcastic jokes. This can
lead to your partner doubting
his or her self-worth, which is
detrimental to their
confidence.

MANIPULATION
If you often use sarcasm to
dominate and control your
partner, it can leave them

feeling low and insecure.
Trying to make someone feel
inferior by cracking hurtful
jokes is not something a
loving partner should do.

CUTS LIKE A KNIFE
‘Sticks and stones may break
my bones, but words will
never hurt me’. Yes, it’s true
but not always. Sometimes,
those mean and rude remarks
leave an everlasting mark.
And, it’s hard to move on from
that. Hence, one must
understand that being overly
sarcastic can damage a
relationship.

SHOW BUZZ
CELEB DIARIES

PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/THEREALKARISMAKAPOOR

Good vibes only
Karisma Kapoor posted this cool picture of herself on
Instagram with the caption, “No bad days
#tuesdaythoughts”
Photo: therealkarismakapoor/ Instagram

LOOK BACK

PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/MADHURIDIXITNENE

Family first
Here’s a throwback picture of actor Madhuri Dixit with
her parents, which she shared on her Instagram account.
She captioned it, “It gives any daughter a sense of pride
when someone says you’re just like your mom and it’s so
true because I feel like I’m a reflection of my mom. I’m so
grateful to have been raised by a wonderful person like
my aai. Here’s to celebrating motherhood!
#HappyMothersDay”
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GAURAV DOESN’T LOVE
ATTENTION
Sometimes I feel I am
in the wrong field. I
don’t love make-up. I
don’t love attention
when I step out....
They should feel ‘Arre,
yeh toh apna hai.’

Gera says he doesn’t make funny and
entertaining videos to be a social media
star, but “to make his followers and fans
feel as though he is one of their own”
Pooja Sharma
aurav Gera is one of the
first few actors to have
jumped on the social
media bandwagon,
making funny videos and
entertaining followers.
Playing dress up and making
people laugh with his antics is
what he has been doing for
years now and successfully so.
Gaurav says, “Chutki and
Shopkeeper were the first of
some 30 characters that I’ve
created and went viral, that
was in 2015.”
“Then, I started increasing
the number of characters
around Chutki and one thing
led to another.” The actor
remembers how these
characters, especially Chutki’s
just took off on social media.
“Chutki and Shopkeeper was
really crazy, as there were a lot
of articles written about them.
Maybe it was the beginning of

G

the internet and videos that
fascinated people to watch
these characters. For a man to
play a woman on a daily basis
and make videos, I think
people found it interesting,” he
adds.
Gaurav, who is known for
his role of Nandu in TV show
Jassi Jaisi Koi Nahin, says, he
enjoys making videos and
posting gags on social media
the most. “I love social media
because while the videos are
shot like a film or show, the
response is almost immediate.
I feel I am a creator, not just
acting but there are many
aspects to doing a video –
storytelling, dialogues, camera
work, etc. I do all this by
myself. It’s creatively more
satisfying,” says Gaurav,
whose inspiration is his
mother, who would often
mimic neighbours and
relatives. On asking if he
follows the current crop of

GAURAV GERA, ACTOR
social media stars,
he says, “I don’t
follow, but I see a
lot of people doing
good work.
Bhuvan (Bam)
has reached
commendable
heights,
because of his
faith in what he
does. Even
Prajakta Koli is
really good.”
Ask the actor why he
chooses to keep a low
profile, and he says,
“Sometimes I feel I am in the
wrong field. I don’t love
make-up. I don’t love attention
when I step out. When I make
videos, it’s not because I want
to be a star or attract people, I
want them to see me as one of
their own. They should feel
‘Arre, yeh toh apna hai.”
n

pooja.sharma@htlive.com

‘I am funny in real life, wish I get
films to show that side of me’

Fans say they’re excited to see
Ayushmann Khurrana, Yami
Gautam chemistry again
Pooja Sharma

Jasleen Royal with Lauv

ctor Yami Gautam started
her career alongside
Ayushmann Khurrana
with the film Vicky Donor
(2012), Since then, she has
come a long way. Although a
small-budget project, it turned
to be one of the highest
grossers of 2012. After a gap
of seven years, the on-screen
pair is now all set to reunite
in their next project, Bala.
The film follows a quirky
storyline about a man with
premature balding.
Post the announcement of
their second project together,
Yami has been receiving a lot
of positive reactions from her
followers on social media.
“Their on-screen jodi is a hit
among the audience. Since
both the actors are coming
together again, her fans are
very excited. Yami has
received a barrage of messages
from her fans, who have loved
their chemistry on screen and
are looking forward to seeing
them again in Bala. The film
went on floors two days ago
and it was like
homecoming for both actors,
who shot their first scene
together,” says an insider.
The actors remained
unavailable for comment.

A

LAUV LISTENED
TO SOME OF MY
MUSIC: JASLEEN
Sneha Mahadevan

FOXX, DINKLAGE,
FASSBENDER IN
TALKS FOR ‘WILD
BUNCH’ REMAKE

O

Arbaaz Khan is
seen in a web
series titled
Poison

4-year-old American
singer-songwriter Ari
Staprans Leff, better
known as Lauv, performed in
the city on Monday, May 13, as
part of his Asia tour. While he
met lots of people and
interacted with the media, he
also happened to catch up with
a few singers, one of them
being Jasleen Royal. The
singer was elated to meet
Lauv, who is one of her
favourite artistes.
Talking about it, Jasleen
says, “It’s so crazy that a
few days ago, I was listening to
one of his songs on repeat and I
happened to message
my management that I would
love to meet him someday.
And it’s so surreal that it
happened so fast. I have
always believed in putting the
things I want out in the
universe and it happens. I am
so happy that I got to spend
some time with him.”
Jasleen says that she finds
his music to be very honest,
yet layered and it has its own
pocket universe.
“We discussed our
individual processes of
making music and it was
interesting to find many
similarities.” “He listened to
some of my music, and he
really loved the melody and
the video of Jahaan Tu Chala,
which was very exciting
because we had put in a lot of
time and effort, to get the
animation and art style right,”
Jasleen adds.
On a parting note she says,
“We’re following each other on
Instagram to stay in touch.”

2

Juhi Chakraborty
wing to the kind of roles
that Arbaaz Khan has
played in films, one can
mostly associate him with a
serious image. Although he has
starred in comedy films
Hulchul, Bhagam Bhag and
Malamaal Weekly, but his roles
were not comic. The actorfilmmaker wonders why he is
not offered fun roles as in real
life he is a “humorous” person.
However, he is glad that he now
has a talk show that lets him
show his real self to the world.
“When I am doing a film, I
am projecting a character. That
is not who I am. The chat show
has given me an opportunity to
show who I am in real life. And
I try to do it to the best of my
abilities,” shares Arbaaz.
The actor, 51, says he is
“candid and casual, funny and
humorous”, but somehow, he
rues, “that side of me does not
come out in films. I wish I get
films, which show that side of
my personality to audience.”
Arbaaz is currently seen in a
web series titled Poison, and
then, he is busy with Dabangg
3, being the producer — the
first two schedules have been
shot and the third one will
begin shortly. “The last couple
of months have been very
hectic for me, and in a good
way. I am really enjoying
keeping this busy. The thing is
fortunately something
interesting has been happening
back-to-back in my career. So, I
am in quite a good space. I am
looking at different things.
Let’s just wait and see where
these respective projects take
me,” adds Arbaaz.
He attributes this change to
positivity in his life in general.
“I am keeping happy, staying
away from all negativity and
that really helps,” he says.

03

Yami Gautam and Ayushmann
Khurrana

THE FILM FOLLOWS A
QUIRKY STORYLINE
ABOUT A MAN WITH
PREMATURE BALDING

PHOTO: PRODIP
GUHA/HT

From top: Peter Dinklage, Jamie
Foxx and Michael Fassbender
PHOTOS: REUTERS

ctors Peter Dinklage,
Jamie Foxx and Michael
Fassbender are
reportedly in negotiation to
join the cast of Mel Gibson’s
upcoming The Wild Bunch
remake. According to the
Hollywood Reporter, Bryan
Bagby is co-writing the violent
Western for Warner Bros
along with Gibson, who is also
serving as the executive
producer.
The 1969 original, directed
by Sam Peckinpah, focused on
aging outlaws trying to live out
the final days of the Wild West
as they struggle to stay
relevant in the 20th century.
Apart from The Wild Bunch
remake, Gibson is also
directing World War II action
drama Destroyer. The film,
featuring Mark Walhberg in
the lead, is expected to start
shooting next year.
PTI

A

When I am doing a film, I am projecting a character.
That is not who I am.
ARBAAZ KHAN ACTOR

GET 2 TROPICANA +
TASTY TREAT CORN
FLAKES COMBO AT
COMBO INCLUDES 2 PACKS OF TROPICANA 1 l
+ 875 g TASTY TREAT CORN FLAKES.
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249

`

Sanya Malhotra’s says that her
parents are her biggest fans
Sneha Mahadevan
anya
Malhotra,
who has been
in Mumbai for over
four years, now feels at
home in the city. But the
actor who
moved from Delhi still

S

Every article or story
that comes up on the
internet about my
dance, my parents
start reposting it on
every group.
SANYA
MALHOTRA, ACTOR

misses her parents,
especially because she
doesn’t get to meet them
often. However, the actor’s
parents are her biggest
fans and ensures
that she doesn’t feel the
distance.
They keep tabs on all her
day to day updates
and convey it to her
extended family.
A source close the actor
reveals, “Sanya’s love and
passion for dance have
never been hidden. She
keeps posting interesting
videos on her social media
handle to give a sneak peek
into her life to her fans.
The actor’s dance
performances are always
praised by many
Bollywood celebrities and
her fans. So, when her
parents see this, they can’t

stop themselves from
sharing all of it with their
relatives and
friends.”
Talking about it, Sanya
says, “Every article or
story that comes up on the
internet about my dance,
my parents start reposting
it on every group. I have a
few family WhatsApp
groups and they share the
video and
everything related to it,”
(laughs)
Sanya has been a part of
hugely successful films
like Dangal (2016) and
Badhaai Ho (2018). She last
shared the screen with
Nawazuddin Siddiqui in
the critically acclaimed
Photograph and will be
seen next in Anurag
Basu’s upcoming film.
n

sneha.mahadevan@htlive.com
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Actor Antonio
Banderas and
his partner
Nicole Kimpel

Singer Elton John
arrives for the
screening of his
biopic Rocketman

PHOTO: ERIC
GAILLARD/REUTERS

PHOTO: STEPHANE MAHE/
REUTERS

THE WAIT FOR
A SUITABLE
BOLLYWOOD

Filmmaker Pedro
Almodovar and
actor Penelope
Cruz PHOTO: ERIC
GAILLARD/REUTERS

Film critic Anupama Chopra brings
the best from the film festival
CANNES DIARY DAY 3

he day started with a film
that stayed with me like a
bad dream – Bacurau
directed by Brazilian film
critic turned director Kleber
Mendonca Filho who co-directs
here with his producer and
production designer Juliano
Dornelles.
Bacurau is the name of a
fictional village in the Brazilian
outback. The time is a few
years from now. The directors
build up a slow and steady
sense of a world unhinged and
mid-way the film goes from a
grounded, naturalistic style to
an ultra-violent genre.
Bacurau wobbles but then
steadies itself moving with
force towards a disturbing
conclusion. The violence is
horrific but this tough film is
worth watching.

T

Model Bella Hadid arrives
for the premiere of
Rocketman
PHOTO: ARTHUR MOLA/INVISION/AP

I also did an interview with
Mira Nair who is in Cannes as a
mentor for the 11th edition of
La Fabrique Cinema. This is a
programme set up by the
cinema department of the
Institut Francais to encourage
rising talent from emerging
countries who are developing
their first or second feature
film.
Mira was the first Indian to
win the Camera d’Or for best
first film for Salaam Bombay at
Cannes in 1988. When I asked
her why India has had such a
spotty track record at Cannes,
she said it’s not necessarily
because Indian filmmakers are
doing anything wrong but
because the tastes and agendas
of the selection committee and
that of Indian cinema don’t
necessarily align. She said after

Bacurau directors Juliano Dornelles and Kleber Mendonca Filho with
cast members Udo Kier, Sonia Braga and Jonny Mars
PHOTO: REGIS DUVIGNAU/REUTERS

Salaam Bombay, some of her
own films like Monsoon
Wedding (2001) and The
Namesake (2006) were rejected
by Cannes. Monsoon Wedding
ended up winning the Golden
Lion at the Venice Film
Festival so that story ended
well.
Mira starts shooting her
ambitious passion project – an
adaptation of Vikram Seth’s
sprawling novel A Suitable
Boy, for the BBC – in June. The
cast (what Mira is willing to
reveal right now) includes

Coppola’s return to Why Clooney won’t get into
direction might star politics
A
Law, LaBeouf
Francis Ford
Coppola
PHOTO: MICHAEL
CAMPANELLA/
GETTY IMAGES

scar-winning director
Francis Ford Coppola is
ready for a comeback to
filmmaking with his passion
project Megalopolis, for which
he is in talks with actors Jude
Law and Shia LaBeouf.
The director, whose
Godfather series has
influenced countless
filmmakers across the globe, is
in the process of putting
together the finances for the
film, which he had to abandon
after the 9/11 terror attacks.
The story is about “an attempt
to create utopia in a city like
New York”, according to
Deadline.
“At this age, I have to tell
you, I am more enthusiastic
and excited about cinema and
what it means and what it can
be and even with all of the new
digital aspects of it, which I
think are being misused. As
for Megalopolis... Well, it looks
good. I mean, we made the
offer to several actors. I can’t
say they’ve accepted, but they
were very enthusiastic. One of
them is Jude Law and another
Shia LaBeouf,” Coppola,80,
said.
The director shared that the
kind of movie he has in mind

ctor, filmmaker, and
activist George Clooney
has ruled himself out of
the 2020 US presidential race,
saying he does not have the
appropriate “skill” for politics.
His frequent and public
criticism of US President
Donald Trump, ever since the
latter assumed the post in 2016,
had led people to believe
Clooney could run for office in
the 2020 elections.
However, the 58-year-old
said politics does not seem to
be a logical place for him. “I’m
not going to get into politics. It
doesn’t seem like a very logical
place for me to be able to apply
what skills I have. I don’t have
to make compromise for the
things that I stand for and the
things I believe in like
politicians do. So it is not
something that interests me,”
Clooney said.
He also said that he is
“nervous” about people
rotating towards
“authoritarianism” in the

George Clooney has
ruled himself out of
the 2020 US
presidential race
PHOTO: ELISABETTA VILLA/
GETTY IMAGES

present times.
“It is a very nervous
time around the world.
People sliding towards
authoritarianism, it is
something that is nervewrecking and that we
should constantly monitor.
The press do a very good
job with that. I happen to be
an optimist and I think that
things turn around and it
will hopefully head that
way in the next election
cycle.”
The Ocean’s Eleven
(2001) star has served as a
UN Messenger of Peace
since 2008 and is also a
member of the Council on
Foreign Relations. He is
married to human rights
lawyer Amal Clooney.

Tabu, Randeep Hooda and an
A-list female actor who is likely
to be confirmed soon. I can’t
wait to see it.
A-list female Indian actors
descended on the Croisette
today – Priyanka Chopra,
Deepika Padukone and
Kangana Ranaut. They swept
up the famed red carpet looking
ethereal – when it comes to
oversized glamour, Bollywood
always delivers!
Now if we could only get
some of our films to make the
same impact!

Rocketman cast members Bryce Dallas Howard, Taron Egerton and
Richard Madden
PHOTO: STEPHANE MAHE/REUTERS

Daniel
Craigto
resume
Bond25
shooting
soon

The release
of the film
was recently
pushed to
April 8,
2020

PTI

Noomi Rapace to
play Mossad
agent in next

O

wedish actor Noomi
Rapace will headline
spy action drama,
Sylvia. She will play the
role of Sylvia Rafeal, a
South Africa-born agent
who rose to prominence in
Israeli intelligence agency,
Mossad, reported Variety.
The actor earlier played
Lisbeth Salander in the
Swedish film adaptations
of the Millennium book
series.
Sylvia is best known for
successfully locating Ali
Hassan Salameh, a fugitive
leader of the Palestine’s
Black September
organisation. But the
mission tragically led to
her involvement in the
infamous Lillehammer
incident, in which an
innocent Morroccan
waiter was misidentified

S
(From top) Jude Law and Shia
LaBeouf
PHOTOS: JEFF SPICER/
GETTY IMAGES AND SHUTTERSTOCK

would not interest a studio but
said a technology company
was interested. He is looking at
a USD 80-120 million budget.
“Megalopolis takes a
Roman epic based on real
events that occurred 2,000
years ago, and places it in
America... because really
America is like the modern
historical counterpart of
Rome. We’re practical. We’re
good engineers. We have
project power. That’s what
Rome had,” he adds.
PTI

as Salameh and killed
by Sylvia’s team.
Sylvia was later tried
and imprisoned in
Norway.
Vicky Jewson is
attached to direct.
Rapace and Jewson have
also collaborated on the
action thriller, Close.
The film is inspired by
the book Sylvia Rafael: The
Life and Death of a Mossad
Spy, penned by Ram Oren
and Moti Kfir, a former
Mossad agent who trained
Sylvia.
Jewson and her writing
partner from Close, Rupert
Whitaker, will share script
credits. The project will be
produced by Sharon Harel,
Eitan Evan and Whitaker,
alongside Jewson and
Moshe Edery.

PTI

THE NEW JAMES
BOND FILM HIT A
ROADBLOCK AFTER
DANIEL CRAIG FELL
WHILE SPRINTING ON
THE FILM’S SETS IN
JAMAICA LAST WEEK
ctor Daniel Craig,
who was injured on
the sets of Bond 25, is
reportedly expected to resume
shooting on the film “within
the week”.
The new James Bond film
hit another roadblock after
Craig fell while sprinting on
the film’s sets in Jamaica last
week and was flown to the US
for X-rays. The shooting was
suspended till further notice.
According to The Sun, the
actor will be able to resume
production while being careful
not to aggravate the injury.
Citing an unnamed source,

A

Noomi
Rapace
PHOTO:
SHUTTERSTOCK

the publication stated that
Craig’s injury was not as bad
as initially feared. “Things
were deemed to be a disaster at
first. But the injury is not as
severe as believed... He will be
back on set within the week,”
the source told The Sun.
The new film in the Bond
franchise has had a
tumultuous journey. It was
previously set to be directed by
Danny Boyle with a release
date of November 8, 2019.
After Boyle dropped out of the
project over “creative
differences”, along with
screenwriter John Hodge, the

film’s release date was moved
to February 14, 2020.
Cary Joji Fukunaga is now
attached as director, with
Scott Z Burns hired to pen a
new script. Neal Purvis and
Robert Wade have already
drafted a version of the script
but it is reported that the
studio is unhappy with the
story.
Recently, Fleabag creatoractor Phoebe Waller-Bridge
came on board the movie to
“polish” the script of Bond 25.

PTI
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TAROT
POWER

ARIES

(MAR 21 - APR 20)

MAY 19 - 25, 2019

Big Sean

TAURUS

(APR 21 - MAY 21)

MA PREM
RITAMBHARA
SPIRITUAL MESSAGE:
Life never fits with any
belief, and if you try to force
life into your beliefs you are
trying to do the impossible.
It has never happened; it
cannot happen in the nature
of things. Drop all beliefs
and start learning how to
experience, says Osho, the
Zen master.
Ma Prem Ritambhara has
been reading Tarot cards
professionally in Mumbai,
Pune, Zurich and New Delhi
for the last fifteen years and
continues to do so from her
studio at home in New
Delhi. Her clientele is from
all over the world from all
walks of life and she reads
cards, predicts, counsels and
heals professionals, business
people, men, women,
children, students and
couples. She conducts
individual, as well as group
readings. Contact her at
ritambhara7@gmail.com

Sabrina Carpenter

GEMINI

(MAY 22 - JUN 21)

Jonah Marais

CANCER

(JUN 22 - JUL 22)

Selena Gomez
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Professional projects are completed on target. A
triangular personal relationship can become
problematic if you allow one person to interfere with
the other. A business arrangement with two others
can be highly lucrative. Investment in land or business
is most gainful. You complete one cycle of your life
and move on to the next with changes, endings and
new beginnings. Beware of theft and controversy in
the work area. You organise people and manage
situations with subtle charm and firmness. Physical
well-being allows you to deal with busy work
schedules, extensive travel and social obligations.
Lucky Number: 9 Good Colour: Rose Pink

LEO

You actualise your potential by taking control and
creating something special and original. You relate in
a more caring and supportive manner with family,
staff, friends and loved ones which makes you
popular with them all. You connect again with people
you haven’t seen for a long time as life brings you full
circle to the same point. A trip to your old home,
country, family and friends is rejuvenating as
pleasant memories are revived and celebrated. It’s a
magical time for romantic relationships and feelings.
Health needs care and old habits or excesses need to
be kicked.
Lucky Number: 18 Colours: Creams and Whites

VIRGO

You are emotionally reflective, dreamy, poetic and
tranquil this week as personal relationships are loving
and satisfying. You can be laid back and a bit lazy
about starting new projects. You respond well to
positive influences! You are likely to be the central
figure in an important happening or family event.
Your mature attitude and evolved thinking assists
children and young people around you to find
direction and clarity. You can be deluded about certain
situations when viewing them through a curtain of
emotions; it’s best to look with the head, as well as,
the heart to get a true picture. Health needs care.
Lucky Number: 5 Good Colour: Turquoise

LIBRA

Business expansion and promotion leads you to wider
horizons. You need to persevere patiently in
professional matters and not be laid back in order to
achieve success. There can be delay in earthy matters
and opposition in matters of the heart which you are
able to deal with. Visitors and communications from
overseas are exciting. Old friends and new
connections come together as you celebrate and host
a party. Endings and new beginnings are on the cards
this week! Personal relationships become more
meaningful and real. Media exposure brings
opportunity and abundance.
Lucky Number: 21 Good Colour: Royal Blue

SCORPIO

(JUL 23 - AUG 23)

Dua Lipa

(AUG 24 - SEP 23)

Nick Jonas

(SEP 24 - OCT 23)

Bella Thorne

(OCT 24 - NOV 22)

Drake

Major voluntary and involuntary changes are on the
cards this week! You are able to let past relationships
go and accept new feelings with receptivity. Personal
relationships have a tender, loving and caring quality
that helps you pass through difficult changes. There is
an intensity to your creativity which manifests in
current projects. Professional opportunities can be
multifarious and diverse, adding to your career and
reputation. You spend quality time with your loved
ones. You have drive and dynamism that inspires
others to put out their best when working with you.
Meditate to touch higher levels of consciousness.
Lucky Number: 13 Good Colour: Deep Crimson

SAGITTARIUS

You manage and resolve professional projects and
complications this week. You are firm and aggressive
when dealing with uncertain and weak elements or
unclear people. Beware of a woman with destructive
logic who can be disruptive and interfering in the
work area. It’s best to adopt a creative and positive
attitude to achieve your goals on target. Use your
youthful energy and intelligence to get past any
blocks that come in your way. A busy schedule and
crazy hours can be depleting. Your social life is exciting
as you meet new people and celebrate an occasion.
Balance is the key!
Lucky Number: 18 Good Colour: Peacock Blue

CAPRICORN

You point towards the truth and cut away from
negative people and situations this week. You are also
single-pointed about achieving professional goals and
targets with your creative and intelligent mind. You
can be ruthless when pointing to truths. Listen to your
heart for insights into personal relationships and
romantic involvements. You invoke power and energy
to complete an important professional project. You are
a whirling force of activity as you storm through
blocks in close relationships and work situations. You
become stronger through trouble and evolve
spiritually. Creative or artistic pursuits are rewarding.
Lucky Number: 1 Good Colour: Emerald Green

AQUARIUS

Your investments and plans prove to be gainful this
week, be it buying property or starting a business
venture. Earthy matters, finances, transactions and
details can be resolved. Financial investments are
gainful. A wonderful idea begins to take shape and
you explore your management potential. It is a good
time to resolve property matters. A journey over land
is on the cards this week. You regain good health and
indulge in sporty activity. You are content in personal
and family relationships. You gain wealth and
maintain professional standing in a new venture. You
may invest in a car or luxury that becomes a necessity.
Lucky Number: 1 Good Colour: Forest Green

PISCES

(NOV 23 - DEC 23)

Taylor Swift

(DEC 24 - JAN 20)

Zayn Malik

You tend to waste energy in details causing neglect of
more important things at work this week. Restrictions
at work or limitations in personal relationships may
not be acceptable to you, express your feelings. Great
care in some things counter-balanced by equal
disorder in others can create some chaos in your life.
It’s best to get a clear perspective before making
decisions in important matters. Don’t allow others to
interfere in partnerships. It’s important to live
joyously in the moment without carrying guilt or any
burden from the past. Concentrate on plans and
projects to gain confidence and ground.
Lucky Number: 8 Good Colour: Lavender

You step into the week with inner strength, good
health, and professional success. You are victorious –
after some fears – but not likely to look back. Personal
relationships and partnerships cannot be more
supportive at this point and you need to treat them
with consideration. Trust your intuition. Your ability to
communicate well offers excellent opportunities. You
participate in activities related with music, theatre,
film, academics and sport. Be relaxed in busy
situations and in the company of pushy, ambitious
people or you can get sucked into anxiety and stress. A
gift or surprise awaits you at the end of the week.
Lucky Number: 9 Good Colour: Cherry Red

Good planning and management lead to progressive
and productive ventures. There is harmony in personal
relationships but alternation of gain and loss in
business. You display weakness and strength in
professional situations. Your moods vary from
melancholy to elation as situations and attitudes
change rapidly. You are well organised and ambitious
but can strain yourself beyond physical endurance, be
aware. Pleasant interludes and happy changes are on
the cards at the end of the week. Meditate on the
constant changes happening around you and centre
within to become a witness to it all.
Lucky Number: 2 Good Colour: Cherry Red

(JAN 21 - FEB 19)

Harry Styles

There is a harmony of natural forces which brings
success and completion at work with ease and not too
much effort. There is no tension and strain as you are
relaxed and happy in personal relationships. There is a
beginning of steady increase in income and wealth
but you have to endure with intensity and focus for
more time before things move with their own
momentum. Beware of a thankless and presumptuous
person who expects too much from you without
contributing himself in any way. Get ready to resolve
issues and make clear schedules next week. Spiritual
pursuit and meditative spaces are elevating.
Lucky Number: 6 Good Colour: Rusty Red

(FEB 20 - MAR 20)

Rihanna

DAILY HOROSCOPE
PICCADILY SQUARE:
CHANDIGARH
Gangster vs State 10:05AM
07:55PM
De De Pyaar De 10:25AM 12:35PM
01:25PM 03:00PM 03:55PM
05:25PM 06:25PM 08:55PM
10:25PM 11:25PM
Dil Diyan Gallan 11:05AM 06:30PM
11:35PM
Student Of The Year 2 12:55PM
03:45PM 08:50PM

CINEPOLIS TDI MALL
JAGAT: CHANDIGARH
De De Pyaar De 09:15AM 09:55AM
12:55PM 02:45PM 03:55PM 06:55PM
07:55PM 09:55PM 10:55PM
Avengers: Endgame (3D) English
09:30AM 04:10PM
A Dogs Journey English 12:10PM
08:10PM
Student Of The Year 2 01:05PM
10:45PM
Pokemon Detective Pikachu
English 05:45PM

PVR: ELANTE CHANDIGARH
Avengers: Endgame (3D) English
10:00AM 04:00PM 10:35PM
De De Pyaar De 10:00AM 11:00AM
12:15PM 12:55PM 01:55PM 03:10PM
03:50PM 04:50PM 06:05PM
06:45PM 07:45PM 09:00PM
09:40PM 10:40PM 11:55PM
Dil Diyan Gallan 10:00AM
03:30PM

John Wick: Chapter 3 Parabellum English 10:00AM
03:20PM 07:45PM
The Hustle English 10:00AM
08:40PM
Student Of The Year 2 10:30AM
01:35PM 04:40PM 07:45PM 10:50PM
A Dogs Journey English 12:50PM
A Dog’s Way Home English
06:10PM
The Tashkent Files 10:55 PM

PVR: ELANTE 4DX CHANDIGARH
Pokemon Detective Pikachu
English 10:15AM 03:35PM
Avengers: Endgame English
06:00PM

PVR: CENTRA, CHANDIGARH
De De Pyaar De 09:00AM
09:45AM 10:30AM 11:55AM 01:25PM
04:20PM 07:15PM 08:40PM
10:10PM 11:00PM 11:35PM
Dil Diyan Gallan 10:00AM
04:35PM
Avengers: Endgame (3D) Hindi
12:40PM 07:15PM
Student Of The Year 2 12:40PM
06:45PM 09:50PM
Blackia 03:45PM

PVR: CITY CENTRE
MALL, CHANDIGARH
De De Pyaar De 10:00AM 11:20AM
12:55PM 02:15PM 03:50PM 05:10PM
06:45PM 08:05PM 09:40PM
11:00 PM

Caught on Insta

Actor Diana Penty shared this picture before prepping for
Cannes and guess what it features? Biryani! And, TBH we’re
lovin’ it!
PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/DIANAPENTY

Student Of The Year 2 10:15AM
04:00PM 10:50PM
Dil Diyan Gallan 01:20 PM
Avengers: Endgame (3D) Hindi
07:05 PM

VR: PUNJAB, MOHALI
Blackia 04:30PM 07:30PM 11:15PM
Student Of The Year 2 04:40PM
06:15PM 07:45PM 08:30PM
09:20PM 10:50PM 11:30PM
15 Lakh Kadon Aauga 05:40 PM
Dil Diyan Gallan 05:40 PM 08:20
PM
Chhota Bheem: Kung Fu
Dhamaka (3D) 05:50 PM
Avengers: Endgame (3D) Hindi
06:50PM 10:35PM
De De Pyaar De 08:20PM 10:30PM

VR PUNJAB (GOLD), MOHALI
De De Pyaar De 10:10AM 11:20AM
01:05PM 02:15PM 04:00PM
05:10PM 06:55PM 08:05PM
09:50PM 11:00PM

CINEPOLIS: BESTECH
SQUARE, MOHALI
De De Pyaar De 09:30AM 10:45AM
12:25PM 01:40PM 02:40PM
03:20PM 04:35PM 06:15PM
07:30PM 09:10PM 10:25PM 11:05PM
John Wick: Chapter 3 –
Parabellum 09:30AM
Pokemon Detective Pikachu
12:20PM
Student Of The Year 2 05:30PM

CARNIVAL: PARAS
MALL, ZIRAKPUR
De De Pyaar De 09:30AM 10:30AM
12:00PM 01:00PM 02:30PM
03:45PM 05:15PM 06:15PM 07:00PM
08:00PM 09:00PM 09:45PM
10:45PM
Student Of The Year 2 10:00AM
12:50PM 06:30PM 09:30PM
Dil Diyan Gallan 10:45AM 03:45PM
Blackia 01:00PM
Avengers: Endgame (3D) Hindi
03:30PM

FUN CINEMAS: REPUBLIC
MALL, CHANDIGARH
De De Pyaar De 09:30AM 11:00AM
12:25PM 01:55PM 03:20PM 04:00PM
04:50PM 06:15PM 07:45PM
09:10PM 10:25PM 10:40PM
Student Of The Year 2 10:20AM
03:45PM 09:05PM
Chhoriyan Chhoron Se Kam Nai
Hoti 01:10PM
Dil Diyan Gallan 01:25PM
Pokemon Detective Pikachu
Hindi 06:45PM
Avengers: Endgame (3D) Hindi
06:50PM

INOX: DHILLON
PLAZA, ZIRAKPUR
Blackia 09:00AM 08:00PM
Student Of The Year 2 09:20AM
11:45AM 03:55PM
10:30PM

De De Pyaar De 10:00AM
11:05AM 12:45PM 02:00PM
02:40PM 03:40PM 04:55PM
06:35PM 07:50PM 09:30PM
10:45PM
Avengers: Endgame (3D) Hindi
12:20PM 06:55PM
Dil Diyan Gallan 05:25PM 10:55PM

INOX: NH22 MALL, AMRAVATI
ENCLAVE, PANCHKULA
De De Pyaar De 10:00AM 11:00AM
01:45PM 03:30PM 04:30PM
06:15PM 07:15PM 09:00PM
10:00PM
Student Of The Year 2 10:20AM
04:45PM
Dil Diyan Gallan 12:55PM
Avengers: Endgame (3D) Hindi
01:15PM
Chhoriyan Chhoron Se Kam Nai
Hoti 07:40PM
Blackia 10:15PM

RAJHANS CINEMAS:
PANCHKULA
De De Pyaar De 09:30AM 11:00AM
01:45PM 03:15PM 04:30PM 07:15PM
09:00PM 10:00PM
Student Of The Year 2 10:30AM
03:45PM 09:15PM
Avengers: Endgame (3D) Hindi
12:00PM 05:45PM
Chhoriyan Chhoron Se Kam Nai
Hoti 01:30 PM
Dil Diyan Gallan Punjabi 06:45 PM

Understand Saturn to tackle failures

ometimes we keep failing
and feel that success has
eluded us forever. But
before reaching a conclusion,
one must try to see if Saturn
is playing the spoilsport.
There are a few indications
which point towards a
problematic Saturn: If an
ailment stays for very long or
has a repetitive occurrence;
the native has the nagging
fear of doing poorly; the west
direction remains
unmaintained for an extended
period or there is repetitive
maintenance in this direction;
there are frequent thefts; the
house help does not stick
around; there is some sort of
dishonour from the king or
government; there is constant
grief; the agricultural
produce is far less than the
competitors or neighbours;
one has a troubling old age;
professional satisfaction is
always hard to come; one has
allergies to oils and good
karma goes unnoticed.
Now, apart from the above
12 indications, other definite
observations are: Those
working in a capacity that is
far less than their capabilities
have afflicted Saturn. Those
who habitually leave their job
and remain jobless also have a
negative Saturn in their
horoscope. Those who do not

PHOTO: HTCS

S

get a stable job also have the
same problem. Those who
switch from job to business
and are forced again by the
circumstances into a job have
a hard Saturn to deal with.
Those whose achievements
are far less than their peers
doing the same type of job
also have an afflicted Saturn
to deal with. Those whose
sexual desires wean off soon
in their life, the patients of
tuberculosis, those who wake
up at a particular time in
midnight every day, those who
do not stick to a ritual of
pleasing the almighty, those
who dream more than they
work, those who are
impressed and follow my
writeups but are still
reluctant to meet me even
though they have no definite
working plans for their
success. Now, when these
indications loom large on an

SONAL KALRA’S COLUMN, A CALMER YOU, WILL BE BACK NEXT WEEK

individual, it is definite that
he or she has a troublesome
‘Shani’ or Saturn.
However, do not jump to
cure it by adopting mindless
rituals. It is essential to
understand the state and
nature of the Saturn in the
horoscope, for e.g., it is
benefice, malefic, neutral,
cheater or a deceitful Saturn.
The type of ritual depends
upon this nature of Saturn.
The author of this article,
Dr Vinay Bajrangi, is a PhD
scholar in astrology. Connect
with him at www.
vinaybajrangi.com or call
9278665588 or 9278555588. To
get more insights, read his
blogs on www.vinaybajrangi.
com/blog.

Disclaimer: The veracity of
any claims made in the above
article is the sole responsibility
of the concerned entity.

Dr Prem Kr. Sharma, Astrologer & vaastu expert

Can be contacted at: Delhi: 011-47033152, 40532026 (Sat to Mon): Panchkula: 91-172-2562832,
2572874 (Tues to Thurs); Mumbai: 09223376963 (Last week of every month)

ARIES

LEO

SAGITTARIUS

Opting for regular workouts
will help you maintain your
health. Previous investments
are
e likely to give good
rreturns. Someone
may target you on
the social front
today; but it will not
harm you. Travel
ffront remains not very
satisfactory as trouble is
sat
indicated on your cards.
Those in property business
might benefit today.
Lucky Number: 5
Lucky Colour: Light Green

Good health ensures good
time with closed ones.
Monetary loss may affect
som
me. Taking initiative
on the work front will
o
make things easy for
you. It is best to free
yourself of narrowmindedness and
lo
ook at the broader
picture when it comes to
pict
family. Not a good day for
plunging into property
matters too.
Lucky Number: 3
Lucky Colour: Coffee

Control your diet and
lifestyle to maintain your
health. Financial stability is
assured.You may not
get the credit for
g
doing something
that took you lot of
time and effort at
work. Driving
yourself is not
y
suggested for today. A
sug
property you are interested
in might get into your lap
today.
Lucky Number: 8
Lucky Colour: Purple

TAURUS

VIRGO

CAPRICORN

Avoid street food as it can
disturb your digestive
system. Someone may try to
use you to serve his or
her end on the social
front; don’t succumb
to it. Improvement
on financial front
will give you
confidence. Show yourr
gratitude to someone
going out of way to help
you. Travelling might
become difficult today.
Lucky Number: 2
Lucky Colour: White

You will reap the health
benefits by making it a
practice to stay fit. Exercise
judiciousness in
spending money.
Additional pressure
might overburden
you at work; try to
relax. A trip with
colleagues will delightt
you. Securing a home
loan will not be difficult as
you contemplate to buy
your own house.
Lucky Number: 1
Lucky Colour: White

Don’t ignore minor health
issues today, you might
have trouble in future. A
cash crunch seems
imminent, but only
temporarily. Remain
sharp in dealing
with someone at
work, who is keen on
putting you down.
Travelling to a nearby
city will be fulfilling. A
renovation of your house is
indicated on your cards.
Lucky Number: 7
Lucky Colour: Maroon

GEMINI

LIBRA

AQUARIUS

Take adequate care of health
to remain in shape. Someone
may pester you for a
mo
onetary favour, better
rremain noncommittal. Time
is ripe for
implementing
something that you
have been working on
for llong on the
professional front. Gain in
property business is
imminent.
Lucky Number: 15
Lucky Colour: Parrot Green

Health remains satisfactory.
Financial gains are about to
reach you soon. You may get
a cchance to venture into
unknown territory on
u
the professional
front and give good
account of
yourself.You are likely
to
o meet someone
influential today and get
influ
a family problem resolved.
This is not a good day to
invest in property.
Lucky Number: 17
Lucky Colour: Violet

Health issues might keep
you under pressure. Some
work is needed to be done
on the financial front to
rremain stable. You
may get the credit
for doing something
that has never been
done before. Car
breakdown might give
b
you some travel hassle
today. A good day to
contemplate buying a
property.
Lucky Number: 22
Lucky Colour: Blue

CANCER

SCORPIO

PISCES

Controlling indulgences help
you remain fit. The days of
exercising control over
spending is gone as yo
ou
gain huge profit in a
business. Don’t be
envious of someone
doing better than
you at work. You are
likely to miss a train orr
a bus today; so be alert.
t
Those into property and
construction business will
experience a good day.
Lucky Number: 9
Lucky Colour: Purple

Health is fine. Minor issues
might concern you but there
is nothing to worry about.
m
Money coming in from
previous investments
will keep you
financially healthy.
Giving unsought
advice can get you
into trouble today at
work. Family front
remains good today. A
property by inheritance is
possible for some of you.
Lucky Number: 4
Lucky Colour: Dark Grey

You remain hale and hearty
to enjoy your day to the
fullest. Accrue in financial
gains will take time.
Professionally, you
will make things
easier for yourself.
Not being judicious
in your spending
might leave you
with very less money. A
loan is not likely to pass to
buy the property you
finalised.
Lucky Number: 11
Lucky Colour: White
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Here’s all you need to know
about viral infections of brain
nfectious diseases of the
brain differ from infections
of other organ systems in
many ways. The brain and
spinal cord are fairly
resistant to infection, but
when an infection affects
the brain, it can be quite
dangerous.
Thus, representing
neurological emergency
require urgent investigation
and treatment. Among most
common brain infections are
meningitis (in which
the brain meninges are
primarily affected), and
encephalitis (when the brain
tissue is primarily involved).
Infectious causes of
meningitis and encephalitis
include bacteria, viruses,
fungi, and parasites.
Patients with encephalitis
manifest with acute onset of
fever and a change in mental
status including symptoms
such as confusion,
disorientation, coma, or
inability to talk and/or new
onset of seizures in a person
of any age, at any time of
year. This constellation of
symptoms and signs is
known as acute encephalitic
syndrome (AES).
Over 100 viruses are
known to cause acute viral
encephalitis in humans.
The most common viral
causes include both DNA
and RNA viruses. Among the
common DNA viruses are
the herpes simplex virus
(HSV), varicella zoster virus
(VZV). The common RNA
viruses include Influenza
virus, Japanese B
encephalitis and HIV.
Incidence of viral
infection of brain is generally
higher in children aged less

I

Dr Sawan Verma, consultant
neurology, Max Institute of
Neurosciences, Max Super
Specialty Hospital, Mohali
PHOTO: HTCS

than 1 year and adults aged
65 years and above. Herpes
simplex virus (HSV) causes
the most severe disease in
adults and has been observed
to be the major causative
agent in sporadic cases.
Major symptoms such as
aphasia, psychiatric
manifestations, visual
hallucinations and acute
symptomatic seizures (4060%) are common.
Two-thirds of survivors
have significant memory
impairment (69%),
personality and behavioural
change (45%), dysphasia
(41%) and epilepsy (25%).
The clinical presentation
of viral encephalitis is nonspecific and includes fever,
varying degrees of alteration
in sensorium with or without
focal neurological deficits
and/or seizures.
These symptoms may as
well be due to a variety of
other infective and non-

infective causes. In such
circumstances, causes of
encephalopathy such as
malaria, bacterial and fungal
meningitis, and noninfectious sources must be
carefully excluded.
To diagnose, MRI brain is
the imaging of choice. The
brain fluid (cerebrospinal
fluid) findings in viral
encephalitis can vary, and in
some patients, it can be
entirely normal. Serological
(immunological) tests are
simpler to perform and
widely available for viral
diagnosis.
An electroencephalogram
(EEG) is useful in the
distinction between
encephalitis and metabolic
encephalopathy. Even with
best efforts, 30-60% of
patients with clinically
suspected viral encephalitis
remain undiagnosed
Treatment is available for
only a few viruses for
example herpes viruses,
human immunodeficiency
virus, but efforts for finding
the causative organisms
remain imperative for
management and prognosis
of these patients. Clinical
and laboratory features
common to particular viral
aetiology can guide
clinicians in identifying
potential causative
organisms /pathogens for
viral brain infections.

The above article has
been contributed by
Dr Sawan Verma.
Disclaimer: The veracity
of any health claim made
in the above article is
the responsibility of the
hospital/doctor concerned.
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Noah Centineo’s ‘Elton is quite an unusual animal’
He-Man movie set T
for 2021 release
aron Egerton says singer
Elton John is quite an
“unusual animal” because
he has changed so much over
his life. Egerton plays the role
of the famously flamboyant
rocker in the biographical film
Rocketman. Described as an
“epic musical fantasy about the
incredible story of Elton’s
breakthrough years”, it follows
journey of his transformation
from a shy piano prodigy,
Reginald Dwight, into an
international superstar.
How would Egerton describe
the film? “The mandate was
always that this wouldn’t be a
straight out-and-out biopic;
that it would lead into elements

Noah Centineo
PHOTO:
SHUTTERSTOCK

oah Centineo is making a
debut in the Marvel
Cinematic Universe as
the classic toy character HeMan in Masters of the
Universe, which will hit the
silver screen in 2021, Variety
reported.
Based on the Mattel’s
popular toy line, the plot of
the movie revolves around
Prince Adam of Eternia, who
uses his Power Sword to
transform into the hero HeMan, and defends his
kingdom and Castle
Grayskull, the source of his
power, from Skeletor, the

N

of fantasy. The movie begins
with Elton entering rehab. For
me personally, that was what I
found exciting, because I think
someone who is so universally
known, to see them in such an
intimate, vulnerable situation
is quite unusual,” Egerton said.
“Elton recounts his life
through rehab, and we learn

his story from being a young
child and going to the Royal
Academy of Music all the way
up to the point where he has to
go to rehab. And (the fact we
show that) says something
about Elton and how candid
and resilient he is,” he added.
Egerton says portraying
Elton’s musical legacy was
terrifying. “Elton is quite an
unusual animal because he has
changed so much over his life.
He has told me stories about
him as a young man that kind
of defied belief as he is no
shrinking violet now. And one
of the big catalysts for change
in Elton’s life was his
relationship with Bernie.” IANS

villain of the storyline.
The script by Iron Man
screenwriters Matt Holloway
and Art Marcum will be
helmed by Aaron and Adam
Nee. Centineo became an
overnight sensation after his
breakthrough performance in
the film To All The Boys I’ve
Loved Before alongside Lana
Condor.
The actor is again set to
essay his role in the sequel To
All The Boys I’ve Loved
Before 2. He will also star in
Charlie’s Angels as Langston
with Kristen Stewart, Naomi
Scott, and Ella Balinska. ANI

Lucy Hale and Robbie Amell to star in The Hating Game
ucy Hale of Pretty
Little Liars fame and
Robbie Amell of The
Tomorrow People have
been roped in to feature
in romcom The Hating
Game.
The film is an adaptation
of Sally Thorne’s best-selling
novel of the same name.
It will feature Hale as
Lucy Hutton, a vintagedress-obsessed young
woman who cannot
stand her colleague,
the hyper-efficient
Josh Templeton
(played
by Amell).

L

THE HATING GAME IS
AN ADAPTATION OF
WRITER SALLY
THORNE’S NOVEL
While the two constantly
engage in a
battle of wills, things take
a U-turn when Lucy finds
herself unexpectedly
attracted to the man she never
thought she would like,
Deadline reports.
The Hating Game was

Thorne’s debut novel which
came out in 2016.
Her second novel, 99
Percent Mine, was published
earlier this year.
The film is being
scripted by Peace, Love &
Misunderstanding
(2011) writer Christina
Mengert, with Thorne’s
inputs.
Apart from this, Lucy Hale
will be seen alongside Lucas
Till, in Spike Lee’s upcoming
film Son of the South, which is
based on the autobiography of
Bob Zellner.

ANI

ADVERTORIAL

Muklawa live in concert today

CATCH YOUR FAVOURITE
STARS AMMI VIRK AND
SONAM BAJWA LIVE IN
CONCERT @ ELANTE
MALL, CHANDIGARH,
6.30 PM ONWARDS
About the movie:
Muklawa is a post marriage romance
starring Ammy Virk who is curious to
see his wife Sonam Bajwa's face. He
challenges the societal norms and traditions of the time, when it was forbidden for the groom to even enter the
bride’s village, let alone any scope of
seeing her face at all. He embarks on a
journey to discover love with his own

◗ The movie is directed by Simerjit Singh and produced by Gunbir
Singh Sidhu and Manmord Sidhu and presented by White Hill
Studios.

wedded wife, which brings out a beautiful nostalgic romantic love story with
right elements of comedy and family
drama. Muklawa represents an era
where life was simple but love was difficult whereas tradition and culture
were above all. White Hill Studios
brings MUKLAWA starring Ammy Virk ,
Sonam Bajwa , Gurpreet Ghuggi , BN
Sharma Karamjit Anmol , Sarabjit
Cheema, Drishti Grewal, Nirmal Rishi ,
Gurpreet Bhangu and others.

THE MOVIE IS RELEASING
ON 24TH MAY, 2019
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Risqué thighhigh slit
gowns are
ruling the red
carpets at the
2019 Cannes
Film Festival

THIGHS THE LIMIT AT
CANNES FILMS FEST
Pallavi Bhasin
esides celebrating a
plethora of films and film
personalities, the Festival
de Cannes is also noted for
being a sartorial playground for
the best of fashion statements.
And this year, bringing the
sexy and bold thigh-high
slit glamour back to the
forefront are
fashionistas Selena
Gomez, Eva Longoria,
Alessandra Ambrosio
and Romee Strijd,
who are giving us
major style goals.
While popstaractor Selena Gomez
chose a white
custom-made Louis
Vuitton high slit skirt
with a leather satin
bustier by Nicolas
Ghesquière, Victoria’s
Secret model
Alessandra Ambrosio
was about reiterating the
‘Angelina Jolie moment’
with her Ralph and Russo
white silk chiffon draped
gown, which featured an
asymmetrical neckline
and of course, a daringly
high slit. A firm fixture
at Cannes Film Festival,
Desperate Housewives
star Eva Longoria
stunned in gold sequined
blush pink satin gown
created by Alberta
Ferretti.
Designers agree that
slits certainly aren’t
new, but there’s no
denying they are
currently ruling the
French fete. Designer
Rina Dhaka says,
“Fashion has
definitely sized

B

itself down from the past which
was all about being voluminous.
Here, the trend is everything
that’s free-flowing and effortless
and what I would call pretty.”
Talking about what would go
best with a high slit attire,
designer Suneet Verma
suggests, “I think the
high-high slit is
definitely making a
comeback. The best
accessory when you
are wearing a deep slit
garment would be
great shiny skin and
high-heeled stilettos.”
Ask Dhaka if it will
suit everyone, and
she suggests, “It
depends on your age,
the comfort level
and the
environment one
is going to be in. So
wear a slit as it is if
you can, it is the
best way to wear it.
But if you can’t,
then shut it down
at mid-thigh level.
And the other way
is to pair it with
small shorts or even
a pair of flowing
sheer pants.”

Romee
Strijd
PHOTOS:/
ERIC GAILLARD/
REUTERS

Amber
Heard
PHOTO:

Alessandra Ambrosio

STEPHANE
MAHE/
REUTERS

Selena Gomez

Delhifoodhasbeen
recommended
strongly:Picciotto

Eva Longoria

As per recent study, obesity rising
faster in rural areas than cities
PHOTO:
RAAJESSH
KASHYAP/HT

PHOTO:
ISTOCK

Israeli chef Gil de
Picciotto talks on
his journey in the
culinary world
Aditya Dogra
rom soaring the skies as
a fighter pilot in Israel to
sautéing vegetables for a
delicious Shakshuka,
Israeli chef Gil de Picciotto’s
journey has been nothing less
than a fiction novel. After all,
it isn’t easy imagining that
one man would serve two
such distinct roles in a single
lifetime. But, the chef, food
technologist and
entrepreneur feels this
was destined. In town for
the grand Israeli National
Day celebrations that took
place on May 8, he talked
to us about his journey and
the parallels between
Indian and Israeli food and
more.
Ask him how his tryst with
food began, and Gil says that
food was a family thing for
him. “My grandparents came
from Syria, Egypt, Romania
and Germany, so you can
imagine the cuisine we had at
home. My father, my mother,
everyone cooked and each of
them had their own flair, and
maybe because of that, I
wanted to bring my own, too. I
was about 11 when I cooked
my first dish in my mother’s
kitchen; they were basic but
the process felt really good to
me,” he says.
The chef reveals that
Jewish mothers are not very
different from Indian
mothers. “A Jewish mother
needs to have a certain

F

besity is increasing more
rapidly in the world’s
rural areas than in cities,
according to a study of global
trends in body-mass index
(BMI).
The study, published in the
journal Nature, analysed the
height and weight data of over
112 million adults across urban
and rural areas of 200 countries
and territories between 1985
and 2017.
Height and weight can be
used to calculate BMI, an
internationally recognised
scale which tells us whether an
individual has a healthy weight
for their height, said
researchers led by Imperial
College London in the UK.
The study found that from
1985 to 2017, BMI rose by an
average of two kilogrammes
per square metre (kg/m2) in
women and 2.2 kg/m2 in men
globally, equivalent to each

O
certification for her son — be
it a doctor, an engineer or
more. Once I was a pilot in
the Air Force, I didn’t need
any more certification. I
served the military on
reserve duty until I was 42,
but that did not work for me. I
found creativity in the
kitchen.”
Gil came up with FoodLabs
Ltd., where he could fuse his
love for food and technology
and give the world healthy,
delicious and safe food. “In a
perfect world, a culinary
person would be a great chef
who has a hold over the
various culinary styles, a food
scientist, who understands

It’s my first time in India and I’m happy to be here. I like
the flavours, the colours. The spices I have got here
from Israel have also originated in India.
GIL DE PICCIOTTO CHEF
the process behind the dish
and a nutritionist, who
understands what impact the
food has on the body.
Unfortunately, the academy
divides this into three
professions. So, I trained in
Israel, France and the US to
learn the most I could,”
He adds, “I also understood
that with science one can be

more creative. Now there are
textures, tastes and flavours
all in a single bite that I call
‘wild innovation’. Then
there’s ‘subtle innovation’
that works with food
products where you create
something keeping in mind its
shelf life, taste, health factors,
etc. This is what intrigued me
for the last 12 years. To do

something no one has
done, to surprise the
consumer and to create
wonders despite limitations
is what gets me going,” he
says. On his maiden visit to
India, the chef will be
heading to Old Delhi to try
street delicacies, on
recommendation from
people. “I like the flavours,
colours, fragrances...
There are many parallels
between Israeli and Indian
food and I feel both are
melting pots for cultures.
But, if I have to make it
simple, it’s happy food,” he
signs off.
n

aditya.dogra@htlive.com

THE TEAM FOUND
THAT SINCE 1985,
AVERAGE BMI IN
RURAL AREAS HAS
INCREASED BY 2.1 KG/
M2 IN BOTH WOMEN
AND MEN
person becoming five to six kg
heavier.
Over half of the global rise
over these 33 years was due to
increases in BMI in rural areas.
In some low and middle income
countries, rural areas were
responsible for over 80% of the
increase. The team found that
since 1985, average BMI in
rural areas has increased by 2.1
kg/m2 in both women and men.
However, in cities, the increase

was 1.3 kg/m2 and 1.6 kg/m2 in
women and men respectively.
These trends have led to
striking changes in the
geography of BMI over the
three decades, researchers
said. In 1985, urban men and
women in over three quarters
of the countries had a higher
BMI than their rural
counterparts, they said.
Over time, the gap between
urban and rural BMI in many
of these countries shrank or
even reversed. “The results of
this massive global study
overturn commonly held
perceptions that more people
living in cities is the main
cause of the global rise in
obesity,” said professor Majid
Ezzati of Imperial’s School of
Public Health. “This means
that we need to rethink how we
tackle this global health
problem,” Ezzati said.

PTI
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SCULPTING AND PAINTING IN FABRIC
Khoj residency
2019 for Chandigarh
art student

‘Mummyji’

Nirupama Dutt
urjeet Singh, a final year
MFA (Master of fine
arts) student at the
Chandigarh College of Art, has
received awards and accolades
while still in college. This is all
because he chose to follow his
heart to sculpt and paint in
fabric. His work is innovative
and unconventional and has
led to him being honoured
with a month-long residency
by the Khoj International
Artists’ Association – PEERS
2019, New Delhi.
The India-based association
is an artist-led, alternative
forum for experimentation and
international exchange.
How did this happen for this

G
‘Standing
woman’

‘Family
album’
Artist Gurjeet Singh

HT PHOTOS

Algon Kothi village boy of Tarn
Taran district in Punjab?
Gurjeet, still unspoilt by
accomplishment, says, “My
emotional connect with art
comes from my family, who has
made my life happy and
meaningful.” He says that he
has fond memories of his
mother and aunt, weaving,
stitching and knitting and of
his sisters forever sewing and
embroidering to embellish

their home. This was what he
decided to take forward in his
art. Gurjeet says, “In my
works, I use watercolour,
wash, oil and acrylic paint,
tempera, embroidery and
different types of cloth.”
Indeed, the results are
incredible and ‘joie de vivre’
(joy of living) is at the soul of
his creations.
Trained in the techniques of
art, this young artist looks
deeper for a philosophy and
says, “My six-year journey has

led me to look beyond art.
Earlier, I gathered principles of
painting, now I’m looking
forward to integrating real life
characters with undiscovered
tales that touch the soul.”
Of course, it is not joy all the
way, Gurjeet is also working
on serious themes such as
addiction and alienation. The
earnest boy from Majha region
adds, “The prevalent problems
and the happenings around me
are now subconsciously
reflected in my works. The

residency is an opportunity for
me to carry my work forward.”
Among the awards he has
so far received are Amrita
Shergil Award, College of Art,
Kochi Muziris Biennale 2018,
National Travel Grant by
Punjab Lalit Kala Academi,
Annual Art Exhibition, Punjab
Lalit Kala Akademi,
Chandigarh, and the Punjab
State Award, Prafulla Art

Foundation. Gurjeet has miles
to go and many promises to
keep and one is heartened that
his teachers and other mentors
including Diwan Manna have
encouraged him on his unusual
journey which in earlier times
may have been dismissed as
maverick. The greatest
strength, however, is the
quality of the artist’s works and
the vision to move on.

THE ARTIST HAS FOND
MEMORIES OF HIS
MOTHER, AUNT AND
SISTER WEAVING,
STITCHING, KNITTING,
SEWING AND
EMBROIDERING TO
EMBELLISH THEIR
HOME; THIS WAS
WHAT HE DECIDED
TO TAKE FORWARD
IN HIS ART
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WEATHER
shortstories
KIRRON GETS
EC NOTICE DAY
BEFORE POLLING

Max
Clear

Min

35.5°c 20.6°c

Max
Humidity

Min

67% 31%

TRACKER ON ALL THOSE
>>p4
MAKING NEWS

TRICITY BUZZ

IN THE FRAY 36 vying for UT seat, 26 for Anandpur Sahib

Mohali man dies in Kullu
paragliding accident

Vivek Gupta and Hillary Victor

P’kula school teachers
protest over poor hike
PANCHKULA :A high drama was
witnessed on Saturday morning
when around 20 teachers, along
with some students, protested
outside Shri Jainendra Gurukul
Senior Secondary School, Sector 1,
and raised slogans against its
management. According to one of
the protesting teachers, the
protest was staged over poor and
disproportionate increment in
››P4
their salaries.

debate of
the week
TAKING CHARGE

WHAT SHOULD BE
NEXT CITY MP’S
TOP PRIORITIES?
With the final phase of the Lok
Sabha elections over today and
the city getting its next MP by
next week, what should be his
or her top priorities for
Chandigarh?
Write to chandigarh@hindustantimes.com by May 24
››OUR TAKE P2

A ROUNDUP OF
ELECTION NEWS >>p3

Chandigarh,Mohalidecidetoday

CHANDIGARH:A day before the
city votes, BJP candidate Kirron
Kher’s remark that she wanted to
punch Congress candidate Pawan
Kumar Bansal earned her a notice
from the election commission on
Saturday. She has 24 hours to
reply on the use of “unparliamentary language”.
››P3

SHIMLA: A tourist from Mohali
died in a paragliding mishap in
Himachal Pradesh’s Kullu district
on Saturday, police said. A local
paragliding pilot was injured in
the incident. The deceased has
been identified as Amandeep
Singh of Phase 2, Mohali.
››P2

POLL BUZZ

election

FINAL PHASE Three-cornered contest on both seats

KEYCONTENDERS:CHANDIGARH

KEYCONTENDERS:ANANDPUR SAHIB

PAWAN KUMAR
BANSAL, 70, CONG

HARMOHAN DHAWAN,
78, AAP

MANISH TEWARI, 53,
CONGRESS

PREM SINGH
CHANDUMAJRA,69,SAD

BIR DEVINDER SINGH,
69, SAD (TAKSALI)

Education: MSc in botany
Profession: Runs a
naturopathy clinic
Assets: ₹6.8 crore

Education: Law graduate
Profession: Lawyer
Assets: ₹15.4 crore

Education: MA in economics
and political science
Profession: Agriculturist,
sitting MP
Assets: ₹24.4 crore

Education: MA in political
science
Profession: Agriculturist
Assets: ₹8.5 crore

2019

V-DAY IS HERE

n

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH/MOHALI :Chandigarh

and Anandpur Sahib seats are
among 59 parliamentary constituencies that will go to the polls
with the rest of Punjab and six
other states in the seventh and
final phase of Lok Sabha elections on Sunday.
While 36 candidates are in the
fray in Chandigarh, 26 are vying
for the Anandpur Sahib seat,
which comprises Mohali and
Kharar besides seven other
assembly segments spread over
Rupnagar, Nawanshahr and
Hoshiarpur districts.
Both seats are mainly witnessing three-cornered contests,
with sitting MPs Kirron Kher of
the Bharatiya Janata Party and
Prem Singh Chandumajra of the
Shiromani Akali Dal in the fray.
While Kher is banking on the
Modi wave yet again, Congress
candidate Pawan Kumar Bansal
is hoping for anti-incumbency
and Aam Aadmi Party’s Harmohan Dhawan, who is fighting for
political survival, is pinning his
hopes on anti-BJP and anti-Congress votes in Chandigarh.
In Anandpur Sahib, the
Congress has fielded former
Union minister Manish Tewari
while former Punjab deputy
speaker Bir Devinder is the SAD
(Taksali) candidate against
Chandumajra.
“All arrangements have been
made to conduct free and fair
polls on Sunday,” said Chandigarh deputy commissioner
Mandip Brar.

KIRRON KHER, 66, BJP

Education: Law graduate
Profession: Advocate
Assets: ₹6.9 crore

Education: MA in English
literature
Profession: Actor, sitting MP
Assets: ₹31 crore

KEY PROMISES
n Zero tolerance to garbage
issue and opening pounds
for stray animals
n Metro rail in city
n Regularisation of
need-based changes,
reduction in leasehold to
freehold transfer rates

KEY PROMISES
n Monorail to resolve traffic
problem in city
n Simplification of building
bylaws, resolve the lal dora
issue in villages
n Revise need-based changes
policy, affordable housing
for employees

POLL TIMING

CHANDIGARH

While
mercury
Clear will be
around
33°C at noon, it is
expected to drop
to 30°C by 5:30pm.
Maximum
temperature can
rise up to 37°C
around 2:30pm
amid clear sky on
Sunday

KEY PROMISES
n Make Anandpur Sahib an
IT hub
n Promote service sector in
the constituency
n New train from Mohali to
Delhi and Gurugram

Past LS polls
Voters

Male

3.42
lakh

6.46

Female

3.04
lakh

lakh

36

YEAR
2014
2009

VOTERS
6.1 lakh
5.2 lakh

TURNOUT
73.7%
65.5%

2014 vote share

21 Third gender
645

191

BJP

CONG AAP

Service voters Candidates Polling
stations

4,000

KEY PROMISES
n Upgrade health and
educational infrastructure
n Set up a defence university
in Anandpur Sahib
n Facility for Anandpur Sahib
pilgrims to stay at Maharaja
Ajj Sarovar in Kharar

ANANDPUR SAHIB

7amto6pm
WEATHER
OUTLOOK

KEY PROMISES
n Create employment
for youth
n Ensure ₹50,000 crore
investment to upgrade
health and education
infrastructure
n Bring new industries in
entire constituency

KEY PROMISES
n Shifting the garbage
dumping ground
n Reduce electricity rates, free
water up to 20,000 litres
n Rationalisation of rates
for leasehold to freehold
transfer

2,900 360

Poll officials Local police Central forces
deployed
deployed

Past LS polls
Voters

Male

8.8
lakh

16.9
lakh

Female

8.1
lakh

26

2009 13.3 lakh

67.9%

2014 vote share

52 Third gender
8,500

YEAR VOTERS TURNOUT
2014 15.6 lakh 69.8%

1,943

CAB DRIVER
KILLED, 6 HURT
IN ACCIDENT
CHANDIGARH : A 28-year-old cab
driverwaskilledwhilesixpeople
were injured after his sedan was
hit by a speeding SUV near the
Kiran Cinema light point in Sector 22 past midnight on Friday.
Thedriverhasbeenidentified
as Navdeep Singh, who was
working with Uber and lived in
Lalru,Mohali.Threeyoungsters
— Akhilesh Kanwar, Jyoti and
Abhinav, who are studying in
local colleges — had booked the
cab around 12:15am after celebrating a friend’s birthday at
Hotel Aroma in Sector 22.
The cab — a Maruti Suzuki
Swift Dzire — was crossing the
light point when a Mahindra
TharcomingfromtheSector22A
side jumped the signal and hit it
on the right side, said police.
“Witnesses claimed the SUV
draggedthecabforsomedistance
before it came to a halt on hitting
a divider,” said an investigating
official. The driver and three
youngsters were rushed to
GMSH, Sector 16, from where
Navdeep was referred to the
PGIMER. While Navdeep succumbedtohisinjuries,othersare
stated to be out of danger.
Meanwhile, the SUV driver,
Prince, fled leaving behind the
vehicle. Other three people who
were accompanying him — Ishpreet,ArshdeepandGurpreet—
got themselves admitted to
GMSH. Police have booked
Princefor rashdrivingandcausHTC
ing death by negligence.

SAD CONG AAP

Service voters Candidates Polling
stations

42% 27% 24%

11,000 12,000 4,000
Poll officials Local police Central forces
deployed deployed

32% 30% 29%

n

Navdeep Singh, 28
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CITIZENS’ AGENDA: WHAT DO THE CHANDIGARH VOTERS WANT

IMPROVE SCHOOLS,
OO S GET HEALTH CENTRES FUNCTIONING IN CITY’S PERIPHERY AREAS TOO
TAKE EVERYONE ALONG Growth and development should not be limited to the sectors; the needs and wants of residents in the outskirts of the city have to also be considered

PGI SHOULD
ONLY HANDLE
COMPLEX CASES
Dr Parampreet Singh, 52,
Professor, neurology
department, Post Graduate Institute of Medical
Education and Research
The referral status of the
Post Graduate Institute of
Medical Education and
Research (PGIMER) should
be restored. We have one of
the most talented and
trained personnel available
here, but they are bogged
down by the load of casual
walk-in patients who can
easily be managed outside in
other health centres and
hospitals. PGIMER should
only handle complicated
cases. Apart from this, the
hospital should be kept well
maintained and its green
areas monitored. The high
hedges around the corner
houses should be removed
as the view of oncoming
traffic is blocked.

COMPUTERISE
PU SHOOTING
RANGE

SOLICIT PUBLIC
OPINION FOR
KEY ISSUES

MORE CLARITY
ON SOLAR
POWER USAGE

IMPROVE
SCHOOLS IN
PERIPHERY

Karanbir Singh, 24,
former joint secretary,
PUCSC

Triveni Sharma, 27,
Research scholar,
Sector 11 resident

Anmol Gupta, 26, Bcom
LLB fourth year student,
Panjab University

The next MP should ensure
that students of Panjab
University are provided
some basic facilities such as
synthetic tracks and computerisation of the shooting
range. A large number of
day scholars come to the
university. A bus service
with subsidised tickets
should be started for them.
Cleanliness is a major issue
these days with the city
performing badly in the
Swachh Survekshan, slipping to rank 20 in 2019 from
being the third cleanest city
in the country in 2018. The
authorities should also
ensure that our roads,
important buildings,
markets and educational
institutes remain clean.

Now with just one day to go
for voting we want the new
MP to work for the city and
the country. Being a
research scholar I want to
be involved in the decisionmaking process so a system
must be put in place
wherein every resident of
the city should be encouraged to give their inputs for
important issues or projects.I want the next MP to
be someone who understands the importance of
public opinion. The public
should understand that
politics affects their life
directly or indirectly. That is
why it is so important that
they are out in full strength
and exercising their franchise for the country.

The next MP needs to be
approachable, and needs to
be involved and seen
participating in the development of the city
throughout his or her term.
Re-carperting of roads in
the northern sectors should
be prioritised. Although
hailed as the ‘posh’ part of
Chandigarh, these sectors
are neglected as there
aren’t many voters living
here. I would also expect
the next MP to bring in
more clarity regarding the
solar power usage regulations. Many people got
solar power plants installed
because they were told it
was mandatory, but the
deadline for the same was
constantly changed.

Anirudh Kapoor, 23,
Preparing for GATE
If politicians truly care for
the development of the city
one would have actually
seen a lot of improvement
happening over here.
Urgent attention should be
paid to colonies and schools
outside the city sectors.
Schools in the outside
periphery have the worst
facilities possible and
cannot guarantee quality
education to their students
who need this the most.
Secondly, the government
should put some thought in
developing Panjab University and make sure that
students get the best
accommodation and
education and sports
facilities. Paying guest
facilities for boys as well as
girls need to be improved.

BETTER HEALTH
CENTRES IN
PERIPHERY
Amandeep Kaur, 25,
MA philosophy second
year student, Panjab
University
The next MP should be
easily accessible to the
people of the city and
sincerely concerned about
their happiness and welfare.
The periphery areas and
locals there are not represented well. It should be
ensured that authorities get
them the basic facilities
such as regular water and
electricity supply, hygiene
and sanitation. Students
there should have access to
quality education too and
health centres need to be
functional. In Chandigarh,
public transportation has
become very expensive.
This needs to be looked into.
Special discounts in buses,
should be offered to students.

GREEN COVER
SHOULD BE
EXPANDED
Abhitesh Kaundal, 26,
Businessman, Sector 18
resident
Like everyone else we need
a government that can
take care of this city
beautiful and resolve
people’s problems.There is
a need to develop Chandigarh as an IT city and
generate employment for
the youth. Every other day
we hear about break-ins
and snatchings, so controlling the rising crime rate
over here should also be
prioritised. Plans should be
made to expand the city’s
green cover. Ensuring
Chandigarh’s top ranking in
the Swachh Survekshan
should also be on the new
MP’s must-do lists. As it
covers a small area, care
should be taken to utilise
resources in the UT efficiently.

PRIORITISE
MANAGEMENT
OF TRAFFIC
Aman Bir Singh, 53,
owner of Hot Millions
The city beautiful has
changed. Traffic used to be
very well managed but now
there is congestion at every
roundabout and light point
in the city. It takes two to
even three turns at the
signals to cross the busy
intersections during peak
hours. I would urge the next
MP to make traffic management his or her priority.
Some main roads in the
southern sectors also need
slip roads, most of which are
unfinished. Work on this
needs to be expedited as
soon as possible. The city
will also benefit from having
an MP who is around more,
so he or she can understand
the shortcomings of the city
and work quickly and
efficiently to improve these.

COMPILED BY TANBIR DHALIWAL, ARSHDEEP ARSHI, RACHNA VERMA, SRISHTI JASWAL, RAJANBIR SINGH

Admn builds bridge for Mohali village to reach booth
election
2019
POLL PUSH
Shailee Dogra
n

shailee.dogra@hindustantimes.com

MOHALI : Bringing relief to resi-

dents of Masol village, 10km
from Chandigarh, the adminis-

tration constructed a culvert
bridge to ensure residents do
not have to wade through a rivulet to reach the polling station,
the Government Elementary
School in Karoran. A culvert
bridge allows water to flow
under a road, railroad etc.
Masol, also called Fossil village, after a joint team of IndoFrench scientists found one of
the oldest fossils in the world on
its outskirts in 2016, has 305 vot-

THE ADMN HAD SOUGHT
SPECIAL PERMISSION
FROM THE ELECTION
COMMISSION TO
CONSTRUCT THE BRIDGE
ers and falls under Kharar subdivision (Anandpur Sahib seat).
The culvert bridge has come up
on Tandi-Masol link road. With-

out it, residents will have to
cross the rivulet or walk a distance of 5km to vote.
The administration had
sought special permission from
the Election Commission to
construct the bridge.
“The main culvert bridge
near Masol is under construction but earthwork has been
done to facilitate voters as an
immediate requirement. A
unpaved (Kacha) path has been

constructed over the rivulet
after earth filling, so that residents have no problem
approaching the polling station,” said Gurpreet Kaur
Sapra, deputy commissionercum-district election officer,
Mohali.
The village lacks connectivity, except a road stretch, the
construction for which started
only in 2014. Camels were the
sole mode of transport till 2014,

Failingtopayaccidentvictim
costsinsurancefirmdearly

REPRIMAND To pay around ₹1.9 lakh to a Mohali woman whose car got damaged in a 2016 mishap
HT Correspondent
n

chandogarh@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH: The District Con-

sumerDisputesRedressalForum
has directed an insurance company to pay around ₹1.9 lakh to a
Mohali resident, whose car got
damaged in an accident.
The complainant Balwinder
Kaur, resident of Phase 3A,
Mohali, had filed a complaint
against United India Insurance
Company Limited, Sector 17 B,
Chandigarh and United India
Insurance Company Limited,
Phase 9, Mohali.
Kaur stated that her vehicle
wasinsuredwiththeUnitedIndia
Insurance Company from
August15,2015toAugust14,2016.
On July 11, 2016 the vehicle
was involved in an accident and
anFIRwasregisteredunderSections 279,337 and 304-A of the IPC
.Theinsurancecompanydeputed
a surveyor who recommended
₹1.5 lakh for damaged car, for
which the complainant did not
agree. She claimed that the loss

Thieves break into
3 Zirakpur shops
MOHALI :A group of unidentified
thieves Saturday targeted three
shops in Zirakpur. The miscreants, who arrived at the spot in a
Honda City car, broke into Pooja
Clinic, Dutta Medical Store and
Fouji General Store at around 4
am and stole the money lying in
the lockers of these shops.
The accused took away a total
of ₹6,000 including ₹2000 from
Pooja Clinic, ₹2,500 from Dutta
Medical Store and ₹1,500 from
Fouji General Store. A police
compliant has been lodged. HTC

was ₹2.5 lakh and the IDV
(Insured Declared Value) was
₹3.87lakh.Shesoldthewreckage
of the vehicle for ₹40,000.
After this, she moved a complaint to the forum.Later on,
insurance company had repudiated the claim stating that the
driverwasundertheinfluenceof
liquor at the timeof accident and
the vehicle was overloaded.
Theforumobservedthatasfar
as overloading is concerned, the
forum observed that it is not the
caseandthatitwasfundamental
breachoftheMotorVehiclesAct.
“Thisgroundofrepudiationdoes
not cut any ice and is unjustifiable,”theforumobserved.Also,no
medical record produced show
that driver was under the influence of liquor, stated the forum.
Hearing both sides, the forum
directedthefirmtopaytheclaim
withinterest9%perannumwith
effect from May 25,2017 till realization, ₹25,000 as compensation
for causing mental agony and
harassment to her and ₹10,000 as
litigation cost.

Store penalised for asking
consumer to pay for carry bag
HT Correspondent
n

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH : The District Con-

sumer Disputes Redressal
Forum has directed a store at
Elante Mall to refund ₹7.25 to a
customer for charging her for a
carry bag and in addition, pay
₹3,000 to her and ₹10,000 to the
account of consumer legal aid.
Complainant Neetika Narula,
a resident of Sector 44-B, had
mentioned that she purchased
dresses for her minor son from
Unlimited Lower Ground Floor
Division, a store in Elante Mall,
and requested for a carry bag at
the billing counter. She was
informed that they would charge
additionally for it.
Narula, who was charged
₹7.25, said the store had nowhere

n

The forum directed the store to
provide free carry bags to all
customers forthwith.

mentioned that they would
charge for a carry bag.
OPPOSITE PARTY
REMAINS ABSENT
The opposite party did not
appear to contest the claim of
Narula and preferred to proceed

Four-year-old boy run over
by speeding car in Zirakpur
MOHALI: Inahit-and run incident,

afour-year-oldboywaskilledFriday after being run over by a
rashlydrivenSwift carwhilethe
child was playing at Pabhat village in Zirakpur, said police on
Saturday.
The deceased has been identifiedasVicky.Hisfather,Sudama,
26, and his wife work at a brick
kiln near Pabhat village.
Sudama, who hails from
Jharkhand, lives near the brick
kiln, Kuldeep Singh and Company, with his family .
Sudama told the police that
duringthetimeofincidentheand
his wife were working at the kiln
and at lunch time his wife went
back to house to give food to the
childwhenshegottoknowabout
the mishap.
Vicky who was playing on
roadsidewithotherchildrenwas
hitbythecar,followingwhichhe
wasrushedtoGMCH32,Chandigarh where he succumbed to his
injuries. A case was registered
underSections304 and279 ofthe
Indian Penal Code .
HTC

SEVEN WEEKS ON, TIPPER DRIVER
BOOKED FOR HITTING P’KULA MAN

against ex-parte.
The forum observed that nonappearance of the opposite party
showed that it had nothing to say
in its defence.
Therefore, assertions of the
complainant go unrebutted and
uncontroverted, the forum
observed. It also mentioned that
at any rate, charges of such
things (carry bags) cannot be
separately foisted upon consumers and would amount to overcharging.
The forum directed the store
to provide free carry bags to all
customers forthwith.
Out of the ₹3,000 to be paid by
the store, ₹1,500 are for compensation for harassment and mental agony to the consumer, while
the remaining amounts to litigation expense.

MOHALI MAN
KILLED IN KULLU
PARAGLIDING
ACCIDENT
Press Trust of India
n

PANCHKULA :A tipper driver

has been booked for hitting a
motorcycle-borne man in
Sukhomajri village of
Panchkula in March.
Narendra Kumar of Joluwal village, Panchkula,
who was in his fifties, was
hit by a tipper driven by
33-year-old Dilbagh Singh
alias Bhara of the same village, and succumbed to his
injuries on Thursday.
On March 1, Kumar had
left his house to go to a confectionary shop when Bhara
who was driving a tipper,
approaching from Pinjore
side, crashed into his motorcycle near Ladi Dhaba.
Kumar was rushed to
Government Medical College and Hospital (GMCH),
Sector 32. On March 3, he

told police that he was unfit
to record his statement and
would only be able to give it
after treatment. On March 5,
he was discharged from
GMCH-32, however, he got
unwell again and had to be
shifted back to the hospital
later.
Police said the two parties
were known to each other
and had tried to reach a compromise but a case had to be
registered after the victim
passed away.
A case has been registered under Sections 279
( rash driving or riding on a
public way) and 304-A (causing death by negligence) of
the Indian Penal Code (IPC)
at Pinjore police station.
No arrests have been
made in the case so far. HTC

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

SHIMLA: A tourist from Punjab
died in a paragliding mishap in
Himachal Pradesh’s Kullu district on Saturday, police said.
Paragliding pilot Ranvir
Singh, from Barua village here,
was injured in the incident. The
deceased has been identified as
Amandeep Singh, a resident of
Phase 2 in Mohali ,Punjab, said
Kullu superintendent of police
(SP) Shalini Agnihotri.
“Amandeep, along with
friend Sristhi Sindhi, was visiting Solang Nullah in Kullu district. Amandeep and Ranvir
were taken to Mission Hospital
where Amandeep succumbed to
his injuries. Ranvir is still
undergoing treatment,” the SP
said. Sources said the victim’s
father and uncle have left for
Kullu while his mother back
home has not been informed yet.

but some villagers have twowheelers. Kalka and Pinjore,
both of which fall Haryana, are
the nearest towns to Masol.
With the seasonal rivulet flowing in the middle of the village, it
is a daily struggle for children to
reach schools.
The culvert bridge is one of
the five such bridges to be constructed at Masol and these
bridges are its only link to the
outside road.

Couple denied
bail in ₹1.1 crore
cheating case
CHANDIGARH:Thedistrictcourthas
denied anticipatory bail to a couple, accused in a ₹1.14 crorecheatingcase, hereon Saturday.
The accused Jagdish Singh
andhiswifeRavinderKaur,both
residents of Sector 32, allegedly
duped people by getting them to
invest and promising huge
returns.
OnMay3,2019,anFIRwasregistered under Sections 420 and
120-B of the IPC following a complaint by Sector 45-D resident
Subhash Choudhary.
The complainant invested to
the tune of ₹1 crore but the
accused did not return the
money. A sum of ₹1.14 crore
became due against the accused
persons.OnJanuary30,2017,the
accusedpersonsgaveachequeto
the complainant which was dishonoured by the bank, following
which Choudhary filed a complaint.Apprehending arrest, the
applicants filed an application
seeking anticipatory bail .
During the trial, the defence
counsel argued that duo was
being falsely implicated. The
counselarguedthatChoudhary’s
complaintshowsthemasmanaging director/proprietor/authorised signatory of M/s Onkar
enterprises, however, the applicants have no link with the said
firm.The prosecution however
arguedthattheirinterrogationis
necessary as it will lead to other
inputs. It was argued that the
accusedhavedeprivedcomplainantofhishard-earnedmoneyand
that accused have previously
cheated a number of other perHTC
sons as well.

ourtake

Tasks before the
next Chandigarh MP

B

y next week India will have clarity on the party or
coalition taking up the reins of power at the Centre
and Chandigarh will get its new member of Parliament(MP)asthelastandseventhphaseofpollingfor
the Lok Sabha elections concludes today.
Voters, as they exercise their franchise, will be definitely
looking back at the last five years to assess the current MP’s
achievements and weigh them against what her contenders
from other parties have promised this time.
On what Kher failed to
achieve, her detractors say the
citizens’charterwasnotimplemented; the city has yet to get a
rapid transport system to ease
thetrafficcongestionor24-hour
TAKING CHARGE
water and electricity supply.
Managementofparkinglotshas
WHAT SHOULD BE been messed up. A Chandigarh
service selection board has not
NEXT CITY MP’S
been set up and need-based
TOP PRIORITIES? changes in Chandigarh Housing Board houses not regularWith the final phase of the Lok
ised.
Sabha elections over today and
Many development projects
the city getting its next MP
havefailedtotakeofforstopped
by next week, what should be
midway because of the funds
his or her top priorities for
crunch in the municipal corpoChandigarh?
ration.
Write to chandigarh@hinThere have, however, been
dustantimes.com by May 24
successes too. The upper age
limitforentryintogovernment
service in UT has been increased from 18-25 to 18-37 years, old
age and disabled pension has been doubled, wages to Home
Guardsenhancedandnewsportscomplexesbuilt.Conversion
ofleaseholdresidentialpropertiesintofreeholdisalsoareality
now,thoughthehighratesofconversion havebeencriticised.
Nowitremainstobeseenwhichpartycancapturethevoter’s
imagination. The BJP seems to have repeated some of its 2014
promisesinitscurrentmanifesto,includingthesinglewindow
system for improving governance in the city; extension of Lal
Dorainvillages;developingslums;providinghousestogovernmentemployees;andanimagemakeoverforChandigarhasan
IT,education and touristhub.Newpromisesinclude bringing
in the monorail; free Wi-Fi in all markets, removing dumping
groundsfromDaddumajraby2020,gettingundergroundelectricitycables,anewconventioncentre,fillingofvacanciesand
setting deadlines for all projects.
The Congress, with its old war horse Pawan Bansal in the
fray,wantstoget themetro tothecity.Otherpromisesinclude
concessioninhousetaxasincentivefortakingcareofagedparents, 24 hour regular water supply, access to the Mohali Internationalterminalthroughunderpassfromthecity’soldterminalbuilding;newmultilevelhospitalinsouthernsectors,desilting of Sukhna lake, infrastructure for the differently-abled in
allgovernmentandpublicplaces,promotionofgrouphousing
societyschemeandregularisationofneedbasedchances;communityparking under sectorgreenbelts andmultilevel parking in markets.
Whowillthevoterschoosetobelieveinthistime?Inaseries
of articles in this paper under the heads Citizens’ Agenda and
Youngistan, inthe runupto the elections,issuessuch asparking, traffic congestion, waste management and employment
dominated the citizens’ narrative.

debate of
the week

Man held for attempting
to rape sister-in-law
HT Correspondent
n

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

shop but had quit his job a few
days ago and was staying at
home.

PANCHKULA: Three days after a

man tried to rape his sister-inlaw, he was arrested here, said
police on Saturday.
The accused who is in his
thirties also threatened the
woman, 30, hailing from Surajpur village in Panchkula district.The victim who is a homemaker lives with her husband
and a son.
Her mother-in-law, fatherin-law and brother-in-law also
used to live with them. The
accused used to work at a cloth

THREATENED TO KILL
WOMAN AND HER SON
The woman told the police that
the accused used to harass her
routinely and her husband had
also asked him to stop this but
he did not stop.
The woman said that he used
abusive language with her and
she had previously complained
against him to the police as well.
On Wednesday, when she was
alone in the house, the accused
approached her and tried to

force himself on her.
However, she pushed him
away and went outside the
house.
The accused followed her and
threatened her to not to tell anyone or he would kill her and her
son, after which he ran away.
Police have registered a case
under Sections 376(rape), 506
(criminal intimidation) and 511
(punishment for attempting to
commit offences punishable
with imprisonment for life or
other imprisonment) of the
Indian Penal Code (IPC). The
accused was arrested on Saturday night.
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Kirron gets EC notice for Not voting? Some have travelled 3,000km to do so
‘punch’ jibe against Bansal
Srishti Jaswal
n

Vivek Gupta
n

vivek.gupta@htlive.com

CHANDIGARH:A day before the city

votes on Sunday, BJP candidate
Kirron Kher’s remark that she
wanted to punchCongress candidate Pawan Kumar Bansal has
earned her an Election Commission (EC) notice, seeking a reply
within 24 hours for allegedly
using Unparliamentary language.
Responding to Bansal’s allegations on her inaccessibility and
non-performance, Kirron, during a recent public meeting in
Sector-20, had snapped in Punjabi, “Mainu Inna gussa
Charhdaa Hai, Ik Maaran Ghassun Agle de,” (I feel so angry that
I feel like punching him).

With the video of this statement emerging on Saturday, the
Congress filed a complaint, saying that Kirron was using abusive and threatening language,
which is a gross violation of the
model code of conduct.
BJP has said that her statement was just light-hearted Punjabi humour. The EC has issued
another notice to Kirron after
teams found display of her posters at roundabouts in the city
without permission
BANSAL REPLIES
TO EC NOTICE
Replying to an EC notice regarding his wife Madhu Bansal’s visit
to a football academy on May 17,
where she allegedly asked trainees to vote for the Congress, Ban-

srishti.jaswal@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH:If you stay in the city
and are a registered voter here,
but are vacillating on whether
you will vote tomorrow (Sunday), here’s inspiration for you.
Meet Madhukar Malhotra,
executive secretary of Bhavan
Vidyalaya, who has travelled all
the way from Mongolia, around

sal has said that his wife had the
right to ask for votes for him.
“Such complaints are being
filed only to distract me from the
campaign. The attached video is
merely of about 15 seconds
where there is no dialogue by my
wife asking the players to vote
for me or the Congress, although
she has a right to do so. It is just a
conversation with the players.
She has not asked any of the persons to raise slogans in favour of
the Congress.” There is no
inducement, of any kind, made to
the said players/students, the
reply adds.
On Saturday, the EC also dismissed a recent complaint by the
BJP, alleging that Manish Bansal, son of Bansal, had used children in campaigning.

HT Correspondent
n

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH : Over 1,000 NSS vol-

unteers from UT government
schools will provide assistance
to differently-abled voters and
senior citizens at the polling
booths on Sunday. Each of the

Manmohan
appeals for
votes for Tewari

Manish Tewari
impersonation:
Case registered

COMPILED BY
MUNIESHWER A SAGAR
& BAHADURJEET SINGH

n

Former Prime Minister Dr
Manmohan Singh has
appealed to voters of Anandpur Sahib to vote for Congress candidate Manish
Tewari. In a video message,
Manmohan said, “Tewari is
the best candidate to represent this sacred land...I have
known him from his childhood days. He worked with
me and did his role as a minister exceptionally well.”

Polling staff carrying EVMs at the Chandigarh College of Engineering
and Technology, Sector 26, on Saturday.
RAVI KUMAR/HT

Poll staff complain of stale food at EVM storage centre
High drama was witnessed at
the Electronic Voting Machine
(EVM) storage centre at the
Chandigarh College of EngineeringandTechnology,Sector
26,onSaturdayafternoonwhen
officialsonpolldutycomplained
of being given food not fit for
consumption. The staff also
claimed that drinking water
arrangements proved inadequate and with restrictions on

them leaving the centre, they
were harassed.
Chandigarhdeputycommissioner-cum-returning officer
Mandip Singh Brar said, “On
dutypersonnelget₹150forfood.
Foodfromareputedrestaurant
was brought in as additional
arrangement.Thisfoodwasnot
found to be consumable and
alternativearrangementswere
made.”

vote, Bombay-based production
artist Om Dholiya and professional photographer Gaurav
Sharma took a road trip from
Mumbai to Chandigarh.
Om Dholiya said, “We were
unable to book tickets beforehand and the fare had ballooned
to ₹22,000. We decided to take the
road.”
There are also people who are
leaving Chandigarh for their

home towns to vote.
Gurinder Singh, a Government College of Arts, Sector 10,
student, said, “I have left for Sangrur so that I can vote for Bhagwant Mann. I want to support a
person who deserves the seat
of the MP.”
Rachit Gupta, a Mohali-based
software developer, who has his
vote registered in Mandi, Himachal Pradesh said, “I left for my

NSS volunteers to help senior citizens

POLLBUZZ

Rupnagar police have registeredacaseagainstunidentifiedpersonsforcirculatingan
audio/video clip of Congress
Anandpur Sahib candidate
ManishTewari,wherehehas
been impersonated. In the
clip, a voice is heard making
plans for manipulating voters; the video quality is poor
and no face is clearly visible.
Tewari’s election agent,
Pawan Dewan, is the complainant. His complaint says
theclipwascirculatedtomisleadvotersandthevoiceisnot
ofTewari.Acasehasbeenregistered under Sections 153-A
(promoting enmity between
differentgroupsongroundsof
religionetc),465(forgery),419
(personation) of the IPC and
Section 66 (D) of the IT Act at
RupnagarCitypolicestation.

3,000km away. “To vote, I
reached Chandigarh early
morning on Saturday from Ulan
Bator in Mongolia where I was
with a Rotary medical mission.”
Manjot Singh, who works in
Gurgaon, has also come to the
City Beautiful to vote. “I came
home as a responsible citizen. I
haven’t skipped any election
after becoming eligible to vote.”
Showing their commitment to

n

Food unfit for consumption
was found dumped. HT PHOTO

597 booths in Chandigarh will
have two NSS volunteers, a male
and a female. The UT election
officer had requested for their
deployment. These students will
be responsible for managing
queues, wheelchairs, first-aid
kits, and drinking water. There
will be provided refreshments,

including breakfast, lunch and
dinner. Students across 40 senior
secondary schools in Chandigarh have been selected from
Classes 11 and 12.
“We want to motivate students to vote and ensure that
they understand our electoral
system,” said a poll official.

home town as I wanted to vote in
these general elections. I am a
first-time voter.”
Samar Singh Bhandari,
owner of a private firm in Chandigarh said, “As Himachal and
Punjab both havepolling on Sunday, many employees have left.
Seventeen people have applied
for leave. Since the voting is on a
weekend, it is relatively easy to
manage for us.”

DRISHTI
EYE HOSPITAL
(HARYANA'S FIRST NABH ACCREDITED EYE HOSPITAL)

SINCE 1995

20%* Off on Consultation fee +
Investigations upto 29th May, 2019
HARYANA/ Pb. / HP Govt. CGHS, ECHS, ESI ds iSuy ij
New
Address

PLOT NO. 209, SECTOR-10, PANCHKULA

)82
2849-488888,

85688-23344, 98033-333344

Adv. SPON. BY
VISION PHARMACY
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daily- Hindustan Times, the Hindi daily- Hindustan and the Business paper- Mint, in print
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interests span across multiple media platforms - the Fever 104 FM radio network, jobs
portal - shine.com, which along with hindustantimes.com and livemint.com offer leading
internet news and commerce platforms in India today. With more than 4K employees
across 28 printing locations, we are presently looking for candidates in
the following domain.
BRAND PROMOTIONS- DEPUTY MANAGER / MANAGER
(Location : Mohali)
Graduate/Post Graduate with minimum experience of 5-7 years with an excellent track
record of achievements. Should possess a creative mindset, excellent communication
skills, an eye for details, ability to work in a team and deliver the desired results.
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preferred. Attractive salary and performance incentives await.
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SAD (Taksali) kept
manifesto under
wraps till the end
The Shiromani Akali Dal
(Taksali) candidate from
Anandpur Sahib, Bir Devinder Singh, released his manifesto recently but it was a
secret affair till the last
moment. The manifesto was in
sealed envelopes for 10 days
lest the Shiromani Akali Dal
(Badal) got a whiff of it and
stole the idea. Bir Devinder
made sure that journalists got
a copy of the manifesto only
after half an hour of briefing.

ILLUSTRATION: BISWAJIT DEBNATH/HT

MODI GOT ABHIMANYU BACK?

LONG PEN COMES HANDY

In a last-ditch effort to reach out to voters, members of the Residents Welfare
Association of Sector 40-C, Chandigarh, went door-to-door on May 16.
They sought votes in the name of
Prime Minister Narendra Modi and
not BJP candidate Kirron Kher. “Modi
ji got Abhimanyu back after the Balakot air strike,” a member told residents, urging them to vote for the BJP.
Few realised that he was wing commander Abhinandan Varthaman not
Abhimanyu who was held captive in
Pakistan for 60 hours after his aircraft
was shot down.

In courtrooms, pens are always in
demand. Visitors often borrow pens to
sign one document or the other and
often walk away with them. One of the
readers at the Chandigarh district
courtroom has found an interesting
way to keep his pen safe. He has
invested in an unusually long pen,
which is available at traffic crossings.
His argument is that for the past
two months, no one has pocketed his
long pen even as it lies unattended
on the table.

GABBAR FLAUNTS
SPECIAL MENTION
A little word of appreciation can go a
long way and Punjab Police is no different. So when members of the Blind
Persons Association praised inspector
Gabbar Singh, the station house officer of the police station at Phase 8,
Mohali, he couldn’t let the opportunity
go. He made good use of social media to
share the words of appreciation that
came in the form of a video. Though
the recorder of the video is not known,
the inspector shared it on WhatsApp
groups on May 16. Association members were protesting in front of the
director public instruction’s (DPI)
office when they made a special mention of Gabbar Singh’s policing.

MATTERS OF UTMOST SECRECY
Chandigarh’s new law and prosecution officer Deepak Aggarwal has
sought a special exemption for his
department. He says the matters he is
dealing with are of utmost secrecy and
have to be kept confidential so the
media should refrain from asking him
about matters at hand. Is the fear
of the administration’s legal misdemeanors reaching public domain on
his mind?

TRAFFIC POLICE SHOWS
THE WAY ON TWITTER
E-governance is inevitable but Chandigarh Police have a lot of catching up
to do as compared to their counterparts in the traffic department on the
Twitter front. The official handle of
Chandigarh Police, Citizen First

Chandigarh Police was launched in
February 2019 but it has only 101 followers and 88 tweets so far. On the
other hand, the Chandigarh Traffic
Police’s Twitter account was launched
in August 2017 and has 2,758 followers
and 3,050 tweets. People still complain
to SSP (Traffic) Shashank Anand who
urges them to contact SSP Nilambari
Jagdale via email.

MODI SLOGANS DROWN
OUT WATER WOES
At Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s
recent election rally in Sector 34,
Chandigarh, a family based in Dhanas
was asked if they were satisfied with
BJP MP Kirron Kher’s work in five
years. The family began airing its
grievances, particularly the water
shortage about which Kher had been
apprised of. Within no time, local BJP
workers arrived on the scene and
started raising pro-Modi slogans.
They advised the family to avoid talking to the media, saying “they will create a negative story”. The slogans
drowned out the family’s complaints.

WHERE ANIMALS HAVE
THE RIGHT OF WAY

n

A signboard warning the commuters to drive slow to
prevent hitting any wild animal in Chandigarh.
HT

motorists to drive carefully as the
chances of animals from the adjoining
forested area following zebra crossings are remote. The authorities have
also put up a helpline number on the
boards in case any wild animal crossing the road gets hit inadvertently.
INPUTS BY HILLARY VICTOR,

Chandigarh’s wildlife authorities
have undertaken a good initiative by
putting up signboards of animals
crossing the road near Sukhna Lake.
The boards are meant to educate

SHAILEE DOGRA, TANBIR
DHALIWAL, SHUB KARMAN
DHALIWAL, RAJANBIR SINGH,
SRISHTI JASWAL AND
RACHNA VERMA

WRONGFUL HIRING

Teachers protest outside Panchkula PU senate to take
school over poor salary increment call on action
MANAGEMENT IN MESS One of the teachers alleges school principal of favouring selected faculty
members and giving them more increment in their salaries; approach police, sub-divisional magistrate

›

HT Correspondent
n

When we expressed
our concern to the
management, they were
very rude to us. On
Saturday, we weren’t
allowed to enter the school
gate, which is why, we
started shouting slogans.

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

PANCHKULA : High drama was

witnessed on Saturday morning
when around 20 teachers, along
with some students, protested
outside Shri Jainendra Gurukul
Senior Secondary School,
Sector 1, and raised slogans
against its management.
According to one of the protesting teachers who did not
wish to be named, the protest
was staged over less and disproportionate increment in their
wages.
“When we expressed our
concern to the management,
they were very rude to us. On
Saturday morning, we weren’t
allowed to enter the school gate,
which is why, we started
shouting slogans against the
management and the principal.
Some students also joined us
and demanded that we get our
dues,” she said.
The teacher also alleged the
school principal of favouring
few faculty members and giving
them more increment in their
salaries.

PROTESTING TEACHER

n

Teachers accompanied by some students staging a protest outside Shri Jainendra Gurukul Senior
SANT ARORA/HT
Secondary School, Sector 1, in Panchkula on Saturday.

TEACHERS APPROACH
POLICE, SDM
The protesting teachers said
they had complained to police
and sub-divisional magistrate
(SDM) of the area as well, adding

that they will take the matter
further on Monday, if not
resolved.
Principal Renu Sharma
agreed that there had been an
issue over increments in the sal-

aries of teachers. “There was a
change in management at the
last minute when increments
were to be given this year. The
new management hasn’t given
as much of increment as the pre-

vious one had promised, which
is why the issue arose.”
Sharma said that she had no
role in the matter. She further
said that members of the management had tried to reach out
to the teachers on Saturday
itself, asking two or three of
them to represent their group,
while all the teachers insisted
on being present which is why
the protest continued. “We have
consulted the SDM and members of the management will be
coming to the city shortly to
work out the issue with the
teachers,” she said.

Theft that ‘never took place’: UT
police send case for cancellation ‘Relationship of city
and landscape has
changed over time’
I N T E R N A T I O N A L M U S E U M D AY

HT Correspondent
n

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH: The Chandigarh
Police has sent a ‘theft case’ for
cancellation after the complainant confessed of concocting a
fake story fearing his family
member, said police on
Saturday.
Abdul Raheem of Raipur
Khurd village in his police complaint had alleged that three persons had beaten him up with

wooden sticks and punched him
on May 9. Abdul had told the
police that the trio also took
away ₹15,000, a silver chain and
gold ear ring from him.
However, after scrutinising
the call details, Abdul’s location,
at the time of incident, turned out
to be of Saketri village in Haryana at the time of robbery.
After stringent questioning by
the police, it emerged that complainant had gone to Saketri
(Haryana) to meet one of his

female friends, where he was
beaten up by the neighbours due
to his suspicious activities.
Following this, Abdul faked a
story of being beaten up by
unidentified robbers to save
himself from the anger of his
family members, said police.
Abdul’s statement was
recorded under Section 164 of the
Code of Criminal Procedure
(CrPC ) before the magistrate
and the case was sent for
cancellation.

schoolnotes
AKSIPS-41

Eye check-up camp held
CHANDIGARH : A five-day free eye
check-up camp was organised for
students of Classes pre-nursery to
10 of AKSIPS-41 Smart School by the
Grewal Eye Institite here, as a part of
its corporate social responsibility, on
Saturday. The camp was held from
May 13 to 17 in the school premises.
The eye-sight of the students was
checked with proper equipments
and they were asked to follow-up
the diagnosis with eye specialist.

AKSIPS-45

Class 9 student
brings laurels
CHANDIGARH : Manik Semwal of
Class 9 of AKSIPS-45 Smart School
here brought laurels to the school by
successfully completing the Kukkiwon’s 1st Poom Taekwondo promotion test. He has achieved the first
DAN level Black Belt in the tournament. Principle Jasmine Kalra
congratulated him on the occasion.

SRI GURU HARKRISHAN SCHOOL

Class activities organised
CHANDIGARH : The mathematics
department of Sri Guru Harkrishan
Senior Secondary Public School,
Sector 40 –C, organised an interhouse math competition ‘Ninja
Numbers’ for Classes 4 and 5 in its
premises. The competition included
various rounds wherein the students
took part with great enthusiasm.
Harsimran Kaur Hargun Kur, Sonali

and Anshul of Sahibjada Ajit Singh
House stood the overall winner of
the quiz. A special assembly was also
organised for students of Class 5 as a
part of World Red Cross Day celebrations. The students performed
speeches, songs, poems and a
‘nukkad natak’ to spread awareness
about blood donation. The disaster
management club of the school
conducted a mock evacuation drill to
create awareness of natural disasters, especially earthquake, among
students.
ST TERESA CONVENT SCHOOL

Students visit
blind institute
PANCHKULA : Students of St Teresa
Convent School, Sector 25, here
visited the institute for the blind in
Sector 26, Chandigarh. They observed blind students while they
read and wrote the letters of braille
by touching the dots with the finger
tips on the white paper. The students visiting the institute were
surprised to see blind students
speaking fluently in English and also
using computers on their own. They
drew inspiration from the lives of
the blind students at the institute.

ST STEPHENS SCHOOL

Inter-school declamation
contest held
CHANDIGARH : An inter-school
declamation contest on harmful
effects of taboacco, paan, bidi, gutka
etc was organised for students of
Classes 9, 10 and 11 at St Stephens

School, Sector 45, here by Sahatya
Charitable Welfare Society, a nongovernment organisation (NGO). As
many as 62 schools took part in the
competition. Dr Sushmita Goshal,
professor and head, radiology
department, PGIMER, here was the
chief guest. Sartaj Lamba, chairperson of AJ Group, Meenu Gupta,
vice-president, Deleuze Studies,
Pritpal Halwari, former associate
professor, Government College of
Education, Ranju, member of senior
citizens association, Chandrakala
Jain and Rupinder Arora were the
judges of theChandrakala Jain, who
works with tribal artists and Rupinder Arora of NGO Nivedita 3-D, were
the judges of the competition.
Araghya Sharma of KBDAV Senior
Secondary Public School, Sector 7,
Shreya Chawla of St Joseph’s Senior
Secondary School, Sector 44-D, won
the first and the second prizes,
respectively.

HT Correspondent
n

Chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH: The Le Corbusier

Centre in association with Chandigarh Lalit Kala Academi organised an audio-visual presentation by professor Rajnish Wattas
to mark the International
Museum Day celebrations at Le
Corbusier Centre, Sector 19, here
on Saturday.
Professor Rajnish Wattas,
former principal of Chandigarh
College of Architecture, gave the
presentation on the topic, ‘A
brush with nature and trees as
elements of cityscape’.
Addressing the audience, Wattas said the relationship of city
and landscape had changed over
a period of time. Trees played an
important role in the landscape
and added life into the architectural art, he added. Referring to
architect Le Corbusier, Wattas

AN AUDIO-VISUAL
PRESENTATION WAS
SHOWN TO MARK THE
CELEBRATIONS AT
LE CORBUSIER CENTRE
defined his observation about the
landscape architecture. He said
the landscape architecture is
observed from a distance and that
tree are the living sculptures.
Showing concern over vanishing green cover, he said, “ Trees
are important as they play four
types of roles in the urban areas.
They have environmental value,
functional value, aesthetic value
and closely related to architecture.” Le Corbusier Centre
director Deepika Gandhi said the
interaction helped the budding
artists to realise the importance
of nature.

HT Correspondent
n

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH : During its meeting
on May 26, Panjab University
(PU) senate will take a call on
action against former senator Munish Verma who is
accused of wrongfully hiring
three people as centre and assistant superintendents during 2014
annual examinations.
A special committee constituted by then vice-chancellor
(V-C) Arun K Grover, had
found Verma guilty of cheating
the varsity in 2015.
The committee members had
recommended to resist Verma’s
membership in a bid to stop him
from contesting for the senate
further.

THE CASE
In 2014, officiating principal of
MR Government College, Fazilka, Tribhuvan Ram, had forwarded his recommendation to
appoint Rajinder Paul Singh as
centre superintendent, and
Sheenam and Renu Bala as assistant centre superintendents,
through Verma for the 2014
examinations.
The three were falsely shown
to be working as assistant

17-yr-old boy dies
after drinking
liquor, friend
booked for murder

died due to excessive consumption of liquor in Khanna, police
booked his friend for murder on
Saturday.
Kin of the deceased, Balraj
Singh, alleged that Gurpreet
Singh, 20, of Jaspalon village,
murdered their son. Earlier,
police had initiated proceedings
under Section 174 of the Criminal
Procedure Code. Balraj’s mother
Manjit Kaur told the police that
Gurpreet made her son drink
liquor on Friday. Thereafter, Balraj went to Gurpreet’s house and
slept there, and was found dead
on Saturday. She said Gurpreet
knew the reason behind Balraj’s
death.Balraj’s family met the
SSP, who ordered registering a
murder case.
HTC

n

Professor Rajnish Wattas addressing the audience at Le Corbusier
KARUN SHARMA/HT
Centre, Sector 19, in Chandigarh on Saturday.

CHANDIGARH : “India can take a
quantum leap in the generation of
patents and technologies,” said
the coordinator of DST-Centre
for Policy Research, Panjab
University (PU), professor
Rupinder Tewari.
Tewari was speaking during
a lecture organised by the Society
for Promotion of Science
and Technology in India (SPSTI)
on ‘Industry-Academia (I-A)
R&D in India ... a way forward’
as part of a monthly lecture
series.
Tewari said that in the present
situation, there is growing application of science and technology
in developing new technologies to
provide cost effective solutions
for diverse problems around the
world.
“India is among the top nations
publishing research papers.
For this to happen, academia and
industry must hand hold each
other and governments (central
and state) should provide funds,”
he said.
HTC

A LECTURE WAS HELD
BY THE SOCIETY FOR
PROMOTION OF SCIENCE
AND TECHNOLOGY
IN INDIA AT PU

SHOWCASING TALENT

n

A student showing her collection to KS Brar (left), director,
Northern India Institute of Fashion Technology, Mohali,
during Suvyan’19 in Chandigarh on Saturday.
HT PHOTO

Water woes irk Kharar residents
n

Splash pool activity for
LKG kids organised

professors with a college, and
were deployed on exam duty on
April 1, 2014.
The committee had held Tribhuvan Ram guilty of dereliction
in his duties, for irresponsible
behaviour, as he e-mailed a blank
document bearing his signature
and seal of his office. It was later
misused by Verma for securing
the appointment of centre and
assistant superintendents.
As per the rules, centre superintendents and supervisory staff
are appointed on the recommendation of principals of the affiliated colleges at the university
examination centres.
The fraud came to light on
April 4, 2014, when a flying squad
from PU visited the centre and
recommended removal of the
trio. The committee had suggested that a recommendation be
made to the chancellor to remove
the name of Munish Verma from
the register of registered graduates and asked to register a first
information report (FIR) and take
disciplinary action against all
those involved. Former registrar
GS Chadha had submitted a complaint against Verma to Chandigarh Police on May 25, 2018, as per
the recommendation of the
committee.

LUDHIANA:A day a 17-year-old boy

Idrees Bukhtiyar

SAUPIN’S SCHOOL, PANCHKULA

PANCHKULA : Saupin’s School,
Sector 9, here organised a splash
pool activity for students of the
lower kindergarten (LKG) on Saturday. The tiny tots enjoyed the
activity by jumping in water and
splashing water at their friends.
After the activity, the kids were
dressed up and their faces were
twinkling with happiness. This
activity gave students an opportunity to enjoy and rejuvenate themselves during the summer season.

against ex-senator

‘INDIA CAN TAKE
QUANTUM LEAP
IN PATENTS,
TECHNOLOGIES’

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

MOHALI: With the onset of summers, residents of various sectors in Kharar are battling
water woes with a decline in the
supply.
Prime City Residents Welfare
Society president Parminder
Singh said they were suffering
due to an erratic supply of
water.
“We are not getting the
proper water supply. The water
pressure is so low that we are
not even able to wash our hands
or faces,” he said.
Vice-president of TDI Residents Association, Sanjeev
Soni, said the water pressure is
so low that it is not even able to
reach first and second floors of
the buildings.
“The pressure comes out to be
five pounds which is not enough
for the water to reach upstairs.

AREAS OF SUNNY
ENCLAVE, MUNDI
KHARAR, BADALA AND
NAYA SHAHAR
ARE BATTLING THE
PROBLEM OF
WATER SHORTAGE
People suffer immensely as they
are unable to receive the proper
water supply in this scorching
summer,” Soni said.
WE PAY ₹800
PER MONTH’
A resident of Shivalik Extension-1, Kulwinder Singh, said,
“We are paying ₹800 to the
Kharar municipal council as a
monthly fee but are not getting
smooth water supply. Residents
are now fed up with the poor service of the department.”

A Gillco Heights society resident, Kuldeep Sharma, said the
concerned department was
doing little to improve the water
services.
“Whenever we use water in
washrooms, we use it very carefully as it may go off anytime,”
he said.
He recalled, “Recently, I was
in the washroom when the
water supply went off. It was a
haunting experience for me.”
Kharar resident Sunil
Khanna said, “The condition of
water crisis is so bad in the area
that we are unable to wash our
clothes and utensils.”
Other areas which are facing
water crisis include Sunny
Enclave, Mundi Kharar, Badala
and Naya Shahar.
Kharar municipal council
executive officer Rajesh
Sharma said, “As summers
approach, the problem occurs as
well. We are working over it.”
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FATEH WHIG

OPEN UP THE SPACES IN YOUR CITY
TO PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES

POTPOURRI

I

t saddens me to say that a city in which I
grew up and spent 20 years of my life has
not embraced the Leave No One Behind
motto that the United Nations had set
forth when it established the Sustainable
Development Goals of 2015. A nation, much
less a city, cannot progress unless it takes
everyone along with it, including persons with
disabilities who live in Chandigarh.
Such people are completely ignored, both in
public and private places. A majority of our citizens too don’t seem to have an iota of concern
for their wants and needs. Take for example a
prominent restaurant in the city. My mother
and I have been telling the owner to install a
ramp at the entrance for easier access for persons with disabilities because sometimes they
might want to go out on their own and might
not want help.
Till date, the ramp has not been installed.
Staying with the issue of accessibility at restaurants, which will fit into the next issue that I
want to raise, is that the UT administration
must have a policy in place for restaurants to
have a washroom for wheelchair users. It’s fine
if restaurants in malls don’t have a washrooms

as customers can use the ones in the mall, but a
stand-alone restaurant should have a designated washroom for wheelchair users.
Water and sanitation for people with disabilities is another area in which the Chandigarh
administration or MC authorities have to work
on, in public and private buildings, public
areas and in educational institutes. Section 16
of the Rights of People with Disabilities Act,
2016, talks about inclusive education for all students with disabilities, but it involves a long
battle with school, college or university
authorities before even one accessible wash-

WATER AND SANITATION FOR PEOPLE
WITH DISABILITIES IS ANOTHER AREA
IN WHICH THE CHANDIGARH
ADMINISTRATION OR MUNICIPAL
CORPORATION AUTHORITIES HAVE TO
WORK ON, IN PUBLIC AND PRIVATE
BUILDINGS, PUBLIC AREAS AND IN
EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTES

room is built for wheelchair users. (The act as
well as the Harmonized Guidelines on Accessibility prepared by the Union Urban Development Ministry in 2016 states that there should
be at least one unisex washroom for wheelchair users on each floor of the educational
institute).
The other places where I have interned and
had a massive problem due to the non-availability of washrooms for wheelchair users
were the Punjab and Haryana High Court,
which is one of the busiest High Courts in India
due to two states and one Union Territory sharing it. The other was the Punjab State Human
Rights Commission (I interned here in January 2018, and the entrance had steps going up to
the lift!).
I hope that public and private places here in
Chandigarh become accessible by 2022 (five
years from when the Rights of People with Disabilities Act, 2016, received Presidential
Assent on April 19, 2017). Five years is the time
given in Section 45 of the Act for all buildings in
India to be made accessible for people with disabilities, and private places have been made
liable under this Act unlike when the 1995 Disa-

n

City planning should have scope for allowing persons with disabilities to move freely.

bility Act was in force.
A good thing about the city is that it has designated parking for people with disabilities,
but here again people don’t bother and park
their cars without a thought for the difficulties
faced by a person with disability in finding a
spot to park in. Here again, even if wheelchair
users find a reserved parking spot empty, the
victory is short-lived since most market places
do not have ramps that can be used to enter a
marketplace - just one big step that needs to be
crossed.

DISCIPLINE, HARD WORK HELP YOU SUCCEED
guest
column
PRIYA S TANDON

W

hichever stage of life one
is in, it seems to be an
uphill task. The grass is
always greener across
the fence. Little children feel that
homework is such a tough thing to do
and want to grow up fast so that they
can go to work and earn lots of money.
Youngsters/ teenagers struggling
with professional education, admissions and peer issues feel that once
they finish this; real life will start.
Later it’s about landing a good job
or setting up a professional practice
or a startup or learning the ropes of a
family business. Then start the problems of matchmaking and having
babies. Middle age brings with it what
we call ‘midlife crisis’ and old age
brings health issues, retirement
issues, perhaps the loss of a spouse.
Well! Life is by no means easy. A look
at the papers today made me see the
smiling faces of topers who had done
the city proud. The toppers’ marks
were in the range of 99.2%, 99.4%,
98.8%. Wow!
Glancing through their interviews
in the papers, I realised that most of
them had vouched for perseverance,
hard work, dedication, regulated
study and sleeping hours. And most
important of all, staying away from

n

Joyful students in a Panchkula school celebrate their success in the Central
SANT ARORA/HT
Board of Secondary Education Class 10 examination this year.

social media! Don’t we all know that
social media occupies a lot of brain
space and is an awful waste of time?
Still we seem to be lured into its
clutches. I remember reading
recently that a middle-aged woman
thought of deleting Facebook from
her phone. She then realised that it
was the only place where people were
showering her with compliments,
calling her “gorgeous”, “beautiful”,

“kya lag rahi ho (you look great)” or
“love the look.” And so she decided to
retain it. But do students need it? At a
time when they are supposed to focus
on their education and career, it is
really a waste of time. Generally
speaking, social media in its various
avatars has a fantastic reach. I think
it’s a great platform to share ideas and
thoughts, information and statistics
without intruding into anyone’s per-

sonal space. But for students, I think
they should stay away from it.
Coming back to the toppers’ tips for
success in exams one can never
undermine the value of hard work,
perseverance, discipline, and commitment to the cause. Why do we
want education? Why do we feel the
need to be educated? Is it only for
money? Nay! Education is for life; not
merely for a living. Education is
about holistic grooming of a child
where he or she learns not just about
the curricula prescribed, but about
values, life skills, communication
skills, good manners etc. The values
mentioned by our toppers are verily
the values that are required later on
in life too. They have certainly hit the
nail right on the head!
These values are the subtle learnings that are taught by example to
children, by the teachers, parents or
for that matter anyone who is a role
model; be it an artist, a doctor, a
singer or even a politician.
The soul of the teachings is perhaps
not in the text, it is there somewhere
between the lines. It’s like a song in
which the lyrics were sung without
expression. What would it sound like?
It is in the pauses at the right places,
the expression and the feeling with
which the singer renders it, that
makes the song touch someone’s
heart. These things are not taught by
rote! They are gained by practice and
experience. And for that we need hard
work, perseverance and discipline!
Keep going bachchas! You nailed it!
(The writer is a Chandigarh-based freelance
contributor)

WILDBUZZ FROM NATURE’S DOMAIN OF WONDERS
VIKRAM JIT SINGH

HAPPY
OWLS IN
THE GOLF
WOODS

P

rofessional golfers seem to
enjoy a privileged, exclusive
relationship with one of the
rarest species of owls found in
north India. On Thursday, I was
walking with the professionals
engaged in a fascinating duel at the Rs
30 lakh Tata Steel PGTI Players
Championship presented by the
Chandigarh Golf Club. One of the lead
players struck an errant shot and the
ball wandered into a grove of lovely,
tall trees. The player did not appreci-

n

n

Golfer Sujjan Singh and his mother, Kanwal Sukhinder Singh, with the rescued
PHOTO: VIKRAM JIT SINGH
Mottled Wood owl fledgling on May 8, 2018.

ate the trees too much because his
ball was lying enmeshed in the roots
and rued his ‘Tiger in the Woods’ fate
as he could not score a birdie from
that punitive lie.
Standing close by, my eyes scanned
the tree tops for real birds. I chanced
upon four very familiar, dumpy
shapes perched as still as shrouded

statues in the seclusion of the foliage
canopy. My eyes gleamed! This was
an elite family of Mottled Wood owls,
whom I had been tracking since May
2018, but had lost sight of last winter
and had feared the worst.
No one of any knowledge or passion for birds had the foggiest idea
this species quietly resided and

An adult Mottled Wood owl and (right) a sub-adult owl at the Chandigarh Golf Club on Thursday.

PHOTO: KESHAV SINGH / HT

nested at the club. Till that day of cosmic coincidence in May 2018 when a
champion professional golfer, Sujjan
Singh, stumbled upon an owl fledgling fallen on the fairway as he played
a practise round. Sujjan took the desolate owl to his mother, who was well
versed in nursing birds of their Sector
5 bungalow garden. A few days later
on May 10, 2018, the owl fledgling was
returned to the tree at the golf club -where the parents and a sibling
resided -- under this writer’s guidance. That family of four was
restored. A good score, a Par 4!
In July 2018, during one of my periodic, unobtrusive visits to check on
the family’s welfare, I noticed they
had left the tree most probably
because a beehive had struck residence on their favoured branches.
After a tedious search, I relocated the
family which had taken shelter in a
tall tree in another grove. Upon my
next visit, I found that the tree’s
upper half had crashed due to a
weather disturbance and the owls
had vanished.
I later found two of them (an adult
and a juvenile) on another tree and
feared the other two had perished due
to unknown causes. As winter set in I
lost sight of even those two, till my
exultant reunion on Thursday with
the same, full family. Parents and two
healthy sub-adults whose first birthday must have just gone by. After long
last, another Par 4 on my owl-tracking scorecard. I really would not mind
a double-bogey 6 the next breeding
season!
Remarkably, the owls have braved
errant golf balls crashing into the
canopy and disturbances caused by
constant movement of greenskeepers, workers, tractors/lawn mowers
below their latest residence. Not to
mention loud golfers erupting into
imagination-tickling profanities
when their balls do not go where
desired!
n

GETTY IMAGES

If we have to leave no one behind, especially
in the age of “smart cities,” we have to move
quickly and make buildings and service accessible to everyone, where a life of dignity can be
lived without dependence on others. People
with disabilities no longer want charity, but
want what they should be getting as a part of
human rights. (Disability at the moment is not
a part of the Human Rights Act in India).
n

fateh17@gmail.com

(The writer is a Chandigarh-based freelance contributor)

DON’T TAKE THE SUMMER
HEAT TO YOUR HEART
guest
column
DR HARINDER SINGH BEDI

S

ummer heat and humidity
make most of us uncomfortable,
but this can be deadly for heart
patients. The heart responds to
a rise in temperature by pumping
faster. Simultaneously, blood vessels
of the skin dilate, facilitating the flow
of warm blood from internal organs to
the body surface, observed as a flushed
face on a hot day. Moderate exercise
may result in up to tenfold increase in
heat production with a resultant rise
in heart rate . Strenuous physical
effort in hot and humid weather may
be particularly deleterious in heart
disease as it lowers the threshold for a
heart attack.
Medications taken by many
patients with heart disease can also
cause problems in extreme heat. During hot weather, diuretics (water pills
to reduce fluid retention in patients
with heart failure and high blood pressure) may actually cause dehydration.
However, they should be warned
against drinking large amounts of
fluid, as recommended to the general
public during heat spells, as this could
add significant stress on heart .

KEEP YOUR COOL
Overall, individuals with heart disease should follow the same guidelines
as healthy individuals, but with an
extra helping of precaution:
n Stay indoors during the hottest part
of the day.
n If your home isn’t air conditioned or
air cooled , stay confined to the coolest spot such as the basement.
n Limit your activity.
n Wear loose-fitting, light cotton clothing.
n Stay hydrated and avoid caffeine and
alcohol.
n Have someone check in on you.

LIVE RIGHT, EAT RIGHT
The best advice for avoiding heat
stress is to keep as cool as possible. Air
conditioning can provide lifesaving
relief from heat stress, especially if
you have heart disease . If you don’t
have air conditioning, spend as much
time as possible in cool shopping
malls, senior centres, libraries, movie

theatres, or in the coolest room at
home . Indigenous air coolers with
khus (vetiver) screens can also be
quite effective.
Fans and cross ventilation are
important. Cool baths or showers provide relief from the heat.
Loose fitting, lightweight, light coloured cotton clothing are more comfortable in hot weather. While working in Sydney I couldn’t fail to notice
the Australian campaign of Slip-SlopSlap (Slip on a full sleeved loose shirt,
slop on some sunscreen (to protect
from skin cancer) and slap on a hat).
This can be a sensible routine for heart
patients to follow too.
Your body needs more water in hot
weather Don’t wait until you are
thirsty to have water . If you have
heart disease check with your doctor
for advice on how much water you
should drink.
Curtail unnecessary physical activity during extremely hot weather.
Avoid spicy hot foods and heavy
meals. Watch your salt intake.
Avoid alcohol and caffeine . Alcohol
acts as a diuretic, resulting in fast
water loss. In addition, alcohol can
promote a sense of well-being, making
you less aware of the danger signs of
heat stress. If you live alone, make
sure a relative or neighbour checks in
on you regularly.
However, the summer does not
mean the end of exercise. It’s best to
plan your exercise early in the morning before the day heats up, or in the
evening, when things start to cool
down. If the weather is unbearably
hot, though, head indoors. Activities
as suggested by the American Heart
Association include going to an air
conditioned gym. You also could start
a walking group with your friends at
your local AC mall – an extremely
entertaining form of exercise – as long
as you’re not a compulsive shopper.
Take up an indoor sport, such as
badminton, table tennis or indoor aerobics and yoga . When it’s really hot
out there, swimming is the best exercise . You can cool off by doing a lot of
floating, but to get your heart pumping
and to burn some calories , do some
laps, or take a water aerobics classes.
It’s a great workout without the strain
on your joints.
So, enjoy the summer – but stay
cool.
n

cardiaccarecentre1@gmail.com

(The author is a Mohali-based cardiothoracic
and vascular surgeon).

mailbox
ALERT PUBLIC, EFFICIENT POLICE
The news of a biker being challaned for taking MP Kirron Kher for a spin on his motorcycle which did not have a number plate was all the more heartening because of the public
that noticed the traffic rule violation and posted pictures and messages on Twitter,
urging the traffic police to penalise him. The public needs to be constantly on the
lookout for such cases and help government servants do their duty efficiently.
MPS Chadha, Mohali

Ban political parties’ road shows
Road shows for the Lok Sabha elections
are a black spot on democracy and the
incidents of violence and arson reported
at many such events are an indication
that we are heading towards chaos.
Representation of the People Act, 1951,
should be amended to ban these road
shows during the elections to save lives,
property, money and people’s valuable
time.
DP Gautam

Better care for senior citizens
Though the government has formulated
various policies to improve the lot of the
aged, yet data shows that around 89% of

people over the age of 60 or above are
not covered by any post-retirement
economic and social security schemes.
Almost 90% of the elderly are from the
unorganised sector, with no social
security. About 55% women are over 60,
many of them widows in need of physical and emotional security. In hospitals,
being senior citizens, they are given
priority for getting their registration
numbers, but after that are pretty much
left to their own to stand in serpentine
queues to meet the doctors. Many of
them, fragile and ailing, find this extremely difficult. Authorities in government hospitals should consider their
cases on priority.
SK Khosla, Chandigarh

vswild1@gmail.com
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Ideal platform for FIH Women
Series preparation, says Rani
COMEBACK TRAIL India skipper will be returning to action in the three-match series against Korea
Agencies/HTC
n

ranisays

chdsportsdesk@hindustantimes.com

›

BENGALURU : On a comeback trail,

Indian women’s hockey team
skipper Rani Rampal is expecting high-intensity action in the
three-match series against
hosts Korea, starting in Jinchun
from Monday.
Rani, who hails from Shahabad Markanda, had missed the
previous Malaysia series due to
a shoulder injury along with
drag-flicker Gurjit Kaur, who
had a hamstring issue.
The team left for Korea Saturday morning and Rani said it
will be a good opportunity to
prepare for the forthcoming FIH
Women’s Series Finals in Hiroshima.
“This will be an important
series for myself and Gurjit
because we are coming back
after rehabilitation. Playing
high-intensity matches will put
us in the right rhythm before we
set off for the FIH Women’s
Series Finals,” said Rani.
“There have been some different things we have tried in
this recent national camp in
terms of creating variations
inside the circle. We will get to
try and test these methods
against this strong team and
basis how we execute these
changes we can plan better for
the next big tournament,” added
Rani.
The Women’s Series Finals
Hiroshima 2019 is scheduled to

This will be an
important series for
myself and Gurjit because
we are coming back after
rehabilitation. Playing
high-intensity matches will
put us in the right rhythm
before we set off for the
FIH Women’s Series Finals
On her return from injury

›

There have been some
different things we
have tried in this recent
national camp in terms of
creating variations inside
the circle. We will get to try
and test these methods
against this strong team
On testing new variations

n

Rani had missed the previous Malaysia series due to a shoulder injury.

be held from 15 to 23.
“The team is confident about
playing against a tough team
like the Republic Of Korea in
conditions best suited for them.

The series will be very challenging given how the Korean
National Team has been playing
lately. Doing well against them
will be vital in our preparations

HT FILE

for the FIH Women’s Series
Finals,” said Rani.
At the start of the year, the
Indian team had toured Spain in
January-February, competing

Hockey Patiala
drub Bengal

against the host nation and Ireland. They finished with record
two wins, three draws and a
loss. The team also embarked on
a Malaysia Tour in April and
remained unbeaten, winning
four matches and drawing one.

n

Players in action during a match between Bangalore United FC (white) and Manipur Police Sports Club
(red) at the Guru Nanak Stadium in Ludhiana on Saturday.
GURPREET SINGH/HT

Sethu FC, Manipur Police
club decimate opponents
HT Correspondent
n

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA: Sethu FC and Manipur Police Sports Club, who had
already secured berth in the
semi-finals by bagging the top
two positions in the points table
of group II, decimated the bottom two teams of group on the
last day of the Hero Indian
Women’s League matches,
played at the Guru Nanak Stadium on Saturday.
Manipur Police Sports Club
registered a massive 10-0 victory over Bangalore United FC
and Sethu FC secured a 7-0 win
over Baroda Football Academy.
Manipur’s skipper Bala Devi
was star as she scored six goals
against a hapless Bangalore

United. Devi gave her side an
early lead in the third minute
and quickly completed her hattrick by scoring two more in the
15th and the 16th minutes,
respectively.
In the 21st minute, forward
Daya Devi scored the fourth
goal for the team, while Bala
Devi dribbled past five defenders to score the fifth goal of the
team in the 23rd minute.
Daya Devi scored the second
goal of the match in the 36th
minute.
In the second half, Manipur
Police Sports Club continued to
put pressure on Bangalore FC
and didn’t give any chance to
their opponent.
Rinaroy Devi scored the seventh goal in the 58th minute and

skipper Bala netted the eight
goal a minute after Rinaroy.
Mandakini Devi added a
ninth for Manipur in 74th minute and four minutes later Bala
rounded off the tally.
Earlier in the day, India international Sandhiya scored four
goals for Sethu, whereas
defender Ashalata Devi bagged
the player of the match award.
SEMI-FINALS
ON MONDAY
The first semi-final match will
be played between Gokulam FC
and Manipur Police Sports Club
in the morning and the second
semi-final match will be played
between SSB Women Football
Team and Sethu FC in the evening at the Guru Nanak Stadium.

Maya Mera Sneha win bridge tourney
HT Correspondent
n

chdsportsdesk@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH : Hockey Patiala

n

Skaters in action during the Manav Mangal Speed Skating Carnival held at Manav Mangal School,
Sector 11, Panchkula, on Saturday.
SANT ARORA/HT

Daksh, Aeshvi clinch gold
HT Correspondent
n

chdsportsdesk@hindustantimes.com

PANCHKULA: Daksh Nayyer
clinched gold in the boys 5-7 years
section in the rink race 1 (quads)
on the opening day of the Manav
Mangal Speed Skating Carnival
organised by Rolling Tigers Club
at Manav Mangal School, Sector
11, Panchkula, on Saturday.
Deepanshu won silver in the category, while Ayaan Singla
clinched bronze.
Results: (Rink Race 1):
Quads: 5-7yrs: (Boys): 1. Daksh

Nayyer, 2. Deepanshu, 3. Ayaan
Singla; (Girls): 1. Aeshvi
Vashisht, 2. Kritika Sharma, 3.
Tanya Bhatnagar; 9-11yrs (Boys):
1. Vaibhav, 2. Tarunjot Singh, 3.
Swastik Sharma; (Girls): 1.
Arynna, 2. Dhanvi, 3. Ananya;
11-14yrs (Boys): 1. Daksh, 2.
Panav Mahajan, 3. Shaurya
Mehra and Sanudhya; (Girls): 1.
Shyran Herald, 2. Abhiruchi, 3.
Chahat Grover; 14-17yrs (Boys):
1. Raghav Vashisht, 2. Aditya
Dabas, 3. Jashanpreet Singh.
In-line: 5-7yrs: (Boys): 1. Jap, 2.
Garvit, 3. Krishav Kinra; (Girls):

1. Jaisleen Kaur, 2. Gaurvi Bansal, 3. Anantarjot; 7-9yrs (Boys):
1. Jaibhav Vashisht, 2. Dhairya, 3.
Kamaljot Singh; (Girls): 1. Ishanvi Shekhar, 2. Harsirat Kaur, 3.
Kashish; 7-9yrs (Boys): 1. Hridey
Makhija, 2. Divyansh Gupta, 3.
Paras Bhargav; (Girls): 1. Lavya,
2. Harnoor, 3. Ashkjeet; 9-11yrs
(Boys): 1. Anay Kaul, 2. Daksh
Sihag, 3. Dhruv Garg; (Girls): 1.
Ananya , 2. Anahita, 3. Vaishnavi
and Tejal; 11-14yrs (Boys): 1.
Arshdeep Singh, 2. Deepanshu, 3.
Harshvardhan; (Girls): 1. Adishree, 2. Taqdeer, 3. Yuviekaa. w

defeated Bengal Hockey Association 17-0 on the 4th day of the 9th
Hockey India Sub-Junior
Women National (B-Division)
Championship at Sikar in
Rajasthan on Saturday.
In other matches, The Mumbai Hockey Association Ltd beat
Goans Hockey 2-0, while Hockey
Madhya Bharat defeated Hockey
Uttarakhand 5-2.
Sports Authority of Gujarat
Hockey Academy defeated
Vidarbha Hockey Association
4-1, while Hockey Gujarat
drubbed Hockey Puducherry
9-0.
EASY WINS FOR
HRIDAY, KARTIK
CHANDIGARH : Hriday defeated
Dhruv 5-3, while Kartik blanked
Navjot 5-0 in the first round boys’
under-16 matches of the Sunrise
Tennis Open Tournament at
Chandigarh Club on Saturday.
In other matches, Vansh beat
Ishan 5-1, while Lakshya ousted
Daksh 5-3. In the girls’ under-16
first round matches, Vanya
defeated Avni 5-0, while Khushi
outplayed Muskan 5-3. In boys’
under-14 first round, Priyaushu
defeated Pragun 5-4(4), while
Madhav blanked Danish 5-0.HTC

DAV College crowned champions

CHANDIGARH : Maya Mera Sneha

team of four from Kolkata-Delhi
bagged the 10th Steel Strips Open
Bridge Championship on Saturday.
Though positioned at sixth
position after the qualifiers in
Swiss League, the Maya Mera
Sneha team comprising Sunil
Bhatia, Sukamal Das, Satyabrata Mukh and Avijit Chakrabarty, after seven rounds of 10
boards in the Super League,
scored 96.96 to top the board and
won the championship.
The Steel Strips Group team of
Subhash Gupta, Arun Bapat,
Rajeshwar Tiwari and Jaggy
Shivdasani, scored 87.83 to be the
runners-up.From amongst the
pairs, the pair of Anil Bharihoke
and MR Goel were the winners
scoring 863.84, while pair of
Vijay Kumar and PC Gupta were
runners up with a score of 816.78.
The best ladies pair was of

n

The winners of the 10th Steel Strips Open Bridge Championship held in Chandigarh on Saturday. HT PHOTO

Kusum Chadha and Manju Bhasin, while the best pair of Chandigarh was of JK Sama and HS
Khurana. Prize money of ~2 lakh
in all was disbursed to the winners and the top eight positions.
Chairman Steel Strips Group

RK Garg gave away the prizes to
the winners in presence of Chandigarh Bridge Association (CBA)
president HS Dhariwal.
The tournament committee
also recognised the services of
the registered tournament

directors of the Bridge Federation of India, Sanjay Chakraborty and ML Panghotra along
with TC Pant and Col Govinder
Singh who supervised the technical conduct of the championship.

ROUNDUP

GOLF CAMP AT
FOREST HILL
FROM MAY 28
HT Correspondent
n

chdsportsdesk@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH :The Forest Hill Golf

HT Correspondent
n

and Country Club will conduct
kids golf summer camp for children between the age group of 6 to
15 starting May 28.
The camp is designed for
beginners and will be conducted
by coach Ajay Gujral. Participants will learn the basics of golf
including grip, aim, alignment,
stance and posture.
The instruction sessions will
cover putting, chipping, pitching,
full swing, rules and etiquettes.
All golf equipment including
balls will also be provided by the
club.
The camps are open to boys
and girls and interested can register themselves at 7696003825 or
9814356013.

chdsportsdesk@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH: DAV College, Sector

10, Chandigarh, defeated Hindustan College, Chennai, by five
wickets in a low scoring final to
emerge as champions in the Red
Bull Campus Cricket at Sawai
Mansingh Stadium in Jaipur on
Saturday.
With this win the city college
will represent India in the world
finals of Red Bull Campus Cricket
later this year. DAV has previously won the National Finals in
2013.
Batting first, Hindustan College, Chennai, scored 108 runs for
the loss of nine wickets in 20
overs. DAV achieved the target in
19.2 overs with five wickets to
spare.Gurnoor Brar from DAV
College was adjudged man of the
match for picking up three wickets for 16 runs of his 4 overs. Best
bowler of the tournament award
went to Dev Yadav captain of
DAV College Chandigarh for
picking up 10 wickets.
Akhil Kumar also of DAV College was adjudged best batsman
of the tournament for scoring 198
runs, while Shahrukh Khan from
Hindustan College, Chennai, won
player of the tournament award
for an all-round showing. He
scored 182 runs and picked up
eight wickets as well.
Two regional finals were held
in each zone, and winners of each
regional final competed at the
India final held in Jaipur. From
north zone—DAV College, Chandigarh, and Alfalah University,
Delhi, qualified.
The south zone were represented by—Raghu Engineering
College, Vizag, and Hindustan

n

The DAV College, Sector 10, team that won the Red Bull Campus Cricket at the Sawai Mansingh stadium
in Jaipur on Saturday.
HT PHOTO

THE COLLEGE WILL
REPRESENT INDIA AT
THE RED BULL CAMPUS
CRICKET WORLD
FINALS IN UAE IN
NOVEMBER THIS YEAR
College, Chennai, while east zone
had—SOA, Bhubaneswar and
YBN College, Ranchi, in fray. The
west zone was represented by LJ
College, Ahmedabad and MMCC,
Pune. India batswoman Smriti
Mandhana, Rajasthan Royals
head coach Paddy Upton, batting

coach Amol Muzumdar, bowling
coach Sairaj Bahutale and batsman Riyan Parag were present at
the final. Earlier, in the semifinals, DAV College Chandigarh
defeated Alfala University, Delhi,
whereas Hindustan College,
Chennai, got the better of MMCC,
Pune. In the first semi-finals, Hindustan College, Chennai beat
MMCC, Pune, by 41 runs. Hindustan College scored 122 for nine in
20 overs. MMCC were all out for
81. DAV College defeated Alfala
University by two runs. Batting
first, DAV College scored 129
for the loss of seven wickets.
Alfala University could only
manage 127.

RESULT
Hindustan College 108 for 9 in
20 overs lost to DAV College,
Chandigarh 109 for 5 in 19.2
overs;
n Man of the Match: Gurnoor
Brar, DAV College
n Best Bowler: Dev Yadav,
captain, DAV College
n Best Batsman: Akhil Kumar,
DAV College, Chandigarh
n Player of the tournament:
Shahrukh Khan, Hindustan
College, Chennai.

AKASH SHINES IN
YMCA’S WIN
CHANDIGARH : YMCA defeated
Doon Academy by four wickets in
the league match of the DA ALAN
Cricket Cup here on Saturday.
Batting first, Doon Academy
were all out for 154 runs in 36
overs. Sehaj was the top score
with 58 runs. Kartik took three
wickets for 22, while Rohit snared
two wickets for 15 for YMCA.
In reply, YMCA chased the target in 28 overs losing six wickets.
Akash was the top scorer for
YMCA with 47 runs in 48 balls.
Sumit took three wickets for 33
runs for Doon Academy.
CHESS CHAMPIONSHIP
FROM MAY 23
CHANDIGARH : The Chandigarh
Chess Association (CCA) is
going to organise open fide rating
chess championship at Strawberry Fields High School,
Sector 26, Chandigarh, from
May 23 to 27.
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SUBMIT REPORT ON HOSPITALS WITH NO
PARKING SITES: HIGH COURT TO CIVIC BODY

HARD WORK
CAN HELP YOU
SUCCEED

>>p3

Sunset on Sunday
Sunrise on Monday

7:16pm
5:29am

MANIPUR POLICE SECURES 10-0 WIN
BEATS BANGALORE FC AT HERO INDIAN WOMEN’S LEAGUE >>p4

>>p2

shortstories
THREE CASES OF
RAPE REPORTED
LUDHIANA: Three separate
incidents of rape were reported
from different parts of the city on
Saturday. In the first case, Tibba
police arrested a labourer, Chand
Alam, 20, of Bihar for raping a
16-year-old girl. The victim, a
student of Class 9, said on May 1,
the accused intercepted her on
the way to school, and took her to
his aunt’s house in Jagirpur
village, where he raped her. ››P3

Alarm foils burglary
attempt at ATM
LUDHIANA: A burglary attempt
by three men at an ATM kiosk of
the ICICI Bank was foiled after the
alarm went off in Dhandhari
Kalan on the Delhi road on the
intervening night of Friday and
Saturday. Security guard Resham
Singh, 41, of Kailash Nagar, told
the police that at 9:45pm, three
men turned up there and started
thrashing him.
››P3

debate of
the week
CHANGE IN TREND

HOW CAN HABIT
OF READING BE
REVIVED?
City’s three libraries run by
the municipal corporation at
Rose Garden, Children Traffic
Park and Guru Nanak Bhawan
see few and far between
readers. Advent of internet
has resulted in dwindling
reading habits, especially
among youth and children.
What can be done to revive it?
Are parents required to
inculcate reading habit in
their kids at a young age?
Send your inputs to
ludhiana@hindustantimes.com by May 19.

D-dayforLudhiana’s16.8lakhvoters
STAGE SET Battle between 22 contenders as Ludhiana residents vote in the seventh and final phase of elections today; 1,721 booths set up
election

A LOOK AT THE ELECTORATE

LUDHIANA VOTES

A total of 71 voters have enrolled themselves in the
third gender category

2019

5,708

HT Correspondent
n

tered voters across nine assembly constituencies in Ludhiana
are set to seal the fate of 22 candidates in fray for the Lok Sabha
elections on Sunday. These
include 9.01 lakh male and 7.79
lakh female voters.
According to the district election office, voting will begin at
7am and continue till 6pm at a
totalof1,721 polling boothsbeing
manned by 14,750 poll staff.
The counting of votes will be
held on the Punjab Agricultural
University (PAU) campus on
May 23.
The previous Lok Sabha polls
in 2014 saw a voter turnout of
70.5% from among the 15.6 lakh
voters registered.
MAJOR CONTENDERS
Thefinancialcapitalofthestateis
set to witness a four-cornered
contestbetweenCongress,Shiromani Akali Dal (SAD), Punjab
Democratic Alliance (PDA) and
Aam Aadmi Party (AAP).
WhileCongresshasfieldedsitting MP Ravneet Singh Bittu,
SADhasplaceditsbetonadviser
toformerchiefministerParkash
Singh Badal and one-time
MLA, Mahesh Inder Singh
Sidhu.
AAP has chosen Tejpal Singh
Gill, a PhD degree holder in jail
administration, as its candidate,
while Atam Nagar MLA

Female
7.79
lakh

amarpal.singh@htlive.com

LUDHIANA:With the local adminis-

tration declaring dry days for 48
hours ahead of polling for the
Lok Sabha elections on May 19,
the party scene in the city took a
hit with a majority of pubs and
restaurants lying vacant for
want of customers.
The dry days were imposed
from 5pm on May 17 till 6pm on
May 19 after polling ends.
A visit to the pubs and restobars on Friday night revealed
their empty tables with the usual
hubbub missing. The restaurateurs expressed that the ban on
alcohol had affected their weekend business immensely.
On the other hand, a number
of booze lovers were seen drinking in their cars parked near
markets with the police and
administration turning a blind
eye. “Peen aaliya ne ta jugad la
hi lena hunda, saade lyi koi dry

›

The footfall on Friday
was lesser as
compared to regular days.
Usually, there is a huge
waiting list, but due to dry
day, no liquor consumer
has turned up even for food.

SWAROOP KALEDY, manager,
Colonel’s Cabin, Pakhowal Road

day ni hunda (Boozers always
find a way. There is no dry day
for us),” said the driver of a car,
parked near Orient Cinema in
BRS Nagar.
AK Tomar, manager of restaurant The Upper House on
Pakhowal Road, said normally,
customers started occupying
tables as early as 7.30pm, but Friday saw no customer, affecting
their business considerably.
On visiting another restau-

21,854

Male New voters in
9.01 18-19 age group
lakh 1,721
Polling booths

2014 RESULTS
Simarjeet
Singh
Bains

n

Poll staff cross-checking EVMs and VVPAT machines at Khalsa College for Women in Ludhiana on
GURPREET SINGH/HT
Saturday.

Congress

AAP

SAD

(Ind)

27.30%

25.51%

23.31%

19.16%

Voter
turnout
70.4%

KEY ISSUES
BUDDHA NULLAH

TRAFFIC CONGESTION

AIR POLLUTION

ENCROACHMENTS

CRIME

Despite tall claims by multiple
political leaders, Buddha Nullah
continues to be a bugbear for
Ludhiana. Recently, the monitoring committee of National Green
Tribunal slammed MC and Punjab
Pollution Control Board for doing
nothing to curb its pollution.

Ludhiana continues to struggle
with traffic congestion with no
solution by authorities. Delay in
construction of Jagraon Bridge,
elevated road on Ferozepur
Road and shortage of parking
spaces has compounded the
problem.

Thanks to its industries, large
number of vehicles and illegal
diesel auto-rickshaws, Ludhiana
continues to be ranked among
the most-polluted cities in the
world. To make matters worse,
the city’s green cover has also
been depleting.

Encroachments by the shopkeepers and street vendors have
exacerbated the traffic chaos,
with violators leaving no space for
parking. MC has failed to act
against widespread encroachments despite high court’s intervention.

Home to a large number of migrants, Ludhiana has a high crime
graph with a large number of
rape and murder cases being
reported. The city has witnessed
a rise in sexual crimes against
minors, and snatching and
robbery cases.

2,56,590, while Bains, who contested his maiden Lok Sabha
polls as an independent, secured
2,10,917 votes to stand fourth.

distributing electronic voting
machines(EVMs),votersverifiable paper audit trails (VVPATs)
andotherpollingmaterialamong
the polling staff.
All polling parties reported at
theirrespectivedispatchcentres
atKhalsaCollegeforWomenand
SCD Government College, and

were provided with EVMs,
VVPATsandotherelectionmaterial. After distribution of the
material,the partiesleftfortheir
respective polling booths under
security.
Earlier,districtelectionofficer
(DEO) Pradeep Kumar Agrawal
inspected the dispatch centres

Simarjeet Singh Bains will be
contesting on a PDA ticket.
Inthepreviouselections,Bittu
had emerged victor with 3,00,459
votes, while AAP’s Harvinder
Singh Phoolka came a close second with 2,80,750 votes.
SAD’s Manpreet Singh Ayali
wasreducedtothethirdspotwith

Hubbub missing from pubs,
residents turn to car-o-bars
n

Total
16.8
lakh

LUDHIANA:Atotalof16.8lakhregis-

D R Y D AY S

Amarpal Singh

Persons with
disabilities

ludhiana@htlive.com

rant, Colonel’s Cabin on Pakhowal Road, all tables on both
floors were found occupied, but
restaurant manager Swaroop
Kaledy said the footfall was
lesser as compared to regular
days.
“Usually, there is a huge waiting list, but due to dry day, no
liquor consumer has turned up
even for food,” he added.
Similarly,themanager of pubcum-restaurant, Papa Whiskey,
Sujit Chaudhary said the dry
days were expected to cause
them 80% losses over the weekend.
Amarvir Singh, president,
Hotel and Restaurant Association of Punjab and Ludhiana,
said dry days in the weekend had
affected the restaurant business
immensely. “Usually bars and
restaurants earn over ₹1 lakh
from liquor sales, but the figure
dips to zero on dry days. As it is a
weekend this time, matters
turned worse for us,” he said.

17-yr-old boy dies
after drinking
liquor, friend
booked for murder

HC fines city police
₹1 lakh for illegal
detention of youth

LUDHIANA:A day a 17-year-old boy

CHANDIGARH:ThePunjabandHar-

died due to excessive consumption of liquor in Khanna, police
booked his friend for murder on
Saturday.
Kin of the deceased, Balraj
Singh, alleged that Gurpreet
Singh, 20, of Jaspalon village,
murdered their son. Earlier,
police had initiated inquest proceedings underSection 174ofthe
Criminal Procedure Code.
Balraj’s mother Manjit Kaur
told the police that Gurpreet
madehersondrinkliquoronFriday. Thereafter, Balraj went to
Gurpreet’shouseandsleptthere,
and was found dead on Saturday
morning. She said Gurpreet
knew the reason behind Balraj’s
death.OnSaturday,Balraj’sfamily met Khanna senior superintendent of police (SSP) GursharandeepSingh,whoorderedlodging of a murder FIR.
Inspector Anwar Ali, SHO,
Sadar police station, Khanna,
said the police will arrest the
accused soon.
HTC

yana high court has ordered erring Ludhiana police officials to
pay₹1lakhtoayouthforillegally
detaining him in 2017.
The amount has to be paid to
the youth, Manpreet Mani of
Shimlapuri, within four weeks.
Mani was picked up by the
policeonApril11,2017.Twodays
later, his father approached the
highcourt,whichputthestateon
notice. The police later booked
ManiforsnatchingonApril16as
theygotawhiffoftheHCproceedings.Maniremainedbehindbars
tillMay4beforebeingreleasedon
bail, his lawyer DS Sandhu said.
Police had claimed that Mani
was arrested on secret information that he was a habitual
snatcher.FollowinganHCorder,
inquirybya chiefjudicial magistrate revealed that Mani
remainedinillegalcustody from
April11to16,andlaterinjudicial
custody from April 16 to May 4.
The court observed that the
inquiryandotherevidenceinthe

case revealed that the FIR was
registered just to cover up the
cops’ illegal action against an
innocent citizen.
ThecourtalsofoundthatMani
neitherhadacriminalrecordnor
the police could provide a complaint of snatching of a phone
claimed to have been recovered
from him. The HC has now set
aside the FIR, even as charges
havebeenframedbyatrialcourt
observing that Mani was made a
scapegoat,andtheFIRwasregisteredbythepoliceofficialsjustto
save their skin from legal consequences that may follow on
account of the illegal detention.
While imposing the fine, the
court observed that apart from
the youth facing the criminal
prosecution, the father was
forcedtoapproachthehighcourt.
Itisnotaneasytaskforacommon
man to fight against the mighty
policeauthorities,whohaveultimately nothing to lose in such
type of cases, the court of justice
MS Sindhu observed.
HTC

EVMs DISTRIBUTED
AMONG POLL STAFF
Thedistrictelectiondepartment
officialsonSaturdaywrappedup

and checked the deployment of
polling staff as well as distribution of the material.
After collecting the material
from the counters, the polling
staff led by their respective presidingofficerswerefoundsitting
around the college premises to
cross-check the material pro-

vided, while the process of
deployment of reserved polling
staff and mini-observers was
being carried out in a hall.
Pavitra, assistant presiding
officersaidthepollstaffhadbeen
providedpropertrainingregarding the use of machines.
VIGIL UP
A total of 4,500 police personnel
and 800 paramilitary personnel
have been deputed to maintain
thelawandordersituationinthe
city, especially at sensitive and
hyper sensitive booths.
CommissionerofpoliceSukhchain Singh Gill said around 11
companiesofparamilitaryforces
had been deployed in Ludhiana.
Besides, 133 patrolling parties
will maintain vigil in the city, he
added.
Deputycommissionerofpolice
(DCP)AshwaniKapoorwillhead
Zones1and3,whileDCP(investigation) Ganganajit Singh will
take care of Zones 2 and 4.
EYE ON POLL
VIOLATIONS
DEO Agrawal said a case under
Section 178 B (refusing oath or
affirmation when duly required
by public servant to make it) of
theIndianPenalCodewillberegistered if any candidate or voter
was found giving or accepting
cash in lieu of votes.
Similarly, if any person
threatens a voter, a case under
Section 171 C (undue influence at
elections) will be lodged. If any
person indulged in election-related violation, they will face
charges under Section 127 A of
Representation of People Act
1951 and suitable action under
the law will be taken against
them.

CANDIDATES
TURN TO SOCIAL
MEDIA FOR
CAMPAIGNING
Harsimran Singh Batra
n

harsimran.batra@htlive.com

LUDHIANA : Despite the Election

Commission (EC) banning campaigning for the Lok Sabha elections on Friday evening, campaigning has continued on
social media and WhatsApp
right under the nose of the election department.
The EC had imposed a complete ban on broadcasting or
propagating election-related
material on TV, radio, SMS,
social media, and in newspapers
from 6pm on May 17 to 6pm on
May 19.
But, posters of candidates in
form of WhatsApp messages
and fresh Facebook posts are
being floated by leaders and
workers of respective parties.
The posters carry the candidate’s photograph and the election symbol, urging residents to
cast their votes in his favour.
Besides, party leaders are
also uploading messages and
videos against their opponents,
taking digs at each other.
District election officer
(SEO) Pradeep Kumar Agrawal
said the candidates could advertise in the newspaper after getting prior permission from the
district-level media certification and monitoring committee
(MCMC). If images of the
approved advertisements were
being floated, it was not a violation, but any other messages or
posts for campaigning will
invite action, he added.
Residents should mark complaints in this regard with the
district election office or with
any assistant returning officer
(ARO), he said.

›

If images of approved
advertisements are
being floated, it is not a
violation, but any other
messages or posts for
campaigning will invite
action. Residents should
mark complaints to the
district election office.
PRADEEP KUMAR AGRAWAL ,
District election officer
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OPEN UP THE SPACES IN YOUR CITY
TO PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES

POTPOURRI

I

t saddens me to say that a city in which I
grew up and spent 20 years of my life has
not embraced the Leave No One Behind
motto that the United Nations had set
forth when it established the Sustainable
Development Goals of 2015. A nation, much
less a city, cannot progress unless it takes
everyone along with it, including persons with
disabilities who live in Chandigarh.
Such people are completely ignored, both in
public and private places. A majority of our citizens too don’t seem to have an iota of concern
for their wants and needs. Take for example a
prominent restaurant in the city. My mother
and I have been telling the owner to install a
ramp at the entrance for easier access for persons with disabilities because sometimes they
might want to go out on their own and might
not want help.
Till date, the ramp has not been installed.
Staying with the issue of accessibility at restaurants, which will fit into the next issue that I
want to raise, is that the UT administration
must have a policy in place for restaurants to
have a washroom for wheelchair users. It’s fine
if restaurants in malls don’t have a washrooms

as customers can use the ones in the mall, but a
stand-alone restaurant should have a designated washroom for wheelchair users.
Water and sanitation for people with disabilities is another area in which the Chandigarh
administration or MC authorities have to work
on, in public and private buildings, public
areas and in educational institutes. Section 16
of the Rights of People with Disabilities Act,
2016, talks about inclusive education for all students with disabilities, but it involves a long
battle with school, college or university
authorities before even one accessible wash-

WATER AND SANITATION FOR PEOPLE
WITH DISABILITIES IS ANOTHER AREA
IN WHICH THE CHANDIGARH
ADMINISTRATION OR MUNICIPAL
CORPORATION AUTHORITIES HAVE TO
WORK ON, IN PUBLIC AND PRIVATE
BUILDINGS, PUBLIC AREAS AND IN
EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTES

room is built for wheelchair users. (The act as
well as the Harmonized Guidelines on Accessibility prepared by the Union Urban Development Ministry in 2016 states that there should
be at least one unisex washroom for wheelchair users on each floor of the educational
institute).
The other places where I have interned and
had a massive problem due to the non-availability of washrooms for wheelchair users
were the Punjab and Haryana High Court,
which is one of the busiest High Courts in India
due to two states and one Union Territory sharing it. The other was the Punjab State Human
Rights Commission (I interned here in January 2018, and the entrance had steps going up to
the lift!).
I hope that public and private places here in
Chandigarh become accessible by 2022 (five
years from when the Rights of People with Disabilities Act, 2016, received Presidential
Assent on April 19, 2017). Five years is the time
given in Section 45 of the Act for all buildings in
India to be made accessible for people with disabilities, and private places have been made
liable under this Act unlike when the 1995 Disa-

n

City planning should have scope for allowing persons with disabilities to move freely.

bility Act was in force.
A good thing about the city is that it has designated parking for people with disabilities,
but here again people don’t bother and park
their cars without a thought for the difficulties
faced by a person with disability in finding a
spot to park in. Here again, even if wheelchair
users find a reserved parking spot empty, the
victory is short-lived since most market places
do not have ramps that can be used to enter a
marketplace - just one big step that needs to be
crossed.

DISCIPLINE, HARD WORK HELP YOU SUCCEED
guest
column
PRIYA S TANDON

W

hichever stage of life one
is in, it seems to be an
uphill task. The grass is
always greener across
the fence. Little children feel that
homework is such a tough thing to do
and want to grow up fast so that they
can go to work and earn lots of money.
Youngsters/ teenagers struggling
with professional education, admissions and peer issues feel that once
they finish this; real life will start.
Later it’s about landing a good job
or setting up a professional practice
or a startup or learning the ropes of a
family business. Then start the problems of matchmaking and having
babies. Middle age brings with it what
we call ‘midlife crisis’ and old age
brings health issues, retirement
issues, perhaps the loss of a spouse.
Well! Life is by no means easy. A look
at the papers today made me see the
smiling faces of topers who had done
the city proud. The toppers’ marks
were in the range of 99.2%, 99.4%,
98.8%. Wow!
Glancing through their interviews
in the papers, I realised that most of
them had vouched for perseverance,
hard work, dedication, regulated
study and sleeping hours. And most
important of all, staying away from

n

Joyful students in a Panchkula school celebrate their success in the Central
SANT ARORA/HT
Board of Secondary Education Class 10 examination this year.

social media! Don’t we all know that
social media occupies a lot of brain
space and is an awful waste of time?
Still we seem to be lured into its
clutches. I remember reading
recently that a middle-aged woman
thought of deleting Facebook from
her phone. She then realised that it
was the only place where people were
showering her with compliments,
calling her “gorgeous”, “beautiful”,

“kya lag rahi ho (you look great)” or
“love the look.” And so she decided to
retain it. But do students need it? At a
time when they are supposed to focus
on their education and career, it is
really a waste of time. Generally
speaking, social media in its various
avatars has a fantastic reach. I think
it’s a great platform to share ideas and
thoughts, information and statistics
without intruding into anyone’s per-

sonal space. But for students, I think
they should stay away from it.
Coming back to the toppers’ tips for
success in exams one can never
undermine the value of hard work,
perseverance, discipline, and commitment to the cause. Why do we
want education? Why do we feel the
need to be educated? Is it only for
money? Nay! Education is for life; not
merely for a living. Education is
about holistic grooming of a child
where he or she learns not just about
the curricula prescribed, but about
values, life skills, communication
skills, good manners etc. The values
mentioned by our toppers are verily
the values that are required later on
in life too. They have certainly hit the
nail right on the head!
These values are the subtle learnings that are taught by example to
children, by the teachers, parents or
for that matter anyone who is a role
model; be it an artist, a doctor, a
singer or even a politician.
The soul of the teachings is perhaps
not in the text, it is there somewhere
between the lines. It’s like a song in
which the lyrics were sung without
expression. What would it sound like?
It is in the pauses at the right places,
the expression and the feeling with
which the singer renders it, that
makes the song touch someone’s
heart. These things are not taught by
rote! They are gained by practice and
experience. And for that we need hard
work, perseverance and discipline!
Keep going bachchas! You nailed it!
(The writer is a Chandigarh-based freelance
contributor)

WILDBUZZ FROM NATURE’S DOMAIN OF WONDERS
VIKRAM JIT SINGH

HAPPY
OWLS IN
THE GOLF
WOODS

P

rofessional golfers seem to
enjoy a privileged, exclusive
relationship with one of the
rarest species of owls found in
north India. On Thursday, I was
walking with the professionals
engaged in a fascinating duel at the Rs
30 lakh Tata Steel PGTI Players
Championship presented by the
Chandigarh Golf Club. One of the lead
players struck an errant shot and the
ball wandered into a grove of lovely,
tall trees. The player did not appreci-

n

n

Golfer Sujjan Singh and his mother, Kanwal Sukhinder Singh, with the rescued
PHOTO: VIKRAM JIT SINGH
Mottled Wood owl fledgling on May 8, 2018.

ate the trees too much because his
ball was lying enmeshed in the roots
and rued his ‘Tiger in the Woods’ fate
as he could not score a birdie from
that punitive lie.
Standing close by, my eyes scanned
the tree tops for real birds. I chanced
upon four very familiar, dumpy
shapes perched as still as shrouded

statues in the seclusion of the foliage
canopy. My eyes gleamed! This was
an elite family of Mottled Wood owls,
whom I had been tracking since May
2018, but had lost sight of last winter
and had feared the worst.
No one of any knowledge or passion for birds had the foggiest idea
this species quietly resided and

An adult Mottled Wood owl and (right) a sub-adult owl at the Chandigarh Golf Club on Thursday.

PHOTO: KESHAV SINGH / HT

nested at the club. Till that day of cosmic coincidence in May 2018 when a
champion professional golfer, Sujjan
Singh, stumbled upon an owl fledgling fallen on the fairway as he played
a practise round. Sujjan took the desolate owl to his mother, who was well
versed in nursing birds of their Sector
5 bungalow garden. A few days later
on May 10, 2018, the owl fledgling was
returned to the tree at the golf club -where the parents and a sibling
resided -- under this writer’s guidance. That family of four was
restored. A good score, a Par 4!
In July 2018, during one of my periodic, unobtrusive visits to check on
the family’s welfare, I noticed they
had left the tree most probably
because a beehive had struck residence on their favoured branches.
After a tedious search, I relocated the
family which had taken shelter in a
tall tree in another grove. Upon my
next visit, I found that the tree’s
upper half had crashed due to a
weather disturbance and the owls
had vanished.
I later found two of them (an adult
and a juvenile) on another tree and
feared the other two had perished due
to unknown causes. As winter set in I
lost sight of even those two, till my
exultant reunion on Thursday with
the same, full family. Parents and two
healthy sub-adults whose first birthday must have just gone by. After long
last, another Par 4 on my owl-tracking scorecard. I really would not mind
a double-bogey 6 the next breeding
season!
Remarkably, the owls have braved
errant golf balls crashing into the
canopy and disturbances caused by
constant movement of greenskeepers, workers, tractors/lawn mowers
below their latest residence. Not to
mention loud golfers erupting into
imagination-tickling profanities
when their balls do not go where
desired!
n

GETTY IMAGES

If we have to leave no one behind, especially
in the age of “smart cities,” we have to move
quickly and make buildings and service accessible to everyone, where a life of dignity can be
lived without dependence on others. People
with disabilities no longer want charity, but
want what they should be getting as a part of
human rights. (Disability at the moment is not
a part of the Human Rights Act in India).
n

fateh17@gmail.com

(The writer is a Chandigarh-based freelance contributor)

DON’T TAKE THE SUMMER
HEAT TO YOUR HEART
guest
column
DR HARINDER SINGH BEDI

S

ummer heat and humidity
make most of us uncomfortable,
but this can be deadly for heart
patients. The heart responds to
a rise in temperature by pumping
faster. Simultaneously, blood vessels
of the skin dilate, facilitating the flow
of warm blood from internal organs to
the body surface, observed as a flushed
face on a hot day. Moderate exercise
may result in up to tenfold increase in
heat production with a resultant rise
in heart rate . Strenuous physical
effort in hot and humid weather may
be particularly deleterious in heart
disease as it lowers the threshold for a
heart attack.
Medications taken by many
patients with heart disease can also
cause problems in extreme heat. During hot weather, diuretics (water pills
to reduce fluid retention in patients
with heart failure and high blood pressure) may actually cause dehydration.
However, they should be warned
against drinking large amounts of
fluid, as recommended to the general
public during heat spells, as this could
add significant stress on heart .

KEEP YOUR COOL
Overall, individuals with heart disease should follow the same guidelines
as healthy individuals, but with an
extra helping of precaution:
n Stay indoors during the hottest part
of the day.
n If your home isn’t air conditioned or
air cooled , stay confined to the coolest spot such as the basement.
n Limit your activity.
n Wear loose-fitting, light cotton clothing.
n Stay hydrated and avoid caffeine and
alcohol.
n Have someone check in on you.

LIVE RIGHT, EAT RIGHT
The best advice for avoiding heat
stress is to keep as cool as possible. Air
conditioning can provide lifesaving
relief from heat stress, especially if
you have heart disease . If you don’t
have air conditioning, spend as much
time as possible in cool shopping
malls, senior centres, libraries, movie

theatres, or in the coolest room at
home . Indigenous air coolers with
khus (vetiver) screens can also be
quite effective.
Fans and cross ventilation are
important. Cool baths or showers provide relief from the heat.
Loose fitting, lightweight, light coloured cotton clothing are more comfortable in hot weather. While working in Sydney I couldn’t fail to notice
the Australian campaign of Slip-SlopSlap (Slip on a full sleeved loose shirt,
slop on some sunscreen (to protect
from skin cancer) and slap on a hat).
This can be a sensible routine for heart
patients to follow too.
Your body needs more water in hot
weather Don’t wait until you are
thirsty to have water . If you have
heart disease check with your doctor
for advice on how much water you
should drink.
Curtail unnecessary physical activity during extremely hot weather.
Avoid spicy hot foods and heavy
meals. Watch your salt intake.
Avoid alcohol and caffeine . Alcohol
acts as a diuretic, resulting in fast
water loss. In addition, alcohol can
promote a sense of well-being, making
you less aware of the danger signs of
heat stress. If you live alone, make
sure a relative or neighbour checks in
on you regularly.
However, the summer does not
mean the end of exercise. It’s best to
plan your exercise early in the morning before the day heats up, or in the
evening, when things start to cool
down. If the weather is unbearably
hot, though, head indoors. Activities
as suggested by the American Heart
Association include going to an air
conditioned gym. You also could start
a walking group with your friends at
your local AC mall – an extremely
entertaining form of exercise – as long
as you’re not a compulsive shopper.
Take up an indoor sport, such as
badminton, table tennis or indoor aerobics and yoga . When it’s really hot
out there, swimming is the best exercise . You can cool off by doing a lot of
floating, but to get your heart pumping
and to burn some calories , do some
laps, or take a water aerobics classes.
It’s a great workout without the strain
on your joints.
So, enjoy the summer – but stay
cool.
n

cardiaccarecentre1@gmail.com

(The author is a Mohali-based cardiothoracic
and vascular surgeon).
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DON’T GO BY FAKE PROMISES OF POLITICIANS
The condition of city is pathetic with dumps of garbage lying here and there. Also, many
accidents are reported every day because of the terrible condition of the roads. The
major problem is that our politicians who come to power because of manpower and
money contribute nothing to nation. Many of them are also not well educated. How can
youths expect these politicians to sort out their problems?
Lakhvinder Singh, Punjab Agricultural University

Clean rain-affected areas

Give push to art and culture

With monsoons just some weeks away,
there is a need to fill up the potholes.
During rains some areas get waterlogged
and standing water is a breeding ground
for mosquitoes, which cause many (often
deadly) water-borne diseases. The
municipal corporation must take action
and clean up the areas and ensure water
drains out after heavy rainfall. The
authorities should also take care of these
problems and work on cleanliness in
spots that are the most affected. Areas
such as railway station and bus stand
receive maximum footfall and must be
cleaned up properly and maintained well.

There is a need to give a push to art and
culture in the city. Be it dance, music or
theatre, parents should encourage their
children to participate in these activities.
We also lag behind in sports because
school authorities and parents don’t
bother to enrol their children in such
activities. To stand head to head with the
world we must promote our culture and
conduct more cultural activities at the
school-level so that children develop
their interest easily. The government also
needs to improve the condition of
grounds and infrastructure. Sports and
co-curricular activities important too.
Sikander, theatre artiste

Varsha, New Model Town

vswild1@gmail.com
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Submitreportonhospitals
withnoparkingsite:HC
CONTEMPT PLEA AGAINST MC Civic body also told to consider construction
of multi-level parkings in congested areas where residents are facing problems
HT Correspondent
n

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA: Directing the munici-

pal corporation (MC) to submit a
report on the action taken
against the 14 hospitals, whose
managements have failed to
make proper parking arrangements, the Punjab and Haryana
high court (HC) also asked the
civic body to consider the construction of multi-level parkings
in congested areas where residents are facing problems.
Responding to a contempt
petition filed by RTI activist
Rohit Sabharwal against the failure of the MC in acting against
the hospitals and nursing homes
with no parking arrangements
during its hearing on May 17,
the MC stated that out of over 125
hospitals/nursing homes, as
many as 14 hospitals had failed
to make proper parking arrangements for visitors.
Others have either been cov-

ENCROACHMENTS AT DARESI: COURT
NOTICE TO MAYOR, COMMISSIONER
LUDHIANA :Acting on a contempt
petition filed against the municipal corporation (MC) for its
alleged failure in taking action
against the alleged encroachments at the Daresi ground by the
managements of three institutions, the Punjab and Haryana
high court has issued a showcause notice to mayor Balkar
Singh Sandhu, MC commissioner
Kanwalpreet Kaur Brar and a
former MC commissioner Vikas
Pratap.

Petitioner Subhash Kundra Katty

ered under the one-time settlement (OTS) policy for regularising building violations or the
managements had made some
parking arrangements, the MC
said. MC commissioner Kanwal-

said that managements of three
institutions, including Sita Mata
Mandir, Bhagwaan Ram Charitable Hospital, Gita Mata Mandir
and these managements were
also conducting commercial
activities. Katty said that over a
decade ago, the MC had approved
a resolution to give land to these
managements on lease, but
nothing was done and the MC
had still failed to act against
them. The court has now issued a
notice to show cause as to why
contempt proceedings are not
initiated against the MC.

pret Kaur Brar was also present
during the hearing.
After hearing the arguments,
the court directed the MC to submit a status report of action
taken against the 14 hospitals

Last-ditch effort: Candidates
hold closed-door meetings
election
2019

LUDHIANA SEAT
HT Correspondent
n

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA : Candidates of major
politicalparties,includingShiromaniAkaliDal(SAD)-Bharatiya
JanataParty(BJP)alliance,Congress, AAP and Punjab Democratic Alliance (PDA) held
closed-doormeetingswithvoters
and volunteers on Saturday.
Ascampaigncametoanendon
Friday evening with voting to be
held on Sunday, the candidates
also conducted meetings with
members ofbooth-levelcommitteesoftheirrespectivepartieson
the setting up of stalls outside
polling booths on election day.
PDA candidateandLIP president MLA (Atam Nagar) Simarjeet Singh Bains and his elder
brother MLA Balwinder Bains
alsoconductedclosed-doormeetingswithresidentsandmembers

of industrial organisations
across the constituency.
Bainssaid hewassurethatthe
people would vote for PDA for
removing the mafia raj and corruption from the society.
BanssaidthePDAwouldmake
it sure that no departments,
including income tax, sales tax,
etc unnecessarily harass the
industrial sector, which is
already going throughrecession
duetothe‘anti-industry’policies
of the state and central governments.
Thepublicwasnowwellaware
that both the SAD-BJP and the
Congresswerehandingloveand
would surely reject the traditional parties in the elections.
SAD-BJP candidate Mahesh
Inder Singh Grewal, who conducted meetings in Atam Nagar,
West and adjoining areas, said
that people would vote for a
stronggovernmentattheCentre
and there was no other strong
leader except PM Narendra
Modi. He said Congress candidate Ravneet Bittu was an outsider, and had done nothing for
the development of the constitu-

ency in the last five years of his
tenureandPDAcandidateBains
was a blackmailer, who was trying to befool the public.
AAP candidate Tejpal Singh
Gill saidthatheconducted meetings only with members of the
booth-level committees at his
headofficeontheFerozepurroad
and,onthebasisofrigorouscampaigning done by party leaders,
includingDelhideputychiefminister Manish Sisodia, they were
expecting an overwhelming
response from voters. “We have
ourfingerscrossedandareconfident that people will vote for the
AAP for the Delhi pattern development in the city,” said Gill.
Congress candidate Ravneet
Bittu, who held meetings with
residents in the Dakha constituency, said that he expected an
overwhelmingresponsefromthe
people.
He said the Congress would
continue to work for the betterment of the constituency. DEO
Pradeep Agrawal said that campaign had come to a close, but
candidates could conduct doorto-door meetings.

Bittu’s banners fastened to
poles, trees; 4 FIRs lodged
LUDHIANA : The Dehlon police on
Saturday registered four cases
against unidentified persons for
pastingCongresspostersongovernment properties. Cases were
registered on a complaint by
Damanjit SinghMann,assistant
returningofficer.He saidposters

of Congress candidate Ravneet
Singh Bittu were found fastened
to power polls on the Malerkotla
roadnearGNDEngineeringCollege, Shaheed Jasdev Singh
Nagar and Shaheed Karnail
Singh Nagar.
Banners were also found

nailed to trees at Ring Road in
Gill. He said notices were issued
to Bittu,who statedthat he or his
party workers did not put up the
banners,anditcouldbethehandiwork of miscreants. Cases were
lodgedunderSec127-AoftheRepresentation of People Act. HTC

during the next hearing of the
case on August 8.
Further, the court also asked
the MC to consider the construction of multi-level parkings
in thecongested areaswhereresidents are facing parking
problems.
Traffic congestion is a major
problem of city residents and
even the posh markets such as
Ghumar Mandi, Sarabha Nagar,
Model Town market are facing
the problem.
However, the condition is
worse in the old city areas,
including Ghumar Mandi, Field
Ganj, Dal Bazaar, etc.
Earlier, the MC had planned
to come up with multi-level
parkings in the Feroze Gandhi
Market, Ghumar Mandi, near
the civil hospital and some other
areas,but noconcrete action was
taken in this direction.
Despite attempts, MC commissioner Brar was not available for comments.

MINOR GIRLS
MOLESTED IN
SEPARATE CASES
LUDHIANA : Two cases of sexual

assault on minor girls were
reportedin thecity onSaturday.
One of the accused is also a
minor, police said. In the first
case, a 14-year-old boy allegedly
molested a seven-year-old girl
after luring her out to play in
KeharSinghNagarofHaibowal.
In his complaint, the victim’s
fathersaidhisdaughterhadgone
to the house of the accused, who
is their neighbour, to play with
him. After sometime his daughter returned home crying and
toldhimthattheaccusedthrewa
bedsheet on her and molested
her, he said.
Head constableHarmesh Lal,
who is investigating the case,
said on the statement of the victim’sfather,acaseunderSection
354 (assault or criminal force to
womanwithintenttooutrageher
modesty) of the Indian Penal
Code (IPC) and Section 8 of the
ProtectionofChildrenfromSexual Offence (POCSO) Act was
registered against the accused,
whoisastudentofClass8.Hehas
yet to be apprehended.
Inanothercase,theDivision6
police booked an unidentified
accused for molesting a 14-yearold girl in Janta Nagar. The victim, who is a student of Class 8,
toldthepolicethatshewasgoing
to a shop, when a motorcycleborne man, aged about 26 years,
groped her. When she raised the
alarm, the accused fled the spot.
Thevictimsaidshecouldidentify
the accused after seeing him.
Sub-inspector Pooran Singh
saidpolicehadbooked unidentifiedaccusedunderSection354of
the IPC and Section 4 of the
HTC
POCSO Act.
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CMCH seeks
financial help for
patient’s treatment

Evasion of PF benefits: 40
private schools get notice

HT Correspondent

Harvinder Kaur

n

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

n

LUDHIANA: Christian Medical

College and Hospital (CMCH),
Ludhiana, has appealed to the
public to donate for a patient,
who has been admitted with the
post-cesarean bleeding at the
hospital. The CMCH stated that
a woman named Anu has been
diagnosed with post-caesarean
bleeding.
“She requires an intensive
care management with multiple
blood transfusions and operations.
Her husband works at a local
shop. With little income, they
can’t afford the treatment,”
the press release read.
The hospital has appealed the
public to come forward to
donate for the benefit of the
patient. One can make donations by a cheque or a DD in the
favour of CMC, Ludhiana Society, with ‘for patient Anu
(C-7896759)’ written at the back,
and sent to the medical superintendent’s office.
For further information
about the patient, contact Dr
Indu Sood on 9814046817. HTC

ONE CAN DONATE VIA
CHEQUE OR A DEMAND
DRAFT IN FAVOUR OF
CMC, LUDHIANA SOCIETY

harvinder.kaur@htlive.com

LUDHIANA: Tightening the noose
around private schools evading
provident fund (PF) benefits to
their employees,especiallydriversandotherstaffengagedtorun
school buses, the Employees’
Provident Fund Organisation
(EPFO) has issued notices to
around 40 private schools in the
cityandsoughtareplyfromthem
inaweek.SumeetSingh,regional
provident fund commissioner-2
(RFPC-2),saidthattheofficesuspected that most of the schools
hadnot beencomplying with the
PF norms in case of bus drivers
and conductors.
“Currently, we are targeting
100 schools in Ludhiana. These
schools have either their own
buses or have rented them from
private agencies. Under the
norms, school authorities are
entirelyresponsiblefortheoperation of the buses and paying all
benefits to drivers and conductors. The department is also
checkingifschoolsareproviding
themthe social security cover or
not,”saidRFPC-2Sumeet Singh.
In its notice to schools, the
EPFO has directed them to provide PF details of school drivers
and other staff engaged by them
in a week, failing which legal
action will be taken against the
defaulting institutes.
The EPFO has asked for full

n

The EPFO office has sought reply to the notice within a week,
failing which it has warned schools of legal action. GURPREET SINGH/HT

details of the buses bearing the
names of the schools, whether
owned or taken on rent.
The details to be provided will
include the names of the driver
and other staff, their date of joining, monthly salary, provident
fund number, vehicle number
andthenameoftheagency(Ifthe
bus hasbeenhired)alongwithits
address, according to the
EPFO notice
“UndertheEmployees’ProvidentFunds&MiscellaneousProvisions Act, 1952, you, being the
principal employer of the
employeesemployedbycontractors, the onus lies upon you to
ensurethatallstatutoryPFbenefits are extended to the eligible

employees of your contractors
from the date of their joining,”
reads the notice issued by PF
office. The PF office had also
reportedly taken details of the
school buses in Ludhiana from
thedistricttransportoffice(DTO)
recently.
An official at the DTO office
saidthatthiswasforthefirsttime
during the last 10 years that the
EPFO had sought details about
school buses. There were about
4,362buses,eitherownedorassociatedwithvariousschoolsofthe
city, he said. Most of these buses
were registered in the names of
bus owners or the private agenciesowningthebuses,theofficial
added.

Three cases of rape reported, one held
LUDHIANA : Three separate incidents of rape were reported from
different parts of the city on
Saturday.
In the first case, the Tibba
police arrested a labourer,
Chand Alam, 20, of Bihar for raping a 16-year-old girl. The victim,
a student of Class 9, said the
accused intercepted her on May
1 on her way to school, and took
her to his aunt’s house in
Jagirpur village, where he raped
her. On May 17, she narrated the
incident to her parents, who took

her to the police.
Sub-inspector Kiran Lata said
an FIR was registered under Sections 376 (rape) and 506 (criminal
intimidation) of the Indian Penal
Code (IPC) and Section 4 (penetrative sexual assault) of the Protection of Children from Sexual
Offences (POCSO) Act against
Alam.
In another case, the Division
Number 5 police booked an auto
driver for raping a 17-year-old
girl. The accused, Sonu, 20, of
Ram Nagar, was yet to be

arrested. The victim, a student of
Class 11, told the police that Sonu
stopped her on the way to school
on May 17, and took her to a hotel
near the bus stand and raped
her. ASI Tarlochan Singh said a
case under Section 376 of IPC and
Section 6 (aggravated penetrative sexual assault) of the
POCSO Act had been registered.
The Model Town police also
booked amarriedman for raping
a 29-year-old beautician and
thrashing her. The accused,
Charanjit Singh Dhillon, 32 , of

Lohara, is at large. The victim
said she was seeing the accused
for the past nine years, and he
had raped her several times after
promising to marry her. On May
17, Dhillon forced her to accompany him to Doraha. When she
asked the accused to marry her,
he thrashed her and threatened
to rape her. Sub-inspector Jaswinder Singh said Dhillon had
been booked under Sections 376,
323 (voluntarily causing hurt)
and 506 (criminal intimidation)
of the IPC.
HTC

ON SUNDAY
TO BOOK YOUR AD SIMPLY CALL >>

EMPLOYMENT

0161-5025898

EMPLOYMENT
INDEPENDENT YOUNG
Beautiful Girls, Personal Assistants
freshers + Unmarried + PG Residents
preferred. Salary 20,000, Whatsapp62837-04354.

FOR ENQUIRY CONTACT : DEEPAK KAUSHAL - 98764-48829

EMPLOYMENT
GRAPHIC DESIGNER Required
for Printing House to work in Corel
Draw and Adobe. Min Exp. 1-2 Years.
9888114040.

BUSINESS

MEDICAL

GOLDEN OPPORTUNITY!
Wanted Financially sound partners,
established branded hospital,
Ludhiana, Good returns, Dr Sofat,
98140-26488.

SEXUAL DYSFUNCTION ?
Hormone, Vacuum, Vibrator,
Shockwave, Sex Therapy, Old Sofat
Clinic, Ludhiana- 79737-12857, Fees55000.

DETECTIVE
STAR DETECTIVES, Whatsapp88724-38091, Secret Investigations
Solutions Matrimonial ? Court
Proofs ? Fraud ? Crimes ?
Surveillance ? Disputes ? Missing ?

Alarm foils burglary
attempt at ATM
HT Correspondent
n

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA: A burglary attempt by

threemenatanATMkioskofthe
ICICI Bank was foiled after the
alarm went off in Dhandhari
Kalan on the Delhi road on the
intervening night of Friday and
Saturday.
SecurityguardReshamSingh,
41, of Kailash Nagar, told the
police that at 9:45pm, three men
turned up there and started
thrashing him. They overpoweredhimandtiedhimupwiththe
chair after gagging him with a
tape. The trio then lowered the
kiosk’s shutter and started to
uproot the ATM with the help of
an iron rod. This caused the
alarm to go off, prompting the
burglars to flee, leaving the iron
rod behind.
Hesaidhearingthealarm,passers-by came to the spot, and
informed the police. They also
freed him, the security guard
said. Assistant sub-inspector
(ASI)JasbirSingh,investigating

AS BURGLARS TRIED
TO UPROOT THE ATM
WITH THE HELP OF AN
IRON ROD, THE ALARM
WENT OFF AND THEY
FLED FROM THE SPOT
thecase,saidtheywerescanning
the CCTV footage from the
ATM and nearby buildings to
identify the accused.
A case under Sections 457
(lurking house-trespass or
house-breakingbynightinorder
to commit offence), 380 (theft in
dwelling house, etc), 342 (wrongful confinement), 427 (mischief
causingdamagetotheamountof
fifty rupees) and 34 (acts done by
severalpersonsinfurtheranceof
commonintention) ofthe Indian
Penal Code has been registered
against the unidentifiedaccused
at the Sahnewal police station.
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Artistes of Pierrot’s Troupe from New Delhi getting ready for their show AkbarThe Great Nahin Rahe.
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Members of the Tamasha Troupe from New Delhi get their lipstick, hair and foundation right before the play.

SURVIVING
THEATRE
LIFE IS A STAGE Hindustan Times lensmen Karun
Sharma and Keshav Singh capture backstage action
at the Hasyam Theatre Fest held recently in Chandigarh
Poulami Kundu
n

poulami.kundu@htlive.com

L

ife is sheer drama for some people who are lucky enough to
spend most of their time on the
stage, but survival in the business is not easy.
Curious to find out what kind of
careers theatre artistes have, we
caught up with a few of them at the
five-day comedy theatre festival, Hasyam, which concluded in the city on
Friday.
Theatre alone isn’t sufficient for a
decent earning, says Nirupama
Verma, 60, secretary of Delhi-based
theatre troupe Tamasha.
Performing plays since college,
Verma earns ₹ 2,000 to ₹ 5,000 per show
and works part-time as voice-over
artiste in ad-films, movies and documentaries to supplement her income.
There’s no fixed salary here, Verma
adds, saying she teaches acting in
workshops, for free at times.
Siraj, a mass communication student from Jamia Millia Islamia prefers
to focus on the positives, however. “If
theatre is promoted well, it can be a
full-time career option.”
Theatre artiste Bhoomi Nighat
Siraj, 25, who acted in Akbar The
Great Nahin Rahe, staged at the fest,
says she plays all kinds of roles. On

why she likes live performances she
says it’s great to get “instant feedback.”
Bilal Ahmed Bir, 25, an engineering
graduate who took up theatre says
only those passionate about theatre
can survive. “This was my first performance in Chandigarh, and the audience was great,” he adds.
Spending his third year in the field,
Bir feels theatre is the beginning of an
actor’s career. As he’s interested in a
career in Indian cinema, Bir is taking
his stint on stage “as a learning process. ” He makes some money only if the
organisers choose to pay him.
Playwright and director Sayeed
Alam, 50, says he focuses on the current socio-political issues while writing plays and tries to be a neutral
observer.
“While writing comedy plays, I
focus on self-criticism. In my plays,
the hero is the victim and the target of
all jokes. The tragedy of our actors
becomes comedy for the audience,” he
adds.
With very little money coming their
way, things definitely are not hunky
dory for the actors. But yes, since passion is what drives them, life does have
its good moments, they say.
Hasyam was organised by the Chandigarh Sangeet Natak Akademi at the
Tagore Theatre in Chandigarh.

n

n

n

Artistes Amita Rana (left) and Madan Bala Sindhu do their makeup (above).

NIMA ORGANISES
FREE HEALTH
CHECK-UP CAMP

n

Players in action during a match between Bangalore United FC (white) and Manipur Police Sports Club
(red) at the Guru Nanak Stadium in Ludhiana on Saturday.
GURPREET SINGH/HT

Sethu FC, Manipur Police
club decimate opponents
HT Correspondent
n

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA: Sethu FC and Manipur Police Sports Club, who
had already secured berth in
the semifinals by bagging the
top two positions in the points
table of group II, decimated the
bottom two teams of the group
during the Hero Indian
Women’s League matches
played at the Guru Nanak Stadium on Saturday.
Manipur Police Sports Club
registered a massive victory over
Bangalore United FC by 10-0 and
Sethu FC went for a 7-0 win over
Baroda Football Academy.
Manipur’s skipper Bala Devi
was on a role yet again, as she
scored six goals against a hapless
Bangalore United.
Devi went for an early lead in
the third minute and quickly
completed her hat-trick by scoring two more in the 15th and the
16th minute, respectively.
In the 21st minute, forward
Daya Devi kicked past the Bangalore’s goalkeeper Ann Pinto to
add the fourth goal for the team
and it was again Bala Devi, who
dribbled past five defenders to
score the fifth goal of the team in
the 23rd minute.
Before the half time ended with

MANIPUR POLICE
REGISTERED A MASSIVE
10-0 VICTORY OVER
BANGALORE UNITED FC ;
SETHU FC SECURED
A 7-0 WIN OVER
BARODA ACADEMY
6-0 lead in favour of Manipur
Police, Daya Devi scored the second goal of the match in the 36th
minute.
In the second half, Manipur
Police Sports Club continued to
put pressure on Bangalore FC
and didn’t give any chance to
their opponent to reach their box.
Where Bangalore FC left all
the hopes, Manipur Police strikers continued to attack on opponents’ net.
Rinaroy Devi scored the seventh goal in the 58th minute and
skipper Bala went for the eight
goal a minute after Rinaroy.
Mandakini Devi added a ninth
for Manipur in 74th minute and
four minutes after Bala again
slipped into the Bangalore box
and put a left-footer past the
keeper to register a 10-goal
victory.
With this, they finished the

Artistes Monisha Bhaskar and
Lotty Alaric preparing for their
performance in the play
Hamaari Bhee Suno.

second in Group II with 12 points,
while Bangalore United ended
their campaign on the second last
spot in the same group, with just
four points.
Earlier in the day, India international Sandhiya scored four
goals for Sethu, whereas
defender Ashalata Devi bagged
the player of the match award.
Sandhiya struck her first goal
within the first quarter of an hour
to give her team a lead of 1-0.
She added two more a little
over five minutes before the end
of the first half, completing her
hat-trick and Ashalata Devi went
for the fourth goal ending the first
half with 4-0 lead.
In the second half, Indumathi
Kathiresan, Ratanbala Devi and
Sandhiya added three more
scores in the last 15 minutes to
end Sethu's Group II campaign
with yet another big win.
SEMIFINALS
ON MONDAY
The first semifinal match will be
played between Gokulam FC
and Manipur Police Sports
Club in the morning and the second semi-final match will be
played between SSB Women
Football Team and Sethu FC in
the evening at the Guru Nanak
Stadium.

LUDHIANA: The National Integrated Medical Association
(NIMA), here, organised a free
blood pressure (BP) checkup at
different locations in Ludhiana
to mark World Hypertension
Day.
As many as 20 doctors of
NIMA participated in the
project.
NIMA president Dr Rajesh
Thapar said, “If hypertension is
not treated properly, it may
result in heart attack, stroke and
kidney diseases.”
He also advised the patients to
take less oil, ghee, and salt.
Thapar said as many as 1,100
patients were checked. As many
as 50 patients were detected for
high BP and they were given free
HTC
treatment.

World Hypertension
Day: Yoga can help
avoid high blood
pressure, says doc
LUDHIANA: On the occasion of the

World Hypertension Day,
doctors have advised the patients
to do yoga and meditation to
avoid high blood pressure (BP).
Dr Ankur Ahuja, a senior cardiologist at the IVY Hospital
said, “High BP is dangerous
because it causes strain on the
vessels carrying blood around
the body. This can cause vessels
to become clogged up or to
weaken, which can cause
damage to the heart or brain. It
also increases the risk of stroke,
heart attack, heart failure,
kidney damage and eye
problems.”
“Almost 1.8 billion people are
suffering from hypertension and
50% of the people who are knowing about the causes and situations of hypertension do not focus
on hypertension for the high BP
problem. It is reported that
around three of the ten people are
suffering from hypertension,” he
said.
Dr Ahuja said stress can be
reduced by doing yoga and
meditation.
HTC

An artiste
irons his
clothes
(above).
Shubham
Gaur (left)
who plays
Alexander
The Great
checks out
his leafy
crown.

Mangat, Lalit Nagpal and Vinod Verma rehearing their lines at the fest.

educationnotes
CAREER GUIDANCE
WORKSHOP HELD
AT SD COLLEGE
LUDHIANA: A career counselling
workshop was organised at Kamla
Lohtia SD College on Saturday for the
students who have passed Class 12.
During the workshop, five faculty
groups for commerce, arts, economics, management and computer
science were made and students
were apprised on various subjects.
The subject experts of the fields
concerned familiarised the students
with various career options in their
respective area, the relevant course
contents and the admission procedure along with the prospects of
placement.

BVM students campaign
for voter awareness
LUDHIANA: Students of Bhartiya
Vidya Mandir (BVM) Senior Secondary School, Sector 39, Chandigarh
Road, launched an awareness
campaign on voting on Saturday.
They urged the voters to cast their
votes wisely as each vote counts and
helps in strengthening the democracy. Students held placards and
raised slogans on voting at
Vardhman Chowk under the supervision of their teachers. Meanwhile,
students also remembered the
preachings of Gautam Buddha on the
occasion of Buddha Purnima.

The Lakewood School
holds author’s workshop
LUDHIANA: The Lakewood School,
Pakhowal Road, organised an
author’s workshop on Saturday. The
aim of the workshop was to help the
students develop written and verbal
expression and inculcate the habit of
reading. Nomita Khanna, author of
the book ‘Lucky Costasaurus and The
Golden Winged Vultures’, was the
keynote speaker. Khanna emphasised
upon the significance of use of
unique words in creative writing.
Students’ parents also participated.
Principal Sunita Babu delivered a
vote of thanks to Khanna.

GNIPS organises
seminar on thyroid
LUDHIANA: A seminar on ‘Thyroid
Problem in Women’ was organised at
Guru Nanak International Public
School (GNIPS), Model Town, on
Saturday for all the staff members.
The resource person was Dr Amit
Modgil, a consultant, physician,
diabetologist and cardiologist at
Suman Hospital, Model Town,
Ludhiana. He spoke on various types,
symptoms and cure of thyroid.
Moudgil also suggested ways to
prevent the disease.

n

Students of Bhartiya Vidya Mandir urging city residents to vote in Ludhiana on Saturday.

KVM organises picnic
for kindergarten students
LUDHIANA: A picnic was organised
for the kindergarten and primary
wing students at Kundan Vidya
Mandir, City Campus, on Saturday.
Students swam in water pools and
participated in rock climbing. They
also danced in the rain on upbeat
musical numbers. Headmistress
Namita Raj Singh said such activities
add joy to learning and thus make
schooling a memorable phase of life.

Ryan Int’l School students
urge people to vote
LUDHIANA: Classes 11 and 12 students
of Ryan International School, Jamalpur, held a campaign on Saturday in
the school vicinity to encourage
people to vote. They apprised the
residents of the significance of
voting and its pivotal role in
democracy.

still rely on parents for a positive
feedback. Principal Dhiraj Kumar
Thapliyal expressed his gratitude to
the resource person.

Baba Isher Singh Nanaksar
Public holds rally on tobacco
LUDHIANA: Baba Isher Singh Nanaksar Senior Secondary Public School
organised a rally in BRS Nagar on ‘Say
No To Tobacco’ on Saturday. Students
from Classes 7 to 12 participated and
raised slogans on drug addiction,
including tobacco smoking. Principal
Ranjit Kaur said that tobacco does
not only have a bad effect on those
consuming it, but also on people
around.

Police DAV organises
poem-recitation contest
LUDHIANA: An English poem-recitation contest was held for the kinder-

HT PHOTO

garten students at Police DAV Public
School on Saturday. The aim of the
contest was to explore the talent of
students beyond classroom
activities. The theme for the contest
was ‘Mother’. School principal Anu
Verma lauded the students’
participation.

Motor skills activity at
Green Land Convent School
LUDHIANA: A motor skills activity
was held for the kindergarten
students of Green Land Convent
School, Dugri, on Saturday. Students
participated in both fine and gross
motor skills activities. They made
origami and took part in the ‘balance
challenging’ activity. Director
Vijayata Rudhra said basic motor
skills are necessary for everyday life.
She added that the development of
these skills can help improve their
efficiency in daily activities.

Seminar on parent-child
relationship organised
LUDHIANA: Sant Ishar Singh Ji
Memorial Public School, Karamsar,
Rara Sahib organised a talk show on
‘Healthy Parent Child Relationship’
on Saturday. It was held for the
parents of Class 5 students and
Neelam Sodhi was the resource
person on the occasion. She told the
parents that though some amount of
conflict between adolescents and
their parents is normal, adolescents
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Dippy’s
style
train
high on
lime...

Sunita and Anil
Kapoor have
three children —
actor Sonam K
Ahuja, producer
Rhea Kapoor and
actor Harsh
Varrdhan
Kapoor PHOTOS:
YOGEN SHAH;
INSTAGRAM/
KAPOOR.SUNITA

That’s what actor Anil Kapoor felt when he saw
his wife Sunita, the first time. On his marriage
anniversary, he gives us ‘1974: A love story’

STOP PRESS
PHOTO: TWITTER/AKSHAYKUMAR

t the ongoing Cannes Film
Festival, actor Deepika
Padukone stepped out in a
lime-green Giambattista Valli
Spring 2018 Haute Couture
gown, on Friday. The gigantic
tulle, tiered gown with a highlow hemline and an
extravagant train impressed
the style police. A satin
headband with a 3D flower lent
it a vintage touch. However, the
online ‘meme factory’ churned
out some hilarious posts.

A

Deepika on her way to attend
the screening of Pain and
Glory, at the 72nd Cannes
Film Festival, France

Deepika Padukone had posted this
picture (above) on Instagram, hinting
at what was in her Cannes’ closet

PHOTO: ERIC GAILLARD/REUTERS

PHOTO: INSTAGRAM /DEEPIKAPADUKONE

Rishabh Suri

‘OHGOD!WHAT
BEAUTIFULVOICE.
KYAENGLISHBOLTI
HAI,YAAR...’

www.youtube.com/user/ht

ctor Anil Kapoor
(62) refuses to age.
And so does his love
for wife, Sunita.
The two married in 1984, in
Mumbai, on this day. That
was also the year when he got
unprecedentedly appreciated
the first time, owing to the
film Mashaal. When the actor
climbing up the starry ladder
decided to marry his love of 10
years, he was told it was a
suicidal move. But he is glad
he made the choice! On his
35th marriage anniversary,
he recalls his love story that
started in 1974. Excerpts:

A

Tell us all about your love story...
I fell in love with her voice
first. I thought ‘oh God! What
beautiful voice. Yaar, kya
English bolti hai...
Pronunciation is so nice’. I
met her for the first time at
Raj Kapoor’s house. She
was so attractive, and if I
may say, sexy… She wore
these gogo glasses — big,
round and rimmed. Then,
we started chatting up on
the phone, and our
friendship grew. First, it
was platonic, then it
developed into love. I
started missing her when
she wasn’t around... I felt a

vacuum. I’d travel by
buses just to meet her.

At what point did
you decide to take
the plunge?
When I felt that I’d be
able to financially support
her. She had made it clear ‘I
won’t go into the kitchen, I
am not going to cook’. I never
expected her to cook. But I
thought I needed to have a lot
of servants, and a good chef in
the house. I am a Punjabi, I
am fond of food.
Another point was when I
felt I could buy a house. When
I was a kid, my family stayed
in rented houses, we could
never afford to buy one. But, I
needed a chef, a cook, before I
could propose to her
Actors were dissuaded from

ladder of success,
and now that you
are getting
married, you are
going to come
down’. I had to
make a choice —
fall down or marry.
I was ready to ‘come
down’ but not sacrifice
my love… I said, ‘she’s
more important to me’. It’s a
fact, I am not faking it.

Sunita and Anil Kapoor married
on May 19, 1984
getting married for the sake of
their career. What about you?
I was dissuaded, [people said]
it was hara-kiri (suicide) to
get married. I was at a
crossroads — career or love.
Everyone said ‘you are doing
well, and your career has just
started. You are climbing the

Did Sunita decide to be a
homemaker after marriage?
She was not one of those
wives, she was always
working.... Before we started
dating, she was a model. A
banker’s daughter, she
supported herself, and never
took money from her parents.
She said, ‘When I am going to
get married, I will come in

just this one outfit. There will
not be one single ornament or
jewellery, just one salwar
kameez or sari, that’s it. Rest
we will build ourselves’.

She’s quite media shy.
She didn’t give us even one
quote for this interview!
She’s not media shy, she
just doesn’t speak to the
media. She wants to lead a
normal life. I respect her
decision, but sometimes, that
went against me. I wanted to
be in the public view, have a
few magazine covers done
(that said) ‘Happy Family’;
‘Anil Kapoor and Wife’.
Maine badi koshish ki, ‘I am
getting this cover, that cover’,
almost fell at her feet ki
‘photo lele, yaar’ (laughs).
But, what to do?
n

rishabh.suri@htlive.com

‘Iamfunnyinreallife,wishIget
filmstoshowthatsideofme’
Juhi Chakraborty
wing to the kind of roles
that Arbaaz Khan has
played in films, one can
mostly associate him with a
serious image. Although he has
starred in comedy films
Hulchul, Bhagam Bhag and
Malamaal Weekly, but his roles
were not comic. The actorfilmmaker wonders why he is
not offered fun roles as in real
life he is a “humorous” person.
However, he is glad that he now
has a talk show that lets him
show his real self to the world.
“When I am doing a film, I
am projecting a character. That
is not who I am. The chat show
has given me an opportunity to
show who I am in real life. And
I try to do it to the best of my
abilities,” shares Arbaaz.
The actor, 51, says he is
“candid and casual, funny and
humorous”, but somehow, he
rues, “that side of me does not
come out in films. I wish I get
films, which show that side of
my personality to audience.”
Arbaaz is currently seen in a
web series titled Poison, and
then, he is busy with Dabangg
3, being the producer — the
first two schedules have been
shot and the third one will
begin shortly. “The last couple
of months have been very
hectic for me, and in a good
way. I am really enjoying
keeping this busy. The thing is
fortunately something
interesting has been happening
back-to-back in my career. So, I
am in quite a good space. I am
looking at different things.
Let’s just wait and see where
these respective projects take
me,” adds Arbaaz.
He attributes this change to
positivity in his life in general.
“I am keeping happy, staying
away from all negativity and
that really helps,” he says.

O
AKSHAY KUMAR’S
FIRST LOOK AS
TRANSGENDER OUT!
nown for taking risks
and experimenting with
diverse roles and looks,
Akshay Kumar will next be
seen playing a transgender
in the upcoming movie,
Laxmmi Bomb. The actor
shared the first look from
the film, on Saturday. He
tweeted the picture above,
captioning it: “Bringing you
one bomb of a story,
#LaxmmiBomb starring
@Advani_Kiara & yours
truly! Bursting in cinemas
on 5th June,2020…”

K

Akshay, perhaps, is the
first leading actor to
portray a transgender on
screen. His look in the film
has already garnered a lot
of praise and evoked
curiosity. Although, this is
not the first time that he is
portraying someone from
the LGBTQI+ community. In
Dishoom (2016), he
portrayed a gay character.

HTC
NOTE TO READERS: Some of the
coverage that appears on our pages
is paid for by the concerned brands.
No sponsored content does or shall
appear in any part of HT without it
being declared as such to our valued
readers.

Arbaaz Khan is
seen in a web
series titled
Poison
PHOTO: PRODIP
GUHA/HT

When I am doing a film, I am projecting a character.
That is not who I am.
ARBAAZ KHAN ACTOR
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Sanya’sbiggestfans GAURAVDOESN’TLOVE
areherparents
Sneha
Mahadevan
anya
Malhotra,
who has
been in Mumbai for
over four years,
now feels at home

S

Every article or story
that comes up on the
internet about my
dance, my parents
start reposting it on
every group.
SANYA
MALHOTRA, ACTOR

in the city. But the actor who
moved from Delhi still
misses her parents, especially
because she doesn’t get to
meet them often. However,
the actor’s parents are her
biggest fans and ensures
that she doesn’t feel the
distance.
They keep tabs on all her
day to day updates
and convey it to her
extended family.
A source close the actor
reveals, “Sanya’s love and
passion for dance have never
been hidden. She keeps
posting interesting videos on
her social media handle to
give a sneak peek into her life
to her fans.
The actor’s dance
performances are always
praised by many Bollywood
celebrities and her fans. So,

when her parents see this,
they can’t stop themselves
from sharing all of it with
their relatives and
friends.”
Talking about it, Sanya
says, “Every article or story
that comes up on the internet
about my dance, my parents
start reposting it on every
group. I have a few family
WhatsApp groups and they
share the video and
everything related to it,”
(laughs)
Sanya has been a part of
hugely successful films like
Dangal (2016) and Badhaai Ho
(2018). She last shared the
screen with Nawazuddin
Siddiqui in the critically
acclaimed Photograph and
will be seen next in Anurag
Basu’s upcoming film.
n

sneha.mahadevan@htlive.com

ATTENTION

Sometimes I feel I am
in the wrong field. I
don’t love make-up. I
don’t love attention
when I step out....
They should feel ‘Arre,
yeh toh apna hai.’

Gera says he doesn’t make funny and
entertaining videos to be a social media
star, but “to make his followers and fans
feel as though he is one of their own”
Pooja Sharma
aurav Gera is one of the
first few actors to have
jumped on the social
media bandwagon,
making funny videos and
entertaining followers.
Playing dress up and making
people laugh with his antics is
what he has been doing for
years now and successfully so.
Gaurav says, “Chutki and
Shopkeeper were the first of
some 30 characters that I’ve
created and went viral, that
was in 2015.”
“Then, I started increasing
the number of characters
around Chutki and one thing
led to another.” The actor
remembers how these
characters, especially Chutki’s
just took off on social media.
“Chutki and Shopkeeper was
really crazy, as there were a lot
of articles written about them.
Maybe it was the beginning of

G

the internet and videos that
fascinated people to watch
these characters. For a man to
play a woman on a daily basis
and make videos, I think
people found it interesting,” he
adds.
Gaurav, who is known for
his role of Nandu in TV show
Jassi Jaisi Koi Nahin, says, he
enjoys making videos and
posting gags on social media
the most. “I love social media
because while the videos are
shot like a film or show, the
response is almost immediate.
I feel I am a creator, not just
acting but there are many
aspects to doing a video –
storytelling, dialogues, camera
work, etc. I do all this by
myself. It’s creatively more
satisfying,” says Gaurav,
whose inspiration is his
mother, who would often
mimic neighbours and
relatives. On asking if he
follows the current crop of

GAURAV GERA, ACTOR
social media stars,
he says, “I don’t
follow, but I see a
lot of people doing
good work.
Bhuvan (Bam)
has reached
commendable
heights,
because of his
faith in what he
does. Even
Prajakta Koli is
really good.”
Ask the actor why he
chooses to keep a low
profile, and he says,
“Sometimes I feel I am in
the wrong field. I don’t love
make-up. I don’t love attention
when I step out. When I make
videos, it’s not because I want
to be a star or attract people, I
want them to see me as one of
their own. They should feel
‘Arre, yeh toh apna hai.”
n

pooja.sharma@htlive.com

Lauv listened to some of my music: Jasleen
Sneha Mahadevan
4-year-old American
singer-songwriter Ari
Staprans Leff, better
known as Lauv, performed in
the city on Monday, May 13,
as part of his Asia tour. While
he met lots of people and
interacted with the media, he
also happened to catch up
with a few singers, one of
them being Jasleen Royal.
The singer was elated to meet
Lauv, who is one of her
favourite artistes.
Talking about it, Jasleen

2

says, “It’s so crazy that a
few days ago, I was listening
to one of his songs on repeat
and I happened to message
my management that I would
love to meet him someday.
And it’s so surreal that it
happened so fast. I have
always believed in putting the
things I want out in the
universe and it happens. I am
so happy that I got to spend
some time with him.”
Jasleen says that she finds
his music to be very honest,
yet layered and it has its own
pocket universe.

“We discussed our
individual processes of
making music and it was
interesting to find many
similarities.”
“He listened to some of my
music, and he really loved the
melody and the video of
Jahaan Tu Chala, which was
very exciting because we had
put in a lot of time and effort,
to get the animation and art
style right,” Jasleen adds.
On a parting note she says,
“We’re following each other
on Instagram to stay in
touch.”

Jasleen Royal with Lauv

SHOW BUZZ
CELEB DIARIES

PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/THEREALKARISMAKAPOOR

Good vibes only
Karisma Kapoor posted this cool picture of herself on
Instagram with the caption, “No bad days
#tuesdaythoughts”
Photo: therealkarismakapoor/ Instagram

LOOK BACK

PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/MADHURIDIXITNENE

Family first
Here’s a throwback picture of actor Madhuri Dixit with
her parents, which she shared on her Instagram account.
She captioned it, “It gives any daughter a sense of pride
when someone says you’re just like your mom and it’s so
true because I feel like I’m a reflection of my mom. I’m so
grateful to have been raised by a wonderful person like
my aai. Here’s to celebrating motherhood!
#HappyMothersDay”
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FANS EXCITED TO
SEE AYUSHMANN,
YAMI GAUTAM
CHEMISTRY

‘IwillbeafoolifIsay
notocomparisons
withmygrandmom’

Pooja Sharma
ctor Yami Gautam started
her career alongside
Ayushmann Khurrana
with the film Vicky Donor
(2012), Since then, she has
come a long way. Although a
small-budget project, it turned
to be one of the highest
grossers of 2012. After a gap of
seven years, the on-screen pair
is now all set to reunite in their
next project, Bala. The film
follows a quirky storyline
about a man with premature
balding.
Post the announcement of
their second project together,
Yami has been receiving a lot
of positive reactions from her
followers on social media.
“Their on-screen jodi is a hit
among the audience. Since
both the actors are coming
together again, her fans are
very excited. Yami has
received a barrage of messages
from her fans, who have loved
their chemistry on screen and
are looking forward to seeing
them again in Bala. The film
went on floors two days ago
and it was like
homecoming for both actors,
who shot their first scene
together,” says an insider.
The actors remained
unavailable for comment.

A

Shreya Mukherjee

Actor
Nutan
(inset) and
Pranutan
PHOTO:
INSTAGRAM/
PRANUTAN

Yami Gautam and Ayushmann
Khurrana

Her [Nutan’s]
expressions were
beautiful… My all
time favourite films
include Bandini,
Sujata, Saudagar and
Main Tulsi Tere
Aangan Ki.
PRANUTAN BAHL ACTOR

iving up to a family name
is a task in itself and who
better to understand than
actor Pranutan Bahl, who is
the granddaughter of
yesteryear actor Nutan,
daughter of Mohnish Bahl
and the niece of Kajol.
A famous lineage leads to
comparisons, but Pranutan
isn’t worried.
“I’m ready for
comparisons. I’ll be a fool if I
say no. This is the fifth
generation of the family in
films and I knew this was
going to happen,” says
Pranutan, adding she plans to
take it “as an
encouragement.”
“I want to be good in my
craft and up my game in a way
that nobody can say ‘woh
kahan they aur yeh kahan
hai’. I know I won’t let that
happen… At the end of it, if
people say ‘okay she is
trying’ and if they see
growth in me, it will make
me more than happy,” she
smiles.
Doesn’t this comparison
also lead to the pressure of
expectations? “But I don’t
view it as a pressure, I take it
as a responsibility. The
moment you start viewing it
as pressure, then things might
go out of hand. If you start
viewing it as an asset and
something that you need to
live up to, then you will be in a
happy space. That’s what I do
— I just want to keep working
hard and better my skills,”
says the 26-year-old.
Recently, it was reported
that Pranutan learned acting
from her late grandmother.
Mention it to the 26-year-old,
who recently debuted with
Salman Khan’s production
Notebook, says it “is the
biggest misquote ever”.
She adds, “What I meant is
that someone can understand
and gain knowledge by
following others… Acting is
an innate thing, it’s very
personal. How someone
approaches a scene is
different from how
another person would
do it.”
The actor shares she has
grown up watching films
of Nutan.

L

n
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Caught
on
Insta
Actor Diana Penty shared
this picture before
prepping for Cannes and
guess what it features?
Biryani! And, TBH we’re
lovin’ it!
PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/
DIANAPENTY

shreya.mukherjee@htlive.com

ADVERTORIAL

Muklawa live in concert today

CATCH YOUR FAVOURITE
STARS AMMI VIRK AND
SONAM BAJWA LIVE IN
CONCERT @ ELANTE
MALL, CHANDIGARH,
6.30 PM ONWARDS
About the movie:
Muklawa is a post marriage romance
starring Ammy Virk who is curious to
see his wife Sonam Bajwa's face. He
challenges the societal norms and traditions of the time, when it was forbidden for the groom to even enter the
bride’s village, let alone any scope of
seeing her face at all. He embarks on a
journey to discover love with his own

◗ The movie is directed by Simerjit Singh and produced by Gunbir
Singh Sidhu and Manmord Sidhu and presented by White Hill
Studios.

wedded wife, which brings out a beautiful nostalgic romantic love story with
right elements of comedy and family
drama. Muklawa represents an era
where life was simple but love was difficult whereas tradition and culture
were above all. White Hill Studios
brings MUKLAWA starring Ammy Virk ,
Sonam Bajwa , Gurpreet Ghuggi , BN
Sharma Karamjit Anmol , Sarabjit
Cheema, Drishti Grewal, Nirmal Rishi ,
Gurpreet Bhangu and others.

THE MOVIE IS RELEASING
ON 24TH MAY, 2019
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ARIES

TAROT
POWER

(MAR 21 - APR 20)

MAY 19 - 25, 2019

Big Sean

TAURUS

(APR 21 - MAY 21)

MA PREM
RITAMBHARA
SPIRITUAL MESSAGE:
Life never fits with any
belief, and if you try to force
life into your beliefs you are
trying to do the impossible.
It has never happened; it
cannot happen in the nature
of things. Drop all beliefs
and start learning how to
experience, says Osho, the
Zen master.

Sabrina Carpenter

GEMINI

(MAY 22 - JUN 21)

Ma Prem Ritambhara has
been reading Tarot cards
professionally in Mumbai,
Pune, Zurich and New Delhi
for the last fifteen years and
continues to do so from her
studio at home in New
Delhi. Her clientele is from
all over the world from all
walks of life and she reads
cards, predicts, counsels and
heals professionals, business
people, men, women,
children, students and
couples. She conducts
individual, as well as group
readings. Contact her at
ritambhara7@gmail.com

Jonah Marais

CANCER

(JUN 22 - JUL 22)

Selena Gomez

HINDUSTA N TIMES, CHANDIGARH
SUN DAY, M AY 1 9 , 2 0 1 9

Professional projects are completed on target. A
triangular personal relationship can become
problematic if you allow one person to interfere with
the other. A business arrangement with two others
can be highly lucrative. Investment in land or business
is most gainful. You complete one cycle of your life
and move on to the next with changes, endings and
new beginnings. Beware of theft and controversy in
the work area. You organise people and manage
situations with subtle charm and firmness. Physical
well-being allows you to deal with busy work
schedules, extensive travel and social obligations.
Lucky Number: 9 Good Colour: Rose Pink

LEO

You actualise your potential by taking control and
creating something special and original. You relate in
a more caring and supportive manner with family,
staff, friends and loved ones which makes you
popular with them all. You connect again with people
you haven’t seen for a long time as life brings you full
circle to the same point. A trip to your old home,
country, family and friends is rejuvenating as
pleasant memories are revived and celebrated. It’s a
magical time for romantic relationships and feelings.
Health needs care and old habits or excesses need to
be kicked.
Lucky Number: 18 Colours: Creams and Whites

VIRGO

You are emotionally reflective, dreamy, poetic and
tranquil this week as personal relationships are loving
and satisfying. You can be laid back and a bit lazy
about starting new projects. You respond well to
positive influences! You are likely to be the central
figure in an important happening or family event.
Your mature attitude and evolved thinking assists
children and young people around you to find
direction and clarity. You can be deluded about certain
situations when viewing them through a curtain of
emotions; it’s best to look with the head, as well as,
the heart to get a true picture. Health needs care.
Lucky Number: 5 Good Colour: Turquoise

LIBRA

Business expansion and promotion leads you to wider
horizons. You need to persevere patiently in
professional matters and not be laid back in order to
achieve success. There can be delay in earthy matters
and opposition in matters of the heart which you are
able to deal with. Visitors and communications from
overseas are exciting. Old friends and new
connections come together as you celebrate and host
a party. Endings and new beginnings are on the cards
this week! Personal relationships become more
meaningful and real. Media exposure brings
opportunity and abundance.
Lucky Number: 21 Good Colour: Royal Blue

SCORPIO

Major voluntary and involuntary changes are on the
cards this week! You are able to let past relationships
go and accept new feelings with receptivity. Personal
relationships have a tender, loving and caring quality
that helps you pass through difficult changes. There is
an intensity to your creativity which manifests in
current projects. Professional opportunities can be
multifarious and diverse, adding to your career and
reputation. You spend quality time with your loved
ones. You have drive and dynamism that inspires
others to put out their best when working with you.
Meditate to touch higher levels of consciousness.
Lucky Number: 13 Good Colour: Deep Crimson

SAGITTARIUS

You manage and resolve professional projects and
complications this week. You are firm and aggressive
when dealing with uncertain and weak elements or
unclear people. Beware of a woman with destructive
logic who can be disruptive and interfering in the
work area. It’s best to adopt a creative and positive
attitude to achieve your goals on target. Use your
youthful energy and intelligence to get past any
blocks that come in your way. A busy schedule and
crazy hours can be depleting. Your social life is exciting
as you meet new people and celebrate an occasion.
Balance is the key!
Lucky Number: 18 Good Colour: Peacock Blue

CAPRICORN

You point towards the truth and cut away from
negative people and situations this week. You are also
single-pointed about achieving professional goals and
targets with your creative and intelligent mind. You
can be ruthless when pointing to truths. Listen to your
heart for insights into personal relationships and
romantic involvements. You invoke power and energy
to complete an important professional project. You are
a whirling force of activity as you storm through
blocks in close relationships and work situations. You
become stronger through trouble and evolve
spiritually. Creative or artistic pursuits are rewarding.
Lucky Number: 1 Good Colour: Emerald Green

AQUARIUS

Your investments and plans prove to be gainful this
week, be it buying property or starting a business
venture. Earthy matters, finances, transactions and
details can be resolved. Financial investments are
gainful. A wonderful idea begins to take shape and
you explore your management potential. It is a good
time to resolve property matters. A journey over land
is on the cards this week. You regain good health and
indulge in sporty activity. You are content in personal
and family relationships. You gain wealth and
maintain professional standing in a new venture. You
may invest in a car or luxury that becomes a necessity.
Lucky Number: 1 Good Colour: Forest Green

PISCES

(JUL 23 - AUG 23)

Dua Lipa

(AUG 24 - SEP 23)

Nick Jonas

(SEP 24 - OCT 23)

Bella Thorne

(OCT 24 - NOV 22)

Drake

WHEN SARCASM CUTS LIKE A
KNIFE
Being sarcastic
might be good,
but not always. If
you use sarcasm
as a disguise to
criticise your
partner, read
on...
Abhinav Verma
eing a sarcastic person
might make you
stand out from the
rest. But sometimes, it
can backfire at you when it
comes to your personal
relationships. Wondering
how? Many times, sarcastic
people forget to draw a line
when it comes to passing
comments and expressing
feelings. And that is something
which can take your
relationship down south in an
instant.
Experts Dr Anil Sethi and
Shivani Misri Sadhoo explain
how being overly sarcastic can
cause harm to your
relationship.

B

DISGUISED INSULTS
If you are one of those who
have issues with confronting,
then most probably sarcasm is
your way of letting out your
hidden issues. Many people
tend to use sarcasm as a tool to
subtly express themselves or
pass insults without even
realising it. Not to forget,
sarcasm often carries an
undercurrent of truth.
However, not saying things

directly to your partner when
you feel there’s something
wrong in your relationship
can be quite painful for your
partner to deal with.

NO CREDIBILITY
Consistent use of sarcasm
might lead to loss of trust. This
happens because your partner
will always keep wondering
about your real intentions. It’s
not easy to decipher what you
actually mean when you’re
sarcastic all the time.

LACK OF SELFCONFIDENCE
It’s only human to feel
humiliated and dejected when
one is constantly bombarded
with sarcastic jokes. This can
lead to your partner doubting
his or her self-worth, which is
detrimental to their
confidence.

MANIPULATION
If you often use sarcasm to
dominate and control your
partner, it can leave them
feeling low and insecure.
Trying to make someone feel
inferior by cracking hurtful
jokes is not something a loving
partner should do.

CUTS LIKE A KNIFE
‘Sticks and stones may break
my bones, but words will
never hurt me’. Yes, it’s true
but not always. Sometimes,
those mean and rude remarks
leave an everlasting mark.
And, it’s hard to move on from
that. Hence, one must
understand that being overly
sarcastic can damage a
relationship.
n

Excessive use of sarcasm can
leave people feeling low and
insecure

Understand Saturn to tackle failures

ometimes we keep failing
and feel that success has
eluded us forever. But
before reaching a conclusion,
one must try to see if Saturn
is playing the spoilsport.
There are a few indications
which point towards a
problematic Saturn: If an
ailment stays for very long or
has a repetitive occurrence;
the native has the nagging
fear of doing poorly; the west
direction remains
unmaintained for an extended
period or there is repetitive
maintenance in this direction;
there are frequent thefts; the
house help does not stick
around; there is some sort of
dishonour from the king or
government; there is constant
grief; the agricultural
produce is far less than the
competitors or neighbours;
one has a troubling old age;
professional satisfaction is
always hard to come; one has
allergies to oils and good
karma goes unnoticed.
Now, apart from the above
12 indications, other definite
observations are: Those
working in a capacity that is
far less than their capabilities
have afflicted Saturn. Those
who habitually leave their job
and remain jobless also have a
negative Saturn in their
horoscope. Those who do not

PHOTO: HTCS

S

get a stable job also have the
same problem. Those who
switch from job to business
and are forced again by the
circumstances into a job have
a hard Saturn to deal with.
Those whose achievements
are far less than their peers
doing the same type of job
also have an afflicted Saturn
to deal with. Those whose
sexual desires wean off soon
in their life, the patients of
tuberculosis, those who wake
up at a particular time in
midnight every day, those who
do not stick to a ritual of
pleasing the almighty, those
who dream more than they
work, those who are
impressed and follow my
writeups but are still
reluctant to meet me even
though they have no definite
working plans for their
success. Now, when these
indications loom large on an

individual, it is definite that
he or she has a troublesome
‘Shani’ or Saturn.
However, do not jump to
cure it by adopting mindless
rituals. It is essential to
understand the state and
nature of the Saturn in the
horoscope, for e.g., it is
benefice, malefic, neutral,
cheater or a deceitful Saturn.
The type of ritual depends
upon this nature of Saturn.
The author of this article,
Dr Vinay Bajrangi, is a PhD
scholar in astrology. Connect
with him at www.
vinaybajrangi.com or call
9278665588 or 9278555588. To
get more insights, read his
blogs on www.vinaybajrangi.
com/blog.

Disclaimer: The veracity of
any claims made in the above
article is the sole responsibility
of the concerned entity.

abhinav.verma@htlive.com

SONAL KALRA’S COLUMN, A CALMER YOU, WILL BE BACK NEXT WEEK

(NOV 23 - DEC 23)

Taylor Swift

(DEC 24 - JAN 20)

Zayn Malik

You tend to waste energy in details causing neglect of
more important things at work this week. Restrictions
at work or limitations in personal relationships may
not be acceptable to you, express your feelings. Great
care in some things counter-balanced by equal
disorder in others can create some chaos in your life.
It’s best to get a clear perspective before making
decisions in important matters. Don’t allow others to
interfere in partnerships. It’s important to live
joyously in the moment without carrying guilt or any
burden from the past. Concentrate on plans and
projects to gain confidence and ground.
Lucky Number: 8 Good Colour: Lavender

You step into the week with inner strength, good
health, and professional success. You are victorious –
after some fears – but not likely to look back. Personal
relationships and partnerships cannot be more
supportive at this point and you need to treat them
with consideration. Trust your intuition. Your ability to
communicate well offers excellent opportunities. You
participate in activities related with music, theatre,
film, academics and sport. Be relaxed in busy
situations and in the company of pushy, ambitious
people or you can get sucked into anxiety and stress. A
gift or surprise awaits you at the end of the week.
Lucky Number: 9 Good Colour: Cherry Red

Good planning and management lead to progressive
and productive ventures. There is harmony in personal
relationships but alternation of gain and loss in
business. You display weakness and strength in
professional situations. Your moods vary from
melancholy to elation as situations and attitudes
change rapidly. You are well organised and ambitious
but can strain yourself beyond physical endurance, be
aware. Pleasant interludes and happy changes are on
the cards at the end of the week. Meditate on the
constant changes happening around you and centre
within to become a witness to it all.
Lucky Number: 2 Good Colour: Cherry Red

(JAN 21 - FEB 19)

Harry Styles

There is a harmony of natural forces which brings
success and completion at work with ease and not too
much effort. There is no tension and strain as you are
relaxed and happy in personal relationships. There is a
beginning of steady increase in income and wealth
but you have to endure with intensity and focus for
more time before things move with their own
momentum. Beware of a thankless and presumptuous
person who expects too much from you without
contributing himself in any way. Get ready to resolve
issues and make clear schedules next week. Spiritual
pursuit and meditative spaces are elevating.
Lucky Number: 6 Good Colour: Rusty Red

(FEB 20 - MAR 20)

Rihanna

DAILY HOROSCOPE
Dr Prem Kr. Sharma, Astrologer & vaastu expert

Can be contacted at: Delhi: 011-47033152, 40532026 (Sat to Mon): Panchkula: 91-172-2562832,
2572874 (Tues to Thurs); Mumbai: 09223376963 (Last week of every month)

ARIES

LEO

SAGITTARIUS

Opting for regular workouts
will help you maintain your
health. Previous investments
are
e likely to give good
rreturns. Someone
may target you on
the social front
today; but it will not
harm you. Travel
ffront remains not very
satisfactory as trouble is
sat
indicated on your cards.
Those in property business
might benefit today.
Lucky Number: 5
Lucky Colour: Light Green

Good health ensures good
time with closed ones.
Monetary loss may affect
som
me. Taking initiative
on the work front will
o
make things easy for
you. It is best to free
yourself of narrowmindedness and
lo
ook at the broader
picture when it comes to
pict
family. Not a good day for
plunging into property
matters too.
Lucky Number: 3
Lucky Colour: Coffee

Control your diet and
lifestyle to maintain your
health. Financial stability is
assured.You may not
get the credit for
g
doing something
that took you lot of
time and effort at
work. Driving
yourself is not
y
suggested for today. A
sug
property you are interested
in might get into your lap
today.
Lucky Number: 8
Lucky Colour: Purple

TAURUS

VIRGO

CAPRICORN

Avoid street food as it can
disturb your digestive
system. Someone may try to
use you to serve his or
her end on the social
front; don’t succumb
to it. Improvement
on financial front
will give you
confidence. Show yourr
gratitude to someone
going out of way to help
you. Travelling might
become difficult today.
Lucky Number: 2
Lucky Colour: White

You will reap the health
benefits by making it a
practice to stay fit. Exercise
judiciousness in
spending money.
Additional pressure
might overburden
you at work; try to
relax. A trip with
colleagues will delightt
you. Securing a home
loan will not be difficult as
you contemplate to buy
your own house.
Lucky Number: 1
Lucky Colour: White

Don’t ignore minor health
issues today, you might
have trouble in future. A
cash crunch seems
imminent, but only
temporarily. Remain
sharp in dealing
with someone at
work, who is keen on
putting you down.
Travelling to a nearby
city will be fulfilling. A
renovation of your house is
indicated on your cards.
Lucky Number: 7
Lucky Colour: Maroon

GEMINI

LIBRA

AQUARIUS

Take adequate care of health
to remain in shape. Someone
may pester you for a
mo
onetary favour, better
rremain noncommittal. Time
is ripe for
implementing
something that you
have been working on
for llong on the
professional front. Gain in
property business is
imminent.
Lucky Number: 15
Lucky Colour: Parrot Green

Health remains satisfactory.
Financial gains are about to
reach you soon. You may get
a cchance to venture into
unknown territory on
u
the professional
front and give good
account of
yourself.You are likely
to
o meet someone
influential today and get
influ
a family problem resolved.
This is not a good day to
invest in property.
Lucky Number: 17
Lucky Colour: Violet

Health issues might keep
you under pressure. Some
work is needed to be done
on the financial front to
rremain stable. You
may get the credit
for doing something
that has never been
done before. Car
breakdown might give
b
you some travel hassle
today. A good day to
contemplate buying a
property.
Lucky Number: 22
Lucky Colour: Blue

CANCER

SCORPIO

PISCES

Controlling indulgences help
you remain fit. The days of
exercising control over
spending is gone as yo
ou
gain huge profit in a
business. Don’t be
envious of someone
doing better than
you at work. You are
likely to miss a train orr
a bus today; so be alert.
t
Those into property and
construction business will
experience a good day.
Lucky Number: 9
Lucky Colour: Purple

Health is fine. Minor issues
might concern you but there
is nothing to worry about.
m
Money coming in from
previous investments
will keep you
financially healthy.
Giving unsought
advice can get you
into trouble today at
work. Family front
remains good today. A
property by inheritance is
possible for some of you.
Lucky Number: 4
Lucky Colour: Dark Grey

You remain hale and hearty
to enjoy your day to the
fullest. Accrue in financial
gains will take time.
Professionally, you
will make things
easier for yourself.
Not being judicious
in your spending
might leave you
with very less money. A
loan is not likely to pass to
buy the property you
finalised.
Lucky Number: 11
Lucky Colour: White
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Actor Antonio
Banderas and
his partner
Nicole Kimpel

Singer Elton John
arrives for the
screening of his
biopic Rocketman

PHOTO: ERIC
GAILLARD/REUTERS

PHOTO: STEPHANE MAHE/
REUTERS

THE WAIT FOR
A SUITABLE
BOLLYWOOD

Filmmaker Pedro
Almodovar and
actor Penelope
Cruz PHOTO: ERIC
GAILLARD/REUTERS

Film critic Anupama Chopra brings
the best from the film festival
CANNES DIARY DAY 3

he day started with a film
that stayed with me like a
bad dream – Bacurau
directed by Brazilian film
critic turned director Kleber
Mendonca Filho who co-directs
here with his producer and
production designer Juliano
Dornelles.
Bacurau is the name of a
fictional village in the Brazilian
outback. The time is a few
years from now. The directors
build up a slow and steady
sense of a world unhinged and
mid-way the film goes from a
grounded, naturalistic style to
an ultra-violent genre.
Bacurau wobbles but then
steadies itself moving with
force towards a disturbing
conclusion. The violence is
horrific but this tough film is
worth watching.

T

Model Bella Hadid arrives
for the premiere of
Rocketman
PHOTO: ARTHUR MOLA/INVISION/AP

I also did an interview with
Mira Nair who is in Cannes as a
mentor for the 11th edition of
La Fabrique Cinema. This is a
programme set up by the
cinema department of the
Institut Francais to encourage
rising talent from emerging
countries who are developing
their first or second feature
film.
Mira was the first Indian to
win the Camera d’Or for best
first film for Salaam Bombay at
Cannes in 1988. When I asked
her why India has had such a
spotty track record at Cannes,
she said it’s not necessarily
because Indian filmmakers are
doing anything wrong but
because the tastes and agendas
of the selection committee and
that of Indian cinema don’t
necessarily align. She said after

Bacurau directors Juliano Dornelles and Kleber Mendonca Filho with
cast members Udo Kier, Sonia Braga and Jonny Mars
PHOTO: REGIS DUVIGNAU/REUTERS

Salaam Bombay, some of her
own films like Monsoon
Wedding (2001) and The
Namesake (2006) were rejected
by Cannes. Monsoon Wedding
ended up winning the Golden
Lion at the Venice Film
Festival so that story ended
well.
Mira starts shooting her
ambitious passion project – an
adaptation of Vikram Seth’s
sprawling novel A Suitable
Boy, for the BBC – in June. The
cast (what Mira is willing to
reveal right now) includes

Coppola’s return to Why Clooney won’t get into
direction might star politics
A
Law, LaBeouf
Francis Ford
Coppola
PHOTO: MICHAEL
CAMPANELLA/
GETTY IMAGES

scar-winning director
Francis Ford Coppola is
ready for a comeback to
filmmaking with his passion
project Megalopolis, for which
he is in talks with actors Jude
Law and Shia LaBeouf.
The director, whose
Godfather series has
influenced countless
filmmakers across the globe, is
in the process of putting
together the finances for the
film, which he had to abandon
after the 9/11 terror attacks.
The story is about “an attempt
to create utopia in a city like
New York”, according to
Deadline.
“At this age, I have to tell
you, I am more enthusiastic
and excited about cinema and
what it means and what it can
be and even with all of the new
digital aspects of it, which I
think are being misused. As
for Megalopolis... Well, it looks
good. I mean, we made the
offer to several actors. I can’t
say they’ve accepted, but they
were very enthusiastic. One of
them is Jude Law and another
Shia LaBeouf,” Coppola,80,
said.
The director shared that the
kind of movie he has in mind

ctor, filmmaker, and
activist George Clooney
has ruled himself out of
the 2020 US presidential race,
saying he does not have the
appropriate “skill” for politics.
His frequent and public
criticism of US President
Donald Trump, ever since the
latter assumed the post in 2016,
had led people to believe
Clooney could run for office in
the 2020 elections.
However, the 58-year-old
said politics does not seem to
be a logical place for him. “I’m
not going to get into politics. It
doesn’t seem like a very logical
place for me to be able to apply
what skills I have. I don’t have
to make compromise for the
things that I stand for and the
things I believe in like
politicians do. So it is not
something that interests me,”
Clooney said.
He also said that he is
“nervous” about people
rotating towards
“authoritarianism” in the

George Clooney has
ruled himself out of
the 2020 US
presidential race
PHOTO: ELISABETTA VILLA/
GETTY IMAGES

present times.
“It is a very nervous
time around the world.
People sliding towards
authoritarianism, it is
something that is nervewrecking and that we
should constantly monitor.
The press do a very good
job with that. I happen to be
an optimist and I think that
things turn around and it
will hopefully head that
way in the next election
cycle.”
The Ocean’s Eleven
(2001) star has served as a
UN Messenger of Peace
since 2008 and is also a
member of the Council on
Foreign Relations. He is
married to human rights
lawyer Amal Clooney.

Tabu, Randeep Hooda and an
A-list female actor who is likely
to be confirmed soon. I can’t
wait to see it.
A-list female Indian actors
descended on the Croisette
today – Priyanka Chopra,
Deepika Padukone and
Kangana Ranaut. They swept
up the famed red carpet looking
ethereal – when it comes to
oversized glamour, Bollywood
always delivers!
Now if we could only get
some of our films to make the
same impact!

Rocketman cast members Bryce Dallas Howard, Taron Egerton and
Richard Madden
PHOTO: STEPHANE MAHE/REUTERS

Daniel
Craigto
resume
Bond25
shooting
soon

The release
of the film
was recently
pushed to
April 8,
2020

PTI

Noomi Rapace to
play Mossad
agent in next

O

wedish actor Noomi
Rapace will headline
spy action drama,
Sylvia. She will play the
role of Sylvia Rafeal, a
South Africa-born agent
who rose to prominence in
Israeli intelligence agency,
Mossad, reported Variety.
The actor earlier played
Lisbeth Salander in the
Swedish film adaptations
of the Millennium book
series.
Sylvia is best known for
successfully locating Ali
Hassan Salameh, a fugitive
leader of the Palestine’s
Black September
organisation. But the
mission tragically led to
her involvement in the
infamous Lillehammer
incident, in which an
innocent Morroccan
waiter was misidentified

S
(From top) Jude Law and Shia
LaBeouf
PHOTOS: JEFF SPICER/
GETTY IMAGES AND SHUTTERSTOCK

would not interest a studio but
said a technology company
was interested. He is looking at
a USD 80-120 million budget.
“Megalopolis takes a
Roman epic based on real
events that occurred 2,000
years ago, and places it in
America... because really
America is like the modern
historical counterpart of
Rome. We’re practical. We’re
good engineers. We have
project power. That’s what
Rome had,” he adds.
PTI

as Salameh and killed
by Sylvia’s team.
Sylvia was later tried
and imprisoned in
Norway.
Vicky Jewson is
attached to direct.
Rapace and Jewson have
also collaborated on the
action thriller, Close.
The film is inspired by
the book Sylvia Rafael: The
Life and Death of a Mossad
Spy, penned by Ram Oren
and Moti Kfir, a former
Mossad agent who trained
Sylvia.
Jewson and her writing
partner from Close, Rupert
Whitaker, will share script
credits. The project will be
produced by Sharon Harel,
Eitan Evan and Whitaker,
alongside Jewson and
Moshe Edery.

PTI

THE NEW JAMES
BOND FILM HIT A
ROADBLOCK AFTER
DANIEL CRAIG FELL
WHILE SPRINTING ON
THE FILM’S SETS IN
JAMAICA LAST WEEK
ctor Daniel Craig,
who was injured on
the sets of Bond 25, is
reportedly expected to resume
shooting on the film “within
the week”.
The new James Bond film
hit another roadblock after
Craig fell while sprinting on
the film’s sets in Jamaica last
week and was flown to the US
for X-rays. The shooting was
suspended till further notice.
According to The Sun, the
actor will be able to resume
production while being careful
not to aggravate the injury.
Citing an unnamed source,

A

Noomi
Rapace
PHOTO:
SHUTTERSTOCK

the publication stated that
Craig’s injury was not as bad
as initially feared. “Things
were deemed to be a disaster at
first. But the injury is not as
severe as believed... He will be
back on set within the week,”
the source told The Sun.
The new film in the Bond
franchise has had a
tumultuous journey. It was
previously set to be directed by
Danny Boyle with a release
date of November 8, 2019.
After Boyle dropped out of the
project over “creative
differences”, along with
screenwriter John Hodge, the

film’s release date was moved
to February 14, 2020.
Cary Joji Fukunaga is now
attached as director, with
Scott Z Burns hired to pen a
new script. Neal Purvis and
Robert Wade have already
drafted a version of the script
but it is reported that the
studio is unhappy with the
story.
Recently, Fleabag creatoractor Phoebe Waller-Bridge
came on board the movie to
“polish” the script of Bond 25.

PTI
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SHOW BUZZ

KHER LOVES
DOING MASALA
FILMS

FREEZE FRAME
ME

Rishabh Suri

King Khan with The Man
Actor Shah Rukh Khan was recently interviewed by
American TV host David Letterman in New York for a web
show. “No more footprints...this is The Abominable
Snowman!! Before BatMan & SpiderMan, there is Mr.
LetterMan@Letterman Thx for ur generosity. Had 2 much
fun being interviewed.Not becos it was about me but becos
u were kind enough to make me feel I can be me. U r an
inspiration sir! (sic).” SRK wrote.
PHOTO: TWITTER/IAMSRK

QUOTE HANGER
SOME
RELATIONSHIPS
ALLOW YOU TO
BE REAL. WHEN
I’M AROUND HIM
(AJAY DEVGN), A
PART OF MY LIFE
IS CONSTANT.
TABU, ACTOR

I OBSERVE
HRITHIK
ROSHAN’S CRAFT.
IT MAKES ME
REALISE I’VE SO
MUCH ROOM FOR
IMPROVEMENT.
TIGERSHROFF,
ACTOR

HAVE YOU HEARD?

DEEPIKA STILL UNCONFIRMED
FOR ’83?
ontrary to rumours that
actor Deepika Padukone
will be starring in Kabir Khan’s
‘83, a PeepingMoon report
claims that she is yet to give a
nod to it. She’s currently busy
with Chhapaak, and if she
agrees, she will be required to
shoot for seven days. She will
play the role of Kapil Dev’s
(played by Ranveer Singh)
wife. While trade experts say
she won’t take up the role, a
source close to Deepika said,
Deepika Padukone
“With Deepika, you never
PHOTO: VIRAL BHAYANI
know!”.

C

Raja Hindustani
We came across this cute throwback picture that actor
Kunal Kemmu posted on Instagram. He captioned it,
“Flashback.. my cousin Mickey and I way back in the day..
am I on the left or right??#blackandwhite”.
CREDIT: INSTAGRAM/KHEMSTER2

TWITTER TWATTER

@salim_merchant: On my
way to Mahabalipuram! It’s
#SalimSulaimanLive tonite.
@ArshadWarsi: It was
absolutely our pleasure
Anees bhai... looking
forward to another
#PAGALPANTI reunion

A

PHOTO:
INSTAGRAM/
ADITYASEAL

The actor, who
has worked in
several films
and shows
abroad, says he
has got joy from
all his projects

Aditya Seal
was at the right
place, right time
for SOTY 2

has been renewed for a second
season, fetched Anupam good
reviews. We ask the actor
what has kept him away from
taking up fiction work on
Indian television lately, and
he reveals, “Something
substantial has to be there.
The challenge (abroad) is that
you have to speak
continuously in English
[whereas] I think in Hindi.
Also, shows there are like a
film, not like something
shown on television. They
shoot it like a film. I have done
work on Indian TV. (I will
take up more) if I get
something which will
challenge me as an actor.”
n

Rishabh Suri

rishabh.suri@htlive.com

I always feel, what our actors are able to do — sing,
dance, do situations shown — for years together… I feel
joy. The cinema I have done, I got joy and satisfaction.”
ANUPAM KHER ACTOR

ctor Aditya Seal is living
his dream. Despite being
in Bollywood for a few
years now, it’s only after
playing the lead antagonist in
Student of the Year 2 that he’s
been noticed.
But one recurring criticism
of the film has been its largerthan-life school setting and
over-the-top situations which
are far removed from reality.
So what’s Aditya’s take on it?
“Those who say this don’t
really understand that it
takes a lot more effort to make
a film like this. If you have a
fantastic storyline, or you’re
making a thriller, you know
the script is king. (Ours) is a
no-brainer — you go in to get
entertained. You know what’s
the story, but to still keep you
engrossed is way more
difficult,” he says.
“When people say ‘Aise
students kahan hote hain’ or
‘Aise schools kahan hote
hain’, we have nowhere said it

A

PHOTO: SHIVAM
SAXENA/HT

is inspired by a true story.
You go and watch the
Avengers, you start believing
them and want to be like the
Iron Man. You’re trying to
create a world which may or
may not exist.”
The film happened for him
on the lines of the saying ‘you
have to be at the right place, at
the right time’. He elaborated,
“I got to know this film was
being made, and there was a
character like this. They were
still looking for a boy, and I
decided to give an audition.
But I heard someone already
got it. This is when Shanoo
Sharma (casting director)
stepped in. Karan (Johar,
producer) must have
approached her, and she said
‘Look at this boy’ (me). I gave
the first round and got
through. My second round
was with Punit (Malhotra,
director). He said, ‘For me,
you are final. But, Karan has
to approve too. I thought
‘that’s a big task’. But finally,
it happened.”

‘SANA IS MY
FAVOURITE
DANCE PARTNER’
Juhi Chakraborty
ancer-choreographer
Melvin Louis, who has
collaborated with a lot of
pretty ladies including
Gauahar Khan, Harleeen Sethi
and Sandeepa Dhar, enjoys a
great fan following, but he
remains a fan of actor Sana
Khan. In fact, she’s not just his
girlfriend, but his favourite
dance partner too.
“She is on top of the charts
for me. Why do you think I am
dating her?” he laughs, adding,
“She is so talented, but, you
have to really get it out from her
because she is a little shy. She is
not somebody who will get up
and start dancing. I keep
pushing her. But she is my
favourite dance partner. Even if
I wasn’t dating her, I would
have said the same thing.”
Melvin is not just one of the
most famous dancerchoreographers in the country,
but a social media influencer
too.
Cupid struck when Melvin
and Sana did dance videos on
songs such as Adhura Lafz and
Proper Patola. While initially,
there was only a buzz that the
two were dating, they made
their relationship official on
Valentine’s Day this year.
Recently, on Melvin’s
birthday, Sana wrote an
emotional post on Instagram,
declaring her love for him.
Even Melvin does not shy away
from gushing over his lady love.
“We have been
quite open about it [our
relationship] right from day
one. Whenever someone asks
us, we answer in all honesty. As
influencers, it is very important
to be honest to the public. If we
are unhappy in our lives and
pretend to be happy, it will only
lead to a lot of chaos,” he shares.

D

LOOKBACK

@aamir_khan: With
chinese superstar
#DengChao

ctor Anupam Kher’s
filmography isn’t
restricted to Bollywood.
He’s one of our wellknown names on the global
scene too with films such as
Bend It Like Beckham (2002)
and Silver Linings Playbook
(2012), and his television
show, New Amsterdam.
For an actor who has
such ‘sophisticated’ projects
to his credit, how does he
derive the same joy from
acting in films such as Main
Tera Hero (2014) and Judwaa
2 (2017), which are out-andout commercial films?
Anupam reasons, “Let’s
not intellectualise acting.
The journey is more
important for me than the
destination. The film that
you mentioned — Judwaa
2…. A film like that is such
a joy. I am not going to
suddenly say that since I
am working abroad, ‘Yeh
kuchh nahi hai’. Such films
are more important to me
because you need a lot of
conviction as an actor to do
things which no other actor in
the world can do!”
The 64-year old actor goes
on to explain, “The
mainstream actors in all the
films that are done, they are
the most courageous and
powerful actors who do things
which nobody else can! I
always feel, what our actors
are able to do — sing, dance,
do situations shown — for
years together… I feel joy.
The cinema I have done, I
have got joy and satisfaction.”
New Amsterdam, which

07

soon...
@ShatrughanSinha: Many
Congrats! Stupendous!
Incredible achievements &
accolades to the supremely
multifaceted, comedian,
actor, singer,par excellence,
@KapilSharmaK9. It was a
delightful pleasure to be on
your show with my family
few months back.
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THIGHS THE LIMIT AT
CANNES FILMS FEST
Pallavi Bhasin
esides celebrating a
plethora of films and film
personalities, the Festival
de Cannes is also noted for
being a sartorial playground for
the best of fashion statements.
And this year, bringing the
sexy and bold thigh-high slit
glamour back to the
forefront are fashionistas
Selena Gomez, Eva
Longoria, Alessandra
Ambrosio and Romee
Strijd, who are giving us
major style goals.
While popstar-actor
Selena Gomez chose a
white custom-made Louis
Vuitton high slit skirt with
a leather satin bustier by
Nicolas Ghesquière,
Victoria’s Secret model
Alessandra Ambrosio was
about reiterating the ‘Angelina
Jolie moment’ with her Ralph
and Russo white silk chiffon
draped gown, which featured
an asymmetrical neckline
and of course, a daringly
high slit. A firm fixture at
Cannes Film Festival,
Desperate Housewives star
Eva Longoria stunned in gold
sequined blush pink satin
gown created by Alberta
Ferretti.
Designers agree that slits
certainly aren’t new, but
there’s no denying they are
currently ruling the French
fete. Designer Rina Dhaka
says, “Fashion has
definitely sized itself
down from the past
which was all

B

Risqué thighhigh slit
gowns are
ruling the red
carpets at the
2019 Cannes
Film Festival

about being voluminous. Here,
the trend is everything that’s
free-flowing and effortless and
what I would call pretty.”
Talking about what would go
best with a high slit attire,
designer Suneet Verma
suggests, “I think the
high-high slit is
definitely making a
comeback. The best
accessory when you
are wearing a deep
slit garment would be
great shiny skin and
high-heeled
stilettos.” Ask Dhaka
if it will suit
everyone, and she
suggests, “It
depends on your
age, the comfort
level and the
environment one
is going to be in.
So wear a slit as it
is if you can, it is
the best way to
wear it. But if you
can’t, then shut it
down at mid-thigh
level. And the
other way is to
pair it with
small shorts or
even a pair of
flowing sheer
pants.”

Romee
Strijd
PHOTOS:/ERIC
GAILLARD/
REUTERS

Amber
Heard
PHOTO:

Alessandra
Ambrosio

Selena
Gomez

STEPHANE
MAHE/
REUTERS

Eva
Longoria
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YEARS OF
2004-2019

FASHION FOCUS

SKIRTS TO
SUIT EVERY
STYLE

“Mukund is a
Rhodes scholar.
I flunked my
Rhodes scholarship
interview…”
—Raghuram Rajan

PAGE 22

“…which, I think, is one
of the bigger mistakes the
scholarship committee
has made. They picked the
wrong brother!”
—Mukund Rajan

THE
BRO
CODE

WHEN THESE BROTHERS BANTER I AND E COLLIDE!
PRESENTING ONE OF THE WORLD’S LEADING ECONOMISTS,
DR RAGHURAM RAJAN (56) IN A FREE-WHEELING CHAT
WITH HIS BROTHER, ENTREPRENEUR AND CORPORATE
THOUGHT LEADER, DR MUKUND RAJAN (51)
THEY SHOW HOW A SIMPLE, VALUE-RICH INDIAN
UPBRINGING CAN LEAD TO SUCCESS AND SATISFACTION
#TheBroCode
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BREAKFAST OF CHAMPIONS
To read Brunch stories online, log on to hindustantimes.com/brunch. Follow @HTBrunch on Twitter and Instagram

FOOD SHOWS TO DROOL OVER!
Celebrity chefs pick their favourite food show and why you should watch it too!

YEARS OF

By Lubna Salim

Manish Mehrotra

2004-2019

Ranveer Brar

UGLY DELICIOUS
Watch on: Netflix
“This show dives deep into the cultural
significance of food in America and
showcases how different communities
that settled there have been able to
position, market and preserve their
cuisines. If you enjoy food as a subject and
are looking for a deeper understanding of
flavours, then this show is for you! ”
–Saransh Goila

RAJA, RASOI AUR
ANYA KAHANIYAN
Watch on: Epic TV
“It’s a very well-researched
show on different Indian
regional cuisines. I’ve learnt
a great deal from watching it!
So, it is perfect for anybody
who is looking to gain in-depth
knowledge of the various
regional dishes.”

Kunal Kapoor

Vicky Ratnani

and his shows are my all-time favourite. In fact,
he inspired me to do my food travel shows. The
intellectual and emotional streak you find in these
is visible on no other food show.”
–Ranveer Brar

STREET
FOOD
Watch on:
Netflix
“I’m currently
watching and
enjoying it
thoroughly! You
must watch it because street food has changed so
many lives in that it is a family business where
every member of the household gets involved in
some capacity or another keeping the bonds intact.”
–Kunal Kapoor

CHEF’S TABLE
–Manish Mehrotra

RICK STEIN’S INDIA & RICK
STEIN TASTES THE BLUES
Watch on: BBC
“I love British celebrity chef Rick Stein

Watch on: Netflix
“This is a beautiful show that
portrays chefs and their lives.
I love it for its content and
originality. It’s not just about
food but the lives of people
behind the food.”
–Vicky Ratnani

not_ishika I cannot stop staring at this
beautiful picture

WATCH. TAP. FOLLOW.

TAP
Cat memes and all that’s
relatable to laugh at
on @two_fat_cats_on_
instagram

Follow

“Men drain the emotional
life out of woman. I love
’em, but good load,
they’ve become the bane
of my existence”

EDITORIAL: Ananya Ghosh,
Drishti Vij, Jamal Shaikh
(National Editor – Brunch and
New Media Initiatives), Lubna
Salim, Samreen Tungekar,
Veenu Singh

Whose Wedding Is It Anyway @ShobaNarayan
@HTBrunch well, great. The event comes
later. The youngsters even get to choose
when and to whom they will get married.
So still waiting for my two daughters to decide
that :-) Beautiful article!
@sanjay030359

NOTE TO READERS:

@priyaramani

Cover photograph shot exclusively for
HT Brunch by
PRABHAT SHETTY
Art direction: AMIT MALIK
Make-up and hair:
ARTISTRY BY ANJALI JAIN
Location courtesy: TAJ MAHAL HOTEL, NEW DELHI

crazy_ictian It was an amazing
article loved it @aesha.dhawan5 you
are such an amazing person

Find Hindustan Times Brunch on Facebook,
follow @htbrunch on Instagram or tweet to
@HTBrunch or...

Priya Ramani

WATCH

@HTBrunch Sunday Mornings are incomplete
without HT Brunch. You can increase the pages!
Love your regular columns specially @virsanghvi
and @RajivMakhni
@Rajev_Paul
#MotherNotSmother A very nice read.
Missing my Ammi.
@bubblyfalak

WTF Curating the best of the Internet for your Sunday viewing beneﬁts

Following the events of Avengers:
Endgame, the trailer of Spiderman:
Far From Home has some
intriguing teases.

@HTBrunch you have nailed today’s issue.
From ‘whose wedding is it anyway’ to ‘the
emergency on Vitamin D’ and Shikhar and
Aesha Dhawan’s interview, everything is so fresh
and spells out a strong perspective that is much
needed to be seen!
@Bhootneeke

DESIGN: Ashutosh Sapru
(National Editor, Design),
Amit Malik, Kishore Rawat,
Shailesh Sharma,
Sunil Kumar Mallik
(Art Director – Brunch)

OLLOW
Priya Ramani
(@priyaramani) to get
inspired by her resilience,
strength and wit.

DROP US A LINE AT:
brunchletters@hindustantimes.
com or to 18-20 Kasturba
Gandhi Marg, New Delhi 110001

The feature titled ‘A Brunch Focus’ is
a promotional article. We would like to
emphasise that no sponsored content
does or shall appear in any part of
Brunch without it being declared as
such to our valued readers.

Note: Some social media posts have been edited to correct spelling and grammar

Saransh Goila

Stuff You Said
Last Sunday

FOR ADVERTISING AND MARKETING ENQUIRIES, PLEASE CONTACT:
National - Bhavna Darira: bhavna.d@livemint.com
North - Shaila Thakur: shaila.thakur@hindustantimes.com
West - Rekha Upreti: rekha.upreti@hindustantimes.com
South - Sharbani Ghosh: sharbani.ghosh@hindustantimes.com
Marketing/Events - Puneet Uppal: puneet.uppal@hindustantimes.com
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HUMOUR

PHOTOGRAPHIC
MEMORIES

From being nostalgic mementos to digital
distractions, photos have travelled far
By Rehana Munir

H

eard about the vegan
who never got photographed because she
refused to say cheese?
Now that I’ve alienated any
vegans who may have stumbled
here (I mock you because I admire you and loathe my choices),
lettuce look a little closer at this
whole photography business. In
recent news, iPhone has replaced
their human portrait campaign
with stunning billboards featuring nature photography by Apple
users. That familiar moment
when one turns from the Tulip
Star signal towards the laburnums that skirt the Bachchans’
new residence is where my heart
swings between delight and
despair at the sight of elephant
herds and pelican flocks. As the
creatures of the wild lose their
natural habitat, their filtered
images take up residence in
advertising displays that peddle a
rapidly vanishing paradise.

THE SAFETY
OF ALBUMS
There’s something about old
photographs, the calling card of
nostalgia. You don’t even have to
have a personal connection with
the subjects of a fading black
and white image to feel a certain
ache. It’s a trigger that works
universally and in any context.
In Girls Standing on Lawns, artist Maira Kalman (together with
writer Daniel Handler) makes
a sad-sweet statement with a
curated collection of anonymous
vintage photographs taken from
MoMA. I was gifted the book
and wondered what it was about.
Having had it for a while now,
and gone through the many
photos with, literally, girls standing on lawns (complemented by
illustrations and poetic text), I

Photo:iSTOCK
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a god’s eye view – were
not half as impactful as those
untidy gully scenes, where
humans were busy leading their
messy lives, captured unfussily
on a phone camera.

EVAPORATING
MEMORIES

“TODAY EVERYTHING EXISTS
TO END IN A PHOTOGRAPH”
—SUSAN SONTAG,
AUTHOR OF ON PHOTOGRAPHY
see how the project recreates a
moment in history through
interchangeable characters who
are at the same time unique.
(Yes, runs perilously close to
being pretentious, but somehow
rescues itself from the edge.)
Like any second or subsequent child born in the 80s or
before will agree, their childhoods
were not documented in the way
the first child in the family’s was.
I barely have two or three pictures from my own childhood; my
younger sister, perhaps one. And
so I’m always envious of those
whose childhood memories have
been preserved in family albums,
preventing them from being
misremembered or forgotten.

BIG CITY,
SMALL CITY
The recent exhibition Shifting
City at Max Mueller Bhavan in
Mumbai put together the works

of different photographers in a
narrative tapestry. Of the lot,
what stayed with me was Ritesh
Uttamchandani’s street-level series, taken on his phone camera,
counterpointed by the big scale
city shots of photographer Pallon
Daruwalla. The two sets of photographs provided not just different views of my city, but also
made me think of what it means
to take pictures in these different
ways. To point the phone camera
at a nearby subject versus taking
a formally composed shot using a
professional lens.
Those old arguments
about digital versus film, posed
versus candid, natural versus
artificial light, colour corrected
versus raw came rushing back to
me as I observed the photographs
of skyscrapers and religious
gatherings, women in malls and
lovers in bed. In the end, the
authoritative images of the city –

These days, I’ve been hounding
my niece about her Instagram
feed. I’m fascinated by the “stories” she posts that evaporate
in 24 hours. She rewards my
persistence with a curated
tour from time to time. From
long-preserved photographs in
precious frames to these blinkand-they’re-gone images, we’ve
come a long way in the nearly 200
years since the advent of photography. Captions too have moved
on from being staid descriptions
to quirky and playful narratives.
And then there are those trailing
hashtags, the footnotes to social
media photography.
“Today everything exists
to end in a photograph,” Susan
Sontag wrote in On Photography, her collection of essays
on the medium, both literary
and polemical, written between
1973 and 1977. As we march
towards 2020, with its promise of
perfect vision, selfie-ready smile
plastered on face, that statement
is truer than ever. Just today I
posted a new Facebook profile
picture, artfully black and white,
taken a few years ago by a now
distant friend, and wondered
what that act even meant. Vain
or playful? Revealing or concealing? Then in a few minutes the
picture accumulated a few likes
and I moved on to other activities
and distractions.
brunchletters@hindustantimes.com
Follow @HTBrunch on Twitter
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RAGHURAM RAJAN MAY HAVE PICKED A CAREER PATH
DIFFERENT FROM THAT OF HIS BROTHER MUKUND RAJAN,
BUT THEIR INDIAN UPBRINGING ENTRENCHED IN SOUND
MIDDLE-CLASS VALUES, REFLECTS A SENSE OF HUMILITY
AND HUMOUR EVERYONE WILL FIND ENDEARING
[ AN HT BRUNCH EXCLUSIVE ]
Text by Jamal Shaikh
Photos shot exclusively for HT Brunch by Prabhat Shetty
“All too often, we have
this sense of deep
ideology, and to my mind,
that really is wrong in
many situations”
—Raghuram Rajan

A

s one of two brothers, I am
observing the scene in front of me
in a rather personal manner. Like
my brother and I, Raghuram (56)
and Mukund Rajan (51) are five years apart.
We’ve put the two in a situation they’ve never
experienced before and the silent support
between them is palpable.
Former governor of the Reserve Bank
of India, educationist and one of the leading
economists in the world today, Dr Raghuram
Rajan is as well-known for his sense of style
as he is for speaking his mind. (“I have a
sapiosexual crush on him,” a colleague tells
me as we put this piece together; and she isn’t
the only one in office who is as vociferous.)
His younger brother Dr Mukund Rajan served
as Chief Ethics Officer at Tata Sons and their
brand custodian, and is just beginning his
innings as an entrepreneur.
Both gentlemen are in a suite at the Taj
Mahal Hotel, New Delhi, facing the camera
for their first magazine cover shoot together.
Raghu flew in from the US, where he now lives,
the evening before; Mukund has come from
Mumbai. Both have new books out (see box
on Page 16). Both are erudite and opinionated.
But one look at the make-up artist with her

paraphernalia spread out on the bed, is enough
to instil in them a distinct sense of unease.
Raghu walks in just as Mukund is getting
his face “powdered.” The brotherly smirk is
unmissable, but so is the solidarity. Raghuram
Rajan knows he’s up next.
Thankfully, the photographer is
demanding with his poses, but easy with the
jokes. Comments fly, comparing the two to
everyone from the currently-at-war Malvinder
and Shivinder Singh to the Ambani brothers.
One hears a comment on a “Men In Black
pose” on the fly, and the two Dr Rajans play
along sportingly.
The photographer now wants them to
laugh. Little does he know that once they start,
the laughter will last all through the morning.

THE WONDER YEARS
Sons of an accomplished IPS officer, both
Raghuram and Mukund Rajan were born
in Bhopal, but spent their early years in
different parts of the world. Indonesia, Sri
Lanka, Belgium. Their early life embodies
the value-rich, responsibility-tinged middleclass of India.
“Growing up was fun,” Raghu says.
“We lived in Moti Bagh in New Delhi,

“AS CHILDREN OF GOVERNMENT
SERVANTS, ALL OF US KNEW WE HAD
TO GET A JOB; THERE WAS NOTHING
WAITING AT THE OTHER END”
—RAGHURAM RAJAN
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YEARS OF
2004-2019

Location courtesy:
Taj Mahal Hotel,
New Delhi
Art direction:
Amit Malik
Make-up and hair:
Artistry by Anjali Jain

JOIN IN THE
CONVERSATION USING
#TheBroCode

“I describe myself as a
liberal thinker. I don’t
think ideologies of
the extreme are
particularly palatable!”
—Mukund Rajan
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MY BROTHERLY
ADVICE…

which is a government colony and
we had lots of kids of civil servants
around. All of us knew we had to get
a job; there was nothing waiting at the
other end.”
Mukund continues: “I remember
learning French at a school in
Brussels. But Raghu had lived in Sri
Lanka and Indonesia before, though
I don’t have memories of then.”
Turning to his brother, he says,
“You guys must have had issues, no?
Learning Tamil in Sri Lanka, then
French, then Hindi when we came
back to India. Wasn’t that traumatic?”
“Oh yeah, heavy immersion as
they say,” Raghu replies with a
laugh. “You’re just dunked in and
you have to learn. But math was the

my siblings, I was the one who was
rarely subject to any kind of…”
“…discipline!” Raghu helps out.
Mukund laughs and agrees. “So
it was this guy and my eldest brother
who were at the receiving end of our
father’s disciplinary attentions!”
The Rajan clan consisted of four
siblings: an elder brother and sister,
followed by Raghu and Mukund.
“It was fantastic growing up in a
reasonably large family,” Mukund
continues. “Most of his friends
actually became my friends.
Learning from these older guys was
an opportunity!”
Did Raghu indulge Mukund’s
indiscipline as well?
“Well, I’d get very worked up if

“MOTHER WOULD TELL ME THAT LORD
MUKUNDA WAS A COWHERD, AND IF I
DON’T STUDY HARD ENOUGH, THERE
WERE ENOUGH WATER BUFFALOES IN
INDIA TO TEND TO!” —MUKUND RAJAN
universal language. When you’re
fine in math, people know you’re
not a complete dunce.”
Raghu and Mukund moved to
Delhi at ages 11 and six. Who was
boisterous, who was quiet, we ask.
Which of you was the bully?
A glance is exchanged in response
to the question, and what follows is
loud laughter. “When I was growing
up, I used to have a terrible temper,”
Mukund says. “The rest of the family
would be very indulgent, and amongst

he wouldn’t!” Mukund laughs. “For
instance, we’d play cricket and I’d
bowl to him and give him some serious
batting practice. But when it was time
for me to bat, he’d suddenly remember
something important and… (laughs)”
“Hey, hey, hey!” Raghu interjects,
and even more laughter ensues. “The
reality is that I bowled him out very
fast. Always!”
“Which is even worse, Raghu,”
Mukund continues. “Because
the insult to my ego and sense of

LIGHT-HEARTED BANTER
BETWEEN THE TWO
BROTHERS SHOWS A
SIDE YOU’VE NEVER
SEEN BEFORE

ON MOVIES
Raghu: “Mukund’s taste veers
on the gory. So when I encounter
those movies, I recommend
them to him. But even he found
Vikings too gory!”
ON BOOKS
Raghu: “We chat about these,
especially non-fiction that comes
out of India.”
ON FASHION
Mukund on Raghu’s dapper
look: (Laughs heartily) “I’ve seen
him in shorts and t-shirts. We
were living in a scarcity economy,
with lots of hand-me-downs. Mom
would stitch our clothes when
they tore. But you should ask him
what brands he favours today…
Hahaha!”
Raghu: “My wife dresses me.
She’s my fashion police. But I
have a build where off-the-shelf
suits seem to fit, so I’m lucky!”
ON FOOD
Raghu: “The only dish I
remember of Mukund’s was a
mixed vegetable masala he made
when he was a graduate student.
Its supreme qualification was
that it took little time to put
together. The taste left a lot to
be desired. But since then, I
have used it on many occasions
because, well, it’s quick!”
(Even more laughter)

batsmanship was terrible!”
Who was more popular in school
and with the girls?
More laughter ensues. But
Mukund reveals a personal, idolising
streak. “Raghu was very popular in
school, and through most of my life,
I’ve followed his reputation. I was a
few years behind him at Delhi Public
School, RK Puram, where he was
House Captain. I got into IIT the year
he left, and his popularity preceded me
even in the hostel I lived at. He’d won
the Freedom of the House in Nilgiri
Hostel. He was the general secretary of
the students’ council, and I became the
Gen Sec a few years later…”
Raghu pitches in: “You forget
some things. Mukund is a Rhodes
scholar, and I flunked my Rhodes
scholarship interview…”
“…which I think is one of the
bigger mistakes the scholarship
committee has made,” Mukund
replies, without missing a beat. “They
picked the wrong brother!”

DOCTORS OF THEIR
OWN DEVICE
“We have to thank our parents for
creating a very warm and comforting
environment,” Raghu says. “Like all
civil servant parents, they knew they
had to give us kids a good education,
and so they scrimped and saved to
make sure we got that education.”
Mukund continues:“In my
book, there’s this comment about
my mother. She would always tell
me that Lord Mukunda (or Krishna)
was a cowherd, and if I don’t study
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“I visited Oxford
just after I had
been cleared for my
doctorate. A friend
said, ‘Dr Rajan
meets Dr Rajan.’ It
was such a thrill!”
—Mukund Rajan

“I have a build
where off-the-shelf
suits seem to fit. So
I’m lucky!”
—Raghuram Rajan

“I WOULD WISH THAT WHATEVER
GOVERNMENT CAME INTO POWER
WOULD THINK OF THE NEED FOR
SERIOUS REFORM OF THE SYSTEM,
BECAUSE WE ARE RUNNING INTO
THE LIMIT OF GROWTH”
—RAGHURAM RAJAN
hard enough, no problem! There were
enough water buffaloes in India. You
can tend to them, she told me.”
The brothers attended the same
schools, but chose different career
paths: one in academics, the other
in the corporate world. “Actually,
we both took the same road for a
little while,” Raghu reminds us. “I
also joined the Tatas for a glorious
period of three months. Then I got the
scholarship to MIT.”
What was it like when
Mukund got his PhD and became a
Dr Rajan too?
“That was special,” Mukund
says. “Our older brother has a PhD as
well, and it was nice to be able to say
we’re a family of Dr Rajans (laughs).
I visited Oxford just after I had been
cleared for my doctorate. Our friend
Sanjay Chauhan said, ‘Dr Rajan meets
Dr Rajan.’ It was such a thrill!”
And how did their parents feel
about three Dr Rajans? “They’re
certainly very proud,” says Raghu,
“but I don’t think that changes their
attitude or anything (laughs)… theek
hai, kar diya… Same old, same old!”
More laughter follows.

BOOK MARKED!
Did the brothers show each other a
draft of their books?
“I got fantastic feedback from
Raghu,” Mukund says. “I had a sense
that my book would elicit a lot of
questions in the corporate world, as
well as with my former employers, so
I incorporated his changes.”
“My new book is my own
intellectual exploration into why
capitalism works and why it stopped
working,” says Raghu. “The message
I want to convey is, look, you need
to think about what the system is.
How it actually works and what
the elements are is not just about
markets, it’s the whole infrastructure
around it. The Left wants a massive
change in taxation and much more
redistribution, the Right wants
to reduce the welfare state. What
I want to point out is how these
components fit together. And how –
when the system fits together – both
democracy and prosperity flourish.
On the other hand, when the system
starts breaking, you lose prosperity,
but you also lose democracy. So we
move towards a more authoritarian

structure – and across the world you
see this happening – and you have to
start worrying about what is driving
it. This book is an attempt to answer
that. There’s a small portion related
to India, but it tries to understand
the turmoil in the US, UK, the rising
tide of populism, and populist
nationalism, which is more virulent
and looks more for enemies than
for friends.”
Then, Raghu adds: “I enjoyed
Mukund’s book very much. It’s
written in a personal sense, and
is a nice description of what it is
like being a brand officer as well
as ethics officer for India’s largest
conglomerate. Embedded in that is
also the story of the Tatas in the last
10 to 15 years: of what went right and
what has gone wrong to some extent.
It’s a very candid view. Of course,
some of my advice was to drop some
of the candour…”
Rambunctious laughter follows,
the details of which we are thirsting
to get. Raghu is happy to continue.
“You are, in any position, privy
to a lot of things, and you have to
figure out what is useful to talk
about because it helps people learn
lessons. I think [Mukund’s book] is
very good at doing that. That also
differentiates it from a Tell All,
which is here-is-every-last-thingthat-happened. Then, you start
betraying people’s confidence…”

MODERN FAMILY
If family is where the heart is, the
Rajans have it down pat. “We’re
always looking for an opportunity
to be together,” says Mukund. “We
spent a week together for my 50th
in the Maldives last April. And our
mom’s 80th is coming up later
this year...”
When the two were involved in
individual sticky situations recently,
did they call each other for advice?
“Absolutely,” Mukund
says. “Raghu has had enormous
experience in multiple situations
with powerful personalities,
therefore, it’s that experience that
speaks when you call him.”
And Raghu? Have you ever
called your younger brother for
advice? “I had come to the end of
my term as RBI governor, and the
question was do I stay, or do I not,”
recalls Raghu. “In the process, I
talked to Mukund. He was my closest
advisor on this apart from my wife.”
Mukund pitches in: “I’ve
always felt that Raghu looks for
nobility in situations, and the good
in everyone. But sometimes, people
can be motivated by very base

“My book tries to
understand the rising tide
of populism, and populist
nationalism, which is more
virulent and looks more for
enemies than for friends”
—Raghuram Rajan

“In my book,
I highlight the
relative lack of job
creation by large
corporates…”
—Mukund Rajan

Participate in

#BrunchBookChallenge
Visit online: read.ht/yrz
considerations. So when I find Raghu
trying to find goodness in what
people are doing, I highlight the raw
elements of what’s going on.”
In political ideologies, as
brothers, are there any differences?
Mukund takes this. “I describe
myself as a liberal thinker. I believe
we must give everyone their space
and autonomy to learn and figure
out things. I suspect we are very
similar in that sense… I don’t
think ideologies of the extreme are
particularly palatable!”
Raghu nods in agreement.
“One common sense is personal
responsibility. You cannot blame the
system. Of course, luck matters and
adversity happens. The other thing
is pragmatism; all too often we have
this sense of deep ideology, and to
my mind, that really is wrong in
many situations.”
Last but not the least, what do the
two Dr Rajans have to say about India
in 2019?
“Why, it’s a very important
election in terms of determining
India’s path,” says Raghu.
Mukund adds, “In my book I
have this commentary on some of
the challenges the Tata Group faces,
but they can be extrapolated into
challenges that corporate India faces.
Which, in turn, can be extrapolated
to what India needs. I highlight the
relative lack of job creation by
large corporates.”
“I would wish that whatever
government came into power
would think of the need for serious
reform of the system, because
we are running into the limit of
growth,” says Raghu. “Let’s see
what happens…”
jamal.shaikh@hindustantimes.com
Follow @JamalShaikh on Twitter
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The Royalty Of Wild Rajasthan
While I love the Rajasthan of valour, chivalry and legend (and of course, tiger sightings), I’d take the
wild beauty over the grand palaces any day

Photos: SHUTTERSTOCK & iSTOCK
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outh, they say, is wasted on the young. I am beginning
to wonder if Rajasthan was wasted on me. I went to
school there for seven years and then, liked it so much
that I even went back to teach at the same school.
As my school was ostentatiously Rajasthani and had
originally been set up for the children of maharajas, I
thought I had got a full dose of Rajasthani culture and believed that I knew the state well.
I have never stopped going to Rajasthan ever since but it
is only now that I recognise what an amazing place it really
is. I loved the Rajasthan of the Rajputs I went to school with;
the Rajasthan of valour, chivalry, legend and Cycle Polo
(don’t ask). But there is another Rajasthan.
My rediscovery of Rajasthan began a decade ago. In 1980,
as part of Project Tiger, an ambitious programme to protect
and nurture our tiger population, pioneered by Indira Gandhi, the government set up the Ranthambore National Park
near Sawai Madhopur. The area had previously been the
hunting ground for the Jaipur Royal Family.
Ranthambore has a huge historical importance. And when
I finally went there in the mid-1990s, I was struck by its natural
beauty. The park spreads over 300 square kilometres and
almost from the moment you drive in, you see herds of
chitals, sambhar, nilgais, chinkaras and many kinds of
deer. Langurs and peacocks are the most common sights and
if you are lucky, you can see hyenas, jackals, foxes and jungle
cats. If you are really, really lucky, you might see a sloth bear.
And though leopard sightings are rare, you can sometimes see
one. (Leopards are shy animals, notoriously difficult to spot,
even at Ranthambore which is full of them.)
But of course the reason everyone goes to Ranthambore is to see the tiger. When I went in the ’90s,
I spent several days on safari trips into the park
hoping to spot a tiger. But somehow, to everyone’s
astonishment, I did not see a single tiger.

NATURAL BEAUTY
The beauty of the Vilas properties of the Oberoi group is that they
seem to grow organically from the environment around them

TRULY GROUNDED
The lapwing makes
its nest on the
ground and not on
the trees

I was bitterly disappointed, of course, but still quite
thrilled. In all those years in Rajasthan I had never seen the
wild side of the state and it was both exciting and different
to see a wild boar in the distance or to watch the deer scatter
when they heard the distress call of the peacock.
In the 1990s, there were not that many great hotels in
Rajasthan (and certainly not in Ranthambore). The state was
famous for the palace hotels, many of which (the Lake Palace, Umaid Bhawan and the Rambagh Palace, for example)
were truly spectacular as palaces though not all of them
worked that well as hotels.
Then, in the early part of the 21st Century, the Oberoi
group began opening the Vilas properties, which would come
to be ranked among the world’s best hotels.
A lot has been said about the Vilas hotels in the media –
especially the foreign media which can’t get enough of the
Vilases – but most of the raves have focused on the beauty of
the architecture, the extraordinary quality of the service,
the unparalleled levels of luxury, etc.
This is all true but, as far as I am concerned, the
beauty of the Vilas properties is that they seem to grow
organically from the environment around them. Most
palaces, almost by definition, seek to overwhelm their
surroundings. Umaid Bhavan is a jazz age palace, built in
the era of The Great Gatsby. The Rambagh Palace is a rich
Rajput’s idea of an English country home. (The Lake Palace
is the notable exception.)
The Vilases, on the other hand, don’t seek to stun. They tend
to soothe. They are built to blend into the environment, using
artisanal materials and taking care to respect wild Rajasthan.
When I went to Udaipur’s Udai Vilas last year, for in-
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INTO THE WILD
The legendary Machhli, the Queen of Ranthambore
(inset) a tiger spotted recently at a safari

OH DEER!
Herds of deer are a regular sight in
Ranthambore

stance, it was the hundreds of species of birds that flew in the
air that really grabbed my attention. I went back to Jaipur’s
Raj Vilas earlier this year and all I noticed were the peacocks.
They were everywhere. They would make themselves at
home in the courtyard outside my room. They would dance
in the garden. Their calls would wake me in the morning.

I

went back to Ranthambore nine years ago to stay at
the then recently-opened Vanya Vilas, a small property
spread over 20 acres, adjoining the sanctuary, with just
25 luxury tents. Of course, the hotel was wonderful but what
I liked about it was that it never deviated from its true purpose: if you had no interest in Ranthambore or in wild life,
then Vanya Vilas was not for you.
Even then, I went for safari after safari to the park and
saw lots of interesting animals but no tigers. I explained
to the hotel’s then general manager Tapan Piplani that he
shouldn’t take it personally. I had bad luck with tigers.
But he was utterly distraught and on the final morning,
just before I left for the airport, took me on a safari himself.
My luck suddenly changed. We saw three tigers. One of them
walked calmly besides our jeep and another – the legendary
Machhli, the Queen of Ranthambore – actually chased and
killed a small deer in front of us; a sort of NatGeo moment.
Ever since then, wild Rajasthan has eclipsed Royal
Rajasthan in my mind. Three years ago, at Umaid Bhavan in
Jodhpur (run by the Taj), I knew my attitude was changing
when I began to remember relatively silly things – camel
races in a village
near Jodhpur or
the herd of deer
we suddenly came
across on the road
outside town one
evening – rather
than the grandeur
of one of the world’s
great palaces.
I went back to
Ranthambore last
fortnight. The trip
did not begin well.

NATIONAL PRIDE
Peacocks are a
common sight in the
historical park

MASTER CHEF
Jaydeep Patil is one
of the Oberoi group’s
best chefs

It’s hot, but
oddly enough,
this is the
best time to
see animals
because they
tend to seek
shelter near
watering
holes

ON THE

web
For more columns by
Vir Sanghvi, log on to
hindustantimes.com/
brunch. Follow Vir on
Twitter at twitter.com/
virsanghvi

The views expressed by
the columnist are personal

IN LUCK
If you are really, really lucky, you
might see a sloth bear

The Air India computer system crashed so they cancelled my
fight to Jaipur and I missed my ride to Vanya Vilas. But there
were compensations. I drove to Jaipur, spent a magical night
at Raj Vilas, where the peacocks were waiting, and drove to
Vanya Vilas (around three and half hours on a good road) the
next morning.
Within 10 minutes of arriving at the hotel, I was in a
safari vehicle driving through the park. The heat was at its
height (around 40 degrees) but somehow I didn’t mind.
I had never seen Ranthambore like this: we went when
there were few other vehicles so we were alone for most of the
time and the landscape was dry and arid, with leafless trees.
Oddly enough, this is the best time to see animals
because they tend to seek shelter near watering holes and
are easy to spot.
Within minutes of entering, I saw my first tigers: a tigress
(Arrowhead) and two cubs, sleeping in the shade. I knew
somehow that this was going to be a sighting-packed safari.
And indeed it was. We found another tiger shortly afterwards, paddling about in a pool. It seemed as delighted to see
us as we were to see it. It peered curiously while I aimed my
iPhone. Later another tiger walked by. Then we saw something even rarer: a sloth bear with its baby on its back. While
we were staring at the bear, so was yet another tiger. We
noticed it watching silently and wondered if it would stalk
the bear. But no, it had other plans and wandered off.
In all, I think I saw six tigers on that first safari plus
the bears, wild boar, deer, monkeys, etc. Last time
Machhli had given us a NatGeo moment; now we had an
entire documentary.
I loved the tiger sightings. But I also loved the little things
that most people don’t notice. There are 300 species of birds at
Ranthambore and most of them fly across to Vanya Vilas.
Apart from the glamorous ones, there are the little ones
that always fascinate me. What does one make of the lapwing, a bird that make its nest on the ground and not on the
trees? They say that when a lapwing makes a nest with high
walls, this means that the monsoon will be heavy. How does
the lapwing know?
It just does.
After the safaris and the exceptional cuisine (chef
Saurabh Tyagi is a man to watch), I drove back to Raj Vilas
to more luxury and more great food (the kitchens are run by
Jaydeep Patil, one of the Oberoi group’s best chefs). And the
peacocks were still dancing around in the garden.
So yes, I love Rajasthan. But on balance, I’ll take the lapwing over the tiger; the wild beauty over the grand palaces.
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To Grey Or
Not To Grey
That is the question; and what, pray, is your answer?

I

am pretty sure everyone reading this is familiar with the
phrase ‘silver fox’. But to err on the side of safety, allow
me to explain that it is used to refer to handsome men of
a certain age who are going grey, and looking better with
every strand that turns white.
The original poster boy of the ‘silver fox’ brigade was
Richard Gere, who was grey even when he was young and should
by rights have had a full head of black hair. Since then,
the mantle has passed on to George Clooney, who has
embraced grey hair (and now a grey beard) along with his
sex symbol status. And over the years, such silver foxes
as John Slattery (who played Roger Sterling in Mad Men)
and Alec Baldwin (30 Rock and more recently, SNL) have
had their moment in the sun – or should that be moon?
So what, you ask, is the female alternative
to ‘silver fox’? What do we call a woman who
is growing older, embracing her grey hair, and
looking amazing as a consequence?
Well, the short answer to that is: there is no such
corresponding phrase. And what’s even more disheartening is
that it is difficult to find famous women in the world of movies,
media or even politics who have decided to go grey with age and
look glamorous while doing so. (All I could come up with was
Theresa May, and you will agree, there is nothing remotely foxy
about her.)
If you look at TV news, then on the international channels
you have a fair smattering of ‘silver foxes’. Anderson Cooper and
Wolf Blitzer on CNN, for instance, have been white-haired for as
long as I can remember. Back home, Rajdeep Sardesai has begun
greying at a rapid pace, and now has more white hair than black
(as does Karan Thapar).
But channel surf one evening and see if you can find even
one female anchor who is greying with the years. There are
plenty of women in their 40s on news television who should
– in the natural course – have a smattering of grey in their
hair. But every major female anchor across channels has
impeccably-coloured hair, sometimes with the addition of a
few glamorous highlights or lowlights.
In politics, too, the number of women who are
unapologetically grey are few and far between. Sonia Gandhi has
been slowly greying over the last few years, and Sheila Dikshit
has had salt and pepper hair for decades now. But that’s about
it, I think. Mayawati, Mamata Banerjee, Sushma Swaraj,
Nirmala Sitharaman, Maneka Gandhi, Sumitra Mahajan,
all of them sport a full head of black hair (natural or not,
I leave it to your imagination). In the last Parliament, the
only woman I can think of who sported grey hair with
aplomb was Jaya Bachchan.
That’s not to say that women are not embracing
greying in the wider world. You only have to check out the

TRUE COLOURS
It is difficult to find
famous females who
have decided to go
grey with age and
look glamorous
while doing so
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hashtag #goinggrey on Instagram to see some awesome women
rocking their grey, salt and pepper, or white hair. But these
women are still seen as outliers, the standard being women who
don’t let a single strand of white show and monitor their roots
with an iron discipline, checking in for colour treatments every
four to six weeks.
I have to admit that this gender disparity in going grey
doesn’t really surprise me. In the world we live in, there is far
greater pressure on women to look good than there is on men.
And in our culture, looking good has come to mean looking
young, especially for women (women with white hair=old; men
with white hair=distinguished). So, making the decision to let
nature take its own course where your hair is concerned takes a
bit of courage.
But I am getting the sense that this is beginning to change. I
see many women around me saying yes to grey hair, and loving the
way it looks on them. My sister is among them, though her decision
was spurred by a medical emergency that left her with shaved
head. When her hitherto-dyed hair grew back in an interesting
shade of salt and pepper, she decided to keep it. It’s snow white
now, and she looks absolutely amazing with it.
Would I be able to rock the same look, I often wonder. I am not
sure just how much grey I do have – those six-weekly visits for a
‘root touch-up’ mean that I will never know for sure – and whether
it will look as good on me as it does on her.
But the reason I can’t see myself going grey is more
fundamental than that. The black-haired (with just a hint of
auburn highlights) image of myself that I see looking back at me in
the mirror seems the best version of myself. That woman looks the
way I feel. And unless that feeling changes, the hair won’t either.
I will, as the saying does not go, dye another day. And then
another. And another.
Journalist and author Seema Goswami has been a columnist with HT Brunch since 2004
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T

he car in front of me has a boy sticking his head out of the
sunroof, breathing exhaust fumes and completely oblivious
to the gnarl of traffic around him. There’s honking from
aggressive drivers trying to muscle past my Mahindra
Scorpio whilst helmetless bikers with two or more pillions (also
without helmets) weave in and out of small gaps that momentarily
open up in the bumper-to-bumper crawl. A scene out of a crowded
Indian city? Not quite.
I’m in Alexandria, Egypt’s second largest city, on the
Mediterranean coast. It’s the start point of a drive across the land
of Pharaohs. Our chariot for this road trip is a pair of Mahindra
Scorpios and a Getaway pick-up that have just been driven from
Cape Town to Cairo by a group of young artists from around the
world. Our adventure is a lot gentler than their 240-day traipse
across the entire length of the African continent but, judging from
my first day behind the wheel of the Scorpio, it’s no less exciting.
Alexandria reminds me a bit of Mumbai with the chaotic traffic,
some shabby buildings, even shabbier taxis (mostly Ladas) and
the sea on one side. But, Alexandria’s ‘Marine Drive’ or corniche
is around 20km long with the historical 15th century Citadel of
Qaitbay (built on the ruins of the lighthouse that was once a wonder
of the world) at one end and the last king’s fabulous impressive
Montazah Palace, at the other. The waterfront promenade in
between offers some great views of the spectacularly blue
Mediterranean Sea and I can now understand where the
term ‘Mediterranean blue’ comes from.

hormazd sorabjee

SITTING TALL
The Mahindra
Scorpio’s tall seating
position gives a
commanding view of
the road

EGYPTIAN EXTRAVAGANZA
(From top) The noseless sphinx; Citadel of Qaitbay towering
the Mediterranean Sea; Colourfully-decked cruise boats on
the river Nile, which is the lifeline of Egypt

an eye on aggressive drivers darting between lanes. I’ll never forget
the sight of a bunch of Bajaj autorickshaws (all imported from India)
racing each other five-abreast like the chariots in Ben-Hur. Mad!
Driving a right-hand-drive car on the right side of the road
does initially require a degree of concentration especially whilst
overtaking but once you’re used to it, highway cruising is quite
effortless thanks to the Scorpio’s strong pulling power.
The road from Port Said to Cairo runs alongside the Suez Canal
and the sight of massive container ships towering above the high
walls that guard this sliver of water, which is Egypt’s biggest money
spinner, is quite humbling. It takes an entire day for a ship to thread
through the 193km canal whilst in our Scorpios, we hit the outskirts
of Cairo in around three hours from Port Said.

NOT-SO-SMALL WONDERS

The wide, flat
but uneven
roads of Port
Said expose
the wallowy
and bumpy
ride of
this car

DESI VIBES
Apart from this handful of touristy sights there’s not
much to see in Alexandria, so the next day we jump into our
Scorpios and head east to Port Said. We get our first taste of
Egyptian highways, which again feels similar to India. The
roads are wide and flat but a bit uneven, which exposes
the wallowy and bumpy ride of the Scorpio. The good
thing is that the Scorpio’s tall seating position gives me a
commanding view of the road, which is useful whilst keeping
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Cairo traffic is crazy, chaotic and we reach our hotel in the centre of
town, opposite Tahrir Square, pretty knackered.
The next day is a big tick on my bucket list with a visit to the
Pyramids of Giza, which amazingly is just a 45-minute drive from
the centre of the capital. At first, the pyramids don’t look that
impressive but when you get up-close to them you can understand
why they are a wonder of the world. The inch-perfect symmetry
with which over two million blocks of limestone weighing on
average 2.3 tons each have been precisely arranged to form a
perfectly proportioned pyramid 4,500 years ago defies belief. In
fact, there are enough theories suggesting aliens had a hand in
building them.
For our Scorpios there was no better photo op than the
pyramids and that’s something the authorities knew only too well.
We were charged a hefty US$2,000 for a two-hour shoot around the
Giza complex, which also has the iconic Sphinx. Well worth it when
you consider that this was the first time ever that an Indian made
car was shot against possibly the most famous wonder of the world
as a backdrop, thus making a bit of history in the process.
South of Cairo there’s much more to see in a country with such
a rich history but as they say, you have to leave something for next
time or you’ll never come back.
Hormazd Sorabjee is one of the most senior and much
loved auto journalists in India, and is editor of Autocar India
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FASHION

9 STYLISH SKIRTS
TO SAIL THROUGH SUMMER
HOW TO SPORT THIS STAPLE WITH MINIMUM FUSS, MAXIMUM STYLE
Text by Lubna Salim// Photos by Shivamm Paathak// Styling by Avneet Chadha

Location courtesy:
Time Machine, Noida
Art direction:
Amit Malik
Make-up and hair:
Artistry by Anjali Jain
Models: Aasttha Ssidana
and Prency (Ninjas
Model Management)

On Aastha
(sitting): Skirt
and top, Zara;
sneakers, Adidas
On Prency: Skirt,
top and sandals,
H&M
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emember Priyanka Chopra
Jonas’ chic Vivienne Westwood
skirt suit for the royal wedding?
Or even Alicia Florrick’s classic pencil
skirts in the law drama The Good
Wife? Skirts never seem to go out of
style, right from the first time a denim
mini skirt came around in the early
2000s to just this April when Gwen
Stefani stepped out in it like it’s always
been the relevant fashion choice.
The best part about how skirts exist
in fashion is that in the ancient times,
skirts or garments that looked like
skirts were worn by both women and
men. But over the years, it essentially
became a girl’s garment. The Victorian
era saw elaborate full-length dresses,
but skirts and blouses became a trend
in the Edwardian times.
Over decades, the silhouettes,
hemlines and structures of the skirt
have changed in keeping with the
shift in cultural as well as economical
changes (remember how the
hemlines were longer during
the great depression?). Trends
such as the miniskirt that was
invented way back in 1960
or even bohemian peasant
skirts that made their first
appearance in 1970s still
find relevance in today’s
wardrobe choices.
So, why are
women flaunting
them so generously
now? “Fashion
and feminism are
connected. Wearing
pants earlier on
was about who

controlled things at work and at home,
which is changing. Women are no
longer feeling the need to wear pants
to imply they are in charge. The return
of the skirt is also indicative of the
change of mindset that wearing a skirt
means being meek. You can wear a
skirt, embrace your femininity and
still be the boss!” says celebrity stylist
Rishi Raj.
And now that men have started to
wear skirts, the interest has revived
and they’ve become cooler and
mainstream! “Rohit Bal had first put
out the idea of men in skirts on the
runway, then Ranveer Singh made a
statement with it and now Will Smith’s
son Jaden Smith is seen wearing a lot
of skirts,” adds Rishi.
Here are nine skirts that can up
your style quotient in a jiffy and here’s
how you can wear them and sizzle in
the summer!

THE HIGH-LOW
SKIRT

THE PLEATED SKIRT

This is an asymmetrical skirt that’s
short in front and longer at the back
4 ways to add subtle drama to your
femininity in this number with
varying lengths
By Krishna Mehta, fashion designer

s
,

1. A sensual high-low skirt with a leather or
denim jacket, or a simple shirt looks stylish.
2. For an edgy yet sophisticated summer street
style look, pair it with a tank top or a crop top.
3. Wear this skirt with a pair of ankle-length
boots to look both feminine and fashionable. If
you have a belt that goes with the rest of your
ensemble, add it!
4. Don’t keep things too minimal. You’re
allowed to go over-the-top with such a
fashionable skirt. These skirts are extremely
adaptable as far as footwear is concerned, so
feel free to wear whatever you love to wear.

(From left) Jaden Smith
and Priyanka Chopra sport
skirts; (Below) Designer
Rohit Bal wears a ghagra
on the cover of HT Brunch
dated September 10, 2017
WEEKLY MAGAZINE, SEPTEMBER 10, 2017
Free with your copy of Sunday Hindustan Times
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Skirt Koovs; top,
Forever 21;
sneakers, Adidas
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ROCKING THE GHAGRA
FASHION DESIGNER ROHIT BAL GETS ON THE COUCH FOR
HIS MOST FLAMBOYANT INTERVIEW EVER!
BY SHEFALEE VASUDEV

#GhagraRock

A basic school staple, this is a skirt
detailed with folds and creases
Appear effortlessly chic in this one
skirt all year around
By Krishna Mehta, fashion designer
1. Pair pleated skirts with camisoles, tank
tops and bodysuits. These look great even
with chunky, oversized sweaters if worn
with high-waist pleated skirts.
2. A box-shape body type is actually the
best for pleated skirts and a pear body
type looks great in a soft, pleated skirt
that rests on your natural waist. Adding
layers to your upper half with accessories
would help you balance out wide hips.
3. Remember: a higher waistline looks
best for hourglass figures. So, combine it
with loose tops to create a nice contrast to
your outfit.

THE TULLE SKIRT

Crafted in lacy, net-like fabrics and
often layered
The dos and don’ts of wearing this skirt
By Jenjum Gadi, fashion designer
1. For a rock chic look, pair this skirt with a
studded leather jacket and when you plan to
wear this for clubbing, team it with a sexy top or
with something with metallic embroidery. Whereas
for a more summery look, pick a printed top.
2. Petite or slender-figured women will be able carry it
off better. As it has many pleats and layers, women with
heavier bottoms should avoid it.
3. Avoid wearing too many accessories with this skirt and
try to keep the upper part neat, clean and simple.

“SINCE THE TULLE SKIRT HAS
MANY PLEATS AND LAYERS,
WOMEN WITH HEAVIER
BOTTOMS SHOULD AVOID IT”
–JENJUM GADI
MAY 19, 2019
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Inner top, Promod; shirt, Zara;
skirt, Koovs; shoes, All Star

Top and skirt, Koovs;
shoes, Adidas

The Fringed skirT

The Tie-and-dye
skirT

This skirt is one where an ornamental
border of threads, tassles or strips of
fabric is left hanging freely
along the hemline

A fusion number where the
skirt comes with desi tieand-dye print

4 sure-shot ways to steal the
show in fringed skirts
By Samantha Chilton, head of
design, Koovs.com
1. When wearing fringed skirts, go for cropped fitted
tops so the drama of the fringing on the skirt is the
main focus.
2. Fringed skirts can be carried off by practically
anybody. However, its length and style may differ
depending on your body type. Flared, midis and
pencil skirts with fringing can look great on people
who are bottom heavy. For women who are top
heavy with narrow hips, flared and A-line fringed
skirts are super flattering.
3. Add layers by pairing this skirt with blazers for
a sophisticated smart look or with denim trucker
jackets for an easy, “go anywhere” day time look.
4. The height of the heels doesn’t matter but go for
footwear that’s subtle in design so that the focus of
the outfit is the fringing on the skirt.

How to carry this quirky
short skirt in style
By Amy Billimoria,
fashion designer

“a shapely
body, a size 34
probably, is
ideal To carry
The Tie-anddye shorT
denim skirT ”
–amy billimoria

1. This acid-wash tie and dye short denim
skirt is best worn with something white,
like a white tee or a shirt, because if you are
wearing something with so much of detailing,
it had better stand out.
2. Definitely wear gladiator shoes with this
because these kind of short skirts look really
funky and cool in the summer and keep the
accessorising minimalistic.
3. A shapely body, a size 34 probably, is ideal
to carry this look. If you are on the heavier
body side these skirts are a complete no-no.
4. These look best when high-waisted, so do
not wear it lower.
5. Accessorise with good belts and shoes and
keep the top simple and go for a solid colour.
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the sequined
skirt

Gathered into frills, this skirt
is jazzed up with sequins and
is perfect for a party!
Tips to make the most of the
sequined skirt
By Madhu Jain,
fashion designer
1. In keeping with the ’60s Latino
look of this skirt, a sleeveless,
deep V-neck top that shows a bit of
décolletage could be quite alluring.
Also, a short boat-cut top showing off
toned shoulders will work well. For a
more formal evening, a basic body-con
tucked into the skirt and worn under
an embellished bolero cape, the kind
worn by Indian royalty over saris in the
early 20th century, can transform the
outfit immensely.
2. This skirt works for women with a
narrow waist, especially because the
ruffles add volume to the skirt. And,
being tall would be a bonus!
3. A sequined skirt can be made to look
ultra-smart, hip and edgy if paired with
all accessories in a single shade, creating
a monotone look. Think shoes, a belt,
bag and a jacket.

Shirt and pants,
Abraham & Thakore;
scarf, Cottage
Emporium

the ruffled
skirt

Skirts that are gathered
into frills and are
flouncy numbers
3 things to keep in
mind when wearing
this miniskirt
By Amy Billimoria,
fashion designer
1. This printed mini with a
ruffled edge best worn with
a strappy or an off-shoulder
top in a solid hue. To go funky,
team it with a neon yellow.
2. You definitely need a perfect
34-size body to carry it off.
3. The look works for a lunch
and if you wear an all-black
ensemble and team it up with
great shoes and great hair-do
then you can carry it off at
night as well!

Top, Forever21; skirt, Suhani Khera;
sandals, Aldo
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Top, Suhani Khera;
skirt, Zara; footwear:
Aldo; Bag, Da Milano

Top, Forever 21;
skirt, Mango

Button-down
chequered skirt

the paperBag skirt

High-waist skirts with a scrunched
waist just like a paperbag

This skirt with checks can be kept
buttoned or unbuttoned half-way to look
more versatile
3 things to keep in mind when
wearing this kind of a skirt
in summer
By Payal Singhal,
fashion designer
1. Pair it with a plain white T-shirt for a chic look or
even a white sleeveless T-back would work very well
in summer.
2. Team a short chequered skirt with a pullover /
sweater in dark tones like black, moss green or Navy
when the temperature is low. Whereas, for a formal
meeting layering it with a plain white T-shirt and a
blazer is also a fun way to wear it.
3. Wear it if you are tall and lean. However, the mini
version of the skirt (below knee length) works for all
body types if worn with a sweater or a long shirt to
give it a fun comfortable vibe!

“paperBag
waists are
unforgiving
and not for
everyone.
compact,
petite Bodies
can carry
them off
Better”

How to make this slouchy-chic
style work for you…
By Rishi Raj, celebrity stylist
1. Paperbag waists are unforgiving. They
are not for everybody. So, you have to be
compact, petite and flat to be able to carry
off something like this. You can’t be boxy or
curvy and wear a paperbag skirt.
2. Given that paperbag waists are higher and
have texture and volume on the top, it’s not
recommended to wear things that add bulk to
that area like loose long tops.
3. Try to keep the tops and blouses short, in
proportion and show off that ruffled little
waist in a paperbag skirt.

–rishi raj
lubna.salim@htlive.com
Follow @lubnasalim1234 on Twitter
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Washington apples —
the perfect choice

APPLES TruLy arE THE ‘SuPEr fruIT’ fOr EvEryONE
aS THEy arE aN ExcELLENT SOurcE Of dIETary ﬁbrE
aNd a HEaLTHy SOurcE Of aNTIOxIdaNTS
By ANjaLI Varma

Photo: htbs

an apple a DaY
“Washington Apples are one of
the most trusted fruits around the
world,” says celebrity fitness trainer
Yasmin Karachiwala

W

ashington Apples are among
the most trusted fruits in the
world and are now readily
available in India. This popular fruit has several benefits to keep every
generation healthy and well.
Sumit Saran, India representative of
the Washington Apple Commission says,
“India is a growth market. The season for
Washington Apples peaks when the Indian
apple season ends allowing consumers to
enjoy good quality apples all year round.
In the last few years, the country has
catapulted to being among the top markets
for Washington Apples, which is a clear
reflection of the aspirations of Indians for
nutritive eating and healthy living.”
“Washington Apples being sold in
India are completely safe and meet the
exact same standards, as they would while
selling in the US or any other market in
the world,” Saran adds.
Apples truly are the ‘super fruit’ for
everyone as they are an excellent source
of dietary fibre and a healthy source of
antioxidants, which have been linked to
disease prevention.
Washington Apples are known worldwide for their beauty and crunch and are
considered one of the finest in the world.
They are being sold in over 50 countries
in the world. Red Delicious, Gala, Fuji and
Granny Smith are commonly consumed
Washington Apple varieties and are now
readily available in India with fruit vendors and modern retailers.
In the past few years, some unsubstantiated media reports and videos on social media have raised concerns about the
safety of waxed apples. However, the wax

used on Washington Apples is completely
natural and safe. All apples have a coat of
wax that is provided to them by Mother
Nature. Before they are packed, Washington Apples go through a stringent cleaning
process to remove dirt and other impurities. As a result, the fruit loses some of the
natural wax on its surface. Therefore, a
few drops of food grade coating is applied
to the apples to replace the wax that was
washed away during the cleaning process.
Food coating used on Washington
Apples is derived from either carnauba or
shellac. While carnauba wax is sourced
from the harvested leaves of the carnauba
palm tree found in Brazil, shellac wax is
a resin secreted by the lac beetle, found in
Asia, and is similar to honey. The US Food
and Drug Administration (FDA) and
Food Safety and Standards Authority of
India (FSSAI) both approve these edible
waxes. Edible waxes have been used on
a variety of edible products for nearly a
century now.
In India Washington Apples have
found a great friend in celebrity fitness
trainer Yasmin Karachiwala. “Washington
Apples are one of the most trusted fruits
around the world. Happy to see them at
all the stores in India. Enjoy the taste.
Enjoy the crunch,” she wrote on her social
media post.
So, what are you waiting for?
Go to your nearest store or local fruit
vendor, grab a Washington Apple and
feel the crunch.

EVERY
SUNDAY
WITH HT!

For more information log on to:
www.washingtonapples.in
info@ss-associates.co.in

may 19, 2019
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PERSONAL AGENDA

Actress

Konkona Sen Sharma
DATE OF BIRTH
December 3

SUNSIGN

PLACE OF BIRTH

Sagittarius

SCHOOL/COLLEGE

Calcutta International School/
St. Stephen’s College, Delhi

FIRST BREAK

My debut as a child artist in Indira (1983)

HIGH POINT OF YOUR LIFE

Getting to direct my film A Death in the Gunj (2016)
If not an actress, what would
you would have been?
I’d have been an extremely
efficient secretary!
One myth about Bollywood
that you wish to bust...?
Hard work pays off.
Who is your all-time
favourite director?
François Truffaut.
And a fictional character you
identify with...?
Several, across time and space,
and gender! But Agastya from
English, August (1994) was one of
the earliest.
A song you can’t get out of
your head...?
Lakhon Hain Yahan Dilwale from
the film Kismat (1968).
What’s the craziest thing a fan
has ever done for you?
Years ago, somebody turned up
at my house in Kolkata asking to
marry me!
What’s the cutest thing your son
Haroon has done for you?
He stuck stars on my shower curtains to make me feel better.
What’s the one thing you can do
better than your mother?
Say no.
One relationship advice your
mother gave you...?
Keep your expectations low.

Kolkata

LOW POINT OF YOUR LIFE
Losing my dad

Love for you is…?
Friendship first.
If you woke up as a man one
day, you would…?
Grow a moustache!
Are you a romantic or a realist?
A realist.
One thing that no one knows
about you....?
I peel and chop garlic very well.
And one thing you still
remember about Delhi?
Early winter mornings!
Who is the last person you dial
before you sleep?
There is a trusted circle :)
What’s your strategy in a crisis?
To switch off.
How do you de-stress?
By cleaning.
Interviewed by Veenu Singh

ON MY PHONE
MOST USED APP: WhatsApp/Instagram
PASSWORD PROTECTED APP: None
A YOUTUBE VIDEO YOU’VE WATCH AND
REWATCHED: Everybody dances to techno by Dot
NOTIFICATIONS: None as most of my
notifications are off!
FAVOURITE INSTA FILTER: B&W film

Photo: OMKAR CHITNIS
Sari, Anavila

Olives are not just a topping!
They are much more!

Discover
Chef Saransh’s reecipes
ipes
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Taste the difference.
#MakeitwithVeeba

Veeba Pasta & Pizza sauce is loaded with juicy tomatoes and
fresh herbs. It’s just the change you need to add that extra
flavour to your pasta. Try it and you will know the difference!
Buy any of these 3 Everyday Favourites,
and get a Kellogg’s Chocos pack (26gm)

FREE!

Offer valid till stocks last. Packs without this offer also available.

www.veeba.in
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AMRITSAR
Dippy’s
style
train
high on
lime...

Sunita and Anil
Kapoor have
three children —
actor Sonam K
Ahuja, producer
Rhea Kapoor and
actor Harsh
Varrdhan
Kapoor PHOTOS:
YOGEN SHAH;
INSTAGRAM/
KAPOOR.SUNITA

That’s what actor Anil Kapoor felt when he saw
his wife Sunita, the first time. On his marriage
anniversary, he gives us ‘1974: A love story’

STOP PRESS
PHOTO: TWITTER/AKSHAYKUMAR

t the ongoing Cannes Film
Festival, actor Deepika
Padukone stepped out in a
lime-green Giambattista Valli
Spring 2018 Haute Couture
gown, on Friday. The gigantic
tulle, tiered gown with a highlow hemline and an
extravagant train impressed
the style police. A satin
headband with a 3D flower lent
it a vintage touch. However, the
online ‘meme factory’ churned
out some hilarious posts.

A

Deepika on her way to attend
the screening of Pain and
Glory, at the 72nd Cannes
Film Festival, France

Deepika Padukone had posted this
picture (above) on Instagram, hinting
at what was in her Cannes’ closet

PHOTO: ERIC GAILLARD/REUTERS

PHOTO: INSTAGRAM /DEEPIKAPADUKONE

Rishabh Suri

‘OHGOD!WHAT
BEAUTIFULVOICE.
KYAENGLISHBOLTI
HAI,YAAR...’

www.youtube.com/user/ht

ctor Anil Kapoor
(62) refuses to age.
And so does his love
for wife, Sunita.
The two married in 1984, in
Mumbai, on this day. That
was also the year when he got
unprecedentedly appreciated
the first time, owing to the
film Mashaal. When the actor
climbing up the starry ladder
decided to marry his love of 10
years, he was told it was a
suicidal move. But he is glad
he made the choice! On his
35th marriage anniversary,
he recalls his love story that
started in 1974. Excerpts:

A

Tell us all about your love story...
I fell in love with her voice
first. I thought ‘oh God! What
beautiful voice. Yaar, kya
English bolti hai...
Pronunciation is so nice’. I
met her for the first time at
Raj Kapoor’s house. She
was so attractive, and if I
may say, sexy… She wore
these gogo glasses — big,
round and rimmed. Then,
we started chatting up on
the phone, and our
friendship grew. First, it
was platonic, then it
developed into love. I
started missing her when
she wasn’t around... I felt a

vacuum. I’d travel by
buses just to meet her.

At what point did
you decide to take
the plunge?
When I felt that I’d be
able to financially support
her. She had made it clear ‘I
won’t go into the kitchen, I
am not going to cook’. I never
expected her to cook. But I
thought I needed to have a lot
of servants, and a good chef in
the house. I am a Punjabi, I
am fond of food.
Another point was when I
felt I could buy a house. When
I was a kid, my family stayed
in rented houses, we could
never afford to buy one. But, I
needed a chef, a cook, before I
could propose to her
Actors were dissuaded from

ladder of success,
and now that you
are getting
married, you are
going to come
down’. I had to
make a choice —
fall down or marry.
I was ready to ‘come
down’ but not sacrifice
my love… I said, ‘she’s
more important to me’. It’s a
fact, I am not faking it.

Sunita and Anil Kapoor married
on May 19, 1984
getting married for the sake of
their career. What about you?
I was dissuaded, [people said]
it was hara-kiri (suicide) to
get married. I was at a
crossroads — career or love.
Everyone said ‘you are doing
well, and your career has just
started. You are climbing the

Did Sunita decide to be a
homemaker after marriage?
She was not one of those
wives, she was always
working.... Before we started
dating, she was a model. A
banker’s daughter, she
supported herself, and never
took money from her parents.
She said, ‘When I am going to
get married, I will come in

just this one outfit. There will
not be one single ornament or
jewellery, just one salwar
kameez or sari, that’s it. Rest
we will build ourselves’.

She’s quite media shy.
She didn’t give us even one
quote for this interview!
She’s not media shy, she
just doesn’t speak to the
media. She wants to lead a
normal life. I respect her
decision, but sometimes, that
went against me. I wanted to
be in the public view, have a
few magazine covers done
(that said) ‘Happy Family’;
‘Anil Kapoor and Wife’.
Maine badi koshish ki, ‘I am
getting this cover, that cover’,
almost fell at her feet ki
‘photo lele, yaar’ (laughs).
But, what to do?
n

rishabh.suri@htlive.com

‘Iamfunnyinreallife,wishIget
filmstoshowthatsideofme’
Juhi Chakraborty
wing to the kind of roles
that Arbaaz Khan has
played in films, one can
mostly associate him with a
serious image. Although he has
starred in comedy films
Hulchul, Bhagam Bhag and
Malamaal Weekly, but his roles
were not comic. The actorfilmmaker wonders why he is
not offered fun roles as in real
life he is a “humorous” person.
However, he is glad that he now
has a talk show that lets him
show his real self to the world.
“When I am doing a film, I
am projecting a character. That
is not who I am. The chat show
has given me an opportunity to
show who I am in real life. And
I try to do it to the best of my
abilities,” shares Arbaaz.
The actor, 51, says he is
“candid and casual, funny and
humorous”, but somehow, he
rues, “that side of me does not
come out in films. I wish I get
films, which show that side of
my personality to audience.”
Arbaaz is currently seen in a
web series titled Poison, and
then, he is busy with Dabangg
3, being the producer — the
first two schedules have been
shot and the third one will
begin shortly. “The last couple
of months have been very
hectic for me, and in a good
way. I am really enjoying
keeping this busy. The thing is
fortunately something
interesting has been happening
back-to-back in my career. So, I
am in quite a good space. I am
looking at different things.
Let’s just wait and see where
these respective projects take
me,” adds Arbaaz.
He attributes this change to
positivity in his life in general.
“I am keeping happy, staying
away from all negativity and
that really helps,” he says.

O
AKSHAY KUMAR’S
FIRST LOOK AS
TRANSGENDER OUT!
nown for taking risks
and experimenting with
diverse roles and looks,
Akshay Kumar will next be
seen playing a transgender
in the upcoming movie,
Laxmmi Bomb. The actor
shared the first look from
the film, on Saturday. He
tweeted the picture above,
captioning it: “Bringing you
one bomb of a story,
#LaxmmiBomb starring
@Advani_Kiara & yours
truly! Bursting in cinemas
on 5th June,2020…”

K

Akshay, perhaps, is the
first leading actor to
portray a transgender on
screen. His look in the film
has already garnered a lot
of praise and evoked
curiosity. Although, this is
not the first time that he is
portraying someone from
the LGBTQI+ community. In
Dishoom (2016), he
portrayed a gay character.

HTC
NOTE TO READERS: Some of the
coverage that appears on our pages
is paid for by the concerned brands.
No sponsored content does or shall
appear in any part of HT without it
being declared as such to our valued
readers.

Arbaaz Khan is
seen in a web
series titled
Poison
PHOTO: PRODIP
GUHA/HT

When I am doing a film, I am projecting a character.
That is not who I am.
ARBAAZ KHAN ACTOR
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Actor Antonio
Banderas and
his partner
Nicole Kimpel
PHOTO: ERIC
GAILLARD/REUTERS

Singer Elton John
arrives for the
screening of his
biopic Rocketman
PHOTO: STEPHANE MAHE/
REUTERS

THE WAIT FOR
A SUITABLE
BOLLYWOOD
he day started with a film
that stayed with me like a
bad dream – Bacurau
directed by Brazilian film
critic turned director Kleber
Mendonca Filho who co-directs
here with his producer and
production designer Juliano
Dornelles.
Bacurau is the name of a
fictional village in the Brazilian
outback. The time is a few
years from now. The directors
build up a slow and steady
sense of a world unhinged and
mid-way the film goes from a
grounded, naturalistic style to
an ultra-violent genre.
Bacurau wobbles but then
steadies itself moving with
force towards a disturbing
conclusion. The violence is
horrific but this tough film is
worth watching.
I also did an interview with

T

Model Bella Hadid arrives
for the premiere of
Rocketman
PHOTO: ARTHUR MOLA/INVISION/AP

Mira Nair who is in Cannes as a
mentor for the 11th edition of
La Fabrique Cinema. This is a
programme set up by the
cinema department of the
Institut Francais to encourage
rising talent from emerging
countries who are developing
their first or second feature
film.
Mira was the first Indian to
win the Camera d’Or for best
first film for Salaam Bombay at
Cannes in 1988. When I asked
her why India has had such a
spotty track record at Cannes,
she said it’s not necessarily
because Indian filmmakers are
doing anything wrong but
because the tastes and agendas
of the selection committee and
that of Indian cinema don’t
necessarily align. She said after
Salaam Bombay, some of her
own films like Monsoon

Filmmaker Pedro
Almodovar and
actor Penelope
Cruz PHOTO: ERIC
GAILLARD/REUTERS

Bacurau directors Juliano Dornelles and Kleber Mendonca Filho with
cast members Udo Kier, Sonia Braga and Jonny Mars
PHOTO: REGIS DUVIGNAU/REUTERS

Wedding (2001) and The
Namesake (2006) were rejected
by Cannes. Monsoon Wedding
ended up winning the Golden
Lion at the Venice Film
Festival so that story ended
well.
Mira starts shooting her
ambitious passion project – an
adaptation of Vikram Seth’s
sprawling novel A Suitable
Boy, for the BBC – in June. The
cast (what Mira is willing to
reveal right now) includes
Tabu, Randeep Hooda and an

A-list female actor who is likely
to be confirmed soon. I can’t
wait to see it.
A-list female Indian actors
descended on the Croisette
today – Priyanka Chopra,
Deepika Padukone and
Kangana Ranaut. They swept
up the famed red carpet looking
ethereal – when it comes to
oversized glamour, Bollywood
always delivers!
Now if we could only get
some of our films to make the
same impact!

Rocketman cast members Bryce Dallas Howard, Taron Egerton and
PHOTO: STEPHANE MAHE/REUTERS
Richard Madden

SHOW BUZZ
CELEB DIARIES

PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/THEREALKARISMAKAPOOR

Good vibes only
Karisma Kapoor posted this cool picture of herself on
Instagram with the caption, “No bad days
#tuesdaythoughts”
Photo: therealkarismakapoor/ Instagram

LOOK BACK

PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/MADHURIDIXITNENE

Family first
Here’s a throwback picture of actor Madhuri Dixit with
her parents, which she shared on her Instagram account.
She captioned it, “It gives any daughter a sense of pride
when someone says you’re just like your mom and it’s so
true because I feel like I’m a reflection of my mom. I’m so
grateful to have been raised by a wonderful person like
my aai. Here’s to celebrating motherhood!
#HappyMothersDay”
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FANS EXCITED TO
SEE AYUSHMANN,
YAMI GAUTAM
CHEMISTRY

‘IwillbeafoolifIsay
notocomparisons
withmygrandmom’

Pooja Sharma
ctor Yami Gautam started
her career alongside
Ayushmann Khurrana
with the film Vicky Donor
(2012), Since then, she has
come a long way. Although a
small-budget project, it turned
to be one of the highest
grossers of 2012. After a gap of
seven years, the on-screen pair
is now all set to reunite in their
next project, Bala. The film
follows a quirky storyline
about a man with premature
balding.
Post the announcement of
their second project together,
Yami has been receiving a lot
of positive reactions from her
followers on social media.
“Their on-screen jodi is a hit
among the audience. Since
both the actors are coming
together again, her fans are
very excited. Yami has
received a barrage of messages
from her fans, who have loved
their chemistry on screen and
are looking forward to seeing
them again in Bala. The film
went on floors two days ago
and it was like
homecoming for both actors,
who shot their first scene
together,” says an insider.
The actors remained
unavailable for comment.

A

Shreya Mukherjee

Actor
Nutan
(inset) and
Pranutan
PHOTO:
INSTAGRAM/
PRANUTAN

Yami Gautam and Ayushmann
Khurrana

Her [Nutan’s]
expressions were
beautiful… My all
time favourite films
include Bandini,
Sujata, Saudagar and
Main Tulsi Tere
Aangan Ki.
PRANUTAN BAHL ACTOR

iving up to a family name
is a task in itself and who
better to understand than
actor Pranutan Bahl, who is
the granddaughter of
yesteryear actor Nutan,
daughter of Mohnish Bahl
and the niece of Kajol.
A famous lineage leads to
comparisons, but Pranutan
isn’t worried.
“I’m ready for
comparisons. I’ll be a fool if I
say no. This is the fifth
generation of the family in
films and I knew this was
going to happen,” says
Pranutan, adding she plans to
take it “as an
encouragement.”
“I want to be good in my
craft and up my game in a way
that nobody can say ‘woh
kahan they aur yeh kahan
hai’. I know I won’t let that
happen… At the end of it, if
people say ‘okay she is
trying’ and if they see
growth in me, it will make
me more than happy,” she
smiles.
Doesn’t this comparison
also lead to the pressure of
expectations? “But I don’t
view it as a pressure, I take it
as a responsibility. The
moment you start viewing it
as pressure, then things might
go out of hand. If you start
viewing it as an asset and
something that you need to
live up to, then you will be in a
happy space. That’s what I do
— I just want to keep working
hard and better my skills,”
says the 26-year-old.
Recently, it was reported
that Pranutan learned acting
from her late grandmother.
Mention it to the 26-year-old,
who recently debuted with
Salman Khan’s production
Notebook, says it “is the
biggest misquote ever”.
She adds, “What I meant is
that someone can understand
and gain knowledge by
following others… Acting is
an innate thing, it’s very
personal. How someone
approaches a scene is
different from how
another person would
do it.”
The actor shares she has
grown up watching films
of Nutan.

L

n
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Caught
on
Insta
Actor Diana Penty shared
this picture before
prepping for Cannes and
guess what it features?
Biryani! And, TBH we’re
lovin’ it!
PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/
DIANAPENTY

shreya.mukherjee@htlive.com

ADVERTORIAL

Muklawa live in concert today

CATCH YOUR FAVOURITE
STARS AMMI VIRK AND
SONAM BAJWA LIVE IN
CONCERT @ ELANTE
MALL, CHANDIGARH,
6.30 PM ONWARDS
About the movie:
Muklawa is a post marriage romance
starring Ammy Virk who is curious to
see his wife Sonam Bajwa's face. He
challenges the societal norms and traditions of the time, when it was forbidden for the groom to even enter the
bride’s village, let alone any scope of
seeing her face at all. He embarks on a
journey to discover love with his own

◗ The movie is directed by Simerjit Singh and produced by Gunbir
Singh Sidhu and Manmord Sidhu and presented by White Hill
Studios.

wedded wife, which brings out a beautiful nostalgic romantic love story with
right elements of comedy and family
drama. Muklawa represents an era
where life was simple but love was difficult whereas tradition and culture
were above all. White Hill Studios
brings MUKLAWA starring Ammy Virk ,
Sonam Bajwa , Gurpreet Ghuggi , BN
Sharma Karamjit Anmol , Sarabjit
Cheema, Drishti Grewal, Nirmal Rishi ,
Gurpreet Bhangu and others.

THE MOVIE IS RELEASING
ON 24TH MAY, 2019
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TAROT
POWER

(MAR 21 - APR 20)

MAY 19 - 25, 2019

Big Sean

TAURUS

(APR 21 - MAY 21)

MA PREM
RITAMBHARA
SPIRITUAL MESSAGE:
Life never fits with any
belief, and if you try to force
life into your beliefs you are
trying to do the impossible.
It has never happened; it
cannot happen in the nature
of things. Drop all beliefs
and start learning how to
experience, says Osho, the
Zen master.

Sabrina Carpenter

GEMINI

(MAY 22 - JUN 21)

Ma Prem Ritambhara has
been reading Tarot cards
professionally in Mumbai,
Pune, Zurich and New Delhi
for the last fifteen years and
continues to do so from her
studio at home in New
Delhi. Her clientele is from
all over the world from all
walks of life and she reads
cards, predicts, counsels and
heals professionals, business
people, men, women,
children, students and
couples. She conducts
individual, as well as group
readings. Contact her at
ritambhara7@gmail.com

Jonah Marais

CANCER

(JUN 22 - JUL 22)

Selena Gomez

H I N DU STA N TI MES, JALAND HAR
SUN DAY, M AY 1 9 , 2 0 1 9

Professional projects are completed on target. A
triangular personal relationship can become
problematic if you allow one person to interfere with
the other. A business arrangement with two others
can be highly lucrative. Investment in land or business
is most gainful. You complete one cycle of your life
and move on to the next with changes, endings and
new beginnings. Beware of theft and controversy in
the work area. You organise people and manage
situations with subtle charm and firmness. Physical
well-being allows you to deal with busy work
schedules, extensive travel and social obligations.
Lucky Number: 9 Good Colour: Rose Pink

LEO

You actualise your potential by taking control and
creating something special and original. You relate in
a more caring and supportive manner with family,
staff, friends and loved ones which makes you
popular with them all. You connect again with people
you haven’t seen for a long time as life brings you full
circle to the same point. A trip to your old home,
country, family and friends is rejuvenating as
pleasant memories are revived and celebrated. It’s a
magical time for romantic relationships and feelings.
Health needs care and old habits or excesses need to
be kicked.
Lucky Number: 18 Colours: Creams and Whites

VIRGO

You are emotionally reflective, dreamy, poetic and
tranquil this week as personal relationships are loving
and satisfying. You can be laid back and a bit lazy
about starting new projects. You respond well to
positive influences! You are likely to be the central
figure in an important happening or family event.
Your mature attitude and evolved thinking assists
children and young people around you to find
direction and clarity. You can be deluded about certain
situations when viewing them through a curtain of
emotions; it’s best to look with the head, as well as,
the heart to get a true picture. Health needs care.
Lucky Number: 5 Good Colour: Turquoise

LIBRA

Business expansion and promotion leads you to wider
horizons. You need to persevere patiently in
professional matters and not be laid back in order to
achieve success. There can be delay in earthy matters
and opposition in matters of the heart which you are
able to deal with. Visitors and communications from
overseas are exciting. Old friends and new
connections come together as you celebrate and host
a party. Endings and new beginnings are on the cards
this week! Personal relationships become more
meaningful and real. Media exposure brings
opportunity and abundance.
Lucky Number: 21 Good Colour: Royal Blue

SCORPIO

Major voluntary and involuntary changes are on the
cards this week! You are able to let past relationships
go and accept new feelings with receptivity. Personal
relationships have a tender, loving and caring quality
that helps you pass through difficult changes. There is
an intensity to your creativity which manifests in
current projects. Professional opportunities can be
multifarious and diverse, adding to your career and
reputation. You spend quality time with your loved
ones. You have drive and dynamism that inspires
others to put out their best when working with you.
Meditate to touch higher levels of consciousness.
Lucky Number: 13 Good Colour: Deep Crimson

SAGITTARIUS

You manage and resolve professional projects and
complications this week. You are firm and aggressive
when dealing with uncertain and weak elements or
unclear people. Beware of a woman with destructive
logic who can be disruptive and interfering in the
work area. It’s best to adopt a creative and positive
attitude to achieve your goals on target. Use your
youthful energy and intelligence to get past any
blocks that come in your way. A busy schedule and
crazy hours can be depleting. Your social life is exciting
as you meet new people and celebrate an occasion.
Balance is the key!
Lucky Number: 18 Good Colour: Peacock Blue

CAPRICORN

You point towards the truth and cut away from
negative people and situations this week. You are also
single-pointed about achieving professional goals and
targets with your creative and intelligent mind. You
can be ruthless when pointing to truths. Listen to your
heart for insights into personal relationships and
romantic involvements. You invoke power and energy
to complete an important professional project. You are
a whirling force of activity as you storm through
blocks in close relationships and work situations. You
become stronger through trouble and evolve
spiritually. Creative or artistic pursuits are rewarding.
Lucky Number: 1 Good Colour: Emerald Green

AQUARIUS

Your investments and plans prove to be gainful this
week, be it buying property or starting a business
venture. Earthy matters, finances, transactions and
details can be resolved. Financial investments are
gainful. A wonderful idea begins to take shape and
you explore your management potential. It is a good
time to resolve property matters. A journey over land
is on the cards this week. You regain good health and
indulge in sporty activity. You are content in personal
and family relationships. You gain wealth and
maintain professional standing in a new venture. You
may invest in a car or luxury that becomes a necessity.
Lucky Number: 1 Good Colour: Forest Green

PISCES

(JUL 23 - AUG 23)

Dua Lipa

(AUG 24 - SEP 23)

Nick Jonas

(SEP 24 - OCT 23)

Bella Thorne

(OCT 24 - NOV 22)

Drake

WHEN SARCASM CUTS LIKE A
KNIFE
Being sarcastic
might be good,
but not always. If
you use sarcasm
as a disguise to
criticise your
partner, read
on...
Abhinav Verma
eing a sarcastic person
might make you
stand out from the
rest. But sometimes, it
can backfire at you when it
comes to your personal
relationships. Wondering
how? Many times, sarcastic
people forget to draw a line
when it comes to passing
comments and expressing
feelings. And that is something
which can take your
relationship down south in an
instant.
Experts Dr Anil Sethi and
Shivani Misri Sadhoo explain
how being overly sarcastic can
cause harm to your
relationship.

B

DISGUISED INSULTS
If you are one of those who
have issues with confronting,
then most probably sarcasm is
your way of letting out your
hidden issues. Many people
tend to use sarcasm as a tool to
subtly express themselves or
pass insults without even
realising it. Not to forget,
sarcasm often carries an
undercurrent of truth.
However, not saying things

directly to your partner when
you feel there’s something
wrong in your relationship
can be quite painful for your
partner to deal with.

NO CREDIBILITY
Consistent use of sarcasm
might lead to loss of trust. This
happens because your partner
will always keep wondering
about your real intentions. It’s
not easy to decipher what you
actually mean when you’re
sarcastic all the time.

LACK OF SELFCONFIDENCE
It’s only human to feel
humiliated and dejected when
one is constantly bombarded
with sarcastic jokes. This can
lead to your partner doubting
his or her self-worth, which is
detrimental to their
confidence.

MANIPULATION
If you often use sarcasm to
dominate and control your
partner, it can leave them
feeling low and insecure.
Trying to make someone feel
inferior by cracking hurtful
jokes is not something a loving
partner should do.

CUTS LIKE A KNIFE
‘Sticks and stones may break
my bones, but words will
never hurt me’. Yes, it’s true
but not always. Sometimes,
those mean and rude remarks
leave an everlasting mark.
And, it’s hard to move on from
that. Hence, one must
understand that being overly
sarcastic can damage a
relationship.
n

Excessive use of sarcasm can
leave people feeling low and
insecure

Understand Saturn to tackle failures

ometimes we keep failing
and feel that success has
eluded us forever. But
before reaching a conclusion,
one must try to see if Saturn
is playing the spoilsport.
There are a few indications
which point towards a
problematic Saturn: If an
ailment stays for very long or
has a repetitive occurrence;
the native has the nagging
fear of doing poorly; the west
direction remains
unmaintained for an extended
period or there is repetitive
maintenance in this direction;
there are frequent thefts; the
house help does not stick
around; there is some sort of
dishonour from the king or
government; there is constant
grief; the agricultural
produce is far less than the
competitors or neighbours;
one has a troubling old age;
professional satisfaction is
always hard to come; one has
allergies to oils and good
karma goes unnoticed.
Now, apart from the above
12 indications, other definite
observations are: Those
working in a capacity that is
far less than their capabilities
have afflicted Saturn. Those
who habitually leave their job
and remain jobless also have a
negative Saturn in their
horoscope. Those who do not
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get a stable job also have the
same problem. Those who
switch from job to business
and are forced again by the
circumstances into a job have
a hard Saturn to deal with.
Those whose achievements
are far less than their peers
doing the same type of job
also have an afflicted Saturn
to deal with. Those whose
sexual desires wean off soon
in their life, the patients of
tuberculosis, those who wake
up at a particular time in
midnight every day, those who
do not stick to a ritual of
pleasing the almighty, those
who dream more than they
work, those who are
impressed and follow my
writeups but are still
reluctant to meet me even
though they have no definite
working plans for their
success. Now, when these
indications loom large on an

individual, it is definite that
he or she has a troublesome
‘Shani’ or Saturn.
However, do not jump to
cure it by adopting mindless
rituals. It is essential to
understand the state and
nature of the Saturn in the
horoscope, for e.g., it is
benefice, malefic, neutral,
cheater or a deceitful Saturn.
The type of ritual depends
upon this nature of Saturn.
The author of this article,
Dr Vinay Bajrangi, is a PhD
scholar in astrology. Connect
with him at www.
vinaybajrangi.com or call
9278665588 or 9278555588. To
get more insights, read his
blogs on www.vinaybajrangi.
com/blog.

Disclaimer: The veracity of
any claims made in the above
article is the sole responsibility
of the concerned entity.

abhinav.verma@htlive.com

SONAL KALRA’S COLUMN, A CALMER YOU, WILL BE BACK NEXT WEEK

(NOV 23 - DEC 23)

Taylor Swift

(DEC 24 - JAN 20)

Zayn Malik

You tend to waste energy in details causing neglect of
more important things at work this week. Restrictions
at work or limitations in personal relationships may
not be acceptable to you, express your feelings. Great
care in some things counter-balanced by equal
disorder in others can create some chaos in your life.
It’s best to get a clear perspective before making
decisions in important matters. Don’t allow others to
interfere in partnerships. It’s important to live
joyously in the moment without carrying guilt or any
burden from the past. Concentrate on plans and
projects to gain confidence and ground.
Lucky Number: 8 Good Colour: Lavender

You step into the week with inner strength, good
health, and professional success. You are victorious –
after some fears – but not likely to look back. Personal
relationships and partnerships cannot be more
supportive at this point and you need to treat them
with consideration. Trust your intuition. Your ability to
communicate well offers excellent opportunities. You
participate in activities related with music, theatre,
film, academics and sport. Be relaxed in busy
situations and in the company of pushy, ambitious
people or you can get sucked into anxiety and stress. A
gift or surprise awaits you at the end of the week.
Lucky Number: 9 Good Colour: Cherry Red

Good planning and management lead to progressive
and productive ventures. There is harmony in personal
relationships but alternation of gain and loss in
business. You display weakness and strength in
professional situations. Your moods vary from
melancholy to elation as situations and attitudes
change rapidly. You are well organised and ambitious
but can strain yourself beyond physical endurance, be
aware. Pleasant interludes and happy changes are on
the cards at the end of the week. Meditate on the
constant changes happening around you and centre
within to become a witness to it all.
Lucky Number: 2 Good Colour: Cherry Red

(JAN 21 - FEB 19)

Harry Styles

There is a harmony of natural forces which brings
success and completion at work with ease and not too
much effort. There is no tension and strain as you are
relaxed and happy in personal relationships. There is a
beginning of steady increase in income and wealth
but you have to endure with intensity and focus for
more time before things move with their own
momentum. Beware of a thankless and presumptuous
person who expects too much from you without
contributing himself in any way. Get ready to resolve
issues and make clear schedules next week. Spiritual
pursuit and meditative spaces are elevating.
Lucky Number: 6 Good Colour: Rusty Red

(FEB 20 - MAR 20)

Rihanna

DAILY HOROSCOPE
Dr Prem Kr. Sharma, Astrologer & vaastu expert

Can be contacted at: Delhi: 011-47033152, 40532026 (Sat to Mon): Panchkula: 91-172-2562832,
2572874 (Tues to Thurs); Mumbai: 09223376963 (Last week of every month)

ARIES

LEO

SAGITTARIUS

Opting for regular workouts
will help you maintain your
health. Previous investments
are
e likely to give good
rreturns. Someone
may target you on
the social front
today; but it will not
harm you. Travel
ffront remains not very
satisfactory as trouble is
sat
indicated on your cards.
Those in property business
might benefit today.
Lucky Number: 5
Lucky Colour: Light Green

Good health ensures good
time with closed ones.
Monetary loss may affect
som
me. Taking initiative
on the work front will
o
make things easy for
you. It is best to free
yourself of narrowmindedness and
lo
ook at the broader
picture when it comes to
pict
family. Not a good day for
plunging into property
matters too.
Lucky Number: 3
Lucky Colour: Coffee

Control your diet and
lifestyle to maintain your
health. Financial stability is
assured.You may not
get the credit for
g
doing something
that took you lot of
time and effort at
work. Driving
yourself is not
y
suggested for today. A
sug
property you are interested
in might get into your lap
today.
Lucky Number: 8
Lucky Colour: Purple

TAURUS

VIRGO

CAPRICORN

Avoid street food as it can
disturb your digestive
system. Someone may try to
use you to serve his or
her end on the social
front; don’t succumb
to it. Improvement
on financial front
will give you
confidence. Show yourr
gratitude to someone
going out of way to help
you. Travelling might
become difficult today.
Lucky Number: 2
Lucky Colour: White

You will reap the health
benefits by making it a
practice to stay fit. Exercise
judiciousness in
spending money.
Additional pressure
might overburden
you at work; try to
relax. A trip with
colleagues will delightt
you. Securing a home
loan will not be difficult as
you contemplate to buy
your own house.
Lucky Number: 1
Lucky Colour: White

Don’t ignore minor health
issues today, you might
have trouble in future. A
cash crunch seems
imminent, but only
temporarily. Remain
sharp in dealing
with someone at
work, who is keen on
putting you down.
Travelling to a nearby
city will be fulfilling. A
renovation of your house is
indicated on your cards.
Lucky Number: 7
Lucky Colour: Maroon

GEMINI

LIBRA

AQUARIUS

Take adequate care of health
to remain in shape. Someone
may pester you for a
mo
onetary favour, better
rremain noncommittal. Time
is ripe for
implementing
something that you
have been working on
for llong on the
professional front. Gain in
property business is
imminent.
Lucky Number: 15
Lucky Colour: Parrot Green

Health remains satisfactory.
Financial gains are about to
reach you soon. You may get
a cchance to venture into
unknown territory on
u
the professional
front and give good
account of
yourself.You are likely
to
o meet someone
influential today and get
influ
a family problem resolved.
This is not a good day to
invest in property.
Lucky Number: 17
Lucky Colour: Violet

Health issues might keep
you under pressure. Some
work is needed to be done
on the financial front to
rremain stable. You
may get the credit
for doing something
that has never been
done before. Car
breakdown might give
b
you some travel hassle
today. A good day to
contemplate buying a
property.
Lucky Number: 22
Lucky Colour: Blue

CANCER

SCORPIO

PISCES

Controlling indulgences help
you remain fit. The days of
exercising control over
spending is gone as yo
ou
gain huge profit in a
business. Don’t be
envious of someone
doing better than
you at work. You are
likely to miss a train orr
a bus today; so be alert.
t
Those into property and
construction business will
experience a good day.
Lucky Number: 9
Lucky Colour: Purple

Health is fine. Minor issues
might concern you but there
is nothing to worry about.
m
Money coming in from
previous investments
will keep you
financially healthy.
Giving unsought
advice can get you
into trouble today at
work. Family front
remains good today. A
property by inheritance is
possible for some of you.
Lucky Number: 4
Lucky Colour: Dark Grey

You remain hale and hearty
to enjoy your day to the
fullest. Accrue in financial
gains will take time.
Professionally, you
will make things
easier for yourself.
Not being judicious
in your spending
might leave you
with very less money. A
loan is not likely to pass to
buy the property you
finalised.
Lucky Number: 11
Lucky Colour: White
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■

NATURAL BEAUTY
The beauty of the Vilas properties
of the Oberoi group is that they
seem to grow organically from the
environment around them

■

OH DEER!
Herds of deer are a regular
sight in Ranthambore

The Royalty Of Wild Rajasthan

WHILE I love the Rajasthan of valour, chivalry and legend (and of course, tiger sightings), I’d take the

wild beauty over the grand palaces any day

RUDE TRAVEL

Vir Sanghvi

Y

outh, they say, is wasted on
the young. I am beginning to
wonder if Rajasthan was
wasted on me. I went to
school there for seven years and then,
liked it so much that I even went back
to teach at the same school.
As my school was ostentatiously
Rajasthani and had originally been set
up for the children of maharajas, I
thought I had got a full dose of
Rajasthani culture and believed that I
knew the state well.
I have never stopped going to
Rajasthan ever since but it is only now
that I recognise what an amazing place
it really is. I loved the Rajasthan of the
Rajputs I went to school with; the
Rajasthan of valour, chivalry, legend
and Cycle Polo (don’t ask). But there is
another Rajasthan.
My rediscovery of Rajasthan began
a decade ago. In 1980, as part of Project
Tiger, an ambitious programme to protect and nurture our tiger population,
pioneered by Indira Gandhi, the government set up the Ranthambore National
Park near Sawai Madhopur. The area
had previously been the hunting ground
for the Jaipur Royal Family.
Ranthambore has a huge historical
importance. And when I finally went
there in the mid-1990s, I was struck by
its natural beauty. The park spreads
over 300 square kilometres and almost
from the moment you drive in, you see
herds of chitals, sambhar, nilgais,
chinkaras and many kinds of deer.

Langurs and peacocks are the most
common sights and if you are lucky, you
can see hyenas, jackals, foxes and jungle
cats. If you are really, really lucky, you
might see a sloth bear. And though leopard sightings are rare, you can sometimes see one. (Leopards are shy animals, notoriously difficult to spot, even
at Ranthambore which is full of them.)
But of course the reason everyone
goes to Ranthambore is to see the
tiger. When I went in the ’90s, I spent
several days on safari trips into the
park hoping to spot a tiger. But somehow, to everyone’s astonishment, I did
not see a single tiger.
I was bitterly disappointed, of
course, but still quite thrilled. In all
those years in Rajasthan I had never
seen the wild side of the state and it
was both exciting and different to see a
wild boar in the distance or to watch
the deer scatter when they heard the
distress call of the peacock.
In the 1990s, there were not that
many great hotels in Rajasthan (and
certainly not in Ranthambore). The
state was famous for the palace hotels,
many of which (the Lake Palace, Umaid
Bhawan and the Rambagh Palace, for
example) were truly spectacular as palaces though not all of them
worked that well as hotels.
Then, in the early part
of the 21st Century, the
Oberoi group began
opening the Vilas
properties,
which would

■

TRULY
GROUNDED
The lapwing
makes its nest on
the ground and
not on the trees

come to be ranked among the
safari to the park and saw lots of interworld’s best hotels.
esting animals but no tigers. I explained
A lot has been said about the Vilas to the hotel’s then general manager
hotels in the media – especially the for- Tapan Piplani that he shouldn’t take it
eign media which can’t get enough of
personally. I had bad luck with tigers.
the Vilases – but most of the raves have
But he was utterly distraught and
focused on the beauty of the architec- on the final morning, just before I left
ture, the extraordinary quality of the for the airport, took me on a safari himd levels
self My luck suddenly changed.
self.
service, the unparalleled
of luxury, etc.
We saw three tigers. One of
This is all true but, as
a
th
hem walked calmly besides
our jeep and another – the
far as I am concerned,
legendary Machhli, the
the beauty of the Vilas
Queen of Ranthambore
properties is that they
– actually chased and
seem to grow organikilled a small deer in
cally from the environfront of us; a sort of
ment around them.
NatGeo moment.
Most palaces, almost by
Ever since then, wild
definition, seek to overrwhelm their surroundin
ngs.
Rajasthan has eclipsed
Umaid Bhavan is a jazz age ■
Royal Rajasthan in my
MASTER CHEF
palace, built in the era of
mind. Three years ago, at
Jaydeep Patil is one
The Great Gatsby. The
Umaid
Bhavan
in
of the Oberoi group’s
Rambagh Palace is a rich
Jodhpur (run by the Taj),
best chefs
Rajput’s idea of an English
I knew my attitude was
country home. (The Lake
changing when I began to
Palace is the notable exception.)
remember relatively silly things – camel
The Vilases, on the other hand, races in a village near Jodhpur or the
don’t seek to stun. They tend to soothe. herd of deer we suddenly came across
They are built to blend into the environ- on the road outside town one evening –
ment, using artisanal materials and tak- rather than the grandeur of one of the
world’s great palaces.
ing care to respect wild Rajasthan.
I went back to Ranthambore last
When I went to Udaipur’s Udai
Vilas last year, for instance, it was the fortnight. The trip did not begin well.
hundreds of species of birds that The Air India computer system crashed
flew in the air that really grabbed so they cancelled my fight to Jaipur
my attention. I went back to and I missed my ride to Vanya Vilas.
Jaipur’s Raj Vilas earlier this year But there were compensations. I drove
and all I noticed were the peacocks. to Jaipur, spent a magical night at Raj
They were everywhere. They would Vilas, where the peacocks were waitmake themselves at home in the ing, and drove to Vanya Vilas (around
courtyard outside my room. They three and half hours on a good road)
would dance in the garden. Their calls the next morning.
Within 10 minutes of arriving at the
would wake me in the morning.
I went back to Ranthambore nine hotel, I was in a safari vehicle driving
years ago to stay at the then recently- through the park. The heat was at its
opened Vanya Vilas, a small property height (around 40 degrees) but somehow
spread over 20 acres, adjoining the I didn’t mind.
sanctuary, with just 25 luxury tents.
I had never seen Ranthambore like
Of course, the hotel was wonderful this: we went when there were few other
but what I liked about it was that it vehicles so we were alone for most of the
never deviated from its true purpose: time and the landscape was dry and
if you had no interest in Ranthambore arid, with leafless trees.
Oddly enough, this is the best
or in wild life, then Vanya Vilas was
time to see animals because they tend
not for you.
Even then, I went for safari after to seek shelter near watering holes

Photos: SHUTTERSTOCK
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■

■

NATIONAL PRIDE
Peacocks are a
common sight in the
historical park

and are easy to spot.
Within minutes of entering, I saw
my first tigers: a tigress (Arrowhead)
and two cubs, sleeping in the shade. I
knew somehow that this was going to be
a sighting-packed safari.
And indeed it was. We found
another tiger shortly afterwards, paddling about in a pool. It seemed as
delighted to see us as we were to see it.
It peered curiously while I aimed my
iPhone. Later another tiger walked by.
Then we saw something even rarer: a
sloth bear with its baby on its back.
While we were staring at the bear, so
was yet another tiger. We noticed it
watching silently and wondered if it
would stalk the bear. But no, it had
other plans and wandered off.
In all, I think I saw six tigers on that
first safari plus the bears, wild boar,
deer, monkeys, etc. Last time Machhli
had given us a NatGeo moment; now we
had an entire documentary.
I loved the tiger sightings. But I also

Taking India To Egypt

■

INTO THE WILD
The legendary Machhli, the
Queen of Ranthambore
(inset) a tiger spotted
recently at a safari

IN LUCK
If you are really, really lucky,
you might see a sloth bear

loved the little things that most people
don’t notice. There are 300 species of
birds at Ranthambore and most of them
fly across to Vanya Vilas.
Apart from the glamorous ones,
there are the little ones that always
fascinate me. What does one make of
the lapwing, a bird that make its nest
on the ground and not on the trees?
They say that when a lapwing makes a
nest with high walls, this means that
the monsoon will be heavy. How does
the lapwing know?
It just does.
After the safaris and the exceptional cuisine (chef Saurabh Tyagi is a
man to watch), I drove back to Raj Vilas
to more luxury and more great food
(the kitchens are run by Jaydeep Patil,
one of the Oberoi group’s best chefs).
And the peacocks were still dancing
around in the garden.
So yes, I love Rajasthan. But on balance, I’ll take the lapwing over the tiger;
the wild beauty over the grand palaces.

■

SITTING TALL
The Mahindra Scorpio’s tall
seating position gives a
commanding view of the road

FOR THE first time ever, an Indian made car was shot with the Sphinx and the

pyramids of Giza as a backdrop; the hefty $2,000 fee was entirely worth it

SUNDAY DRIVE

Hormazd Sorabjee

T

he car in front of me has a
boy sticking his head out
of the sunroof, breathing
exhaust fumes and completely
oblivious to the gnarl of trafﬁc around
him. There’s honking from aggressive
drivers trying to muscle past my
Mahindra Scorpio whilst helmetless
bikers with two or more pillions (also
without helmets) weave in and out of
small gaps that momentarily open up in
the bumper-to-bumper crawl. A scene
out of a crowded Indian city? Not quite.
I’m in Alexandria, Egypt’s second largest city, on the
Mediterranean coast. It’s the start
point of a drive across the land of
Pharaohs. Our chariot for this road
trip is a pair of Mahindra Scorpios
and a Getaway pick-up that have just
been driven from Cape Town to Cairo
by a group of young artists from
around the world. Our adventure is a

lot gentler than their 240-day traipse
across the entire length of the
African continent but, judging from
my first day behind the wheel of the
Scorpio, it’s no less exciting.
Alexandria reminds me a bit of
Mumbai with the chaotic traffic, some
shabby buildings, even shabbier taxis
(mostly Ladas) and the sea on one
side. But, Alexandria’s ‘Marine Drive’
or corniche is around 20km long with
the historical 15th century Citadel of
Qaitbay (built on the ruins of the
lighthouse that was once a wonder of
the world) at one end and the last
king’s fabulous impressive Montazah
Palace, at the other. The waterfront
promenade in between offers some
great views of the spectacularly blue
Mediterranean Sea and I can now
understand where the term
‘Mediterranean blue’ comes from.

India) racing each other five-abreast
like the chariots in Ben-Hur. Mad!
Driving a right-hand-drive car on
the right side of the road does initially require a degree of concentration
especially whilst overtaking but once
you’re used to it, highway cruising is
quite effortless thanks to the
Scorpio’s strong pulling power.
The road from Port Said to Cairo
runs alongside the Suez Canal and the
sight of massive container ships towering above the high walls that guard
this sliver of water, which is Egypt’s
biggest money spinner, is quite
humbling. It takes an entire
day for a ship to thread
through the 193km canal
whilst in our Scorpios, we
hit the outskirts of Cairo
in around three hours
from Port Said.

DESI VIBES

NOT-SO-SMALL WONDERS

Apart from this handful of touristy
sights there’s not much to see in
Alexandria, so the next day we jump
into our Scorpios and head east to Port
Said. We get our first taste of Egyptian
highways, which again feels similar to
India. The roads are wide and flat but a
bit uneven, which exposes the wallowy
and bumpy ride of the Scorpio. The
good thing is that the Scorpio’s tall
seating position gives me a commanding view of the road, which is useful
whilst keeping an eye on aggressive
drivers darting between lanes. I’ll
never forget the sight of a bunch of
Bajaj autorickshaws (all imported from

Cairo traffic is crazy, chaotic and we reach our hotel
in the centre of town,
opposite Tahrir Square,
pretty knackered.
The next day is a big
tick on my bucket list with a
visit to the Pyramids of Giza,
■

EGYPTIAN EXTRAVAGANZA
(From top) The noseless
sphinx; Citadel of Qaitbay
towering the Mediterranean
Sea; Colourfully-decked
cruise boats on the river Nile,
which is the lifeline of Egypt

which amazingly is just a
45-minute drive from the
centre of the capital. At
first, the pyramids don’t
look that impressive but
when you get up-close to
them you can understand
why they are a wonder of
the world. The inch-perfect symmetry with
which over two million
blocks of limestone weighing on average 2.3 tons each

have been precisely arranged to form a
perfectly proportioned pyramid 4,500
years ago defies belief. In fact, there are
enough theories suggesting aliens had
a hand in building them.
For our Scorpios there was no better photo op than the pyramids and
that’s something the authorities knew
only too well. We were charged a hefty
US$2,000 for a two-hour shoot around
the Giza complex, which also has the
iconic Sphinx. Well worth it when you
consider that this was the first time

ever that an Indian made car was shot
against possibly the most famous wonder of the world as a backdrop, thus
making a bit of history in the process.
South of Cairo there’s much more
to see in a country with such a rich
history but as they say, you have to
leave something for next time or
you’ll never come back.
Hormazd Sorabjee is one of the most senior and much
loved auto journalists in India, and is editor of Autocar India
Sunday Drive appears every fortnight
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6 Sexy Skirts To Sail Through Summer
HOW TO sport this staple with minimum fuss, maximum style. Text by Lubna Salim. Photos by

Shivamm Paathak. Styling by Avneet Chadha

R

emember Priyanka Chopra pants earlier on was about who
Jonas’
chic
Vivienne controlled things at work and at
Westwood skirt suit for the home, which is changing. Women
royal wedding? Or even Alicia are no longer feeling the need to
Florrick’s classic pencil skirts wear pants to imply they are in
in the law drama The Good Wife? charge. The return of the skirt is
Skirts never seem to go out of also indicative of the change of
style, right from the ﬁrst time a mindset that wearing a skirt means
denim mini skirt came around in being meek. You can wear a skirt,
the early 2000s to just this April embrace your femininity and still
when Gwen Stefani stepped out in be the boss!” says celebrity stylist
it like it’s always been the relevant Rishi Raj.
And now that men have started
fashion choice.
The best part about how skirts to wear skirts, the interest has
exist in fashion is that in the revived and they’ve become cooler
ancient times, skirts or garments and mainstream! “Rohit Bal had
that looked like skirts were worn ﬁrst put out the idea of men in
by both women and men. But over skirts on the runway, then Ranveer
the years, it essentially became a Singh made a statement with it and
girl’s garment. The Victorian era now Will Smith’s son Jaden Smith
saw elaborate full-length dresses, is seen wearing a lot of skirts,”
but skirts and blouses became a adds Rishi.
Here are six skirts that can up
trend in the Edwardian times.
Over decades, the silhouettes, your style quotient in a jiffy and
hemlines and structures of the here’s how you can wear them and
sizzle in the
skirt have changed in keeping
with the shift in cultural as well
summer!
as economical changes (remember
how the hemlines were longer
during the great depression?).
Trends such as the miniskirt that
+
was invented way back in 1960 or
even bohemian peasant skirts
that made their ﬁrst appearance
in 1970s still ﬁnd relevance in
today’s wardrobe choices.
ROCKING THE GHAGRA
So, why are women
ﬂaunting
them
so
generously now. “Fashion ■ (Left) Jaden Smith and Priyanka Chopra sport skirts;
and
feminism
are (Right) Designer Rohit Bal wears a ghagra on the cover of
connected.
Wearing HT Brunch dated September 10, 2017

THE HIGH-LOW
SKIRT

This is an asymmetrical skirt
that’s short in front and longer
at the back
4 ways to add subtle drama to
your femininity in this number
with varying lengths
By Krishna Mehta, fashion
designer
1. A sensual high-low skirt with a leather
or denim jacket, or a simple shirt looks
stylish.
2. For an edgy yet sophisticated summer
street style look, pair it with a tank top
or a crop top.
3. Wear this skirt with a pair of anklelength boots to look both feminine and
fashionable. If you have a belt that goes
with the rest of your ensemble, add it!
4. Don’t keep things too minimal. You’re
allowed to go over-the-top with such
a fashionable skirt. These skirts are
extremely adaptable as far as footwear is
concerned, so feel free to wear whatever
you love to wear.

S
EL FOCU
TRAV

TOP VOLU
ISM
FOR
TOUR 24
PAGE

FASHION DESIGNER ROHIT BAL GETS ON THE COUCH FOR
HIS MOST FLAMBOYANT INTERVIEW EVER!

Location courtesy:
Time Machine, Noida

Make-up and hair:
Artistry by Anjali Jain

On Aastha
(sitting): Skirt and
top, Zara;
sneakers, Adidas

Models: Aasttha Ssidana
and Prency (Ninjas
Model Management)

On Prency: Skirt,
top and sandals,
H&M

Art direction: Amit Malik

BY SHEFALEE VASUDEV

#GhagraRock

THE
PAPERBAG
SKIRT

High-waist skirts
with a scrunched
waist just like a
paper bag
How to make this
slouchy-chic
style work for you…
By Rishi Raj,
celebrity stylist

A basic school staple, this is a
skirt detailed with folds
and creases
Appear effortlessly chic in this
one skirt all year around
By Krishna Mehta, fashion designer
1. Pair pleated skirts with camisoles,
tank tops and bodysuits. These look
great even with chunky, oversized
sweaters if worn with high-waist
pleated skirts.
2. A box-shape body type is actually
the best for pleated skirts and a
pear body type looks great in a soft,
pleated skirt that rests on your
natural waist. Adding layers to your
upper half with accessories would
help you balance out wide hips.
3. Remember: a higher waistline
looks best for hourglass ﬁgures. So,
combine it with loose tops to create
a nice contrast to your outfit.

THE TULLE
SKIRT

WEEKLY MAGAZINE, SEPTEMBER 10, 2017
Free with your copy of Sunday Hindustan Times

IDAY
HOL HEART
A
ONS
INATI
WITH
DEST NTEER

THE PLEATED
SKIRT

Top, Suhani
Khera; skirt,
Zara; footwear:
Aldo; Bag,
Da Milano

1. Paperbag waists are
unforgiving. They are not for
everybody. So, you have to be
compact, petite and ﬂat to be
able to carry off something like
this. You can’t be boxy or curvy
and wear a paper bag skirt.
2. Given that paper bag waists
are higher and have texture
and volume on the top, it’s not
recommended to wear things
that add bulk to that area like
loose long tops.
3. Try to keep the tops and
blouses short, in proportion
and show off that rufﬂed little
waist in a paperbag skirt.

Crafted in lacy, net-like
fabrics and
often layered
The dos and
don’ts of wearing
this skirt
By Jenjum Gadi,
fashion designer
1. For a rock chic look, pair this
skirt with a studded leather
jacket and when you plan to wear
this for clubbing, team it with a
sexy top or with something with
metallic embroidery. Whereas
for a more summery look, pick a
printed top.
2. Petite or slender-ﬁgured women
will be able carry it off better.
As it has many pleats and layers,
women with heavier bottoms
should avoid it.
3. Avoid wearing too many
accessories with this skirt and
try to keep the upper part neat,
clean and simple.

Skirt Koovs; top,
Forever 21;
sneakers, Adidas

PERSONAL AGENDA

Actress

Konkona Sen Sharma
DATE OF BIRTH
December 3

SUNSIGN

SCHOOL/COLLEGE

Calcutta International School/
St. Stephen’s College, Delhi

My debut as a child artist in Indira (1983)

HIGH POINT OF YOUR LIFE

THE TIE-AND-DYE
SKIRT

If not an actress, what would
you would have been?
I’d have been an extremely
efficient secretary!

A fusion number where the
skirt comes with desi tie and
dye print
How to carry
this quirky
short skirt
in style
By Amy
Billimoria,
fashion designer
1. This acid-wash tie and dye short
denim skirt is best worn with

THE SEQUINED
SKIRT

Gathered into frills, this skirt
is jazzed up with sequins and
is perfect for a party!

something white, like a white tee or
a shirt, because if you are wearing
something with so much of detailing,
it had better stand out.
2. Deﬁnitely wear gladiator shoes
with this because these kind of
short skirts look really funky and
cool in the summer and keep the
accessorising minimalistic.
3. A shapely body, a size 34 probably,
is ideal to carry this look. If you are
on the heavier body side these skirts
are a complete no-no.
4. These look best when highwaisted, so do not wear it lower.
5. Accessorise with good belts and
shoes and keep the top simple and go
for a solid colour.

Top, Forever 21;
skirt, Suhani Khera;
sandals, Aldo

1. In keeping with the ’60s Latino look of
this skirt, a sleeveless, deep V-neck top
that shows a bit of décolletage could be
quite alluring. Also, a short boat-cut top
showing off toned shoulders will work
well. For a more formal evening, a basic
body-con tucked into the skirt and worn
under an embellished bolero cape, the
kind worn by Indian royalty over saris in
the early 20th century, can transform the
outﬁt immensely.
2. This skirt works for women with a
narrow waist, especially because the

One myth about Bollywood
that you wish to bust...?
Hard work pays off.
Who is your all-time
favourite director?
François Truffaut.
And a ﬁctional character you
identify with...?
Several, across time and space,
and gender! But Agastya from
English, August (1994) was one of
the earliest.
A song you can’t get out of
your head...?
Lakhon Hain Yahan Dilwale from
the film Kismat (1968).

What’s the one thing you can
do better than your mother?
Say no.
One relationship advice your
mother gave you...?
Keep your expectations low.

rufﬂes add volume to the skirt. And,
being tall would be a bonus!
3. A sequined skirt can be made to look
ultra-smart, hip and edgy if paired with
all accessories in a single shade, creating
a monotone look. Think shoes, a belt, bag
and a jacket.

LOW POINT OF YOUR LIFE

Losing my dad

Are you a romantic or a
realist?
A realist.
One thing that no one knows
about you....?
I peel and chop garlic very well.
And one thing you still
remember about Delhi?
Early winter mornings!
Who is the last person you dial
before you sleep?
There is a trusted circle :)
What’s your strategy in a
crisis?
To switch off.
How do you de-stress?
By cleaning.
Interviewed by Veenu Singh

What’s the craziest thing a fan
has ever done for you?
Years ago, somebody turned up at
my house in Kolkata asking to
marry me!
What’s the cutest thing your
son Haroon has done for you?
He stuck stars on my shower curtains to make me feel better.

Tips to make the most of the
sequinned skirt
By Madhu Jain, fashion designer

Kolkata

FIRST BREAK

Getting to direct my film A Death in the Gunj (2016)

Top and skirt, Koovs;
shoes, Adidas

PLACE OF BIRTH

Sagittarius

ON MY PHONE
MOST USED APP: WhatsApp/Instagram
PASSWORD PROTECTED APP: None
A YOUTUBE VIDEO YOU’VE WATCHED AND
REWATCHED: Everybody dances to techno by Dot
NOTIFICATIONS: None as most of my
notifications are off!
FAVOURITE INSTA FILTER: B&W film

Love for you is…?
Friendship first.
If you woke up as a man one
day, you would…?
Grow a moustache!

Photo: OMKAR CHITNIS
Sari, Anavila
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GAURAV DOESN’T LOVE
ATTENTION

aurav Gera is one of the
first few actors to have
jumped on the social
media bandwagon,
making funny videos and
entertaining followers.
Playing dress up and making
people laugh with his antics is
what he has been doing for
years now and successfully so.
Gaurav says, “Chutki and
Shopkeeper were the first of
some 30 characters that I’ve
created and went viral, that
was in 2015.”
“Then, I started increasing
the number of characters
around Chutki and one thing
led to another.” The actor
remembers how these
characters, especially Chutki’s
just took off on social media.
“Chutki and Shopkeeper was
really crazy, as there were a lot
of articles written about them.
Maybe it was the beginning of

G

the internet and videos that
fascinated people to watch
these characters. For a man to
play a woman on a daily basis
and make videos, I think
people found it interesting,” he
adds.
Gaurav, who is known for
his role of Nandu in TV show
Jassi Jaisi Koi Nahin, says, he
enjoys making videos and
posting gags on social media
the most. “I love social media
because while the videos are
shot like a film or show, the
response is almost immediate.
I feel I am a creator, not just
acting but there are many
aspects to doing a video –
storytelling, dialogues, camera
work, etc. I do all this by
myself. It’s creatively more
satisfying,” says Gaurav,
whose inspiration is his
mother, who would often
mimic neighbours and
relatives. On asking if he
follows the current crop of

social media stars,
he says, “I don’t
follow, but I see a
lot of people doing
good work.
Bhuvan (Bam)
has reached
commendable
heights,
because of his
faith in what he
does. Even
Prajakta Koli is
really good.”
Ask the actor why he
chooses to keep a low
profile, and he says,
“Sometimes I feel I am in the
wrong field. I don’t love
make-up. I don’t love attention
when I step out. When I make
videos, it’s not because I want
to be a star or attract people, I
want them to see me as one of
their own. They should feel
‘Arre, yeh toh apna hai.”
n

4-year-old American
singer-songwriter Ari
Staprans Leff, better
known as Lauv, performed in
the city on Monday, May 13,
as part of his Asia tour. While
he met lots of people and
interacted with the media, he
also happened to catch up
with a few singers, one of
them being Jasleen Royal.
The singer was elated to meet
Lauv, who is one of her
favourite artistes.
Talking about it, Jasleen

2

says, “It’s so crazy that a
few days ago, I was listening
to one of his songs on repeat
and I happened to message
my management that I would
love to meet him someday.
And it’s so surreal that it
happened so fast. I have
always believed in putting the
things I want out in the
universe and it happens. I am
so happy that I got to spend
some time with him.”
Jasleen says that she finds
his music to be very honest,
yet layered and it has its own
pocket universe.

“We discussed our
individual processes of
making music and it was
interesting to find many
similarities.”
“He listened to some of my
music, and he really loved the
melody and the video of
Jahaan Tu Chala, which was
very exciting because we had
put in a lot of time and effort,
to get the animation and art
style right,” Jasleen adds.
On a parting note she says,
“We’re following each other
on Instagram to stay in
touch.”

ctor, filmmaker, and
activist George Clooney
has ruled himself out of
the 2020 US presidential race,
saying he does not have the
appropriate “skill” for politics.
His frequent and public
criticism of US President
Donald Trump, ever since the
latter assumed the post in 2016,
had led people to believe
Clooney could run for office in
the 2020 elections.
However, the 58-year-old
said politics does not seem to be
a logical place for him. “I’m not
going to get into politics. It
doesn’t seem like a very logical
place for me to be able to apply
what skills I have. I don’t have
to make compromise for the
things that I stand for and the
things I believe in like
politicians do. So it is not
something that interests me,”
Clooney said. He also said that
he is “nervous” about people
rotating towards
“authoritarianism” in the
present times. “It is a very
nervous time around the
world. People sliding towards
authoritarianism, it is
something that is nervewrecking and that we should
constantly monitor. The press
do a very good job with that. I
happen to be an optimist and I
think that things turn around
and it will hopefully head that
way in the next election cycle.”
The Ocean’s Eleven (2001)
star has served as a UN
Messenger of Peace since 2008
and is also a member of the
Council on Foreign Relations.
He is married to human rights
lawyer Amal Clooney.

A

pooja.sharma@htlive.com

Jasleen Royal with Lauv

Daniel Craig to resume Bond
25 shooting soon
ctor Daniel Craig, who
was injured on the sets of
Bond 25, is reportedly
expected to resume shooting
on the film “within the week”.
The new James Bond film
hit another roadblock after
Craig fell while sprinting on
the film’s sets in Jamaica last
week and was flown to the US
for X-rays. The shooting
was suspended till further
notice.
According to The Sun, the
actor will be able to resume
production while being
careful not to aggravate the
injury.
Citing an unnamed source,
the publication stated that
Craig’s injury was not as bad
as initially feared. “Things
were deemed to be a disaster
at first. But the injury is not
as severe as believed... He will
be back on set within the
week,” the source told The
Sun.
The new film in the Bond
franchise has had a
tumultuous journey. It was
previously set to be directed
by Danny Boyle with a release
date of November 8, 2019.
After Boyle dropped out of the

A

GAURAV GERA, ACTOR

Lauv listened to some of my music: Jasleen
Sneha Mahadevan

WHY CLOONEY
WON’T GET
INTO POLITICS

Sometimes I feel I am
in the wrong field. I
don’t love make-up. I
don’t love attention
when I step out....
They should feel ‘Arre,
yeh toh apna hai.’

Gera says he doesn’t make funny and
entertaining videos to be a social media
star, but “to make his followers and fans
feel as though he is one of their own”
Pooja Sharma

HINDUSTA N TIMES, JALANDHAR
SUN DAY, M AY 1 9 , 2 0 1 9

THE NEW JAMES
BOND FILM HIT A
ROADBLOCK AFTER
DANIEL CRAIG FELL
WHILE SPRINTING ON
THE FILM’S SETS IN
JAMAICA LAST WEEK
project over “creative
differences”, along with
screenwriter John
Hodge, the film’s release date
was moved to February 14,
2020.
Cary Joji Fukunaga is now
attached as director, with
Scott Z Burns hired to pen a
new script. Neal Purvis and
Robert Wade have already
drafted a version of the script
but it is reported that the
studio is unhappy with the
story.
Recently, Fleabag creatoractor Phoebe Waller-Bridge
came on board the movie to
“polish” the script of Bond 25.

PTI

The release of the film was
recently pushed to April 8, 2020
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Sunita and Anil
Kapoor have
three children —
actor Sonam K
Ahuja, producer
Rhea Kapoor and
actor Harsh
Varrdhan
Kapoor PHOTOS:
YOGEN SHAH;
INSTAGRAM/
KAPOOR.SUNITA

That’s what actor Anil Kapoor felt when he saw
his wife Sunita, the first time. On his marriage
anniversary, he gives us ‘1974: A love story’

STOP PRESS
PHOTO: TWITTER/AKSHAYKUMAR

Dippy’s
style
train
high on
lime...

www.youtube.com/user/ht

t the ongoing Cannes Film
Festival, actor Deepika
Padukone stepped out in a
lime-green Giambattista Valli
Spring 2018 Haute Couture
gown, on Friday. The gigantic
tulle, tiered gown with a highlow hemline and an
extravagant train impressed
the style police. A satin
headband with a 3D flower lent
it a vintage touch. However, the
online ‘meme factory’ churned
out some hilarious posts.

A

Deepika on her way to attend
the screening of Pain and
Glory, at the 72nd Cannes
Film Festival, France

Deepika Padukone had posted this
picture (above) on Instagram, hinting
at what was in her Cannes’ closet

PHOTO: ERIC GAILLARD/REUTERS

PHOTO: INSTAGRAM /DEEPIKAPADUKONE

Rishabh Suri

‘OHGOD!WHAT
BEAUTIFULVOICE.
KYAENGLISHBOLTI
HAI,YAAR...’

instagram.com/htcity

ctor Anil Kapoor
(62) refuses to age.
And so does his love
for wife, Sunita.
The two married in 1984, in
Mumbai, on this day. That
was also the year when he got
unprecedentedly appreciated
the first time, owing to the
film Mashaal. When the actor
climbing up the starry ladder
decided to marry his love of 10
years, he was told it was a
suicidal move. But he is glad
he made the choice! On his
35th marriage anniversary,
he recalls his love story that
started in 1974. Excerpts:

A

Tell us all about your love story...
I fell in love with her voice
first. I thought ‘oh God! What
beautiful voice. Yaar, kya
English bolti hai...
Pronunciation is so nice’. I
met her for the first time at
Raj Kapoor’s house. She
was so attractive, and if I
may say, sexy… She wore
these gogo glasses — big,
round and rimmed. Then,
we started chatting up on
the phone, and our
friendship grew. First, it
was platonic, then it
developed into love. I
started missing her when
she wasn’t around... I felt a

vacuum. I’d travel by
buses just to meet her.

At what point did
you decide to take
the plunge?
When I felt that I’d be
able to financially support
her. She had made it clear ‘I
won’t go into the kitchen, I
am not going to cook’. I never
expected her to cook. But I
thought I needed to have a lot
of servants, and a good chef in
the house. I am a Punjabi, I
am fond of food.
Another point was when I
felt I could buy a house. When
I was a kid, my family stayed
in rented houses, we could
never afford to buy one. But, I
needed a chef, a cook, before I
could propose to her
Actors were dissuaded from

ladder of success,
and now that you
are getting
married, you are
going to come
down’. I had to
make a choice —
fall down or marry.
I was ready to ‘come
down’ but not sacrifice
my love… I said, ‘she’s
more important to me’. It’s a
fact, I am not faking it.

Sunita and Anil Kapoor married
on May 19, 1984
getting married for the sake of
their career. What about you?
I was dissuaded, [people said]
it was hara-kiri (suicide) to
get married. I was at a
crossroads — career or love.
Everyone said ‘you are doing
well, and your career has just
started. You are climbing the

Did Sunita decide to be a
homemaker after marriage?
She was not one of those
wives, she was always
working.... Before we started
dating, she was a model. A
banker’s daughter, she
supported herself, and never
took money from her parents.
She said, ‘When I am going to
get married, I will come in

just this one outfit. There will
not be one single ornament or
jewellery, just one salwar
kameez or sari, that’s it. Rest
we will build ourselves’.

She’s quite media shy.
She didn’t give us even one
quote for this interview!
She’s not media shy, she
just doesn’t speak to the
media. She wants to lead a
normal life. I respect her
decision, but sometimes, that
went against me. I wanted to
be in the public view, have a
few magazine covers done
(that said) ‘Happy Family’;
‘Anil Kapoor and Wife’.
Maine badi koshish ki, ‘I am
getting this cover, that cover’,
almost fell at her feet ki
‘photo lele, yaar’ (laughs).
But, what to do?
n

rishabh.suri@htlive.com

‘Iamfunnyinreallife,wishIget
filmstoshowthatsideofme’
Juhi Chakraborty
wing to the kind of roles
that Arbaaz Khan has
played in films, one can
mostly associate him with a
serious image. Although he has
starred in comedy films
Hulchul, Bhagam Bhag and
Malamaal Weekly, but his roles
were not comic. The actorfilmmaker wonders why he is
not offered fun roles as in real
life he is a “humorous” person.
However, he is glad that he now
has a talk show that lets him
show his real self to the world.
“When I am doing a film, I
am projecting a character. That
is not who I am. The chat show
has given me an opportunity to
show who I am in real life. And
I try to do it to the best of my
abilities,” shares Arbaaz.
The actor, 51, says he is
“candid and casual, funny and
humorous”, but somehow, he
rues, “that side of me does not
come out in films. I wish I get
films, which show that side of
my personality to audience.”
Arbaaz is currently seen in a
web series titled Poison, and
then, he is busy with Dabangg
3, being the producer — the
first two schedules have been
shot and the third one will
begin shortly. “The last couple
of months have been very
hectic for me, and in a good
way. I am really enjoying
keeping this busy. The thing is
fortunately something
interesting has been happening
back-to-back in my career. So, I
am in quite a good space. I am
looking at different things.
Let’s just wait and see where
these respective projects take
me,” adds Arbaaz.
He attributes this change to
positivity in his life in general.
“I am keeping happy, staying
away from all negativity and
that really helps,” he says.

O
AKSHAY KUMAR’S
FIRST LOOK AS
TRANSGENDER OUT!
nown for taking risks
and experimenting with
diverse roles and looks,
Akshay Kumar will next be
seen playing a transgender
in the upcoming movie,
Laxmmi Bomb. The actor
shared the first look from
the film, on Saturday. He
tweeted the picture above,
captioning it: “Bringing you
one bomb of a story,
#LaxmmiBomb starring
@Advani_Kiara & yours
truly! Bursting in cinemas
on 5th June,2020…”

K

Akshay, perhaps, is the
first leading actor to
portray a transgender on
screen. His look in the film
has already garnered a lot
of praise and evoked
curiosity. Although, this is
not the first time that he is
portraying someone from
the LGBTQI+ community. In
Dishoom (2016), he
portrayed a gay character.

HTC
NOTE TO READERS: Some of the
coverage that appears on our pages
is paid for by the concerned brands.
No sponsored content does or shall
appear in any part of HT without it
being declared as such to our valued
readers.

Arbaaz Khan is
seen in a web
series titled
Poison
PHOTO: PRODIP
GUHA/HT

When I am doing a film, I am projecting a character.
That is not who I am.
ARBAAZ KHAN ACTOR
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Sanya’sbiggestfans GAURAVDOESN’TLOVE
areherparents
Sneha
Mahadevan
anya
Malhotra,
who has
been in Mumbai for
over four years,
now feels at home

S

Every article or story
that comes up on the
internet about my
dance, my parents
start reposting it on
every group.
SANYA
MALHOTRA, ACTOR

in the city. But the actor who
moved from Delhi still
misses her parents, especially
because she doesn’t get to
meet them often. However,
the actor’s parents are her
biggest fans and ensures
that she doesn’t feel the
distance.
They keep tabs on all her
day to day updates
and convey it to her
extended family.
A source close the actor
reveals, “Sanya’s love and
passion for dance have never
been hidden. She keeps
posting interesting videos on
her social media handle to
give a sneak peek into her life
to her fans.
The actor’s dance
performances are always
praised by many Bollywood
celebrities and her fans. So,

when her parents see this,
they can’t stop themselves
from sharing all of it with
their relatives and
friends.”
Talking about it, Sanya
says, “Every article or story
that comes up on the internet
about my dance, my parents
start reposting it on every
group. I have a few family
WhatsApp groups and they
share the video and
everything related to it,”
(laughs)
Sanya has been a part of
hugely successful films like
Dangal (2016) and Badhaai Ho
(2018). She last shared the
screen with Nawazuddin
Siddiqui in the critically
acclaimed Photograph and
will be seen next in Anurag
Basu’s upcoming film.
n

sneha.mahadevan@htlive.com

Daniel Craig to resume
Bond 25 shooting soon

The release
of the film
was recently
pushed to
April 8,
2020

ctor Daniel Craig, who
was injured on the sets of
Bond 25, is reportedly
expected to resume shooting
on the film “within the week”.
The new James Bond film
hit another roadblock after
Craig fell while sprinting on
the film’s sets in Jamaica last
week and was flown to the US
for X-rays. The shooting was
suspended till further notice.
According to The Sun, the
actor will be able to resume
production while being careful
not to aggravate the injury.
Citing an unnamed source,
the publication stated that
Craig’s injury was not as bad
as initially feared. “Things
were deemed to be a disaster at
first. But the injury is not as
severe as believed... He will be
back on set within the week,”
the source told The Sun.
The new film in the Bond

A

THE NEW JAMES
BOND FILM HIT A
ROADBLOCK AFTER
DANIEL CRAIG FELL
WHILE SPRINTING ON
THE FILM’S SETS IN
JAMAICA LAST WEEK

franchise has had a
tumultuous journey. It was
previously set to be directed
by Danny Boyle with a
release date of November 8,
2019. After Boyle dropped
out of the project over
“creative differences”, along
with screenwriter John
Hodge, the film’s release
date was moved to February
14, 2020. Cary Joji Fukunaga
is now attached as director,
with Scott Z Burns hired to
pen a new script. Neal
Purvis and Robert Wade
have already drafted a
version of the script but it is
reported that the studio is
unhappy with the story.
Recently, Fleabag
creator-actor Phoebe
Waller-Bridge came on
board the movie to “polish”
the script of Bond 25.

PTI

ATTENTION

Sometimes I feel I am
in the wrong field. I
don’t love make-up. I
don’t love attention
when I step out....
They should feel ‘Arre,
yeh toh apna hai.’

Gera says he doesn’t make funny and
entertaining videos to be a social media
star, but “to make his followers and fans
feel as though he is one of their own”
Pooja Sharma
aurav Gera is one of the
first few actors to have
jumped on the social
media bandwagon,
making funny videos and
entertaining followers.
Playing dress up and making
people laugh with his antics is
what he has been doing for
years now and successfully so.
Gaurav says, “Chutki and
Shopkeeper were the first of
some 30 characters that I’ve
created and went viral, that
was in 2015.”
“Then, I started increasing
the number of characters
around Chutki and one thing
led to another.” The actor
remembers how these
characters, especially Chutki’s
just took off on social media.
“Chutki and Shopkeeper was
really crazy, as there were a lot
of articles written about them.
Maybe it was the beginning of

G

the internet and videos that
fascinated people to watch
these characters. For a man to
play a woman on a daily basis
and make videos, I think
people found it interesting,” he
adds.
Gaurav, who is known for
his role of Nandu in TV show
Jassi Jaisi Koi Nahin, says, he
enjoys making videos and
posting gags on social media
the most. “I love social media
because while the videos are
shot like a film or show, the
response is almost immediate.
I feel I am a creator, not just
acting but there are many
aspects to doing a video –
storytelling, dialogues, camera
work, etc. I do all this by
myself. It’s creatively more
satisfying,” says Gaurav,
whose inspiration is his
mother, who would often
mimic neighbours and
relatives. On asking if he
follows the current crop of

GAURAV GERA, ACTOR
social media stars,
he says, “I don’t
follow, but I see a
lot of people doing
good work.
Bhuvan (Bam)
has reached
commendable
heights,
because of his
faith in what he
does. Even
Prajakta Koli is
really good.”
Ask the actor why he
chooses to keep a low
profile, and he says,
“Sometimes I feel I am in
the wrong field. I don’t love
make-up. I don’t love attention
when I step out. When I make
videos, it’s not because I want
to be a star or attract people, I
want them to see me as one of
their own. They should feel
‘Arre, yeh toh apna hai.”
n

pooja.sharma@htlive.com

Lauv listened to some of my music: Jasleen
Sneha Mahadevan
4-year-old American
singer-songwriter Ari
Staprans Leff, better
known as Lauv, performed in
the city on Monday, May 13,
as part of his Asia tour. While
he met lots of people and
interacted with the media, he
also happened to catch up
with a few singers, one of
them being Jasleen Royal.
The singer was elated to meet
Lauv, who is one of her
favourite artistes.
Talking about it, Jasleen

2

says, “It’s so crazy that a
few days ago, I was listening
to one of his songs on repeat
and I happened to message
my management that I would
love to meet him someday.
And it’s so surreal that it
happened so fast. I have
always believed in putting the
things I want out in the
universe and it happens. I am
so happy that I got to spend
some time with him.”
Jasleen says that she finds
his music to be very honest,
yet layered and it has its own
pocket universe.

“We discussed our
individual processes of
making music and it was
interesting to find many
similarities.”
“He listened to some of my
music, and he really loved the
melody and the video of
Jahaan Tu Chala, which was
very exciting because we had
put in a lot of time and effort,
to get the animation and art
style right,” Jasleen adds.
On a parting note she says,
“We’re following each other
on Instagram to stay in
touch.”

Jasleen Royal with Lauv

SHOW BUZZ
CELEB DIARIES

PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/THEREALKARISMAKAPOOR

Good vibes only
Karisma Kapoor posted this cool picture of herself on
Instagram with the caption, “No bad days
#tuesdaythoughts”
Photo: therealkarismakapoor/ Instagram

LOOK BACK

PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/MADHURIDIXITNENE

Family first
Here’s a throwback picture of actor Madhuri Dixit with
her parents, which she shared on her Instagram account.
She captioned it, “It gives any daughter a sense of pride
when someone says you’re just like your mom and it’s so
true because I feel like I’m a reflection of my mom. I’m so
grateful to have been raised by a wonderful person like
my aai. Here’s to celebrating motherhood!
#HappyMothersDay”
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FANS EXCITED TO
SEE AYUSHMANN,
YAMI GAUTAM
CHEMISTRY

‘IwillbeafoolifIsay
notocomparisons
withmygrandmom’

Pooja Sharma
ctor Yami Gautam started
her career alongside
Ayushmann Khurrana
with the film Vicky Donor
(2012), Since then, she has
come a long way. Although a
small-budget project, it turned
to be one of the highest
grossers of 2012. After a gap of
seven years, the on-screen pair
is now all set to reunite in their
next project, Bala. The film
follows a quirky storyline
about a man with premature
balding.
Post the announcement of
their second project together,
Yami has been receiving a lot
of positive reactions from her
followers on social media.
“Their on-screen jodi is a hit
among the audience. Since
both the actors are coming
together again, her fans are
very excited. Yami has
received a barrage of messages
from her fans, who have loved
their chemistry on screen and
are looking forward to seeing
them again in Bala. The film
went on floors two days ago
and it was like
homecoming for both actors,
who shot their first scene
together,” says an insider.
The actors remained
unavailable for comment.

A

Shreya Mukherjee
iving up to a family name is
a task in itself and who
better to understand than
actor Pranutan Bahl, who is
the granddaughter of
yesteryear actor Nutan,
daughter of Mohnish Bahl and
the niece of Kajol. A famous
lineage leads to comparisons,
but Pranutan isn’t worried.
“I’m ready for
comparisons. I’ll be a
fool if I say no. This is
the fifth generation
of the family in
films and I knew
this was going to
happen,” says
Pranutan,
adding she

L
Actor
Nutan
(inset) and
Pranutan
PHOTO:
INSTAGRAM/
PRANUTAN

Yami Gautam and Ayushmann
Khurrana

plans to take it “as an
encouragement.”
“I want to be good in my
craft and up my game in a way
that nobody can say ‘woh
kahan they aur yeh kahan hai’.
I know I won’t let that
happen… At the end of it, if
people say ‘okay she is
trying’ and if they see
growth in me, it will make
me more than happy,” she
smiles.
Doesn’t this comparison
also lead to the pressure of
expectations? “But I don’t view
it as a pressure, I take it as a
responsibility. The moment
you start viewing it as
pressure, then things might go
out of hand. If you start
viewing it as an asset and
something that you need to
live up to, then you will be in a
happy space. That’s what I do
— I just want to keep working
hard and better my skills,”
says the 26-year-old.
Recently, it was reported
that Pranutan learned acting
from her late grandmother.
Mention it to the 26-year-old,
who recently debuted with
Salman Khan’s production
Notebook, says it “is the
biggest misquote ever”.
She adds, “What I meant is
that someone can understand
and gain knowledge by
following others… Acting is an
innate thing, it’s very
personal. How someone
approaches a scene is different
from how
another person would
do it.”
The actor shares she has
grown up watching films
of Nutan.
n
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Caught
on
Insta
Actor Diana Penty shared
this picture before
prepping for Cannes and
guess what it features?
Biryani! And, TBH we’re
lovin’ it!
PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/
DIANAPENTY

shreya.mukherjee@htlive.com

Her [Nutan’s]
expressions were
beautiful… My all
time favourite films
include Bandini,
Sujata, Saudagar and
Main Tulsi Tere
Aangan Ki.
PRANUTAN BAHL ACTOR

ADVERTORIAL

Muklawa live in concert today

CATCH YOUR FAVOURITE
STARS AMMI VIRK AND
SONAM BAJWA LIVE IN
CONCERT @ ELANTE
MALL, CHANDIGARH,
6.30 PM ONWARDS
About the movie:
Muklawa is a post marriage romance
starring Ammy Virk who is curious to
see his wife Sonam Bajwa's face. He
challenges the societal norms and traditions of the time, when it was forbidden for the groom to even enter the
bride’s village, let alone any scope of
seeing her face at all. He embarks on a
journey to discover love with his own

◗ The movie is directed by Simerjit Singh and produced by Gunbir
Singh Sidhu and Manmord Sidhu and presented by White Hill
Studios.

wedded wife, which brings out a beautiful nostalgic romantic love story with
right elements of comedy and family
drama. Muklawa represents an era
where life was simple but love was difficult whereas tradition and culture
were above all. White Hill Studios
brings MUKLAWA starring Ammy Virk ,
Sonam Bajwa , Gurpreet Ghuggi , BN
Sharma Karamjit Anmol , Sarabjit
Cheema, Drishti Grewal, Nirmal Rishi ,
Gurpreet Bhangu and others.

THE MOVIE IS RELEASING
ON 24TH MAY, 2019
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TAROT
POWER

(MAR 21 - APR 20)

MAY 19 - 25, 2019

Big Sean

TAURUS

(APR 21 - MAY 21)

MA PREM
RITAMBHARA
SPIRITUAL MESSAGE:
Life never fits with any
belief, and if you try to force
life into your beliefs you are
trying to do the impossible.
It has never happened; it
cannot happen in the nature
of things. Drop all beliefs
and start learning how to
experience, says Osho, the
Zen master.

Sabrina Carpenter

GEMINI

(MAY 22 - JUN 21)

Ma Prem Ritambhara has
been reading Tarot cards
professionally in Mumbai,
Pune, Zurich and New Delhi
for the last fifteen years and
continues to do so from her
studio at home in New
Delhi. Her clientele is from
all over the world from all
walks of life and she reads
cards, predicts, counsels and
heals professionals, business
people, men, women,
children, students and
couples. She conducts
individual, as well as group
readings. Contact her at
ritambhara7@gmail.com

Jonah Marais

CANCER

(JUN 22 - JUL 22)

Selena Gomez
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Professional projects are completed on target. A
triangular personal relationship can become
problematic if you allow one person to interfere with
the other. A business arrangement with two others
can be highly lucrative. Investment in land or business
is most gainful. You complete one cycle of your life
and move on to the next with changes, endings and
new beginnings. Beware of theft and controversy in
the work area. You organise people and manage
situations with subtle charm and firmness. Physical
well-being allows you to deal with busy work
schedules, extensive travel and social obligations.
Lucky Number: 9 Good Colour: Rose Pink

LEO

You actualise your potential by taking control and
creating something special and original. You relate in
a more caring and supportive manner with family,
staff, friends and loved ones which makes you
popular with them all. You connect again with people
you haven’t seen for a long time as life brings you full
circle to the same point. A trip to your old home,
country, family and friends is rejuvenating as
pleasant memories are revived and celebrated. It’s a
magical time for romantic relationships and feelings.
Health needs care and old habits or excesses need to
be kicked.
Lucky Number: 18 Colours: Creams and Whites

VIRGO

You are emotionally reflective, dreamy, poetic and
tranquil this week as personal relationships are loving
and satisfying. You can be laid back and a bit lazy
about starting new projects. You respond well to
positive influences! You are likely to be the central
figure in an important happening or family event.
Your mature attitude and evolved thinking assists
children and young people around you to find
direction and clarity. You can be deluded about certain
situations when viewing them through a curtain of
emotions; it’s best to look with the head, as well as,
the heart to get a true picture. Health needs care.
Lucky Number: 5 Good Colour: Turquoise

LIBRA

Business expansion and promotion leads you to wider
horizons. You need to persevere patiently in
professional matters and not be laid back in order to
achieve success. There can be delay in earthy matters
and opposition in matters of the heart which you are
able to deal with. Visitors and communications from
overseas are exciting. Old friends and new
connections come together as you celebrate and host
a party. Endings and new beginnings are on the cards
this week! Personal relationships become more
meaningful and real. Media exposure brings
opportunity and abundance.
Lucky Number: 21 Good Colour: Royal Blue

SCORPIO

Major voluntary and involuntary changes are on the
cards this week! You are able to let past relationships
go and accept new feelings with receptivity. Personal
relationships have a tender, loving and caring quality
that helps you pass through difficult changes. There is
an intensity to your creativity which manifests in
current projects. Professional opportunities can be
multifarious and diverse, adding to your career and
reputation. You spend quality time with your loved
ones. You have drive and dynamism that inspires
others to put out their best when working with you.
Meditate to touch higher levels of consciousness.
Lucky Number: 13 Good Colour: Deep Crimson

SAGITTARIUS

You manage and resolve professional projects and
complications this week. You are firm and aggressive
when dealing with uncertain and weak elements or
unclear people. Beware of a woman with destructive
logic who can be disruptive and interfering in the
work area. It’s best to adopt a creative and positive
attitude to achieve your goals on target. Use your
youthful energy and intelligence to get past any
blocks that come in your way. A busy schedule and
crazy hours can be depleting. Your social life is exciting
as you meet new people and celebrate an occasion.
Balance is the key!
Lucky Number: 18 Good Colour: Peacock Blue

CAPRICORN

You point towards the truth and cut away from
negative people and situations this week. You are also
single-pointed about achieving professional goals and
targets with your creative and intelligent mind. You
can be ruthless when pointing to truths. Listen to your
heart for insights into personal relationships and
romantic involvements. You invoke power and energy
to complete an important professional project. You are
a whirling force of activity as you storm through
blocks in close relationships and work situations. You
become stronger through trouble and evolve
spiritually. Creative or artistic pursuits are rewarding.
Lucky Number: 1 Good Colour: Emerald Green

AQUARIUS

Your investments and plans prove to be gainful this
week, be it buying property or starting a business
venture. Earthy matters, finances, transactions and
details can be resolved. Financial investments are
gainful. A wonderful idea begins to take shape and
you explore your management potential. It is a good
time to resolve property matters. A journey over land
is on the cards this week. You regain good health and
indulge in sporty activity. You are content in personal
and family relationships. You gain wealth and
maintain professional standing in a new venture. You
may invest in a car or luxury that becomes a necessity.
Lucky Number: 1 Good Colour: Forest Green

PISCES

(JUL 23 - AUG 23)

Dua Lipa

(AUG 24 - SEP 23)

Nick Jonas

(SEP 24 - OCT 23)

Bella Thorne

(OCT 24 - NOV 22)

Drake

WHEN SARCASM CUTS LIKE A
KNIFE
Being sarcastic
might be good,
but not always. If
you use sarcasm
as a disguise to
criticise your
partner, read
on...
Abhinav Verma
eing a sarcastic person
might make you
stand out from the
rest. But sometimes, it
can backfire at you when it
comes to your personal
relationships. Wondering
how? Many times, sarcastic
people forget to draw a line
when it comes to passing
comments and expressing
feelings. And that is something
which can take your
relationship down south in an
instant.
Experts Dr Anil Sethi and
Shivani Misri Sadhoo explain
how being overly sarcastic can
cause harm to your
relationship.

B

DISGUISED INSULTS
If you are one of those who
have issues with confronting,
then most probably sarcasm is
your way of letting out your
hidden issues. Many people
tend to use sarcasm as a tool to
subtly express themselves or
pass insults without even
realising it. Not to forget,
sarcasm often carries an
undercurrent of truth.
However, not saying things

directly to your partner when
you feel there’s something
wrong in your relationship
can be quite painful for your
partner to deal with.

NO CREDIBILITY
Consistent use of sarcasm
might lead to loss of trust. This
happens because your partner
will always keep wondering
about your real intentions. It’s
not easy to decipher what you
actually mean when you’re
sarcastic all the time.

LACK OF SELFCONFIDENCE
It’s only human to feel
humiliated and dejected when
one is constantly bombarded
with sarcastic jokes. This can
lead to your partner doubting
his or her self-worth, which is
detrimental to their
confidence.

MANIPULATION
If you often use sarcasm to
dominate and control your
partner, it can leave them
feeling low and insecure.
Trying to make someone feel
inferior by cracking hurtful
jokes is not something a loving
partner should do.

CUTS LIKE A KNIFE
‘Sticks and stones may break
my bones, but words will
never hurt me’. Yes, it’s true
but not always. Sometimes,
those mean and rude remarks
leave an everlasting mark.
And, it’s hard to move on from
that. Hence, one must
understand that being overly
sarcastic can damage a
relationship.
n

Excessive use of sarcasm can
leave people feeling low and
insecure

Understand Saturn to tackle failures

ometimes we keep failing
and feel that success has
eluded us forever. But
before reaching a conclusion,
one must try to see if Saturn
is playing the spoilsport.
There are a few indications
which point towards a
problematic Saturn: If an
ailment stays for very long or
has a repetitive occurrence;
the native has the nagging
fear of doing poorly; the west
direction remains
unmaintained for an extended
period or there is repetitive
maintenance in this direction;
there are frequent thefts; the
house help does not stick
around; there is some sort of
dishonour from the king or
government; there is constant
grief; the agricultural
produce is far less than the
competitors or neighbours;
one has a troubling old age;
professional satisfaction is
always hard to come; one has
allergies to oils and good
karma goes unnoticed.
Now, apart from the above
12 indications, other definite
observations are: Those
working in a capacity that is
far less than their capabilities
have afflicted Saturn. Those
who habitually leave their job
and remain jobless also have a
negative Saturn in their
horoscope. Those who do not

PHOTO: HTCS
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get a stable job also have the
same problem. Those who
switch from job to business
and are forced again by the
circumstances into a job have
a hard Saturn to deal with.
Those whose achievements
are far less than their peers
doing the same type of job
also have an afflicted Saturn
to deal with. Those whose
sexual desires wean off soon
in their life, the patients of
tuberculosis, those who wake
up at a particular time in
midnight every day, those who
do not stick to a ritual of
pleasing the almighty, those
who dream more than they
work, those who are
impressed and follow my
writeups but are still
reluctant to meet me even
though they have no definite
working plans for their
success. Now, when these
indications loom large on an

individual, it is definite that
he or she has a troublesome
‘Shani’ or Saturn.
However, do not jump to
cure it by adopting mindless
rituals. It is essential to
understand the state and
nature of the Saturn in the
horoscope, for e.g., it is
benefice, malefic, neutral,
cheater or a deceitful Saturn.
The type of ritual depends
upon this nature of Saturn.
The author of this article,
Dr Vinay Bajrangi, is a PhD
scholar in astrology. Connect
with him at www.
vinaybajrangi.com or call
9278665588 or 9278555588. To
get more insights, read his
blogs on www.vinaybajrangi.
com/blog.

Disclaimer: The veracity of
any claims made in the above
article is the sole responsibility
of the concerned entity.

abhinav.verma@htlive.com

SONAL KALRA’S COLUMN, A CALMER YOU, WILL BE BACK NEXT WEEK

(NOV 23 - DEC 23)

Taylor Swift

(DEC 24 - JAN 20)

Zayn Malik

You tend to waste energy in details causing neglect of
more important things at work this week. Restrictions
at work or limitations in personal relationships may
not be acceptable to you, express your feelings. Great
care in some things counter-balanced by equal
disorder in others can create some chaos in your life.
It’s best to get a clear perspective before making
decisions in important matters. Don’t allow others to
interfere in partnerships. It’s important to live
joyously in the moment without carrying guilt or any
burden from the past. Concentrate on plans and
projects to gain confidence and ground.
Lucky Number: 8 Good Colour: Lavender

You step into the week with inner strength, good
health, and professional success. You are victorious –
after some fears – but not likely to look back. Personal
relationships and partnerships cannot be more
supportive at this point and you need to treat them
with consideration. Trust your intuition. Your ability to
communicate well offers excellent opportunities. You
participate in activities related with music, theatre,
film, academics and sport. Be relaxed in busy
situations and in the company of pushy, ambitious
people or you can get sucked into anxiety and stress. A
gift or surprise awaits you at the end of the week.
Lucky Number: 9 Good Colour: Cherry Red

Good planning and management lead to progressive
and productive ventures. There is harmony in personal
relationships but alternation of gain and loss in
business. You display weakness and strength in
professional situations. Your moods vary from
melancholy to elation as situations and attitudes
change rapidly. You are well organised and ambitious
but can strain yourself beyond physical endurance, be
aware. Pleasant interludes and happy changes are on
the cards at the end of the week. Meditate on the
constant changes happening around you and centre
within to become a witness to it all.
Lucky Number: 2 Good Colour: Cherry Red

(JAN 21 - FEB 19)

Harry Styles

There is a harmony of natural forces which brings
success and completion at work with ease and not too
much effort. There is no tension and strain as you are
relaxed and happy in personal relationships. There is a
beginning of steady increase in income and wealth
but you have to endure with intensity and focus for
more time before things move with their own
momentum. Beware of a thankless and presumptuous
person who expects too much from you without
contributing himself in any way. Get ready to resolve
issues and make clear schedules next week. Spiritual
pursuit and meditative spaces are elevating.
Lucky Number: 6 Good Colour: Rusty Red

(FEB 20 - MAR 20)

Rihanna

DAILY HOROSCOPE
Dr Prem Kr. Sharma, Astrologer & vaastu expert

Can be contacted at: Delhi: 011-47033152, 40532026 (Sat to Mon): Panchkula: 91-172-2562832,
2572874 (Tues to Thurs); Mumbai: 09223376963 (Last week of every month)

ARIES

LEO

SAGITTARIUS

Opting for regular workouts
will help you maintain your
health. Previous investments
are
e likely to give good
rreturns. Someone
may target you on
the social front
today; but it will not
harm you. Travel
ffront remains not very
satisfactory as trouble is
sat
indicated on your cards.
Those in property business
might benefit today.
Lucky Number: 5
Lucky Colour: Light Green

Good health ensures good
time with closed ones.
Monetary loss may affect
som
me. Taking initiative
on the work front will
o
make things easy for
you. It is best to free
yourself of narrowmindedness and
lo
ook at the broader
picture when it comes to
pict
family. Not a good day for
plunging into property
matters too.
Lucky Number: 3
Lucky Colour: Coffee

Control your diet and
lifestyle to maintain your
health. Financial stability is
assured.You may not
get the credit for
g
doing something
that took you lot of
time and effort at
work. Driving
yourself is not
y
suggested for today. A
sug
property you are interested
in might get into your lap
today.
Lucky Number: 8
Lucky Colour: Purple

TAURUS

VIRGO

CAPRICORN

Avoid street food as it can
disturb your digestive
system. Someone may try to
use you to serve his or
her end on the social
front; don’t succumb
to it. Improvement
on financial front
will give you
confidence. Show yourr
gratitude to someone
going out of way to help
you. Travelling might
become difficult today.
Lucky Number: 2
Lucky Colour: White

You will reap the health
benefits by making it a
practice to stay fit. Exercise
judiciousness in
spending money.
Additional pressure
might overburden
you at work; try to
relax. A trip with
colleagues will delightt
you. Securing a home
loan will not be difficult as
you contemplate to buy
your own house.
Lucky Number: 1
Lucky Colour: White

Don’t ignore minor health
issues today, you might
have trouble in future. A
cash crunch seems
imminent, but only
temporarily. Remain
sharp in dealing
with someone at
work, who is keen on
putting you down.
Travelling to a nearby
city will be fulfilling. A
renovation of your house is
indicated on your cards.
Lucky Number: 7
Lucky Colour: Maroon

GEMINI

LIBRA

AQUARIUS

Take adequate care of health
to remain in shape. Someone
may pester you for a
mo
onetary favour, better
rremain noncommittal. Time
is ripe for
implementing
something that you
have been working on
for llong on the
professional front. Gain in
property business is
imminent.
Lucky Number: 15
Lucky Colour: Parrot Green

Health remains satisfactory.
Financial gains are about to
reach you soon. You may get
a cchance to venture into
unknown territory on
u
the professional
front and give good
account of
yourself.You are likely
to
o meet someone
influential today and get
influ
a family problem resolved.
This is not a good day to
invest in property.
Lucky Number: 17
Lucky Colour: Violet

Health issues might keep
you under pressure. Some
work is needed to be done
on the financial front to
rremain stable. You
may get the credit
for doing something
that has never been
done before. Car
breakdown might give
b
you some travel hassle
today. A good day to
contemplate buying a
property.
Lucky Number: 22
Lucky Colour: Blue

CANCER

SCORPIO

PISCES

Controlling indulgences help
you remain fit. The days of
exercising control over
spending is gone as yo
ou
gain huge profit in a
business. Don’t be
envious of someone
doing better than
you at work. You are
likely to miss a train orr
a bus today; so be alert.
t
Those into property and
construction business will
experience a good day.
Lucky Number: 9
Lucky Colour: Purple

Health is fine. Minor issues
might concern you but there
is nothing to worry about.
m
Money coming in from
previous investments
will keep you
financially healthy.
Giving unsought
advice can get you
into trouble today at
work. Family front
remains good today. A
property by inheritance is
possible for some of you.
Lucky Number: 4
Lucky Colour: Dark Grey

You remain hale and hearty
to enjoy your day to the
fullest. Accrue in financial
gains will take time.
Professionally, you
will make things
easier for yourself.
Not being judicious
in your spending
might leave you
with very less money. A
loan is not likely to pass to
buy the property you
finalised.
Lucky Number: 11
Lucky Colour: White
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■

NATURAL BEAUTY
The beauty of the Vilas properties
of the Oberoi group is that they
seem to grow organically from the
environment around them

■

OH DEER!
Herds of deer are a regular
sight in Ranthambore

The Royalty Of Wild Rajasthan

WHILE I love the Rajasthan of valour, chivalry and legend (and of course, tiger sightings), I’d take the

wild beauty over the grand palaces any day

RUDE TRAVEL

Vir Sanghvi

Y

outh, they say, is wasted on
the young. I am beginning to
wonder if Rajasthan was
wasted on me. I went to
school there for seven years and then,
liked it so much that I even went back
to teach at the same school.
As my school was ostentatiously
Rajasthani and had originally been set
up for the children of maharajas, I
thought I had got a full dose of
Rajasthani culture and believed that I
knew the state well.
I have never stopped going to
Rajasthan ever since but it is only now
that I recognise what an amazing place
it really is. I loved the Rajasthan of the
Rajputs I went to school with; the
Rajasthan of valour, chivalry, legend
and Cycle Polo (don’t ask). But there is
another Rajasthan.
My rediscovery of Rajasthan began
a decade ago. In 1980, as part of Project
Tiger, an ambitious programme to protect and nurture our tiger population,
pioneered by Indira Gandhi, the government set up the Ranthambore National
Park near Sawai Madhopur. The area
had previously been the hunting ground
for the Jaipur Royal Family.
Ranthambore has a huge historical
importance. And when I finally went
there in the mid-1990s, I was struck by
its natural beauty. The park spreads
over 300 square kilometres and almost
from the moment you drive in, you see
herds of chitals, sambhar, nilgais,
chinkaras and many kinds of deer.

Langurs and peacocks are the most
common sights and if you are lucky, you
can see hyenas, jackals, foxes and jungle
cats. If you are really, really lucky, you
might see a sloth bear. And though leopard sightings are rare, you can sometimes see one. (Leopards are shy animals, notoriously difficult to spot, even
at Ranthambore which is full of them.)
But of course the reason everyone
goes to Ranthambore is to see the
tiger. When I went in the ’90s, I spent
several days on safari trips into the
park hoping to spot a tiger. But somehow, to everyone’s astonishment, I did
not see a single tiger.
I was bitterly disappointed, of
course, but still quite thrilled. In all
those years in Rajasthan I had never
seen the wild side of the state and it
was both exciting and different to see a
wild boar in the distance or to watch
the deer scatter when they heard the
distress call of the peacock.
In the 1990s, there were not that
many great hotels in Rajasthan (and
certainly not in Ranthambore). The
state was famous for the palace hotels,
many of which (the Lake Palace, Umaid
Bhawan and the Rambagh Palace, for
example) were truly spectacular as palaces though not all of them
worked that well as hotels.
Then, in the early part
of the 21st Century, the
Oberoi group began
opening the Vilas
properties,
which would

■

TRULY
GROUNDED
The lapwing
makes its nest on
the ground and
not on the trees

come to be ranked among the
safari to the park and saw lots of interworld’s best hotels.
esting animals but no tigers. I explained
A lot has been said about the Vilas to the hotel’s then general manager
hotels in the media – especially the for- Tapan Piplani that he shouldn’t take it
eign media which can’t get enough of
personally. I had bad luck with tigers.
the Vilases – but most of the raves have
But he was utterly distraught and
focused on the beauty of the architec- on the final morning, just before I left
ture, the extraordinary quality of the for the airport, took me on a safari himd levels
self My luck suddenly changed.
self.
service, the unparalleled
of luxury, etc.
We saw three tigers. One of
This is all true but, as
a
th
hem walked calmly besides
our jeep and another – the
far as I am concerned,
legendary Machhli, the
the beauty of the Vilas
Queen of Ranthambore
properties is that they
– actually chased and
seem to grow organikilled a small deer in
cally from the environfront of us; a sort of
ment around them.
NatGeo moment.
Most palaces, almost by
Ever since then, wild
definition, seek to overrwhelm their surroundin
ngs.
Rajasthan has eclipsed
Umaid Bhavan is a jazz age ■
Royal Rajasthan in my
MASTER CHEF
palace, built in the era of
mind. Three years ago, at
Jaydeep Patil is one
The Great Gatsby. The
Umaid
Bhavan
in
of the Oberoi group’s
Rambagh Palace is a rich
Jodhpur (run by the Taj),
best chefs
Rajput’s idea of an English
I knew my attitude was
country home. (The Lake
changing when I began to
Palace is the notable exception.)
remember relatively silly things – camel
The Vilases, on the other hand, races in a village near Jodhpur or the
don’t seek to stun. They tend to soothe. herd of deer we suddenly came across
They are built to blend into the environ- on the road outside town one evening –
ment, using artisanal materials and tak- rather than the grandeur of one of the
world’s great palaces.
ing care to respect wild Rajasthan.
I went back to Ranthambore last
When I went to Udaipur’s Udai
Vilas last year, for instance, it was the fortnight. The trip did not begin well.
hundreds of species of birds that The Air India computer system crashed
flew in the air that really grabbed so they cancelled my fight to Jaipur
my attention. I went back to and I missed my ride to Vanya Vilas.
Jaipur’s Raj Vilas earlier this year But there were compensations. I drove
and all I noticed were the peacocks. to Jaipur, spent a magical night at Raj
They were everywhere. They would Vilas, where the peacocks were waitmake themselves at home in the ing, and drove to Vanya Vilas (around
courtyard outside my room. They three and half hours on a good road)
would dance in the garden. Their calls the next morning.
Within 10 minutes of arriving at the
would wake me in the morning.
I went back to Ranthambore nine hotel, I was in a safari vehicle driving
years ago to stay at the then recently- through the park. The heat was at its
opened Vanya Vilas, a small property height (around 40 degrees) but somehow
spread over 20 acres, adjoining the I didn’t mind.
sanctuary, with just 25 luxury tents.
I had never seen Ranthambore like
Of course, the hotel was wonderful this: we went when there were few other
but what I liked about it was that it vehicles so we were alone for most of the
never deviated from its true purpose: time and the landscape was dry and
if you had no interest in Ranthambore arid, with leafless trees.
Oddly enough, this is the best
or in wild life, then Vanya Vilas was
time to see animals because they tend
not for you.
Even then, I went for safari after to seek shelter near watering holes

Photos: SHUTTERSTOCK
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■

■

NATIONAL PRIDE
Peacocks are a
common sight in the
historical park

and are easy to spot.
Within minutes of entering, I saw
my first tigers: a tigress (Arrowhead)
and two cubs, sleeping in the shade. I
knew somehow that this was going to be
a sighting-packed safari.
And indeed it was. We found
another tiger shortly afterwards, paddling about in a pool. It seemed as
delighted to see us as we were to see it.
It peered curiously while I aimed my
iPhone. Later another tiger walked by.
Then we saw something even rarer: a
sloth bear with its baby on its back.
While we were staring at the bear, so
was yet another tiger. We noticed it
watching silently and wondered if it
would stalk the bear. But no, it had
other plans and wandered off.
In all, I think I saw six tigers on that
first safari plus the bears, wild boar,
deer, monkeys, etc. Last time Machhli
had given us a NatGeo moment; now we
had an entire documentary.
I loved the tiger sightings. But I also

Taking India To Egypt

■

INTO THE WILD
The legendary Machhli, the
Queen of Ranthambore
(inset) a tiger spotted
recently at a safari

IN LUCK
If you are really, really lucky,
you might see a sloth bear

loved the little things that most people
don’t notice. There are 300 species of
birds at Ranthambore and most of them
fly across to Vanya Vilas.
Apart from the glamorous ones,
there are the little ones that always
fascinate me. What does one make of
the lapwing, a bird that make its nest
on the ground and not on the trees?
They say that when a lapwing makes a
nest with high walls, this means that
the monsoon will be heavy. How does
the lapwing know?
It just does.
After the safaris and the exceptional cuisine (chef Saurabh Tyagi is a
man to watch), I drove back to Raj Vilas
to more luxury and more great food
(the kitchens are run by Jaydeep Patil,
one of the Oberoi group’s best chefs).
And the peacocks were still dancing
around in the garden.
So yes, I love Rajasthan. But on balance, I’ll take the lapwing over the tiger;
the wild beauty over the grand palaces.

■

SITTING TALL
The Mahindra Scorpio’s tall
seating position gives a
commanding view of the road

FOR THE first time ever, an Indian made car was shot with the Sphinx and the

pyramids of Giza as a backdrop; the hefty $2,000 fee was entirely worth it

SUNDAY DRIVE

Hormazd Sorabjee

T

he car in front of me has a
boy sticking his head out
of the sunroof, breathing
exhaust fumes and completely
oblivious to the gnarl of trafﬁc around
him. There’s honking from aggressive
drivers trying to muscle past my
Mahindra Scorpio whilst helmetless
bikers with two or more pillions (also
without helmets) weave in and out of
small gaps that momentarily open up in
the bumper-to-bumper crawl. A scene
out of a crowded Indian city? Not quite.
I’m in Alexandria, Egypt’s second largest city, on the
Mediterranean coast. It’s the start
point of a drive across the land of
Pharaohs. Our chariot for this road
trip is a pair of Mahindra Scorpios
and a Getaway pick-up that have just
been driven from Cape Town to Cairo
by a group of young artists from
around the world. Our adventure is a

lot gentler than their 240-day traipse
across the entire length of the
African continent but, judging from
my first day behind the wheel of the
Scorpio, it’s no less exciting.
Alexandria reminds me a bit of
Mumbai with the chaotic traffic, some
shabby buildings, even shabbier taxis
(mostly Ladas) and the sea on one
side. But, Alexandria’s ‘Marine Drive’
or corniche is around 20km long with
the historical 15th century Citadel of
Qaitbay (built on the ruins of the
lighthouse that was once a wonder of
the world) at one end and the last
king’s fabulous impressive Montazah
Palace, at the other. The waterfront
promenade in between offers some
great views of the spectacularly blue
Mediterranean Sea and I can now
understand where the term
‘Mediterranean blue’ comes from.

India) racing each other five-abreast
like the chariots in Ben-Hur. Mad!
Driving a right-hand-drive car on
the right side of the road does initially require a degree of concentration
especially whilst overtaking but once
you’re used to it, highway cruising is
quite effortless thanks to the
Scorpio’s strong pulling power.
The road from Port Said to Cairo
runs alongside the Suez Canal and the
sight of massive container ships towering above the high walls that guard
this sliver of water, which is Egypt’s
biggest money spinner, is quite
humbling. It takes an entire
day for a ship to thread
through the 193km canal
whilst in our Scorpios, we
hit the outskirts of Cairo
in around three hours
from Port Said.

DESI VIBES

NOT-SO-SMALL WONDERS

Apart from this handful of touristy
sights there’s not much to see in
Alexandria, so the next day we jump
into our Scorpios and head east to Port
Said. We get our first taste of Egyptian
highways, which again feels similar to
India. The roads are wide and flat but a
bit uneven, which exposes the wallowy
and bumpy ride of the Scorpio. The
good thing is that the Scorpio’s tall
seating position gives me a commanding view of the road, which is useful
whilst keeping an eye on aggressive
drivers darting between lanes. I’ll
never forget the sight of a bunch of
Bajaj autorickshaws (all imported from

Cairo traffic is crazy, chaotic and we reach our hotel
in the centre of town,
opposite Tahrir Square,
pretty knackered.
The next day is a big
tick on my bucket list with a
visit to the Pyramids of Giza,
■

EGYPTIAN EXTRAVAGANZA
(From top) The noseless
sphinx; Citadel of Qaitbay
towering the Mediterranean
Sea; Colourfully-decked
cruise boats on the river Nile,
which is the lifeline of Egypt

which amazingly is just a
45-minute drive from the
centre of the capital. At
first, the pyramids don’t
look that impressive but
when you get up-close to
them you can understand
why they are a wonder of
the world. The inch-perfect symmetry with
which over two million
blocks of limestone weighing on average 2.3 tons each

have been precisely arranged to form a
perfectly proportioned pyramid 4,500
years ago defies belief. In fact, there are
enough theories suggesting aliens had
a hand in building them.
For our Scorpios there was no better photo op than the pyramids and
that’s something the authorities knew
only too well. We were charged a hefty
US$2,000 for a two-hour shoot around
the Giza complex, which also has the
iconic Sphinx. Well worth it when you
consider that this was the first time

ever that an Indian made car was shot
against possibly the most famous wonder of the world as a backdrop, thus
making a bit of history in the process.
South of Cairo there’s much more
to see in a country with such a rich
history but as they say, you have to
leave something for next time or
you’ll never come back.
Hormazd Sorabjee is one of the most senior and much
loved auto journalists in India, and is editor of Autocar India
Sunday Drive appears every fortnight
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6 Sexy Skirts To Sail Through Summer
HOW TO sport this staple with minimum fuss, maximum style. Text by Lubna Salim. Photos by

Shivamm Paathak. Styling by Avneet Chadha

R

emember Priyanka Chopra pants earlier on was about who
Jonas’
chic
Vivienne controlled things at work and at
Westwood skirt suit for the home, which is changing. Women
royal wedding? Or even Alicia are no longer feeling the need to
Florrick’s classic pencil skirts wear pants to imply they are in
in the law drama The Good Wife? charge. The return of the skirt is
Skirts never seem to go out of also indicative of the change of
style, right from the ﬁrst time a mindset that wearing a skirt means
denim mini skirt came around in being meek. You can wear a skirt,
the early 2000s to just this April embrace your femininity and still
when Gwen Stefani stepped out in be the boss!” says celebrity stylist
it like it’s always been the relevant Rishi Raj.
And now that men have started
fashion choice.
The best part about how skirts to wear skirts, the interest has
exist in fashion is that in the revived and they’ve become cooler
ancient times, skirts or garments and mainstream! “Rohit Bal had
that looked like skirts were worn ﬁrst put out the idea of men in
by both women and men. But over skirts on the runway, then Ranveer
the years, it essentially became a Singh made a statement with it and
girl’s garment. The Victorian era now Will Smith’s son Jaden Smith
saw elaborate full-length dresses, is seen wearing a lot of skirts,”
but skirts and blouses became a adds Rishi.
Here are six skirts that can up
trend in the Edwardian times.
Over decades, the silhouettes, your style quotient in a jiffy and
hemlines and structures of the here’s how you can wear them and
sizzle in the
skirt have changed in keeping
with the shift in cultural as well
summer!
as economical changes (remember
how the hemlines were longer
during the great depression?).
Trends such as the miniskirt that
+
was invented way back in 1960 or
even bohemian peasant skirts
that made their ﬁrst appearance
in 1970s still ﬁnd relevance in
today’s wardrobe choices.
ROCKING THE GHAGRA
So, why are women
ﬂaunting
them
so
generously now. “Fashion ■ (Left) Jaden Smith and Priyanka Chopra sport skirts;
and
feminism
are (Right) Designer Rohit Bal wears a ghagra on the cover of
connected.
Wearing HT Brunch dated September 10, 2017

THE HIGH-LOW
SKIRT

This is an asymmetrical skirt
that’s short in front and longer
at the back
4 ways to add subtle drama to
your femininity in this number
with varying lengths
By Krishna Mehta, fashion
designer
1. A sensual high-low skirt with a leather
or denim jacket, or a simple shirt looks
stylish.
2. For an edgy yet sophisticated summer
street style look, pair it with a tank top
or a crop top.
3. Wear this skirt with a pair of anklelength boots to look both feminine and
fashionable. If you have a belt that goes
with the rest of your ensemble, add it!
4. Don’t keep things too minimal. You’re
allowed to go over-the-top with such
a fashionable skirt. These skirts are
extremely adaptable as far as footwear is
concerned, so feel free to wear whatever
you love to wear.

S
EL FOCU
TRAV

TOP VOLU
ISM
FOR
TOUR 24
PAGE

FASHION DESIGNER ROHIT BAL GETS ON THE COUCH FOR
HIS MOST FLAMBOYANT INTERVIEW EVER!

Location courtesy:
Time Machine, Noida

Make-up and hair:
Artistry by Anjali Jain

On Aastha
(sitting): Skirt and
top, Zara;
sneakers, Adidas

Models: Aasttha Ssidana
and Prency (Ninjas
Model Management)

On Prency: Skirt,
top and sandals,
H&M

Art direction: Amit Malik

BY SHEFALEE VASUDEV

#GhagraRock

THE
PAPERBAG
SKIRT

High-waist skirts
with a scrunched
waist just like a
paper bag
How to make this
slouchy-chic
style work for you…
By Rishi Raj,
celebrity stylist

A basic school staple, this is a
skirt detailed with folds
and creases
Appear effortlessly chic in this
one skirt all year around
By Krishna Mehta, fashion designer
1. Pair pleated skirts with camisoles,
tank tops and bodysuits. These look
great even with chunky, oversized
sweaters if worn with high-waist
pleated skirts.
2. A box-shape body type is actually
the best for pleated skirts and a
pear body type looks great in a soft,
pleated skirt that rests on your
natural waist. Adding layers to your
upper half with accessories would
help you balance out wide hips.
3. Remember: a higher waistline
looks best for hourglass ﬁgures. So,
combine it with loose tops to create
a nice contrast to your outfit.

THE TULLE
SKIRT

WEEKLY MAGAZINE, SEPTEMBER 10, 2017
Free with your copy of Sunday Hindustan Times

IDAY
HOL HEART
A
ONS
INATI
WITH
DEST NTEER

THE PLEATED
SKIRT

Top, Suhani
Khera; skirt,
Zara; footwear:
Aldo; Bag,
Da Milano

1. Paperbag waists are
unforgiving. They are not for
everybody. So, you have to be
compact, petite and ﬂat to be
able to carry off something like
this. You can’t be boxy or curvy
and wear a paper bag skirt.
2. Given that paper bag waists
are higher and have texture
and volume on the top, it’s not
recommended to wear things
that add bulk to that area like
loose long tops.
3. Try to keep the tops and
blouses short, in proportion
and show off that rufﬂed little
waist in a paperbag skirt.

Crafted in lacy, net-like
fabrics and
often layered
The dos and
don’ts of wearing
this skirt
By Jenjum Gadi,
fashion designer
1. For a rock chic look, pair this
skirt with a studded leather
jacket and when you plan to wear
this for clubbing, team it with a
sexy top or with something with
metallic embroidery. Whereas
for a more summery look, pick a
printed top.
2. Petite or slender-ﬁgured women
will be able carry it off better.
As it has many pleats and layers,
women with heavier bottoms
should avoid it.
3. Avoid wearing too many
accessories with this skirt and
try to keep the upper part neat,
clean and simple.

Skirt Koovs; top,
Forever 21;
sneakers, Adidas

PERSONAL AGENDA

Actress

Konkona Sen Sharma
DATE OF BIRTH
December 3

SUNSIGN

SCHOOL/COLLEGE

Calcutta International School/
St. Stephen’s College, Delhi

My debut as a child artist in Indira (1983)

HIGH POINT OF YOUR LIFE

THE TIE-AND-DYE
SKIRT

If not an actress, what would
you would have been?
I’d have been an extremely
efficient secretary!

A fusion number where the
skirt comes with desi tie and
dye print
How to carry
this quirky
short skirt
in style
By Amy
Billimoria,
fashion designer
1. This acid-wash tie and dye short
denim skirt is best worn with

THE SEQUINED
SKIRT

Gathered into frills, this skirt
is jazzed up with sequins and
is perfect for a party!

something white, like a white tee or
a shirt, because if you are wearing
something with so much of detailing,
it had better stand out.
2. Deﬁnitely wear gladiator shoes
with this because these kind of
short skirts look really funky and
cool in the summer and keep the
accessorising minimalistic.
3. A shapely body, a size 34 probably,
is ideal to carry this look. If you are
on the heavier body side these skirts
are a complete no-no.
4. These look best when highwaisted, so do not wear it lower.
5. Accessorise with good belts and
shoes and keep the top simple and go
for a solid colour.

Top, Forever 21;
skirt, Suhani Khera;
sandals, Aldo

1. In keeping with the ’60s Latino look of
this skirt, a sleeveless, deep V-neck top
that shows a bit of décolletage could be
quite alluring. Also, a short boat-cut top
showing off toned shoulders will work
well. For a more formal evening, a basic
body-con tucked into the skirt and worn
under an embellished bolero cape, the
kind worn by Indian royalty over saris in
the early 20th century, can transform the
outﬁt immensely.
2. This skirt works for women with a
narrow waist, especially because the

One myth about Bollywood
that you wish to bust...?
Hard work pays off.
Who is your all-time
favourite director?
François Truffaut.
And a ﬁctional character you
identify with...?
Several, across time and space,
and gender! But Agastya from
English, August (1994) was one of
the earliest.
A song you can’t get out of
your head...?
Lakhon Hain Yahan Dilwale from
the film Kismat (1968).

What’s the one thing you can
do better than your mother?
Say no.
One relationship advice your
mother gave you...?
Keep your expectations low.

rufﬂes add volume to the skirt. And,
being tall would be a bonus!
3. A sequined skirt can be made to look
ultra-smart, hip and edgy if paired with
all accessories in a single shade, creating
a monotone look. Think shoes, a belt, bag
and a jacket.

LOW POINT OF YOUR LIFE

Losing my dad

Are you a romantic or a
realist?
A realist.
One thing that no one knows
about you....?
I peel and chop garlic very well.
And one thing you still
remember about Delhi?
Early winter mornings!
Who is the last person you dial
before you sleep?
There is a trusted circle :)
What’s your strategy in a
crisis?
To switch off.
How do you de-stress?
By cleaning.
Interviewed by Veenu Singh

What’s the craziest thing a fan
has ever done for you?
Years ago, somebody turned up at
my house in Kolkata asking to
marry me!
What’s the cutest thing your
son Haroon has done for you?
He stuck stars on my shower curtains to make me feel better.

Tips to make the most of the
sequinned skirt
By Madhu Jain, fashion designer

Kolkata

FIRST BREAK

Getting to direct my film A Death in the Gunj (2016)

Top and skirt, Koovs;
shoes, Adidas

PLACE OF BIRTH

Sagittarius

ON MY PHONE
MOST USED APP: WhatsApp/Instagram
PASSWORD PROTECTED APP: None
A YOUTUBE VIDEO YOU’VE WATCHED AND
REWATCHED: Everybody dances to techno by Dot
NOTIFICATIONS: None as most of my
notifications are off!
FAVOURITE INSTA FILTER: B&W film

Love for you is…?
Friendship first.
If you woke up as a man one
day, you would…?
Grow a moustache!

Photo: OMKAR CHITNIS
Sari, Anavila
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Actor Antonio
Banderas and
his partner
Nicole Kimpel
PHOTO: ERIC
GAILLARD/REUTERS

Singer Elton John
arrives for the
screening of his
biopic Rocketman
PHOTO: STEPHANE MAHE/
REUTERS

THE WAIT FOR
A SUITABLE
BOLLYWOOD
he day started with a film
that stayed with me like a
bad dream – Bacurau
directed by Brazilian film
critic turned director Kleber
Mendonca Filho who co-directs
here with his producer and
production designer Juliano
Dornelles.
Bacurau is the name of a
fictional village in the Brazilian
outback. The time is a few
years from now. The directors
build up a slow and steady
sense of a world unhinged and
mid-way the film goes from a
grounded, naturalistic style to
an ultra-violent genre.
Bacurau wobbles but then
steadies itself moving with
force towards a disturbing
conclusion. The violence is
horrific but this tough film is
worth watching.
I also did an interview with

T

Model Bella Hadid arrives
for the premiere of
Rocketman
PHOTO: ARTHUR MOLA/INVISION/AP

Mira Nair who is in Cannes as a
mentor for the 11th edition of
La Fabrique Cinema. This is a
programme set up by the
cinema department of the
Institut Francais to encourage
rising talent from emerging
countries who are developing
their first or second feature
film.
Mira was the first Indian to
win the Camera d’Or for best
first film for Salaam Bombay at
Cannes in 1988. When I asked
her why India has had such a
spotty track record at Cannes,
she said it’s not necessarily
because Indian filmmakers are
doing anything wrong but
because the tastes and agendas
of the selection committee and
that of Indian cinema don’t
necessarily align. She said after
Salaam Bombay, some of her
own films like Monsoon

Filmmaker Pedro
Almodovar and
actor Penelope
Cruz PHOTO: ERIC
GAILLARD/REUTERS

Bacurau directors Juliano Dornelles and Kleber Mendonca Filho with
cast members Udo Kier, Sonia Braga and Jonny Mars
PHOTO: REGIS DUVIGNAU/REUTERS

Wedding (2001) and The
Namesake (2006) were rejected
by Cannes. Monsoon Wedding
ended up winning the Golden
Lion at the Venice Film
Festival so that story ended
well.
Mira starts shooting her
ambitious passion project – an
adaptation of Vikram Seth’s
sprawling novel A Suitable
Boy, for the BBC – in June. The
cast (what Mira is willing to
reveal right now) includes
Tabu, Randeep Hooda and an

A-list female actor who is likely
to be confirmed soon. I can’t
wait to see it.
A-list female Indian actors
descended on the Croisette
today – Priyanka Chopra,
Deepika Padukone and
Kangana Ranaut. They swept
up the famed red carpet looking
ethereal – when it comes to
oversized glamour, Bollywood
always delivers!
Now if we could only get
some of our films to make the
same impact!

Rocketman cast members Bryce Dallas Howard, Taron Egerton and
PHOTO: STEPHANE MAHE/REUTERS
Richard Madden
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JALANDHAR
Dippy’s
style
train
high
on
lime...

Sunita and Anil
Kapoor have
three children —
actor Sonam K
Ahuja, producer
Rhea Kapoor and
actor Harsh
Varrdhan
Kapoor PHOTOS:
YOGEN SHAH;
INSTAGRAM/
KAPOOR.SUNITA

‘OHGOD!
WHAT
BEAUTIFULVOICE.
KYAENGLISHBOLTI
HAI,YAAR...’

t the ongoing Cannes Film
Festival, actor Deepika
Padukone stepped out in a
lime-green Giambattista Valli
Spring 2018 Haute Couture
gown, on Friday. The gigantic
tulle, tiered gown with a highlow hemline and an
extravagant train impressed
the style police. A satin
headband with a 3D flower lent
it a vintage touch. However, the
online ‘meme factory’ churned
out some hilarious posts.

A

Deepika on her way to attend
the screening of Pain and
Glory, at the 72nd Cannes
Film Festival, France

Deepika Padukone had posted this
picture (above) on Instagram, hinting
at what was in her Cannes’ closet

PHOTO: ERIC GAILLARD/REUTERS

PHOTO: INSTAGRAM /DEEPIKAPADUKONE

Rishabh Suri
ctor Anil Kapoor (62)
refuses to age. And so
does his love for wife,
Sunita. The two married
in 1984, in Mumbai, on this
day. That was also the year
when he got unprecedentedly
appreciated the first time,
owing to the film Mashaal.
When the actor climbing up
the starry ladder decided to
marry his love of 10 years, he
was told it was a suicidal
move. But he is glad he made
the choice! On his 35th
marriage anniversary, he
recalls his love story that
started in 1974. Excerpts:

A

Tell us all about your love story...
I fell in love with her voice
first. I thought ‘oh God! What
beautiful voice. Yaar, kya

English bolti hai...
Pronunciation is so nice’. I
met her for the first time at
Raj Kapoor’s house. She was
so attractive, and if I may
say, sexy… She wore these
gogo glasses — big, round and
rimmed. We started chatting
up on the phone, and our
friendship grew. First, it was
platonic, then it developed
into love. I started missing her
when she wasn’t around... I
felt a vacuum. I’d travel by
buses just to meet her.

At what point did you decide
to take the plunge?
When I felt that I’d be able to
financially support her. She
had made it clear ‘I won’t go
into the kitchen, I am not
going to cook’. I never
expected her to cook. But I
thought I needed to have a lot

Sunita and Anil Kapoor married
on May 19, 1984
of servants, and a good chef in
the house. I am a Punjabi, I am
fond of food. Another point
was when I felt I could buy a
house. When I was a kid, my
family stayed in rented
houses, we could never afford
to buy one. I needed a chef,
before I could propose to her.

Actors were dissuaded from
getting married for the sake of

their career. What about you?
I was dissuaded, [people
said] it was hara-kiri
(suicide) to get married. I
was at a crossroads —
career or love. Everyone
said ‘you are doing well,
and your career has just
started. You are climbing the
ladder of success, and now
that you are getting married,
you are going to come down’. I
had to make a choice — fall
down or marry. I was ready to
‘come down’ but not sacrifice
my love… I said, ‘she’s more
important to me’. It’s a fact, I
am not faking it.
Did Sunita decide to be a
homemaker after marriage?
She was not one of those
wives, she was always
working.... Before we started
dating, she was a model. She

supported herself, and never
took money from her parents.
She said, ‘When I am going to
get married, I will come in just
this one outfit. There will not
be any jewellery, just one
salwar kameez or sari, that’s
it. Rest we’ll build ourselves’.

She’s quite media shy.
She’s not media shy, she just
doesn’t speak to the media.
She wants to lead a normal
life. I respect her decision, but
sometimes, that went against
me. I wanted to be in the
public view, have a few
magazine covers done (that
said) ‘Happy Family’; ‘Anil
Kapoor and Wife’. Maine badi
koshish ki, ‘I am getting this
cover, that cover’, almost fell
at her feet ki ‘photo lele, yaar’
(laughs). But, what to do?
n

rishabh.suri@htlive.com
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Sanya’sbiggestfans GAURAVDOESN’TLOVE
areherparents
Sneha
Mahadevan
anya
Malhotra,
who has
been in Mumbai for
over four years,
now feels at home

S

Every article or story
that comes up on the
internet about my
dance, my parents
start reposting it on
every group.
SANYA
MALHOTRA, ACTOR

in the city. But the actor who
moved from Delhi still
misses her parents, especially
because she doesn’t get to
meet them often. However,
the actor’s parents are her
biggest fans and ensures
that she doesn’t feel the
distance.
They keep tabs on all her
day to day updates
and convey it to her
extended family.
A source close the actor
reveals, “Sanya’s love and
passion for dance have never
been hidden. She keeps
posting interesting videos on
her social media handle to
give a sneak peek into her life
to her fans.
The actor’s dance
performances are always
praised by many Bollywood
celebrities and her fans. So,

when her parents see this,
they can’t stop themselves
from sharing all of it with
their relatives and
friends.”
Talking about it, Sanya
says, “Every article or story
that comes up on the internet
about my dance, my parents
start reposting it on every
group. I have a few family
WhatsApp groups and they
share the video and
everything related to it,”
(laughs)
Sanya has been a part of
hugely successful films like
Dangal (2016) and Badhaai Ho
(2018). She last shared the
screen with Nawazuddin
Siddiqui in the critically
acclaimed Photograph and
will be seen next in Anurag
Basu’s upcoming film.
n

sneha.mahadevan@htlive.com

Daniel Craig to resume
Bond 25 shooting soon

The release
of the film
was recently
pushed to
April 8,
2020

ctor Daniel Craig, who
was injured on the sets of
Bond 25, is reportedly
expected to resume shooting
on the film “within the week”.
The new James Bond film
hit another roadblock after
Craig fell while sprinting on
the film’s sets in Jamaica last
week and was flown to the US
for X-rays. The shooting was
suspended till further notice.
According to The Sun, the
actor will be able to resume
production while being careful
not to aggravate the injury.
Citing an unnamed source,
the publication stated that
Craig’s injury was not as bad
as initially feared. “Things
were deemed to be a disaster at
first. But the injury is not as
severe as believed... He will be
back on set within the week,”
the source told The Sun.
The new film in the Bond

A

THE NEW JAMES
BOND FILM HIT A
ROADBLOCK AFTER
DANIEL CRAIG FELL
WHILE SPRINTING ON
THE FILM’S SETS IN
JAMAICA LAST WEEK

franchise has had a
tumultuous journey. It was
previously set to be directed
by Danny Boyle with a
release date of November 8,
2019. After Boyle dropped
out of the project over
“creative differences”, along
with screenwriter John
Hodge, the film’s release
date was moved to February
14, 2020. Cary Joji Fukunaga
is now attached as director,
with Scott Z Burns hired to
pen a new script. Neal
Purvis and Robert Wade
have already drafted a
version of the script but it is
reported that the studio is
unhappy with the story.
Recently, Fleabag
creator-actor Phoebe
Waller-Bridge came on
board the movie to “polish”
the script of Bond 25.

PTI

ATTENTION

Sometimes I feel I am
in the wrong field. I
don’t love make-up. I
don’t love attention
when I step out....
They should feel ‘Arre,
yeh toh apna hai.’

Gera says he doesn’t make funny and
entertaining videos to be a social media
star, but “to make his followers and fans
feel as though he is one of their own”
Pooja Sharma
aurav Gera is one of the
first few actors to have
jumped on the social
media bandwagon,
making funny videos and
entertaining followers.
Playing dress up and making
people laugh with his antics is
what he has been doing for
years now and successfully so.
Gaurav says, “Chutki and
Shopkeeper were the first of
some 30 characters that I’ve
created and went viral, that
was in 2015.”
“Then, I started increasing
the number of characters
around Chutki and one thing
led to another.” The actor
remembers how these
characters, especially Chutki’s
just took off on social media.
“Chutki and Shopkeeper was
really crazy, as there were a lot
of articles written about them.
Maybe it was the beginning of

G

the internet and videos that
fascinated people to watch
these characters. For a man to
play a woman on a daily basis
and make videos, I think
people found it interesting,” he
adds.
Gaurav, who is known for
his role of Nandu in TV show
Jassi Jaisi Koi Nahin, says, he
enjoys making videos and
posting gags on social media
the most. “I love social media
because while the videos are
shot like a film or show, the
response is almost immediate.
I feel I am a creator, not just
acting but there are many
aspects to doing a video –
storytelling, dialogues, camera
work, etc. I do all this by
myself. It’s creatively more
satisfying,” says Gaurav,
whose inspiration is his
mother, who would often
mimic neighbours and
relatives. On asking if he
follows the current crop of

GAURAV GERA, ACTOR
social media stars,
he says, “I don’t
follow, but I see a
lot of people doing
good work.
Bhuvan (Bam)
has reached
commendable
heights,
because of his
faith in what he
does. Even
Prajakta Koli is
really good.”
Ask the actor why he
chooses to keep a low
profile, and he says,
“Sometimes I feel I am in
the wrong field. I don’t love
make-up. I don’t love attention
when I step out. When I make
videos, it’s not because I want
to be a star or attract people, I
want them to see me as one of
their own. They should feel
‘Arre, yeh toh apna hai.”
n

pooja.sharma@htlive.com

Lauv listened to some of my music: Jasleen
Sneha Mahadevan
4-year-old American
singer-songwriter Ari
Staprans Leff, better
known as Lauv, performed in
the city on Monday, May 13,
as part of his Asia tour. While
he met lots of people and
interacted with the media, he
also happened to catch up
with a few singers, one of
them being Jasleen Royal.
The singer was elated to meet
Lauv, who is one of her
favourite artistes.
Talking about it, Jasleen

2

says, “It’s so crazy that a
few days ago, I was listening
to one of his songs on repeat
and I happened to message
my management that I would
love to meet him someday.
And it’s so surreal that it
happened so fast. I have
always believed in putting the
things I want out in the
universe and it happens. I am
so happy that I got to spend
some time with him.”
Jasleen says that she finds
his music to be very honest,
yet layered and it has its own
pocket universe.

“We discussed our
individual processes of
making music and it was
interesting to find many
similarities.”
“He listened to some of my
music, and he really loved the
melody and the video of
Jahaan Tu Chala, which was
very exciting because we had
put in a lot of time and effort,
to get the animation and art
style right,” Jasleen adds.
On a parting note she says,
“We’re following each other
on Instagram to stay in
touch.”

Jasleen Royal with Lauv

SHOW BUZZ
CELEB DIARIES

PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/THEREALKARISMAKAPOOR

Good vibes only
Karisma Kapoor posted this cool picture of herself on
Instagram with the caption, “No bad days
#tuesdaythoughts”
Photo: therealkarismakapoor/ Instagram

LOOK BACK

PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/MADHURIDIXITNENE

Family first
Here’s a throwback picture of actor Madhuri Dixit with
her parents, which she shared on her Instagram account.
She captioned it, “It gives any daughter a sense of pride
when someone says you’re just like your mom and it’s so
true because I feel like I’m a reflection of my mom. I’m so
grateful to have been raised by a wonderful person like
my aai. Here’s to celebrating motherhood!
#HappyMothersDay”
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FANS EXCITED TO
SEE AYUSHMANN,
YAMI GAUTAM
CHEMISTRY

‘IwillbeafoolifIsay
notocomparisons
withmygrandmom’

Pooja Sharma
ctor Yami Gautam started
her career alongside
Ayushmann Khurrana
with the film Vicky Donor
(2012), Since then, she has
come a long way. Although a
small-budget project, it turned
to be one of the highest
grossers of 2012. After a gap of
seven years, the on-screen pair
is now all set to reunite in their
next project, Bala. The film
follows a quirky storyline
about a man with premature
balding.
Post the announcement of
their second project together,
Yami has been receiving a lot
of positive reactions from her
followers on social media.
“Their on-screen jodi is a hit
among the audience. Since
both the actors are coming
together again, her fans are
very excited. Yami has
received a barrage of messages
from her fans, who have loved
their chemistry on screen and
are looking forward to seeing
them again in Bala. The film
went on floors two days ago
and it was like
homecoming for both actors,
who shot their first scene
together,” says an insider.
The actors remained
unavailable for comment.

A

Shreya Mukherjee

Actor
Nutan
(inset) and
Pranutan
PHOTO:
INSTAGRAM/
PRANUTAN

Yami Gautam and Ayushmann
Khurrana

Her [Nutan’s]
expressions were
beautiful… My all
time favourite films
include Bandini,
Sujata, Saudagar and
Main Tulsi Tere
Aangan Ki.
PRANUTAN BAHL ACTOR

iving up to a family name
is a task in itself and who
better to understand than
actor Pranutan Bahl, who is
the granddaughter of
yesteryear actor Nutan,
daughter of Mohnish Bahl
and the niece of Kajol.
A famous lineage leads to
comparisons, but Pranutan
isn’t worried.
“I’m ready for
comparisons. I’ll be a fool if I
say no. This is the fifth
generation of the family in
films and I knew this was
going to happen,” says
Pranutan, adding she plans to
take it “as an
encouragement.”
“I want to be good in my
craft and up my game in a way
that nobody can say ‘woh
kahan they aur yeh kahan
hai’. I know I won’t let that
happen… At the end of it, if
people say ‘okay she is
trying’ and if they see
growth in me, it will make
me more than happy,” she
smiles.
Doesn’t this comparison
also lead to the pressure of
expectations? “But I don’t
view it as a pressure, I take it
as a responsibility. The
moment you start viewing it
as pressure, then things might
go out of hand. If you start
viewing it as an asset and
something that you need to
live up to, then you will be in a
happy space. That’s what I do
— I just want to keep working
hard and better my skills,”
says the 26-year-old.
Recently, it was reported
that Pranutan learned acting
from her late grandmother.
Mention it to the 26-year-old,
who recently debuted with
Salman Khan’s production
Notebook, says it “is the
biggest misquote ever”.
She adds, “What I meant is
that someone can understand
and gain knowledge by
following others… Acting is
an innate thing, it’s very
personal. How someone
approaches a scene is
different from how
another person would
do it.”
The actor shares she has
grown up watching films
of Nutan.

L

n
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Caught
on
Insta
Actor Diana Penty shared
this picture before
prepping for Cannes and
guess what it features?
Biryani! And, TBH we’re
lovin’ it!
PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/
DIANAPENTY

shreya.mukherjee@htlive.com

ADVERTORIAL

Muklawa live in concert today

CATCH YOUR FAVOURITE
STARS AMMI VIRK AND
SONAM BAJWA LIVE IN
CONCERT @ ELANTE
MALL, CHANDIGARH,
6.30 PM ONWARDS
About the movie:
Muklawa is a post marriage romance
starring Ammy Virk who is curious to
see his wife Sonam Bajwa's face. He
challenges the societal norms and traditions of the time, when it was forbidden for the groom to even enter the
bride’s village, let alone any scope of
seeing her face at all. He embarks on a
journey to discover love with his own

◗ The movie is directed by Simerjit Singh and produced by Gunbir
Singh Sidhu and Manmord Sidhu and presented by White Hill
Studios.

wedded wife, which brings out a beautiful nostalgic romantic love story with
right elements of comedy and family
drama. Muklawa represents an era
where life was simple but love was difficult whereas tradition and culture
were above all. White Hill Studios
brings MUKLAWA starring Ammy Virk ,
Sonam Bajwa , Gurpreet Ghuggi , BN
Sharma Karamjit Anmol , Sarabjit
Cheema, Drishti Grewal, Nirmal Rishi ,
Gurpreet Bhangu and others.

THE MOVIE IS RELEASING
ON 24TH MAY, 2019
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TAROT
POWER

(MAR 21 - APR 20)

MAY 19 - 25, 2019

Big Sean

TAURUS

(APR 21 - MAY 21)

MA PREM
RITAMBHARA
SPIRITUAL MESSAGE:
Life never fits with any
belief, and if you try to force
life into your beliefs you are
trying to do the impossible.
It has never happened; it
cannot happen in the nature
of things. Drop all beliefs
and start learning how to
experience, says Osho, the
Zen master.

Sabrina Carpenter

GEMINI

(MAY 22 - JUN 21)

Ma Prem Ritambhara has
been reading Tarot cards
professionally in Mumbai,
Pune, Zurich and New Delhi
for the last fifteen years and
continues to do so from her
studio at home in New
Delhi. Her clientele is from
all over the world from all
walks of life and she reads
cards, predicts, counsels and
heals professionals, business
people, men, women,
children, students and
couples. She conducts
individual, as well as group
readings. Contact her at
ritambhara7@gmail.com

Jonah Marais

CANCER

(JUN 22 - JUL 22)

Selena Gomez
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Professional projects are completed on target. A
triangular personal relationship can become
problematic if you allow one person to interfere with
the other. A business arrangement with two others
can be highly lucrative. Investment in land or business
is most gainful. You complete one cycle of your life
and move on to the next with changes, endings and
new beginnings. Beware of theft and controversy in
the work area. You organise people and manage
situations with subtle charm and firmness. Physical
well-being allows you to deal with busy work
schedules, extensive travel and social obligations.
Lucky Number: 9 Good Colour: Rose Pink

LEO

You actualise your potential by taking control and
creating something special and original. You relate in
a more caring and supportive manner with family,
staff, friends and loved ones which makes you
popular with them all. You connect again with people
you haven’t seen for a long time as life brings you full
circle to the same point. A trip to your old home,
country, family and friends is rejuvenating as
pleasant memories are revived and celebrated. It’s a
magical time for romantic relationships and feelings.
Health needs care and old habits or excesses need to
be kicked.
Lucky Number: 18 Colours: Creams and Whites

VIRGO

You are emotionally reflective, dreamy, poetic and
tranquil this week as personal relationships are loving
and satisfying. You can be laid back and a bit lazy
about starting new projects. You respond well to
positive influences! You are likely to be the central
figure in an important happening or family event.
Your mature attitude and evolved thinking assists
children and young people around you to find
direction and clarity. You can be deluded about certain
situations when viewing them through a curtain of
emotions; it’s best to look with the head, as well as,
the heart to get a true picture. Health needs care.
Lucky Number: 5 Good Colour: Turquoise

LIBRA

Business expansion and promotion leads you to wider
horizons. You need to persevere patiently in
professional matters and not be laid back in order to
achieve success. There can be delay in earthy matters
and opposition in matters of the heart which you are
able to deal with. Visitors and communications from
overseas are exciting. Old friends and new
connections come together as you celebrate and host
a party. Endings and new beginnings are on the cards
this week! Personal relationships become more
meaningful and real. Media exposure brings
opportunity and abundance.
Lucky Number: 21 Good Colour: Royal Blue

SCORPIO

Major voluntary and involuntary changes are on the
cards this week! You are able to let past relationships
go and accept new feelings with receptivity. Personal
relationships have a tender, loving and caring quality
that helps you pass through difficult changes. There is
an intensity to your creativity which manifests in
current projects. Professional opportunities can be
multifarious and diverse, adding to your career and
reputation. You spend quality time with your loved
ones. You have drive and dynamism that inspires
others to put out their best when working with you.
Meditate to touch higher levels of consciousness.
Lucky Number: 13 Good Colour: Deep Crimson

SAGITTARIUS

You manage and resolve professional projects and
complications this week. You are firm and aggressive
when dealing with uncertain and weak elements or
unclear people. Beware of a woman with destructive
logic who can be disruptive and interfering in the
work area. It’s best to adopt a creative and positive
attitude to achieve your goals on target. Use your
youthful energy and intelligence to get past any
blocks that come in your way. A busy schedule and
crazy hours can be depleting. Your social life is exciting
as you meet new people and celebrate an occasion.
Balance is the key!
Lucky Number: 18 Good Colour: Peacock Blue

CAPRICORN

You point towards the truth and cut away from
negative people and situations this week. You are also
single-pointed about achieving professional goals and
targets with your creative and intelligent mind. You
can be ruthless when pointing to truths. Listen to your
heart for insights into personal relationships and
romantic involvements. You invoke power and energy
to complete an important professional project. You are
a whirling force of activity as you storm through
blocks in close relationships and work situations. You
become stronger through trouble and evolve
spiritually. Creative or artistic pursuits are rewarding.
Lucky Number: 1 Good Colour: Emerald Green

AQUARIUS

Your investments and plans prove to be gainful this
week, be it buying property or starting a business
venture. Earthy matters, finances, transactions and
details can be resolved. Financial investments are
gainful. A wonderful idea begins to take shape and
you explore your management potential. It is a good
time to resolve property matters. A journey over land
is on the cards this week. You regain good health and
indulge in sporty activity. You are content in personal
and family relationships. You gain wealth and
maintain professional standing in a new venture. You
may invest in a car or luxury that becomes a necessity.
Lucky Number: 1 Good Colour: Forest Green

PISCES

(JUL 23 - AUG 23)

Dua Lipa

(AUG 24 - SEP 23)

Nick Jonas

(SEP 24 - OCT 23)

Bella Thorne

(OCT 24 - NOV 22)

Drake

WHEN SARCASM CUTS LIKE A
KNIFE
Being sarcastic
might be good,
but not always. If
you use sarcasm
as a disguise to
criticise your
partner, read
on...
Abhinav Verma
eing a sarcastic person
might make you
stand out from the
rest. But sometimes, it
can backfire at you when it
comes to your personal
relationships. Wondering
how? Many times, sarcastic
people forget to draw a line
when it comes to passing
comments and expressing
feelings. And that is something
which can take your
relationship down south in an
instant.
Experts Dr Anil Sethi and
Shivani Misri Sadhoo explain
how being overly sarcastic can
cause harm to your
relationship.

B

DISGUISED INSULTS
If you are one of those who
have issues with confronting,
then most probably sarcasm is
your way of letting out your
hidden issues. Many people
tend to use sarcasm as a tool to
subtly express themselves or
pass insults without even
realising it. Not to forget,
sarcasm often carries an
undercurrent of truth.
However, not saying things

directly to your partner when
you feel there’s something
wrong in your relationship
can be quite painful for your
partner to deal with.

NO CREDIBILITY
Consistent use of sarcasm
might lead to loss of trust. This
happens because your partner
will always keep wondering
about your real intentions. It’s
not easy to decipher what you
actually mean when you’re
sarcastic all the time.

LACK OF SELFCONFIDENCE
It’s only human to feel
humiliated and dejected when
one is constantly bombarded
with sarcastic jokes. This can
lead to your partner doubting
his or her self-worth, which is
detrimental to their
confidence.

MANIPULATION
If you often use sarcasm to
dominate and control your
partner, it can leave them
feeling low and insecure.
Trying to make someone feel
inferior by cracking hurtful
jokes is not something a loving
partner should do.

CUTS LIKE A KNIFE
‘Sticks and stones may break
my bones, but words will
never hurt me’. Yes, it’s true
but not always. Sometimes,
those mean and rude remarks
leave an everlasting mark.
And, it’s hard to move on from
that. Hence, one must
understand that being overly
sarcastic can damage a
relationship.
n

Excessive use of sarcasm can
leave people feeling low and
insecure

Understand Saturn to tackle failures

ometimes we keep failing
and feel that success has
eluded us forever. But
before reaching a conclusion,
one must try to see if Saturn
is playing the spoilsport.
There are a few indications
which point towards a
problematic Saturn: If an
ailment stays for very long or
has a repetitive occurrence;
the native has the nagging
fear of doing poorly; the west
direction remains
unmaintained for an extended
period or there is repetitive
maintenance in this direction;
there are frequent thefts; the
house help does not stick
around; there is some sort of
dishonour from the king or
government; there is constant
grief; the agricultural
produce is far less than the
competitors or neighbours;
one has a troubling old age;
professional satisfaction is
always hard to come; one has
allergies to oils and good
karma goes unnoticed.
Now, apart from the above
12 indications, other definite
observations are: Those
working in a capacity that is
far less than their capabilities
have afflicted Saturn. Those
who habitually leave their job
and remain jobless also have a
negative Saturn in their
horoscope. Those who do not
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get a stable job also have the
same problem. Those who
switch from job to business
and are forced again by the
circumstances into a job have
a hard Saturn to deal with.
Those whose achievements
are far less than their peers
doing the same type of job
also have an afflicted Saturn
to deal with. Those whose
sexual desires wean off soon
in their life, the patients of
tuberculosis, those who wake
up at a particular time in
midnight every day, those who
do not stick to a ritual of
pleasing the almighty, those
who dream more than they
work, those who are
impressed and follow my
writeups but are still
reluctant to meet me even
though they have no definite
working plans for their
success. Now, when these
indications loom large on an

individual, it is definite that
he or she has a troublesome
‘Shani’ or Saturn.
However, do not jump to
cure it by adopting mindless
rituals. It is essential to
understand the state and
nature of the Saturn in the
horoscope, for e.g., it is
benefice, malefic, neutral,
cheater or a deceitful Saturn.
The type of ritual depends
upon this nature of Saturn.
The author of this article,
Dr Vinay Bajrangi, is a PhD
scholar in astrology. Connect
with him at www.
vinaybajrangi.com or call
9278665588 or 9278555588. To
get more insights, read his
blogs on www.vinaybajrangi.
com/blog.

Disclaimer: The veracity of
any claims made in the above
article is the sole responsibility
of the concerned entity.

abhinav.verma@htlive.com

SONAL KALRA’S COLUMN, A CALMER YOU, WILL BE BACK NEXT WEEK

(NOV 23 - DEC 23)

Taylor Swift

(DEC 24 - JAN 20)

Zayn Malik

You tend to waste energy in details causing neglect of
more important things at work this week. Restrictions
at work or limitations in personal relationships may
not be acceptable to you, express your feelings. Great
care in some things counter-balanced by equal
disorder in others can create some chaos in your life.
It’s best to get a clear perspective before making
decisions in important matters. Don’t allow others to
interfere in partnerships. It’s important to live
joyously in the moment without carrying guilt or any
burden from the past. Concentrate on plans and
projects to gain confidence and ground.
Lucky Number: 8 Good Colour: Lavender

You step into the week with inner strength, good
health, and professional success. You are victorious –
after some fears – but not likely to look back. Personal
relationships and partnerships cannot be more
supportive at this point and you need to treat them
with consideration. Trust your intuition. Your ability to
communicate well offers excellent opportunities. You
participate in activities related with music, theatre,
film, academics and sport. Be relaxed in busy
situations and in the company of pushy, ambitious
people or you can get sucked into anxiety and stress. A
gift or surprise awaits you at the end of the week.
Lucky Number: 9 Good Colour: Cherry Red

Good planning and management lead to progressive
and productive ventures. There is harmony in personal
relationships but alternation of gain and loss in
business. You display weakness and strength in
professional situations. Your moods vary from
melancholy to elation as situations and attitudes
change rapidly. You are well organised and ambitious
but can strain yourself beyond physical endurance, be
aware. Pleasant interludes and happy changes are on
the cards at the end of the week. Meditate on the
constant changes happening around you and centre
within to become a witness to it all.
Lucky Number: 2 Good Colour: Cherry Red

(JAN 21 - FEB 19)

Harry Styles

There is a harmony of natural forces which brings
success and completion at work with ease and not too
much effort. There is no tension and strain as you are
relaxed and happy in personal relationships. There is a
beginning of steady increase in income and wealth
but you have to endure with intensity and focus for
more time before things move with their own
momentum. Beware of a thankless and presumptuous
person who expects too much from you without
contributing himself in any way. Get ready to resolve
issues and make clear schedules next week. Spiritual
pursuit and meditative spaces are elevating.
Lucky Number: 6 Good Colour: Rusty Red

(FEB 20 - MAR 20)

Rihanna

DAILY HOROSCOPE
Dr Prem Kr. Sharma, Astrologer & vaastu expert

Can be contacted at: Delhi: 011-47033152, 40532026 (Sat to Mon): Panchkula: 91-172-2562832,
2572874 (Tues to Thurs); Mumbai: 09223376963 (Last week of every month)

ARIES

LEO

SAGITTARIUS

Opting for regular workouts
will help you maintain your
health. Previous investments
are
e likely to give good
rreturns. Someone
may target you on
the social front
today; but it will not
harm you. Travel
ffront remains not very
satisfactory as trouble is
sat
indicated on your cards.
Those in property business
might benefit today.
Lucky Number: 5
Lucky Colour: Light Green

Good health ensures good
time with closed ones.
Monetary loss may affect
som
me. Taking initiative
on the work front will
o
make things easy for
you. It is best to free
yourself of narrowmindedness and
lo
ook at the broader
picture when it comes to
pict
family. Not a good day for
plunging into property
matters too.
Lucky Number: 3
Lucky Colour: Coffee

Control your diet and
lifestyle to maintain your
health. Financial stability is
assured.You may not
get the credit for
g
doing something
that took you lot of
time and effort at
work. Driving
yourself is not
y
suggested for today. A
sug
property you are interested
in might get into your lap
today.
Lucky Number: 8
Lucky Colour: Purple

TAURUS

VIRGO

CAPRICORN

Avoid street food as it can
disturb your digestive
system. Someone may try to
use you to serve his or
her end on the social
front; don’t succumb
to it. Improvement
on financial front
will give you
confidence. Show yourr
gratitude to someone
going out of way to help
you. Travelling might
become difficult today.
Lucky Number: 2
Lucky Colour: White

You will reap the health
benefits by making it a
practice to stay fit. Exercise
judiciousness in
spending money.
Additional pressure
might overburden
you at work; try to
relax. A trip with
colleagues will delightt
you. Securing a home
loan will not be difficult as
you contemplate to buy
your own house.
Lucky Number: 1
Lucky Colour: White

Don’t ignore minor health
issues today, you might
have trouble in future. A
cash crunch seems
imminent, but only
temporarily. Remain
sharp in dealing
with someone at
work, who is keen on
putting you down.
Travelling to a nearby
city will be fulfilling. A
renovation of your house is
indicated on your cards.
Lucky Number: 7
Lucky Colour: Maroon

GEMINI

LIBRA

AQUARIUS

Take adequate care of health
to remain in shape. Someone
may pester you for a
mo
onetary favour, better
rremain noncommittal. Time
is ripe for
implementing
something that you
have been working on
for llong on the
professional front. Gain in
property business is
imminent.
Lucky Number: 15
Lucky Colour: Parrot Green

Health remains satisfactory.
Financial gains are about to
reach you soon. You may get
a cchance to venture into
unknown territory on
u
the professional
front and give good
account of
yourself.You are likely
to
o meet someone
influential today and get
influ
a family problem resolved.
This is not a good day to
invest in property.
Lucky Number: 17
Lucky Colour: Violet

Health issues might keep
you under pressure. Some
work is needed to be done
on the financial front to
rremain stable. You
may get the credit
for doing something
that has never been
done before. Car
breakdown might give
b
you some travel hassle
today. A good day to
contemplate buying a
property.
Lucky Number: 22
Lucky Colour: Blue

CANCER

SCORPIO

PISCES

Controlling indulgences help
you remain fit. The days of
exercising control over
spending is gone as yo
ou
gain huge profit in a
business. Don’t be
envious of someone
doing better than
you at work. You are
likely to miss a train orr
a bus today; so be alert.
t
Those into property and
construction business will
experience a good day.
Lucky Number: 9
Lucky Colour: Purple

Health is fine. Minor issues
might concern you but there
is nothing to worry about.
m
Money coming in from
previous investments
will keep you
financially healthy.
Giving unsought
advice can get you
into trouble today at
work. Family front
remains good today. A
property by inheritance is
possible for some of you.
Lucky Number: 4
Lucky Colour: Dark Grey

You remain hale and hearty
to enjoy your day to the
fullest. Accrue in financial
gains will take time.
Professionally, you
will make things
easier for yourself.
Not being judicious
in your spending
might leave you
with very less money. A
loan is not likely to pass to
buy the property you
finalised.
Lucky Number: 11
Lucky Colour: White
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■

NATURAL BEAUTY
The beauty of the Vilas properties
of the Oberoi group is that they
seem to grow organically from the
environment around them

■

OH DEER!
Herds of deer are a regular
sight in Ranthambore

The Royalty Of Wild Rajasthan

WHILE I love the Rajasthan of valour, chivalry and legend (and of course, tiger sightings), I’d take the

wild beauty over the grand palaces any day

RUDE TRAVEL

Vir Sanghvi

Y

outh, they say, is wasted on
the young. I am beginning to
wonder if Rajasthan was
wasted on me. I went to
school there for seven years and then,
liked it so much that I even went back
to teach at the same school.
As my school was ostentatiously
Rajasthani and had originally been set
up for the children of maharajas, I
thought I had got a full dose of
Rajasthani culture and believed that I
knew the state well.
I have never stopped going to
Rajasthan ever since but it is only now
that I recognise what an amazing place
it really is. I loved the Rajasthan of the
Rajputs I went to school with; the
Rajasthan of valour, chivalry, legend
and Cycle Polo (don’t ask). But there is
another Rajasthan.
My rediscovery of Rajasthan began
a decade ago. In 1980, as part of Project
Tiger, an ambitious programme to protect and nurture our tiger population,
pioneered by Indira Gandhi, the government set up the Ranthambore National
Park near Sawai Madhopur. The area
had previously been the hunting ground
for the Jaipur Royal Family.
Ranthambore has a huge historical
importance. And when I finally went
there in the mid-1990s, I was struck by
its natural beauty. The park spreads
over 300 square kilometres and almost
from the moment you drive in, you see
herds of chitals, sambhar, nilgais,
chinkaras and many kinds of deer.

Langurs and peacocks are the most
common sights and if you are lucky, you
can see hyenas, jackals, foxes and jungle
cats. If you are really, really lucky, you
might see a sloth bear. And though leopard sightings are rare, you can sometimes see one. (Leopards are shy animals, notoriously difficult to spot, even
at Ranthambore which is full of them.)
But of course the reason everyone
goes to Ranthambore is to see the
tiger. When I went in the ’90s, I spent
several days on safari trips into the
park hoping to spot a tiger. But somehow, to everyone’s astonishment, I did
not see a single tiger.
I was bitterly disappointed, of
course, but still quite thrilled. In all
those years in Rajasthan I had never
seen the wild side of the state and it
was both exciting and different to see a
wild boar in the distance or to watch
the deer scatter when they heard the
distress call of the peacock.
In the 1990s, there were not that
many great hotels in Rajasthan (and
certainly not in Ranthambore). The
state was famous for the palace hotels,
many of which (the Lake Palace, Umaid
Bhawan and the Rambagh Palace, for
example) were truly spectacular as palaces though not all of them
worked that well as hotels.
Then, in the early part
of the 21st Century, the
Oberoi group began
opening the Vilas
properties,
which would

■

TRULY
GROUNDED
The lapwing
makes its nest on
the ground and
not on the trees

come to be ranked among the
safari to the park and saw lots of interworld’s best hotels.
esting animals but no tigers. I explained
A lot has been said about the Vilas to the hotel’s then general manager
hotels in the media – especially the for- Tapan Piplani that he shouldn’t take it
eign media which can’t get enough of
personally. I had bad luck with tigers.
the Vilases – but most of the raves have
But he was utterly distraught and
focused on the beauty of the architec- on the final morning, just before I left
ture, the extraordinary quality of the for the airport, took me on a safari himd levels
self My luck suddenly changed.
self.
service, the unparalleled
of luxury, etc.
We saw three tigers. One of
This is all true but, as
a
th
hem walked calmly besides
our jeep and another – the
far as I am concerned,
legendary Machhli, the
the beauty of the Vilas
Queen of Ranthambore
properties is that they
– actually chased and
seem to grow organikilled a small deer in
cally from the environfront of us; a sort of
ment around them.
NatGeo moment.
Most palaces, almost by
Ever since then, wild
definition, seek to overrwhelm their surroundin
ngs.
Rajasthan has eclipsed
Umaid Bhavan is a jazz age ■
Royal Rajasthan in my
MASTER CHEF
palace, built in the era of
mind. Three years ago, at
Jaydeep Patil is one
The Great Gatsby. The
Umaid
Bhavan
in
of the Oberoi group’s
Rambagh Palace is a rich
Jodhpur (run by the Taj),
best chefs
Rajput’s idea of an English
I knew my attitude was
country home. (The Lake
changing when I began to
Palace is the notable exception.)
remember relatively silly things – camel
The Vilases, on the other hand, races in a village near Jodhpur or the
don’t seek to stun. They tend to soothe. herd of deer we suddenly came across
They are built to blend into the environ- on the road outside town one evening –
ment, using artisanal materials and tak- rather than the grandeur of one of the
world’s great palaces.
ing care to respect wild Rajasthan.
I went back to Ranthambore last
When I went to Udaipur’s Udai
Vilas last year, for instance, it was the fortnight. The trip did not begin well.
hundreds of species of birds that The Air India computer system crashed
flew in the air that really grabbed so they cancelled my fight to Jaipur
my attention. I went back to and I missed my ride to Vanya Vilas.
Jaipur’s Raj Vilas earlier this year But there were compensations. I drove
and all I noticed were the peacocks. to Jaipur, spent a magical night at Raj
They were everywhere. They would Vilas, where the peacocks were waitmake themselves at home in the ing, and drove to Vanya Vilas (around
courtyard outside my room. They three and half hours on a good road)
would dance in the garden. Their calls the next morning.
Within 10 minutes of arriving at the
would wake me in the morning.
I went back to Ranthambore nine hotel, I was in a safari vehicle driving
years ago to stay at the then recently- through the park. The heat was at its
opened Vanya Vilas, a small property height (around 40 degrees) but somehow
spread over 20 acres, adjoining the I didn’t mind.
sanctuary, with just 25 luxury tents.
I had never seen Ranthambore like
Of course, the hotel was wonderful this: we went when there were few other
but what I liked about it was that it vehicles so we were alone for most of the
never deviated from its true purpose: time and the landscape was dry and
if you had no interest in Ranthambore arid, with leafless trees.
Oddly enough, this is the best
or in wild life, then Vanya Vilas was
time to see animals because they tend
not for you.
Even then, I went for safari after to seek shelter near watering holes
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■

■

NATIONAL PRIDE
Peacocks are a
common sight in the
historical park

and are easy to spot.
Within minutes of entering, I saw
my first tigers: a tigress (Arrowhead)
and two cubs, sleeping in the shade. I
knew somehow that this was going to be
a sighting-packed safari.
And indeed it was. We found
another tiger shortly afterwards, paddling about in a pool. It seemed as
delighted to see us as we were to see it.
It peered curiously while I aimed my
iPhone. Later another tiger walked by.
Then we saw something even rarer: a
sloth bear with its baby on its back.
While we were staring at the bear, so
was yet another tiger. We noticed it
watching silently and wondered if it
would stalk the bear. But no, it had
other plans and wandered off.
In all, I think I saw six tigers on that
first safari plus the bears, wild boar,
deer, monkeys, etc. Last time Machhli
had given us a NatGeo moment; now we
had an entire documentary.
I loved the tiger sightings. But I also

Taking India To Egypt

■

INTO THE WILD
The legendary Machhli, the
Queen of Ranthambore
(inset) a tiger spotted
recently at a safari

IN LUCK
If you are really, really lucky,
you might see a sloth bear

loved the little things that most people
don’t notice. There are 300 species of
birds at Ranthambore and most of them
fly across to Vanya Vilas.
Apart from the glamorous ones,
there are the little ones that always
fascinate me. What does one make of
the lapwing, a bird that make its nest
on the ground and not on the trees?
They say that when a lapwing makes a
nest with high walls, this means that
the monsoon will be heavy. How does
the lapwing know?
It just does.
After the safaris and the exceptional cuisine (chef Saurabh Tyagi is a
man to watch), I drove back to Raj Vilas
to more luxury and more great food
(the kitchens are run by Jaydeep Patil,
one of the Oberoi group’s best chefs).
And the peacocks were still dancing
around in the garden.
So yes, I love Rajasthan. But on balance, I’ll take the lapwing over the tiger;
the wild beauty over the grand palaces.

■

SITTING TALL
The Mahindra Scorpio’s tall
seating position gives a
commanding view of the road

FOR THE first time ever, an Indian made car was shot with the Sphinx and the

pyramids of Giza as a backdrop; the hefty $2,000 fee was entirely worth it

SUNDAY DRIVE

Hormazd Sorabjee

T

he car in front of me has a
boy sticking his head out
of the sunroof, breathing
exhaust fumes and completely
oblivious to the gnarl of trafﬁc around
him. There’s honking from aggressive
drivers trying to muscle past my
Mahindra Scorpio whilst helmetless
bikers with two or more pillions (also
without helmets) weave in and out of
small gaps that momentarily open up in
the bumper-to-bumper crawl. A scene
out of a crowded Indian city? Not quite.
I’m in Alexandria, Egypt’s second largest city, on the
Mediterranean coast. It’s the start
point of a drive across the land of
Pharaohs. Our chariot for this road
trip is a pair of Mahindra Scorpios
and a Getaway pick-up that have just
been driven from Cape Town to Cairo
by a group of young artists from
around the world. Our adventure is a

lot gentler than their 240-day traipse
across the entire length of the
African continent but, judging from
my first day behind the wheel of the
Scorpio, it’s no less exciting.
Alexandria reminds me a bit of
Mumbai with the chaotic traffic, some
shabby buildings, even shabbier taxis
(mostly Ladas) and the sea on one
side. But, Alexandria’s ‘Marine Drive’
or corniche is around 20km long with
the historical 15th century Citadel of
Qaitbay (built on the ruins of the
lighthouse that was once a wonder of
the world) at one end and the last
king’s fabulous impressive Montazah
Palace, at the other. The waterfront
promenade in between offers some
great views of the spectacularly blue
Mediterranean Sea and I can now
understand where the term
‘Mediterranean blue’ comes from.

India) racing each other five-abreast
like the chariots in Ben-Hur. Mad!
Driving a right-hand-drive car on
the right side of the road does initially require a degree of concentration
especially whilst overtaking but once
you’re used to it, highway cruising is
quite effortless thanks to the
Scorpio’s strong pulling power.
The road from Port Said to Cairo
runs alongside the Suez Canal and the
sight of massive container ships towering above the high walls that guard
this sliver of water, which is Egypt’s
biggest money spinner, is quite
humbling. It takes an entire
day for a ship to thread
through the 193km canal
whilst in our Scorpios, we
hit the outskirts of Cairo
in around three hours
from Port Said.

DESI VIBES

NOT-SO-SMALL WONDERS

Apart from this handful of touristy
sights there’s not much to see in
Alexandria, so the next day we jump
into our Scorpios and head east to Port
Said. We get our first taste of Egyptian
highways, which again feels similar to
India. The roads are wide and flat but a
bit uneven, which exposes the wallowy
and bumpy ride of the Scorpio. The
good thing is that the Scorpio’s tall
seating position gives me a commanding view of the road, which is useful
whilst keeping an eye on aggressive
drivers darting between lanes. I’ll
never forget the sight of a bunch of
Bajaj autorickshaws (all imported from

Cairo traffic is crazy, chaotic and we reach our hotel
in the centre of town,
opposite Tahrir Square,
pretty knackered.
The next day is a big
tick on my bucket list with a
visit to the Pyramids of Giza,
■

EGYPTIAN EXTRAVAGANZA
(From top) The noseless
sphinx; Citadel of Qaitbay
towering the Mediterranean
Sea; Colourfully-decked
cruise boats on the river Nile,
which is the lifeline of Egypt

which amazingly is just a
45-minute drive from the
centre of the capital. At
first, the pyramids don’t
look that impressive but
when you get up-close to
them you can understand
why they are a wonder of
the world. The inch-perfect symmetry with
which over two million
blocks of limestone weighing on average 2.3 tons each

have been precisely arranged to form a
perfectly proportioned pyramid 4,500
years ago defies belief. In fact, there are
enough theories suggesting aliens had
a hand in building them.
For our Scorpios there was no better photo op than the pyramids and
that’s something the authorities knew
only too well. We were charged a hefty
US$2,000 for a two-hour shoot around
the Giza complex, which also has the
iconic Sphinx. Well worth it when you
consider that this was the first time

ever that an Indian made car was shot
against possibly the most famous wonder of the world as a backdrop, thus
making a bit of history in the process.
South of Cairo there’s much more
to see in a country with such a rich
history but as they say, you have to
leave something for next time or
you’ll never come back.
Hormazd Sorabjee is one of the most senior and much
loved auto journalists in India, and is editor of Autocar India
Sunday Drive appears every fortnight
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6 Sexy Skirts To Sail Through Summer
HOW TO sport this staple with minimum fuss, maximum style. Text by Lubna Salim. Photos by

Shivamm Paathak. Styling by Avneet Chadha

R

emember Priyanka Chopra pants earlier on was about who
Jonas’
chic
Vivienne controlled things at work and at
Westwood skirt suit for the home, which is changing. Women
royal wedding? Or even Alicia are no longer feeling the need to
Florrick’s classic pencil skirts wear pants to imply they are in
in the law drama The Good Wife? charge. The return of the skirt is
Skirts never seem to go out of also indicative of the change of
style, right from the ﬁrst time a mindset that wearing a skirt means
denim mini skirt came around in being meek. You can wear a skirt,
the early 2000s to just this April embrace your femininity and still
when Gwen Stefani stepped out in be the boss!” says celebrity stylist
it like it’s always been the relevant Rishi Raj.
And now that men have started
fashion choice.
The best part about how skirts to wear skirts, the interest has
exist in fashion is that in the revived and they’ve become cooler
ancient times, skirts or garments and mainstream! “Rohit Bal had
that looked like skirts were worn ﬁrst put out the idea of men in
by both women and men. But over skirts on the runway, then Ranveer
the years, it essentially became a Singh made a statement with it and
girl’s garment. The Victorian era now Will Smith’s son Jaden Smith
saw elaborate full-length dresses, is seen wearing a lot of skirts,”
but skirts and blouses became a adds Rishi.
Here are six skirts that can up
trend in the Edwardian times.
Over decades, the silhouettes, your style quotient in a jiffy and
hemlines and structures of the here’s how you can wear them and
sizzle in the
skirt have changed in keeping
with the shift in cultural as well
summer!
as economical changes (remember
how the hemlines were longer
during the great depression?).
Trends such as the miniskirt that
+
was invented way back in 1960 or
even bohemian peasant skirts
that made their ﬁrst appearance
in 1970s still ﬁnd relevance in
today’s wardrobe choices.
ROCKING THE GHAGRA
So, why are women
ﬂaunting
them
so
generously now. “Fashion ■ (Left) Jaden Smith and Priyanka Chopra sport skirts;
and
feminism
are (Right) Designer Rohit Bal wears a ghagra on the cover of
connected.
Wearing HT Brunch dated September 10, 2017

THE HIGH-LOW
SKIRT

This is an asymmetrical skirt
that’s short in front and longer
at the back
4 ways to add subtle drama to
your femininity in this number
with varying lengths
By Krishna Mehta, fashion
designer
1. A sensual high-low skirt with a leather
or denim jacket, or a simple shirt looks
stylish.
2. For an edgy yet sophisticated summer
street style look, pair it with a tank top
or a crop top.
3. Wear this skirt with a pair of anklelength boots to look both feminine and
fashionable. If you have a belt that goes
with the rest of your ensemble, add it!
4. Don’t keep things too minimal. You’re
allowed to go over-the-top with such
a fashionable skirt. These skirts are
extremely adaptable as far as footwear is
concerned, so feel free to wear whatever
you love to wear.

S
EL FOCU
TRAV

TOP VOLU
ISM
FOR
TOUR 24
PAGE

FASHION DESIGNER ROHIT BAL GETS ON THE COUCH FOR
HIS MOST FLAMBOYANT INTERVIEW EVER!

Location courtesy:
Time Machine, Noida

Make-up and hair:
Artistry by Anjali Jain

On Aastha
(sitting): Skirt and
top, Zara;
sneakers, Adidas

Models: Aasttha Ssidana
and Prency (Ninjas
Model Management)

On Prency: Skirt,
top and sandals,
H&M

Art direction: Amit Malik

BY SHEFALEE VASUDEV

#GhagraRock

THE
PAPERBAG
SKIRT

High-waist skirts
with a scrunched
waist just like a
paper bag
How to make this
slouchy-chic
style work for you…
By Rishi Raj,
celebrity stylist

A basic school staple, this is a
skirt detailed with folds
and creases
Appear effortlessly chic in this
one skirt all year around
By Krishna Mehta, fashion designer
1. Pair pleated skirts with camisoles,
tank tops and bodysuits. These look
great even with chunky, oversized
sweaters if worn with high-waist
pleated skirts.
2. A box-shape body type is actually
the best for pleated skirts and a
pear body type looks great in a soft,
pleated skirt that rests on your
natural waist. Adding layers to your
upper half with accessories would
help you balance out wide hips.
3. Remember: a higher waistline
looks best for hourglass ﬁgures. So,
combine it with loose tops to create
a nice contrast to your outfit.

THE TULLE
SKIRT

WEEKLY MAGAZINE, SEPTEMBER 10, 2017
Free with your copy of Sunday Hindustan Times

IDAY
HOL HEART
A
ONS
INATI
WITH
DEST NTEER

THE PLEATED
SKIRT

Top, Suhani
Khera; skirt,
Zara; footwear:
Aldo; Bag,
Da Milano

1. Paperbag waists are
unforgiving. They are not for
everybody. So, you have to be
compact, petite and ﬂat to be
able to carry off something like
this. You can’t be boxy or curvy
and wear a paper bag skirt.
2. Given that paper bag waists
are higher and have texture
and volume on the top, it’s not
recommended to wear things
that add bulk to that area like
loose long tops.
3. Try to keep the tops and
blouses short, in proportion
and show off that rufﬂed little
waist in a paperbag skirt.

Crafted in lacy, net-like
fabrics and
often layered
The dos and
don’ts of wearing
this skirt
By Jenjum Gadi,
fashion designer
1. For a rock chic look, pair this
skirt with a studded leather
jacket and when you plan to wear
this for clubbing, team it with a
sexy top or with something with
metallic embroidery. Whereas
for a more summery look, pick a
printed top.
2. Petite or slender-ﬁgured women
will be able carry it off better.
As it has many pleats and layers,
women with heavier bottoms
should avoid it.
3. Avoid wearing too many
accessories with this skirt and
try to keep the upper part neat,
clean and simple.

Skirt Koovs; top,
Forever 21;
sneakers, Adidas

PERSONAL AGENDA

Actress

Konkona Sen Sharma
DATE OF BIRTH
December 3

SUNSIGN

SCHOOL/COLLEGE

Calcutta International School/
St. Stephen’s College, Delhi

My debut as a child artist in Indira (1983)

HIGH POINT OF YOUR LIFE

THE TIE-AND-DYE
SKIRT

If not an actress, what would
you would have been?
I’d have been an extremely
efficient secretary!

A fusion number where the
skirt comes with desi tie and
dye print
How to carry
this quirky
short skirt
in style
By Amy
Billimoria,
fashion designer
1. This acid-wash tie and dye short
denim skirt is best worn with

THE SEQUINED
SKIRT

Gathered into frills, this skirt
is jazzed up with sequins and
is perfect for a party!

something white, like a white tee or
a shirt, because if you are wearing
something with so much of detailing,
it had better stand out.
2. Deﬁnitely wear gladiator shoes
with this because these kind of
short skirts look really funky and
cool in the summer and keep the
accessorising minimalistic.
3. A shapely body, a size 34 probably,
is ideal to carry this look. If you are
on the heavier body side these skirts
are a complete no-no.
4. These look best when highwaisted, so do not wear it lower.
5. Accessorise with good belts and
shoes and keep the top simple and go
for a solid colour.

Top, Forever 21;
skirt, Suhani Khera;
sandals, Aldo

1. In keeping with the ’60s Latino look of
this skirt, a sleeveless, deep V-neck top
that shows a bit of décolletage could be
quite alluring. Also, a short boat-cut top
showing off toned shoulders will work
well. For a more formal evening, a basic
body-con tucked into the skirt and worn
under an embellished bolero cape, the
kind worn by Indian royalty over saris in
the early 20th century, can transform the
outﬁt immensely.
2. This skirt works for women with a
narrow waist, especially because the

One myth about Bollywood
that you wish to bust...?
Hard work pays off.
Who is your all-time
favourite director?
François Truffaut.
And a ﬁctional character you
identify with...?
Several, across time and space,
and gender! But Agastya from
English, August (1994) was one of
the earliest.
A song you can’t get out of
your head...?
Lakhon Hain Yahan Dilwale from
the film Kismat (1968).

What’s the one thing you can
do better than your mother?
Say no.
One relationship advice your
mother gave you...?
Keep your expectations low.

rufﬂes add volume to the skirt. And,
being tall would be a bonus!
3. A sequined skirt can be made to look
ultra-smart, hip and edgy if paired with
all accessories in a single shade, creating
a monotone look. Think shoes, a belt, bag
and a jacket.

LOW POINT OF YOUR LIFE

Losing my dad

Are you a romantic or a
realist?
A realist.
One thing that no one knows
about you....?
I peel and chop garlic very well.
And one thing you still
remember about Delhi?
Early winter mornings!
Who is the last person you dial
before you sleep?
There is a trusted circle :)
What’s your strategy in a
crisis?
To switch off.
How do you de-stress?
By cleaning.
Interviewed by Veenu Singh

What’s the craziest thing a fan
has ever done for you?
Years ago, somebody turned up at
my house in Kolkata asking to
marry me!
What’s the cutest thing your
son Haroon has done for you?
He stuck stars on my shower curtains to make me feel better.

Tips to make the most of the
sequinned skirt
By Madhu Jain, fashion designer

Kolkata

FIRST BREAK

Getting to direct my film A Death in the Gunj (2016)

Top and skirt, Koovs;
shoes, Adidas

PLACE OF BIRTH

Sagittarius

ON MY PHONE
MOST USED APP: WhatsApp/Instagram
PASSWORD PROTECTED APP: None
A YOUTUBE VIDEO YOU’VE WATCHED AND
REWATCHED: Everybody dances to techno by Dot
NOTIFICATIONS: None as most of my
notifications are off!
FAVOURITE INSTA FILTER: B&W film

Love for you is…?
Friendship first.
If you woke up as a man one
day, you would…?
Grow a moustache!

Photo: OMKAR CHITNIS
Sari, Anavila
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Actor Antonio
Banderas and
his partner
Nicole Kimpel
PHOTO: ERIC
GAILLARD/REUTERS

Singer Elton John
arrives for the
screening of his
biopic Rocketman
PHOTO: STEPHANE MAHE/
REUTERS

THE WAIT FOR
A SUITABLE
BOLLYWOOD
he day started with a film
that stayed with me like a
bad dream – Bacurau
directed by Brazilian film
critic turned director Kleber
Mendonca Filho who co-directs
here with his producer and
production designer Juliano
Dornelles.
Bacurau is the name of a
fictional village in the Brazilian
outback. The time is a few
years from now. The directors
build up a slow and steady
sense of a world unhinged and
mid-way the film goes from a
grounded, naturalistic style to
an ultra-violent genre.
Bacurau wobbles but then
steadies itself moving with
force towards a disturbing
conclusion. The violence is
horrific but this tough film is
worth watching.
I also did an interview with

T

Model Bella Hadid arrives
for the premiere of
Rocketman
PHOTO: ARTHUR MOLA/INVISION/AP

Mira Nair who is in Cannes as a
mentor for the 11th edition of
La Fabrique Cinema. This is a
programme set up by the
cinema department of the
Institut Francais to encourage
rising talent from emerging
countries who are developing
their first or second feature
film.
Mira was the first Indian to
win the Camera d’Or for best
first film for Salaam Bombay at
Cannes in 1988. When I asked
her why India has had such a
spotty track record at Cannes,
she said it’s not necessarily
because Indian filmmakers are
doing anything wrong but
because the tastes and agendas
of the selection committee and
that of Indian cinema don’t
necessarily align. She said after
Salaam Bombay, some of her
own films like Monsoon

Filmmaker Pedro
Almodovar and
actor Penelope
Cruz PHOTO: ERIC
GAILLARD/REUTERS

Bacurau directors Juliano Dornelles and Kleber Mendonca Filho with
cast members Udo Kier, Sonia Braga and Jonny Mars
PHOTO: REGIS DUVIGNAU/REUTERS

Wedding (2001) and The
Namesake (2006) were rejected
by Cannes. Monsoon Wedding
ended up winning the Golden
Lion at the Venice Film
Festival so that story ended
well.
Mira starts shooting her
ambitious passion project – an
adaptation of Vikram Seth’s
sprawling novel A Suitable
Boy, for the BBC – in June. The
cast (what Mira is willing to
reveal right now) includes
Tabu, Randeep Hooda and an

A-list female actor who is likely
to be confirmed soon. I can’t
wait to see it.
A-list female Indian actors
descended on the Croisette
today – Priyanka Chopra,
Deepika Padukone and
Kangana Ranaut. They swept
up the famed red carpet looking
ethereal – when it comes to
oversized glamour, Bollywood
always delivers!
Now if we could only get
some of our films to make the
same impact!

Rocketman cast members Bryce Dallas Howard, Taron Egerton and
PHOTO: STEPHANE MAHE/REUTERS
Richard Madden
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‘MY BIGGEST
FANS ARE
MY PARENTS’

CANNES FILM FESTIVAL: DEEPIKA PADUKONE’S
STYLE TRAIN HIGH ON LIME...
>>htcity p3

‘OH GOD! KYA ENGLISH BOLTI HAI, YAAR...’

THAT’S WHAT ANIL FELT WHEN HE FIRST SAW HIS WIFE SUNITA >>htcity p3

>>htcity p7

17.34Lvoterstodecidefateof25candidates
POLLING TODAY 1,922 poll stations, including
eight pink booths, have been set up across Patiala
election
2019

BATTLEFIELD PATIALA

HT Correspondents
n

patiala@hindustantimes.com

PATIALA: Stage is set for the Lok
Sabha polls, where 17.34 lakh
voters will decide fate of 25 candidates who are in fray in Patiala
constituency on Sunday.
As many as 1,922 polling stations have been set up across the
constituency, and 16,000 civil,
police and paramilitary personnel have been deployed at these
polling booths. Of all poll booths,
250 have been declared sensitive,
and 450 hypersensitive. Also,
there will be 42 model booths and
eight pink (Sakhi) booths.
Of total 17,34,245 voters in the
Patiala constituency, 9,09,407 are
males, 8,24,764 females and 74
transgenders.
Even though there are total 25
candidates in fray, but experts
say that the competition is primarily among Congress’ Preneet
Kaur, Punjab Democratic Alliance’s (PDA) Dr Dharamvira
Gandhi, Shiromani Akali Dal’s
(SAD) Surjit Singh Rakhra and
Aam Aadmi Party’s (AAP)
Neena Mittal.
While distributing electronic
voting machines (EVMs) and
other election-related material
to the poll officials here on Saturday, Patiala deputy commissioner-cum-district electoral officer
Kumar Amit said that polling
will start from 7am. He urged the
voters to exercise their franchise

shortstories
THIEVES BREAK
INTO 3 SHOPS,
STEAL MONEY
CHANDIGARH: A group of
unidentified miscreants
targeted three shops in Jamuna
Enclave Market here on
Saturday morning . The miscreants, who had allegedly reached
the spot in a Honda City car,
broke into Pooja Clinic, Dutta
Medical Store and Fouji General
Store at around 4am and stole
money lying in the lockers of all
these shops. The accused took
away a total of ₹6,000 cash —
including ₹2,000 from Pooja
Clinic, ₹2,500 from Dutta Medical
Store and ₹1,500 from Fouji
General Store. A police compliant
has been lodged against the
HTC
accused under the IPC.

without any fear.
“Of total 1,922 polling booths,
50% will be covered under web
casting through which, polling
process can be seen online on the
election commission website,”
he said. He added that at least 42
model booths and eight pink
booths will be set up in Patiala
parliamentary constituency on
the day of polling.
The pink booths aim to boost
women voting percentage in the
election. These booths can be distinguished by their pink décor,
with pink walls, table covers,
carpets and special facility of
crèches for small children.
Besides the basic facilities,
model booths will have proper
shadow space, a selfie-corner,
snacks centre for voters, sitting
arrangement and drinking
water facility.
The DC added that the polling
staff have been directed to provide services with sincerity and
informed that any kind of negligence will not be tolerated.
“Micro-observers will minutely
keep an eye on the activities at
sensitive and hypersensitive
booths till the election process
ends on Sunday,” he said.
Senior superintendent of
police (SSP) Mandeep Singh
Sidhu said that in an order to
maintain the law and order situation in the constituency, at least
13 companies of paramilitary
forces have been deployed. In
addition, companies of Punjab
Police and its armed units
will be placed in and around the
constituency, he added.
“We have constituted 133
patrolling parties, 162 flying
squads and 162 static surveil-

SECURITY IN PLACE 2,093 security personnel
have been deployed in Fatehgarh Sahib constituency

TRIANGULAR FIGHT In Sangrur, Bhagwant Mann,
Parminder Dhindsa and Kewal Dhillon will battle it out

Patiala figures
25

Candidates

n

Election officials going to their assigned booths with EVMs, VVPATs and other equipment; and (right) a
BHARAT BHUSHAN/HT
security man poses for shutterbugs in Patiala on Saturday.

lance teams to keep an eye on the
polling process. A four-tier security — teams polling station,
patrolling teams, teams at police
stations and surveillance teams
— will be in place, headed by the
respective superintendents of
police (SPs) and deputy superintendents of police (DSPs),” the
SSP said.
20 CANDIDATES IN FRAY
AT FATEHGARH SAHIB
FATEHGARH SAHIB: As many as 20
candidates are in fray from
Fatehgarh Sahib constituency.
Deputy commissioner-cum-

district electoral officer Prashant Kumar Goyal said that at
least 1,750 booths have been set
up in all nine assembly segments
of the constituency. A total of
14.97 lakh voters will exercise
their franchise on Sunday.
Fatehgarh Sahib SSP Amneet
Kondal said that to conduct the
free and fair elections, 2,093 personnel of police and paramilitary forces have been deployed
at the polling booths and other
areas in three assembly constituencies of the district.
She added that this force also
includes six companies of para-

military forces. The SSP said
that special patrolling will be
done till the completion of election process. For this purpose,
126 police personnel and paramilitary forces have been
deputed on duty, she said.
1,627 POLLING STATIONS
SET UP IN SANGRUR
SANGRUR: As many as 15.21 lakh
voters living in Sangrur and Barnala districts will decide the fate
of 25 candidates in the Lok Sabha
elections for Sangrur constituency on Sunday. The segment,
experts believe, will witness a

Female
8.24
lakh

Totall
17.34
lakh

1,922
Male Polling stations
9.09 16,000
lakh Civil, police and
paramilitary
forces deployed

Transgenders 74
triangular fight this time.
The segment has 8.7 lakh
male, 7.14 lakh female and 25
third genders voters. The district
electoral office will set up 1,627
polling stations at 930 locations
in the constituency, where
VVPAT machines will be used
for polling.
Deputy commissioner-cumdistrict electoral officer Ghanshyam Thori inspected the elec-

tion arrangements in Sangrur,
Sunam and Lehragaga on Saturday. Thori sent the polling staff
to their respective stations and
directed them to follow guidelines of the election commission.
Meanwhile, some staff members alleged that no adequate
arrangements of refreshment
and toilet facilities have been
provided at the Government
Ranbir College in Sangrur.

“The polling staff was harassed for refreshment evenatthe
district headquarters, besides
this, the staff had to suffer due to
shortage of toilets,” an officer
said, on condition of anonymity.
But Thori claimed that proper
arrangements have been made
for the polling staff and voters.
“We have even made arrangements for wheelchairs at different polling stations,” he added.
“Of all polling stations, 359
have been declared as vulnerable and 71 critical in the segment,” Thori said.
SSP Sandeep Garg said that
eight companies of paramilitary
forces have been deployed, along
with Punjab and Haryana police
personnel.
Though 25 candidates are contesting from the Sangrur constituency, the segment will witness
a triangular battle among sitting
MP and AAP candidate Bhagwant Mann, SAD-BJP nominee
Parminder Singh Dhindsa and
Congress’s Kewal Singh Dhillon.

24 bottles of countrymade
liquor recovered in city
HT Correspondent
n

patiala@hindustantimes.com

PATIALA: A team of district electoral office conducted a surprise
raid on the premises of Kohli
Transport in Patiala and recovered 24 bottles of countrymade
liquor on Saturday evening.
Police said that they have
registered a case under
the Excise Act against unidentified persons.
Kohli Transport is owned by
former Shiromani Akali Dal
(SAD) leader Surjit Singh Kohli
and his son Ajitpal Singh Kohli,

POLICE HAVE ALSO SET
UP SPECIAL CHECK
POSTS AT DIFFERENT
PLACES IN THE DISTRICT,
ESPECIALLY ON THE
LINK ROADS AND IN
SENSITIVE AREAS
who is also the former mayor,
say sources.
However, as per police, the
Kohlis were not present on
the company premises at the

Sethu FC, Manipur Police
club decimate opponents

time of the raid.
Owing to the Lok Sabha elections and after 2,756 bottles of
Haryana-made liquor were
seized in the city on Saturday
morning, police have launched
extensive checking of vehicles
across district to keep check on
flow of liquor and drugs.
The district administration
has already shut down all liquor
vends and ordered that they will
remain shuttill Sunday evening.
Police have also set up special
check posts at different places in
the district, especially on link
roads and sensitive areas.

FOUR-YEAR-OLD
BOY RUN OVER
BY CAR
HT Correspondent
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH: In a hit-and run

n

Players in action during a match between Bangalore United FC (white) and Manipur Police Sports Club
(red) at the Guru Nanak Stadium in Ludhiana on Saturday.
GURPREET SINGH/HT

HT Correspondent
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA: SethuFCandManipur
Police Sports Club, who had
already secured berth in the
semi-finals by bagging the top
twopositionsinthepointstableof
group II, decimated the bottom
twoteamsofgrouponthelastday
of the Hero Indian Women’s
League matches, played at the
Guru Nanak Stadium on Saturday. ManipurPoliceSportsClub
registered a massive10-0 victory
over Bangalore United FC and
Sethu FC secured a 7-0 win over
BarodaFootballAcademy.Manipur’s skipper Bala Devi was star

as she scored six goals against a
hapless Bangalore United. Devi
gave her side an early lead in the
third minute and quickly completed her hat-trick by scoring
two more in the 15th and the 16th
minutes, respectively.
In the 21st minute, forward
Daya Devi scored the fourth goal
for the team, while Bala Devi
dribbled past five defenders to
score the fifth goal of the team in
the 23rd minute.
Daya Devi scored the second
goalofthe matchinthe 36th minute. In the second half, Manipur
Police Sports Club continued to
put pressure on Bangalore FC
and didn’t give any chance to

their opponent. Rinaroy Devi
scored the seventh goal in the
58thminuteandskipperBalanetted the eight goal a minute after
Rinaroy. Mandakini Devi added
a ninth for Manipur in 74th minute and four minutes later Bala
rounded off the tally.
Earlier, India international
Sandhiya scored four goals for
Sethu, while Ashalata Devi
bagged player of match award.
The first semi-final will be
playedbetweenGokulamFCand
Manipur Police Sports Club on
Mondaymorningandsecondone
between SSB Women Football
Team and Sethu FC in the evening at Guru Nanak Stadium.

incident, a four-year-old boy
was killed here on Friday after
being run over by a rashly
driven Swift car while the
child was playing, said police
on Saturday.
The deceased has been identified as Vicky.
His father, Sudama, 26, and
his wife work at a brick kiln
near Pabhat village.
Sudama, who hails from
Jharkhand, lives near the brick
kiln, Kuldeep Singh and Company, with his family .
Sudama told the police that
during the time of incident he
and his wife were working at the
kiln and at lunch time his wife
went back to house to give food
to the child when she got to
know about the mishap.
Vicky who was playing on
roadside with other children
was hit by the car.
Following this, the victim
was rushed to the Government
Medical College and Hospital
(GMCH), Sector 32, in Chandigarh where he succumbed to
his injuries.
Police have registered a
case against the unidentified
driver under Sections 304 (punishment for culpable homicide
not amounting to murder)
and 279 (rash driving or riding
on a public way) the Indian
Penal Code (IPC).
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patiala&beyond

n

PATIALA, BANUR, RAJPURA, SAMANA, FATEHGARH SAHIB,
MANDI GOBINDGARH, SIRHIND & NABHA

Artistes of Pierrot’s Troupe from New Delhi getting ready for their show AkbarThe Great Nahin Rahe.
n

SURVIVING
THEATRE

Members of the Tamasha Troupe from New Delhi get their lipstick, hair and foundation right before the play.

LIFE IS A STAGE Hindustan Times lensmen Karun
Sharma and Keshav Singh capture backstage action
at the Hasyam Theatre Fest held recently in the city
Poulami Kundu
n

poulami.kundu@htlive.com

L

ife is sheer drama for some people who are lucky enough to
spend most of their time on the
stage, but survival in the business is not easy.
Curious to find out what kind of careers
theatre artistes have, we caught up
with a few of them at the five-day comedy theatre festival, Hasyam, which
concluded in the city on Friday.
Theatre alone isn’t sufficient for a
decent earning, says Nirupama Verma,
60, secretary of Delhi-based theatre
troupe Tamasha.
Performing plays since college,
Verma earns ₹ 2,000 to ₹ 5,000 per show
and works part-time as voice-over
artiste in ad-films, movies and documentaries to supplement her income.
There’s no fixed salary here, Verma
adds, saying she teaches acting in
workshops, for free at times.
Siraj, a mass communication student from Jamia Millia Islamia prefers
to focus on the positives, however. “If
theatre is promoted well, it can be a fulltime career option.”
Theatre artiste Bhoomi Nighat Siraj,
25, who acted in Akbar The Great
Nahin Rahe, staged at the fest, says she

plays all kinds of roles. On why she
likes live performances she says it’s
great to get “instant feedback.”
Bilal Ahmed Bir, 25, an engineering
graduate who took up theatre says only
those passionate about theatre can survive. “This was my first performance in
Chandigarh, and the audience was
great,” he adds.
Spending his third year in the field,
Bir feels theatre is the beginning of an
actor’s career. As he’s interested in a
career in Indian cinema, Bir is taking
his stint on stage “as a learning process.
” He makes some money only if the
organisers choose to pay him.
Playwright and director Sayeed
Alam, 50, says he focuses on the current
socio-political issues while writing
plays and tries to be a neutral observer.
“While writing comedy plays, I focus
on self-criticism. In my plays, the hero
is the victim and the target of all jokes.
The tragedy of our actors becomes comedy for the audience,” he adds.
With very little money coming their
way, things definitely are not hunky
dory for the actors. But yes, since passion is what drives them, life does have
its good moments, they say.
Hasyam was organised by the Chandigarh Sangeet Natak Akademi at the
Tagore Theatre in Chandigarh.
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Artistes Amita Rana (left) and Madan Bala Sindhu do their makeup (above).

Artistes Monisha Bhaskar and
Lotty Alaric preparing for their
performance in the play
Hamaari Bhee Suno.

An artiste
irons his
clothes
(above).
Shubham
Gaur (left)
who plays
Alexander
The Great
checks out
his leafy
crown.

Mangat, Lalit Nagpal and Vinod Verma rehearing their lines at the fest.

High court lifts stay on
departmental proceedings
against NIPER director
HT Correspondent
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH: The Punjab and Haryana high court (HC) has lifted
the stay imposed on departmental proceedings against
director of NIPER Raghuram Rao
Akkinepally.
The HC bench of justice Arun
Monga while disposing of a petition filed by Rao , however, said
that the stay on his suspension
will continue and if respondents
pass any adverse order on conclusion of the departmental proceedings, the same will not be implemented for 14 days to enable him
to seek appropriate remedy.
Rao was suspended for the second time on October 29, 2018 with
direction from the President.
However, a single-judge
bench on November 13 had
stayed the order.
Rao and Board of Governor
(BoG) chairman VM Katoch have
been at loggerheads after the
former suspended the then
NIPER registrar PJP Waraich on
June 13, last year. With Waraich

YOUTHS ASSAULT
WOMAN, SNATCH
GOLD CHAIN
MOHALI: Unidentified car-borne
youths snatched the gold chain of
a woman here on Friday. Victim,
Tania Bose, assistant professor at
a private university in Rajpura,
said that she was going for a
morning walk when the miscreants snatched her gold chain at
around 6am. When the victim
tried to resist, the accused pushed
her and she fell.The chain had fell
on the road, which the accused
picked and fled in the car bearing
Haryana registration number.
A milkman tried to follow the
car,however, they sped away.
The accused appeared to be in age
group of 25-30 year. The accused
had put a white tape on the rare
number plate of the vehicle.
The police are scanning the
CCTV footage of the area. No case
has been registered so far. HTC

n

Raghuram Rao Akkinepally

sending his representation to
Katoch the next day, the
chairman ordered Rao to revoke
the suspension. Citing the
statute of the institute, Rao
refused to do so. Waraich had
retired on July 31, after Rao had
sought HC intervention.
He was suspended for first
time on September 24 by the BoG
but the high court had stayed the
order on October 4.
The Centre had told court that
entire disciplinary proceedings,
which were proposed to be initiated, have been put to a halt due to
stay order. The respondents are
unable to take a final decision in
the matter, the court was told
adding that not only Rao is non-

cooperative but even the chargesheet cannot be issued due to
stay order. The court while vacating the stay said that he may join
the disciplinary proceedings
and give his response in support
of his defence.
Stay was granted after Rao had
told court that he was not issued
showcause notice before his second suspension. He also argued
that reason for insubordination
was cited as Rao approaching
court against a BoG order, but the
order in question, harmed his
reputation and he had every right
to challenge the same.
On the other hand, Centre had
told court that the President was
an ‘approving authority’ and the
BoG appoints the director, and
further the minister concerned
had approved the decision and
since the President acts on the
‘advise’ of the minister, it is considered a ‘deemed consent’.
The minister concerned was
privy to the matter and aware of
the facts of the chargesheet on
insubordination issued to Rao,
Centre had argued.

Attempt to murder:
Ludhiana man held
guilty, 2 acquitted
HT Correspondent
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH: A Ludhiana resident
was held guilty, while two others
were acquitted by the district
court in an attempt to murder
case by the district court, here.
The court held Nitin Jethi of
Ludhiana and acquitted Sherry
and Mansimran for the want of
evidence in the 2015 case.
As per the police FIR, on January 18, 2015 a head constable
found two to three youths fighting with the dancer of Buzz disc in
Sector 17 at about 2am. In the
meantime, two gun shots were
fired, following which the cop
moved to the spot and saw Nitin
Jethi aiming a revolver at

another youth.
The police official nabbed Jethi
but he fired a shot which hit the
bouncer identified as Rahul on
his left foot, following which he
was rushed to the hospital for
treatment. Meanwhile, Jethi
escaped but was caught near the
parking of Taj hotel, Chandigarh.
A revolver with three fired and
two live bullets were recovered
from his possession. Two others— Sherry and Mansimran —
accompanying him fled away
from spot in their Swift car but
were later arrested by police.
A case was registered under
Sections 307, 323, 336, 34 of the IPC
and Arms Act.The quantum in
the case will be pronounced on
May 20.
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Dippy’s
style
train
high on
lime...

Sunita and Anil
Kapoor have
three children —
actor Sonam K
Ahuja, producer
Rhea Kapoor and
actor Harsh
Varrdhan
Kapoor PHOTOS:
YOGEN SHAH;
INSTAGRAM/
KAPOOR.SUNITA

That’s what actor Anil Kapoor felt when he saw
his wife Sunita, the first time. On his marriage
anniversary, he gives us ‘1974: A love story’

www.youtube.com/user/ht

t the ongoing Cannes Film
Festival, actor Deepika
Padukone stepped out in a
lime-green Giambattista Valli
Spring 2018 Haute Couture
gown, on Friday. The gigantic
tulle, tiered gown with a highlow hemline and an
extravagant train impressed
the style police. A satin
headband with a 3D flower lent
it a vintage touch. However, the
online ‘meme factory’ churned
out some hilarious posts.

A

Deepika on her way to attend
the screening of Pain and
Glory, at the 72nd Cannes
Film Festival, France

Deepika Padukone had posted this
picture (above) on Instagram, hinting
at what was in her Cannes’ closet

PHOTO: ERIC GAILLARD/REUTERS

PHOTO: INSTAGRAM /DEEPIKAPADUKONE

Rishabh Suri

‘OHGOD!WHAT
BEAUTIFULVOICE.
KYAENGLISHBOLTI
HAI,YAAR...’

instagram.com/htcity

ctor Anil Kapoor (62)
refuses to age. And so
does his love for wife,
Sunita. The two
married in 1984, in Mumbai,
on this day. That was also the
year when he got
unprecedentedly appreciated
the first time, owing to the
film Mashaal. When the
actor climbing up the starry
ladder decided to marry his
love of 10 years, he was told it
was a suicidal move. But he
is glad he made the choice!
On his 35th marriage
anniversary, he recalls his
love story that started in
1974. Excerpts:

A

Tell us all about your love
story...
I fell in love with her voice
first. I thought ‘oh God! What
beautiful voice. Yaar, kya
English bolti hai...
Pronunciation is so nice’. I
met her for the first time at
Raj Kapoor’s house. She was
so attractive, and if I may
say, sexy… She wore these
gogo glasses — big, round

and rimmed. Then, we
started chatting up on the
phone, and our friendship
grew. First, it was platonic,
then it developed into love. I
started missing her when she
wasn’t around... I felt a
vacuum. I’d travel by buses
just to meet her.

At what point did you decide
to take the plunge?
When I felt that I’d be able to
financially support her. She
had made it clear ‘I won’t go
into the kitchen, I am not
going to cook’. I never
expected her to cook. But I
thought I needed to have a lot
of servants, and a good chef
in the house. I am a Punjabi, I
am fond of food.
Another point was when I
felt I could buy a house.
When I was a kid, my family
stayed in rented houses, we
could never afford to buy
one. But, I needed a chef, a
cook, before I could propose
to her
Actors were dissuaded from
getting married for the sake of
their career. What about you?

working.... Before we started
dating, she was a model. A
banker’s daughter, she
supported herself, and never
took money from her
parents. She said, ‘When I
am going to get married, I
will come in just this one
outfit. There will not be one
single ornament or
jewellery, just one salwar
kameez or sari, that’s it. Rest
we will build ourselves’.

Sunita and Anil Kapoor married on May 19, 1984
I was dissuaded, [people said]
it was hara-kiri (suicide) to
get married. I was at a
crossroads — career or love.
Everyone said ‘you are doing
well, and your career has
just started. You are
climbing the ladder of
success, and now that you
are getting married, you are
going to come down’. I had to

make a choice — fall down or
marry. I was ready to ‘come
down’ but not sacrifice my
love… I said, ‘she’s more
important to me’. It’s a fact, I
am not faking it.

Did Sunita decide to be a
homemaker after marriage?
She was not one of those
wives, she was always

She’s quite media shy.
She didn’t give us even one
quote for this interview!
She’s not media shy, she
just doesn’t speak to the
media. She wants to lead a
normal life. I respect her
decision, but sometimes,
that went against me. I
wanted to be in the public
view, have a few magazine
covers done (that said)
‘Happy Family’; ‘Anil Kapoor
and Wife’. Maine badi
koshish ki, ‘I am getting
this cover, that cover’,
almost fell at her feet ki
‘photo lele, yaar’ (laughs).
But, what to do?
n

rishabh.suri@htlive.com
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ADVERTORIAL

Muklawa live in concert today

CATCH YOUR FAVOURITE
STARS AMMI VIRK AND
SONAM BAJWA LIVE IN
CONCERT @ ELANTE
MALL, CHANDIGARH,
6.30 PM ONWARDS
About the movie:
Muklawa is a post marriage romance
starring Ammy Virk who is curious to
see his wife Sonam Bajwa's face. He
challenges the societal norms and traditions of the time, when it was forbidden for the groom to even enter the
bride’s village, let alone any scope of
seeing her face at all. He embarks on a
journey to discover love with his own

◗ The movie is directed by Simerjit Singh and produced by Gunbir
Singh Sidhu and Manmord Sidhu and presented by White Hill
Studios.

wedded wife, which brings out a beautiful nostalgic romantic love story with
right elements of comedy and family
drama. Muklawa represents an era
where life was simple but love was difficult whereas tradition and culture
were above all. White Hill Studios
brings MUKLAWA starring Ammy Virk ,
Sonam Bajwa , Gurpreet Ghuggi , BN
Sharma Karamjit Anmol , Sarabjit
Cheema, Drishti Grewal, Nirmal Rishi ,
Gurpreet Bhangu and others.

THE MOVIE IS RELEASING
ON 24TH MAY, 2019
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htcity TIME OUT
ARIES

TAROT
POWER

(MAR 21 - APR 20)

MAY 19 - 25, 2019

Big Sean

TAURUS

(APR 21 - MAY 21)

MA PREM
RITAMBHARA
SPIRITUAL MESSAGE:
Life never fits with any
belief, and if you try to force
life into your beliefs you are
trying to do the impossible.
It has never happened; it
cannot happen in the nature
of things. Drop all beliefs
and start learning how to
experience, says Osho, the
Zen master.

Sabrina Carpenter

GEMINI

(MAY 22 - JUN 21)

Ma Prem Ritambhara has
been reading Tarot cards
professionally in Mumbai,
Pune, Zurich and New Delhi
for the last fifteen years and
continues to do so from her
studio at home in New
Delhi. Her clientele is from
all over the world from all
walks of life and she reads
cards, predicts, counsels and
heals professionals, business
people, men, women,
children, students and
couples. She conducts
individual, as well as group
readings. Contact her at
ritambhara7@gmail.com

Jonah Marais

CANCER

(JUN 22 - JUL 22)

Selena Gomez

H I N DU STA N TI M ES , C H A N DI G A R H
SUN DAY, M AY 1 9 , 2 0 1 9

Professional projects are completed on target. A
triangular personal relationship can become
problematic if you allow one person to interfere with
the other. A business arrangement with two others
can be highly lucrative. Investment in land or business
is most gainful. You complete one cycle of your life
and move on to the next with changes, endings and
new beginnings. Beware of theft and controversy in
the work area. You organise people and manage
situations with subtle charm and firmness. Physical
well-being allows you to deal with busy work
schedules, extensive travel and social obligations.
Lucky Number: 9 Good Colour: Rose Pink

LEO

You actualise your potential by taking control and
creating something special and original. You relate in
a more caring and supportive manner with family,
staff, friends and loved ones which makes you
popular with them all. You connect again with people
you haven’t seen for a long time as life brings you full
circle to the same point. A trip to your old home,
country, family and friends is rejuvenating as
pleasant memories are revived and celebrated. It’s a
magical time for romantic relationships and feelings.
Health needs care and old habits or excesses need to
be kicked.
Lucky Number: 18 Colours: Creams and Whites

VIRGO

You are emotionally reflective, dreamy, poetic and
tranquil this week as personal relationships are loving
and satisfying. You can be laid back and a bit lazy
about starting new projects. You respond well to
positive influences! You are likely to be the central
figure in an important happening or family event.
Your mature attitude and evolved thinking assists
children and young people around you to find
direction and clarity. You can be deluded about certain
situations when viewing them through a curtain of
emotions; it’s best to look with the head, as well as,
the heart to get a true picture. Health needs care.
Lucky Number: 5 Good Colour: Turquoise

LIBRA

Business expansion and promotion leads you to wider
horizons. You need to persevere patiently in
professional matters and not be laid back in order to
achieve success. There can be delay in earthy matters
and opposition in matters of the heart which you are
able to deal with. Visitors and communications from
overseas are exciting. Old friends and new
connections come together as you celebrate and host
a party. Endings and new beginnings are on the cards
this week! Personal relationships become more
meaningful and real. Media exposure brings
opportunity and abundance.
Lucky Number: 21 Good Colour: Royal Blue

SCORPIO

Major voluntary and involuntary changes are on the
cards this week! You are able to let past relationships
go and accept new feelings with receptivity. Personal
relationships have a tender, loving and caring quality
that helps you pass through difficult changes. There is
an intensity to your creativity which manifests in
current projects. Professional opportunities can be
multifarious and diverse, adding to your career and
reputation. You spend quality time with your loved
ones. You have drive and dynamism that inspires
others to put out their best when working with you.
Meditate to touch higher levels of consciousness.
Lucky Number: 13 Good Colour: Deep Crimson

SAGITTARIUS

You manage and resolve professional projects and
complications this week. You are firm and aggressive
when dealing with uncertain and weak elements or
unclear people. Beware of a woman with destructive
logic who can be disruptive and interfering in the
work area. It’s best to adopt a creative and positive
attitude to achieve your goals on target. Use your
youthful energy and intelligence to get past any
blocks that come in your way. A busy schedule and
crazy hours can be depleting. Your social life is exciting
as you meet new people and celebrate an occasion.
Balance is the key!
Lucky Number: 18 Good Colour: Peacock Blue

CAPRICORN

You point towards the truth and cut away from
negative people and situations this week. You are also
single-pointed about achieving professional goals and
targets with your creative and intelligent mind. You
can be ruthless when pointing to truths. Listen to your
heart for insights into personal relationships and
romantic involvements. You invoke power and energy
to complete an important professional project. You are
a whirling force of activity as you storm through
blocks in close relationships and work situations. You
become stronger through trouble and evolve
spiritually. Creative or artistic pursuits are rewarding.
Lucky Number: 1 Good Colour: Emerald Green

AQUARIUS

Your investments and plans prove to be gainful this
week, be it buying property or starting a business
venture. Earthy matters, finances, transactions and
details can be resolved. Financial investments are
gainful. A wonderful idea begins to take shape and
you explore your management potential. It is a good
time to resolve property matters. A journey over land
is on the cards this week. You regain good health and
indulge in sporty activity. You are content in personal
and family relationships. You gain wealth and
maintain professional standing in a new venture. You
may invest in a car or luxury that becomes a necessity.
Lucky Number: 1 Good Colour: Forest Green

PISCES

(JUL 23 - AUG 23)

Dua Lipa

(AUG 24 - SEP 23)

Nick Jonas

(SEP 24 - OCT 23)

Bella Thorne

(OCT 24 - NOV 22)

Drake

WHEN SARCASM CUTS LIKE A
KNIFE
Being sarcastic
might be good,
but not always. If
you use sarcasm
as a disguise to
criticise your
partner, read
on...
Abhinav Verma
eing a sarcastic person
might make you
stand out from the
rest. But sometimes, it
can backfire at you when it
comes to your personal
relationships. Wondering
how? Many times, sarcastic
people forget to draw a line
when it comes to passing
comments and expressing
feelings. And that is something
which can take your
relationship down south in an
instant.
Experts Dr Anil Sethi and
Shivani Misri Sadhoo explain
how being overly sarcastic can
cause harm to your
relationship.

B

DISGUISED INSULTS
If you are one of those who
have issues with confronting,
then most probably sarcasm is
your way of letting out your
hidden issues. Many people
tend to use sarcasm as a tool to
subtly express themselves or
pass insults without even
realising it. Not to forget,
sarcasm often carries an
undercurrent of truth.
However, not saying things

directly to your partner when
you feel there’s something
wrong in your relationship
can be quite painful for your
partner to deal with.

NO CREDIBILITY
Consistent use of sarcasm
might lead to loss of trust. This
happens because your partner
will always keep wondering
about your real intentions. It’s
not easy to decipher what you
actually mean when you’re
sarcastic all the time.

LACK OF SELFCONFIDENCE
It’s only human to feel
humiliated and dejected when
one is constantly bombarded
with sarcastic jokes. This can
lead to your partner doubting
his or her self-worth, which is
detrimental to their
confidence.

MANIPULATION
If you often use sarcasm to
dominate and control your
partner, it can leave them
feeling low and insecure.
Trying to make someone feel
inferior by cracking hurtful
jokes is not something a loving
partner should do.

CUTS LIKE A KNIFE
‘Sticks and stones may break
my bones, but words will
never hurt me’. Yes, it’s true
but not always. Sometimes,
those mean and rude remarks
leave an everlasting mark.
And, it’s hard to move on from
that. Hence, one must
understand that being overly
sarcastic can damage a
relationship.
n

Excessive use of sarcasm can
leave people feeling low and
insecure

Understand Saturn to tackle failures

ometimes we keep failing
and feel that success has
eluded us forever. But
before reaching a conclusion,
one must try to see if Saturn
is playing the spoilsport.
There are a few indications
which point towards a
problematic Saturn: If an
ailment stays for very long or
has a repetitive occurrence;
the native has the nagging
fear of doing poorly; the west
direction remains
unmaintained for an extended
period or there is repetitive
maintenance in this direction;
there are frequent thefts; the
house help does not stick
around; there is some sort of
dishonour from the king or
government; there is constant
grief; the agricultural
produce is far less than the
competitors or neighbours;
one has a troubling old age;
professional satisfaction is
always hard to come; one has
allergies to oils and good
karma goes unnoticed.
Now, apart from the above
12 indications, other definite
observations are: Those
working in a capacity that is
far less than their capabilities
have afflicted Saturn. Those
who habitually leave their job
and remain jobless also have a
negative Saturn in their
horoscope. Those who do not

PHOTO: HTCS

S

get a stable job also have the
same problem. Those who
switch from job to business
and are forced again by the
circumstances into a job have
a hard Saturn to deal with.
Those whose achievements
are far less than their peers
doing the same type of job
also have an afflicted Saturn
to deal with. Those whose
sexual desires wean off soon
in their life, the patients of
tuberculosis, those who wake
up at a particular time in
midnight every day, those who
do not stick to a ritual of
pleasing the almighty, those
who dream more than they
work, those who are
impressed and follow my
writeups but are still
reluctant to meet me even
though they have no definite
working plans for their
success. Now, when these
indications loom large on an

individual, it is definite that
he or she has a troublesome
‘Shani’ or Saturn.
However, do not jump to
cure it by adopting mindless
rituals. It is essential to
understand the state and
nature of the Saturn in the
horoscope, for e.g., it is
benefice, malefic, neutral,
cheater or a deceitful Saturn.
The type of ritual depends
upon this nature of Saturn.
The author of this article,
Dr Vinay Bajrangi, is a PhD
scholar in astrology. Connect
with him at www.
vinaybajrangi.com or call
9278665588 or 9278555588. To
get more insights, read his
blogs on www.vinaybajrangi.
com/blog.

Disclaimer: The veracity of
any claims made in the above
article is the sole responsibility
of the concerned entity.

abhinav.verma@htlive.com

SONAL KALRA’S COLUMN, A CALMER YOU, WILL BE BACK NEXT WEEK

(NOV 23 - DEC 23)

Taylor Swift

(DEC 24 - JAN 20)

Zayn Malik

You tend to waste energy in details causing neglect of
more important things at work this week. Restrictions
at work or limitations in personal relationships may
not be acceptable to you, express your feelings. Great
care in some things counter-balanced by equal
disorder in others can create some chaos in your life.
It’s best to get a clear perspective before making
decisions in important matters. Don’t allow others to
interfere in partnerships. It’s important to live
joyously in the moment without carrying guilt or any
burden from the past. Concentrate on plans and
projects to gain confidence and ground.
Lucky Number: 8 Good Colour: Lavender

You step into the week with inner strength, good
health, and professional success. You are victorious –
after some fears – but not likely to look back. Personal
relationships and partnerships cannot be more
supportive at this point and you need to treat them
with consideration. Trust your intuition. Your ability to
communicate well offers excellent opportunities. You
participate in activities related with music, theatre,
film, academics and sport. Be relaxed in busy
situations and in the company of pushy, ambitious
people or you can get sucked into anxiety and stress. A
gift or surprise awaits you at the end of the week.
Lucky Number: 9 Good Colour: Cherry Red

Good planning and management lead to progressive
and productive ventures. There is harmony in personal
relationships but alternation of gain and loss in
business. You display weakness and strength in
professional situations. Your moods vary from
melancholy to elation as situations and attitudes
change rapidly. You are well organised and ambitious
but can strain yourself beyond physical endurance, be
aware. Pleasant interludes and happy changes are on
the cards at the end of the week. Meditate on the
constant changes happening around you and centre
within to become a witness to it all.
Lucky Number: 2 Good Colour: Cherry Red

(JAN 21 - FEB 19)

Harry Styles

There is a harmony of natural forces which brings
success and completion at work with ease and not too
much effort. There is no tension and strain as you are
relaxed and happy in personal relationships. There is a
beginning of steady increase in income and wealth
but you have to endure with intensity and focus for
more time before things move with their own
momentum. Beware of a thankless and presumptuous
person who expects too much from you without
contributing himself in any way. Get ready to resolve
issues and make clear schedules next week. Spiritual
pursuit and meditative spaces are elevating.
Lucky Number: 6 Good Colour: Rusty Red

(FEB 20 - MAR 20)

Rihanna

DAILY HOROSCOPE
Dr Prem Kr. Sharma, Astrologer & vaastu expert

Can be contacted at: Delhi: 011-47033152, 40532026 (Sat to Mon): Panchkula: 91-172-2562832,
2572874 (Tues to Thurs); Mumbai: 09223376963 (Last week of every month)

ARIES

LEO

SAGITTARIUS

Opting for regular workouts
will help you maintain your
health. Previous investments
are
e likely to give good
rreturns. Someone
may target you on
the social front
today; but it will not
harm you. Travel
ffront remains not very
satisfactory as trouble is
sat
indicated on your cards.
Those in property business
might benefit today.
Lucky Number: 5
Lucky Colour: Light Green

Good health ensures good
time with closed ones.
Monetary loss may affect
som
me. Taking initiative
on the work front will
o
make things easy for
you. It is best to free
yourself of narrowmindedness and
lo
ook at the broader
picture when it comes to
pict
family. Not a good day for
plunging into property
matters too.
Lucky Number: 3
Lucky Colour: Coffee

Control your diet and
lifestyle to maintain your
health. Financial stability is
assured.You may not
get the credit for
g
doing something
that took you lot of
time and effort at
work. Driving
yourself is not
y
suggested for today. A
sug
property you are interested
in might get into your lap
today.
Lucky Number: 8
Lucky Colour: Purple

TAURUS

VIRGO

CAPRICORN

Avoid street food as it can
disturb your digestive
system. Someone may try to
use you to serve his or
her end on the social
front; don’t succumb
to it. Improvement
on financial front
will give you
confidence. Show yourr
gratitude to someone
going out of way to help
you. Travelling might
become difficult today.
Lucky Number: 2
Lucky Colour: White

You will reap the health
benefits by making it a
practice to stay fit. Exercise
judiciousness in
spending money.
Additional pressure
might overburden
you at work; try to
relax. A trip with
colleagues will delightt
you. Securing a home
loan will not be difficult as
you contemplate to buy
your own house.
Lucky Number: 1
Lucky Colour: White

Don’t ignore minor health
issues today, you might
have trouble in future. A
cash crunch seems
imminent, but only
temporarily. Remain
sharp in dealing
with someone at
work, who is keen on
putting you down.
Travelling to a nearby
city will be fulfilling. A
renovation of your house is
indicated on your cards.
Lucky Number: 7
Lucky Colour: Maroon

GEMINI

LIBRA

AQUARIUS

Take adequate care of health
to remain in shape. Someone
may pester you for a
mo
onetary favour, better
rremain noncommittal. Time
is ripe for
implementing
something that you
have been working on
for llong on the
professional front. Gain in
property business is
imminent.
Lucky Number: 15
Lucky Colour: Parrot Green

Health remains satisfactory.
Financial gains are about to
reach you soon. You may get
a cchance to venture into
unknown territory on
u
the professional
front and give good
account of
yourself.You are likely
to
o meet someone
influential today and get
influ
a family problem resolved.
This is not a good day to
invest in property.
Lucky Number: 17
Lucky Colour: Violet

Health issues might keep
you under pressure. Some
work is needed to be done
on the financial front to
rremain stable. You
may get the credit
for doing something
that has never been
done before. Car
breakdown might give
b
you some travel hassle
today. A good day to
contemplate buying a
property.
Lucky Number: 22
Lucky Colour: Blue

CANCER

SCORPIO

PISCES

Controlling indulgences help
you remain fit. The days of
exercising control over
spending is gone as yo
ou
gain huge profit in a
business. Don’t be
envious of someone
doing better than
you at work. You are
likely to miss a train orr
a bus today; so be alert.
t
Those into property and
construction business will
experience a good day.
Lucky Number: 9
Lucky Colour: Purple

Health is fine. Minor issues
might concern you but there
is nothing to worry about.
Money coming in from
m
previous investments
will keep you
financially healthy.
Giving unsought
advice can get you
into trouble today at
work. Family front
remains good today. A
property by inheritance is
possible for some of you.
Lucky Number: 4
Lucky Colour: Dark Grey

You remain hale and hearty
to enjoy your day to the
fullest. Accrue in financial
gains will take time.
Professionally, you
will make things
easier for yourself.
Not being judicious
in your spending
might leave you
with very less money. A
loan is not likely to pass to
buy the property you
finalised.
Lucky Number: 11
Lucky Colour: White
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■

NATURAL BEAUTY
The beauty of the Vilas properties
of the Oberoi group is that they
seem to grow organically from the
environment around them

■

OH DEER!
Herds of deer are a regular
sight in Ranthambore

The Royalty Of Wild Rajasthan

WHILE I love the Rajasthan of valour, chivalry and legend (and of course, tiger sightings), I’d take the

wild beauty over the grand palaces any day

RUDE TRAVEL

Vir Sanghvi

Y

outh, they say, is wasted on
the young. I am beginning to
wonder if Rajasthan was
wasted on me. I went to
school there for seven years and then,
liked it so much that I even went back
to teach at the same school.
As my school was ostentatiously
Rajasthani and had originally been set
up for the children of maharajas, I
thought I had got a full dose of
Rajasthani culture and believed that I
knew the state well.
I have never stopped going to
Rajasthan ever since but it is only now
that I recognise what an amazing place
it really is. I loved the Rajasthan of the
Rajputs I went to school with; the
Rajasthan of valour, chivalry, legend
and Cycle Polo (don’t ask). But there is
another Rajasthan.
My rediscovery of Rajasthan began
a decade ago. In 1980, as part of Project
Tiger, an ambitious programme to protect and nurture our tiger population,
pioneered by Indira Gandhi, the government set up the Ranthambore National
Park near Sawai Madhopur. The area
had previously been the hunting ground
for the Jaipur Royal Family.
Ranthambore has a huge historical
importance. And when I finally went
there in the mid-1990s, I was struck by
its natural beauty. The park spreads
over 300 square kilometres and almost
from the moment you drive in, you see
herds of chitals, sambhar, nilgais,
chinkaras and many kinds of deer.

Langurs and peacocks are the most
common sights and if you are lucky, you
can see hyenas, jackals, foxes and jungle
cats. If you are really, really lucky, you
might see a sloth bear. And though leopard sightings are rare, you can sometimes see one. (Leopards are shy animals, notoriously difficult to spot, even
at Ranthambore which is full of them.)
But of course the reason everyone
goes to Ranthambore is to see the
tiger. When I went in the ’90s, I spent
several days on safari trips into the
park hoping to spot a tiger. But somehow, to everyone’s astonishment, I did
not see a single tiger.
I was bitterly disappointed, of
course, but still quite thrilled. In all
those years in Rajasthan I had never
seen the wild side of the state and it
was both exciting and different to see a
wild boar in the distance or to watch
the deer scatter when they heard the
distress call of the peacock.
In the 1990s, there were not that
many great hotels in Rajasthan (and
certainly not in Ranthambore). The
state was famous for the palace hotels,
many of which (the Lake Palace, Umaid
Bhawan and the Rambagh Palace, for
example) were truly spectacular as palaces though not all of them
worked that well as hotels.
Then, in the early part
of the 21st Century, the
Oberoi group began
opening the Vilas
properties,
which would

■

TRULY
GROUNDED
The lapwing
makes its nest on
the ground and
not on the trees

come to be ranked among the
safari to the park and saw lots of interworld’s best hotels.
esting animals but no tigers. I explained
A lot has been said about the Vilas to the hotel’s then general manager
hotels in the media – especially the for- Tapan Piplani that he shouldn’t take it
eign media which can’t get enough of
personally. I had bad luck with tigers.
the Vilases – but most of the raves have
But he was utterly distraught and
focused on the beauty of the architec- on the final morning, just before I left
ture, the extraordinary quality of the for the airport, took me on a safari himd levels
self My luck suddenly changed.
self.
service, the unparalleled
of luxury, etc.
We saw three tigers. One of
This is all true but, as
a
th
hem walked calmly besides
our jeep and another – the
far as I am concerned,
legendary Machhli, the
the beauty of the Vilas
Queen of Ranthambore
properties is that they
– actually chased and
seem to grow organikilled a small deer in
cally from the environfront of us; a sort of
ment around them.
NatGeo moment.
Most palaces, almost by
Ever since then, wild
definition, seek to overrwhelm their surroundin
ngs.
Rajasthan has eclipsed
Umaid Bhavan is a jazz age ■
Royal Rajasthan in my
MASTER CHEF
palace, built in the era of
mind. Three years ago, at
Jaydeep Patil is one
The Great Gatsby. The
Umaid
Bhavan
in
of the Oberoi group’s
Rambagh Palace is a rich
Jodhpur (run by the Taj),
best chefs
Rajput’s idea of an English
I knew my attitude was
country home. (The Lake
changing when I began to
Palace is the notable exception.)
remember relatively silly things – camel
The Vilases, on the other hand, races in a village near Jodhpur or the
don’t seek to stun. They tend to soothe. herd of deer we suddenly came across
They are built to blend into the environ- on the road outside town one evening –
ment, using artisanal materials and tak- rather than the grandeur of one of the
ing care to respect wild Rajasthan.
world’s great palaces.
I went back to Ranthambore last
When I went to Udaipur’s Udai
Vilas last year, for instance, it was the fortnight. The trip did not begin well.
hundreds of species of birds that The Air India computer system crashed
flew in the air that really grabbed so they cancelled my fight to Jaipur
my attention. I went back to and I missed my ride to Vanya Vilas.
Jaipur’s Raj Vilas earlier this year But there were compensations. I drove
and all I noticed were the peacocks. to Jaipur, spent a magical night at Raj
They were everywhere. They would Vilas, where the peacocks were waitmake themselves at home in the ing, and drove to Vanya Vilas (around
courtyard outside my room. They three and half hours on a good road)
would dance in the garden. Their calls the next morning.
Within 10 minutes of arriving at the
would wake me in the morning.
I went back to Ranthambore nine hotel, I was in a safari vehicle driving
years ago to stay at the then recently- through the park. The heat was at its
opened Vanya Vilas, a small property height (around 40 degrees) but somehow
spread over 20 acres, adjoining the I didn’t mind.
sanctuary, with just 25 luxury tents.
I had never seen Ranthambore like
Of course, the hotel was wonderful this: we went when there were few other
but what I liked about it was that it vehicles so we were alone for most of the
never deviated from its true purpose: time and the landscape was dry and
if you had no interest in Ranthambore arid, with leafless trees.
Oddly enough, this is the best
or in wild life, then Vanya Vilas was
time to see animals because they tend
not for you.
Even then, I went for safari after to seek shelter near watering holes

Photos: SHUTTERSTOCK
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■

■

NATIONAL PRIDE
Peacocks are a
common sight in the
historical park

and are easy to spot.
Within minutes of entering, I saw
my first tigers: a tigress (Arrowhead)
and two cubs, sleeping in the shade. I
knew somehow that this was going to be
a sighting-packed safari.
And indeed it was. We found
another tiger shortly afterwards, paddling about in a pool. It seemed as
delighted to see us as we were to see it.
It peered curiously while I aimed my
iPhone. Later another tiger walked by.
Then we saw something even rarer: a
sloth bear with its baby on its back.
While we were staring at the bear, so
was yet another tiger. We noticed it
watching silently and wondered if it
would stalk the bear. But no, it had
other plans and wandered off.
In all, I think I saw six tigers on that
first safari plus the bears, wild boar,
deer, monkeys, etc. Last time Machhli
had given us a NatGeo moment; now we
had an entire documentary.
I loved the tiger sightings. But I also

Taking India To Egypt

■

INTO THE WILD
The legendary Machhli, the
Queen of Ranthambore
(inset) a tiger spotted
recently at a safari

IN LUCK
If you are really, really lucky,
you might see a sloth bear

loved the little things that most people
don’t notice. There are 300 species of
birds at Ranthambore and most of them
fly across to Vanya Vilas.
Apart from the glamorous ones,
there are the little ones that always
fascinate me. What does one make of
the lapwing, a bird that make its nest
on the ground and not on the trees?
They say that when a lapwing makes a
nest with high walls, this means that
the monsoon will be heavy. How does
the lapwing know?
It just does.
After the safaris and the exceptional cuisine (chef Saurabh Tyagi is a
man to watch), I drove back to Raj Vilas
to more luxury and more great food
(the kitchens are run by Jaydeep Patil,
one of the Oberoi group’s best chefs).
And the peacocks were still dancing
around in the garden.
So yes, I love Rajasthan. But on balance, I’ll take the lapwing over the tiger;
the wild beauty over the grand palaces.

■

SITTING TALL
The Mahindra Scorpio’s tall
seating position gives a
commanding view of the road

FOR THE first time ever, an Indian made car was shot with the Sphinx and the

pyramids of Giza as a backdrop; the hefty $2,000 fee was entirely worth it

SUNDAY DRIVE

Hormazd Sorabjee

T

he car in front of me has a
boy sticking his head out
of the sunroof, breathing
exhaust fumes and completely
oblivious to the gnarl of trafﬁc around
him. There’s honking from aggressive
drivers trying to muscle past my
Mahindra Scorpio whilst helmetless
bikers with two or more pillions (also
without helmets) weave in and out of
small gaps that momentarily open up in
the bumper-to-bumper crawl. A scene
out of a crowded Indian city? Not quite.
I’m in Alexandria, Egypt’s second largest city, on the
Mediterranean coast. It’s the start
point of a drive across the land of
Pharaohs. Our chariot for this road
trip is a pair of Mahindra Scorpios
and a Getaway pick-up that have just
been driven from Cape Town to Cairo
by a group of young artists from
around the world. Our adventure is a

lot gentler than their 240-day traipse
across the entire length of the
African continent but, judging from
my first day behind the wheel of the
Scorpio, it’s no less exciting.
Alexandria reminds me a bit of
Mumbai with the chaotic traffic, some
shabby buildings, even shabbier taxis
(mostly Ladas) and the sea on one
side. But, Alexandria’s ‘Marine Drive’
or corniche is around 20km long with
the historical 15th century Citadel of
Qaitbay (built on the ruins of the
lighthouse that was once a wonder of
the world) at one end and the last
king’s fabulous impressive Montazah
Palace, at the other. The waterfront
promenade in between offers some
great views of the spectacularly blue
Mediterranean Sea and I can now
understand where the term
‘Mediterranean blue’ comes from.

India) racing each other five-abreast
like the chariots in Ben-Hur. Mad!
Driving a right-hand-drive car on
the right side of the road does initially require a degree of concentration
especially whilst overtaking but once
you’re used to it, highway cruising is
quite effortless thanks to the
Scorpio’s strong pulling power.
The road from Port Said to Cairo
runs alongside the Suez Canal and the
sight of massive container ships towering above the high walls that guard
this sliver of water, which is Egypt’s
biggest money spinner, is quite
humbling. It takes an entire
day for a ship to thread
through the 193km canal
whilst in our Scorpios, we
hit the outskirts of Cairo
in around three hours
from Port Said.

DESI VIBES

NOT-SO-SMALL WONDERS

Apart from this handful of touristy
sights there’s not much to see in
Alexandria, so the next day we jump
into our Scorpios and head east to Port
Said. We get our first taste of Egyptian
highways, which again feels similar to
India. The roads are wide and flat but a
bit uneven, which exposes the wallowy
and bumpy ride of the Scorpio. The
good thing is that the Scorpio’s tall
seating position gives me a commanding view of the road, which is useful
whilst keeping an eye on aggressive
drivers darting between lanes. I’ll
never forget the sight of a bunch of
Bajaj autorickshaws (all imported from

Cairo traffic is crazy, chaotic and we reach our hotel
in the centre of town,
opposite Tahrir Square,
pretty knackered.
The next day is a big
tick on my bucket list with a
visit to the Pyramids of Giza,
■

EGYPTIAN EXTRAVAGANZA
(From top) The noseless
sphinx; Citadel of Qaitbay
towering the Mediterranean
Sea; Colourfully-decked
cruise boats on the river Nile,
which is the lifeline of Egypt

which amazingly is just a
45-minute drive from the
centre of the capital. At
first, the pyramids don’t
look that impressive but
when you get up-close to
them you can understand
why they are a wonder of
the world. The inch-perfect symmetry with
which over two million
blocks of limestone weighing on average 2.3 tons each

have been precisely arranged to form a
perfectly proportioned pyramid 4,500
years ago defies belief. In fact, there are
enough theories suggesting aliens had
a hand in building them.
For our Scorpios there was no better photo op than the pyramids and
that’s something the authorities knew
only too well. We were charged a hefty
US$2,000 for a two-hour shoot around
the Giza complex, which also has the
iconic Sphinx. Well worth it when you
consider that this was the first time

ever that an Indian made car was shot
against possibly the most famous wonder of the world as a backdrop, thus
making a bit of history in the process.
South of Cairo there’s much more
to see in a country with such a rich
history but as they say, you have to
leave something for next time or
you’ll never come back.
Hormazd Sorabjee is one of the most senior and much
loved auto journalists in India, and is editor of Autocar India
Sunday Drive appears every fortnight
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GAURAV DOESN’T LOVE
ATTENTION
Sometimes I feel I am
in the wrong field. I
don’t love make-up. I
don’t love attention
when I step out....
They should feel ‘Arre,
yeh toh apna hai.’

Gera says he doesn’t make funny and
entertaining videos to be a social media
star, but “to make his followers and fans
feel as though he is one of their own”
Pooja Sharma
aurav Gera is one of the
first few actors to have
jumped on the social
media bandwagon,
making funny videos and
entertaining followers.
Playing dress up and making
people laugh with his antics is
what he has been doing for
years now and successfully so.
Gaurav says, “Chutki and
Shopkeeper were the first of
some 30 characters that I’ve
created and went viral, that
was in 2015.”
“Then, I started increasing
the number of characters
around Chutki and one thing
led to another.” The actor
remembers how these
characters, especially Chutki’s
just took off on social media.
“Chutki and Shopkeeper was
really crazy, as there were a lot
of articles written about them.
Maybe it was the beginning of

G

the internet and videos that
fascinated people to watch
these characters. For a man to
play a woman on a daily basis
and make videos, I think
people found it interesting,” he
adds.
Gaurav, who is known for
his role of Nandu in TV show
Jassi Jaisi Koi Nahin, says, he
enjoys making videos and
posting gags on social media
the most. “I love social media
because while the videos are
shot like a film or show, the
response is almost immediate.
I feel I am a creator, not just
acting but there are many
aspects to doing a video –
storytelling, dialogues, camera
work, etc. I do all this by
myself. It’s creatively more
satisfying,” says Gaurav,
whose inspiration is his
mother, who would often
mimic neighbours and
relatives. On asking if he
follows the current crop of

Sanya’s biggest fans
are her parents
Sneha
Mahadevan
anya
Malhotra,
who has
been in Mumbai for
over four years,
now feels at home

S

GAURAV GERA, ACTOR

Every article or story
that comes up on the
internet about my
dance, my parents
start reposting it on
every group.

social media stars,
he says, “I don’t
follow, but I see a
lot of people doing
good work.
Bhuvan (Bam)
has reached
commendable
heights,
because of his
faith in what he
does. Even
Prajakta Koli is
really good.”
Ask the actor why he
chooses to keep a low
profile, and he says,
“Sometimes I feel I am in the
wrong field. I don’t love
make-up. I don’t love attention
when I step out. When I make
videos, it’s not because I want
to be a star or attract people, I
want them to see me as one of
their own. They should feel
‘Arre, yeh toh apna hai.”
n
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SANYA
MALHOTRA, ACTOR

in the city. But the actor who
moved from Delhi still
misses her parents, especially
because she doesn’t get to
meet them often. However,
the actor’s parents are her
biggest fans and ensures
that she doesn’t feel the
distance.
They keep tabs on all her
day to day updates
and convey it to her
extended family.
A source close the actor
reveals, “Sanya’s love and
passion for dance have never
been hidden. She keeps
posting interesting videos on
her social media handle to
give a sneak peek into her life
to her fans.
The actor’s dance
performances are always
praised by many Bollywood
celebrities and her fans. So,

when her parents see this,
they can’t stop themselves
from sharing all of it with
their relatives and
friends.”
Talking about it, Sanya
says, “Every article or story
that comes up on the internet
about my dance, my parents
start reposting it on every
group. I have a few family
WhatsApp groups and they
share the video and
everything related to it,”
(laughs)
Sanya has been a part of
hugely successful films like
Dangal (2016) and Badhaai Ho
(2018). She last shared the
screen with Nawazuddin
Siddiqui in the critically
acclaimed Photograph and
will be seen next in Anurag
Basu’s upcoming film.
n

sneha.mahadevan@htlive.com

pooja.sharma@htlive.com

Lauv listened to some of my music: Jasleen
Sneha Mahadevan
4-year-old American
singer-songwriter Ari
Staprans Leff, better
known as Lauv, performed in
the city on Monday, May 13,
as part of his Asia tour. While
he met lots of people and
interacted with the media, he
also happened to catch up
with a few singers, one of
them being Jasleen Royal.
The singer was elated to meet
Lauv, who is one of her
favourite artistes.
Talking about it, Jasleen

2

says, “It’s so crazy that a
few days ago, I was listening
to one of his songs on repeat
and I happened to message
my management that I would
love to meet him someday.
And it’s so surreal that it
happened so fast. I have
always believed in putting the
things I want out in the
universe and it happens. I am
so happy that I got to spend
some time with him.”
Jasleen says that she finds
his music to be very honest,
yet layered and it has its own
pocket universe.

“We discussed our
individual processes of
making music and it was
interesting to find many
similarities.”
“He listened to some of my
music, and he really loved the
melody and the video of
Jahaan Tu Chala, which was
very exciting because we had
put in a lot of time and effort,
to get the animation and art
style right,” Jasleen adds.
On a parting note she says,
“We’re following each other
on Instagram to stay in
touch.”

Jasleen Royal with Lauv

Actor
Nutan
(inset) and
Pranutan
PHOTO:
INSTAGRAM/
PRANUTAN

‘I will be a fool if I say
no to comparisons
with my grandmom’
Shreya Mukherjee
iving up to a family name is
a task in itself and who
better to understand than
actor Pranutan Bahl, who is
the granddaughter of
yesteryear actor Nutan,
daughter of Mohnish Bahl and
the niece of Kajol. A famous
lineage leads to comparisons,
but Pranutan isn’t worried.
“I’m ready for comparisons.
I’ll be a fool if I say no. This is
the fifth generation of the
family in films and I knew this
was going to happen,” says
Pranutan, adding she plans to
take it “as an encouragement.”
“I want to be good in my
craft and up my game in a way
that nobody can say ‘woh
kahan they aur yeh kahan hai’.
I know I won’t let that
happen… At the end of it, if
people say ‘okay she is
trying’ and if they see
growth in me, it will make
me more than happy,” she
smiles. Doesn’t this
comparison also lead to the
pressure of expectations? “But

L

I don’t view it as a pressure, I
take it as a responsibility. The
moment you start viewing it as
pressure, then things might go
out of hand. If you start
viewing it as an asset and
something that you need to live
up to, then you will be in a
happy space. That’s what I do
— I just want to keep working
hard and better my skills,” says
the 26-year-old.
Recently, it was reported
that Pranutan learned acting
from her late grandmother.
Mention it to the 26-year-old,
who recently debuted with
Salman Khan’s production
Notebook, says it “is the biggest
misquote ever”.
She adds, “What I meant is
that someone can understand
and gain knowledge by
following others… Acting is an
innate thing, it’s very personal.
How someone approaches a
scene is different from how
another person would
do it.” The actor shares she
has grown up watching films
of Nutan.
n

shreya.mukherjee@htlive.com
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Why Clooney won’t get into Coppola’s return to direction might star Law, LaBeouf
politics
O
htcity ENTERTAINMENT

ctor, filmmaker, and
activist George Clooney
has ruled himself out of
the 2020 US presidential race,
saying he does not have the
appropriate “skill” for politics.
His frequent and public
criticism of US President
Donald Trump, ever since the
latter assumed the post in 2016,
had led people to believe
Clooney could run for office in
the 2020 elections.
However, the 58-year-old
said politics does not seem to be
a logical place for him. “I’m not
going to get into politics. It
doesn’t seem like a very logical
place for me to be able to apply
what skills I have. I don’t have
to make compromise for the

A

things that I stand for and the
things I believe in like
politicians do. So it is not
something that interests me,”
Clooney said.
He also said that he is
“nervous” about people
rotating towards
“authoritarianism” in the
present times.
“It is a very nervous time
around the world. People
sliding towards
authoritarianism, it is
something that is nervewrecking and that we should
constantly monitor. The press
do a very good job with that. I
happen to be an optimist and I
think that things turn around
and it will hopefully head that
way in the next election cycle.”
The Ocean’s Eleven (2001)
star has served as a UN
Messenger of Peace since
2008 and is also a

member of the Council on
Foreign Relations. He is
married to human rights
lawyer Amal Clooney.
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scar-winning director
Francis Ford Coppola is
ready for a comeback to
filmmaking with his passion
project Megalopolis, for which
he is in talks with actors Jude
Law and Shia LaBeouf.
The director, whose
Godfather series has
influenced countless
filmmakers across the globe, is
in the process of putting
together the finances for the
film, which he had to abandon
after the 9/11 terror attacks.

The story is about “an attempt
to create utopia in a city like
New York”, according to
Deadline.
“At this age, I have to tell
you, I am more enthusiastic
and excited about cinema and
what it means and what it can
be and even with all of the new
digital aspects of it, which I
think are being misused. As
for Megalopolis... Well, it looks
good. I mean, we made the
offer to several actors. I can’t
say they’ve accepted, but they

were very enthusiastic. One of
them is Jude Law and another
Shia LaBeouf,” Coppola,80,
said.
The director shared that the
kind of movie he has in mind
would not interest a studio but

said a technology company
was interested. He is looking at
a USD 80-120 million budget.
“Megalopolis takes a
Roman epic based on real
events that occurred 2,000
years ago, and places it in

America... because really
America is like the modern
historical counterpart of
Rome. We’re practical. We’re
good engineers. We have
project power. That’s what
Rome had,” he adds.
PTI

Francis Ford
Coppola
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Noomi Rapace to
play Mossad
agent in next
wedish actor Noomi
Rapace will headline
spy action drama,
Sylvia. She will play the
role of Sylvia Rafeal, a
South Africa-born agent
who rose to prominence in
Israeli intelligence agency,
Mossad, reported Variety.
The actor earlier played
Lisbeth Salander in the
Swedish film adaptations
of the Millennium book
series.
Sylvia is best known for
successfully locating Ali
Hassan Salameh, a fugitive
leader of the Palestine’s
Black September
organisation. But the
mission tragically led to
her involvement in the
infamous Lillehammer
incident, in which an
innocent Morroccan
waiter was misidentified

S

as Salameh and killed
by Sylvia’s team.
Sylvia was later tried
and imprisoned in
Norway.
Vicky Jewson is
attached to direct.
Rapace and Jewson have
also collaborated on the
action thriller, Close.
The film is inspired by
the book Sylvia Rafael: The
Life and Death of a Mossad
Spy, penned by Ram Oren
and Moti Kfir, a former
Mossad agent who trained
Sylvia.
Jewson and her writing
partner from Close, Rupert
Whitaker, will share script
credits. The project will be
produced by Sharon Harel,
Eitan Evan and Whitaker,
alongside Jewson and
Moshe Edery.

PTI

Noomi
Rapace
PHOTO:
SHUTTERSTOCK

(From top) Jude Law and Shia LaBeouf
PHOTOS: JEFF SPICER/GETTY IMAGES AND SHUTTERSTOCK
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